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TOWNSHIP OF CHELTENHAM
RESOLUTION NO. 12-09
AUTHORIZING THE ADOPTION OF A MASTER SITE PLAN FOR
ECOLOGICAL RESTORATION AT HIGH SCHOOL AND OGONTZ PARKS

WHEREAS, the Township of Cheltenham applied to the Pennsylvania
Department of Conservation and Natural Resources (“Department”) in 2006 for a
planning and technical assistance grant to undertake a comprehensive master site plan
study for the 11.49 acres of passive open space known as the municipally-owned High
School Park, located at 7851 Montgomery Avenue and also the adjoining 10.44 acres of
active recreation area known as Ogontz Park located at 8040 High School Road, both in
Elkins Park, Pennsylvania; and
WHEREAS, the Township of Cheltenham was the recipient of a planning and
technical assistance grant from the “Department” for the purpose of carrying out the
comprehensive Master Site Plan study for Ecological Restoration at High School and
Ogontz Parks; and
WHEREAS, the Township of Cheltenham Board of Commissioners subsequently
hired an Environmental Planning Consultant in 2007 to assist the Township and its
Citizens’ Steering Committee in preparing the Master Site Plan which consists of
background and data collection, needs assessment, site analysis, ecological restoration
design and maps, cost analysis, recommendations and implementation strategies and
operating costs and revenue; and
WHEREAS, the Master Site Plan has been prepared in a final form based on
numerous steering committee meetings and community meetings, the most recent was
December 3, 2008, which was duly advertised, to solicit feedback and public input and
engage stakeholder participation being key in the planning process and formulating the
implementation recommendations as outlined in the final version of the Master Site Plan,
dated January 25, 2009.
NOW THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED by the Board of Commissioners of the
Township of Cheltenham, County of Montgomery, Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, in
accordance with the “Department’s” Community Conservation Partnership Program that
it hereby accepts and adopts the High School and Ogontz Parks Ecological Restoration
Master Site Plan dated January 25, 2009 which contains seven sections and appendices A
through G, including a management plan with recommendations and implementation
strategies, cost estimates and a bibliography.

I HEREBY CERTIFY that the foregoing resolution was adopted by the Board of
Commissioners of the Township of Cheltenham, County of Montgomery,
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania at its meeting held at Curtis Hall, 1250 West Church
Road located in Wyncote, 19095 on March 17, 2009.
TOWNSHIP OF CHELTENHAM

ATTEST

____________________________
David G. Kraynik, Secretary/Manager
(SEAL)

____________________________
Paul R. Greenwald, President
Board of Commissioners
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SECTION 1.0: INTRODUCTION
1.1

Executive Summary

Cheltenham Township is located in the southeast portion of Montgomery County,
Pennsylvania. The Township is bordered on the east and south sides by the City of
Philadelphia; the north and western borders of the Township are the suburban communities of
Abington, Upper Dublin and Springfield Townships, and Jenkintown Borough. It is located
within the headwaters of the Tookany-Tacony-Frankford Watershed with over 15 miles of
waterways consisting of the Tookany Creek and its tributaries.
High School and Ogontz Parks are considered a trail head to a 4.0-mile section of pedestrian
trail ways that when completely built, will link the Elkins Park neighborhood around the
commercial district, to the Tookany Creek Park and Parkway in the lower section of the
Township in Cheltenham Village. The High School and Ogontz Park Master Plan project
area was formerly the site of the Beth Jacob/Cheltenham High School. The high school was
abandoned in the mid 1970s when a new one was constructed in Wyncote, Pennsylvania.
In 1994, the school experienced a major fire. The Township acquired the two parks in 1995
with financial assistance from the Montgomery County Open Space Program. Through the
years Township officials, and the Friends of High School Park, transformed the properties into
passive open space (High School Park) and active recreational open space (Ogontz Park). In
1996, the Township hired Andropogon Associates to work with the community to create a
conceptual landscape design plan. The acquisition of the parcels and the implementation of
the Andropogon study returned the built land into a natural system through adaptive reuse.
The property is now an important component of the Township's overall and linear park
system.
Cheltenham Township (Township), with the assistance of the Friends of High School Park (FHSP),
received a $12,500.00 Pennsylvania Department of Conservation and Natural Resources
(PADCNR) matching planning grant in 2007 to complete the Master Plan for Ecological
Restoration of High School and Ogontz Parks. The grant was matched with $12, 500.00 of
Township funding, and in-kind staff services from Township staff and the Friends of High School
Park augmented the budget. The intended plan will serve as the primary document to identify and
prioritize the implementation strategies of the historic and on-going planting and native landscape
restoration, and for maintenance of the parks as well as restoration of the Tookany Creek in an
environmentally sound manner.
Work on the Master Plan commenced in November 2007 with the formation of a Citizen Steering
Committee and the hiring of a consulting group. The planning process continued until the Board of
Commissioners adopted the plan in March 2009. Numerous public outreach strategies were
developed along with a significant amount of research, fieldwork, mapping, and design tasks.
______________________________________________________________________________________________
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As the management priorities for the two parks and the Tookany Creek differ, the Master Plan for
Ecological Restoration of High School and Ogontz Parks is comprised of an introduction, an
overview of the study area, an overview of the needs assessment findings, an ecological
management plan for High School Park, a landscape plan for the two parks, a restoration plan for
the Tookany Creek, and comprehensive recommendations addressing all components of the plan.
Major Findings
The major findings of the High School and Ogontz Parks Ecological Master Plan were:
•

Native and Non-Native Plant Species- High School Park has benefited a great deal from
restoration efforts implemented in past decades. With the exception of the shoreline and a
portion of a slope dominated by the English ivy, the vegetation communities at High
School Park are in a very good ecological state, with many large areas exhibiting greater
than a 50% composition of desirable, and ecologically-important native plant species.

•

Man-Made Landscape- Some of the most obvious man-made landscape features at High
School Park and Ogontz Park consist of beautiful stone walls, brick staircases, and historical
remnants of the time when the site was the home of the high school. Over time these man
made features have fallen into varying states of disrepair. Some of the more recently added
man-made landscape features such as signage and seating, although useful and aesthetically
pleasing on their own, lack consistency and do little to provide a unifying element in the park.
Despite the current condition of the existing man-made features, together they provide the
inspiration for great opportunities to add character and create a unique identity for the parks.

•

Tookany Creek- The Tookany Creek shoreline is currently, but temporarily stable, exhibiting
potential erosion problems following the next major storm event. Continued restoration and
management of restored areas is needed.

Primary Recommendations
The primary recommendations to be implemented in the next ten years at the two parks are as
follows:
9 Maintain & restore the four (4) major habitat types present in the park by
implementing the native plant and invasive removal recommendations noted in the ten
year management plans provided.
9 Improve the primary park entrance area to High School Park per the recommended design.
The design should be scaled down and also implemented at secondary entrances to the two
parks at High School Road, Mill Road, and Harrison Avenue.
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9 Install night-sky sensitive lighting to park entrances to enhance safety and security per the
recommendations recommended in this plan.
9 Improve vehicular and pedestrian park circulation per recommendations in this plan to
enhance safety, convenience, regional connectivity and the overall park experience.
9 Create regional trails, regional trail linkages and interior trails per the recommendations
included in this plan.
9 Create and install a system of new identification, orientation, way-finding, regulatory and
interpretive signage at the parks per the recommendations listed in this plan.
9 Improve upon existing park furniture and add new furniture as noted within this plan.
9 Augment existing maintenance and landscaping within the two parks per the
recommendations included in this plan.
9 Restore the Tookany Creek Shoreline at High School and Ogontz Parks by selecting one of
two options recommended in this plan.
9 Improve upon existing inter and intra organizational communication methods as
recommended in this plan.
9 Augment existing educational outreach efforts by implementing the variety of additional
educational outreach recommendations included in this plan.
The Township, Friends of High School Park and the project Steering Committee recognize
that many more volunteers, paid supervisors/supervision, and additional staff is needed to
implement this management plan. Please refer to all sections of the document for a
comprehensive overview of the major findings and recommendations for the conservation and
continued restoration of the two parks and the Tookany Creek.

1.2

Project Introduction

Cheltenham Township, with the assistance of the Friends of High School Park, received a matching
grant from the Pennsylvania Department of Conservation and Natural Resources in 2007. In spring
2007, the Township circulated a Request for Proposal (RFP) for Professional Consulting Services
with an RFP response required by July 2007. After short-listing and interviewing several firms, the
selection committee, composed of Township personnel and FHSP Board members hired the
professional firms Forbes Environmental & Land Use Planning (subcontractors AMEC Earth &
Environmental and RETTEW) to complete the Master Plan for Ecological Restoration of High
School and Ogontz Parks.

_____________________________________________________________________________________________
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The team of qualified professional planners, registered landscape architects and ecologists began
working on the plan in November 2007 and continued until project completion in December 2008.
Work commenced with the formation of a citizen advisory team/study committee composed of
twenty (20) individuals/stakeholders with a variety of interests (See Appendix A, Committee List).
As noted in various PADCNR public outreach documents, the goal for the Citizen Committee was
for the project team to receive feedback from “a diverse base of individuals to assist in
developing the plan so that all aspects and interests are taken into consideration in subsequently
developing the plan” (See Appendix A, DCNR Public Participation Guide). A kickoff meeting
and monthly steering committee meetings took place throughout the duration of the project (See
Appendix A, Committee Agendas, Minutes, Handouts). Numerous public outreach strategies were
developed and implemented, including; one-on-one interviews, community survey, and community
meetings (See Appendix B, Needs Assessment). The findings from those efforts were extremely
worthwhile, are presented in the needs assessment portion of this Master Plan (See Section 3.0),
informed the entire planning process, and are noted in the final section of this plan (See Section
7.0).
With regard to overall project approach, the consulting team first reviewed the statement of work,
project goals and proposed outcomes completed by the Township and the FHSP. The statement
of work is succinctly stated in the RFP and is as follows:
The Master Plan will serve to identify and prioritize ecological issues and environmentally
sound restoration strategies. The Master Plan shall identify areas for community support,
programmatic needs, and existing site amenities. The plan will provide ecologically-based
recommendations for new amenities, public outreach strategies, funding mechanisms, cost
estimates, and maintenance schedules. The plan will identify the financial capability of the
Township in partnership with the Friends of High School Park and the means to carry out the
implementation of proposed recommendations.
In order to attain the statement of work, the RFP also included a comprehensive list of project
goals and outcomes, which provided the project team with a clear sense of what the Township,
FHSP and Steering Committee wished to achieve with the completion of the Master Plan.
The primary focus of this Master Plan is the ecological restoration component for High
School Park, addressing four ecosystems and edge areas in High School Park (e.g., meadows,
woodland, old woody field, riparian zone and the transition/edge between the meadow and the
woods). For each of these ecosystems/areas, the project team:
9 Built upon a previously developed landscape management program (Andropogon Associates,
1997) as it is the basic conceptual design for High School Park (See Appendix C). The new
Ecological Restoration Plan, included in this Master Plan, incorporates lessons learned over the
past ten (10) years of restoration work and provides much greater specificity and guidance
(See Sections 4.0 & 5.0 & Appendices D & E).
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9 Assessed the current state of each ecosystem and restoration work completed to date. This
included collecting information on past efforts and plantings conducted by the Township and
the FHSP, and information within the Plant Stewardship Index (PSI, Bowman’s Hill
Wildflower Preserve, 2006). This information was augmented by nearly twenty (20) site visits
and additional analysis (See Section 4.0 & Appendix G).
9 Created a detailed description of the restoration outcomes for each ecosystem including
information and recommendations on soil, hydrology, plants, plant communities, density of
planting, and other site conditions consistent with a natural plant community and appropriate
to the site (See Section 4.0 & Appendices D & E).
9 Defined yearly goals/milestones to be completed over a ten year period (See Section 7.0 &
Appendix E).
9 Developed a month-by-month calendar of restoration efforts, invasive control and
maintenance tasks that should be completed each year along with specific management
protocols (See Sections 4.0, 7.0 & Appendices D & E).
9 Clearly defined methods for invasive plants control including information on the invasive
plants that need to be controlled, control techniques, scheduling, and monitoring methods.
Establishing a record keeping and monitoring system is an important facet of this portion of
the plan (See Section 4.0 & Appendices D & E).
9 Prioritized implementation projects and established cost estimates for budgeting and grant
seeking (See Section 7.0).
Equally important components of this Master Plan are the recreational and landscape features
at High School and Ogontz Parks. The Master Plan therefore includes a baseline evaluation of
existing active recreational features present at Ogontz Park and the more passive recreational
features present at High School Park. Recommendations for improvements focus primarily
upon High School Park as the Township is not desirous of making any extensive changes to
the active recreational amenities at Ogontz Park. The project team completed the following
related tasks:
9 Created an existing conditions plan (e.g., existing natural and recreational features) for
Ogontz Park (See Maps #1 & #2).
9 Created concept-level plans for a gateway/entrance and pedestrian connections at High
School Park (See Section 5.0).
9 Provided recommendations (e.g., runoff down slope from the High School Park meadow,
wet/puddling area on Harrison Avenue, and runoff on existing trails) to address/improve
water runoff and drainage problems (See Sections 4.0 & 5.0).
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
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9 Created an evaluation (e.g., existing trails and trail improvements, vehicular flow, parking
access, materials loading) of inter and intra park transportation (See Section 4.0 & Map
#2).
9 Recommended installation of physical improvements to the Parks (e.g., signage, lighting,
benches) and identification of associated policy (e.g., ADA, local zoning, permits etc.) or
regulatory controls (See Section 4.0).
This Master Plan also includes a streambank component addressing future stabilization and
restoration of the Tookany Creek as the Creek traverses both parks and is an important local
and regional natural feature. The project team completed the following related tasks:
9 Reviewed and analyzed all stabilization and restoration work (e.g., Munro Ecological
Services, Inc., and NAM Planning & Design, LLC) completed on the Tookany Creek
previous to this project (See Section 6.0).
9 Completed additional creek research and site assessment (See Section 6.0).
9 Provided stabilization, restoration and riparian buffer recommendations for the Tookany
Creek (See Section 6.0).
The major goals, along with a variety of recommendations, are presented by category and are
included in the Ecological Management Plan (Section 7.0) of this document. Please refer to
that section for an overview of all recommendations. The major goals are as follows:

1.3

Background Information

Community Profile
Cheltenham Township is located in the southeast portion of Montgomery County,
Pennsylvania. The Township population is made up of 36,875 diverse individuals with
various ethnic and cultural backgrounds. Cheltenham Township is bordered on the east and
south sides by the City of Philadelphia. On the north and western borders of the Township are
the suburban communities of Abington, Upper Dublin and Springfield Townships, and
Jenkintown Borough. The Township consists of almost 400 acres of parkland with
approximately 20 different pocket parks located throughout the Township. There are two
community centers, two rental facilities, two municipal swimming pools, 15 public
playgrounds, 32 public tennis courts, three outdoor roller hockey courts, two bird sanctuaries,
one sand volleyball court, one public indoor pool, one skate park, one private indoor ice
skating rink, and three privately-owned golf courses, which enable us to provide a variety of
quality recreational opportunities for our residents. Most of all the existing soccer and ballfields in the Township are built on public land, but are operated by the various athletic
organizations.
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The Township is located within the headwaters of the Tookany-Tacony-Frankford Watershed
with over 15 miles of waterways consisting of the Tookany Creek and its tributaries. A large
majority of the creek is within a greenway, which traverses municipally-owned parklands
having pedestrian trails as linkages within the greenway. High School Park is a trail head to a
4.0-mile section of pedestrian trailways that when completely built, will link the Elkins Park
neighborhood around the commercial district, to the Tookany Creek Park and Parkway in the
lower section of the Township in Cheltenham Village. This connection is important because
this area has been the focus of much of the Township’s environmental restoration efforts over
the last seven years, whereby streambank restoration, using multi bio-engineering stabilization
methods, riparian buffer enhancement, replanting of native vegetation and implementation of a
landscape management program and pedestrian trail connections have been a priority in terms
of expenditure of public funds (Havir, Master Plan RFP, 2007).
Cheltenham Township is located in the southeast portion of Montgomery Township and
within the Triassic Lowland/Piedmont Upland section of the Piedmont Physiographic
Province. Bedrock geology is the overlying geologic feature with the Wissahickon Formation
characterizing the majority of the municipality. Steep slopes are evident throughout the
township due to historic weatherization of the bedrock geology. The average precipitation in
the municipality is 46 inches per year.
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Figure 1.1, Cheltenham Township, Street Map

Source: Cheltenham Township Comprehensive Plan
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Although primarily an urban/suburban Township, there are portions of the municipality still
containing prime agricultural land and prime agricultural soils. The Township has two
registered Historic Districts (e.g., LaMott and Wyncote) and a number of identified historic
sites are located in and around the project area. Many of the scenic resources within the
Township are associated with water bodies, woodlands and unique landforms. As scenic
resources provide a sense of community and well-being, High School and Ogontz Parks greatly
enhance the scenic resource base of the Township and the surrounding neighborhood.

The municipality is composed of two primary drainage basins (Tookany and Wissahickon).
High School and Ogontz Park are located in the Tookany Drainage Basin and within the
Elkins Park and LaMott/East Oak Lane sub basins. There are floodplains and wetlands
scattered throughout the municipality and a good portion of the project site contains floodplain
wetlands associated with the Tookany Creek and its tributaries.
The region was once covered with hardwood forests. Oaks were the dominant tree species
along with American chestnut, tulip poplar, hickories, ashes, red maple and dogwoods. The
major concentration of forest and woodland habitats within Cheltenham are present in alluvial
soils with the major concentration of woodlands along creeks and within Township parkland.
This is the case with the project area and their re-establishment is subsequently an important
restoration element of this project.

Photo 1.1
Tookany Creek at High School Park
Forbes Environmental & Land Use Planning
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Project Background
The High School and Ogontz Park Master Plan project area is formerly the site of the
Cheltenham High School. The high school was abandoned in the mid 1970s when a new one
was constructed in Wyncote, Pennsylvania.
To achieve the goal of removing neighborhood blight and creating a municipal asset,
Township officials integrated several Montgomery County open space initiatives to transform
the property into passive open space (High School Park) and active recreational open space
(Ogontz Park). The property is now an important component of the Township's overall and
linear park system.
The Township acquired the project area in 1995 with financial assistance from the
Montgomery County Open Space Program. The cost for open space acquisition was $1.1
million. The County share of funds totaled 90% of the purchase price with the Township
spending 10% for the match. In order to help guide the community in adaptively reusing the
High School Park portion of the property, the Township hired Andropogon Associates in 1996
to work with the community to create a conceptual landscape design plan. In essence, the
acquisition of the parcel and the implementation of the Andropogon study returned the built
land into a natural system through adaptive reuse (Havir, Master Plan RFP, 2007)

Photo 1.2
Former Beth Jacob/Cheltenham High School
Cheltenham Township Archive Photo, 1994
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The High School Park Landscape Management Program (1997, Andropogon Associates, Ltd.,
See Appendix B) currently serves as the ecological restoration and management plan for the
park. This important land management program document contains a conceptual plan, overall
management objectives, and management and monitoring guidelines for turf, meadow, woody
old field, and forested areas within the 9.74 +/- acre High School Park. The RFP and the
Friends of High School Park clearly indicate that the High School Park Landscape
Management Program, along with subsequent studies and projects completed at the Park,
should serve as the basis for the Master Plan for the Ecological Restoration of High School
Park.
During the summer 2006, another important study effort took place at High School Park.
Botanists from Bowman’s Hill Wildflower Preserve (Janet Ebert and Jack Holt) completed a
Plant Stewardship Index (PSI)/Floristic Quality Index (FQAI). The study includes a botanical
report listing 226 native and naturalized plant species identified at High School Park, together
with their associated growth habit, recommendation for additional native and non-aggressive
non-native plants for site introduction, and a Plant Stewardship Index (PSI)/Floristic Quality
Index (FQAI) of the species found, comparing them to the 82-page PSI master listing of over
4,000 native and naturalized plant species found in Pennsylvania and New Jersey.
In 2007, the Township successfully obtained a grant from the PADCNR to complete the
Master Plan for Ecological Restoration of High School and Ogontz Parks. The goals and
planning elements for the Master Plan were previously presented.
Historic and Pertinent Community Planning Efforts
Cheltenham Township has a sizable and diverse population as it is bordered on its eastern and
southern sides by the City of Philadelphia. With regard to related municipal plans, functional
plans, policies and existing studies, the Township had completed a significant amount of
environmental research, planning and land use regulatory efforts in order to plan for and
provide open space preservation, environmental protection and recreational opportunities to its
citizens.
A number of municipal and watershed-wide environmental planning efforts are related to
ecological restoration and are quite relevant to High School & Ogontz Parks (see references).
Pertinent examples applied to various components of this Master Plan are noted in the
references. They included but were not limited to, regional watershed resource and trail plans
as well as the municipal comprehensive plan, open space plan, park and recreation plan, and
historic site improvement plans.
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For example, High School Park is located on the Tookany Creek and serves as an important
ecological/recreational greenway link. Cheltenham Township and members of the Friends of
High School Park Board of Directors take watershed planning quite seriously. In fact,
Cheltenham Township is an active municipal participant in the Tookany-Tacony-Frankford
(TTF) regional watershed partnership, and the Tookany-Tacony-Frankford Watershed Plan
(2004) is the guiding environmental planning document for the overall watershed. Again,
findings from this plan were closely considered for baseline information as well as for
formulating consistent site recommendations.
In addition, the recently updated Cheltenham Township Comprehensive Plan was adopted by
the Board of Commissioners in February 2005.
Periodically updating municipal
comprehensive plans is very important as the comprehensive plan serves as the vision for the
community and serves as the basis for zoning, land use and subdivision regulations supporting
open space, ecological preservation and park and recreational opportunities. The overall
mission of the Cheltenham Township Comprehensive Plan is to preserve and enhance the
community's existing commercial, residential and open space features to improve the quality
of life, while promoting economic development.
The relevant goals within that plan include: 1) Maintaining and enhancing the Township's
parks and recreation areas and encouraging the connection of open space, 2) Using existing
community facilities efficiently and replacing obsolete facilities, 3) Promoting the Township's
unique natural features and encouraging their preservation, and 4) Encouraging the
preservation or restoration of irreplaceable historic structures and landscapes. Relevant
elements (e.g., Chapter 3, Natural and Scenic Resources, Chapter 8, Open Space etc.) from the
Township Comprehensive plan were researched thoroughly and considered during the course
of this project.
The Cheltenham Township Open Space Plan was adopted by the Board of Commissioners in
March 2006. In fact, the initial purchase of High School Park was completed with open space
funding when the County Open Space Program was in its infancy. The recently adopted Open
Space Plan contains a significant amount of useful information and a number of pertinent
policies addressing vulnerable resources, open space linkages and preservation opportunities.
The Township and Friends of High School Park are well aware of the significance of the park
as it is a part of an important greenway within the Tookany-Tacony/Frankford Watershed, and
that greenways and stream buffers have many positive ecological, environmental and
economic attributes. In addition, the Plan identifies High School Park and adjoining Ogontz
Park as important open space and neighborhood park with Tookany Trail linkages. This
important open space planning document was also applied to facets of this Master Plan.
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SECTION 2.0: THE PROJECT STUDY AREA
2.1

Introduction

As previously noted, the High School and Ogontz Park Ecological Master Plan is composed of
the following environmental planning elements:
•

Recreational Element/Ogontz Park- Provide
recommendations for Ogontz Park (10.445 acres).

•

Ecological Element/High School Park- Provide specific ecological restoration
information and recommendations for High School Park (11.482 acres).

•

Streambank Restoration Element/Tookany Creek- Provide information and
recommendations for the portion of Tookany Creek running through and linking
(approximately 1, 980 lf/1.77 acres) the two parks.

recreational

information

and

The following section of the Master Plan provides an overview of significant features
associated with the three site elements.

Photos 2.1-2.3
Ogontz Park (top left), High School Park (top right)
& Tookany Creek at High School Park (bottom center)
Forbes Environmental & Land Use Planning
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2.2

Existing Conditions

Existing Conditions at Ogontz Park
As Map #1 indicates (See page 20) Ogontz Park is a 10.445 acre active recreational park that
is owned and maintained by Cheltenham Township. A densely-populated residential area
surrounds the recreational park (e.g., apartment buildings and single-family homes). The
abutting zoning districts include Residential (R-3, R-4, R-5 and R-7), Institutional,
Manufacturing (M1 and M2), and Commercial (C-3)
With regard to recreational features, the vast majority of Ogontz Park is enclosed with a chainlink fence. There are two main entrance areas located on High School Road. One of these
entrances is clearly the main entrance to the park and is located immediately northeast of the
High School Road bridge over Tookany Creek. The other entrance is a relatively narrow gate
at the corner of Church Road and High School Park Road in the eastern corner of the park. A
single gate is also located along Church Road fence, although it is believed that this gate is
typically kept closed and locked. However, there is also an informal access point located in
the northern corner of the park where pedestrian use is evidenced by the presence of worn foot
trails in the mowed grass.

Photo 2.4
Main Entrance to Ogontz Park from High School Road
Forbes Environmental & Land Use Planning

The man-made features at Ogontz Park are described in further detail in section 5.0 of this
Master Plan, however some of the park’s recreational amenities are composed of the
following: 2 baseball fields, 2 tennis courts, 2 soccer fields, 1 walking/running track, 1
playground area, 1 portable bathroom facility, trash cans, 5 movable bleachers, 6 benches, 1
drinking fountain, a trail system, and 2 bridges crossing the Tookany Creek.
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
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Ogontz Park has a relatively flat and gently sloping topography, which is well-suited for
recreational uses. The Tookany Creek runs along the entire western and southern portion of
the property before flowing into the High School Park parcel. There are more steeply sloping
areas abutting the Tookany Creek. The underlying soils are made land, landfill and sediment
basin soils (Mb) and made land, schist, and gneiss materials sloping soils (Mdb). The Mdb
soil description contains a reference to schist and gneiss materials. Gneiss is a common and
widely distributed type of rock formed by high-grade regional metamorphic processes from
pre-existing formations that were originally either igneous or sedimentary rocks. Gneiss
resembles schist, except that the minerals are arranged into bands.
The parcel is well-buffered with deciduous trees along the northwestern, western, and
southern portions of the park, coincident with the riparian zone for Tookany Creek. With the
exception of some landscaping, the northern, eastern and some of the southern portion of the
park is relatively devoid of trees. Some street trees abut Brookside Road.
Cheltenham Township’s Managerial, Public Works, and Parks and Recreation departments all
work together to provide finances, park amenities, required recreational improvements and
recreational programs. The parks’ maintenance staff is housed within the Public Works
Department, which addresses refuse and recycling, as well as highway and parks
(maintenance). Parks and Recreation is the department responsible more for facilities and
programs.
Equipment and maintenance issues at Ogontz Park are inspected throughout the year. During
the growing season, the Public Works Department focuses upon lawn-cutting, tree and trail
maintenance, refuse collection, and trouble-shooting (e.g., downed trees, emergencies). These
primary tasks are addressed approximately one time per week. The schedule may vary based
on weather and staff availability. For instance, if the weather is dry or very wet, there will be
less mowing. The number of staff delegated to the entire township park system is 13. Staff is
shared amongst departments, and certain seasons are busier than others.
A large scale tractor (front end loader with a reel mower frame and six mowers) and two
smaller tractors are used to maintain the grassed areas. Two to four workers are assigned to a
trim crew, and they maintain the sidewalks, and around buildings and trees. Again, this is
completed once a week from spring till the fall. All together, there are six workers assigned to
the park each time they are maintained.
With regard to additional assistance, the park is also served by the non-profit Cheltenham
Sports Club (Athletic Association). The Association is quite active and assists with fund
raising for park equipment. The group also provides augmented field maintenance during the
more active athletic seasons (late June to early December) for intramural soccer and little
league baseball practice. The park is well equipped to serve the residential and commercial
areas abutting it. An elaboration on the most popular recreational uses, most sought-after
amenities and issue areas are further described in section 3.0 of the master plan.
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Existing Conditions, High School Park
Map #1 also illustrates that High School Park is an 11.492 acre passive recreational park also
owned and maintained by Cheltenham Township. Densely-populated residential area
surrounds the park (e.g., apartment buildings and single-family homes). Several businesses
(e.g., food eateries, ice cream, dog grooming, yoga, educational, clothing, jewelry etc.) are
located directly across the main entrance area on Montgomery Avenue and also on High
School Road between the parks and the SEPTA railroad station. The abutting zoning districts
are the same as for Ogontz Park [Residential (R-3, R-4, R-5 and R-7), Institutional,
Manufacturing (M1 and M2), and Commercial (C-3)].

Photo 2.5
Elkins Park Business District, Intersection of High School
Road and Montgomery Avenue
Forbes Environmental & Land Use Planning

With regard to the existing features, there is one main entrance on Montgomery Avenue. Two
entrance areas are located on High School Road by the High School Road Parking area, one
from the parking area on Montgomery Avenue, and yet another on Mill Road.
Passive recreational, ecological and landscape amenities are composed of the following: a
charming two-toned decorative brick-style drive entrance off of Montgomery Avenue, 2
established meadows of native wildflowers and grasses, streambank restoration work, removal
of numerous invasive and destructive vines, plants, bushes and trees, installation of well over
1,000 native trees and shrubs, planting of countless native herbaceous plants, installation and
maintenance of an ecologically-based trail system (e.g., brick paved, bituminous pavement,
stairway, grassed, terrestrial and chipped paths), receipt in 1995 of the Suburban Greening
Award from the Pennsylvania Horticulture Society, four teakwood benches, numerous
landscaped areas, a natural habitat for wildlife, 1 program seating area, 3 entry signs, 2
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
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informational kiosks, 1 shed with lighting, dog waste/plastic bag dispensing unit, composting
area, and two parking areas. Man-made landscape features at High School Park are more
thoroughly addressed in Section 5.0 of this Master Plan.
The parcel has two distinct areas including a lower meadow, an upper plateau separated by a
plateau containing a steeply sloping area. The lower or northern portion of High School Park
consists of the Tookany Creek stream corridor and the associated floodplain. The grade along
the southern portion of the property rises only six feet up to the level of the adjoining
residential properties. The ecological areas, with a primary focus upon native and invasive
flora, are more comprehensively addressed in Section 4.0 of the Master Plan as native plant
restoration is a major focus area of this ecological plan.
The underlying soils are made land, landfill and sediment basin soils (Mb), made land, schist,
and gneiss materials sloping soils (Mdb) and made land, schist, and gneiss materials strongly
sloping soils (MdD). Additional information pertaining to soils is included in Section 4.0 of
the Master Plan.
Cheltenham Township also owns and maintains High School Park within the same
organizational structure and maintenance schedule/approach as described for Ogontz Park.
High School Park is also assisted by a non-profit group called the Friends of High School Park
(FHSP). The FHSP is a nonprofit community organization dedicated to restoring and
managing the native ecosystem of High School Park for the enjoyment of the community.
Since 1995, FHSP volunteers and interns have worked in close cooperation with Cheltenham
Township to replace non-native plant species with native species, so that the park is more
ecologically sound. The future vision is for High School Park to become a destination park
for native plant species.
In addition, the FHSP have worked with their volunteer base and the Township to improve
existing trails and create new ones. With regard to fundraising efforts, the FHSP produces an
annual art festival (Arts in the Park). The Friends also have other community programs
including an educationally based garden club. Their programs are open to all community
members.
An elaboration on the most popular recreational uses, most sought-after amenities and issue
areas are further described in section 3.0 of the master plan. Section 4.0 of this plan contains
an ecological restoration plan for High School Park.
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Existing Conditions, Tookany Creek
Approximately 1,980 lf or 1.77 acres of the project area is composed of the Tookany Creek
and its adjoining buffer area. The creek runs through the two parks and is a significant and
positive focus area for the two parks.
Map #1 illustrates some of the existing conditions along the creek and within the buffer. The
Tookany Creek is the main stem for the headwater reach of the larger Tookany-TaconyFrankford Creek stream system. (The Tookany Creek changes its name to “Tacony Creek”
when it enters the City of Philadelphia). The stream within the vicinity of the two parks is
moderately sinuous with a gravel-to-cobble bottom. Deposition of medium to coarse sand is
present on numerous side channel bars. During the main study period for this Master Plan
(December 2007 to October 2008), the channel width during low flow conditions ranged from
16 to 51 feet (average 32.5 feet) and from 28 to 53 feet (average 39.5 feet) in the spring. The
thalweg depth ranged from 7 to 19 inches (average 11.25 inches) during low flow conditions,
and from 8 to 26 inches (average 13 inches) in the spring. The stream exhibits riffle, run,
glide, and pool areas, with some pools over 3 feet deep.
Several man-made features have a major influence on this stream. These are three concrete
box culverts for sewerage, which are exposed above the water surface, poured concrete footers
for the High School Road bridge approach, portions of concrete block retaining walls on the
north side of the stream and remnants of a retaining wall on the south side, and an existing
stream stabilization measure along the south bank within the High School Park reach.

Photo 2.6
Bridge over Tookany Creek at Ogontz Park
Forbes Environmental & Land Use Planning
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The Tookany Creek is well vegetated on both banks with trees being the dominant plant form.
Because the stream is entrenched along most of its reach within the two parks, the floodplain
is largely contained within the stream channel, and the surrounding riparian corridor is a
terrace (i.e. an abandoned floodplain), except during periods of very high flow.
The Tookany Creek has perennial flow but is somewhat flashy in response to stormwater
runoff; subsequently this stream has experienced severe bank erosion. Stabilization and
restoration of the streambank has taken place, however, on the far side of the creek, a
municipal sanitary sewer line has been exposed since the effects of Hurricane Floyd in
September 1999. An overview of historic stabilization and restoration efforts is included in
this Master Plan along with recommendations for future stabilization and riparian buffer
corridors (See Section 6.0).
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SECTION 3.0: PROJECT NEEDS ASSESSMENT
3.1

Introduction

Previous to beginning work on the Master Plan, two needs assessments were completed for the
project area. One was completed in the early 1990’s for the Former Cheltenham High School/Beth
Jacob School Site (Carter van Dyke Associates, 1994). Another needs assessment was included in
the Request for Proposals (RFP) for the High School and Ogontz Park Ecological Master Plan
(Cheltenham Township, Havir, 2007). In addition, site visits and a public outreach effort for this
project augmented the historic information base. All information was analyzed and relied upon to
inform the planning process for the High School and Ogontz Park Ecological Master Plan.

3.2

Historic Needs Assessments

Phase I Schematic Design for High School Park
In 1994, a site analysis and Phase I schematic design was completed for High School Park
(“Beth Jacob School”). The purpose of that effort was to identify significant features and
resources prior to demolition of the high school and to examine the conversion and
development potential of the site for open space and park use. It served as an information
base for Cheltenham Township to apply for funding from the Montgomery County Open
Space Acquisition Program. Among other things, the plan determined the following items still
germane almost 15 years later:
•
•
•
•
•

Remove existing steps at the Mill Road access for handicapped accessibility
Remove invasive floodplain plant material
Develop ADA accessibility for a river walk trail along the Tookany Creek
Retain various reminders or “ruins” from the old High School site (e.g., front courtyard
wall, front building wall and stairway, cut stone “Service and Wisdom” placards) to
remind people of past use
Install of swales or modify of existing stormwater collection system in upper meadow area

Photo 3.1
Historic Photograph of Former High School
High School Alumni Website
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Andropogan Study Needs Assessment
Additional needs assessment and recommendations were included in the RFP for this plan and
based on community input received in 1996 and from the Andropogon Associates study (See
Appendix C). Initially, the Township used the Andropogon landscape design to prepare
detailed demolition and grading plans to preserve certain elements at High School Park (e.g.,
mature trees, flowering shrubs, under story trees and architectural features).
In addition, a new grading plan was created from the initial landscape concept design that
included an amphitheater effect within a special event area and enhanced drainage in the upper
meadow. Input from a 1996 needs assessment noted that the community desired a
comprehensive master plan that would address and enhance functionality, identity and
visibility, and the continued ecological restoration of High School Park. Recommendations
and strengths to build upon included the following:
•

A clear and unified understanding of the goals of ecological restoration with native plants
for the four primary ecosystems and the edge areas of the park.

•

An ecological approach to continued planting of native trees and shrubs and herbaceous
plants that will enhance the overall character of the natural environment.

•

A step-by-step maintenance program that will ensure the overall survivability of the native
plants and plant communities to make sure the restoration program remains sustainable.

•

Physical safety in accessing park from surrounding streets.

•

Framing and channeling park entrances.

•

Preserving and enhancing important vistas and sight lines through the selective addition or
elimination or relocation of trees, grass beds, old portions of the driveway and other manmade features.

•

Physical condition of the entrances, including driveway and seating areas.

•

A coherent and attractive system of way finding and interpretive signage for identification
and educational programs.

•

Provide site lighting for security and accent.

•

Provide a design that enhances security for park users.

•

Enhance the park entranceways to clearly indicate, from outside the park, that this is a park
and you are welcome to enter.

______________________________________________________________________________________________
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•

Provide pedestrian linkages into the park from the Elkins Park Commercial District and
adjacent Ogontz Park off High School Road, which contains a running track and tennis
courts.

•

Provide a defined area for limited vehicular access within the park.

•

Build upon the central oak tree at the Montgomery Avenue entrance, main entrance circle,
and the absence of a large number of physical encroachments, eyesores or impediments,
the attractive and diverse topography, and the unusual diversity of ecosystems.

•

Build upon the stone wall at the upper parking lot, the stairs to the creek and the stone wall
at the rear of the woody old field, the amount of open space, and the institutional "will" of
the Township and FHSP to make improvements to the park.

A number of other items were previously identified by the community to be among those
considered in a Master Plan for Ecological Restoration, including:
•

Additional education and consensus building among key stakeholder groups.

•

Provide methods to ensure native plant cover will survive and remain sustainable
environmental enhancement to the park and neighborhood.

•

Provide ways to ensure native plant cover will survive and remain sustainable
environmental enhancement to the park and neighborhood.

•

Plant street trees along High School Road and/or Montgomery Avenue.

•

Provide the means to express the community built and maintained aspects of the park.

•

Utilize some of the materials and/or themes found in the surrounding commercial district
of Elkins Park East.

•

Preserve the viewscape from the Elkins Park East commercial district to the park and from
the park to the commercial district.

•

Funnel pedestrian traffic into the park but also leaving many access points.

•

Evaluate the need for additional benches for sitting near the street.

•

Provide additional educational and thematic signage.

•

Echo the main entrance design at secondary entrances.

______________________________________________________________________________________________
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•

Create pedestrian linkages to adjacent Ogontz Field and Elkins Park East Commercial
District.

Photographic Needs Assessment, 2007
In spring 2007, the project team was provided a tour of the parks. All photographs are
included in Appendix B. They illustrated and recommended the following:
•

Build upon historic uses at the parks to move forward with ecological restoration methods
and to create educational signage and programs.

•

Frame and improve existing entrance areas with signage and ecological landscaping.

•

Create additional educational signage and directional signage.

Photo 3.2
Existing Mill Road Entrance
Forbes Environmental & Land Use Planning

•

Improve trail areas that are hidden or require more permanent borders.

•

Utilize the meadow and meadow buffer areas to create a primary showcase. Remove nonnative, invasive plant species and replace with native plant species.

•

Augment transitional and mature woodland areas with native trees, and under story
species, and provide an ecological maintenance schedule.

______________________________________________________________________________________________
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•

Create streambank stabilization and buffer restoration methods for the Tookany Creek.

•

Address identified social issue areas including vandalism, outreach and education, and
ways to increase capital for planned ecological and social improvements.

•

Build upon previously completed studies and landscape designs to create an ecologicallybased master plan.

3.3

Ecological Master Plan Needs Assessments

The four primary methods applied to determine community needs for this project included
steering committee meetings, community meetings, key interviews, and a community survey.
Each approach resulted in community feedback whereby needs were expressed, considered and
incorporated into the planning process (e.g., background information, identification of issue
areas and amenities, designs for man-made features, ecological restoration plans, and overall
management recommendations).
Steering Committee & Community Meetings
Steering committee meetings took place almost every month whereby committee members were
provided with updates on key project tasks as well as ample opportunities to provide input and
recommendations. In addition, there were three community meetings at the kick-off, draft
plan/design, and final adoption stages. The steering committee and community meeting minutes
illustrate the expressed needs of the community and are included in Appendix A of this plan.
One-On-One Interviews
One-on-one interviews with key community stakeholders were also completed for the High
School and Ogontz Park Ecological Master Plan. With regard to methodology, the interviews
took place during the winter of 2008 and were very effective. Thirty (30) interviewees were
identified by the Project Steering Committee and the consultant contacted all of them. The list of
stakeholders contained a balanced blend of municipal employees (Cheltenham Township
Departments), Friends of High School Park members (present and past Board members,
committee members, interns, and volunteers), business owners (local), land owners (Elkins Park
Gardens and individual home owners) and others (steering committee members, associated
professionals, and park users).
Of the thirty identified stakeholders, twenty responded affirmatively, and were then provided
with an overview of the project and the questions before the interview was conducted. All
interviews were performed via phone. After each interview, the consultant completed draft
written documentation of the interviewee’s responses. Each interviewee was asked to revise,
finalize and submit the document back to the consultant. A “key findings” overview memo was
prepared for the client, steering committee, and project team.
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The key findings were analyzed and discussed by the project steering committee at the April 30,
2008 Steering Committee meeting. The key findings (e.g., issue areas, recommendations)
became part of the planning process and were considered for various aspects of the project (e.g.,
additional research, mapping tasks, photo mapping, recommended ecological and landscape
design concepts, final recommendations). The entire overview of findings and each interview
write-up are included in Appendix B of the plan.
The Community Survey
During the winter of 2008 an informational sheet and the survey was completed and distributed to a
number of community members in order to receive feedback on park use, park amenities, and park
issue areas. The consultants did the necessary research to create applicable questions and to
recommend a format as well as a distribution and collection method. An overall memo was created
for the client and the steering committee and review comments were incorporated.
Individual Steering Committee members provided a variety of volunteer tasks. For example, a
digital method for distribution and receipt of the community surveys was created by steering
committee member David Cohen, AICP. A link to the survey was placed on Township and
Friends of High School Park websites and completed, digital surveys were automatically sent to
the consultant.
In addition, several hundred community hard copies were also distributed by hand to local
homes and left at locally popular places (e.g., High School Park, Township Building, Elkins
Park Library, local businesses). Respondents could complete the survey and place them in the
mail boxes or send them directly to the consultant. The consultant received 8 completed, hard
copy surveys via mail. The survey was also available on Cheltenham Township and the Friends
of High School Park websites. A total of 48 community surveys were received (40 digitally, 8
via the postal system).
With regard to analyzing findings, a “key findings” overview memo was prepared for the client,
steering committee, and project team. The key findings were analyzed and discussed by the
project steering committee at the April 30, 2008 Steering Committee meeting. The key findings
(e.g., issue areas, recommendations) became part of the planning process and were closely
considered for various aspects of the project (e.g., additional research, mapping tasks, photo
mapping, recommended ecological and landscape design concepts, and final recommendations).
The community survey, spreadsheet illustrating responses, and the overview of findings are
included in Appendix B of the plan.
A very positive outcome was discovering that the majority of respondents were more than
willing to provide the Steering Committee with information about themselves and how to
contact them. Almost all of the respondents (44) provided full contact information or a name and email. In addition, thirty (30) respondents were female, and most of the respondents were in the age
40-60 age range.
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The majority (32) requested information about future meetings. The majority (40) asked to receive
information about future events. Twenty-one (21) respondents wanted to know more about the
Friends of High School Park. The contact list was used to invite the community to meetings and
events.
As noted previously, a one-page project overview was attached to the community survey for
educational purposes. Respondents were asked to provide information about their knowledge base.
Another positive outcome was knowing that almost all of the respondents were aware of the location
of the parks and the Tookany Creek as well as the difference between passive and active recreation.
All of the respondents knew the difference between invasive, non-native plants and invasive plants.
Some of the respondents did not know the definition of Master Plan before receiving the
informational piece attached to the survey. Therefore, the Steering Committee was pleased that the
community survey was educational.
Community Survey: Needs Expressed for High School Park
A portion of the survey had questions designed to inform the Steering Committee about visitation
patterns and park use. The information was useful as it provided the project team with an information
base for making tangible recommendations.
The majority of respondents visited High School Park daily or weekly. The top five activities
identified by the respondents were: walking and hiking, attending events, exploring nature,
volunteering and walking their dogs.
Although a number of written comments were received about what people enjoyed most (see
Appendix B), the following comments were typical:
I live across the street from the park and want the park to add value to my home.
I find it invaluable to have this little piece of unstructured nature to go to on a daily basis. There
are plenty of "structured" green areas everywhere, but far too few like this one. High School Park
in its natural state is a rare example of nature's untouched beauty.
It is part of a community effort -- cared about by those of you doing the development of it.
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Photo 3.3
Community Event Sign at High School Park
Forbes Environmental & Land Use Planning

Community survey respondents were also provided with an opportunity to check off and then provide
written comments on areas of the park that might benefit from improvement. The most common
issue areas noted for High School Park were: there should be more events, additional landscape
improvements, more birds and animals, additional seating areas, less litter, bathroom facilities, and
site lighting.
Twenty-one (21) written comments were received. They are all included in Appendix B, however
the following were commonly expressed:
There needs to be additional patrolling by our friendly local police--especially on weekends
after dark towards the back of the park. This isn't all innocent activity.
I don’t think the community understands what High School Park is all about. And both
parks have become places for teenagers and that worries me at night.
Lighting needs to be improved and increased signage about the park and marking trails
would be a great addition. Dogs are a common issue and some owners are responsible and
responsive, others not so much.
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Photo 3.4
Man Walking Dog at High School Park
Forbes Environmental & Land Use Planning

Community Survey: Needs Expressed for Ogontz Park
With regard to visitation patterns and park use, the majority of respondents visited Ogontz Park
several times a year. The top five activities were walking and hiking, jogging on the track, playing
soccer, attending events, and nature exploration. As with High School Park, a number of written
comments were received. Some of them included:
(Ogontz Park has) a great track for walking and jogging, a place for neighbors to engage in
sports and games, and a foot bridge over the beautiful stream—it is always a pleasure to use
that (bridge) and to enjoy watching and listening to the water.

Photo 3.5
Jogging at Ogontz Park
Forbes Environmental & Land Use Planning
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I like having the fields near us. We like to walk there, kick a ball around, and to look at the
creek from the bridge with my daughter.
I like having the active recreation park, especially so close to High School Park.
I think the track is well-utilized and that's fabulous.
As with High School Park, respondents checked off areas for improvement and provided written
comments about them. The most common issue areas noted for Ogontz Park were: the bathroom
facilities are inadequate, there are not enough places to sit, and the tennis courts, track and playground
could be improved. Sixteen (16) written comments were received (See Appendix B). The following
were common areas for expressing needs about Ogontz Park:
The tennis courts are aging. Cleaned and repainted surfaces would be great.
There are a lot of athletics and small children, so great bathrooms facilities would make sense,
would get used, and improve the park.

Photo 3.6
Tennis Courts at Ogontz Park
Forbes Environmental & Land Use Planning

The track could use a little attention in terms of grading to get rid of some of the puddles.
Can the groups using the athletic fields be encouraged to clean up after their trash and to use
the trash cans? Can there be more trash and recycling cans?
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Community Survey: Needs Expressed for the Tookany Creek
The majority of respondents rarely visited the creek. The answer to this question most likely meant
that survey respondents did not view looking at the creek, while visiting the parks, as a “visit”. The
top five activities enjoyed along the creek were walking and hiking, nature exploration, bird
watching, volunteering, and photography. The following written comments were pertinent to this
project:
Flowing water in the community is beautiful and helps restore the spirit.
I love streams; always have, since I was a child.
This is great, and it's practically in our back yard.
It is just really enjoyable to be by the creek and see and hear the
Kingfishers fly by and see the ducks!

Photo 3.7
Tookany Creek at High School Park
Forbes Environmental & Land Use Planning

Respondents checked off the following areas for improvement for the Tookany Creek and also
provided written comments about them. The most common issue areas noted for the creek were:
streambank erosion, too much litter, water pollution, flooding, and not enough fish.
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Seven (7) written comments were received (See Appendix B), with areas for improvement verbalized
as follows:

Easy creek access and seating by the creek would be lovely.
Boulders to climb and sit on at the bank could be great. It stinks like sewage sometimes.
The stream bank, especially in HS Park is pretty eroded and not accessible. It does not seem
that clean and flooding is a persistent issue.
There is litter on the ground and in the water. When people eat there they
leave trash, and it makes me sick!

Photo 3.8
Litter Along the Tookany Creek at High School Park
Forbes Environmental & Land Use Planning
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3.4

The Overall List of Needs

Once the community surveys were tallied and the one-on-one interviews completed, the consultants
and the steering committee created an overall list comprised of historically identified needs and
those identified throughout the course of this study.
All recognized the needs assessment is an accepted part of the master planning process, is required
per the DCNR granting program, is a component of the Cheltenham Township request for proposal
(RFP), and the consultant’s proposal to Cheltenham Township. The Steering Committee further
understood that the needs assessment methodology and findings would be described in this section
of the master plan, and would be combined with field work, research materials, consultant’s
expertise and client/steering committee feedback.
Further, the needs assessment served as one basis to inform and direct sections 4.0-7.0 of the plan
and creating the final goals and recommendations which will be incorporated into Section 7.0 of the
Master Plan. The following is the overall list of needs based on the category of feedback received
from the community:
The Need for a Guiding Vision & Vision Statement
•

Input received was that a 10-year guiding vision statement is needed. The feedback
received was that Ogontz Park may need to be upgraded and that High School Park should
become a native plant destination.

The Need to Ensure that the Parks are Always Preserved
•

The community strongly indicated the parks were very valuable to them. They would like
to see legal assurances that the two parks will always remain preserved, open, and green.
Examples would include legal assurances (e.g., zoning ordinance, subdivision and land
development ordinance) and/or by other means.

The Need to Maintain and Improve Upon Inter- and Intra- Organizational Communication
•

The feedback was that relationships were very important and that inter and intra organizational
communications should be built upon, maintained, and improved. The organizations identified
were: Cheltenham Township, the Friends of High School Park, the Cheltenham Sports
Club/Athletic Association, the business community, local landowners, and individual
community members.

•

The community feels that it is important to complete a master plan and to then fund, implement
and periodically revisit the specific recommendations.
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The Need for Ecological Restoration (Flora & Fauna)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

There is a need for a continued and evolving ecological approach to the selection and
planting of native trees, shrubs and herbaceous plants.
The community supports the use of native plant species that benefit wildlife.
There needs to be methods to ensure that planted species are selected and maintained to
ensure survival and sustainability.
There is a strong, expressed need that non-native, invasive plant species be identified and
replaced with native plant species.
The community would like to see the transitional and mature woodland areas planted with
native trees and under story species, and that a maintenance schedule be provided and
followed.
There is an inclination to combine ecological and man-made approaches to addressing
invasive species and pests (e.g., an eventual IPM plan).
The community would like all restoration work to be cost-effective, phased, and
monitored.

The Need to Address Stormwater Runoff & Streambank Restoration
• As there are wet areas, there is a need to address portions of the upper meadow area at
High School Park and the track at Ogontz Park.
• The stream experiences periodic flooding and there is a desire for effective flood
abatement.
• Portions of the Tookany streambank need to be stabilized and buffer restoration methods
implemented.
• The most eroded areas of the Tookany Creek should be restored (e.g., under the bridge at
High School Park)
• The community would like additional and safe stream access areas.
• The stream and stream buffer are particular areas that require litter abatement.
• There is a need for additional seating along the creek and a desire for natural seating areas
(e.g., boulders, tree trunks and natural-looking benches)
The Need for Ecologically-Focused Landscape Improvements
• The community desires that important scenic vistas and sight lines be preserved and
accentuated.
• There is a need to preserve, accentuate and build upon the central oak tree at the
Montgomery Avenue entrance to High School Park.
• The community puts great value on the main entrance circle, diverse topography, and
unusual diversity of ecosystems at High School Park and feels those features should be
preserved and accentuated.
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• There is a desire for additional and easily maintained native street trees along High School
Road and Montgomery Avenue.
• The community expressed that the meadow and meadow buffer areas be improved to
create a primary showcase and main focal point for High School Park.
• There is a need to improve viewsheds from the bridges and toward the creeks at Ogontz
and High School Parks.
The Need for Man-Made Landscape Improvements
• The community expressed the need to preserve/accentuate/build upon the stone wall at the
upper parking lot, the stairs to the creek and the stone wall at the rear of the woody old
field at High School Park.
• There is the need to utilize some of the materials and/or themes found in the surrounding
commercial district of Elkins Park as the two parks evolve.
• The community expressed the need for additional benches near the exterior streets as well
as additional site lighting for increased security and aesthetic accent.
• The community would like to see additional framing and channeling of park entrances.
• There is a need to enhance park entranceways to clearly indicate, from outside the park,
that “this is a park and you are welcome to enter”.
• The park entranceways in need of physical design changes, vegetation materials and continued
maintenance are located on Mill Road, Harrison Avenue, and High School Road.
• The community desires that the Master Plan address the need for additional handicapped
accessibility at the two parks.
• There is a desire for the removal of the steps at the Mill Road access in order to create
better handicapped accessibility.
The Need to Build Upon Existing Historic/Cultural Features
•
•

The community would like to retain various reminders from the High School that remain
on the site (e.g., stone walls, stairways).
There is a desire to utilize interesting historic features in future educational materials and
on proposed signage.

The Need to Improve Upon Existing Trails & to Create Regional Trail Linkages
•
•

There is a need for additional handicapped accessibility for a river walk trail along the
Tookany Creek
There is a desire to provide improved pedestrian linkages from the Elkins Park
Commercial District and from High School Road.
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•
•
•
•
•
•

There is a need to improve trail areas that are hidden or might benefit from more
permanent borders and better physical definition of existing trails (e.g., Hillside Trail
clearing).
The community would like bicycle/walking trail connections from the Parks to the
Tookany Creek Parkway system.
A more regional trail system is desired with formal linkages to existing and proposed
greenway trails.
There is a need to improve upon the current maintenance of existing trails and to address
eroded or poorly graded portions of the trail system, and general aesthetic appearance
(e.g., more mulching, replacing decaying logs, harder surfaces).
The community has identified the need to improve upon existing stairways (e.g., replace
existing handrails and stone capping).
The trails would benefit from signage including identifying significant vegetation along
trails and providing trail maps at entranceways.

The Need for Additional Education & Interpretive Materials
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

There is a need for a coherent and attractive system of interpretive signage, with themes
that express the community-built philosophy, historic use, and basic ecological and
recreational concepts.
The community desires additional education for involved organizations/individuals and
consensus building among key stakeholder groups.
There is a need to provide native ecological restoration programs for maintenance
personnel, volunteers and community.
The community expressed a need to stay informed (e.g., provided contact information).
There is a need to spread the word about the Master Plan recommendations.
The community desires that groups using the athletic fields be educated and motivated to
use the trash cans and to recycle.
The community requested programs on native plants, ecological restoration, and wildlife
as well as the rejuvenation of the native plant gardening outreach program.
There is a need to create a formal school-based educational curriculum.
The community would like to see more articles about the two parks in the Township newsletter
as well as more frequent press releases in local media venues.

The Need for Additional or Designated Parking
•
•

Additional parking is desired as well as parking areas designated and for only park use.
Consistent enforcement of desired parking areas was also expressed.
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The Need for Continued & Enhanced Park Maintenance
•

•
•
•
•

There is a need for more consistent maintenance in the following park areas: clearing of debris
along the paths at High School Park; sweeping the stair areas; more frequent trash pick up;
more careful use of weed removal equipment; and ensuring that edge area grasses be
maintained at 12-15 inches high.
Some areas of the two parks need to be better maintained including: weeding around
seating areas, removing litter from the parks and the creek/creek buffer, and providing
additional trash and recycling containers.
There is a desire to effectively fold ecologically-based maintenance approaches into the
existing maintenance program.
The community desires additional paid staff and a more consistent and regenerative
volunteer base.
There is a desire for periodic ecological educational programs to train maintenance personnel,
interns and volunteers.

The Need for Recreational and Physical Facility Improvements at Ogontz Park
• There is a desire to improve upon the facilities (e.g., trails, track, fields, in natural areas)
associated with the top five (5) recreational activities (e.g., walking, jogging, playing
soccer, attending sporting events, and nature exploration).
• There is a need for additional seating in the playground area, proximate to the library, at the
tennis courts and around the athletic fields.
• The community has also requested better maintained and repainted tennis court surfaces,
upgraded playground area, a picnic area by the creek, bicycle racks and additional water
fountains.
• With regard to litter, the community requests additional trash cans and added recycling
opportunities
• Lighting is desired including aesthetic lighting at the main park entrance and proximate to
the track and tennis courts (e.g. evening/dusk) as long as it does not obscure the night sky.
• There is a desire for more athletic programs, and additional events such as Arts in the Park
(e.g., fun day for kids, seasonal opening and closing events).
• The community would like the existing fence upgraded, repaired in areas (e.g., Church
Road access) or entirely replaced (e.g., estate fencing).
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The Need for Recreational and Physical Facility Improvements at High School Park
•
•

•
•
•

There is a desire to improve the areas associated with the top five (5) recreational activities
(e.g. walking/hiking, attending events, nature exploration, volunteer events, walking dogs).
The community desires the following improvements: an open grassy area for play,
additional recreational programs (like Arts in the Park), bicycle racks, educational
pavilion, educational kiosks, drinking water fountains, a smaller shed in vicinity of Mill
Road, a washing station, and recycling bins.
The community also suggested that the following be added to High School Park:
additional rain barrels, a plant propagation area, and additional composting areas.
Additional aesthetic lighting is desired at the main entrance with consideration of
alternative energy sources (e.g., solar) and as long as the night sky is not obscured.
Additional seating is desired by the stream and in planted/landscaped areas and existing
benches should be repaired.

The Need to Enhance Park Safety & User Heath
•
•
•
•
•

There is a desire to make improvements to safety such as additional traffic safety devices
and enforcing vehicle speed limits.
Additional lighting to enhance security or a sense of security is desired such as additional
lighting in key areas (e.g., park perimeter, entranceways, and obscure areas of the park)
and as long as the night sky is not obscured.
There is a desire to address identified social issue areas including vandalism, drinking, and
light drug use.
Leash laws should be better enforced per the Cheltenham Township Ordinance (Chapter
98, Section 98-3.3) and dog owners should be made aware that the Curtis Arboretum has
an off-leash dog area set aside for their enjoyment.
The community requested the removal of poison ivy and that Lymes’ disease be
addressed.

The Need for Funding and Capital Improvements
•
•
•
•

The community feels that effective implementation of Master Plan recommendations will
naturally lead to continued preservation and implemented improvements to the two parks,
as better parks will enhance home/neighborhood/business and overall real estate value.
The community is pleased with the grants that have been obtained and recommended
continued use of available grant streams.
There is a need to educate and lobby for additional and improved legislative funding.
There is a need to implement the Elkins Park East Commercial District Plan as
improvements to the business district will result in improvements to the parks and
surrounding neighborhoods.
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•
•

There is a need to obtain funding from the following funding streams: Township capital
budget, a created park endowment fund, foundations, special tax district, corporate donations,
and the HS Park Alumni Association.
The community feels that the FHSP should: create and implement additional paying
programs/events, increase non-profit organizational membership, and implement FHSP
fundraising committee initiatives.

The following sections of the plan build upon the needs assessment and provide a more indepth look at three focus areas identified for the High School and Ogontz Park Ecological
Master Plan.
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THE HIGH SCHOOL PARK ECOLOGICAL MANAGEMENT PLAN
NATIVE AND NON-NATIVE SPECIES
4.1

Introduction & Methodology

This section presents the Ecological Management Plan which focuses upon the ecological
restoration of native plant species at High School Park. This component of the plan is intended to
build upon historic restoration efforts and guide future restoration efforts for at least the next ten
years. The landscape management plan developed by Andropogon in 1997 (See Appendix C)
provided the starting point for developing this restoration plan.
The ecological research conducted for this plan provided the baseline data to indicate that the
vegetation communities at High School Park could be effectively rehabilitated through a
combination of invasive species control, native plant species revegetation, and continued
monitoring and maintenance. The community-specific recommendations in this section of the
Master Plan prioritize these restoration efforts based upon the ecological needs of the site, and
the needs expressed by the community, Cheltenham Township, and the project Steering
Committee. Subsequently, the goals of the Ecological Management Plan are largely derived
from the Overall Management Objectives section of the High School Park Landscape
Management Program (Andropogon, 1997), as further refined and focused by the project needs
assessment (See Section 3.0), along with input provided by Cheltenham Township and the
project Steering Committee. These goals are as follows (See Section 7.0, Map #2):
1.

Maintain the following four (4) major habitat types present in the park:
•
•
•
•

1

Meadow – The meadow is the open community situated on the higher elevations
of the park. This community has been previously referred to in older documents
as “prairie” and “upper meadow” 1 .
Edge – Although edges occur throughout the entire park between all of the
various vegetation community types, this plan focuses on the transitional
community between the meadow and woods.
Woods – This broad category includes the Tookany Creek floodplain, the wooded
slopes, the bermed areas, the wooded stand in the southeastern corner of the park
behind the meadow, and the tree-row along the Harrison Avenue side of the park.
Shoreline – The shoreline community is the relatively narrow, but frequently
wetted band along the Tookany Creek. Although historically this community has
not been separated out in prior descriptions of the park, it is a distinct system that
requires specific restoration methods.

The meadow community does not include the “Hillside Meadow”, discussed later in this Section. The
Hillside Meadow is the planted wildflower community located on the sloped lawn along High School Park
Road near the front entrance to the park.
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2.

Develop a user-friendly, invasive species control and native species revegetation plan for
a ten-year period that is both community-specific, yet flexible enough to allow for
deviations based on park experience and experimental creativity;
Develop a program to monitor and record the invasive species control and native species
revegetation effort;
Develop an approach to stabilize the banks of Tookany Creek, and;
Provide any additional information pertaining to the overall ecological management of
both High School Park and Ogontz Park.

3.
4.
5.

The research to develop this plan included a comprehensive information-gathering effort which
comprised a literature review of existing ecological data for the park, native species restoration
projects and stream restoration projects; multiple regular site visits with photo-documentation
on a monthly basis; attendance at numerous project-related symposia and training workshops;
and correspondence with numerous representatives and other trained professionals from both
the public and private sectors.
The existing ecological data for the park included report outputs for the Bowman’s Hill
Wildflower Preserve’s Plant Stewardship Index (PSI). The PSI is an analytical tool for
conducting ecological assessments utilizing the Floristic Quality Assessment Index (FQAI)
originally developed by Floyd Swink and Dr. Gerould Wilhelm in the late 1970s (See
Appendix G). The PSI uses Coefficient of Conservatism (CC) ratings that were assigned to
every native plant found in southeastern Pennsylvania by the Bowman’s Hill Wildflower
Preserve in consultation with regional biologists. The criteria for assigning these coefficients
are as follows:
•

0-3

Plants with a high range of ecological tolerances/found in a variety of
communities. Examples include common ragweed (Ambrosia artemisiifolia)
and white ash (Fraxinus americana).

•

4-6

Plants with an intermediate range of ecological tolerances/associated with a
specific plant community. Examples include black cohosh (Cimicifuga
racemosa) and American beech (Fagus grandifolia).

•

7-8

Plants with a narrow range of ecological tolerances/associated with an advanced
stage in plant community succession. Examples include pink lady-slipper
(Cypripedium acaule) and Chinquapin oak (Quercus muhlenbergii).

• 9-10

Plants with a high degree of fidelity to a narrow range of habitats. Examples
include shooting-star (Dodecatheon meadii) and pitcher-plant (Sarracenia
purpurea).
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The CC is used to calculate a native main CC or average CC for all native species, a Total
Mean CC, or average CC considering both native and non-native species. The FQAI equals
the Native Mean CC times the square root of the total number of native species present at a
given locality. The PSI equals the Total Mean CC times the square root of the total number of
native species. These indices can be used to monitor changes in vegetation quality over time,
or to compare vegetation quality of different tracts of land.
In 2006, a PSI was developed for various plant communities at High School Park:
Community Name on PSI
Prairie
Edges
Woods
Floodplain Woods
Meadow

Community Name in this Master
Plan
Meadow
Edge
Woods
Hillside Meadow

PSI

FQAI

6.50
2.12
15.65
6.98
6.78

15.09
5.61
25.69
13.75
11.55

The PSI and FQAI values are directly proportional to the quality of the vegetation community,
meaning the higher the value, the higher the quality of the community. One must remember
thought that PSI and FQAI are qualitative tools, not quantitative tools; they only measure the
presence of a species in a particular community or area, not their overall abundance within it.
These tools and formulas are best applied to areas whose vegetation has not been extensively
modified by plantings, which tend to artificially raise the numbers and give a false impression
of the native quality of a site. However, they are very useful for baseline documentation and
quality monitoring during native plant restoration of a property. A copy of the PSI report
outputs and calculation formulas is presented as Appendix G. Additional information
regarding the PSI is available at the following web address:
http://www.bhwp.org/psi/index.html.

4.2

Background Information

The Concept of Invasive Species Control and Native Species Revegetation
All living things have evolved to survive and reproduce in specific areas on the Earth. Local
climate, geology, soils, available water, and other natural factors influence which plants and
animals live in particular ecosystems and habitats. A native species is one that occurs naturally
in a particular place without human intervention. Species native to North America are
generally recognized as those occurring on the continent prior to European settlement. Nonnative plants are species that have been introduced to an area by people/animals/airborne
materials from other continents, states, ecosystems, and habitats.
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Photo 4.1
Bee-balm (Monarda didyma), High School Park
AMEC Earth & Environmental

The answer as to whether a particular species is native or non-native depends on the
geographic scale of the area being considered (e.g., Montgomery County, southeast
Pennsylvania, east of the Appalachian Mountains, etc.), or the temporal scale of the question
being asked (e.g., pre- or post-European settlement). Other factors such as genetic variation
resulting from cultivar development and hybridization confuse the issue even further.
However, although many non-native plants have great economic value for agriculture, forestry,
horticulture, and other industries, and do not pose a threat to ecological systems, many others
have become invasive and pose a serious ecological threat (Swearingen et al, 2002).
Most invasive plants are also non-native plants (e.g., Japanese knotweed). However, there are
also native, invasive plants (e.g., poison ivy) and non-native, non-invasive plants (e.g., Norway
spruce). Plants may also become invasive as a response to changing environmental conditions.
Nevertheless, invasive plants reproduce rapidly, spread over large areas of the landscape, and
have few natural controls such as herbivores or diseases to keep them in check. Invasive plants
take over and degrade natural ecosystems. They disrupt ecological communities by displacing
native vegetation and altering both plant and animal species assemblages, often at the expense
of rare species (Swearingen et al., 2002). Pimentel et al. (2004) report that invasive species
impact nearly half of the species currently listed as threatened or endangered under the
Endangered Species Act (ESA). Their effects are far-reaching and include many indirect
consequences. Their displacement of native vegetation reduces food and shelter for wildlife,
eliminates the host plants of native beneficial insects, and competes for native plant pollinators
(Swearingen et al., 2002).
Invasive species also affect the types of recreational activities that can be enjoyed in natural
areas. Many invasive species form thick and dense monocultures (e.g., Japanese knotweed
along a streambank) that make access to natural areas difficult, inhospitable, or nearly
impossible.
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Invasive species are a global problem, with the annual cost of impact and control efforts
equaling five percent of the world’s economy. In 2006, the annual cost to the U.S. economy
from controlling invasive species and managing the impact from invasive species was
estimated to be $120 billion, with over 100 million acres (approximately the size of California)
suffering from invasive plant infestations (TNC, 2008). Fortunately, solutions to this global
problem can occur at many levels, including at the local level.
The removal of an invasive plant species in a localized area such as High School Park can have
immediate beneficial results to the larger ecosystem. These benefits are further magnified
when the invasive species removal is followed up with replacement with native plant species.
This is the utility of an invasive species management program, where on-the-ground efforts can
have long-lasting beneficial ecological effects on the local and surrounding landscapes.

Photo 4.2
Butterfly Weed (Asclepias tuberosa), High School Park
AMEC Earth & Environmental

The most effective invasive species control program implements the replacement of the
undesirable plant species with a native alternative species, followed up with frequent and
diligent monitoring of the management site to (1) ensure the survival of the native alternative
species, (2) replace the native alternative with a second alternative if the first is not succeeding,
and (3) control the attempted re-establishment or re-colonization of the site by the original
invasive species or a new invasive species (e.g., maintenance). The Friends of High School
Park, Cheltenham Township, and the community volunteers have done an extraordinary job of
bringing the existing plant communities to a condition where varying levels of invasive species
control and subsequent revegetation are capable of elevating and enhancing the ecological
health of the park. Nevertheless, it is important to remember that invasive species control is
not the same as invasive species eradication. The vegetation communities at High School Park
will always possess a proportion of non-native and/or invasive species. Complete eradication
of undesirable species is an unrealistic goal, particularly in a developed area.
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This Ecological Master Plan involved assembling a list of the currently known non-native and
invasive plant species occurring at the park and assigning a priority level to each of these
species based on its present abundance at High School Park and its potential to become
abundant (See Appendix D).
For the high priority species, the list provides recommendations for control methods that are
appropriate for the park, and offers recommendations for native plant alternatives. The
information presented in Appendix D was used to develop a ten-year, calendar-style
management plan for the various vegetation communities at High School Park. Appendix E
presents ten-year management plans for each of the four communities listed in Section 4.1
(meadow, edge, woods, and shoreline). These plans also include tables of recommended native
species to be used to replace invasive species that have been removed. Table 1, located at the
end of this section, presents a summary of the ten-year management plan; however, the reader
is referred to Appendices D and E for detailed information on how to implement the
management plans.
These management plans were developed in a manner to emphasize the use of manual invasive
species control wherever possible, to reduce dependency upon chemical controls.
Nevertheless, there are some areas of the park (e.g., meadow, shoreline communities, and a
slope dominated by English ivy) that will require a combination of manual and chemical
controls because of the resilience of certain invasive species and invasive species assemblages;
however, such use has been minimized to the extent practicable, and suggestions are offered at
the end of this section for the judicious use of chemicals (e.g., applying herbicide by glove or
rag, instead of spraying). Likewise, the use of compost over chemical fertilizers for new native
species plantings is recommended in this plan.
Soil Fertility at the Park
In order to characterize the potential for the park soils to effectively support re-vegetation
efforts, soil samples were collected for fertility analysis on March 28, 2008 from numerous
areas at High School Park. These samples were collected and prepared in accordance with the
recommended guidelines of the Penn State Agricultural Analytical Services Laboratory
(http://www.aasl.psu.edu/SSFT.HTM) and chemically analyzed for standard fertility
parameters. These parameters varied according to whether the existing and proposed use of the
area was forested or open, naturalized or landscaped, etc. The general results of these findings
are discussed for each community below, and additional information pertaining to soil fertility
can be found in Table 2, located at the end of this section.
In each case, the laboratory found either nutritional deficiencies to exist or a combination of
nutritional deficiencies and suboptimal soil pH to exist. However, in keeping with the
ecologically sensitive approach to this restoration, the use of natural sources of macronutrients
and substances to correct soil pH are recommended in place of chemical soil amendments.
Although the addition of natural soil amendments will provide relatively less of the
recommended nutrients and pH-correcting substances into the soil, and these materials will be
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meted out at a slower rate, this approach is nevertheless a time-tested and safer alternative to
chemical additives, particularly in communities whose soils are prone to leach into the
Tookany Creek due to their proximity (e.g., forested floodplain, wooded slopes, etc.). It should
be noted that the addition of compost will generally facilitate the establishment and growth of
native plantings by giving them a slight edge over non-native, invasive plants, many of which
are adapted for nutrient-deficient soils with little organic matter.

4.3

Plant Ecosystem Findings & Recommendations

The following section provides an overview of findings and recommendations to continue
plant restoration and invasive plant eradication efforts at High School Park. Findings and
recommendations are provided for the four community areas as well as other portions of the
park.

The High School Park Meadow Community
The meadow is located on the higher elevations of the park and is the dominant open
vegetation community on the property2. The meadow community is bisected by a foot trail
with three large Norway spruces (Picea abies); a ubiquitous and non-native, but not
particularly invasive, plant species. The meadow exhibits two different moisture regimes. The
front two-thirds, closer to the park entrance is relatively drier than the rear third. The dividing
line between these two moisture regimes is not coincident with the trail but rather is located
farther back (southeast) on the property. This dividing line is a meandering arc as illustrated
on Maps #1 and #2 of this plan (See Sections 1.0 and 7.0).
The observable difference between these two moisture regimes is most obvious in the spring,
but obscure in the summer and fall. The rear portions of the meadow and the mowed path
around it often have standing water in the spring or following a heavy rainfall.3 A visual
comparison of the subsurface soil between these two areas of the meadow revealed that the rear
portion experiences a greater hydrologic regime than the front portion. This difference, albeit
slight, will play a role in the restoration of this community by guiding native plant species
selection – the front portion will include a greater proportion of species preferring dry, open
environments, and the rear portion will include a greater proportion of species preferring moist,
open environments.
Restoration of the meadow will require a complete re-establishment of the vegetation
community. This is because there are great technical difficulties associated with restoring an
early-successional community that is already experiencing the deleterious effects of invasive
2

As discussed earlier, the meadow community does not include the Hillside Meadow which is the
planted wildflower area located on the slope along High School Park Road near the park’s front entrance.
3
This plan recommends raising the elevation of the rear portion of the mowed path to shed stormwater
runoff off the path and onto the surrounding vegetation, discussed later.
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species - whereas some portions of the meadow are characterized by a decent assemblage of
native plants, many other portions are completely dominated by highly aggressive invasives
(e.g. Canada thistle (Cirsium arvense), porcelain-berry (Ampelopsis brevidpedunculata),
crown-vetch (Coronilla varia), etc.) that cannot be effectively managed by manual removal
alone. Therefore, the control of invasive species for the meadow community involves a
combination of both herbicide treatment and manual removal methods.
This plan also recommends temporary educational signage or information postings on the
existing bulletin board that explains the restoration procedure for the meadow community so
that park users may understand the vegetation removal process as a necessary part of the
restoration effort.

Photo 4.3
Canada thistle (Cirsium arvense), Rear Meadow Community at High School Park
AMEC Earth & Environmental

The restoration of the meadow community will be conducted in two separate phases. The first
phase will involve the restoration of the front half of the meadow (i.e. dry meadow), and the
second phase will involve the restoration of the rear half of the meadow (i.e. dry and moist
meadows). Dividing the meadow into two phases serves several purposes.
First, it focuses the restoration efforts on the portion of the community that is in a relatively
better condition and thus prevents it from completely succumbing to invasives. Second, it
reduces the overall restoration effort into manageable sizes. And third, because the first phase
is located at the front of the park, it demonstrates visible and tangible results to the general
public during the early years of the restoration effort.
The restoration of the meadow community will also include its expansion, with a subsequent
narrowing of the mowed grass path that surrounds it. This narrowing of the mowed grass path
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will bring the meadow community physically closer to the wooded communities, thus
providing for more wildlife movement between these two areas. The width of the mowed
grass path is typically 15 to 17 feet along most of the meadow’s perimeter, but widens
significantly in certain areas. The mowed grass path ranges from 37 to 46 feet along the
northern edge of the meadow by the bermed areas, and is approximately 31 feet wide at one
point along the southern edge of the meadow.
This plan recommends widening the meadow along most of its perimeter - roughly the rear
three-quarters of the meadow so that the resulting width of the mowed grass path is
approximately 10 feet in width. The cutting width of the mower currently in use by
Cheltenham Township for this park is 6 to 8 feet with the side decks raised, and approximately
16 feet with the side decks lowered. This plan recommends mowing the grass path with the
side decks raised, and using two passes of the mower so that the resulting width is
approximately 10 feet. It is recommended that the front one-quarter of the meadow, roughly
coincident with the Robert Fulton Garden along the northern side, be left intact to preserve
these mowed grass areas for the other uses of the park (e.g., Arts in the Park).
This Plan also recommends the addition of soil/clean fill to low-lying portions of the mowed
path. These portions are located in the rear of the meadow, and a very small area along the
south/southeast side. The occasional pooling of water in these areas discourages pedestrian use
of the path, and the elevation of these portions with soil or clean fill will not result in any
adverse ecological impacts to the natural communities at the park.
The key to maintaining an early successional community is periodic disturbance. For High
School Park this disturbance will be regular mowing. According to the Natural Lands Trust,
mowing is the most common and resource-effective management practice in southeast
Pennsylvania for maintaining a meadow community. The meadow community should be
mowed two times a year during the following periods:
•
•

Spring – between March 1 and April 1
Summer – late June to early July

This mowing regime minimizes the amount of time that resident wildlife will be disturbed
during critical periods in their life cycle. It also provides the optimal environmental conditions
for maintaining a healthy meadow community. Mowing only once a year is typically
insufficient to prevent meadow communities from shifting to a scrub-shrub community. A
shift to a scrub-shrub community from infrequent mowing usually results in an assemblage
dominated by non-native and invasive plant species such as multiflora rose (Rosa multiflora),
Canada thistle, and tree-of-heaven (Ailanthus altissima) (a large tree-of-heaven sapling is
present along the boundary between the front and rear meadow). Infrequent mowing also
allows the community to progress to a later successional stage by both native and non-native
species, as evidenced by the large number of seedlings and saplings of the native eastern
cottonwood (Populus deltoides) and black locust (Robinia pseudo-acacia) in the rear meadow.
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On the other hand, mowing more than two times per year typically encourages non-native coolseason grasses to dominate the community and also reduces the amount of wildlife food and
cover. Because a variety of wildlife currently uses the meadow community, and will continue
to use this meadow for food and cover, no mowing should ever occur between mid-July and
late October, or between April 1 and late June. Mowing during these time periods will
remove valuable nesting cover, destroy the nests and eggs of ground-nesting birds, and kill
young birds and mammals. As such, if mowing does not occur during the recommended time
periods, then it should not be conducted at all until the next available recommended time
period.
This plan recommends initially establishing an assemblage of warm-season grasses for several
years before diversifying the community with the addition of herbaceous, non-grass species.
Warm-season grasses should always compose a significant percentage of this meadow. Most
warm-season grasses are native to southeastern Pennsylvania and include species such as little
bluestem (Schizachyrium scoparium), big bluestem (Andropogon gerardii), broom sedge
(Andropogon virginicus), and switchgrass (Panicum virgatum). In contrast, cool season
grasses such as many common fescues (Festuca spp.), ryes (Lolium spp.), and bluegrasses (Poa
spp.), as well as widespread and abundant species such as orchard grass (Dactylis glomerata)
and timothy (Phleum pratense) are not native. Warm-season grasses typically grow well on
marginal soils such as is found in the meadow community. They also regenerate their entire
root system every three to four years, resulting in a natural process of organic enrichment for
the soil.
Cool-season grasses were introduced to our area primarily as an agricultural product because
they are easily established, green up earlier in the year, allowing for excellent early season
forage, can be closely grazed, and can be easily maintained as a monoculture. However, coolseason grasses have several disadvantages such as requiring large amounts of fertilizer, lime,
herbicides, and seed for replanting. Cool-season grasses offer little to no cover for wildlife
during the winter months as they easily fall over and mat down from winter storms. This
matting down also negatively affects the following spring’s nesting season making it more
difficult for many species to successfully raise their offspring. In contrast, warm-season
grasses are less influenced by severe weather fluctuations, are more disease and insect
resistant, provide summer forage when cool-season grasses have slowed their growth, and they
are long lasting so they don’t need to be replanted (Shramko, 2008).
The results of the soil fertility analysis for the front meadow, the dry portion of the rear
meadow, and the moist portion of the rear meadow were similar in that soil pH, phosphorous,
magnesium, and potassium levels varied slightly between optimum and above optimum. To
improve soil fertility, the laboratory recommended adding nitrogen to all parts of the meadow.
However, in keeping with the ecologically sensitive approach to this restoration, this Plan
recommends the addition of compost into the soil for a natural source of nitrogen that also will
not encourage cool-season grasses to dominate the community.
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Appendix E presents a ten-year management plan and a list of recommended plant species for
the meadow.

The High School Park Edge Community
Edges are transition areas between any two or more communities; and at High School Park,
edge communities occur throughout the park amidst the mosaic of vegetation communities.
However, in this plan, the discussion of edge is limited to the transitional community between
the meadow and wooded areas (See Map #2). A variety of invasive plant species is abundant
in this edge community including Japanese hops (Humulus japonicus), crown vetch (Coronilla
varia), and common mugwort (Artemisia vulgaris). The majority of the invasive species are
found along the southern and western edges of the wooded communities, a typical pattern seen
in natural systems in the northeast U.S. as these areas receive a relatively greater amount of
sunlight in comparison to other orientations. The replanting of these areas with evergreens
typical of edge habitats, such as eastern red cedar (Juniperus virginianus) interspersed with a
variety of annual and perennial native forbs and grasses will help control this condition.
Edges are often the community with the largest number of species (i.e. richness) and
sometimes the highest diversity (i.e. a well-balanced pyramidical ratio among species). This is
because while many plant and animal species depend on edges as their primary habitat, edges
also provide suitable habitat for the plant and animal species that occur within the communities
on either side (e.g. open meadow and woods). Their unique functional role in ecosystems does
not come without a price, and that price is frequent invasion by undesirable species.

Photo 4.4
Bermed Area, Northern Meadow Edge and Wooded Community at High School Park
AMEC Earth & Environmental
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The edge community includes the bermed areas which are a number of earthen piles along the
northern side of the meadow that are now vegetated primarily with invasive species. These
piles were created to, and continue to, reduce the velocity and volume of stormwater runoff
from the meadow which was causing soil erosion in the wooded slope community as the water
moved downhill towards Tookany Creek. Unfortunately, these berms are considered unsightly
by most visitors of the park. However, these berms also provide an opportunity to create an
edge community with greater wildlife habitat value.
Appendix E presents a ten-year management plan and a list of recommended plant species is
presented for the edge.

The High School Park Wooded Communities
Floodplain
A floodplain community is located along both sides of Tookany Creek, although it is
substantially wider along the park side of the stream (i.e. the southern side). It includes both
tree- and shrub-dominated areas. The shrub-dominated portion is located in the eastern portion
of the park near Mill Road, roughly coincident with the “Lower Meadow Wildlife Habitat
Enhancement” area depicted on the Landscape Management Plan for High School Park
(Andropogon, 1997). The majority of this floodplain may be regarded as a “terrace”, an
abandoned floodplain that is largely disconnected from the stream except for during large flood
events. A wood chip trail bisects this community roughly parallel to the stream, and several
earthen side trails are also present (See Map #2).
The results of the soil fertility analysis for this area indicated that soil pH and magnesium
levels are slightly above optimum, phosphate levels are far below optimum, and potash and
calcium levels are optimum. To remedy this condition, the laboratory recommended adding
fertilizer and sulfur to the soil. However, in keeping with the ecologically sensitive approach
to this restoration, this Plan recommends the addition of compost into the soil for a natural
source of soil macronutrients and mild acidity. Additionally, because this community is the
floodplain of Tookany Creek, there is a potential for non-point source nutrient runoff to occur
from the addition of fertilizers. Therefore, the broad-scale application of chemical fertilizers is
not recommended for this community.
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Photo 4.4
English Ivy (Hedera helix), Overtaking Tree Trunk, Wooded Floodplain
Community, High School Park
AMEC Earth & Environmental

Appendix E presents a ten-year management plan and a list of recommended plant species for
the wooded communities.
Wooded Slopes
Wooded slopes occur throughout the park, spanning the change in topography between the
meadow area situated at higher elevations and the lower floodplain (See Map #2). Because of
the long distance that community spans, it includes a variety of localized climates, including a
relatively cooler, but drier, northwestern-facing slope at one end (at High School Park Road),
and a relatively warmer, but moist, northeastern-facing slope at the other end (at Mill Road).
The results of the soil fertility analysis conducted from these the two ends of this community
reveal a similar nutrient content, but differing remedies for improvement.
The results of the fertility analysis of soils collected from the northwestern end (High School
Road end) indicate that soil pH, potash, and calcium levels are optimum, phosphate levels are
far below optimum, and magnesium levels are slightly above optimum. To remedy this
condition, the laboratory recommended adding a high phosphate fertilizer to the soil.
However, in keeping with the ecologically sensitive approach to this restoration, this Plan
recommends the addition of compost and bone meal into the soil for a natural source of soil
macronutrients and phosphorous, respectively.
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Additionally, because this community leads to the floodplain of Tookany Creek, there is a
potential for non-point source nutrient runoff to occur from the addition of fertilizers.
Therefore, the broad-scale application of chemical fertilizers is not recommended for this
community.
The results of the fertility analysis of soils collected from the northeastern end (Mill Road end)
indicate similarly that that soil pH, potash, and calcium levels are optimum, phosphate levels
are far below optimum, and magnesium levels are slightly above optimum. To remedy this
condition, the laboratory recommended adding fertilizer and sulfur to the soil. However, in
keeping with the ecologically sensitive approach to this restoration, this Plan recommends the
addition of compost into the soil for a natural source of soil macronutrients and mild acidity.
Additionally, because this community leads to the floodplain of Tookany Creek, there is a
potential for non-point source nutrient runoff to occur from the addition of fertilizers.
Therefore, the broad-scale application of chemical fertilizers is not recommended for this
community.

Photo 4.6
Earthen Trail Bisecting Wooded Slope Community, High School Park
AMEC Earth & Environmental

A variety of invasive plant species are present in this community and Appendix D presents the
recommended control techniques for these species. Native plant species recommended to be
planted in areas formerly occupied by invasive species are presented in Appendix E. Because
the majority of this community is north-facing, the cooler ambient air temperatures (relative to
a south-facing slope) provides suitable habitat for species that typically grow better on northfacing slopes. These species include American beech (Fagus grandifolia), black oak (Quercus
velutina), white oak (Quercus alba), eastern hemlock (Tusga canadensis), red oak (Quercus
rubra), American basswood (Tilia americana), hackberry (Celtis occidentalis), butternut
(Juglans cinerea), sugar maple (Acer saccharum), and red maple (Acer rubrum).
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It should be noted that the far northeastern end of this community is characterized by a
monotypic culture of English ivy on a moderately-steep slope and requires special
consideration. The relatively aggressive invasive species control techniques required for this
area coupled with the moderately steep slopes and existing remnants of building debris
obscured from view by the ivy, preclude the safe and time-efficient management of this area by
volunteer work crews. Therefore, the management of this area should be addressed in the near
future by a professional landscape restoration firm that possesses the equipment necessary to
implement a project that may involve the following tasks: (1) the broadcast application of
herbicide, (2) the removal of building debris, (3) the re-contouring of the slope if necessary to
minimize erosion, and (4) the re-establishment of a native vegetation community underlain by
erosion control fabric. The landscape restoration firm should be requested to develop a
planting plan and schedule that will minimize the amount of time bare soil is exposed to the
elements. In the interim, a professional arborist should also be consulted to assess the
condition of several large trees on this slope that are leaning heavily. The arborist may be able
to determine which trees are likely to fall, and if so, if they should be removed so that they will
not fall onto restoration areas below.
The results of the soil fertility analysis for this ivy-dominated slope indicate that soil pH and
calcium levels are far above optimum, magnesium levels are above optimum, phosphate levels
are far below optimum, and potash levels are optimum. To remedy this condition, the
laboratory recommended adding fertilizer and sulfur to the soil. However, the addition of soil
amendments is not recommended until the time that this area is addressed as described above.
Regardless, in keeping with the ecologically sensitive approach to this restoration, this Plan
recommends using natural soil amendments such as compost instead of chemical fertilizers.
Appendix E presents a ten-year management plan and a list of recommended species for the
wooded communities.
Southeast Woods
This wooded community is located in the southeast portion of the park. The southeastern-most
corner of this area is situated on a moderately-steep slope that backs up against the rear yards
of residential properties, whereas other portions of this community farther eastward are
relatively flat. The flat portions of this community are moist, receiving stormwater runoff from
parts of the meadow and the abutting residential properties. This community includes the
location where a section of wooden platform was placed on a particularly muddy area. It is
also contiguous with the Harrison Avenue tree-row to the southwest and the wooded slope
community farther to the east (See Map #2, Section 7.0). This community contains mature
specimens of princess-tree (Paulownia tomentosa), one of the priority species listed in
Appendix D.
The soil fertility analysis conducted for this community reveals that soil pH and magnesium
levels are above optimum, calcium levels are far above optimum, phosphate levels are slightly
below optimum, and potash levels are optimum. To remedy this unbalanced condition, the
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laboratory recommended the addition of fertilizer and sulfur to the soil. However, in keeping
with the ecologically sensitive approach to this restoration, this Plan recommends the addition
of compost into the soil for a natural source of soil macronutrients and mild acidity.

Photo 4.7
Southeast woods and Edge Rear Meadow Communities at High School Park
AMEC Earth & Environmental

Appendix E presents a ten-year management plan and a list of recommended plant species for
the wooded communities.
Harrison Avenue Tree-Row
The tree-row along the Harrison Avenue side of the park (i.e. the southwestern park boundary)
is a narrow area characterized by numerous large Norway maples (Acer platanoides), a nonnative, invasive tree. The understory is a mixed assemblage of native and non-native species,
although the highly invasive and non-native English ivy, Japanese honeysuckle (Lonicera
japonica), and garlic mustard (Alliaria petiolata) are all abundant and threaten the ecological
health of this community (See Map #2, Section 7.0).
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Photo 4.8
Harrison Avenue Tree Row and Meadow Communities at High School Park
AMEC Earth & Environmental

The results of the soil fertility analysis for this area indicated that soil pH levels are optimum,
phosphate levels are below optimum, potash levels are slightly below optimum and magnesium
and calcium levels are above optimum. To remedy this condition, the laboratory recommended
the addition of a high phosphorous fertilizer into the soil. However, in keeping with the
ecologically sensitive approach to this restoration, this Plan recommends the addition of
compost and bone meal into the soil for a natural source of soil macronutrients and
phosphorous, respectively.
Although Norway maples produce a tremendous number of wind-dispersed seeds each fall, and
their invasion and establishment throughout the forests of Pennsylvania are a major problem,
the potential for this species to infiltrate the other communities in the park is actually relatively
low, for a number of reasons. For instance, the trees are located along one side of the park,
largely separated from the wooded slope and floodplain communities by the meadow. In
addition, the majority of the seeds produced by these trees will fall on the meadow and the
grass path which are going to be mowed regularly as discussed above. The ten-year plan
includes a schedule for identifying, marking, and removing Norway maples throughout the
wooded communities of the park which will prevent this species from overtaking any areas.
This involves girdling the larger specimens of Norway maple and applying an herbicide
treatment to the cut at regular intervals over several years. These girdled trees should remain
standing for as long as feasible to provide perching habitat and cover for wildlife.
A plan for the eventual cutting and replacement of these trees should be discussed among the
Township, the Friends of High School Park, the Shade Tree Commission, and the
Environmental Advisory Council. These discussions should lead to the selection of the most
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appropriate native “street” trees to line this common property boundary. However, the use of
faster-growing “root-pruned” trees (a nursery technique for developing rapidly growing trees)
is recommended in order to quickly establish a visual barrier for the numerous private
residences that abut the tree-row.

Tookany Creek Shoreline
The shoreline community along Tookany Creek is almost completely dominated by the nonnative and invasive Japanese knotweed (Polygonum cuspidatum). Less obvious is the
dominance in the early spring by the non-native and invasive lesser celandine (Ranunculus
ficaria). Similar to the meadow, the shoreline community will require persistent and
aggressive efforts to establish it to a native plant community. The intent of the restoration
effort will be to establish near-equally aggressive native plant species that have the potential to
out-compete these invasives. The restoration of the shoreline is recommended to be
implemented immediately (commencing at Year 1), even if there is a plan to perform the
stream stabilization outlined in Section 6.0.

Photo 4.9
Non-native, invasive Japanese knotweed (red-colored shoots) and
Lesser celandine (post-flowering basal leaves)
Early Spring at Tookany Creek, High School Park
AMEC Earth & Environmental

The recommended dominant growth form for the shoreline community is shrubs, as they
typically provide the greatest degree of shoreline stabilization relative to trees, grasses, and
forbs. Shrubs also typically provide the best shoreline habitat for aquatic macroinvertebrates
relative to trees, grasses, and forbs. This habitat is provided by several means, including
shading, overhanging vegetation, and allochthonous inputs into the stream.
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However, the addition of trees, grasses, and forbs is also recommended to add species richness
and structural diversity to the community. Appendix E presents a ten-year management plan
and a list of recommended plant species for the shoreline community.

Findings and Recommendations for Other Areas
Hillside Meadow
The Hillside Meadow that was planted by FHSP volunteers is located on the grassy slope along
High School Road contains a variety of both native and non-native plant species (See Map #2).
It was planted over a three year period and is considered one of the most successful projects at
High School Park. The PSI report output in Appendix G presents a list of plant species
identified in this community. A large proportion of this community was dominated by various
species of goldenrod (Solidago spp.) in 2007 and 2008. Although goldenrod is not entirely
undesirable, its aggressive nature and height can preclude the establishment and growth of
other less aggressive as well as desirable species.
The results of the soil fertility analysis conducted for this community indicated that soil pH is
slightly below optimum, soil phosphorous levels are below optimum, potassium levels are far
above optimum, and magnesium levels are slightly above optimum. To remedy this condition,
the laboratory recommended the addition of nitrogen, phosphate, and limestone into the soil.
In keeping with the ecologically sensitive approach to this restoration, this Plan recommends
the addition of compost, bone meal, and powdered limestone into the soil for a natural source
of soil macronutrients, phosphorous, and alkalinity, respectively.

Photo 4.10
Hillside Meadow, August 2007 at High School Park
AMEC Earth & Environmental
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Regular mowing of this community in the early spring (between March 1 and April 1), as is
recommended for the meadow, should also be conducted for the hillside meadow. Since a
variety of showy spring, summer, and fall flowering plants dominate this community, this plan
takes a slightly more conservative approach relative to the meadow, and does not recommend
mowing the hillside meadow two times per year. Appendix D presents control techniques that
can be used for the various invasive species that occur in this community.
If desired, the plant species recommended for adding diversity to the meadow community (See
Appendix E) can also be planted in the hillside meadow. Additionally, the feasibility of
expanding the size of the Hillside Meadow downhill towards High School Park Road should be
considered as an enhancement to this community.
Perimeter of Ogontz Park
Although the focus of this section is High School Park, recommendations pertaining to Ogontz
Park are provided here as well. The perimeter of Ogontz Park along Church Road is a mowed
grass berm with a chain-link fence (See Map #2). The appearance of this property boundary
can be easily improved by the addition of several small- to medium-sized trees such as eastern
redbud (Cercis canadensis), flowering dogwood (Cornus florida), and ironwood (Carpinus
caroliniana). Trees are recommended for this boundary as opposed to shrubs because their
trunks will not block the view of the park from Church Road – many residents had indicated
that the view of the park from Church Road is a valuable asset. The table below compares the
physical characteristics of these four species:
Eastern redbud

Flowering
dogwood
10-40

Ironwood

Typical height (ft.)

15-20

10-30

Color

Bright violet
buds in spring

Bright white or
pink flowers in
spring

Fiery autumn
foliage

Attracts

Seed-eating
birds & squirrels

Songbirds

Songbirds &
squirrels
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Photo 4.11
Perimeter Area at Ogontz Park
AMEC Earth & Environmental

Regardless of the tree species chosen, since the perimeter is regularly mowed, extra care
should be taken to avoid damaging the base of the tree trunks with mowing and landscaping
equipment. Frequent cuts and nicks into the bark of these trees will make them susceptible to
infection.
The Robert Fulton Garden and the Rotary Garden
The Robert Fulton Garden was originally created to commemorate Bob Fulton who was one of
the original founding members of the FHSP. He lived in the local community and served for
many years on the FHSP Board. It is a fragrance garden upon which park users could sit and
view the meadow community; however, a number of non-native, invasive plant species such as
Japanese hops, crown vetch, hedge bindweed, and common mugwort have infiltrated this area.
Similarly, the Rotary Garden was created to provide a quiet resting spot for park users to sit
and view the meadow area. The FHSP have invested a lot of time, money and effort
maintaining these areas and concludes that the current arrangement is too labor intensive.
In contrast, invasive species have been largely controlled within the Rotary Garden and a
number of native plantings have become well established. However, there have been concerns
expressed by the High School Park Steering Committee about the naturalness of the Rotary
Garden. Rather than providing specific planting recommendations for these two gardens, this
Ecological Master Plan instead provides general guidelines for improvements to these areas.
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Photo 4.11
Robert Fulton Garden, June 2008 at High School Park
AMEC Earth & Environmental

Photo 4.12
Rotary Garden, June 2008 at High School Park
AMEC Earth & Environmental

For both gardens, there are numerous native plants with fragrant, showy flowers that can be
planted. It is important to note that many flowers with these characteristics, while attracting
butterflies and hummingbirds, will also attract bees and flies, which may be a deterrent to some
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park users. The non-native, invasive plant species occurring in these gardens can be controlled
using the techniques presented in Appendix D.
The small size of these two gardens limits the establishment of any more than two or three
shrubs, and perhaps only a single shrub at each garden should also be considered. Specimens
of native winterberry holly (Ilex verticillata) are already present and growing well near the
Rotary Garden, indicating that the environmental conditions are favorable for this species.
Winterberry holly also produces showy red fruits in the fall which provides visual appeal.
Regardless of whether or not the existing shrubs are preserved, or new shrubs are planted, the
management of the ground layer vegetation will largely dictate the naturalness of the garden.
The ground layer vegetation may be selected from the plant species recommended for either
the meadow community or the edge community (see Appendix E). The use of mulch is
discouraged as landscaped mulch tends to give plantings a landscaped appearance. The use of
a living mulch, such as annual rye, will provide rapid and aggressive ground cover for one year
while the plantings are becoming established. The seeds of annual rye may simply be handbroadcasted over the area. Annual rye seed is inexpensive, widely available, and can be
planted at any time during the growing season. Pennsylvania winters are typically cold enough
to kill this species; however, any surviving specimens that are not desired can either be handpulled or dug into the soil.
Areas With Poison Ivy
Poison ivy (Toxicodendron radicans) is a native vine that is abundant at both High School Park
and Ogontz Park. The two most common growth forms of this species, a low and spreading
ground-creeping vine and a climbing vine that overtakes trees, are the forms seen at the parks.
Under certain environmental conditions, this species can become weedy and aggressive,
resulting in a plant that is native, but invasive. Poison ivy produces berries from late July to
October that is sought after by wildlife, particularly downy woodpeckers and raccoons;
however, the nutritional content of these berries is relatively low, particularly with regard to
fat. Nevertheless, it is still considered a somewhat important native plant for providing
wildlife food and cover.
However, the prevalence of poison ivy in the ground layer presents a potential health and
safety hazard to park volunteers who exhibit dermatological reactions to this plant. Despite
past efforts to communicate to park volunteers about the risks involved in exposing bare skin
during work days, volunteers continue to arrive at these events donning shorts or sandals.
Therefore, this plan recommends the control of poison ivy in the ground layer by application of
a 2% solution of glyphosate in water plus surfactant (e.g. Roundup®), a 2% solution of
triclopyr in water (e.g. Garlon ®), or any of the commercially available poison ivy control
solutions that blend glyphosate and triclopyr together. The manual removal of poison ivy is
not recommended for obvious health and safety reasons.
As with most plant species, systemic herbicides that interrupt biochemical pathways exert their
greatest effect when applied during a time period where the plant is exhibiting a net movement
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of materials from its above-ground parts to its below-ground parts (e.g., fall). However, the
control of this resilient species typically requires repeated application throughout the growing
season, and the application may be more appropriately timed with the anticipated schedule of
volunteer work days and in areas that are anticipated to be entered by volunteers. For example,
the application of herbicides to poison ivy may occur along a 20-foot belt along both sides of a
trail, or within an area scheduled for a weed-pulling, approximately 1 to 2 weeks prior to the
date of the event.
The larger specimens of poison ivy in the parks, those that are climbing up tree trunks and
overtaking the lower limbs of the tree, are less of a health and safety concern as these leaves
are largely out of reach by the general public. Contact dermatitis may still occur in some
people by touching the vine; however, volunteers should be educated about the presence of
these vines and shown an example for their own edification. Volunteers should also be
educated so as not to confuse poison ivy with Virginia creeper (Parthenocissus quinquefolia), a
desirable native vine found throughout the parks that grows in much the same manner as
poison ivy. Virginia creeper has five (rarely three or seven) toothed, compound leaves
arranged in a fan shape, and the vine has long, disk-tipped tendrils.

Photo 4.13
Poison ivy (Toxicodendron radicans) at High School Park
AMEC Earth & Environmental

Drainage Swale
A drainage swale (i.e. linear depression that conveys water from upland areas) is located along
the south side of a paved stub road that extends from the park’s main entrance towards the
Robert Fulton Garden. This swale is vegetated with a mix of non-native and native species,
including the invasive shrub, multiflora rose (Rosa multiflora). This swale is recommended for
alteration from a linear drainage feature into a moderate undulation in the landscape.
Stormwater conveyance in this portion of the park is necessary, but can be effectively
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implemented by an undulation, created by simply re-grading the area, and re-vegetating with a
suite of native species selected from the dry and wet meadow species lists.

Photo 4.14
Drainage Swale along Paved Stub Road at High School Park
AMEC Earth & Environmental

4.4 Concluding Narrative and Considerations
Native Plant Species Selection
It is important to remember that some plant species that are tolerant of dry soil conditions will
thrive under moist soil conditions, and some plant species that are tolerant of saturated soil
conditions will thrive under moist soil conditions. Likewise, some plant species that are
tolerant of shade will thrive under increased sun exposure, and some plant species that are
tolerant of full sun will continue to grow well in shade. However, there are numerous
exceptions to these outcomes, and some plant species are only tolerant of a narrow set of
environmental conditions. Further complicating this matter is the genetic variability of
individual plants that subsequently results in individual responses to varying environmental
conditions.
These conflicting generalities and exceptions create decisional issues associated with selecting
the most appropriate species assemblage for an area. For example, the occurrence of a
particular plant species in a particular environment (e.g. red maples in swamps) is often used as
a guide for determining the appropriate placement of that species. However, red maples also
will thrive in drier locations because their tolerance to saturated soils is an expression of their
ability to compete with other plant species under less favorable environmental conditions.
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Another example is that tulip poplar and shagbark hickory, both widely regarded as upland
species, typically grow much more vigorously under moist, nutrient-rich conditions, such as in
floodplains. Nevertheless, knowledge of species occurrences in particular habitats can still be
a very useful tool to narrow down the appropriate habitat type for various plant species. By
using such an approach, the probability that an appropriate species is selected for a particular
habitat is substantially increased. Furthermore, nature has self-sorting mechanisms and
dynamics that will “adjust” the park’s communities over time.
With regard to sun and shade tolerance, soil nutrient preferences, and other environmental
conditions that will affect a plant species success, most of these factors are inherent in the
selection of the species for its respective community. For example, herbaceous plants
recommended for the meadow community are generally intolerant of shade but are tolerant of
regular mowing and competition, growing conditions that are typical of meadows.
The choice of species to be planted at the park should also try to match the dynamics seen in
natural communities. For example, a large canopy opening that is not anticipated to be closed
in by the surrounding trees may provide the opportunity to introduce an early successional tree
species such as maples (Acer spp.), gray birch (Betula populifolia), eastern red cedar, or black
walnut (Juglans nigra) in order to increase biological richness. In contrast, a small canopy
opening that is anticipated to be closed in may be more appropriately planted with a shadetolerant shrub, an early successional herbaceous species, or simply left alone to naturally
revegetate, but perhaps with a temporary cover of annual rye to prevent reduce the probability
of re-invasion by undesirable species (discussed later in this section).
With regard to tree placement, it is important to note not only the height and spread of a
species, but also its typical role in succession and information about its life cycle or growth
form. Early successional species such as black willow (Salix nigra), sumacs (Rhus spp.), gray
birch, American sycamore, and eastern red cedar may exist in natural communities at relatively
high densities, but also with relatively high attrition rates. Many early successional specimens
are replaced as the community matures, yet some early successional specimens may persist and
eventually be recruited as a component of the canopy layer. Their mere presence as one or two
individuals within a community adds species richness and wildlife habitat value.
With regard to shrub placement, it is important to remember that when shrubs are allowed to
grow to their full potential (i.e. without trimming or pruning), the size of the plant is more
massive in both height and width than typically anticipated. This generalization applies to
branching shrubs (what is typically thought of as a “shrub”) in contrast to trailing or arching
shrubs (e.g. Allegheny blackberry [Rubus allegheniensis]), or single-stemmed shrubs (e.g.
meadowsweet [Spiraea latifolia]). Shrub placement is therefore important in relation to
neighboring plants and its proximity to walking paths and trails. Shrubs planted close to paths
and trails will inevitably need to be trimmed or pruned, and unless such maintenance activities
are desired, shrub should be planted farther back away from the edges of paths and trails.
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Finally, if an area has been managed for an invasive species and the native species have not
been selected to be planted, the soil should be temporarily stabilized using annual rye which
will provide a rapid ground cover that will minimize soil erosion and preclude some
undesirable species from overtaking the area. The seeds of annual rye may simply be handbroadcasted over the area. Annual rye seed is inexpensive, widely available, and can be
planted at any time during the growing season. Pennsylvania winters are typically cold enough
to kill this species; however, any surviving specimens that are not desired can either be handpulled or dug into the soil.

Invasive Plant Species Control
The control methods presented in this Master Plan were selected from the findings of a broadbased literature review and reflect methods that were considered to be specifically appropriate
for High School Park, and may not be applicable to other sites. Likewise, there are other
control methods that were not recommended for the park (e.g. burning) that are widely used in
other parts of the U.S. or in less populated areas. Nevertheless, persons engaged in invasive
species control are urged to pursue the latest information available since this is an everevolving practice, and every year brings new information from field testing across the U.S.
Furthermore, some experimentation and creativity in invasive species control implementation
may also be necessary since all natural systems are unique, as are all individual plants.
There are numerous technical resources that can be consulted for more detailed information on
invasive species control than is provided here. These resources include numerous published
documents, reports, and books; organizations such as the Delaware River Invasive Plant
Partnership (DRIPP) and the Mid-Atlantic Exotic Pest Plant Council (MA-EPPC); and online
sources such as the PADCNR Invasive Exotic Plant Tutorial for Natural Land Managers,
which is a compendium of technical information, available at:
http://www.dcnr.state.pa.us/FORESTRY/invasivetutorial/List.htm.
Fortunately, there are some generalities that can be applied to invasive species management
that will help guide and focus invasive species management efforts. These generalities are as
follows:
•

The manual removal of most plant species should include bagging and removal of the
plant material to an off-site location, preferably a landfill. This avoids leaving behind
seeds or vegetative fragments that may produce new plants. When in doubt as to whether
or not a plant can continue to flower after pulling, or whether it can reproduce from its
vegetative fragments, the plant should be bagged and removed from the park as a
conservative measure.

•

Similarly, the manual removal of most plant species should attempt to remove all of the
underground parts (e.g. roots and rhizomes) to avoid leaving behind fragments that may
produce new plants. Whether manual removal is done by hand or with tools, this is much
more easily accomplished when the soil is moist such as in the spring or after a rainfall.
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•

The manual removal of woody plants can be accomplished by pulling the plant when the
soil is moist; by digging it out with a shovel, spade, or Weed Wrench®; or by mechanized
means such as with a tractor or Bobcat®.

•

The manual removal of any plant species should be conducted in a manner so as to
minimize soil disturbance which creates an opportunity for the same, or different,
undesirable species to germinate or establish itself.

•

With the exception of the meadow plant species that are adapted to grazing, the goal of
repeated pulling, cutting, and mowing unwanted plants is to deplete their carbohydrate
reserves, resulting in the eventual death of the plant. Many plants have extensive
carbohydrate reserves that can restore them back to health after one or two seasons of
these types of disturbances. This is why repeated manual control is typically necessary
over several years.

•

Similarly, the use of herbicides alone is sometimes not as effective when compared to a
combination of cutting/mowing coupled with herbicide application. This is because
individual plants exhibit varying tolerance levels to herbicides and some plants may
exhibit sufficient resistance to withstand herbicide applications that are not coupled with
cutting. For example, some crop plants are beginning to be found in the U.S. that are
developing a genetic resistance to glyphosate.

•

This Ecological Master Plan recommends manual control as the primary means for
dealing with invasive plants, unless otherwise specified for technical reasons (e.g.,
meadow, shoreline, English ivy slope, girdled trees, etc.). The manual control methods
outlined in the ten-year plans also have redundancy built into them in the form of
repeated efforts over the course of several years. This redundancy was included since it
is likely that not all specimens will be removed with each effort (i.e. next year’s effort
will control new specimens and any of the previous year’s specimens that were missed).

•

Girdling is accomplished by cutting into the bark of a woody plant species (i.e. tree or
shrub) all around its base, typically around six inches above the ground surface, but well
into the cambium layer. (The cambium layer is the relatively softer, usually yellowishgreen colored, actively growing layer beneath the hard outer bark.) Girdling is most
effective in the spring or fall when the plant is translocating its water and nutrients
upwards or downwards, respectively. This Plan recommends that girdled trees be left
standing for several years in order to provide food and cover for woodpeckers, cavitynesting wildlife, etc.

•

The relatively recent popular use of organic, corn-based, pre-emergence weed killers for
annuals has had mixed results outside of home landscapes and lawns. Its use in
naturalized areas is not recommended by this Plan.
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•

The use of the herbicide glyphosate is most effective in the fall when the plant is
translocating water and nutrients downwards. Since this herbicide is non-selective and
will kill desirable plants, a water-based dye (e.g., food coloring) in the glyphosate
mixture may help some users see the product better and avoid inadvertent application.

•

This Plan recommends the wiping method for the precise application of glyphosate
wherever feasible. Aerial spraying, even with a hand-held spray bottle, may result in
overspray onto desirable plants. Wiping may be accomplished in two ways. One is by
wetting undesirable plants with a glyphosate-soaked rag, using chemically protective
gloves. A relatively inexpensive glove that is readily-available is blue colored nitrile
gloves. (Latex gloves do not offer chemical protection and should not be used.) Another
method is to use a fabric glove (e.g., cotton gloves or glove liners) soaked in glyphosate
with a chemically protective glove (e.g., nitrile) underneath. Although relatively timeconsuming, the glove method is extremely precise and allows the user to wet individual
leaves, avoiding contact with the leaves of desirable plants.

Chemical Controls
Some invasive species cannot be effectively controlled solely by manual means and will
require some form of chemical treatment. The chemical control of invasive species
recommended in Appendix D emphasizes the use of two relatively safe4 herbicides, glyphosate
and triclopyr. Glyphosate is primarily recommended for eradicating herbaceous (i.e., nonwoody) vegetation and triclopyr is primarily recommended for eradicating woody (i.e., vines,
shrubs, and trees) vegetation, although there can be considerable overlap in their use.
Glyphosate is a widely-used, systemic, non-selective herbicide that is absorbed by plants
primarily through the leaves, although some absorption through the stem or other vegetative
parts occurs. Therefore, it is most often used as a foliar application (i.e. applied onto the leaves
for absorption into the plant). It is a systemic herbicide, meaning that it acts on the plant’s
internal biochemical pathway rather than causing an immediate and direct topical form of
poisoning to the plant. It is also a non-selective herbicide, meaning that it will affect all plants
regardless of whether they are monocotyledonous (i.e. plants with parallel veins such as grass)
or dicotyledonous (i.e. broad-leaved plants), or a woody or non-woody plant.
Glyphosate is the main active ingredient in the well-known and commercially-available weed
killer, Roundup®. It is also sold under different brand names depending on the manufacturer.
Rodeo® is a well-known glyphosate formulation for use in or near aquatic systems. Like

4

The term “relatively” is emphasized here to distinguish these two herbicides from a variety of other
herbicides that are documented to be correlated with a variety of acute and chronic health and ecological
effects. It is not intended to diminish the persisting debate and controversy regarding the long-term
environmental and health effects of these chemicals.
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Roundup ®, a number of different brands are available such as the relatively popular brand,
Accord®.
The difference between the terrestrial and aquatic formulation is that the aquatic formulation
lacks a surfactant (i.e. a soapy medium). The surfactant helps the glyphosate cling onto and
break through a plant’s waxy cuticle layer, but it is highly toxic to aquatic organisms. Much of
the toxicity associated with glyphosate herbicides that is reported in the scientific literature is
actually related to the surfactant and not the glyphosate – soap is deadly to most aquatic
organisms. Therefore, as a general rule, the relatively safer aquatic formulation is used
whenever there is a potential for the herbicide to be carried as runoff into aquatic systems
shortly after its application. Most labels on commercially available glyphosate discourage the
use of the herbicide if a rain event is expected within eight hours, although some labels also
indicate that the compound is fully absorbed after three hours. The correct application rate
plays a major role in the effectiveness and safety of this herbicide. Glyphosate should be
applied so that the leaves are wetted but not dripping.
Triclopyr is a widely-used, systemic herbicide that is unusually effective at controlling woody
vegetation, although it is also effective on herbaceous vegetation. In contrast to glyphosate,
triclopryr is a selective herbicide, affecting only dicotyledonous plants, leaving
monocotyledonous unaffected. Commercially available forms are sold under the names
Garlon®, Turflon®, Weed-B-Gone®, and Brush-B-Gone®. Triclopyr imitates a plant hormone
called indoleacetic acid, one of a number of plant growth hormones classified as auxins.
Triclopyr causes the growing tips of the plant to elongate, followed by distortion, withering,
and the death of the plant (i.e. causes the plant to burn its own energy out) (Cox, 2000).
Triclopyr is available in both water and oil formulations. Triclopyr in water is used in much
the same manner as glyphosate in water, that is, primarily as a foliar spray or as a medium to
be brushed on or wiped on. Triclopyr in oil is more typically used to paint cut tree and shrub
stumps.
Appendix D recommends the use of varying concentrations of glyphosate and triclopyr. An
example of a “2% solution of glyphosate in water plus surfactant” is the most commonly-used
form of Roundup®; whereas a “25-50% solution of glyphosate in water plus surfactant” is the
commercially-available “concentrated” form. There is a long-lasting form which consists of a
lower 1% solution, but with an added ammonium salt. There are also commercially available
mixtures of glyphosate and triclopyr, such as “Roundup Poison Ivy Formula®” which
combines these two herbicides for greater effectiveness against the woody vine species.

Monitoring & Maintenance
Monitoring of the communities and follow-up maintenance activities will be an integral part of
the restoration process. To ensure diligent monitoring of the various communities, a highly
simplified and concise procedure is recommended. A one-page field form was determined to
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be the most appropriate means of gathering monitoring data and providing the basis for followup maintenance. Appendix F presents a copy of the monitoring field form.
It is recommended that a field monitoring form be completed at any time that the park is
visited; “over-monitoring” is not a concern and frequent monitoring provides a good early
warning system for invasive species and native species plant health. Regular and frequent
monitoring will also detect damage to desirable plants by herbivorous wildlife. White-tailed
deer (observed in the meadow community in 2007) and eastern cottontail are two species that
can inflict considerable damage to native plantings. If such damage is observed, a number of
commercially available products are available to protect new plantings.

Management Plan Coordinator
Finally, this Plan recommends the hiring and training of a Management Plan Coordinator to
oversee the implementation of the various ten-year restoration plans. These plans institute a
variety of simultaneous efforts to be conducted over the entire park. Numerous logistical
factors including planning, budgeting, volunteer organization, monitoring, maintenance, and
reporting can be challenging to coordinate without a central point of contact. Furthermore,
having a Management Plan Coordinator in place will ensure that none of the numerous tasks
are inadvertently missed, resulting in a potential large set-back to the ecological systems that
may take more than a year to recover from.
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Table 1
10-Year Restoration Plan Summary1
High School Park, Cheltenham Twp, Montgomery Co, PA
Year 1
January

February

March
Mow the entire MEADOW sometime
between March 1 and April 1.
Manually remove garlic mustard, English
ivy, and Japanese honeysuckle from the
EDGE and WOODS.
Apply herbicide to lesser celandine along
the SHORELINE.

April

May

June

Apply herbicide to the frontMEADOW.

Manually remove Japanese hops and crown
vetch, and replant bare areas in theEDGE.

Mow the entire MEADOW sometime
between late June and early July, followed
by an application of herbicide to the FRONT
meadow.

Manually remove garlic mustard and crown
vetch from the EDGE and WOODS.

Manually remove English ivy and Japanese
honeysuckle from the WOODS and replant
any bare areas.

Manually remove Canada thistle, porcelainberry, Oriental bittersweet, crown vetch and
multiflora rose from the EDGE and
WOODS, replanting any bare areas.

Apply herbicide to lesser celandine along
the SHORELINE and replant area.

Apply herbicide to lesser celandine along
the SHORELINE and replant area.

Apply herbicide to Japanese knotweed
along the SHORELINE and replant area.

July

August

September

Manually remove common mugwort and
Canada thistle from theEDGE, replanting
any bare areas.

Manually remove porcelain-berry and
Japanese stiltgrass from the WOODS,
replanting any bare areas.

Manually remove Canada thistle, English
ivy, and Japanese honeysuckle from the
EDGE and WOODS, replanting any bare
areas.

Manually remove English ivy and Japanese
honeysuckle from the WOODS, replanting
any bare areas.

Apply herbicide to Japanese knotweed
along the SHORELINE and replant area.

October

November

Mark any small Norway maples in the
EDGE and WOODS for later removal.

Manually remove English ivy, Japanese
honeysuckle, and wineberry from theEDGE
and WOODS.

1

December

This table is a summary matrix and is intended to be used in conjunction with detailed information presented in Appendices D and E.

Table 1
1
10-Year Restoration Plan Summary
High School Park, Cheltenham Twp, Montgomery Co, PA
Year 2
January

February

March
Mow the entireMEADOW sometime
between March 1 and April 1.
Manually remove any small marked Norway
maples, garlic mustard, English ivy and
Japanese honeysuckle from theEDGE and
WOODS.
Apply herbicide to lesser celandine along
the SHORELINE.

April

May

June

Apply herbicide to the frontMEADOW.
Identify a source for the compost and fill
material needed in May.

Mark off the boundaries for the expanded
front MEADOW. Add fill to the mowed
paths to raise their elevations. Incorporate
compost into FRONT meadow and plant
warm-season grasses and spread seed mix.

Mow the rear MEADOW sometime between
late June and early July.

Manually remove garlic mustard, porcelainberry, Oriental bittersweet, and crown vetch
from the EDGE and WOODS.

Manually remove small tree-of-heaven and
crown vetch from theEDGE and WOODS
and replant any bare areas.

Manually remove Japanese hops, crown
vetch, and Canada thistle from theEDGE
and replant any bare areas.

Apply herbicide to lesser celandine along
the SHORELINE and replant area.

Manually remove English ivy and Japanese
honeysuckle from theWOODS and replant
any bare areas.

Manually remove English ivy and Japanese
honeysuckle from theWOODS, and replant
any bare areas.

Apply herbicide to lesser celandine along
the SHORELINE and replant area.

Apply herbicide to Japanese knotweed alon
the SHORELINE and replant area.

July

August

September

Monitor the front MEADOW for invasives.

Monitor the front MEADOW for invasives.

Manually remove porcelain-berry from the
EDGE, and replant any bare areas.

Manually remove multiflora rose from the
EDGE and WOODS and replant any bare
areas.

Mark any large tree-of-heaven in theEDGE
and WOODS for later removal, and manually
remove common mugwort and Canada
thistle, replanting any bare areas.

Manually remove English ivy, Canada thistle
and Japanese honeysuckle from theEDGE,
and replant any bare areas.

Manually remove Japanese stiltgrass from
the WOODS and replant any bare areas.
Apply herbicide to Japanese knotweed alon
the SHORELINE and replant area.

October

November

December

Mark any small Norway maples in theEDGE
and WOODS for later removal.

Mark any small Norway maples in theEDGE
and WOODS for later removal.

Manually remove wineberry from theEDGE
and WOODS.

Manually remove English ivy and Japanese
honeysuckle from theEDGE and WOODS.

1

This table is a summary matrix and is intended to be used in conjunction with detailed information presented in Appendices D and E.

Table 1
1
10-Year Restoration Plan Summary
High School Park, Cheltenham Twp, Montgomery Co, PA
Year 3
January

February

March
Mow the entireMEADOW sometime
between March 1 and April 1.
Manually remove any small marked Norway
maples, garlic mustard, English ivy, and
Japanese honeysuckle from theEDGE and
WOODS.
Apply herbicide to lesser celandine along
the SHORELINE.

April

May

June

Girdle and treat any large Norway maples
and tree-of-heaven in theEDGE and
WOODS, marked from the previous year.
Manually remove garlic mustard and crown
vetch.

Manually remove porcelain-berry, Oriental
bittersweet, crown vetch, and Japanese
hops from the EDGE, replanting any bare
areas.

Mow the entireMEADOW sometime
between late June and early July. Monitor
the FRONT meadow for invasives.

Apply herbicide to lesser celandine along
the SHORELINE and replant area.

Manually remove porcelain-berry, Oriental
bittersweet, English ivy, and Japanese
honeysuckle from theWOODS, and replant
any bare areas.

Apply herbicide to Japanese knotweed alon
the SHORELINE and replant area.

Monitor the SHORELINE for invasives and
remove as needed, replanting any bare
areas.

Manually remove crown vetch from the
EDGE.

July

August

September

Monitor the front MEADOW for invasives.

Monitor the front MEADOW for invasives.

Re-apply herbicide to any girdled Norway
maples and tree-of-heaven in theEDGE and
WOODS.

Manually remove common mugwort and
Canada thistle from theEDGE and replant
any bare areas.

Manually remove porcelain-berry, Canada
thistle, and multiflora rose from theEDGE,
replanting any bare areas.

Manually remove English ivy and Japanese
honeysuckle in theWOODS and replant any
bare areas.

Manually remove English ivy and Japanese
honeysuckle from theWOODS and replant
any bare areas.

Manually remove porcelain-berry, Japanese
stiltgrass, and multiflora rose from the
WOODS, and replant any bare areas.

Manually remove Canada thistle from the
EDGE.

Apply herbicide to Japanese knotweed alon
the SHORELINE and replant area.

October

November

Mark any new specimens of Norway maple
in the EDGE and WOODS for later removal.

Manually remove English ivy, Japanese
honeysuckle, and wineberry from theEDGE
and WOODS.

1

December

This table is a summary matrix and is intended to be used in conjunction with detailed information presented in Appendices D and E.

Table 1
10-Year Restoration Plan Summary1
High School Park, Cheltenham Twp, Montgomery Co, PA
Year 4
January

February

March
Mow the entire MEADOW sometime
between March 1 and April 1.
Remove any small Norway maples from the
EDGE and WOODS, and manually remove
any garlic mustard, English ivy, and
Japanese honeysuckle.
Monitor the SHORELINE for invasives and
remove as needed.

April

May

June

Apply herbicide to the rear MEADOW.

Monitor the EDGE and WOODS for
invasives and manually remove (with the
exception of garlic mustard).

Mow the entire MEADOW sometime
between late June and early July, and reapply herbicide to the rear MEADOW.
Monitor the front MEADOW for invasives.

Re-apply herbicide to any girdled Norway
maples and tree-of-heaven in the EDGE and
WOODS, and manually remove small tree-of
heaven and garlic mustard.

Monitor the SHORELINE for invasives and
remove as needed, replanting any bare
areas.

Monitor the EDGE and WOODS for
invasives and manually remove (with the
exception of garlic mustard), and replant any
bare areas.

Monitor the SHORELINE for invasives and
remove as needed, replanting any bare
areas.

July

Monitor the SHORELINE for invasives and
remove as needed, replanting any bare
areas.

August

September

Monitor the front MEADOW for invasives.

Monitor the front MEADOW for invasives.

Re-apply herbicide to any girdled tree-ofheaven in the EDGE and WOODS, monitor
for invasives and manually remove (with the
exception of garlic mustard, Oriental
bittersweet, Japanese hops, and crown
vetch), replanting any bare areas.

Monitor the WOODS for invasives and
manually remove (with the exception of garlic
mustard, Oriental bittersweet, Japanese
hops, and crown vetch), and replant any bare
areas.

Manually remove Japanese stiltgrass from
the WOODS communities, and monitor for
other invasives and manually remove (with
the exception of garlic mustard, Oriental
bittersweet, Japanese hops, and crown
vetch), and replant any bare areas.
Monitor the SHORELINE for invasives and
remove as needed, replanting any bare
areas.

October

1

November

December

Monitor the EDGE and WOODS for English
ivy, Japanese honeysuckle, and wineberry,
and manually remove.

Monitor the EDGE and WOODS for English
ivy, Japanese honeysuckle, and wineberry,
and manually remove.

This table is a summary matrix and is intended to be used in conjunction with detailed information presented in Appendices D and E.

Table 1
10-Year Restoration Plan Summary1
High School Park, Cheltenham Twp, Montgomery Co, PA
Year 5
January

February

March
Mow the entire MEADOW sometime
between March 1 and April 1.
Monitor the EDGE for invasives and
manually remove.
Manually remove garlic mustard from the
WOODS.
Monitor the SHORELINE for invasives and
remove as needed.

April

May

June

Apply herbicide to the rear MEADOW.
Identify source for the compost and fill
material needed in May.

Mark off the boundaries for the expanded
rear MEADOW. Add fill to the mowed
paths to raise their elevations. Incorporate
compost into rear meadow and plant warmseason grasses and spread seed mix.

Mow the front MEADOW sometime
between late June and early July. Monitor
the front MEADOW for invasives.

Monitor the EDGE for invasives and
manually remove.

Monitor the EDGE and WOODS for
invasives and manually remove (with the
exception of garlic mustard), and replant
any bare areas.

Monitor the EDGE and WOODS for
invasives and manually remove (with the
exception of garlic mustard), and replant
any bare areas.

Manually remove garlic mustard from the
WOODS.

Monitor the SHORELINE for invasives and
remove as needed, replanting any bare
areas.

Monitor the SHORELINE for invasives and
remove as needed, replanting any bare
areas.

Monitor the SHORELINE for invasives and
remove as needed, replanting any bare
areas.

July

August

September

Monitor the front MEADOW for invasives.

Monitor the front MEADOW for invasives.

Monitor the EDGE and WOODS for
invasives and manually remove (with the
exception of garlic mustard, Oriental
bittersweet, Japanese hops, and crown
vetch), and replant any bare areas. Reapply herbicide to any girdled tree-ofheaven.

Monitor the EDGE and WOODS for
invasives and manually remove (with the
exception of garlic mustard, Oriental
bittersweet, Japanese hops, and crown
vetch), and replant any bare areas.

Manually remove Japanese stiltgrass from
the WOODS communities, and monitor for
other invasives and manually remove (with
the exception of garlic mustard, Oriental
bittersweet, Japanese hops, and crown
vetch), and replant any bare areas.
Monitor the SHORELINE for invasives and
remove as needed, replanting any bare
areas.

October

November

Monitor the EDGE for invasives and
manually remove.

Monitor the EDGE and WOODS for
invasives and manually remove.

December

Mark Norway maples alongHarrison
Avenue tree-row for later removal.

1

This table is a summary matrix and is intended to be used in conjunction with detailed information presented in Appendices D and E.

Table 1
10-Year Restoration Plan Summary1
High School Park, Cheltenham Twp, Montgomery Co, PA
Year 6
January

February

March
Mow the entire MEADOW sometime
between March 1 and April 1.
Monitor the EDGE for invasives and
manually remove.
Manually remove any small Norway maples
from the WOODS, marked from last year.
Manually remove garlic mustard from the
WOODS.
Monitor the SHORELINE for invasives and
remove as needed.

April

May

June

Identify a source for additionalMEADOW
plantings for added diversity.

Diversify the front MEADOW with
herbaceous plantings.

Mow the rear MEADOW sometime between
late June and early July. Monitor the front
and rear meadows for invasives.

Monitor the EDGE for invasives and
manually remove.

Monitor the EDGE and WOODS for
invasives and manually remove (with the
exception of garlic mustard), and replant
any bare areas.

Monitor the EDGE and WOODS for
invasives and manually remove (with the
exception of garlic mustard), and replant
any bare areas.

Manually remove garlic mustard from the
WOODS.

Girdle and treat Norway maples along
Harrison Avenue tree-row. Girdle and
treat princess-tree in the WOODS.

Monitor the SHORELINE for invasives and
remove as needed, replanting any bare
areas.

Monitor the SHORELINE for invasives and
remove as needed, replanting any bare
areas.

Monitor the SHORELINE for invasives and
remove as needed, replanting any bare
areas.

July

August

September

Monitor the front and rearMEADOWS for
invasives.

Monitor the front and rearMEADOWS for
invasives.

Monitor the EDGE and WOODS for
invasives and manually remove (with the
exception of garlic mustard, Oriental
bittersweet, Japanese hops, and crown
vetch), and replant any bare areas. Reapply herbicide to any girdled tree-ofheaven.

Monitor the EDGE and WOODS for
invasives and manually remove (with the
exception of garlic mustard, Oriental
bittersweet, Japanese hops, and crown
vetch), and replant any bare areas.

Manually remove Japanese stiltgrass from
the WOODS communities, and monitor for
other invasives and manually remove (with
the exception of garlic mustard, Oriental
bittersweet, Japanese hops, and crown
vetch), and replant any bare areas.

Re-apply herbicide to treated Norway
maples along Harrison Avenue tree-row.

Monitor the SHORELINE for invasives and
remove as needed, replanting any bare
areas.

1

October

November

Monitor the EDGE for invasives and
manually remove.

Monitor the EDGE and WOODS for
invasives and manually remove.

December

This table is a summary matrix and is intended to be used in conjunction with detailed information presented in Appendices D and E.

Table 1
1
10-Year Restoration Plan Summary
High School Park, Cheltenham Twp, Montgomery Co, PA
Year 7
January

February

March
Mow the entire MEADOW sometime
between March 1 and April 1.
Monitor the EDGE for invasives and
manually remove.
Manually remove garlic mustard from the
WOODS.
Monitor the SHORELINE for invasives and
remove as needed.

April

May

June

Monitor the EDGE for invasives and
manually remove.

Monitor the EDGE and WOODS for
invasives and manually remove (with the
exception of garlic mustard), and replant
any bare areas.

Mow the entire MEADOW sometime
between late June and early July. Monitor
the front and rear meadows for invasives.

Manually remove garlic mustard from the
WOODS.

Monitor the SHORELINE for invasives and
remove as needed, replanting any bare
areas.

Monitor the EDGE and WOODS for
invasives and manually remove (with the
exception of garlic mustard), and replant
any bare areas.

Re-apply herbicides to girdled Norway
maples along Harrison Avenue tree-row,
and any girdled princess-tree in the
WOODS.

Monitor the SHORELINE for invasives and
remove as needed, replanting any bare
areas.

Monitor the SHORELINE for invasives and
remove as needed, replanting any bare
areas.

July

August

September

Monitor the front and rear MEADOWS for
invasives.

Monitor the front and rear MEADOWS for
invasives.

Monitor the EDGE and WOODS for
invasives and manually remove (with the
exception of garlic mustard, Oriental
bittersweet, Japanese hops, and crown
vetch), and replant any bare areas.

Monitor the EDGE and WOODS for
invasives and manually remove (with the
exception of garlic mustard, Oriental
bittersweet, Japanese hops, and crown
vetch), and replant any bare areas.

Manually remove Japanese stiltgrass from
the WOODS communities, and m onitor for
other invasives and manually remove (with
the exception of garlic mustard, Oriental
bittersweet, Japanese hops, and crown
vetch), and replant any bare areas.

Re-apply herbicide to any girdled tree-ofheaven, princess tree, and Norway maples
in the EDGE and WOODS/Harrison
Avenue tree-row.

Monitor the SHORELINE for invasives and
remove as needed, replanting any bare
areas.

October

November

Monitor the EDGE for invasives and
manually remove.

Monitor the EDGE and WOODS for
invasives and manually remove.

December

Mark any new specimens of Norway maple
in the WOODS.

1

This table is a summary matrix and is intended to be used in conjunction with detailed information presented in Appendices D and E.

Table 1
1
10-Year Restoration Plan Summary
High School Park, Cheltenham Twp, Montgomery Co, PA
Year 8
January

February

March
Mow the entireMEADOW sometime
between March 1 and April 1.
Monitor the EDGE for invasives and
manually remove.
Manually remove any small Norway maples
from the WOODS, marked from last year.
Manually remove garlic mustard from the
WOODS.
Monitor the SHORELINE for invasives and
remove as needed.

April

May

Monitor the EDGE for invasives and
manually remove.

Monitor the EDGE and WOODS for
invasives and manually remove (with the
exception of garlic mustard), and replant an
bare areas.

Mow the entireMEADOW sometime
between late June and early July. Monitor
the front and rear meadows for invasives.

Manually remove garlic mustard from the
WOODS and re-apply herbicide to girdled
princess-tree.

Monitor the SHORELINE for invasives and
remove as needed, replanting any bare
areas.

Monitor the EDGE and WOODS for
invasives and manually remove (with the
exception of garlic mustard), and replant an
bare areas.
Monitor the SHORELINE for invasives and
remove as needed, replanting any bare
areas.

Monitor the SHORELINE for invasives and
remove as needed, replanting any bare
areas.

July

Monitor the front and rearMEADOWS for
invasives.

Monitor the EDGE and WOODS for
invasives and manually remove (with the
exception of garlic mustard, Oriental
bittersweet, Japanese hops, and crown
vetch), and replant any bare areas.

June

August

September

Monitor the front and rearMEADOWS for
invasives.

Monitor the EDGE and WOODS for
invasives and manually remove (with the
exception of garlic mustard, Oriental
bittersweet, Japanese hops, and crown
vetch), and replant any bare areas. Reapply herbicide to any girdled tree-of-heave
and princess-tree.

Monitor the EDGE and WOODS for
invasives and manually remove (with the
exception of garlic mustard, Oriental
bittersweet, Japanese hops, and crown
vetch), and replant any bare areas.
Monitor the SHORELINE for invasives and
remove as needed, replanting any bare
areas.

1

October

November

Monitor the EDGE and WOODS for
invasives and manually remove.

Monitor the EDGE and WOODS for
invasives and manually remove.

December

This table is a summary matrix and is intended to be used in conjunction with detailed information presented in Appendices D and E.

Table 1
1
10-Year Restoration Plan Summary
High School Park, Cheltenham Twp, Montgomery Co, PA
Year 9
January

February

March
Mow the entire MEADOW sometime
between March 1 and April 1.
Monitor the EDGE for invasives and
manually remove.
Manually remove garlic mustard from the
WOODS.
Monitor the SHORELINE for invasives and
remove as needed.

April

May

June

Identify a source for the additional plantings
needed to diversify the rear MEADOW.

Diversify the rear MEADOW with
herbaceous plantings.

Mow the front MEADOW sometime between
late June and early July. Monitor the front
and rear meadow for invasives.

Monitor the EDGE for invasives and
manually remove.

Monitor the EDGE and WOODS for
invasives and manually remove (with the
exception of garlic mustard), and replant any
bare areas.

Monitor the EDGE and WOODS for
invasives and manually remove (with the
exception of garlic mustard), and replant any
bare areas.

Manually remove garlic mustard from the
WOODS and re-apply herbicide to any
girdled princess-tree.

Monitor the SHORELINE for invasives and
remove as needed, replanting any bare
areas.

Monitor the SHORELINE for invasives and
remove as needed, replanting any bare
areas.

August

September

Monitor the front and rear MEADOWS for
invasives.

Monitor the front and rear MEADOWS for
invasives.

Monitor the EDGE and WOODS for
invasives and manually remove (with the
exception of garlic mustard, Oriental
bittersweet, Japanese hops, and crown
vetch), and replant any bare areas. Re-apply
herbicide to any girdled tree-of-heaven and
princess-tree.

Monitor the EDGE and WOODS for
invasives and manually remove (with the
exception of garlic mustard, Oriental
bittersweet, Japanese hops, and crown
vetch), and replant any bare areas.

Monitor the EDGE and WOODS for
invasives and manually remove (with the
exception of garlic mustard, Oriental
bittersweet, Japanese hops, and crown
vetch), and replant any bare areas.

Monitor the SHORELINE for invasives and
remove as needed, replanting any bare
areas.

July

Monitor the SHORELINE for invasives and
remove as needed, replanting any bare
areas.

1

October

November

Monitor the EDGE for invasives and
manually remove.

Monitor the EDGE for invasives and
manually remove.

December

This table is a summary matrix and is intended to be used in conjunction with detailed information presented in Appendices D and E.

Table 1
10-Year Restoration Plan Summary1
High School Park, Cheltenham Twp, Montgomery Co, PA
Year 10
January

February

March
Mow the entire MEADOW sometime
between March 1 and April 1.
Monitor the EDGE for invasives and
manually remove.
Manually remove garlic mustard from the
WOODS.
Monitor the SHORELINE for invasives and
remove as needed.

April

May

June

Monitor the EDGE for invasives and
manually remove.

Monitor the EDGE and WOODS for
invasives and manually remove (with the
exception of garlic mustard), and replant any
bare areas.

Mow the entire MEADOW sometime
between late June and early July. Monitor
the entire meadow for invasives.

Manually remove garlic mustard from the
WOODS.

Monitor the SHORELINE for invasives and
remove as needed, replanting any bare
areas.

Monitor the EDGE and WOODS for
invasives and manually remove (with the
exception of garlic mustard), and replant any
bare areas.

Monitor the SHORELINE for invasives and
remove as needed, replanting any bare
areas.

July

Monitor the SHORELINE for invasives and
remove as needed, replanting any bare
areas.

August

September

Monitor the entire MEADOW for invasives.

Monitor the entire MEADOW for invasives.

Monitor the EDGE and WOODS for
invasives and manually remove (with the
exception of garlic mustard, Oriental
bittersweet, Japanese hops, and crown
vetch), and replant any bare areas. Cut
down any girdled tree-of-heaven and paint
stump with herbicide.

Monitor the EDGE and WOODS for
invasives and manually remove (with the
exception of garlic mustard, Oriental
bittersweet, Japanese hops, and crown
vetch), and replant any bare areas.

Monitor the EDGE and WOODS for
invasives and manually remove (with the
exception of garlic mustard, Oriental
bittersweet, Japanese hops, and crown
vetch), and replant any bare areas.
Monitor the SHORELINE for invasives and
remove as needed, replanting any bare
areas.

1

October

November

Monitor the EDGE and WOODS for
invasives and manually remove.

Monitor the EDGE and WOODS for
invasives and manually remove.

December

This table is a summary matrix and is intended to be used in conjunction with detailed information presented in Appendices D and E.

Table 2
Results of the Soil Fertility Analysis
High School Park
Cheltenham Twp, Montgomery Co, PA
(Soil samples collected on March 28, 2008)

Area in Park
Front Meadow (dry)
Rear Meadow (dry)
Rear Meadow (moist)
Wildflower Garden

Coordinates (NAD83)
Lat
Lon
40.07116
-75.12486
40.07087
-75.12395
40.07071
-75.12329
40.07197
-75.12574

pH1
7.5
7.2
7.5
5.8

Area in Park
Front Meadow (dry)
Rear Meadow (dry)
Rear Meadow (moist)
Wildflower Garden

Coordinates (NAD83)
Lat
Lon
40.07087
-75.12395
40.07116
-75.12486
40.07071
-75.12329
40.07197
-75.12574

% Saturation of the CEC
K
Mg
Ca
3.3
20.1
76.6
2.0
17.5
80.5
2.3
20.4
77.2
5.5
12.1
40.3

Area in Park
Northwest woods
Northeast woods
Southwest boundary
Southeast woods
Floodplain/Terrace
English Ivy Slope

Coordinates (NAD83)
Lat
Lon
40.0718
-75.12498
40.07146
-75.12349
40.07056
-75.12406
40.07037
-75.12317
40.07129
-75.12265
40.07102
-75.12305

pH1
6.4
6.8
6.7
7.3
7
7.6

P2 (ppm)
55.0
26.0
25.0
8.0

P lb/A2
24
62
102
156
34
46

K2 (ppm)
134
115
97
259

Acidity3
3.9
0
2.2
0
0
0

Mg2 (ppm)
359
215
262
175

Ca2 (ppm)
2749
1362
1649
976

Acidity
(meq/100g)
0.0
0.0
0.0
5.1

Zn (ppm)
5.6
14.8
7.7
7.4

Cu (ppm)
2.0
4.0
2.7
4.3

S (ppm)
8.9
12.3
8.3
11.4

Exchangeable Cations (meq/100g)
K2
Mg2
Ca2
0.5
1.7
8.8
0.7
1.7
7.7
0.4
2
9.6
0.4
3.7
20.6
0.5
1.9
7.6
0.4
2.3
13.2

CEC
(meq/100g)
17.1
8.9
10.7
12.1

CEC4
15
10.1
14.2
19.1
10
16

% Saturation of the CEC
K
Mg
Ca
3.6
11.4
59
6.9
17
76.1
2.6
14.3
67.6
2.1
19.5
78.4
4.9
18.5
76.5
2.6
14.7
82.7

1

1:1 soil:water pH.
Mehlich 3 (ICP) method.
3
Mehlich Buffer pH method.
4
Summation of cations.
P = Phosporous.
K = Potassium.
Mg = Magnesium.
Ca = Calcium.
CEC = Cation Exchange Capacity.
Zn = Zinc.
Cu = Copper.
S = Sulfur.
ppm = parts per million (equivalent to milligrams per kilogram or mg/kg).
meq/100g = milliequivalents per 100 grams of soil.
2

Normal Ranges of Zn, Cu and S in Pennsylvania Soils (Mehlich 3)
Zn = 1-80 ppm
Cu = 0.5-15 ppm
S = 10-75 ppm
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Section 5.0
The Ecological (Man-Made) Landscape Plan
5.1

Introduction & Methodology

The Cheltenham Township Comprehensive Plan notes that open space land is generally protected
for purposes such as conserving natural features or providing recreational activities. Located sideby-side, High School and Ogontz Parks provide the best of both worlds. Cheltenham Township has
a tradition of open space protection, and has a number of adopted goals for open space preservation
and protection of natural resources. Two pertinent open space planning goals include connecting the
Tookany Creek Greenway and enhancing existing open space areas. As the Tookany Creek runs
through the two existing parks, it serves as a natural link to a much larger regional greenway
corridor. It is also important to note that High School Park is designated as a native plant preserve
and that extensive restoration has been accomplished by FHSP and Cheltenham Township since
1995
The following section of the Master Plan builds upon the landscape design plan prepared by
Andropogon in 1996 whereby enhanced functionality, identity, visibility, and ecological restoration
in High School Park were and continue to be important. Along with providing an overview of
existing man-made landscape features at the High School and Ogontz Parks, this section of the plan
includes recommendations to improve those features identified by Cheltenham Township in their
request for proposal (e.g., entranceways, trails, lighting, seating, traffic flow), the community as
indicated by the needs assessment (See section 3.0), and feedback received by the Steering
Committee and consulting team during the course of this project.

5.2

High School Park: Existing Landscape Features & Opportunities for
Improvement

Although they are located side-by-side, the recreational focus at the two parks is somewhat different.
High School Park has a passive recreational focus (e.g., nature study, walking the trails) and Ogontz
Park has an active recreational focus (e.g., baseball, soccer, and track). A great number of existing
man-made features are present at the two parks, serving to enhance those ecological and recreational
uses (See Map #1, Section 2.0).
Existing Landscape Features
The man-made landscape features present at High School Park serve to highlight the Park’s many
ecological amenities. These ecological amenities include the native plant ecosystems, edge areas
and the Tookany Creek (See Sections 4.0 and 6.0).

_____________________________________________________________________________________________
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Entrance Areas
With regard to man-made landscape features (See Map #2, Section 7.0), the primary entrance at
Montgomery Avenue and secondary entrances at High School Road, Mill Road, and Harrison
Avenue (from parking lot) welcome visitors from a busy suburban setting to a much quieter natural
park area. The Montgomery Avenue entrance contains a charming two-toned, decorative brick style
horseshoe drive, a beautiful central oak tree, a small seating area, and an identifying sign. The
Montgomery Avenue entrance also serves as a direct link to the Elkins Park Commercial District, as
well as a staging area for the annual Arts in the Park event. The secondary entrances are
nondescript.

Photo 5.1
Primary Entrance, Montgomery Avenue High School Park
Forbes Environmental & Land Use Planning
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Photo 5.2
Secondary Entrance High School Road, High School Park
AMEC Earth & Environmental

Photo 5.3
Secondary Entrance, Mill Road High School Park
RETTEW
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Photo 5.4
Informal Entrance, Myers Way, High School Park
RETTEW

Photo 5.5
Secondary Entrance, Harrison Avenue (from parking lot), High School Park
RETTEW

Trail System
The internal trail system consists of paved, grassed and wood-chipped paths that meander through
the park and past several scenic vistas, up and down historic stairways, and through established
meadows, woodland and floodplain areas. The trail system provides visitors with exercise, fresh air
and a truly unique environmental experience.
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Photo 5.6A
Typical High School Park Trails
RETTEW

Photo 5.6B
Typical High School Park Trails
RETTEW

Signage
Although there are some entryway signs, existing signage within the park lacks an identifiable
theme which ties all signs together into a cohesive sign system. There is a need for Orientation and
Way-finding signage, which is absent. There is also a lack of interpretive signage. As indicated in
the needs assessment (See Section 3.0), existing regulatory signage fails to encourage compliance
(e.g. leash laws, dog waste signs with no or empty bag dispensers).
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
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Photo 5.7A-5.7D
Existing Signage at High School Park.
RETTEW

Site Furnishings
There are teak benches placed throughout the park and along the trails and Tookany Creek as
well as within several commemorative gardens. There is a circle of bench seating adjacent to
the Mill Road entrance. The teak benches were purchased by the FHSP with donations from
members. The Township installed the benches and helps to maintain them. Unfortunately,
they are subject to repeated vandalism and some of them are damaged. In addition, trash cans
are located throughout the park, although the needs assessment (See Section 3.0) indicated the
need for more.
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
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With regard to additional facilities, High School Park has a tool shed in the upper meadow
area, which was purchased and stocked by the FHSP. It has electricity and contains supplies,
and is used to support volunteer work in the park.

Photos 5.8A-5.8B
Typical High School Park Furnishings
RETTEW
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Photo 5.9A
Typical High School Park Waste Receptacles
RETTEW

Photo 5.9B
Existing Tool Shed at High School Park
AMEC Earth & Environmental
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Opportunities for Improvement at High School Park
A comprehensive needs assessment was completed for High School Park and Ogontz Park (See
Section 3.0) as well as field work by the consulting team. The recommendations included several
areas within the man-made landscape that need improvement. These opportunities for improvement
include: improving existing walls and stairs, accentuating park entrances and signage to create a
park identity, adding additional site furnishings and lighting, building upon existing historic and
cultural features from the High School, utilizing interesting historic features in future educational
materials and on proposed signage; and improving upon the existing trails as well as creating
regional trail linkages.
Enhanced Park Entryways
The park entrances in need of physical design changes, landscaping and continued maintenance are
located on Montgomery Avenue, High School Road, Mill Road and Harrison Avenue. Park
entrances need to be enhanced to create a park identity and welcome visitors. Design changes
should create framing of entranceways without obscuring views and channel visitors into the park.
Entranceway design should create a unique identity for High School Park by incorporating materials
already used in the park, but should also tie to the surrounding context (e.g., Elkins Park
Commercial District) by utilizing some of the materials and themes found in the surrounding
streetscape design and neighborhoods.
The base information for the conceptual design for the Montgomery Avenue entrance is a hybrid of
the existing conditions mapping completed for this project (See Map #1, Section 2.0), as well as the
proposed improvements included in the Elkins Park Streetscape Enhancement Plan (KMS Design
Group, LLC and Carroll Engineering Corporation, April 17, 2006).
A conceptual design for the Montgomery Avenue entrance was prepared and was approved by the
project steering committee, Cheltenham Township and the community (See Figure 5.1). It provides
an arrival plaza located at the circulation node created by the intersection of Montgomery Avenue,
High School Road and the north-west terminus of the existing horseshoe drive in High School Park.
This location provides for increased visibility and limits the disturbance to the root zone of the
landmark oak tree, a symbol of High School Park, preservation of which is vital.
Architectural details of the old High School and existing materials used throughout the parks, such
as Wissahickon Schist, serve as design inspiration for the main entrance to High School Park at
Montgomery Avenue. New identification signage or a kiosk feature is proposed adjacent to the
horseshoe drive to create a gateway to the park. (See Map #2, Section 7.0 for signage types and
locations). The recommended plaza design contains low seat walls (18”-21” height), nestled into
the slope, constructed of local schist stone. Care should be taken in the design of these walls as to
not restrict the views to the meadow. Sidewalks along High School Road and Montgomery Avenue
lead to the paved surface of the plaza, which extends across the entire corner of Montgomery
Avenue and High School Road, providing a pedestrian friendly connection to designated crosswalks
leading to the shops, restaurants and retail establishments of the Elkins Park Commercial District.
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Pavers, lighting and street furnishings should complement those proposed by the Elkins Park
Streetscape Enhancement Project. Only low level, night sky friendly lighting in a style that
complements the light standards specified for the Elkins Park Streetscape Project should be used at
all entrances and within the park. The specific location for entrance lighting should be determined
through further design development by a qualified consultant prior to implementation of this
recommendation.
Removable bollards should be installed at each end of the horse shoe drive to restrict vehicular use.
Bollards should be removed only to allow vehicular access for emergencies, maintenance and
special events, such as Arts in the Park. These bollards were proposed, approved and specified as
part of the Elkins Park Streetscape Project (KMS Design Group, LLC and Carroll Engineering
Corporation, April 17, 2006).
The existing paved access drive leading from the horseshoe drive toward the main staircase provides
and opportunity to remove impervious surface in the park in an attempt to aid stormwater
infiltration. (See Map #1, Section 2.0). Should it be decided that this existing paved area is no
longer needed the Township should consider removing it completely and replacing it with
vegetation. If vehicular access is necessary in this area, then porous paving or grass pavers should
be considered.
The existing seating area to the south-east side of the drive should be removed. New benches
should be placed inwardly facing, along the edges of the horseshoe drive, creating seating
reminiscent of Rittenhouse Square. The Township should carefully consider what the appropriate
dimensions should be between benches and wall elements on each side of the drive to allow for
maintenance and emergency vehicle access.
Low maintenance native shrub species should be planted to soften the stone wall and sign elements
of the entrance plaza. Native plant species used in the design of landscapes at entrances should be
consistent with the recommendations of Table 3 through Table 7 of Section 4.0 & Appendix E of
this master plan, and continued maintenance approaches by Township staff considered.
It is recommended that a hand washing station be added in proximity to the existing shed. There is a
water meter pit in the park near Montgomery Avenue that may provide a point of connection to the
water supply. The location of and feasibility of connection to the water meter pit will need to be
field verified by a qualified consultant prior to implementation of this recommendation. (See Map
#1, Section 2.0 and Map #2, Section 7.0).
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Photo 5.10
Seating at Rittenhouse Square, Philadelphia, PA
Projects for Public Spaces (www.pps.org)

The design improvements and signage at the High School Road entrance should mimic the design
theme of the Montgomery Avenue entrance. Stone walls should be used to a lesser degree at
secondary entrances. (See Map #2, Section 7.0 for signage types and locations).
The Township should consider adding an ADA compliant accessible ramp to the area where stone
steps now exist at the Mill Road entrance. Design development plans will need to be done to
determine if the steps and ramp can work together or if the steps will need to be eliminated in order
to construct the ramp. If the steps need to be demolished, the stone should be salvaged and used in
the construction of the ramp. The Township should consider replacing the fence with estate fencing
at this location and providing signage. (See Map #2, Section 7.0 for locations and types of signs).
Improvements in the form of landscape renovations should be implemented at the steps from the
Harrison Avenue parking area. Native plant species used in the design of landscapes at entrances
should be consistent with the recommendations of Table 3 through Table 7 of Section 4.0 of this
master plan (See Appendix E). Signage should also be located at this entrance. (See Map #2,
Section 7.0 for locations and types of signs).
Vehicular and Pedestrian Circulation
Existing circulation at High School Park can be broken down into two categories; vehicular and
pedestrian circulation. Vehicular traffic currently interfaces with High School Park by three modes;
travel past the park, travel within the park and parking in the vicinity of the park. The main
vehicular access ways to the park are by way of Montgomery Avenue and High School Road.
There is vehicular access by way of Mill Road, but there is no vehicular parking facility in that
location.
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Vehicular access into the park is by way of the horseshoe drive at the main entrance on
Montgomery Avenue, although vehicular access is restricted at this point and permitted only for
emergencies, maintenance and special events. It is recommended that a permanent removable
bollard system be installed to prevent vehicular traffic from entering the park at this location.
Bollards are proposed at each end of the horseshoe drive as part of the (KMS Design Group, LLC
and Carroll Engineering Corporation, April 17, 2006).
There are two main parking areas used for those utilizing High School Park, the Harrison Avenue
parking lot and the parking area along High School Road. The Harrison Avenue parking area
contains approximately thirty-six (36) standard parking spaces and two (2) accessible parking
spaces. Parking is metered in this parking area. It is reported that there currently exists a lack of
enforcement of metered parking regulations. For this reason, spaces are often occupied all day by
SEPTA train commuters.

Photo 5.11
Harrison Avenue Parking Lot, High School Park.
RETTEW

The second parking area, located along High School Road, consists of approximately 195 linear feet
of gravel parking along the south side of High School Road. This parking area is also utilized by
users of Ogontz Park. Five spaces adjacent to the entrance to the park on High School Road are
posted with “2 hour parking” signage. Based on the current Cheltenham Township Zoning
Ordinance, the dimensions of a typical 90 degree parking space are (9) nine feet by (18) eighteen
feet. Therefore, the area along High School Road should accommodate approximately 21 standard
parking spaces. However, it appears that this parking area has no painted markings to delineate the
parking spaces, which may result in inefficient use of the available space. It also appears that there
is no provision for handicapped parking at this location.
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Photo 5.12
High School Road Parking Area
RETTEW

Given that there is currently little space available to add new parking for High School Park, and no
available land at Ogontz, Cheltenham Township should consider the following recommendations.
The Township should enforce the metered parking at the Harrison Avenue parking area to allow
ample parking not only for High School Park, but also for the Elkins Park Commercial District. The
parking area along High School Road should have painted markings delineating each parking space.
By delineating the parking spaces, it will ensure that cars are parking as efficiently as possible, using
the parking area to its fullest potential. The Township should enforce the 2 hour parking regulations
for the five spaces at this location and if warranted, increase the number of 2 hour spaces to allow
for more park use.
At least one (1) accessible parking space and aisle, meeting ADA requirements for van parking,
should be added at this location adjacent to the park entrance, along High School Road. At a
minimum, the accessible space and aisle should be paved and should have pavement markings and
signage. Should the Township decide to pave this parking area in its entirety, they should consider
the feasibility of using pervious paving.
Pedestrian circulation at High School Park is currently accommodated by the public sidewalk
system and existing interior trail system. Public sidewalks are currently provided on each side of
Montgomery Avenue, High School Road, Church Road, and on the west side of Mill Road. It is
recommended that the Township consider adding a pedestrian connection to Ogontz Park from Park
Avenue. Premises ‘A’ is a 10’ wide parcel owned by the Township connecting the north-west side
of Ogontz Park proper with Park Avenue. It is at this location that pedestrians would access the
park via a trail connection. (See Map #1, Section 2.0 for parcel location and Map #2, Section 7.0 for
recommendation for pedestrian connection).
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The interior trail system at High School Park consists of mulched trails, grass trails and man-made
stairs, remnants of the pre-existing High School. Trail conditions vary throughout the park. Some
areas are well maintained, yet other segments of trail are completely occluded due to overgrown
vegetation. Seasonally wet soil conditions make certain areas near the meadow difficult to use.

Photos 5.13A-5.13B
Hidden Trail (left) and Seasonally Wet Area at Meadow Trail (right), High School Park
Forbes Environmental & Land Use Planning (left)
RETTEW (right)

Trail maintenance is an important part of keeping the park usable, as well as aesthetically pleasing
for visitors. The Tookany Creek Trail Master Plan makes specific recommendations for trail
surfacing, width and maintenance and should be used as a reference for these park issues.
In summary, the Tookany Creek Trail Master Plan states that extensive citizen and municipal
official input determined that the trail surface between High School Road and Mill Road should be
kept as natural as possible and ruled out the use of paved or stone dust trail surfacing. Between
High School Road and Mill Road, an eight foot wide manufactured woodchip trail is recommended.
(See also Creek Restoration Option #2 which supports the use of wood chips for this trail surface).
Please note that unlike manufactured wood chips, typical bark or landscape mulch does not meet the
requirements of ADA. This surface aligns with the proposed park improvements to High School
Park as outlined in the Concept Plan completed by Andropogon Associates.
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The Tookany Creek Trail Master Plan also gives specific recommendations for trail maintenance. It
is recommended that for purposes of this master plan, the Tookany Creek Trail Master Plan be used
as a reference for detailed maintenance standards, tasks and schedules. In general, the manufactured
wood chip trails within High School Park should be maintained as follows by the Township and/or
volunteers:
•
•
•
•
•

Daily-check paths for repair problems and remove debris.
Weekly-Provide litter control once per week minimum; twice per week for high use
areas.
Bi-yearly- Trail surfaces renewed twice per year with replenishment of materials.
(manufactured wood chips)
Yearly-Tree and Brush Pruning (edges and overhead) twice per year
Yearly- Leaf and Debris removal in late Fall or as needed.

Trail edges are defined on each side by a two foot wide shoulder (beyond the edge of the (8) eight
foot width manufactured wood chip trail) that is to be kept clear of all vegetative matter and debris.
Typical forest debris, such as fallen trees and existing decaying logs, should not be removed from
the site, but rather moved off edges of the trail into natural areas. The Tookany Creek Master Plan
gives specific recommendations on how this debris should be placed in the landscape to achieve the
most aesthetic and natural appearance.
Many of the man-made portions of the trail are remnants of the former school site and should be
repaired, improved and accentuated as historical featurs of the former school site. As part of a future
phase, a structural assessment by a qualified consultant should be done on these built elements to
insure that they are sound and determine the extent of repairs necessary. It is recommended that
masonry walls, wall caps and stairs be repaired where necessary. Specifically, repair of the
crumbling wall at the rear of the woody old field should be considered a priority to avoid failure of
the wall. Removal of exterior carpeting on steps is recommended for both improved safety and
aesthetics. Appropriate hand railings should be added to all stairs as required by current building
codes.
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Photo 5.14A-5.14B
Remnants of Exterior Carpeting on Steps (left) and Lack of Hand Railing on Steps (right), High School Park.
AMEC Earth & Environmental

The trail from High School Road to Mill Road along the Tookany Creek should be accessible
to users of all abilities. The Township should maintain this trail at a minimum (8) eight foot
width and provide a manufactured wood chip surface suitable for the anticipated users of this
portion of the trail—pedestrians, joggers and persons with disabilities. As stated previously in
this section, the Township should consider adding an ADA compliant accessible ramp to the
area where stone steps now exist at the Mill Road entrance. Design development plans will
need to be done to determine if the steps and ramp can work together or if the steps will need
to be eliminated in order to construct the ramp. If the steps need to be demolished, the stone
should be salvaged and used in the construction of the ramp. This ramp should be in keeping
with the current entrance aesthetic. Level areas for wheelchair use should be co-located with
benches along this portion of the trail. At such time the trail meets accessibility requirements,
signage should be provided that indicates that it is an accessible route.

Open Space/Greenway/Trail Planning
Two pertinent open space planning goals include connecting the Tookany Creek Greenway and
enhancing existing open space areas. Since the Tookany Creek runs through High School and
Ogontz Parks, it serves as a natural link to a much larger regional greenway corridor. Connectivity
of High School and Ogontz Parks within the context of this regional greenway corridor should be
considered an important goal as well. There is a need to connect the trail system at High School
Park and Ogontz Park to larger trail systems within Cheltenham Township and Montgomery
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County, in order to make this vital open space accessible to the community and to the region as a
whole.
The Cheltenham Township Open Space Plan designates High School Park as a gateway to the
Tookany Creek Parkway and states that the Comprehensive Plan recommends linkages along
Tookany Creek from Ogontz Park to New Second Street to facilitate pedestrian and bike movement.
In addition, further recommendations are made to connect Elkins Park to the eastern portion of the
Township via the Tookany Creek Parkway (See Map #2, Section 7.0).
In keeping with the recommendations of the Cheltenham Township Open Space Plan, The
Cheltenham Township Comprehensive Plan and the 1999 Tookany Creek Parkway Trail Master
Plan, it is recommended that the Township continue the trail across Mill Road by working with the
owner of the Biello property, at the SE corner of Mill Road and Church Road, to acquire an access
easement for trail use (See figure 5.2). The trail would run along Tookany Creek and would link
with the existing public right of way along the Tookany Creek Parkway to Harrison Ave. This
would then enable a link from High School Park to the proposed Township trail extension in the
back of Gimbel Fields to New Second Street.
A cross walk at the western trail head of the Tookany Creek Trail, at High School Road, should be
considered to link the Tookany Creek trail at this location to Ogontz Park. The trail connects to
Church Road at this location via the public sidewalk system.

Photo 5.15
High School Road entrance recommended for use as
a trail head for the Tookany Creek Parkway Trail
AMEC Earth & Environmental
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Figure 5.2
Trail Connection Diagram indicating the portion of the proposed trail at High School Park.
Tookany Creek Parkway Trail Master Plan, Heritage Conservancy, 1999

Signage (Identification, Orientation, Way-Finding, Interpretation/Education, Regulation/
Safety)
New identification, orientation, way-finding, regulatory/safety and educational interpretive
signage should be provided throughout High School Park, as well as Ogontz Park. Map #2,
Section 7.0 indicates the locations and types of signs proposed throughout both parks.
Identification signage or kiosks should be used at main park entrances to announce the park
and foster park identity. Information posting areas should be provided as part of the
identification signs at primary park entrances to inform visitors of changing community
activities and events and volunteer opportunities in the park.
Orientation signage should include key feature map(s) of the park and should include a typical
“You are Here” notation.
Way-finding signage should include maps of pedestrian circulation routes. These can be
located throughout the park to assist visitors in navigating. Other way-finding signs can be as
simple as descriptions with pointing arrows or color-coded trail markers placed on trees.
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Photos 5.16A-5.16B
Example of Directional Signage and Color-Coded Trail Marker
RETTEW

Regulatory signage should be located at all points of entry to the park and include rules and
instructions for park use. They should include such information as park hours of operation,
rules and regulations, and pet etiquette. Locations of dog waste stations should coincide with
the locations of regulatory signs and could be combined into one signage unit. In order to
facilitate compliance with regulations pertaining to use of the park by dogs (Chapter 98,
Section 98-3.3 Leash Law), the Township should consider a maintenance schedule for the dog
waste stations to ensure that they are filled with waste bags and working properly. Regulatory
signage related to leash laws and dog waste should contain educational verbiage. The signage
should note the existence of the Curtis Arboretum location for off-leash dog walking as well as
the environmental impact of dog waste on the park ecosystems.
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Photo 5.17A- 5.17B
Example of Regulatory Signage (left) and
Example of Pet Waste Station (DOGIPOT® Pet Station)
Ridgewoodreservoir.blogspot.com www.dogipot.com

Interpretive signage conveys the cultural and natural history of the site to park visitors. The
interpretive signage system should be easily identifiable but not obtrusive. Interpretive signage
at High School Park should evolve from a few good overarching themes. The following
themes are recommended:
• Use of the area by native peoples (Lenape & Post Colonial)
• History of the site as the former location of the Cheltenham High School.
• Importance of the site as open space and ecology of the site and its succession back to
native habitat.
These themes should be illustrated by signage that is predominantly graphic in nature,
providing short, comprehensible histories or descriptions of the location, accompanied by
illustrations and/or photography.
The following are recommendations for interpretive sign placement and content (See Map #2,
Section 7.0 for locations):
•

Adjacent to Tookany Creek (Forested Floodplain) - Plant communities, significance
of riparian zone; stream restoration.
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•
•
•

Wildflower Meadow - Butterfly life cycle- use of plants; highlight specific plant
species.
Woodland - Plant communities and succession, plants used by Native Americans,
invasive plant species.
Meadow - Plant communities, history of Cheltenham High School.

Photo 5.18
Example of Interpretive Signage
Envirosigns.com

Figure 5.3 illustrates a “Year Book” concept for an interpretive sign to be located at the
meadow. This example combines the themes of history of the site as the former location of
the Cheltenham High School and importance of the site as open space and ecology of the site
and its succession back to native habitat into one interpretive graphic. The graphic combines
historic photos and current ecological images, in the form of an open year book, to tell the
story of the meadow site. This recommended signage concept should be adapted for the
family of signs (See Figure 5.5 Sign Family and Cheltenham Township Design Guidelines,
Streetscape Enhancement Project, Cloud Gehshan Associates, 2004.) Locations of each sign
type are shown on Map #2, Section 7.0.
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Figure 5.3
Mock-up of Interpretive Signage Theme
RETTEW

Because of the historical significance of the Park as the site of the High School, it is
recommended that the Township work with the Cheltenham Township Historical Commission,
Old York Historical Society and Pennsylvania Historical and Museum Commission (PHMC) to
acquire an historical marker designating High School Park as the site of the first Township
high school in Pennsylvania. The markers should also emphasize that the high school plot was
part of Toby Leech's (William Penn) original land grant from 1682. One historical marker
should be placed in front of the field at the location of the original school. (See Appendix HHistorical Marker Nomination for the former Cheltenham High School, November 26, 2008).
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Photo 5.19
Example of Historical Marker
dsf.pacounties.org

The quality of the all signage should enhance the visual impact of the park for visitors,
surrounding neighborhoods and the Elkins Park Commercial District, and unify the park’s
boundaries. Due to the park’s proximity to the proposed Elkins Park Streetscape Improvement
Project (See Elkins Park Streetscape Enhancement Plan by KMS Design Group, LLC and
Carroll Engineering Corporation, April 17, 2006), it is recommended that signage for each
project coordinate in form or materials. Cheltenham Township should work closely with the
designers of the Elkins Park Streetscape Improvement Project, as well as The Friends of High
School Park, as decisions are made regarding signage design.
All signage for High School Park and Ogontz Park should coordinate and have an identifiable
design theme. The arched pediment and roundel (small round window in the pediment) over
the main entrance to the old High School, once located where the meadow now grows,
provides design inspiration for park signage that recalls the architectural details of the High
School and establishes a link to the past. A consistent branding/logo design should be adopted
for use not only on signage but for print and web publications. The roundel, combined with a
native plant motif may serve as a logo for High School Park. The abundant use of
Wissahickon Schist in walls throughout both High School Park and Ogontz Park provides
inspiration for sign and entry feature materials.
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Photo 5.20A & 5.20B
Architectural Features of the High School and Abundant
Wissahickon Schist Walls Serve as Inspirations for Signage Design.
HS Park Alumni Website (left) & RETTEW (right)

Figure 5.4
Conceptual Primary Entrance Sign
Rending by RETTEW

Identification, orientation and way-finding signage should be organized into an hierarchy or
“sign family,” to include primary entrance signs, secondary entrance signs, trail identification
signs, regulatory signs, directional signs and trail markers.
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Figure 5.5
Sign Family
Rending by RETTEW

Way-finding signs will enable visitors to find the park, its entrances, navigate the trail system
and find park features and amenities. To promote the use of High School and Ogontz Park,
new directional signage should be erected at key Township intersections to point residents and
visitors in the direction of High School Park (See Map #2, Section 7.0).
Because the two parks serve as anchors for the Elkins Park Commercial District, signage along
the extent of High School Road should reflect Commercial District signage as described in the
Cheltenham Township Design Guidelines for the Streetscape Enhancement Project
(Cheltenham Township Design Guidelines, Streetscape Enhancement Project, Cloud Gehshan
Associates, 2004). Signage at Church Road and High School Road should include way-finding
to the parks and Elkins Park Commercial District. For that portion of High School Road, the
Township should consider upgrades to pedestrian light standards which should contain
commercial district signage. In addition, Elkins Park Commercial District banners should be
installed along the length of High School Road to Church Road (See Map #2, Section 7.0).
The Township should consider changing the proposed blue background of the Elkins Park
Commercial District logo and banner to green, and replacing the green background of the
Glenside logo and banner to blue. The logos were proposed as part of the Cheltenham
Township Design Guidelines for the Streetscape Enhancement (Cheltenham Township Design
Guidelines, Streetscape Enhancement Project, Cloud Gehshan Associates, 2004) and are
recommended here as well.
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Site Furniture and Lighting
Site furnishings should be chosen to complement those used in the Elkins Park Commercial
District. They should be constructed of durable, vandalism-resistant and theft-resistant
materials, such as powder coated steel or other metal finish. Twenty new benches are proposed
for the parks; thirteen benches are proposed at High School Park and seven benches proposed
at Ogontz Park. Where feasible, benches should be permanently fastened at the base. There is
a need for more benches near and along streets surrounding the parks (See Map #2, Section 7.0
for locations of proposed benches). The Township should consider adding bicycle racks at each
park to encourage bicycling as an alternate mode of transportation to the park to help decrease
the use of existing parking facilities.
Improvements to lighting in the park should enhance safety and security without impacting the
night sky. All lighting should be designed to prevent light pollution. Lighting styles should
complement those specified for the Elkins Park Streetscape Project (KMS Design Group, LLC
and Carroll Engineering Corporation, April 17, 2006) and should refer to recommendations
made by the Cheltenham Township Design Guidelines for the Streetscape Enhancement
Project (Cheltenham Township Design Guidelines, Streetscape Enhancement Project, Cloud
Gehshan Associates, 2004). Additional lighting should be concentrated at the entrances to the
park (See Map #2, Section 7.0).
Landscaping
It is recommended that native street trees be planted along the extent of High School Road (See
Map #2, Section 7.0). Where planting strips are not adequate to accommodate trees, sidewalks
may need to be relocated to widen the tree planting area. Street trees should be field located at
time of implementation of this recommendation.
Throughout the park, all man-made landscapes should use native plants as recommended in
Table 3 through Table 7, Section 4.0. Man made landscapes should be concentrated at park
entrances. Maintenance approaches should be consistent with those recommendations made in
Section 4.0 of this Master Plan.

5.3

Ogontz Park:
Improvement

Existing Landscape Features & Opportunities for

As noted previously, the main focus for this Master Plan is the ecological restoration of High School
Park. The secondary focus was to provide a baseline map for Ogontz Park. However, the needs
assessment completed for this project indicated some need for recreational improvements to Ogontz
Park (See Section 3.0). Therefore, the following section addresses existing features as well as
opportunities for active recreational improvement (See Map #2, Section 7.0 for all existing and
recommended features).
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Existing Landscape Features
A great deal of the man-made features at Ogontz Park, mainly the remaining athletic fields that once
served the high school, now serve to provide and enhance active recreational uses. Yet the
proximity of the Tookany Creek and its riparian buffer, which bisects the park, provide ecological
amenities that create a more natural setting within the suburban context in which active recreation
can take place.
As noted, the Tookany Creek bisects Ogontz Park. The man made landscape features present at
Ogontz Park include two baseball fields, a running track, a children’s play area, and open grassy
areas to the east of the creek and three tennis courts to the west of the creek. There are two bridges
which provide access across the creek within Ogontz Park.
Entrances
There are two entrances to Ogontz Park, the main entrance on High School Road and a secondary
entrance on Church Road. Both entrances are nondescript openings in the fence. There is a
perimeter chain-link fence that is in disrepair.

Photo 5.21
Main Entrance, Ogontz Park at High School Road
AMEC Earth & Environmental
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Photo 5.22
Secondary Entrance, Ogontz Park at Church Road
RETTEW

Photo 5.23
Existing Damaged Perimeter Fence at Ogontz Park
RETTEW

Athletic Facilities and other Amenities
The athletic facilities include two baseball fields. One of the baseball fields is located inside the
running track; the other is located at the entrance on Church Road. Each has a fence backstop and
one set of bleachers. These fields are used by various community leagues. The outfield areas of the
ball fields are used for soccer. The existing running track is a cinder track used by the community
for walking and running. There are three tennis courts.
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There is a children’s play area located adjacent to the creek near the main entrance. There are no
restroom facilities except a portable toilet in Ogontz Park. Ogontz Park shares the parking facilities
located on High School Road with High School Park.

Photo 5.24
Existing Ball Field at Ogontz Park
RETTEW

Photo 5.25
Existing Cinder Track at Ogontz Park
RETTEW
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Photo 5.26
Existing Children’s Play Area at Ogontz Park
RETTEW

Photo 5.27
Restroom Facility at Ogontz Park
Forbes Environmental & Land Use Planning
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Ogontz Park Opportunities for Improvement
The entrance to Ogontz Park on High School Road should be improved and accentuated since it is
the main entrance to the park. The Township should consider a design for the entrance that mimics
the main entrance to High School Park at Montgomery Avenue, including low stone walls flanking
the entrance to create a gateway to the park. Materials for the walls should match the schist stone
used in existing walls in the park and the walls at the main entrance to High School Park on
Montgomery Avenue.
An identifiable entrance to Ogontz Park should be created in the fence on Church Road. Signage
should be provided at both entrances to Ogontz Park. The Township should consider renaming the
park to create a better link to High School Park. A recommendation is Ogontz Fields at High
School Park. (See Map #2, Section 7.0 for signage types and locations).
It is recommended that the fence throughout the park and at this location be replaced with estate
fencing. It is noted that deer have been sited in the park. As more native species are incorporated
into the landscape, deer could become a problem. The estate fence is proposed to replace all
perimeter fences in both High School Park and Ogontz Park. However, there will be unavoidable
gaps in the fence at entrances and along the stream corridor that could provide points of access for
deer.

Photo 5.28
Example of Estate Fencing
concretefenceforms.com
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The children’s play area should be assessed as to whether it meets current safety regulations.
Should the Township conclude that the play equipment is antiquated and/or unsafe, it is
recommended that a “natural playground” be considered. A “natural playground” is an
innovative, environmentally sensitive, equipment-free, natural play area that uses natural
materials (e.g., slopes and berms, other natural landscape features) that fully support play
needs. Natural playgrounds often cost considerably less than traditional play areas.

Photo 5.29
Example of a Natural Playground, The Natural Playgrounds Company
Natural Playground Company (www.naturalplaygrounds.com)

There is a need to upgrade the baseball fields. Improvements should begin with an assessment of
the overall existing condition of the fields to determine what improvements are needed, such as, but
not limited to, re-grading of fields for proper drainage, re-seeding, replacement of backstop and
additional permanent or portable bleacher seating. It is recommended that the track be replaced with
a cinder track with perimeter drainage. It is recommended that the tennis courts be resurfaced in
year ten.
There is a need to improve and provide additional lighting at Ogontz Park. Lighting should be
designed without impact to the night sky. The Township should consider installing night sky
friendly lighting at the track and the tennis courts.
There is a need expressed for additional landscaping at Ogontz Park. Native plantings should be
added at the entrances to the park and native trees should be added along Church Road. Any future
planting efforts will require further design development. Plant material should be chosen from
recommended species indicated in Tables 3 though Table 7, Section 4.0, based on the appropriate
ecological community.
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5.4

Conclusions

In order for the Township to implement the recommended improvements described in this section of
the master plan, additional feasibility/assessment studies, detailed design work and engineering and
municipal approvals may be necessary.
Any future improvements to High School and Ogontz Park will need to meet ADA (Americans
with Disabilities Act) accessibility guidelines.
Signage (specifically entrance signs and/or kiosks) will require detailed design drawings and
specifications. At such time that these design drawings are completed, the Township should assess
whether the structures should be constructed by volunteers, professionals, or a combination of
volunteer and professional efforts.
Feasibility studies of each implementation area will provide the Township with the necessary
information to efficiently and costs effectively implement the recommendations. Improvements
such as upgrades to athletic fields and entrances will need assessment studies to identify exactly
what level of upgrades are necessary, as well as provide detailed design and engineering for areas
targeted for improvement.
It is recommended that the Township have a detailed topographic survey prepared for each park,
prior to or as part of implementation construction design. Feasibility studies will also identify what
municipal approvals, if any, are necessary to implement the master plan recommendations. In
addition, studies performed close to the time of implementation will more accurately predict the
costs of each improvement in order to better attain adequate funding.
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Section 6.0
The Tookany Creek Stream & Buffer Plan
6.1

Introduction

This plan recommends the stabilization of two segments of the Tookany Creek shoreline. One
segment is the same portion of shoreline in High School Park that was stabilized in 2000 and the other
segment is located in Ogontz Park (See Section 7.0, Map #2). Two different options are provided for
stabilizing these stream banks. Option #1 repeats the effort conducted in 2000 using the existing
design by Munro Ecological Services, Inc. (Harleysville, PA). This option can be readily
implemented for High School Park since the engineering details and specifications have already been
developed. The details and specifications can then be adjusted for use at Ogontz Park. Option #2
presents a conceptual foundation for developing an alternative approach. Both of these options utilize
bioengineering to the maximum extent practicable.

6.2

Background Information

Existing Conditions
An approximately 520-foot segment of shoreline along the southern bank of Tookany Creek within
High School Park is severely eroded. The remnants of the previous stream stabilization measure
installed in 2000 continue to hold much of the shoreline in place, but bank failure from a major storm
event is a concern. This eroded reach is essentially the entire outer bend of a stream meander within
High School Park. The upstream end of this eroded reach is marked by a well-used public access area
located immediately downstream of the High School Road Bridge. The downstream end of this
eroded reach is marked by a wide side channel bar composed of an unconsolidated bed of coarse sand,
gravel, and cobble. This side channel bar marks the end of the outside bend of the meander and the
start of the inside bend. Along a few points along the eroded reach, the streambank is well protected
by a rock outcrop, old concrete, and remnants of a stone wall. These hard features should remain in
place as they provide adequate toe-of-slope protection for the lower portion of the streambanks1.

1

On a somewhat related note, it should be mentioned that although unsightly, the poured concrete “shelf” that
extends from the footers of the High School Road Bridge out into the stream, provide very good cover and shade for
the fish community in this segment of Tookany Creek.
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Photo 6.1
Existing, Dilapidated Streambank Stabilization Structure, Tookany Creek at High School Park
AMEC Earth & Environmental

At Ogontz Park, an approximately 125-foot segment of the eastern shoreline is relatively less eroded,
but with the same potential for bank failure from a major storm. This eroded shoreline is also the
outer bend of a very subtle stream meander within Ogontz Park. The upstream end of this eroded
reach is marked by a side channel bar composed of an unconsolidated bed of coarse sand. The
downstream end of this eroded reach is marked by a stone wall which provides hard protection for the
streambank. Similar to the eroded reach in High School Park, the side channel bar marks the end of
the inner bend of a meander and the start of the outside bend.

Photo 6.2
Eroded Streambank, Eastern Shoreline Tookany Creek at Ogontz Park
AMEC Earth & Environmental
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As with most streams in highly developed watersheds, the Tookany Creek is disconnected from its
floodplain, and the majority of the flood flows are largely contained within the stream channel. These
streams are typically flashy and convey a large volume of stormwater in a relatively short period of
time. The ramifications of this hydraulic condition include large-scale and widespread erosion and
instability of the stream and riparian corridor. However, the re-connection of Tookany Creek to its
floodplain is an ideal condition that cannot be achieved without incorporating significant portions of
land on both sides of the stream. Therefore, the stabilization of Tookany Creek is a compromise
between the use of the available tools for stream restoration and the constraints of a developed
watershed.
An additional problem in this stream is the presence of two exposed sewer lines in Ogontz Park and
the hard bottom of the High School Road Bridge culvert, all of which are functioning like low-head
dams. The ecological impact of this condition is the obstruction of fish movement up and down the
stream during low to normal flow conditions. Even during high flow conditions, the resulting
turbulence from flowing waters restricts fish movement up and down the stream. The physical
impacts of this condition are a detrimental change in flow timing (i.e. the hydrograph) and sediment
transport processes. With these impacts come a variety of secondary effects including changes in
channel slope, channel width, channel formations (e.g. bars), and channel bottom roughness. On the
ground, these effects are observable at both parks such as (1) a widening of the stream channel
upstream of the sewer lines, (2) a disproportionate percentage of fines (e.g. silts and clays) upstream of
the sewer lines and the High School Road culvert, and (3) a disproportionate percentage of coarse
materials (e.g. sands and gravels) downstream of the sewer lines and the High School Road culvert.
The first step in remedying this situation is to gain a thorough understanding of the existing
morphological conditions and hydraulic dynamics of Tookany Creek. Typically this understanding is
gained through field investigations such as a baseline stream survey and assessment (USDA, 1994), a
morphological classification survey (Rosgen, 1996), or a quantitative hydraulic and hydrological
(H&H) study.
At an absolute minimum, certain key baseline parameters such as bankfull width, bankfull discharge,
channel slope, channel bed material composition, and width to depth ratios must be known before
attempting any stream stabilization efforts. There are numerous stream gaging stations established for
the Tookany Creek system; however, visits to these various stations by the project team revealed that
they are dilapidated and/or off-line, or consist of mounted staff gauges and not data-logging gaging
stations.
A staff gauge is also located on the southeastern footing of the High School Road Bridge in High
School Park; however, information far above and beyond water elevations is required to ascertain a
thorough understanding of the hydraulics and hydrology of this system. Therefore, a baseline stream
survey and assessment is recommended for the Tookany Creek. Such information will be required for
implementing Option #2 for stream stabilization, but can also be used to fine-tune the existing
methods for Option #1, particularly with regards to Ogontz Park.
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Bioengineering
Stream bioengineering is an integration of biological and engineering techniques for stabilizing and
restoring a stream. It is one of the two “soft” engineering techniques for stream stabilization – the
other being redirective methods for shifting a stream’s thalweg. There are numerous hydrologic
definitions of thalweg varying from (1) the area of a stream’s greatest velocity, (2) the area of a
stream’s greatest depth, and (3) the area of a stream’s greatest flow. These three hydraulic parameters
are often mutually inherent, but under some circumstances can be independent from each other.
Bioengineering techniques use a combination of plants, geo-textile fabrics, and other structural
measures for the purpose of stream stabilization. As a very general guideline, bioengineering is most
appropriate on slopes ranging from 10:1 to 2:1. The table below summarizes various streambank
erosion control methods for different slopes.
Table 6.1, Recommended Streambank Erosion Control Methods for Varying Slopes
Slope (H:V)
10:1 to horizontal
10:1 to 2:1
2:1 to 1:1

1:1 to 1:5

Appropriate Control
Vegetation
Bioengineering
Bioengineering that is weighted towards conventional “hard” engineering
techniques and geotechnical methods. Failure is frequent on slopes that are
not reinforced with geo-textiles.
Conventional hard engineering techniques.

Aside from a high failure rate on slopes exceeding 2:1, bioengineering must be used judiciously
because of the following limitations:
•

Incised or entrenched stream channels (a typical situation in developed watersheds with
flashy streams) will also require modification to the channel morphology, the installation of
grade control structures, and/or large-scale re-grading of the stream banks in order for
bioengineering to be effective. In the case of Tookany Creek within High School Park and
Ogontz Park, Option #2 proposes a combination of these adjustments.

•

Bioengineering should not be used on naturally unstable streams, defined as Stream Channel
Evolution Models II and III, or Rosgen stream types F and G, or where surface water
velocities can exceed 8 feet per second (fps). This is not the case with Tookany Creek.

•

Shallow bedrock, defined as <1 foot below ground surface, does not provide enough soil for
the plants to take root and survive. There are some areas along the streambank within
High School Park where rock outcrop or the concrete/stone wall will preclude the planting
of vegetation, but the majority of the streambank is appropriate for planting.
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•

Poor soil conditions, such as acid (pH <4.5) or coarse-textured soils (<20% fines), will not
support plant growth. This is not the case with Tookany Creek as evidenced by the
existence of a lush, albeit largely non-native and invasive, shoreline plant community.

•

Regardless of stream velocities and channel flows during the spring, summer, and fall, large
ice floes in winter can remove entire bioengineered shorelines. This circumstance may
occur in Tookany Creek and is merely a consequence of the climate.

Nevertheless, there are numerous ecological benefits to bioengineering such as the encouragement of
rapid succession of indigenous and desirable plant species, which in turn greatly improves fish and
wildlife habitat. Bioengineering is also typically less intrusive than hard engineering techniques and is
more readily accepted by the general public as it is rightfully perceived to be a relatively ecologically
friendly approach. There are a multitude of bioengineering techniques available. There is also a large
degree of overlap among techniques, because design flexibility and adaptive management is an
inherent characteristic of bioengineering. Bioengineering methods are often customized, combined, or
adjusted over time to meet site-specific conditions. Examples of commonly used bioengineering
techniques are as follows:
•

Live Stakes - These are straight and thick live woody plant cuttings that are 1 to 1.5 inches in
diameter and 2 to 3 feet in length, driven into the stream bank.

Figure 6.1, Live Stakes

Reference: Edmund Redfield & Ohio Department of Natural Resources

•

Poles – Similar to live stakes but thicker and longer in length, typically 6 to 12 feet.

•

Posts – Similar to poles but thicker and longer in length, typically 8 to 12 feet.
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•

Joint Planting – Live stakes, poles, or posts that are inserted in between rip-rap stone and
driven into the ground.
Figure 6.2, Joint Planting

Reference: Ohio Department of Natural Resources & Robin B. Sotir and Associates

•

Root Wads – Stumps anchored into the streambank with their roots facing outward into the
stream.
Figure 6.3, Root Wads

Reference: North Carolina State University & Main.net
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•

Tree Revetments – Entire trees, usually a stiff-branched evergreen such as eastern red cedar,
anchored into the streambank and positioned in a way so that most of the side of the tree is
within the stream.
Figure 6.4, Tree Revetments

Reference: Chestatee-Chattahooche RC&D Council, Inc.

•

Locked Logs – Similar to a tree revetment, but the tree is positioned in a way so that it juts
out into the stream but at a downstream angle.

•

Fascines – Bundles of stakes (usually live), used as a physical device to stabilize a
streambank and dissipate energy. Typically considered to be a surficial treatment without
providing deep stability; however, it is highly effective on low slopes.
Figure 6.5, Fascines
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Reference: Ohio Department of Natural Resources & Easily.co.uk

•

Container Fascines – Potted plants spaced so closely together that they provide a physical
barrier to the soil surface.

•

Wattles – Bundles of fascines.

•

Brush Mattress – Dormant branches laid in a thick mat completely covering the streambank,
and anchored with stakes and twine. They provide immediate physical cover for the bank,
and eventually grow to form a thick, woody brush community. They are used on slopes that
are too steep for fascines and as such, require hard engineering (e.g., rip-rap) on the toe-ofslope.
Figure 6.6, Brush Mattress

Reference: Ohio Department of Natural Rescources & SMRC.

•

Brush-Layering/Branch-Packing – Alternating layers of soil and cuttings (live preferred)
all the way up a stream bank.
Figure 6.7, Brush Layering/Branch Packing
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Reference: UN FAO & University of Nebraska.

•

Vegetated Geo-Grids – Similar to brush-layering/branch-packing, but the layers of soil are
wrapped in geo-textile fabric and only live cuttings are used. They are used for relatively
steeper slopes where flows are too great for other techniques.
Figure 6.8, Vegetated Geo-Grids

Reference:Robbin B. Sotir & Associates, Inc. & USDA Natural Resource Conservation Service.

•

Live Cribwalls – Interlocking boxes made from timber, stone, or pre-cast concrete that are
filled with soil and planted with vegetation.
Figure 6.9, Live Cribwalls

Reference: Ohio Department of Natural Resources & SDCL Construction, LTD.
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Bioengineering is still an evolving science. Some of the bioengineering techniques that were widely
accepted and used several years ago are no longer considered to be effective; likewise, some of the
techniques widely accepted and used today are expected to be replaced with newer and more effective
techniques. Bioengineering as a science is working towards minimizing the amount of structure and
labor needed in order to achieve maximum effectiveness.

6.3

Stream Stabilization Options & Recommendations

Option 1: Reconstruction Based On Historic Restoration Efforts
In 2000, approximately 520 linear feet of the southern shoreline of Tookany Creek within High
School Park was stabilized using a design by Munro Ecological Services, Inc. This design customized
and integrated various bioengineering techniques including, but not limited to, fascines, crib walls, soil
pillows, and live stakes. However, the flood flows associated with tropical storm Alison in 2001, and
severe flooding of the northeast during the spring of 2004 destroyed much of the stabilization
structure.
Nevertheless, the project team recognizes that the historic stabilization approach is still an effective
design. Therefore, Option #1 recommends repeating this effort along the same stretch of shoreline
within High School Park. Likewise, a similar approach is also recommended for the approximately
125-foot segment of the eastern shoreline within Ogontz Park (see Map #2). The plan drawings and
engineering details are under the custody of Munro Ecological Services, although some information
regarding these may be accessed through the Township website: http://www.cheltenhamtownship.org/.

Option 2: Re-Sloping Stream Banks/Redirection/Stabilization
Option #2 takes into account the limitations of bioengineering discussed earlier which stated that
incised or entrenched stream channels also require modification to the channel morphology, the
installation of grade control structures, and/or large-scale re-grading of the stream banks in order for
bioengineering to be effective. Although the degree of Tookany Creek incision and entrenchment is
debatable, addressing this limitation will certainly ensure a greater probability of success for
stabilizing this stream. The major components of Option #2 are as follows:
•
•
•
•

Reinforce the streambank toe-of-slope with the minimum amount of stone that is necessary;
Reshape portions of the streambank to as close to a 3:1 slope as possible;
Use in-stream structures to redirect the thalweg towards the center of the stream and away
from the banks;
Stabilize the remainder of the shoreline with riparian vegetation.

Each of these components is discussed in the following subsections.
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Component #1: Reinforce the Toe-of-Slope
The protection of the Tookany Creek streambank toe-of-slope will require the strength and
permanence of a material such as stone because of the large hydraulic forces resulting from the flashy
nature of this stream. The specific type, size, and angularity of the stone will depend on the results of
the recommended baseline assessment of the stream. However, the use of “self-launching” stone (a
stone mixture with varying percent composition of sizes) is necessary because the movement and
settling of this material is part of the design, as illustrated in the example below (See Figure 6.10).
The use of a few large boulders can also help to anchor the toe reinforcement as these will be the least
likely to move with storm flows.
Figure 6.10, Self-Launching Stone

In the example illustration above, self-launching stone is placed along the toe-of-slope of the eroding
streambank. The streamflow will create a scour hole beneath the stone near the center of the channel,
which will fill in as the stone settles.
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The rate at which the scour hole develops will depend on the flow regime of the stream and the
channel bottom materials, but the use of self-launching stone will allow the settling to automatically
occur at the appropriate time.
Component #2: Reshaping the Streambank
As discussed earlier, bioengineering is most appropriate on slopes ranging from 10:1 to 2:1. Most
stream restoration efforts in the eastern United States strive to attain a 3:1 slope. This involves a
“cutting back” of the streambank in order to re-contour the existing slope. However, this is only
feasible in areas where sufficient land is available. At High School Park, the wood-chip trail in the
northwestern portion of the park (near the High School Road Bridge entrance) lies very close to the
stream; therefore, changing the slope will require shifting the location of the trail, or both a narrowing
and shifting of the trail (See Map #2). It is also possible that a 3:1 slope is not attainable here and that
a 2:1 slope may be the closest that can be achieved. The photograph below depicts this area in
question.

Photo 6.3
Proximity of Wood-Chip Trail to Streambank, High School Park
AMEC Earth & Environmental

The remainder of the riparian corridor within High School Park and the riparian corridor in Ogontz
Park are expected to possess a width sufficient to achieve a 3:1 slope. The illustration on the next
page presents an example of reshaping the streambank at both parks (See Figure 6.11).
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Figure 6.11, Re-Shaping Streambanks

In the example above, some of the soil that was removed for re-shaping the bank is used to fill in, or
“choke,” the stone at the toe-of-slope. In ideal situations, the amount of soil removed is equal to or
greater than the amount needed to choke the stone, eliminating the need to import fill to the site.
Excess soil that needs to be exported off-site can be stockpiled within High School Park for potential
future uses, with the understanding that this soil will contain a mixture of vegetative propagules and
seeds of both desirable and non-desirable species.
Component #3: Redirecting the Thalweg
Redirecting the thalweg shifts the hydraulic energy away from the shoreline and towards the center
line of the stream. The use of stone bendway weirs is recommended although other in-water
structures constructed of stone, such as J-hooks and single-pole deflectors, can also be effective.
These relatively unassuming structures are highly effective at redirecting energies and have a
relatively natural appearance. These structures also have the added benefit of creating micro-eddies
that allow sediments to drop out and provide habitat and resting areas for aquatic organisms. The
figure on the next page is a plan view illustration of how bendway weirs redirect a thalweg from the
outer bend of a meander towards the center of the stream (See Figure 6. 12).
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Figure 6.12, Bendway Wier

In the above illustrations, the diagram on the left depicts a thalweg exerting erosive forces directly
onto a streambank – the unstable condition existing at both High School Park and Ogontz Park. The
diagram on the right depicts the result of in-stream structures deflecting the thalweg towards the center
of the stream. Redirective structures are typically oriented at a 20 to 30 degree angle upstream and the
shoreward side of the structure extends above the water level as illustrated below (See Figure 6.13).
Figure 6.13, Bendway Wier
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The illustrations above depict the typical extent of the subsurface key that anchors the weir into the
bank. This key is a critical component of any in-stream structure whether it is a bendway weir, Jhook, or any other type of deflector.
Perhaps even more important than the key providing an anchor for the in-stream structure, it provides
a physical barrier for the unseen erosive forces of porewater that would separate the structure from the
bank and render it ineffective. The photograph below shows an example of an in-stream structure that
was not properly keyed into the bank and has consequently failed.

Photo 6.4
Example of Erosion Resulting from Incorrectly Installed Deflector
AMEC Earth & Environmental

Component #4: Shoreline Revegetation
Once the streambank toe-of-slope has been reinforced, the banks have been reshaped to as close as to
a 3:1 slope as possible, and the thalweg has been redirected towards the center of the stream, the
shoreline will need to be revegetated immediately with native plant species to help stabilize the soil
and restore the shoreline to a natural habitat. This revegetation should use the same suite of different
plant materials that includes live stakes, live poles, containerized or balled-and-burlapped plants,
herbaceous plugs, and a restoration seed mix as specified in the Ten-Year Management Plan for the
Shoreline Community (Appendix E).
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6.4

Conclusions

This plan recommends the stabilization of two segments of the Tookany Creek shoreline that are
eroding. One segment is located within High School Park and the other is located within Ogontz Park
(See Map #2). The eroding shoreline in High School Park is the same ~ 520-foot segment stabilized
in 2000 and the eroding shoreline in Ogontz Park is a ~125-foot segment along the eastern shoreline.
The Tookany Creek streambanks are eroding at these two parks because of high energy and high
volume flows that are typical of streams within developed watersheds. The presence of exposed
sewer lines and the bottom of the High School Road Bridge culvert are all factors that contribute to
altering the natural channel forming processes of this stream.
Two different options are recommended for the stabilization of Tookany Creek. Option 1 repeats the
stabilization effort conducted in 2000 as designed by Munro Ecological Associates, which can also be
used at Ogontz Park with site-specific adjustments. This option provides an immediate means for
stabilization since the engineering plans and specifications have been retained by the designer. Option
2 presents an alternative approach to stream stabilization that incorporates (1) the reinforcement of the
streambank toe-of-slope, (2) the redirection of the stream thalweg towards the center of the channel,
(3) the reshaping of the streambank to as close as to a 3:1 slope as possible, and (4) the revegetation of
the streambank. Both Options 1 and 2 are bioengineering designs.
The conceptual framework for Option 2 is presented in this Plan, and the implementation of this
option will require a baseline assessment of the stream to gather basic information on the hydraulics,
hydrology, and morphology of the stream. The revegetation of the streambank for Option 2 is
identical to the recommended revegetation approach specified in the Ten-Year Management Plan for
the Shoreline Community (Appendix D).
Regardless of the stream stabilization option used, this plan recommends holding two to three
community stream cleanup events per year. Aside from the aesthetic benefits and water quality
benefits gained by the physical removal of debris and litter from the stream and its shorelines, these
types of events raise public awareness and invests the community into the park as active stakeholders.
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SECTION 7.0: THE ECOLOGICAL MANAGEMENT PLAN, OVERVIEW
OF ALL RECOMMENDATIONS
7.1

Introduction

As described previously, a comprehensive needs assessment was completed for the High School
and Ogontz Park Ecological Master Plan (See Section 3.0) as well as extensive research, field work
and Geographic Information System (GIS) mapping (See Sections 4.0-7.0). The individual
sections of this Master Plan provide an overview of the methodology, findings and
recommendations addressing the Master Plan focus areas.
The following section of the plan provides an overview of all management plan recommendations
goals and recommendations as well as a time line and approximate costs associated with the
adopted goals and recommendations. The timeline for implementation assumes a March 2009
adoption of the plan and a ten year planning cycle.. Please also refer to Map #2 (Existing &
Proposed Features) at the end of this section for the location of the recommendations.

7.2

Management Plan Recommendations, The Ecological Management
Plan for High School Park (Native and Non-Native Plant Species)

Basis for Native and Non-Native Goals and Recommendations
The primary focus of this Master Plan is the ecological restoration of native plant species at
High School Park (See Section 4.0). The goals and recommendations build upon the historic
restoration efforts implemented at the park. Again, the landscape management plan developed
by Andropogon in 1997 provided the starting point for developing the goals and
recommendations provided in this section. In addition, a needs assessment, research and
fieldwork was completed for this project and providing the recommendations for the next ten
years.
Recommendations for the continuation of restoration efforts are based on the acceptance of
Cheltenham Township, the Friends of High School Park, the project steering committee and
the community. Recommendations presented state the vegetation communities present at
High School Park can be effectively rehabilitated through a combination of invasive species
control, native plant species revegetation, and continued monitoring of the four major habitats
of the park (e.g., meadow, edge, woods, and shoreline). Please note that the full ten year
management plan is a compilation of the narrative with a focus upon Sections 4.0 and 6.0 as
well as Appendices D and E. These items collectively provide the management strategy and
details for plan implementation.
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Native and Non-Native Plan Species, Goals & Recommendations
Native & Non-Native Restoration of the Habitats
Goal: Maintain & restore the four (4) major habitat types present in the park based on
the ten year management plan included in this plan.
Recommendations for the meadow community at High School Park - in order to
establish and maintain an early-successional community dominated by native, warmseason grasses, supplemented with native non-grass species for added richness and
diversity.
•
•
•
•

Restore the meadow community in two separate phases; Phase I involving the restoration
of the front half of the meadow (e.g., dry meadow) and Phase II involving the restoration
of the second half of the meadow (e.g., dry and moist meadows).
Maintain the early successional community through periodic mowing during the two
seasons where wildlife will be least impacted (e.g., spring and summer per ten year
calendar).
Soils should be improved through the addition of compost.
Establish initial assemblage of warm-season grasses for 5.5 years and later diversify the
community with the addition of herbaceous, non-grass species.

Timeline for goal: Implement immediately and continue for entire 10-year period
Approximate cost to implement goal: $ 300,000.
Recommendations for the Edge Community at High School Park – in order to establish
and maintain a wide transition between the wooded and open areas, encompassing a
variety of vegetative layers and dominated by native plant species, particularly eastern
red cedar.
•
•
•

Soils should be improved through the addition of compost.
Control the high priority invasive plants in the edge community listed in Appendix D, and
replace with native plant species per the 10-Year Plan in Appendix E.
Bias the plant species assemblage in the edge community with eastern red cedar
(Juniperus virginiana) as the community dominant.

Timeline for goal: Implement immediately and continue for entire 10-year period
Approximate cost to implement goal: $ 3,000.
Recommendations for the wooded communities (e.g., floodplain, wooded slopes,
southeast woods, Harrison Avenue tree row) at High School Park – in order to establish
a healthy late-successional community dominated by native plant species.
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Floodplain Community
•
•

Soils should be improved through the addition of compost.
Control the high priority invasive plants in the floodplain community listed in Appendix
D, and replace with native plant species per the 10-Year Plan in Appendix E.

Timeline for goal: Implement immediately and continue for entire 10-year period
Approximate cost to implement goal: $ 5,500.
Wooded Slopes
•
•
•
•

Soils should be improved through the addition of compost and bone meal.
Develop a long-term plan for addressing the monotypic community of English ivy
(Hedera helix) that may require the professional application of herbicide, debris removal,
re-contouring of the hillside, erosion control measures, and re-vegetation.
Control the high priority invasive plants in the floodplain community listed in Appendix
D, and replace with native plant species per the 10-Year Plan in Appendix E.
Bias the plant species assemblage along the north-facing slopes to include a greater
proportion of species that are well adapted to cool, moist slopes.

Timeline for goal: Implement immediately and continue for entire 10-year period
Approximate cost to implement goal: $ 5,500.
Southeast Woods
•
•

Soils should be improved through the addition of compost and bone meal.
Control the high priority invasive plants in the floodplain community listed in Appendix
D, and replace with native plant species per the 10-Year Plan in Appendix E.

Timeline for goal: Implement immediately and continue for entire 10-year period
Approximate cost to implement goal: $ 3,000.
Harrison Avenue Tree Row
•
•

•

Soils should be improved through the addition of organic matter (e.g., compost).
With the exception of the mature specimens of Norway maple (Acer platanoides), control
the high priority invasive plants in the Harrison Avenue tree row community listed in
Appendix D, and replace with native plant species for the Wooded Communities in
Appendix E.
Address the mature Norway maple (Acer platanoides) specimens in Year 6 per control
methods presented in Appendix D.
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•
•

Select native tree species to replace the Norway maple in coordination with the Shade Tree
Commission, and the Environmental Advisory Council.
Consider the use of root-pruned nursery stock for this area in order to achieve rapid growth
and cover for neighboring landowners.

Timeline for goal: Implement immediately and continue for entire 10-year period.
Approximate cost to implement goal: $ 4,500.
Recommendations for the Tookany Creek Shoreline at High School Park – in order to
establish and maintain a vegetation community that will be protective of the stream
banks and dominated by native plant species.
•
•

Control Japanese knotweed (Polygonum cuspidatum) and lesser celandine (Ranunculus
ficaria) along the Tookany Creek shoreline utilizing persistent and aggressive tactics
presented in the ten year management plan (see Appendix E).
Control the above two species and other invasive species present in the Tookany Creek
shoreline community, and replace with native species per Appendix E.

Timeline for goal: Implement immediately and continue over 10 years
Approximate cost to implement goal: $ 70,000.
Recommendations for Other Areas at High School Park – in order to extend the
ecological benefits of native plantings and invasive species control to various areas of the
park.
•
•
•
•
•

Remove invasive species and replace with native plant species in the hillside meadow,
Ogontz Park perimeter, Rotary Garden, Robert Fulton Garden, areas with poison ivy and
the drainage swale areas of High School Park per Appendix D and E included in this plan.
Consider the feasibility of expanding the hillside meadow, closer towards High School
Park Road.
Re-grade the drainage swale from a straight and narrow ditch to a gently undulation in the
landscape that will better receive, convey, and infiltrate stormwater runoff from the
meadow and mowed areas of the park.
Plant small native trees (e.g., flowering dogwood, eastern redbud, and/or ironwood) along
the perimeter of Ogontz Park that will help beautify the landscape without obstructing the
view of the park.
Improve upon the educational Native Plant Demonstration Garden located below the
Harrison Avenue parking lot to showcase residential native plants intended for residential
settings.

Timeline for goal: Implement immediately and continue over 10 years
Approximate cost to implement goal: $ 6,000.
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7.3

Ecological Landscape Recommendations (Man-Made Landscape)
for High School and Ogontz Parks

Basis for Man-made Landscape Goals and Recommendations
Although the primary focus of this Master Plan is the ecological restoration of High School
Park, equally important component are goals and recommendations for the man-made
recreational and landscape features at both High School and Ogontz Parks (See Section 5.0).
The Master Plan therefore includes a baseline evaluation of existing active recreational
features present at Ogontz Park and the more passive recreational features present at High
School Park.
Recommendations for man-made landscape improvements were reviewed and accepted by
Cheltenham Township, the Friends of High School Park, the project steering committee and
the community. Please note that the recommendations are more comprehensively addressed
in Section 5.0 of the plan and are illustrated on Map #2. Native plant recommendations
should be cross-referenced with Section 4.0 of the plan and its associated tables and
appendices.

High School Park Man-made Landscape Goals & Recommendations
Park Entrance Areas
GOAL: Improve High School Park entrances at Montgomery Avenue, High School Road,
Mill Road, and Harrison Avenue.
Recommendations for Montgomery Avenue Entrance –
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Further develop and implement the main entryway conceptual design for the Montgomery
Avenue entrance.
Ensure that all improvements focus also on decreasing stormwater and enhancing groundwater
resources.
Ensure that selected pavers, lighting and street furnishings complement those proposed by the
Elkins Park Streetscape Enhancement Project.
Install removable bollards at each end of the horseshoe drive to restrict vehicular use.
Remove existing seating area to the south-east side of the horseshoe drive.
Place new benches so they are inwardly facing along the edges of the horseshoe drive, creating
seating reminiscent of Rittenhouse Square.
Create and install interpretive signage along the drive to explain the historic relevance of the
parcel (See signage recommendations following).
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•

Install hand washing station near existing shed using water source at Montgomery Avenue
entrance.

Timeline for goal: Year One
Approximate cost to implement goal: $ 114,750.
Note: Cost to implement goal does not include design fees and/or municipal approvals. Costs
may vary based on final design of entrance. Costs may be less as portions of the design, such
as streetscape elements, may also be a recommendation of the Elkins Park Streetscape
Project.
Recommendations for High School Road Entrance•
•
•

Further develop, implement and mimic the design improvements and signage recommended for
the Montgomery Avenue entrance at the High School Road entrance (see previous
recommendations).
Ensure that all improvements focus also on decreasing stormwater and enhancing groundwater
resources.
Provide signage kiosk at this entrance (see signage recommendations following).

Timeline for goal: YEAR 2
Approximate cost to implement goal: $ 17,500.
Recommendations for Mill Road and Harrison Avenue Entranceway Consistency•
•
•
•

Add an ADA compliant ramp at the Mill Road entrance.
Ensure that all improvements focus also on decreasing stormwater and enhancing groundwater
resources.
Replace the existing fence with estate fencing at Mill Road and provide entryway signage (see
signage recommendations).
Landscape renovations should be implemented at the steps from the Harrison Avenue parking
area.

Timeline for goal: YEAR 2
Approximate cost to implement goal: $ 49,000.
Vehicular and Pedestrian Circulation
Goal: Vehicular and pedestrian park circulation should be improved to enhance safety,
convenience, regional connectivity and the overall park experience.
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Recommendations for Vehicular Circulation•
•
•
•
•
•

Install a removable bollard system at the Montgomery Avenue entrance and at each end of the
horseshoe drive, to prevent vehicular traffic from entering the park at this location.
Enforce the metered parking at the Harrison Avenue parking area to allow ample parking for
High School Park and the Elkins Park Commercial District.
Install painted markings to delineate individual parking spaces along High School Road.
Enforce the 2-hour parking regulations for the five spaces at High School Road.
Increase the number of 2-hour spaces at the High School Road parking area to allow for more
park use.
At the High School Road parking area, add one (1) paved, pervious surfaced and marked ADA
parking space and aisle.

Timeline for goal: Concurrent with Elkins Park Streetscape Project work.
Approximate cost to implement goal: $ 5,500.
Note: Removable bollard costs are reflected in the recommendation for Montgomery Avenue
Improvements.
Recommendations for Pedestrian Circulation –
Regional Trails & Trail Linkages
•

•
•
•
•

Create trail linkages connecting High School and Ogontz Parks to the Tookany Creek Parkway
via the Tookany Creek; the public right of way along the Tookany Creek Parkway to Harrison
Avenue; linking High School Park to the proposed Township trail extension in the back of
Gimbel Fields to New Second Street.
Work with owner to procure access easement on the Biello property (SE corner of Mill Road
and Church Road) to further develop the interior and regional trail systems.
Connect Elkins Park to the eastern portion of the Township via the Tookany Creek Parkway.
Add pedestrian connections to the park from Park Avenue.
Ensure that all trail improvements focus also on decreasing stormwater and enhancing
groundwater resources.

Timeline for goal: TBD based on existing Township planning efforts.
Approximate cost to implement goal: Price TBD based on existing Township planning
efforts.
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Interior Trails
Recommendations for Interior Trails•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Implement trail maintenance tasks, schedules and standards set forth in the Tookany Creek
Trail Master Plan (1999) for trails within High School Park and Ogontz Park.
Repair masonry walls, wall caps and stairs where necessary.
Remove exterior carpeting on steps for both improved safety and aesthetics.
Appropriate hand railings should be added to all stairs as required by current building codes.
The trail from High School Road to Mill Road along the Tookany Creek should surfaced with
manufactured wood chips and established at an (8) eight feet width to provide access to users of
all abilities.
Ensure that all trail improvements focus also on decreasing stormwater and enhancing
groundwater resources.
Add an accessible ramp meeting ADA requirements at the entrance at Mill Road.
Level areas for wheelchair use should be co-located with benches and accessibility signage
along the High School Road to Mill Road portion of the trail.

Timeline for goal: YEAR 2, maintenance items ongoing.
Approximate cost to implement goal: $ 40,600.
Note: Cost includes benches, trail mulching and repair to masonry walls, wall caps, stairs and
handrails.
Signage
GOAL- Create and install a system of new identification, orientation, way-finding,
regulatory and interpretive signage at High School Park.
Recommendations for All Signage –
•
•
•
•

All signage for High School Park should complement those adopted by the Elkins Park
Business District.
The proposed blue background of the Elkins Park Commercial District logo and banner
should be replaced with green.
All signage should have an identifiable design theme and a consistent branding/logo
design should be adopted (e.g., roundel combined with a native plant motif).
Signage along the extent of High School Road should reflect Commercial District signage
as described in the Cheltenham Township Design Guidelines for the Streetscape
Enhancement Project.
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•
•
•

Signage at Church Road and High School Road should include way-finding to the parks
and Elkins Park Commercial District.
Signage for High School Road should be attached to pedestrian light standards which
should contain commercial district signage.
Elkins Park Commercial District banners should be installed along the length of High
School Road to Church Road.

Timeline for goal: To be addressed as part of the Elkins Park Commercial District
Streetscape Project and/or other Township planning efforts.
Approximate cost to implement goal: Price TBD based on existing Township planning
efforts and/or the Elkins Park Commercial District Streetscape Project.
Recommendations for Signage Types, Materials, Content & Location •
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

A system of identification, orientation, way finding and regulatory signage should be
created and installed.
Identification signage or kiosks should be used at all park entrances to announce the park.
Information posting areas should be provided as part of the identification signs at primary
park entrances to inform visitors of changing community activities and events as well as
volunteer opportunities in the park.
Orientation signage should include key feature map(s) of the park and should include a
typical “You are Here” notation.
Way-finding signage should include maps of pedestrian circulation routes as well as
simple descriptions with pointing arrows.
Regulatory signage should be located at all points of entry to the park and include rules
and instructions for park use (e.g., park hours of operation, rules and regulations, and pet
etiquette/leash laws).
Interpretive signage at High School Park should be predominantly graphic, evolve from a
few good overarching themes (e.g., native Americans, site history and ecology), and be
placed at the best possible locations (e.g., adjacent to Tookany Creek, Butterfly Garden
Woodland, and Meadow).
Historical markers/state historical markers should be placed designating High School Park
as the site of the first Township High School in the commonwealth. The markers should
also note that the high school plot was part of Toby Leech's (William Penn) original land
grant from 1682. One historical marker should be placed in front of the field at the
location of the original school.

Timeline for goal: Concurrent with entrance and trail improvement goals.
Approximate cost to implement goal: $ 5200.
Note: Cost includes only signs not previously priced as part of entrances.
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Site Furniture and Lighting
GOAL- Install night-sky sensitive lighting that enhances safety and security as well as
additional furniture for comfort.
Recommendations Lighting –
•
•
•
•

Improve upon existing features and install additional night-sky friendly lighting in the park to
enhance safety and security.
Ensure that all lighting is designed and selected to prevent light pollution.
Select lighting styles that complement those specified by the Elkins Park Streetscape Project
and the Cheltenham Township Design Guidelines for the Streetscape Enhancement Project.
Place additional lighting at the entrances to the parks.

Timeline for goal: YEAR 1
Approximate cost to implement goal: $ 41,400.
Note: Cost of lighting at entrances is included with entrance goals.
Recommendations Site Furnishings –
•
•
•

Select site furnishings (e.g., benches and picnic tables) that complement those specified in the
Elkins Park Commercial District and those existing at High School Park.
Ensure that site furnishing materials are constructed of durable, vandal proof and theft-resistant
materials (e.g., powder coated steel or other metal finish).
Locate additional benches near and along streets surrounding the parks.

Timeline for goal: YEAR 3-5.
Approximate cost to implement goal: $ 37,000.
Note: Cost includes replacement and additional benches not priced as part of entrance goals
or trial improvement goal.
Site Landscaping and Maintenance
GOAL- Augment existing maintenance and landscaping around and within High School
Park.
Recommendations Street Trees –
•
•

Plant and maintain native street trees along the extent of High School Road. Note: Recommend
doing as part of the Elkins Park Commercial District Streetscape Project.
Relocate sidewalks where planting strips are not adequate to ensure adequate tree planting area.
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•
•

Throughout the park, all man-made landscapes should use native plant as recommended in
Section 4.0 and Appendices D & E.
Create additional man-made landscapes at park entrances.

Timeline for goal: YEAR 1-3 and/or as entrances are improved.
Approximate cost to implement goal: $ 100,700.
Maintenance Recommendations•
•
•
•

Hire additional staff and recruit a more consistent and regenerative volunteer base to
implement enhanced maintenance program. Note: Price TBD based on Township hourly
or staff grade rate and part-time or full-time status.
Ensure that maintenance approaches are consistent with those recommended in Section 4.0
of this Master Plan.
Provide additional trash receptacles and more frequent emptying of existing trash
receptacles.
Implement more frequent maintenance in the following areas of the park: wood chipped
paths, stair areas, and around formal and informal seating areas.

Timeline for goal: Concurrent with entrance improvement goals.
Approximate cost to implement Goal: $ 8,800.
Note: Cost includes price of trash/recycle receptacles not previously included in entrance
improvement goals. (2-3 receptacles).

Ogontz Park Man-made Landscape Goals & Recommendations
Park Entranceways
GOAL- Improve and accentuate main entrance and formalize secondary entrances to
Ogontz Park.
Recommendations Entranceways –
•
•
•
•
•
•

Improve and accentuate the High School Road entrance to the park.
Ensure that all entranceway improvements focus also on decreasing stormwater and enhancing
groundwater resources.
Remove existing fence and replace with estate-style fencing.
Consider a design for the entrance that is mimics the High School Park entranceways.
Include low, schist stone walls flanking the entrance to create a gateway to the park.
Create an identifiable entrance at the informal one located on Church Road.
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•
•

Place entryway signage at primary and secondary entrances to Ogontz Park.
In order to formally join the two parks, consider renaming the park (e.g., Ogontz Fields at High
School Park).

Signage
GOAL- Create and install a system of new identification, orientation, way-finding,
regulatory and interpretive signage at Ogontz Park that is consistent with those placed at
High School Park.
Recommendations for All Signage –
•
•
•

All signage for Ogontz Park should complement those specified by the Elkins Park
Business District and those suggested for High School Park.
As with signage for High School Park, all should have an identifiable design theme and a
consistent branding/logo.
See signage recommendations for High School Park as High School Road and Church
Road are shared by both parks.

Timeline for goal: Concurrent with entrance improvement goals.
Approximate cost to implement goal: See Approximate Costs for Entrance Improvement
Goals.
Recommendations for Signage Types, Materials, Content & Location •
•

As consistency and the joining of the two parks are preferred, see signage hierarchy
recommendations for signage at High School Park (See Section 5.0).
Identification signage or kiosks should be placed at the primary and secondary
entranceways to Ogontz Park.

Timeline for goal: Concurrent with entrance improvement goals.
Approximate cost to implement goal: See costs for High School Park Man-made
Active Recreational Facilities
Goal- Upgrade and augment existing recreational facilities at Ogontz Park.
Recommendations for Recreational Facilities •

Ensure that all recreational improvements focus also on decreasing stormwater and enhancing
groundwater resources.
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Determine if the existing children’s play area meets current safety regulations. Note: Cost TBD
based on fees for Public Playground Safety Assessment Report and Insurance Company
review.
It is recommended that a “natural playground” be designed and installed. Note: Cost TBD
based on final design.
Upgrade the baseball fields and improve grading and drainage issues.
Replace baseball field backstops and replace bleacher seating with new portable bleachers.
Replace the existing track with a cinder track and improve upon perimeter drainage issues.
Resurface the tennis courts.

Timeline for goal: YEAR 3-5/Tennis Court Resurfacing- YEAR 10.
Approximate cost to implement goal: $ 94,000.
Lighting & Landscaping
GOAL- Install night-sky friendly lighting that enhances park safety and security and
enhances existing park maintenance program.
Recommendations –
•
•
•
•

Install low impact and night-sky friendly lighting at the track and the tennis courts.
Native plantings should be added at the entrances to the park and along Church Road in the
form of native trees.
Hire additional staff and recruit a more consistent and regenerative volunteer base to implement
enhanced maintenance program (e.g., focus on litter).
Provide additional trash receptacles as well as recycling opportunities especially during
seasonal and special events.

Timeline for goal: YEAR 1
Approximate cost to implement goal: See High School Park Man-made Landscape
Goals & Recommendations-Recommendations Lighting.
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7.4

Recommendations for the Tookany Creek & Tookany Creek
Buffer

Basis for Tookany Creek & Creek Buffer Goals and Recommendations
As noted, the primary focus of this Master Plan is the ecological restoration of High School
Park. The Tookany Creek is an ecological amenity shared by both parks and was identified in
the needs assessment as one of the primary focal points of both parks. The restoration of the
creek and buffer has been an important project for the community in the last decade.
Therefore an overview of the goals and recommendations for the Tookany Creek and the
Creek Buffer are provided in the following subsection.
Goals and recommendations for Tookany Creek restoration were reviewed and accepted by
Cheltenham Township, the Friends of High School Park, the project steering committee and
the community. Please note that the recommendations are more comprehensively addressed
in Section 6.0 of the plan and are illustrated on Map #2 (See Section 7.0).

Tookany Creek & Creek Buffer Goals & Recommendations
GOAL - Restore the Tookany Creek Shoreline at High School and Ogontz Parks.
Recommendations for Restoration –
•
•
•

Restore the shoreline of Tookany Creek shoreline at Ogontz Park and one stretch of shoreline at
High School Park.
Choose between two design options (Option #1 Reconstruction based on Historic BioEngineering Restoration Design or Option #2, Three Phased Design, AMEC Earth &
Environmental).
Ensure that all creek improvements focus also on decreasing stormwater and enhancing
groundwater resources.

Timeline for goal (Option 1): 1-2 years
Approximate cost to implement goal (Option 1): TBD
Timeline for goal (Option 2): Initiate baseline study in 8-10 years
Approximate cost to implement goal (Option 2): $ 500,000.
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7.5

Planning & Educational Outreach Recommendations

Basis for Planning and Educational Outreach Goals and Recommendations
This section contains planning (e.g, environmental, community and fiscal) as well as
educational and community outreach goals and recommendations resulting from the planning
research and the needs assessment completed for this project (See Section 1.0-3.0).
The planning goals and recommendations were reviewed and accepted by Cheltenham
Township, the Friends of High School Park, the project steering committee and the
community. Please note that the recommendations are more comprehensively addressed in
Sections 1.0-3.0 of the plan.

Planning and Educational Outreach Goals & Recommendations
Park Preservation and Vision Statement Planning
Goal: Create a Ten Year Guiding Vision Statement for Ogontz Park and High School
Park
Preservation and Vision Recommendations•

The ten year vision statement for Ogontz Park should address the steps necessary to ensure
that Ogontz Park is always preserved as an active, recreational park. Steps to attain the
goal should focus upon ensuring that recreational equipment and other man-made features
are maintained and upgraded.

•

The ten year vision statement will address the steps necessary to ensure that High School
Park is always preserved as a passive recreational park. Steps to attain the goal should
focus upon implementing the management plan and the continual steps necessary to create
a regional native plant destination park.

Timeline for goal: First Quarter 2009 (Revisit yearly)
Approximate cost to implement goal: No cost, volunteer and Township staff labor
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Planning and Communications
Goal: Improve Upon Inter and Intra Organizational Communication for Ogontz Park
and High School Park
•

Cheltenham Township, the Friends of High School Park, the Cheltenham Sports Club/Athletic
Association, the business community, local landowners, and individual community members
should work together to ensure that the management recommendations included in the Master
Plan for Ogontz and High School Parks are funded and implemented according to the schedule.

Timeline for goal: Continuous, January 2009-December 2018
Approximate cost to implement goal: No Cost, volunteer and Township staff labor
Funding and Capital Improvements
•
•
•
•
•
•

Implement the Ecological Master Plan recommendations, as improvements will lead
naturally to continued preservation, an enhanced community, and overall increased real
estate value.
Concurrently, implement the Elkins Park Commercial Streetscape Improvement Plan as
improvements to the business district will result to improvements to the parks and
surrounding neighborhoods.
Community leaders should continue to educate and lobby for additional and improved
legislative funding.
Continue securing grants for all plan recommendations.
In addition to grants, secure funding from a diverse funding stream including: Township
capital budget, a created park endowment fund, foundations, special tax district, corporate
donations, and the HS Park Alumni Association.
The FHSP should continue existing fund-raising efforts and also create and implement
additional paying programs/events, increase non-profit organizational membership, and
implement FHSP fundraising committee initiatives.

Timeline for goal: Continuous, Based on Various Funding Cycles January 2009December 2018
Approximate cost to implement goal: No cost, volunteer and Township staff labor
Education
•

Design and implement a coherent and attractive system of interpretive signage, with
themes that express the community-built philosophy, historic use, and basic ecological and
recreational concepts (see previous signage recommendations).
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•
•
•
•

•

•
•

Provide native ecological restoration programs for Township and Friends of High School
Park maintenance personnel, volunteers and community.
Keep the community informed about the adoption and implementation of Ecological
Master Plan recommendations as well as all related meetings, events and park-related
efforts.
Implement a major communications effort to inform the community about the restoration
efforts, and in particular, the most noticeable ones expected in the meadow community.
All groups should work together to create anti-litter and recycling education programs
(e.g., signage, newsletter, permit registration) geared at community groups, and members
who use the athletic fields should be educated and motivated to use the trash cans and to
recycle.
All groups should work together to create and implement programs on native plants,
ecological restoration, and wildlife as well as the rejuvenation of the native plant
gardening outreach program. Materials should be based on the information included in
this plan.
Create a formal school-based educational curriculum involving local educators, students,
volunteers, Township employees, and community members.
Create more articles about the two parks for the Township newsletter and for local media
venues.

Timeline for goal: Continuous, January 2009-December 2018
Approximate cost to implement goal: See signage costs, assuming outside consulting costs,
Curriculum- $25, 000.

The following table (Table 7.1) provides an overview of all projects recommended in this plan as
well as a projected cost estimate. Please note that it is an estimated budget which was slightly
revised following a re-evaluation of the cost estimates after the presentation of the Master Plan to
the Cheltenham Township Public Works Committee on March 10, 2009. As these projects are
pursued over the next 5 to 10 years, grant applications should adjust for inflation by increased the
cost estimates by 2-3%.
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Table 7.1 Ecological Master Plan
Project List

Recommendation

Description

Timeline

Estimated
Cost

Ecological Management Plan

Ecological restoration

Maintain and restore 4 major
habitat types in HSP: meadow,
edge, woods, and shoreline.

10-year period

Meadow: $300,000
Edge: $6,000
Woods: $18,500
Shoreline: $70,000

Restore miscellaneous areas in
HSP and Ogontz Park

Rotary Garden, Robert Fulton
Garden, Demonstration
Garden, poison ivy area,
drainage swales, and Ogontz
Park perimeter.

Implement
immediately and
continue for 10
years

$6,000

Entranceways

Improve High School Park
entrances at Montgomery
Avenue, High School Road,
Mill Road, and Harrison Ave.

See Section 7.0

Montgomery:
$114,750
High School Rd:
$17,500
Mill/Harrison:
$49,000

Circulation

Vehicular and pedestrian park
circulation should be
improved to enhance safety,
convenience, regional
connectivity, and the overall
park experience.

Concurrent with
Elkins Park
Streetscape
Project

$5,500

Regional trails

Create trail linkages; procure
access easements.

TBD based on
Township’s
plans

TBD based on
Township’s plans

Implement in
Year 2

$40,600

TBD based on
Township’s
plans

>$5,200 (also based
on Township’s
plans)

Man-Man Landscape

Interior trails

Signage

Repair masonry; remove stair
carpeting; resurface trails; add
ADA ramp and handrails to
meet code.
Create and install a system of
new identification, orientation,
way-finding, regulatory and
interpretative signage at HSP.
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Recommendation

Description

Timeline

Estimated
Cost

Lighting and furnishings

Install night-sky sensitive
lighting that enhances safety
and security as well as
additional furniture for
comfort.

Year 1

Lighting: $41.400
Furnishings:
$37.000

Landscaping

Augment existing
maintenance and landscaping
around and within HSP

Year 1 to 3 and
concurrent with
entrance
improvement
goals

$109,500

TBD

TBD

Concurrent with
entrance
improvement
goals.

TBD

Years 3-5

$94,000

Year 1

See Section 7.0

Option 1:
1-2 years

Option 1:
TBD

Option 2:
2-3 years

Option 2:
$500,000

Entranceways

Signage

Active recreational facilities

Lighting & Landscaping

Ogontz Park
Improve and accentuate main
entrance and formalize
secondary entrances to Ogontz
Park.
Create and install a system of
new identification, orientation,
way-finding, regulatory and
interpretative signage at
Ogontz Park that is consistent
with those placed at High
School Park.
Upgrade and augment existing
recreational facilities at
Ogontz Park.
Install night-sky friendly
lighting that enhances park
safety and security and
enhances existing park
maintenance program.
Stream Stabilization
Option 1:
Existing John Munro’s plan

Restore the Tookany Creek at
HSP and Ogontz Park

Option 2:
AMEC’s phased
bioengineering plan
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Recommendation

Description

Timeline

Estimated
Cost

Planning and Educational Outreach
Park Preservation and Vision
Statement Planning

Planning and Communications

Funding and Capital
Improvements

Education

TOTAL COST

Create a 10-Year Guiding
Vision Statement for HSP and
Ogontz Park
Improve Upon Inter and Intra
Organizational
Communication for HSP and
Ogontz Park.
Continue securing grants, and
from diverse funding streams
including: Township capital
budget, park endowment fund,
foundations, special tax
district, corporate donations,
and HS Park Alumni
Association.
Provide ecological programs;
outreach to community antilitter and recycling efforts;
create curricula; write articles.
ALL PROJECTS

First quarter
2009, revisited
annually

No cost (volunteer
and Township
labor)

Continuously
from Jan. 2009
to Dec. 2018

No cost (volunteer
and Township
labor)

Continuously
from Jan. 2009
to Dec. 2018

No cost, volunteer
and Township labor

Continuously
from Jan. 2009
to Dec. 2018

$25,000 (tied in
with signage and
outside consulting
costs)

TEN YEARS

$ 1, 439, 950
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Rowland Community Center
Community Meeting #1
February 26, 2008, 7:00 PM
The community meeting for the High School Park / Ogontz Park Master Plan
commenced promptly at 7:00 with the following people in attendance: Steering
Committee Members: Bruce Rangnow, Commissioner Mickey Simon, John Hoover,
Amy Steffen, Cynthia Blackwood, Jo Fagan, Barbara Duffy, Jeannine Vannais, Gina
Craigo, David Kratzer, and Diane Ehrich and Consultant; Suzanne Forbes.
1.

Welcome- Commissioner Morton J. Simon welcomed all of those in

attendance and hoped that the parks would continue to make people “green with envy.”
Commissioner Simon also noted that the Master Plan should not “die when it is
completed”, but be implemented and used like many of the Township’s other successful
efforts.
2.

Introductions, Meeting Agenda & Project History- Bryan Havir,

Assistant Manager asked that everyone in the audience introduce themselves. Amy
Steffen, President of HS Park, asked everyone to provide a little bit of information about
themselves.
agenda.

After the introductions, Mr. Havir provided an overview of the evening’s

Working from the power point presentation (see associated power point

presentation for February 26, 2008 meeting), Mr. Havir provided the project history from
the two parcels’ original use (High School and Athletic Fields), through the early 1990’s
site studies (Carter Van Dyke) which included a neighborhood inventory and outreach
component, and through the acquisition of the High School Park property by the
Township through the Montgomery County Open Space Program. Mr. Havir noted that
the previous study efforts had high community input and a lot of support from the
adjoining neighborhoods for open space acquisition.
The HS park parcel was eventually obtained for $1.1 million by the Township in
1995. The County Open Space Program covered one million of that cost. The property
Page 1

did sit vacant for a time, and even after the fire, there were proposals for its use including
an assisted living facility. Once the vision for a park use was decided upon, several
grants were obtained to assist the Township with its vision. Studies and ecological
restoration efforts completed with assistance from the DCNR and DEP included: the
completion of the Andropogan Study, two grants for two separate tree/vegetation planting
efforts, riparian buffer restoration projects, and the County open space funds for its
acquisition.
Mr. Havir elaborated on the riparian restoration efforts completed on the Tookany
Creek and explained that Hurricane Floyd in September 1999 served to damage about
750 linear feet of streambank near the lower meadow between High School and Mill
Roads. However, when PEMA and FEMA officials visited the site, they determined that
the Township was ineligible for funding to replace what was lost because most was in a
natural setting. Another grant was eventually obtained after PADEP and DCNR looked
at the site. Plans were then completed by John Munro for bio-engineering efforts, and
Mr. Havir illustrated that effort with slides and photos. The current Master Planning
effort was funded by an additional $12,500 from DCNR and is being matched by another
$12,500 by the Township.

Mr. Havir reinforced the continued need for public

participation and its importance to this project, per the DCNR guidelines.
3.

The Friends of HS Park and History- Ms. Steffen, President of the

Friends of HS Park thanked everyone for coming and talked about the natural setting at
HS Park and provided the history of their efforts in close collaboration with the
Township. The FHSP was organized after the plans for an assisted living use fell
through.
Ms. Steffen showed a series of slides (see associated power point presentation)
that illustrated the natural plant restoration projects the Friends have completed through
the years and listed a number of accomplishments outside of actual restoration (e.g.,
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newsletters, active members, building the tool shed, arts in the parks events). Ms. Steffen
reinforced that all efforts were completed in partnership with the Township and also
noted why native plants are being introduced to the park (e.g., habitat, filtering pollutants,
keeping erosion at bay etc). She provided a number of reasons why native plants are
valuable, showed photos of a variety of native plants, and noted specifically how their
maintenance needs differ from invasive plant species.
Ms. Steffen reiterated why a Master Plan is needed for the two sites and the goals
of the project. She noted a number of items that will be included in the master plan.
4.

The Township Parks and Recreation Department and Township Role-

John Hoover, Director of Parks and Recreation, noted that the Township has over 25
parks and two community centers. Referring to the two, large display maps (base map
and aerial map), Mr. Hoover compared and contrasted the amenities at the two parks and
described how they are maintained by departments within the Township. Mr. Hoover
shared the number of permit-users at Ogontz Park and stressed the amenities existing at
these two proximate and diverse parks.
5.

Project Overview- Suzanne Forbes, Forbes Environmental & Land Use

Planning provided an overview of the reasons for the Master Plan, the three major
components of the plan, an overview of some of the major ecological facets, and a brief
update of work completed so far. Ms. Forbes also noted the importance of community
feedback and highlighted some brief findings from the completed one-on-one interviews.
She then provided updated information on the community surveys (they are now on line),
and provided copies to the FHSP and Township for distribution. (See attached). There
was some discussion regarding distribution venues as well as the plan for getting the
survey out to the immediate and surrounding communities.
6.

Discussion & Questions- Ms. Steffen opened the meeting for any

questions and feedback regarding the project or about the information provided. Jeannine
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Vannais (Bowman’s Hill Wildflower Preserve and PSI Coordinator) provided positive
feedback about the project and the involvement of the community. She noted that the
ecological restoration components are “way ahead of the curve” as are the historical
efforts at the parks themselves.

She said that many communities are just getting

interested in native plant systems and ecological restoration, yet this effort has been going
on for quite awhile. Ms. Vannais noted that the presentation might be improved with
additional photographs and less text. Diane Ehrich, FHSP and PRAM Committee, noted
that the histories of the parks are interesting and should be shared with the public.
Barbara Duffy also noted that the historical picture of HS Park should be corrected to
note it was also the site of Ogontz Jr. High from 1966 to 1977. Mr. Havir noted that the
Suburban Greening award was given in 2004 and that slide should be corrected. Mr.
Rangnow, Cheltenham Jayvees noted the presentation could benefit from two aerial
photographs illustrating past and present.
7.

Adjournment- An announcement was made that there will be no Steering

Committee meeting in March. The next Steering Committee meeting will take place on
April 30, 2008 at 7:00 PM at the Carriage House at Wall Park. The meeting adjourned at
8:50 PM.

David G. Kraynik
Township Manager

Prepared by: Suzanne Forbes
Forbes Environment &
Land Use Planning
Bryan T. Havir
Assistant Township Manager
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The Master Plan for the Ecological
Restoration of High School Park
Presented By ~
Cheltenham Township, The Friends of High School Park,
Project Steering Committee and
Forbes Environmental & Land Use Planning

Presented To ~
Attending Public
Rowland Community Center
February 26, 2008, 7:00 PM
(Community Meeting #1)

Welcome to All ~
Morton J. Simon,
Ward 6, Commissioner

Meeting Agenda ~
Bryan Havir, AICP, PP Assistant Township
Manager
9 Agenda, Project History and Public Outreach &
Participation - Bryan Havir, Assistant Township Manager
9 Introduction of the Steering Committee and Attendees,
The Friends of High School Park & History of High
School Park - Amy Steffen, President FHSP & Chair,
Project Steering Committee
9 The Township Parks & Recreation Department &
Township Role at Ogontz & High School Parks – John
Hoover, Director of Parks & Recreation
9 Overview of Project & Community Survey - Suzanne
Forbes, AICP Forbes Environmental & Land Use Planning
9 The Community Survey Completion - Attendees
9 Discussion & Wrap Up – Amy Steffen

Project History ~
Bryan Havir

The Township Purchased the 9.7 Acre Site
Via the Montgomery County Open Space
Program in 1994 & 1995.

Project History ~
Bryan Havir
The Township Has Obtained Several
Grants from the Pennsylvania Department
of Conservation & Natural Resources
(PADNCR) to Complete Planning &
Restoration Work.

Project History ~
Bryan Havir

Project History ~
Bryan Havir

Project History ~
Bryan Havir

Project History ~
Bryan Havir

Public Participation ~
Bryan Havir
¾PADCNR Funding
¾Public Participation Process
¾Steering Committee Formation

Thank You to the PADCNR, Cheltenham Township, Friends of
High School Park, Steering Committee & Attending Public!

The Citizens Steering Committee
Bryan Havir ~
9 The Committee provides a
structured decision-making
resource for the planning
process.
9 A variety of opinions from
different interests reveal the
most options and the
structure encourages open
discussion.

Introductions ~
Amy Steffen, President Friends of High School Park

The Project Steering
Committee
&
Meeting Attendees

Project Purpose & Park History ~
Amy Steffen

~ High School Park Then (Circa 1928) & Now (2008) ~

Park History ~
Amy Steffen

This Was the High School (1906-1926). It Later Became Elkins
Park Jr. High School and Later (1955) Served as
the School Administration Offices.
(Cheltenham HS Alumni Association Website)

Park History ~
Amy Steffen

The First Alarm Was Sounded at 4:30 AM on January
11, 1994. Fireman Fought the Blaze for Days.
(Cheltenham HS Alumni Association Website)

About Friends of HS Park ~
Amy Steffen
9 Founded & Incorporated in 1995
9 Organizes 10-20 Volunteer Days Per Year
9 In 2007, 342 Volunteers Contributed 1004
Hours of Service!
9 200 Dues-Paying Members
9 Working Board and 1 Part-Time Staff Person
9 Produces Annual Arts in the Park - 6/1/08
9 Monthly Garden Club
9 Newsletter 2 Per Year

Friends of High School Park Mission ~
Amy Steffen

To Create, Manage, and Preserve a
Viable Native Ecosystem in High
School Park for the Enjoyment of the
Community in Cooperation with
Cheltenham Township.

High School Park

High School Park

High School Park

High School
Park

High School Park

Benefits of Native Plants ~
Amy Steffen
9 Easier to Care for Then Non-Native Plants
• Need less water
• More resistant to pests( less pest control)
• More heat tolerant

9 Fewer Resources Needed for Upkeep
• Rarely need to be mowed, fertilized, or have
pesticide applications

9 Provide Food and Shelter for Native Birds,
Butterflies and Other Wildlife Threatened by
Urban and Suburban Development.

Benefits of Native Plants ~
Amy Steffen
9Prevent Soil Erosion and Water Runoff
• Native plant roots hold onto the soil and
quickly soak up and filter water during
major storms

9Filter and Purify Water Before it Makes
its’ Way into Streams
9Less Invasive and Thus Enable More
Diversity in Plant Life
Note: Japanese honeysuckle and English ivy are examples of invasive
nonnative plants in our area

Which Plants Are Native
To Our Region?
9 Tree Canopies - Huge oaks, American chestnuts, Tulip
poplars, and Hickories
9 Under-Story Trees - Flowering dogwoods and Redbuds
9 Shrubs - Witch hazel, Spicebush, and Arrow wood
viburnum
9 Forest Floor - A carpet of spring ephemerals: Trillium,
Spring beauty, and Virginia bluebell
9 Native Grasses & Flowers – Meadows of Indian grass,
switch grass, little bluestem, goldenrod, milkweed, and
asters

The Friends of High School Park: Thirteen
Years of Accomplishments ~
9 Meadows
• 2 Beautiful Meadows of Native Wildflowers and
Grasses
• Woodlands & Woody Old Field
• Countless Invasive Plants, Bushes and Trees
Removed
• Trees Freed from Strangling and Unsightly
Vines
• Over 700 Native Trees and Shrubs Planted
• Hundreds of Spring Ephemerals and Ferns
Added

The Friends of High School Park:
Accomplishments ~

9 Stream Banks & Riparian Zone
• The Township Obtained Funding and
Implemented Streambank Restoration &
Japanese Knotweed Removal
• 2006 Tree Vitalize Grant - $13,900. 400 was
used to Obtain Native Shrubs and Trees
• Planted with the Help of 175 Volunteers

FHSP Accomplishments ~
9 Park Amenities
• Installed a network of walking trails & benches
• Installed a Tool shed

9 Community Involvement
• Volunteers from scouts, religious congregations,
schools
• 2004-2007, the Friends funded and supervised a full
time summer intern to work in the park, investing
nearly $5000 per year.

9 Suburban Greening Award
• Award from the Pennsylvania Horticulture Society,
1995.

FHSP Accomplishments
9Annual Arts in the Park
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Beloved arts festival for all ages
Fifty juried artists
Children’s art projects and rides
Variety of foods
Music by local, talented teens
Money raised is invested in the park and FHSP
Approximately three thousand people attend
Requires recruiting and organizing over 200
volunteers & over 6 month planning

Why an Ecological Master Plan?
9 Professional Guidance is Needed
• Ecosystem restoration is extremely difficult,
requiring extensive knowledge, time and effort

9 Township Staff & Friends wish to Clarify
Restoration Goals & Roles
• A detailed plan will allow successful restoration and
maintenance for the next ten+ years

9 It’s Worth the Investment!
• Native ecosystems of High School & Ogontz Parks
are unique and valuable resources for the entire
Cheltenham Township community

Project Purpose
Amy Steffen ~
The Master Plan for Ecological Restoration Will . . .
1) Assess current park conditions and past restoration
efforts;
2) Establish a system for tracking and monitoring progress;
3) Develop park restoration goals for 4 ecosystems and edge
areas;
4) Provide detailed implementation plans for restoration
work;
5) Provide detailed maintenance protocols and schedule;
6) Develop a coherent and attractive system of way finding
and interpretive signage;

Project Purpose
Amy Steffen ~
The Master Plan for Ecological Restoration Will . . .
7) Develop concepts and themes for public and educational
programs and materials;
8) Redesign the three primary public entranceways to make
the park more attractive, inviting and informative;
9) Recommend pedestrian access and linkages between
High School Park, the Elkins Park Commercial District
and Ogontz Park; and
10) Recommend who should complete restoration,
maintenance and other projects: Township personnel,
FHSP and volunteers or professional contractors.

The Township Parks & Recreation Department ~
John Hoover

The Township Role at Ogontz & High
School Park ~ John Hoover

Ogontz & High School Park Recreational
Opportunities ~ John Hoover

Active VS. Passive
Ogontz Park
9 Tennis
9 Playground
Equipment
9 Softball
9 Soccer
9 Track (Running &
Walking)
9 Ultimate Frisbee

High School Park
9 Trees & Shrubs
9 Flowers
9 Wildlife
9 Environmental
Education
9 Stream Access
9 Walking

Ogontz Park Groups
(Annual Field Permit Users) ~ John Hoover
9 Cheltenham JayVees
9 Falcon’s Soccer
9 Cheltenham Little
League
9 KOL-AMI
9 Rober Saligman Middle
School
9 Saint James C.Y.O.
9 Wyncote Academy
9 Cheltenham Township
Adult Softball

9 Myers Elementary
9 Ultimate Frisbee
9 Sunday Morning
Softball League
9 Adath Jershurun
Preschool
9 One Day Events/Local
Businesses
9 Residential Use
9 Family Softball Games

Project Scope
Suzanne Forbes, AICP ~
9 Goals of the Project
9 Project Components
9 The Community
Survey

Forbes
Environmental & Land Use
Planning

Focus Areas of the Project
Suzanne Forbes, AICP ~
9 Focus Area 1: Create An Ecological
Master Plan & Provide
Recommendations for High School
Park)
9 Focus Area 2: Create an Existing
Conditions Plan & Provide
Recreational Recommendations for
Ogontz Park
9 Focus Area 3: Evaluate Existing
Tookany Creek Streambank
Stabilization Efforts & Provide
Continued Ecological Restoration
Recommendations
Forbes
Environmental & Land Use
Planning

The Master Plan
Suzanne Forbes, AICP ~
9 The Master Plan will evaluate all three focus
areas.
9 The Master Plan will serve as the primary
document to identify and prioritize the
implementation strategies of the ongoing
planting, native landscape restoration, and
maintenance of this park in an environmentally
sound manner.
Forbes
Environmental & Land Use
Planning

Project Components
Suzanne Forbes, AICP ~
9 Overall Project Management
9 Ecological Research
9 Ecological Design and Restoration
9 Mapping
9 The Master Plan
9 Public Participation & Outreach

Forbes
Environmental & Land Use
Planning

Ecological Component,
Suzanne Forbes ~
• Monthly Site Visits and Technical Literature
Review
• Map Development & Designs Based on Site
Visits
• Restoration Plan With Clear Tasks to
Implement Recommendations, but Providing
Adaptive Management to Provide the Flexibility
Needed When Working with Natural Systems
Forbes
Environmental & Land Use
Planning

Ecological Concepts to Be Incorporated,
Suzanne Forbes ~
The Park has Already Been Brought to a Relatively
Stable and Moderately Healthy Condition. Therefore
the Restoration Plan will Focus Upon Ecological
Enhancement as the Primary Tool for Restoration.
• Invasive Species Management
• Native Plantings
• Possible Changes to Current LS Management
Practices
• Continued Stream Stabilization

Forbes
Environmental & Land Use
Planning

Ecological Concepts to Be Incorporated,
Suzanne Forbes ~
• A “Calendar” Style Invasive Species Management Plan
Will Be Developed
• Re-Vegetation with Native Plantings Will Adopt a
“Planting Zone” Approach Where the Site Will be
Segregated According to Three (3) Environmental
Conditions
• Hydrology
• Shade
• Desired Successional Stage

Forbes
Environmental & Land Use
Planning

Ecological Concepts to Be Incorporated,
Suzanne Forbes ~
• The Current Maintenance Practices for the Park will be
Reviewed and Assessed for Potential Changes that will
Attempt to Balance Benefits for the Ecological System,
The Township, The Friends of High School Park,
Volunteers, Interns, and the Community.
• A Currently Existing Stabilization Plan for the Tookany
Creek at the Parks, and Currently Implemented Stream
Stabilization for the Tookany Creek Will be Reviewed
and Assessed for Their Applicability.
• The Possibility of Dam Removal Will Also Be Explored
Forbes
Environmental & Land Use
Planning

Public Participation & Outreach,
Suzanne Forbes, AICP ~
Public Participation is Very Important to Ensure
that Input from the Community is Included in
Master Plan.
Tasks: Steering Committee Communication &
Coordination, Presentations, Work Sessions,
Public Meetings, Surveys, Key Person
Interviews, and Incorporation of Outreach
Findings into Master Plan Design &
Recommendations.
Forbes
Environmental & Land Use
Planning

The Community Survey,
Suzanne Forbes, AICP ~
In Addition to Meetings, the Community Survey
is Another Public Outreach Approach Designed
to Obtain Feedback from Community Members.
This Survey is Important as it is Taking Place at
the Beginning of This Year-Long Project and
will Provide the Project Team and Steering
Committee members with information From
You!
Forbes
Environmental & Land Use
Planning

Completing the Community Survey,
Suzanne Forbes, AICP ~
COMMUNITY SURVEY QUESTIONS
(Your Contact Information)
Please provide all of your contact information and answer all of the questions. We will use the contact
information to determine the geography of respondents and (if you choose) to let you know when we
are having informational meetings and exciting community events. If you check the “prefer not to be
contacted” box below, we will NOT contact you.
Name:
_________________________________________________
Address: _________________________________________________
Phone:
_________________________________________________
E-Mail:
_________________________________________________
I would like to know about Master Plan meetings- (Check One) Yes  or No 
I would like to know about community events- (Check One) Yes  or No 
I would like more information about Friends of High School Park- (Check One) Yes  or No 
Preferred Method of Contact- (Check One) Mail  or Phone  or E-mail
 or Prefer Not to be Contacted 

Forbes
Environmental & Land Use
Planning

Survey Discussion & Wrap Up,
Amy Steffen ~

DISCUSSION:
Survey Feedback?

Thank You for Attending!
Forbes
Environmental &
Land Use Planning

Township of Cheltenham
Montgomery County, Pennsylvania

Board of Commissioners

Administration Building

Jeffrey A. Muldawer, President
Michael J. Swavola, Vice President
Paul R. Greenwald
Charles D. McKeown
Harvey Portner
J. Andrew Sharkey
Morton J. Simon , Jr.

8230 Old York Road
Elkins Park, PA 19027-1589

Phone: 215887-1000
FAX:
215887-1561
Website: cheltenhamtownship.org

Township Manager
David G. Kraynik

Agenda
High School Park Ecological Restoration Plan
Community Meeting #3
Curtis Arboretum
December 3, 2008, 7:00 PM - 9:00 PM

7:00 - 7:05 PM

1. Welcome & Meeting Purpose, Bryan Havir, Assistant
Manager; Commissioner Morton "Mickey" Simon, Ward 6;
and Amy Steffen, Chair, Steering Committee & President,
Friends ofHigh School Park

7:05 - 7: 15 PM

2. Brief Introductions, All Attendees

7:15 -7:30 PM

3. Overview of High School, Ogontz and Tookany Creek,
Amy Steffen, Chair, Citizen Steering Committee, President,
Friends ofHigh School Park

7:30 - 7:45 PM

4. The Planning Process & Community Input, Suzanne
Forbes, AICP, Forbes Environmental & Land Use Steering
Committee

7:45 - 8:45 PM

5. Highlights of the Plan & Community Feedback, Suzanne
Forbes & Amy Steffen

a. Landscape Improvements
b. Ecological Restoration
c. Tookany Creek Restoration
8:45 - 9:00 PM

6. Next Steps & Making it Happen, Bryan Havir, Amy Steffen

Township Manager

A Home Rule Charter Community

Ecological Master Plan
High School & Ogontz Park
Presented To ~
The Community
(Community Meeting #3)
Curtis Hall, December 3, 2008

Welcome ~

Meeting Purpose ~
Provide Information About The High School &
Ogontz Parks Ecological Master Plan
The Planning Process
Highlights of the Plan
Obtain Additional Comments
& Feedback
Obtain Support & Enthusiasm
for Plan Implementation

The Agenda ~
9Brief Introductions
9Overview of Park
Amenities
9The Planning Process
9Highlights of the Plan
(Comments)
9Next Steps & Making it Happen!

Introductions ~
9Introductions
9Reasons for
Coming

High School Park ~

Ogontz Park ~

Tookany Creek ~

The Planning Process ~
The Project Goal
The Master Plan will serve as the primary document to identify and
prioritize the implementation strategies of the ongoing planting
and native landscape restoration, and maintenance for the parks
in an environmentally sound manner.
The Master Plan shall identify the levels of community support,
programmatic needs, evaluate the existing amenities on the sites, It
will provide recommendations for new amenities, public relations
and marketing needs for conducting environmental awareness,
programs for community outreach, implementation strategies, cost
estimates, maintenance schedule, and the financial capability of
the Township in partnership with the Friends of High School
Park, to carry out the implementation of proposed
recommendations.
Forbes
Environmental & Land Use
Planning

Three Plan Focus Areas ~
Three Primary Focus Areas
9 High School ParkEcological Restoration
9 Ogontz Park- Base Plan
9 Tookany CreekStreambank/Buffer
Restoration
Recommendations

Community Involvement ~

9 PADCNR Planning &
Community Outreach
Process
9 Important to All
Professional Plans
* Steering Committee
*Formalized Needs
Assessment

The Steering Committee ~
Amy Steffen, President, Friends of High School Park, Chair
Bryan T. Havir, AICP, PP, Assistant Township Manager, Vice Chair
Morton "Mickey" J. Simon, Jr. Commissioner, Ward 6, Cheltenham Township
Charles D. McKeown, Commissioner, Ward 7, Cheltenham Township
Joseph Baxter, Parks/Public Works Superintendent, Cheltenham Township
Cynthia Blackwood, Friends of High School Park, Outreach Co-Chair
David L. Cohen AICP, Cheltenham Township
Economic Development Task Force
Joanne Dahme, Public Relations Officer, Philadelphia Water Department
Barbara Duffy, Chair Cheltenham Township
Environmental Advisory Commission
Diane Ehrich, PRAM Co-Chair, Friends of High School Park
Jo Fagan, PRAM Co-Chair, Friends of High School Park
Paul Gordon, Environmental Planner, Bucks County Planning Commission
Jack Holt, Bowman's Hill Wildflower Preserve

The Steering Committee ~
John O. Hoover, Jr., Director, Parks & Recreation Department,
Cheltenham Township
Mark Kaplan, Community Member
David Kratzer, AIA, BAU Architecture, Community Member
Hannah Mazzaccaro, AICP, Community Planner, Montgomery
County Planning Commission
John P. Norris, Police Chief, Cheltenham
Township Police Department
Bernie Panzak, Cheltenham Township Shade
Tree Advisory Commission
Margie Patlak, Director, Friends of High School Park
Rosemary Porter, Community Member
Bruce Rangnow, Cheltenham Athletic Association
Raab, Chief, Elkins Park Fire Department
Jeannine Vannais, Bowman's Hill Wildflower Preserve
Mary Washington, Cheltenham Township Historical Commission

The Needs Assessment ~
9Historic
Assessments
9Meeting Input
9One-On-One
Interviews
9Community Survey

Assessment Findings ~
Findings Were:
9Analyzed by
consulting Team
9Presented/Analyzed/
Discussed with
Steering Committee
9Formed the basis for
all plan designs and
recommendations

Ogontz Park ~

Ogontz Park has a great track for walking and jogging, a place for
neighbors to engage in sports and games, and a foot bridge over the
beautiful stream. It is always a pleasure to use that bridge and to
enjoy watching and listening to the water.

Ogontz Park ~

We like having fields near us. We like to
walk there, kick a ball around and look at
the creek from the bridge.

Ogontz Park ~

The Tennis Courts Are Aging & Cleaned and Repainted
Surfaces Would be Great. Better Bathroom Facilities
Would Make Sense and Would Improve the Park.

Tookany Creek ~

Flowing water in the community is
beautiful and helps restore the spirit.

Tookany Creek ~

I Love Streams: Always Have Since I’m A
Child, and It’s Practically In Our Back
Yard!

Tookany Creek ~

The Streambank Is Pretty Eroded and Not
Accessible. There is Litter On the Ground
And In the Water!

High School Park ~

I Find It Invaluable to Have This Little
Piece of Unstructured Nature to Go To On
A Daily Basis.

High School Park ~

It is Part of a Community Effort- Cared
About By Those Doing the Development.

High School Park ~

I Don’t Think the Community Understands What High
School Park is All About. Dogs Are a Common IssueSome Owners Responsive, Others Not.

High School Park ~
COMMUNITY INPUT AND NEEDS
ASSESSMENT:
QUESTIONS/COMMENTS?

Historic Land Use ~
HIGH SCHOOL/OGONTZ PARKS: THEN & NOW

Restoration History ~
HIGH SCHOOL/OGONTZ PARKS: THEN & NOW

Restoration History ~
HIGH SCHOOL/OGONTZ PARKS: THEN & NOW

Restoration History ~
LAND USE & HISTORIC EFFORTS
QUESTIONS/COMMENTS?

Ecological Master Plan ~
Highlights: Landscape Improvements

Identified Needs ~
9To accentuate
entrances/create a
park identity.
9To build upon
existing historic
and cultural
features.
9To improve
existing trails and
create regional
trail linkages.

Existing Entrances ~

Entrance Improvements ~
9 Enhance the main entryway and use similar
concepts at secondary entry areas.
9 Entry area intended
• Create park identity and welcome visitors.
• Frame entrance and channel visitors.
• Use history of the park combined with themes
from the Elkins Park Commercial District.
• Features in concert with Elkins Park Streetscape
& Township Streetscape Guidelines.

Entrance Improvements ~

Entrance Improvements ~

Existing Trails ~
Identified Needs
9 Create Regional
Trail Linkages.
9 Improve existing
internal trails at HS
Park.
9 Better Maintain
Existing Trails.

Regional Trail
Improvements ~
9 Trail Head/Kiosk at High
School Road.
9 Existing trail at HS Park
9 Continue Trail across Mill
Road
9 Biello property purchase or
easement.
9 Link existing public right of
way along the Tookany Creek
Parkway to Harrison Ave.
9 Extension in the back of
Gimbel Fields to New Second
Street.

Internal Trail
Improvements ~
9 Assess mulched trails
yearly.
9 Improved trail
maintenance.
9 Define the trail edges.
9 Improve/Repair steps; add
hand railings.
9 Provide for bike and ADA
accessibility on trail from
HS Rd. to Mill Rd.
9 Replace steps at Mill Rd.
with ADA accessible ramp.

Existing Signage ~

Way-Finding Sign
Improvements ~
9 Use Elkins Park Commercial
District Signage along HS Rd.
9 Provide Wayfinding/Directional Signage at
intersection of Church and HS
Roads.
9 Use commercial district
signage on pedestrian lighting
along HS Road.
9 Install Elkins Park
Commercial District Banners
along HS Rd.
9 Change background of Elkins
Park Commercial District
Logo/Banner to green.

Signage: Miscellaneous ~
9 Provide regulatory signage at
all entrances.
9 Provide interpretive signage
throughout the park;
unobtrusive, overarching
themes, strategic locations.
9 Work with Cheltenham
Township Historical
Commission and Old York
Historical Society to acquire a
PA Historic Marker
designating High School Park
as the site of the first High
School in the commonwealth.

Other Suggestions ~
9 Plant native street trees
along the extent of HS
Rd.
9 Replace sidewalks
where more space is
necessary to
accommodate street
trees.
9 Use a native plant
palette for all manmade landscapes
throughout the park.

Other Suggestions ~
9 Conduct an assessment on
safety of playground.
9 Recommend replacing with a
“Natural Playground.”
9 Add additional benches and
night sky friendly lighting.
9 Add child-friendly restrooms
nearby; include low fixtures,
changing area

"Natural playgrounds" are play environments that blend natural materials, features, and indigenous vegetation with
creative landforms to create purposely complex interplays of natural, environmental objects in ways that challenge
and fascinate children and teach them about the wonders and intricacies of the natural world while they play within it.
Play components may include earth shapes (sculptures), environmental art, indigenous vegetation (trees, shrubs,
grasses, flowers, lichens, mosses), boulders or other rock structures, dirt and sand, natural fences (stone, willow,
wooden), textured pathways, and natural water features.

Other Suggestions ~
9
9
9
9

Upgrade baseball fields
Upgrade cinder track
Resurface tennis courts.
Construct permanent
restroom facilitiesconsider composting
toilets.
9 Provide Night Sky
Friendly lighting along
track and at tennis
courts and play area.
9 Provide more benches,
bike racks and

Landscape
Improvements ~

QUESTIONS/COMMENTS?

Ecological Master Plan ~
Highlights:Native & Non-Native Species

Identified Needs ~
9 Create 10 year plan for four major community types:
(1) Meadow
(2) Edge
(3) woods
(4) Tookany Creek shoreline
9 Develop a 10-year calendar-style restoration plan.
9 Recommend a simple monitoring program.
9 Provide additional management recommendations for
other ecological features (e.g., hillside meadow, poison
ivy, drainage swale, Rotary Garden, Robert Fulton
Garden).

Existing Plant
Communities ~

Native vs. Invasive
Species ~

Ten Year Calendar Plan~
April

May

June

Spray the front meadow (see Appendix
C).

Spray lesser celandine on shoreline
(see both Appendices B and D).

Mow the front meadow (see Appendix
C).

Spray lesser celandine on shoreline
(see both Appendices B and D).

Manually remove Japanese hops from
the edge community (see Appendix B).

Spray Japanese knotweed on shoreline
(see Appendices B and D).

Manually remove garlic mustard
throughout the park (see Appendix B).

Manually remove and/or spray English
ivy throughout the park (see Appendix
B).

Manually remove small porcelain-berry
from edge and wooded communities
(see Appendix B).

Spray crown vetch in the edge
community (see Appendix B).

Manually remove or spray Japanese
honeysuckle throughout the park (see
Appendix B).

Manually remove small Oriental
bittersweet from edge and wooded
communities (see Appendix B).

Manually remove multiflora rose
throughout the park (see Appendix B).

The Meadow, Existing
Conditions ~

The Meadow,
Recommendations ~

9 Manage as Two Separate Communities in
Two Separate Phases.
9 Dry Meadow (front portion)
9 Dry and Moist Meadow (rear portion)

The Meadow,
Recommendations ~
9Years 1 to 6: Front meadow
9 Years 5 to 10: Rear meadow
9Remove existing community
9 Add organic matter
9Establish a warm-season grassland
community
9 Increase species richness later by
adding non-grass meadow
plants
9 Mow 2x/year

The Edge,
Existing Conditions ~

The Edge,
Improvements ~

9Expand the Size of the Edge/Narrow Width
of the Mowed Grass Path
9 Control Various Invasive Species
9 Replant Areas (Including Berms) With
Recommended Species

The Wood Community,
Existing Conditions ~

The Woods,
Improvements ~

9 Control various invasive species

9 Replant areas as necessary with
recommended species.
9 Moderate application of soil amendments
as needed.

Native & Non-Native
Plant Restoration Plan ~

QUESTIONS/COMMENTS?

Tookany Creek Restoration ~

Existing Conditions ~

Recommended
Improvements ~

Recommended
Improvements ~

Live Stakes

Joint Planting

Tree
Revetments

Recommended
Improvements ~

Option #1

9Munro Ecological Services
Design
9Design Being Implemented
Downstream at Tookany
Creek Park
9Repeat Effort, 520 Linear
Feet, High School Park
9Use Same Approach on 125
Foot Segment at Ogontz
Park

Recommended
Improvements ~

Option #2

9Current science of stream
stabilization melding
conventional and
bioengineering
techniques for urban
streams.
9 Minimalist approach for
stabilization.
9Bendway weir, reinforced
toe-of-slope, change of
bank angle, and
vegetative plantings.

Tookany Creek
Restoration Plan ~

QUESTIONS/COMMENTS?

Next Steps ~
What Is Next In Order to
Implement the Plan?

Thank You!
Forbes
Environmental &
Land Use Planning

Summary Notes from
High School Park and Ogontz Park Master Plan
Community Meeting #3
Curtis Hall
December 3, 2008, 7:00 PM – 9:00 PM
1.

Welcome & Meeting Purpose, Assistant Township Manager, Bryan T. Havir and
Commissioner Mickey Simon – Messrs. Havir and Simon opened the meeting at 7:00 PM
welcoming attendees, providing an overview of the meeting and outlining a brief
introduction of what will transpire this evening. Mr. Havir noted therer was a sign-in sheet
for all attendees.

2.

Overview of High School, Ogontz and Tookany Creek, Amy Steffen, Steering
Committee Chair – Ms. Steffen gave a brief overview of the project thus far. She
encompassed the ecological systems, meadow, woods and creek. Ms. Forbes provided a
PowerPoint presentation about the planning and community feedback process. There were
questions and comments from the audience.
(A) Questions from the audience.
− How many surveys were undertaken? Ms. Forbes replied that there were 21 one-onone interviews conducted and about ±100 written surveys were received and
tabulated.
− When was the school property purchased by the Township? 1994. When was it
imploded? 1995.
− How much traffic will result in the park? Minimal to no vehicular traffic in the park.
(B) Recommended Landscape Improvements pertaining to Landscape Architecture.
− Entrance improvement off of Montgomery Avenue, with new Wissahickon Shist
gateway entrance with new signage, low, not to be intrusive or to shield the view
back to the meadow.
− Plans to coincide with Elkins Park Streetscape Enhancements.
− Removable bollards (would be removed by Arts in the Park) personnel during the
event.
− Street trees on High School Road to be placed on lawn side, and benches around the
horseshoe drive. There was concern expressed about benches interfering with space
for tents used for Arts in the Park.
− Review of Needs Assessment for the park.
− Regional trail improvements should be referenced.
− Internal trail improvements should be expanded upon.
(C) Recommended Improvements to the Existing Signage.
− Entranceway/directional.
− Informational.
− Orientation way-finding signs.
− Nature and history signage.
− Regulatory signs at entrance.
− Interpretation signage.
− Historical marker sign.

(D) Public comments
− Entrance stonewall treatment at Montgomery Avenue and it was suggested a similar
treatment minimal at the secondary treatment off of High School Road. The plans
also recommend a similar stonewall entrance way at Ogontz Park as well.
(E) Topics Pertaining to Ecological Restoration.
− A 10-year management plan for High School park for the woodland, hillside, edge of
the meadow area, Tookany Creek/shoreline, 50% of which is well intact and restored.
− Native vs. Invasive Species.
− Development of a ten-year calendar plan for management of the ecological areas.
− One comment made was that key to educating the public is through good signage. For
example, we should install signage about the efforts for invasive plant removal and
use of herbicides such as round-up to remove invasives in the meadow. The meadow
has a lot of invasives and should be replanted with warm season grasses.
− With respect to woodland communities, how were the types of replacement plant
materials selected? References seen in other plant communities that is native to the
areas and recommending by a plant consultant or biologist.
− Will the plan involve a lot of volunteers for labor? Ms. Steffen replied affirmatively
and said that there is a core base of volunteers; however, supervisors/supervision is
needed. One goal would be to hire a part-time person to coordinate the volunteer
effort.
(F) Tookany Creek Restoration.
− Restoration of 525 linear feet of shoreline abutting High School Park and in a
segment within Ogontz Park (both segments).
− Two restoration approaches were noted: (1) Bioengineering – live stakes – slope
ratios, joint planting, tree revetments, (2) Take into account adding bend way weirs,
reinforced toe-of-slope, change of bark angles and vegetative plants.
3.

Wrap Up and Close, Ms. Steffen, High School park/Ogontz Park Committee
Chairperson – Ms. Steffen closed the meeting at 9:15 PM thanking everyone for attending.
Mr. Havir noted that an adoption of the plan would e forthcoming in early 2009. The next
round of the Pennsylvania Department of Conservation and Natural Resources’ grant
application is due on April 12, 2009. Ms. Forbes reminded everyone to submit their
comments on the draft plan by noon on Monday, December 15, 2008.

David G. Kraynik
Township Manager
per Suzanne Forbes
Bryan Havir
** It is believed that the above represents an accurate transcription of the major events that transpired at this meeting. Your
notification of any errors or omissions is essential as the foregoing is intended to be part of the record. Please contact Bryan
Havir at 215-887-1000, x112 if you have any corrections or changes to the minutes.

December 3,2008
Curtis Hall

Community Meeting #3 of the High School Park and Ogontz Park Master Plan was held tonight. Members
present were: Cynthia Blackwood, David Cohen, Mark Cortez, Gina Craigo, Barbara Duffy, Jo Fagan, Jack
Holt, Bruce Rangnow, Morton Simon and Amy Steffan, Others present were: Nancy Cortez, Robin Eisman,
Rona Kassel, Karin Keplan, David Knatzen, Gail Korostuff, Jamie Lemison, Carole Maher, Louis Mande,
Taylor Morcol, Mary Mowry, Lorna Rosenberg, Michael Shechtman and Linda Stem. Staff present was Bryan
T. Havir, Assistant Township Manager and John Hoover, Director of Parks and Recreation. The consultant
team was represented by Suzanne Forbes. (See attached attendance sheet).

1.

Welcome and Meeting Purpose, Assistant Township Manager, Bryan, T. Havir and

Commissioner Morton J. Simon. - Messrs. Havir and Simon called the meeting to order at 7:00 P.M.
welcoming attendees, providing an overview of the meeting and outlining a brief introduction of what will
transpire this evening. Mr. Havir noted there was a sign-in sheet for attendees.
2.
Chair

Overview of High School, Ogontz and Tookany Creek, Amy Steffen, Steering Committee

Ms. Steffen gave a brief overview of the project thus far. She discussed the ecological systems,
(

meadow, woods and creek. Ms. Forbes provided a PowerPoint presentation about the planning and community
feed back process. There were questions and comments for the audience.
(A)

Questions from the audience.
How many surveys were undertaken? Ms. Forbes replied that there were 21 one-on
one interviews conducted and about 100 written surveys were received and tabulated.
When was the school property purchased by the Township? Mr. Havir replied in 1994.
When was it imploded? Mr. Havir replied in 1995.
- How much traffic will result in the park? Ms. Steffan replied there was minimal to no
vehicular traffic in the park.

1

(B)

Recommended Landscape Improvements pertaining to Landscape Architecture.
• Entrance improvement off of Montgomery Avenue, with new Wissahickon Shist
Gateway entrance with new signage, low, not to be intrusive or to shield the view back
to the meadow.
Plans to coincide with Elkins Park Streetscape Enhancements.
Removable bollards (would be removed by Arts in the Park) personnel during the
event.
Street trees on High School Road to be placed on lawn side, and benches around the
horseshoe drive. There was concern expressed about benches interfering with space
for tents used for Arts in the Park.
Review of Needs Assessment for the park.
Regional trail improvements should be referenced.
Internal trail improvements should be expanded upon.

(C)

Recommended Improvements to the Existing Sign age.
Entranceway/directional.
Informational.
Orientation way-finding signs.
Nature and history signage.
Interpretation signage.
Historical marker sign.

(D)

Public Comments

- Entrance stonewall treatment at Montgomery Avenue and it was suggested a similar
treatment minimal at the secondary treatment off of High School Road. The plans also
recommend a similar stonewall entrance way at Ogontz Park as well.

2

(E)

Topics Pertaining to Ecological Restoration.
- A 1O-year management plan for High School park for the woodland, hillside, edge of
the meadow area, Tookany Creek/shoreline, 50% of which is well intact and restored.
- Native vs. Invasive Species.
- Development of a ten-year calendar plan for management of the ecological areas.
- One comment made was that key to educating the public is through good signage. For
example, we should install signage about the efforts for invasive plant removal and use
of herbicides such as round-up to remove invasives in the meadow. The meadow has a
lot of invasives and should be replanted with warm season grasses.
- With respect to woodland communities, how were the types of replacement plant
materials selected? References seen in other plant communities that is native to the
areas and recommended by a plant consultant or biologist.
- Will the plan involve a lot of volunteers for labor? Ms. Steffen replied affirmatively
and said that there is a core base of volunteers; however, supervisors/supervision is
needed. One goal would be to hire a part-time person to coordinate the volunteer
effort.

(F)

Tookany Creek Restoration.
- Restoration of 525 linear feet of shoreline abutting High School Park and in a segment
within Ogontz Park (both segments).
- Two restoration approaches were noted: (1) Bioengineering -live stakes

slope ratios,

joint planting, tree revetments, (2) Take into account adding bend way weirs, reinforced
toe-of -slope, change of bark angles and vegetative plants.

3.

Wrap up and Close, Ms. Steffen, High School Park/Ogontz Park Committee Chairperson

Ms. Steffen closed the meeting at 9: 15 p.m. thanking everyone for attending. Mr. Havir noted that an
adoption of the plan would be forthcoming in early 2009. The next round of the Pennsylvania
Department of Conservation and Natural Resources' grant application is due on April 12, 2009. Ms.
3

3.

Wrap up and Close, Ms. Steffen, High School Park/Ogontz Park Committee Chairperson

Ms. Steffen closed the meeting at 9: 15 p.m. thanking everyone for attending. Mr. Havir noted that an
adoption of the plan would be forthcoming in early 2009. The next round of the Pennsylvania
Department of Conservation and Natural Resources' grant application is due on April 12, 2009. Ms.
Forbes reminded everyone to submit their comments on the draft preliminary plan by noon on Monday,
December 15,2008. Mr. Havir will send an e-mail reminder.

ill

Township Manager
per Suzanne Forbes, Consultant
Bryan T. Havir
Assistant Township Manager

It is bel ieved that the above represents an accurate transcription of the major topics discussed at this meeting. Your notification of any errors or
omissions is essential as the foregoing is intended to be part ofthe record. Please contact Bryan Havir at 215~887~1000, ext. 112 if you have
any corrections or changes to the minutes.
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SIGN IN SHEET
High SchoollOgonts Park Ecological Master Plan,
Community Meeting #3
September 24, 2008
Name
Suzanne Forbes

Contact Information
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Citizens' Steering Committee for High School Park Master Plan for Ecological Restoration

RECORD

CONTACT NAME

ADDRESS

CITY, STATE, ZIPCODE

TELEPHONE #

EMAIL

1

Morton "Mickey" J. Simon, Jr.
Commissioner, Ward 6

Cheltenham Township
8230 Old York Road

Elkins Park, PA 19027

215-782-1530

msimon@cheltenhamtownship.org

2

Charles D. McKeown,
Commissioner, Ward 7
Amy Steffen, President of the
Friends of High School Park
Jo Fagan, PRAM Co-Chair
Friends of High School Park
Diane Ehrich, PRAM Co-Chair
Friends of High School Park
Reynold H. Greenberg, Jr.
Chairman of the Historical
Commission & LaMott BHAR
Barbara Duffy
Chairperson of the EAC
David L. Cohen AICP
Economic Development Task
Force Representative

Cheltenham Township
8230 Old York Road
Steffen & Associates
109 Towanda Avenue
8300 Brookside Avenue

Elkins Park, PA 19027

cmckeown@cheltenhamtownship.org
amysteffen@verizon.net

Elkins Park, PA 19027

215-379-0536
Cell: 215-319-6806
(215) 635-2171
Cell: (215) 740-5606
215-635-0572

901 Melrose Avenue

Melrose Park, PA 19027 215-635-6996

111 Blueberry Lane

Elkins Park, PA 19027

215-572-7095

8 Hewett Road

Wyncote, PA 19095

215-885-1506

321 Gerard Avenue
Elkins Park, PA 19027

dccohen@nphs.com

9

Joanne Dahme
Public Relations Officer

10

Elkins Park, PA 19027

bpanzak@glackinplan.co
m

520 Twickenham Road

Glenside, PA 19038

Cheltenham Township
8230 Old York Road

Elkins Park, PA 19027

215-887-6200, x149 brangnow@cheltenhamtownship.org

13

Bernie Panzak
Shade Tree Advisory
Commission Representative
Paul Gordon
Planning Commission
Representative
Bruce Rangnow
Cheltenham Athletic
Association
Mark Kaplan

Philadelphia Water
Department
1101 Market Street, ARA
Tower - 4th Floor
620 Meetinghouse Road

Director of Development 215-782-8723
North Philadelphia Health 215-787-9480
System 1524 West
Girard Avenue,
Philadelphia, PA 19130
Philadelphia, PA 19107 215-685-4944

928 Melrose Avenue

Elkins Park, PA 19027

14

Rosemary Porter

344 Harrison Avenue

Elkins Park, PA 19027

215 635-2920
(O) 610-447-2289
© 215-906-6200
215-635-1747

15

Sgt. Joseph Gruver

Cheltenham Township
Police Department
(Highway Safety Unit)

Elkins Park, PA 19027

3
4
5
6

7
8

11

12

Approved by the Public Affairs Committee on 10-2-07.

Elkins Park, PA 19027

215-576-6805
610-408-9011
(F) 610-356-8055
215-885-6834
(O) 215-793-3491

jofagan@comcast.net
dse0620@verizon.net

beduffy@comcast.net

joanne.dahme@phila.gov

pwgordon@comcast.net

kaplank@comcast.net
mark.kaplan@crozer.org

rosemaryporter@earthlink
.net
215-887-6200, x474 jgruver@cheltenhamtownship.org

1st Draft 9/24/2007
Revised 9/26/2007
Revised 11/30/2007
Updated 12/6/2007

Citizens' Steering Committee for High School Park Master Plan for Ecological Restoration

RECORD

CONTACT NAME

ADDRESS

CITY, STATE, ZIPCODE

TELEPHONE #

EMAIL

16

David Raab, Chief
Elkins Park Fire Department

7818 Montgomery Avenue Elkins Park, PA 19027

17

Jack Holt

1611 Smith Bridge Road

Chadds Ford, PA 19317

18

Cynthia Blackwood
Volunteer Outreach Co-Chair
Patricia L. Garske, Philadelphia
University Adjunct Professor of
Ecology
David Kratzer, AIA

Friends of High School
Park
104 West Mount Airy
Avenue

617 Boyer Road
Cheltenham, PA 19012
Philadelphia, PA 19119

BAU Architecture
7913 Park Avenue

Elkins Park, PA 19027

215-782-2228

David G. Kraynik
Township Manager
Bryan T. Havir
Assistant Township Manager
John O. Hoover, Jr.,
Director, Parks & Recreation
Joseph Baxter
Parks/Public Works
Superintendent

Cheltenham Township
8230 Old York Road
Cheltenham Township
8230 Old York Road
Cheltenham Township
8230 Old York Road
Cheltenham Township
8230 Old York Road

Elkins Park, PA 19027

215-887-6200, x110 managersoffice@cheltenh
am-township.org
215-887-6200, x112 bhavir@cheltenhamtownship.org
215-887-6200, x226 jhoover@cheltenhamtownship.org
215-887-6200, x345 jbaxter@cheltenhamtownship.org

Suzanne Forbes

Forbes Environmental &
Land Use Planning
82 Carousel Circle
AMEC Earth &
Environmental
RETTEW
3020 Columbia Ave
RETTEW
3020 Columbia Ave
RETTEW
3020 Columbia Ave

New Britain, PA 18901

19

20

davidlraab@aol.com

610-459-0585 (H)
610-489-1901 (O)
215-379-0863
(O) 215-635-1140

jack@mobilelifts.com
Cnblackwoo@aol.com
plgars@msn.com

dkratzer@bauarchitecture
.com

Township Personnel
21
22
23
24

Consultants
25

26

Phil Perhamus

27

Debbie Mengoni

28

Gerry Reidel

29

Mark Metzler, Watershed
Specialist

Elkins Park, PA 19027
Elkins Park, PA 19027
Elkins Park, PA 19027

215-230-9549

sforbes1@comcast.net

Lancaster, PA 17603

phil.perhamus@amec.co
m
dmengoni@rettew.com

Lancaster, PA 17603

greidel@rettew.com

Lancaster, PA 17603

717-394-3721,
x3237
(F) 717394-1063

mmetzler@rettew.com

Montgomery County Planning Commission

Approved by the Public Affairs Committee on 10-2-07.
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RECORD
30

CONTACT NAME
Jean Holland
Community Planner

ADDRESS
Montgomery County
Planning Commission
One Montgomery Plaza,
Suite 201

CITY, STATE, ZIPCODE
Norristown, PA 19404

DCNR Representatives
Harrisburg Bureau Coordinator
31
Mr. A. Victor Banks
Pennsylvania Department Harrisburg, PA 17101Environmental Planner (DCNR of Conservation and
8475
Grant Project Manager)
Natural Resources (DCNR)
Rachel Carson State Office
Bldg., P. O. Box 8475
32

Mr. Fran Rubert PADCNR
1400 Spring Gardent Street Philadelphia, PA 19130
Southeast Regional Coordinator

Approved by the Public Affairs Committee on 10-2-07.

TELEPHONE #

EMAIL

610-278-3554

jholland@mail.montcopa.
org

717-772-3322

abanks@state.pa.us/

215-560-1183

frubert@state.pa.us

1st Draft 9/24/2007
Revised 9/26/2007
Revised 11/30/2007
Updated 12/6/2007

Agenda
High School Park Ecological Restoration Plan
Steering Committee Meeting
Elkins Park Library, Community Room
563 Church Road, Elkins Park, PA 19027
November 28, 2007, 7:00-8:50 PM

7:00

1. Welcome – Morton J. Simon, Commissioner & David G. Kraynik,
Township Manager

7:05

2. Project History and Purpose & Brief History of High School Park – Amy
Steffen, President Friends of HS Park

7:25

3. Agenda Review & Introductions – Suzanne Forbes, AICP Forbes
Environmental & Land Use Planning

7:45

4. Project Scope and Steps – Suzanne Forbes , AICP Forbes Environmental
& Land Use Planning

8:15

5. Review and input on Project Goals – Suzanne Forbes, AICP Forbes
Environmental & Land Use Planning & Project Team Members

8:35

6. Election of Committee Chairperson – Bryan Havir

8:40

7. Proposed Meeting Schedule – Suzanne Forbes , AICP Forbes
Environmental & Land Use Planning
Best times to meet based on Steering Committee Member Preferences

8:45

8. Wrap Up – Suzanne Forbes, AICP Forbes Environmental & Land Use
Planning

8:55

9. Close, All

Elkins Park Free Library
November 28, 2007, 7:00 P.M.
The Steering Committee kick-off meeting of the High School Park Master Plan for Ecological
Restoration was held tonight. Members present were Commissioner Morton “Mickey” J. Simon,
Jr., Cynthia Blackwood, Thom Cross, Joanne Dahme, Barbara Duffy, Diane Ehrich, Jack Holt,
Mark Kaplan, David Kratzer, Marvin Morganstern, Rosemary Porter, and Amy Steffen. Also
present from the Consultant Team were Suzanne Forbes, Phil Perhamus, and Debbie Mengoni of
Forbes Environmental Land Use Planning. Township Staff members present were David G.
Kraynik, Township Manager, Bryan T. Havir, Assistant Township Manager and Joseph Baxter,
Parks Maintenance Superintendent. Also present was Fran Rubert, Pennsylvania Department of
Conservation and Natural Resources (PADCNR) Southeast Regional Office. Friends of High
School Park members were Linda Stern, Marc Cortec, Margie Pattak, Gail Korostoff, Caroline
Stritzinger, Gina Craigo, and Jeanine Vannaw. An attendance sheet is attached.
Handouts: The following handouts were distributed to all attendees: Agenda, Citizen Steering
Committee List, Powerpoint Presentation (Forbes), DCNR Public Participation Manual, Master
Plan for the Ecological Restoration of High School Park: Identified Issue Areas (Forbes), and
Friends of High School Park Newsletter (Volume 31, Fall 2007).
1.

The kick-off meeting was called to order by Amy Steffen at 7 P.M. A quorum

was present.
2.

Welcome- Morton J. Simon, Ward 6 Commissioner and David G. Kraynik,

Township Manager- Messrs. Simon and Kraynik provided a warm welcome to the attendees
along with some historical information about High School and Ogontz Parks (e.g., Montgomery
County Open Space Plan, Historic Land Use, High School Fire, and Township Staff & Friends of
High School Park Commitments).
3.

Ms. Steffen also welcomed the group and commended Bryan Havir for the effort

he made to obtain DCNR funding for the Master Plan. She noted that he applied for the grant
1

two times. Ms. Steffen further noted that this project marks a milestone in the park’s history, as
it was a park that used to be an eyesore. Ms. Steffen described the purpose and structural
organization of the Friends group, and its accomplishments over time noting that over 300
volunteers help out each year, with 10-12 volunteer days per year. Ms. Steffen recounted some
history noting that when the group started, the Friends presented what was seen as a novel
approach by proposing a passive park that emphasized native plantings. Ms. Steffen also shared
that The Arts in the Park is a large community event for the Township and coupled with
membership dues, provides the major source of funding for Friends group. The event includes
arts, crafts, rides and approximately 1000 people attend each year.
4.

DCNR funding, DCNR Public Participation Process & Steering Committee

Formation, Bryan Havir, Assistant Township Manager- Mr. Havir described how the project
was funded ($25 K) and how the DCNR requirements have to be adhered to, most notably the
public participation process. Mr. Havir provided highlights of the public participation process
(see manual) and informed the attendees that the Steering Committee will review all the different
elements that are required from the consultants.
5.

Agenda Review & Introductions, Suzanne Forbes, AICP, Forbes

Environmental & Land Use Planning – Ms. Forbes introduced herself and went over the key
agenda items for the evening. Everyone attending then introduced themselves and shared why
they were motivated to become part of the Steering Committee (see Steering Committee List).
6.

Project Scope & Steps, Suzanne Forbes, AICP Forbes Environmental &

Land Use Planning- Ms. Forbes noted that the project team is comprised of team members from
AMEC Earth & Environmental (Phil Perhamus) and RETTEW (Debbie Mengoni, Gerry Reidel
& Mark Mettzler). Ms. Forbes indicated that the intent of this meeting is a meet and greet, and
that greater details will be available at subsequent meetings. Ms. Forbes provided an overview of
2

her environmental planning background and then described all the pre-scoping that was
conducted prior to the contract award (e.g., site visits, identification of issue areas, etc.) as well
as the various goals and components of the project (see power point presentation).
Phil Perhamus, Amec Earth & Environmental provided an overview of his component of
the project (ecological restoration) noting the goals, objectives and tasks within the scope of
work. Mr. Perhamus noted that work had been completed previously on the Tookany Creek
Streambank Restoration and that, although a full-fledged restoration plan was not the scope of
work, recommendations to improve the streambanks and stream buffer would be provided.
Debbie Mengoni, RETTEW provided an overview of her role in the project.

She

provided a large aerial of the project area. As a landscape architect, she will be asking questions
that frame the approach including “How does the park function now?” and “How do we bring the
history and natural resources together?” Per the scope of work and the park plan thus far, the
landscape design will use a native plant pallete.
7.

The attending audience asked the following questions as noted below:



David Kratzer, AIA and Steering Committee member asked why the mandate was for
native plantings (or more accurately) where does this seeming mandate for native
plantings come from? Ms. Steffen answered as follows: This stems back to the original
plan to purchase the land. The use of native plantings was then embraced by the Friends
group and incorporated into Andropogon’s landscape design. The use of native plantings
also ties into the educational component of this project. The benefits of native plantings
was then briefly discussed with the intent to discuss it in greater detail, if needed, at
future meetings.



Another question was, “What problems are there with Ogontz Park?” Ms. Forbes and Mr.
Havir answered that the Township is currently satisfied with Ogontz Park. However, the
park will be mapped (e.g., baseline mapping) and the focus of that part of the Master Plan
will be recreational planning and recommendations. Ms. Forbes noted that there will be a
community survey and one-on-one interviews and issue areas may surface during that
project phase. All issues will be identified and included in the Master Plan. Mr. Havir
then noted why Ogontz Park was included (along with High School Park) in the project.
The DCNR asked that it be included.



Another question was “Was the apartment complex contacted?” Ms. Steffen indicated
that they were contacted at the onset of this effort, and had been contacted previously to
3

see if recent plantings might include native plant species. Ms. Forbes noted that she
would like to see them included in the planning process and that the survey and one-onone interviews should include them.
8.

Review & Input on Project Goals, Suzanne Forbes & Amy Steffen – Ms.

Steffen then asked the group to consider the following question (What would make the
Ecological Master Plan valuable?), to discuss it with the person next to them and provide
feedback after a few minutes. The following comments were provided:
-

The plan should be specific and address how to accomplish things successfully in a step
by step process.
The local community needs to know what is going on, and needs to be energized about
this effort.
We would like to know if the survey input counters the project’s goals.
There is a big concern about the creek and the fact that it has flooded nearby homes.
Educating people is the key. Even information about ground-nesting birds would be
helpful.
The issue of dogs in the park is another thing that has to be considered. They should be
leashed, cleaned up after, and kept out of the plants.
The plan needs to contain elements designed to bring people into the park.
It would be helpful if the roles of the Township and the Friends are better defined.
Signage for naming the plants would be helpful.
There should be different-colored blooms in the meadow at different times of the year to
increase the park’s curb appeal and enhance the aesthetic quality of the upper meadow.
The entrances to the park need to be better defined.
Defining regular maintenance of the park areas and what is the Friends’ responsibility
versus the Township with respect to the role of ongoing maintenance.
The plan should also address maintenance of the ongoing erosion of the streambanks
(both sides).
9.

Election of Committee Chairperson, Bryan Havir – Mr. Havir opened the

floor for nominations for chairperson. Ms. Steffen was nominated to serve as chairperson by Mr.
Simon. There being no further nominations, Mr. Havir asked to close the nominations. Upon
motion of Mr. Kaplan, seconded by Ms. Blackwood, the nominations were closed. Ms. Steffen
was elected chairperson of the Steering Committee by unanimous consensus. Ms. Steffen
assumed the chair.
10.

Wrap Up, Suzanne Forbes, AICP – Ms. Forbes noted that the Steering

Committee and Community meeting schedule is pretty rigorous. The next scheduled meeting is
4

for a Community Meeting in January. However, the exact date, time, and meeting location has
not been determined. Mr. Holt recommended another steering committee meeting before making
a public meeting and all agreed. Ms. Steffen will check to see if the library is available or if
another meeting place would need to be arranged. Ms. Forbes and Mr. Havir will work on the
minutes and make sure that all Steering Committee members receive them. The meetings will be
posted on the Township website. Potential agenda items at the next Steering Committee meeting
will be: the community survey, one-on-one interviews, draft master plan agenda, and the
community meeting.
11.

There being no other business, the meeting was adjourned at 8:15 P.M.

David G. Kraynik
Township Manager
Per Bryan T. Havir
Assistant Township Manager
Suzanne Forbes
Forbes Environmental & Land Use Planning
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The Master Plan for the Ecological
Restoration of High School Park
Presented By ~
Cheltenham Township, The Friends of High School Park,
Forbes Environmental & Land Use Planning
(AMEC Earth & Environmental & RETTEW)

Presented To ~
The Project Steering Committee & Attending Public
November 28, 2007, 7:00 PM
(Steering Committee Meeting #1)

Welcome to All
Morton J. Simon, Ward 6,
Commissioner & David G. Kraynik,
Township Manager

Project History & Purpose
Amy Steffen, President Friends of High School Park ~

Project Purpose & Park History
Amy Steffen ~

~ High School Park Then (Circa 1928) & Now (2007) ~

Park History
Amy Steffen ~

This Was the High School (1906-1926). It Later Became Elkins
Park Jr. High School and Later (1955) Served as
the School Administration Offices.
(Cheltenham HS Alumni Association Website)

Park History
Amy Steffen ~

The First Alarm Was Sounded at 4:30 AM on January
11, 1994. Fireman Fought the Blaze for Days.
(Cheltenham HS Alumni Association Website)

Project Purpose
Amy Steffen ~
The Master Plan for Ecological Restoration Will . . .
1) Assess current park conditions and past restoration
efforts;
2) Establish a system for tracking and monitoring progress;
3) Develop park restoration goals for 4 ecosystems and edge
areas;
4) Provide detailed implementation plans for restoration
work;
5) Provide detailed maintenance protocols and schedule;
6) Develop a coherent and attractive system of way finding
and interpretive signage;

Project Purpose & Park History
Amy Steffen ~
The Master Plan for Ecological Restoration Will . . .
7) Develop concepts and themes for public and educational
programs and materials;
8) Redesign the three primary public entranceways to make
the park more attractive, inviting and informative;
9) Recommend pedestrian access and linkages between
High School Park, the Elkins Park Commercial District
and Ogontz Park; and
10) Recommend who should complete restoration,
maintenance and other projects: Township personnel,
FHSP and volunteers or professional contractors.

Public Participation
Bryan Havir, Assistant Township Manager ~
¾PADCNR Funding
¾Public Participation Process
¾Steering Committee Formation

Thank You to the PADCNR, Friends of High School Park,
Steering Committee & Attending Public!

The Citizens Steering Committee
Bryan Havir ~
9 The Committee provides a
structured decision-making
resource for the planning
process.
9 A variety of opinions from
different interests reveal the
most options and after a
leader is selected the
structure encourages open
discussion.

Our Agenda
Suzanne Forbes, AICP ~
9 Project Purpose & History of High School Park – Amy
Steffen, President Friends of HS Park
9 Project Scope and Steps – Suzanne Forbes , AICP Forbes
Environmental & Land Use Planning
9 Agenda Review & Introductions – Suzanne Forbes, AICP
Forbes Environmental & Land Use
9 Review and input on Project Goals – Suzanne Forbes,
AICP Forbes Environmental & Land Use Planning &
Project Team Members
9 Election of Committee Chairperson – Bryan Havir
9 Proposed Meeting Schedule – Suzanne Forbes , AICP
Forbes Environmental & Land Use Planning
9 Wrap Up – Suzanne Forbes, AICP Forbes Environmental
& Land Use Planning

Individual Introductions
Steering Committee & Attending Public ~

9Township Staff, PADCNR, Friends of High
School Park
9Consulting Team
9Steering Committee

Please Tell Us your Name, Background &
Why You are Motivated to Be Part of this Project

Project Scope
Suzanne Forbes, AICP ~
9 Goals of the Project
9 Outcomes & Issues
9 Steps to Attain Our
Goals (Project Scope)

Forbes
Environmental & Land Use
Planning

Goals of the Project
Suzanne Forbes, AICP ~
9 Goal 1: Create An Ecological
Master Plan (High School
Park)
9 The Master Plan will:
serve as the primary document
to identify and prioritize the
implementation strategies of the
ongoing planting, native
landscape restoration, and
maintenance of this park in an
environmentally sound manner.
Forbes
Environmental & Land Use
Planning

Goals of the Project
Suzanne Forbes, AICP ~
9 Goal 2: Create and Existing
Conditions Plan (HS & Ogontz
Parks)
9 The Existing Conditions Plan
will: serve as baseline
information to map existing
recreational amenities and
evaluate stream bank
stabilization and restoration
efforts for the Tookany Creek.
Forbes
Environmental & Land Use
Planning

Outcomes & Issues
Suzanne Forbes, AICP ~

See Handout:
9 Outcomes
9 Additional Analysis
9 Previously Identified Issues
Forbes
Environmental & Land Use
Planning

Steps to Attain Our Goals (Project Scope)
Suzanne Forbes, AICP ~
9 Component 1: Overall Project Management
9 Component 2: Ecological Research &
Ecological Design and Restoration
9 Component 3: Public Participation & Outreach
9 Component 4: Ecological Design
9 Component 5: Mapping
9 Component 6: Master Plan
Forbes
Environmental & Land Use
Planning

Steps to Attain Our Goals,
Suzanne Forbes, AICP ~
Component 1: Overall Project Management
Goal/Deliverable: Informed Client &
Stakeholders/Adherence to Scope of Work
(Deliverables, Budget, Schedule).
Tasks: Task Delegation, Communication,
Status Reports, Deliverables.
Forbes
Environmental & Land Use
Planning

Steps to Attain Our Goals,
Phil Perhamus ~
Component 2: Ecological Research & Ecological
Design/Restoration
Goal/Deliverable: Ecological Restoration Plan for
Park Ecosystems and Creek
Tasks: Research, Site Visits/Assessments,
Mapping, and Restoration Recommendations.
Forbes
Environmental & Land Use
Planning

Steps to Attain Our Goals,
Suzanne Forbes, AICP ~
Component 3: Public Participation & Outreach
Goal/Deliverable: Ensuring that Input from the
Community is Included in Master Plan.
Tasks: Steering Committee Communication &
Coordination, Presentations, Work Sessions,
Public Meetings, Surveys, Key Person
Interviews, Incorporation of Outreach Findings
into Master Plan Design & Recommendations.
Forbes
Environmental & Land Use
Planning

Steps to Attain Our Goals,
Debora Mengoni, RLA~
Component 4: Ecological Design
Goal/Deliverable: Landscape Design Concept
Level Plans (Ecosystems & Man-Made Features)
Supporting Ecological Preservation & Visitor
Experience.
Tasks: Site Visits, Conceptual Drawings,
Incorporation of Public Outreach and
Ecological Recommendations, and Design
Recommendations.
Forbes
Environmental & Land Use
Planning

Steps to Attain Our Goals,
Debora Mengoni, RLA (Gerald Reidel) ~
Component 5: Mapping
Goal/Deliverable: Existing Conditions Map
(Base Map) and Site Plan Drawings.
Tasks: Site Visits, GIS Compilation,
Creation of Presentation Maps for
Meetings and Final Master Plan.
Forbes
Environmental & Land Use
Planning

Steps to Attain Our Goals,
Suzanne Forbes, AICP ~
Component 6: The Ecological Master Plan
Goal/Deliverable: Creation of the Master Plan
Tasks: Compiling Ecological Information,
Ecological and Landscape Design Information,
Mapping, and Public Outreach Findings to
Create Recommendations & Implementation
Strategies for Long-Term Ecological
Restoration and Park Use.
Forbes
Environmental & Land Use
Planning

Review of Project Goals,
Suzanne Forbes, AICP ~
9 Goal 1: Create An
Ecological Master Plan
(High School Park)
9 The Master Plan will: serve
as the primary document to
identify and prioritize the
implementation strategies of
the ongoing planting, native
landscape restoration, and
maintenance of this park in
an environmentally sound
manner.
Forbes
Environmental & Land Use
Planning

9 Goal 2: Create and
Existing Conditions
Plan (Ogontz Park)
9 The Existing Conditions
Plan will: serve as
baseline information to
map existing recreational
amenities and evaluate
stream bank stabilization
and restoration efforts
for the Tookany Creek
(High School Park &
Ogontz Park).

Input on Project Goals,
Steering Committee & Attendees ~

What Stands Out for
You About the
Project Goals?

Input on Project Goals,
Steering Committee & Attendees ~

What Questions Should this
Ecological Master Plan
Answer So That It Is
Valuable?

Election of Steering Committee
Chairperson,
Bryan Havir, Assistant Township Manager ~

Proposed Meeting Schedule,
Suzanne Forbes, AICP ~
Meeting/Meeting Focus
Steering Committee Meeting #1
Purpose: Project Overview & Getting to Know Each Other
Public Meeting #1
Purpose: Kick Off Meeting (Public Input on Park Amenities & Issues)
Steering Committee Meeting #2
Purpose: Overall Status Report & Survey/Key Person Interview Findings
Committee Meeting #3
Purpose: Status Report & Preliminary Design & Mapping
Public Meeting #2
Purpose: Progress Report (Public Input on Survey Findings/Preliminary
Ecological & Design Concepts)

Proposed Date
November 28, 2007
January 2008
Jan –Feb 2008
March 2008
April 2008

Committee Meeting #4
Educational Event At Park TBD

May 2008

Committee Meeting #5
Purpose: Status Report, Ecological, Design & Mapping, and Preliminary
Recommendations

July 2008

Committee Meeting #6
Purpose: Draft Plan Presentation

September 2008

Public Meeting #3
Purpose Final Plan Presentation

December 2008

Meeting Times ,
Suzanne Forbes, AICP ~
DISCUSSION:
BEST DAYS OF WEEK & BEST
TIMES TO MEET

WRAP UP,
Suzanne Forbes, AICP ~

DISCUSSION:
What Worked Well Tonight?
What Other Recommendations
Do You Have For Us To Make
This a Successful Planning
Process?

Thank You for Attending!
Forbes
Environmental &
Land Use Planning

Master Plan for the Ecological Restoration
Of High School Park: Identified Issue Areas
Prepared for ~
Cheltenham Township, Friends of High School Park
& Project Steering Committee

Forbes
Environmental & Land
Use Planning

Steering Committee Meeting #1
November 28, 2007
_____________________________________________________________________________________________

Proposal Submitted By ~
Suzanne Forbes, AICP
Forbes
Environmental & Land
Use Planning
82 Carousel Circle
New Britain, PA 18901
(225) 230-9549

Phil Perhamus
AMEC Earth & Environmental
285 Davidson Avenue, Suite 100
Somerset, NJ 08873
Tel: (732) 302-9500

Debora Mengoni, RLA
Gerald Reidel
RETTEW
223 Windgate Drive
Chester Springs, PA 19425
610-458-7000

A LIST OF ECOLOGICAL MASTER PLAN OUTCOMES
•

The landscape schematic developed by Andropogen Associates in 1995 remains the
basic design for the park. The High School Park Ecological Master Plan will
incorporate lessons learned over the past ten (10) years of restoration work and will
provide much greater specificity and guidance.

•

The primary focus of the Master Plan will be four park ecosystems and edge areas:
(2) meadows, the woodland, the old woody field, the riparian zone and the
transition/edge between the meadow and the woods (including the steep woods overrun with English ivy). For each of these five ecosystems/areas, the consultant(s), in
consultation with Cheltenham Township, Friends of High School Park, the Steering
Committee and stakeholders, will:
9 Assess current state of each ecosystem and restoration work to date.
Collect information on past efforts and plantings conducted by the
Township and the FHSP; include information from Plant Stewardship
Index (PSI) completed in spring 2006 by Bowman Hill Wildflower
Preserve; conduct site visits and additional analysis as needed.
9 Create a detailed description of the restoration outcomes for each
ecosystem including information on soil, hydrology, plants, plant
communities, density of planting, etc. consistent with a natural plant
community appropriate to our specific geography and place.
9 Define yearly goals/milestones to be completed over ten years.
9 Develop a month-by-month calendar of restoration efforts, invasive
control and maintenance tasks that should be completed each year. Include
specific management protocols.
9 Clearly define methods for invasive control: specify which invasive plant
species need to be controlled, set priorities; specify techniques, timetables
and monitoring method.
9 Prioritize implementation projects and establish cost estimates that can be
used for budgeting and grant seeking.

•

Establish a record keeping and monitoring system.

•

Define way-finding, educational signage and park entrance improvements
(specifying location, subject matter, size and materials).

•

Address water runoff and drainage problems: specifically runoff down the slope from
the meadow, the wet/puddling area on the Harrison Avenue side of the meadow, and
runoff on trails.

•

Evaluate trails in terms of their impact on the restoration goals and ease of the use;
recommend improvements.

•

Specify what work can be done by volunteers, by Township staff, and what work
requires hiring professional contractors.

•

Make any other recommendations to support the appropriate ecological restoration
and use of the park.

ADDITIONAL ANALYSIS
The Master Plan for Ecological Restoration shall also consist of a narrative description and
analysis and concept-level plans for a gateway/entrance and pedestrian connections at High
School Park. Alterations, installation of physical improvements and associated guidelines should
include, but would not be limited to:
•

Infrastructure improvements for land within the property, including driveways, sidewalks
and better connections for internal pathways.

•

Recommendations for off-site intersection improvements as they directly relate to park
access.

•

Location of cross-walks to provide safe pedestrian access to 10.92 acres of the adjacent
Ogontz Park, which contains a running track across from High School Park on High
School Road, which is owned by the Township and jointly mounted between the
Township and the School District

•

Landscape, signage and lighting treatment for the three principal park entrances (i.e.,
Montgomery Avenue; High School Road and Mill Road), taking into account safety and
aesthetic considerations (including sight lines, vistas, intersection crossings) and
promoting the unique identity (native plant ecosystems) of the park.

•

Open space and green space.

•

Pedestrian and vehicular flow from the park entrances into the interior of the park but not
including better connections for internal pedestrian paths and/or trails, including access
for parking, materials loading, and associated signage.

•

Site lighting improvements.

•

Identification (but not the preparation of) of policy or regulatory controls that may be
needed to implement the proposed recommendations including but not limited to, zoning
remapping, subdivision and land development regulations, building codes and design
guidelines.

•

Identify and calculate, to a conceptual level of detail, all public and private actions and
costs that are associated with implementation of proposed recommendations, with a
suggested delineation of short-term and long-term improvements and associated phasing
of improvements.

•

Ensure that all the physical improvements being proposed are achievable and meet the
A.D.A. requirements.

•

Provide a maintenance schedule for both Township personnel and volunteer labor.

•

Provide cost estimates and benefits analysis for installation, phasing plan for
improvements, maintenance operations and personnel.

•

Provide a prioritize implementation schedule for installing improvements and initiating
new programs or enhancing existing programs.

High School Park
~ Then & Now! ~

Cheltenham High School East, 1928 (Above)

High School Park 2007 (Above)

High School & Ogontz Parks: In the Future
~ Issue Area: Park Entrances ~

High School Road & Montgomery Avenue Entrances (Above)

Harrison Avenue Parking Lot & Mill Road Entrances (Above)

Although the signage, existing landscaping, and paved entrances on
Montgomery Avenue are quite lovely, this particular entrance area (and all
others) requires landscape design assistance. Ideas for framing the entrances &
making them safer for pedestrians will be addressed in the Master Plan.

~ Issue Area: Trails & Signage ~

Hidden Trail Connecting Meadow and Woodland Areas
Unmarked Trail through Meadow Area (Above)

Existing and Unmarked Trails in Woodland Area of
High School & Ogontz Parks (Above)

Some signage is located throughout the park, however more signage (e.g.,
interpretive, directional) would be beneficial. In some areas, trails are hidden
or require more permanent borders. Additional sign placement and educational
signage and trail recommendations will be illustrated on the maps and drawings
and included in the Master Plan.

~ Issue Area: The Meadow Area ~

Meadow Area by Maintenance Shed &
Upper Meadow Mowed Pathway (Above)

Meadow Area Wooded Buffer Harrison Street Homes &
Recent Maintenance Work Adjoining Woodland Area (Above)

The Meadow Areas and Meadow Buffer Areas are primary showcases for the
park. Recommendations associated with non-native removal, replacement with
a more diverse array of meadow plants, forested buffers, and trail maintenance
will be included in the Master Plan.

~ Issue Area: Forested Woodlands ~

High School Staircase to Woodland Area &
Woodland Stream Buffer Area (Above)

Trail through Mature Woodland Area &
Fallen Tree in Woodland/Meadow Buffer Area (Above)

The woodland areas throughout the park are indicative of transitional and
mature forests. Portions of them have been identified as intact or close to intact
ecologically. In some of the forested areas, mature trees are lost from time to
time, and sometimes require maintenance. Therefore, recommendations for
augmenting with desired native trees and under story species and maintenance
schedules will be included in the Master Plan.

~ Issue Area: Ogontz Park & Streambank Erosion~

Tookanay Creek Buffer Containing Japanese Knotweed &
Erosion on Tookanay Streambank at High School Park (Above)

Eroded Tookanay Creek Streambank and
Stream Deposition at Ogontz Park (Above)

The Tookanay Creek traverses the two parcels linking Ogontz and Cheltenham
High School Parks. Despite historic efforts to stabilize and restore the
streambanks, severe weather and other factors continue to erode them.
Streambank buffer areas also contain non-native, invasive species. Stabilization
and restoration methods will be evaluated and restoration recommendations
included in the Master Plan.

~ Issue Area: Social Factors ~

Artistically Decorated Trash Can &
Woodland Educational Common Area at High School Park (Above)

Recreational Area at Ogontz Park &
Missing Sun Dial at High School park (Above)

A number of other issue areas will be addressed in the Master Plan including
vandalism, public outreach and education, and ways to increase capital for
planned ecological and social improvements to the parks. We expect many
more issues will be identified through the public outreach component of this
project. Recommendations for them will be included in the Master Plan as well.

Additional Information We Would Like to Share
~ Ecological Restoration Ideas ~
The Landscape Management Program developed by Andropogon Associates
provides a good scientifically-based starting point for developing a more sitespecific restoration plan. The consulting team will thus utilize the Landscape
Management Program as the basic foundation for the development of the plan,
although this approach will not preclude deviations from the Program should
site-specific information suggest that different ideas would be more appropriate.

The Master Plan will prioritize restoration and project areas based on ecological
need and urgency, anticipating that budget and time constraints will inevitably
play a role in the long-term execution of the Master Plan. However, the
consulting team is highly encouraged by the presence of a dedicated stewardship
community that will offset some of these constraints.

~ Ecological Restoration Ideas ~
The restoration, or if found to be more appropriate stabilization, of Tookanay
Creek may include the development of a regular stream cleanup program.
The ecological restoration of the terrestrial systems should include soil nutrient
testing to determine the need for soil amendments.

Invasive species control will likely be a major component of the ecological
restoration; however, "fear" is often an unanticipated reaction from the general
public, particularly the youth, when communicating the issues relating to
invasive species. Therefore, the restoration plan will incorporate public relation
elements to communicate the seriousness of the invasive species issue while at
the same time softening that message through careful and though-out education.
The consulting team is aware that local, county, state, and possibly federal
approvals and authorizations may be required to implement a restoration,
particularly within the stream.

~ Landscape Design Ideas ~
The landscape management program will include more specific information as
to how the designed areas of the park can work in harmony with the more
natural areas of the park, how the park can be made more safe and comfortable
to users and how the park and trail system can be used and an educational toolAll of which will enhance the public perception of the park, encourage use of the
park and provide a personal connection between users and the park, thus
promoting an feeling of ownership and stewardship.

The landscape architect will work closely with the entire team to provide site and
landscape designs that address issues of aesthetics, safety and public perception
of High School Park in conjunction with ecological restoration efforts. This will
occur predominantly at entrances and along trails, creating inviting arrival
areas, safe entrance and enjoyable travel throughout the park by means of a
designed landscape.
The landscape architect will work in close collaboration with the team and the
client to create an aesthetic transition from the more natural areas to the more
controlled areas and vice versa. The approach will be that of “controlled
nature”; where aesthetically pleasing landscape design is achieved through the
use of a native plant palette. In essence, native plants are used in a more
ordered way to create a pleasing appearance and provide a transition from
designed landscape to the natural landscape.

~ Landscape Design Ideas ~
The team will be looking closely at how trails are treated and we will make
recommendations for how edges can transition to more natural, wild areas to
make the trail safer, easier to manage, as well as more comfortable for the user.

The trail system will be an educational tool, and will convey both the history and
ecology of the site through the use of both informative and creative signage (see
example). In order to create a positive public perception of the park and to
create a personal connection for users, we will consider using old images of the
school or its students for interpretive signage.

The signs could include historic school images in conjunction with ecological or
historical information presented in a “yearbook” theme. Each sign could look
like an open yearbook, one “page” could have images of the school or even
actual year book photos of past student body; the opposite “page” could then
convey information about ecology or
history of the area of the park the sign is interpreting.

Thank You So Much For This Opportunity!
~ High School Park: Then & Now ~

~ Ink Drawing, Melissa Perhamus, August 2007 ~

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
Department of Conservation and Natural Resources (DCNR)
Bureau of Recreation and Conservation (Bureau)
COMMUNITY CONSERVATION PARTNERSHIPS PROGRAM

Planning Project

Public Participation Guide
Purpose: This guide explains the types of and requirements for public participation in
planning projects. It should be used to determine the public participation techniques that
will work best for your community and project. The techniques you use for your project
will affect your project budget.

Why have public participation?
A critical element of any planning project is to determine the public's recreational needs and
interests. Through a well-designed public participation process; the attributes, attitudes, beliefs
and behaviors of community residents are identified. Also, involving residents in the beginning of a
project assists with decreasing opposition and increasing volunteer participation. After years of
funding planning projects, The Bureau has found that substantial public involvement at the
planning stage increases the likelihood that recreation projects will go beyond the planning stage
to implementation. These experiences have prompted the Bureau to require significant public
participation throughout the planning process.
Through previously funded projects, we have found that public participation is important because it:
•

Provides the community residents and community leaders an opportunity to voice their
opinions;

•

Informs the elected officials of citizen attitudes and needs;

•

Helps to express broad-based public support for the planning process and the plan proposals;
and,

•

Provides the general public and community leaders with an opportunity to support and be
involved with the execution of the plan.
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Public Participation Techniques
There are many techniques that communities have used to involve their residents in a planning
project. The five options provided below are the ones used most often. The Bureau encourages
communities to be creative and try new approaches. Feel free to propose new approaches that
you feel will work in your community.
The Bureau requires that several means of public participation be used in the planning process
and provides these options:
•

Study committee, which includes involvement of applicable board members

•

A citizen survey

•

Neighborhood/community meetings

•

Key person interviews

•

For comprehensive recreation, parks and open space plans, holding a public hearing

For most planning projects, the Bureau requires the creation of a study committee. Additional
public participation requirements are detailed in the project specific General Information and Scope
of Work Guidelines that are available from the Bureau.
Below is a discussion on each option.
1.

Study Committee.
The Bureau requires the creation of a Study Committee for planning projects for these
reasons:
•

The Committee provides a structured decision-making resource for the planning
process.

•

A variety of opinions from different interests reveal the most options and after a leader is
selected the structure encourages open discussion.

•

Committee members often serve in a volunteer capacity.

We have found that a productive Study Committee begins at the appointment stage. Here
are several recommendations for building a strong, successful committee:
•

Rarely should this committee include just current board members and/or grantee staff.
Whether a local board is active or not, it is best to reach out to the community to find
dedicated people who are willing to work on a separate, short-term project.
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•

When creating the committee, seek out residents who believe in the project and are
willing to make the time for it. Consider including these types of members:
◊

A few members from the park and recreation board, environmental council, etc.

◊

At least one local elected official

◊

At least one member from school district board or administration or faculty

◊

A religious leader

◊

One member from grantee’s staff (municipal manager, park and rec. dept., etc.)

◊

One member of local or regional planning commission

◊

Consider representation from the county/regional parks and recreation department
or other applicable county/regional agency

◊

Representatives of the business community, i.e. chamber of commerce, real estate
developers, bankers etc.

◊

Others to consider: student, youth sports groups, senior citizen groups, apartment
complex owners/operators, etc.

It is also important to have all major neighborhoods and areas in the community
represented. The goal should be to provide a diverse base of individuals to assist in
developing the plan so that all aspects and interests are taken into consideration in
developing the plan.
•

To build a strong committee and achieve results:
◊

Appoint a leader with good organizational and communication skills. Ordinarily, the
person is the local project coordinator.

◊

Prepare and distribute agendas, along with any handouts, prior to the meeting.

◊

Initiate clear, factual and direct communications.

◊

Hold "workshop meetings" where there is no need for motions, votes, etc. (the
object is to build consensus and support for final recommendations).

◊

Encourage teamwork – Ask the question, “What can we do to solve this problem
together?”

◊

Designate responsibilities based on individual strengths and weaknesses -everyone should feel like they are contributing to the effort.
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◊

2.

Stay focused - don’t dwell on the past but encourage viable solutions and “think out
of the box”.

A Citizen Survey.
A random sample survey of a community's citizens is an effective way to gather valid input
and opinions from all segments of the community if conducted in a statistically valid
manner. Conducting a survey can be expensive and time consuming but well worth the
cost for these reasons:
•

This is the only means of collecting data and opinions representing all residents.

•

Even with a low response rate, you hear from more residents than any other method;
particularly public meetings where typically less than 50 people attend.

•

Results can be more accurate and powerful than other methods.

Communities interested in this option should seek out consulting firms that have
considerable expertise in this area.
The Bureau can provide additional information and sample surveys upon request.
Below is an overview of issues to consider before conducting a citizen survey.
a. Conduct a random sample of your community rather than mailing to all households
for these reasons:

b.

•

Generally, it is better to spend your time and money on devising a good
questionnaire that will generate a high response rate from a smaller group of
people, than on the massive printing and mailing of a poorly-designed survey
that few people will complete and return.

•

Mailing to everyone through a newsletter or utility bill lacks a scientific and
mathematical method. Response rates are usually less than 10% and there is
no way of knowing if those who choose to respond are representative of the
entire population. There is also a strong possibility of bias in the survey
results.

•

A large distribution of surveys does not mean a better survey. Significant
financial resources are expended on this mass mailing and there is no money
left to provide return postage or conduct follow-ups. For example, postage
costs alone for 8000 households @ $0.37 = $2,960. With a random sample of
2000 households (25%), first mailing costs are $740. This leaves additional
funds for return postage and follow-ups.

Sample size.
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c.

•

The general rule is that the accuracy of the survey increases as the size of the
sample approximates the size of the general population. However, once the
sample size gets beyond 500, increasing the sample size usually adds little to
the accuracy of the survey results.

•

It is typically recommended that 10% of the households are sampled and
follow-ups are made to obtain at least 500 survey responses, especially if you
require information at the neighborhood level. For subgroups being surveyed,
such as neighborhoods, you should seek to receive at least 100 survey
responses from each.

How to obtain your random sample?
Tax billing lists can be obtained from your municipality, school district, tax
collector, or perhaps the county real estate assessment office. If you have
access to a computer spreadsheet program that has a random number selection
function then each household can be assigned a number (1,2,3, etc.) that can be
used to select numbers at random.

d.

How can you ensure an adequate response rate?
•

For mail questionnaire, a response rate of 25% would be considered high. You
can usually increase this number by:
-

e.

Developing an attractive/professionally prepared questionnaire;
Conducting several follow-up (postcard, second mailing, calls);
Providing return postage; and/or
Giving respondents an incentive to respond like coupons or a raffle.

•

Hand deliver surveys with scheduled pick-up, or if in a smaller situation wait
until they complete it while you are there.

•

Consider using telephone interviews. One data center gains access to phone
numbers, including unlisted numbers, and its' computer randomly selects
numbers based on zip codes. The challenge is that if a community has a lot
of zip codes, it probably is not cost effective. For example, in one community,
423 eligible calls were made and 360 interviews conducted. This represented
an 85% response with a 5.2% sampling error.

Designing Your Questionnaire.
•

During your consultant selection process, request perspective consultants to
provide samples of past surveys along with the response rates received.

•

Suggestions for survey questionnaire design:
-

Make it attractive and easy to read with lots of white space.
Start with the easy questions first; more difficult ones later.

5

-

-

f.

Include a question that gauges willingness to pay.
Clearly explain the importance and purpose of the survey and express
appreciation for completing at both the beginning and end of the
questionnaire.
Provide space for a respondent to sign up for volunteering.
Place demographic questions at the beginning or end.
For questions with long checklists, require only the top three choices.
Include "agree/disagree" type questions for issues that don't fit into
categories.

What does a survey cost?
•

Example: Random sample of 2,000 households:
> Printing of 2100 envelopes, questionnaires and
postcards (includes two sizes of envelopes) ............... .$ 700
> Postage - mailed first class initial mailing, return
postage and follow-up postcard ..........................……$1,900
> Tabulation - done by market research company ………$1,500
> Analysis and Report (part of plan contract, this
could be done by volunteers)........................……….… $3,000
Total estimate: ......................................……... $7,100

3.

Neighborhood/Community Meetings and Workshops.
The purpose of these meetings is to gather information from residents about their
attitudes and interests as well as getting their reactions to the project's findings and
recommendations. For projects that impact the entire community, both community-wide
and neighborhood meetings are often held. For park master site plans and feasibility
studies that directly affect specific neighborhoods, meetings on proposed plans should
be held close to affected neighborhoods. An effort should be made to alert adjacent
property owners of the meetings and encourage their attendance.
Neighborhood meetings can be more convenient for the residents to attend and provide
opportunity to focus on some issues that directly affect the neighborhood as well as
addressing municipal-wide concerns. If you conduct a series of neighborhood meetings,
results must be integrated so that the final plan is a strategy for the entire municipality,
not separate and fragmented blueprints for individual neighborhoods.
Attendance at public meetings is usually small and, therefore, results should be kept in
prospective with regard to the overall planning process. To increase your meeting
attendance requires considerable organizational effort. Following are guidelines to
increase attendance and conduct effective public meetings.
a.

Plan your meeting in advance.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

b.

Holding the meeting.
•
•
•
•
•
•

4.

Determine purpose
Select target group
Set date
Get meeting place
Send out "eye-catching" invitations, announcements, flyers -- place add in
newspaper -- write press releases, make phone calls, send emails.
Make personal phone calls to key community and neighborhood leaders
Prepare agenda and decide in advance meeting leadership roles (local
committee, consultant, and elected officials)

Serve refreshments
Arrive early to set up and provide a sign-up sheet with addresses noted
Arrange seating
Welcome people
Begin on time, end on time
Explain the meeting format

Key Person Interviews.
The purpose of key person interviews is to give community leaders (beyond the elected
officials) an opportunity to voice their concerns and respond to a standard set of
questions. This engages these individuals, with substantial influence in the community,
in the planning process. Depending on the project the Bureau recommends a minimum
number of individual interviews to be conducted, typically between 15 and 25.
a.

Key individuals, not part of your Steering Committee, that should be interviewed
include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

b.

Elected officials
School district administrators
Police chiefs
Service club leaders
Religious leaders
Chamber of commerce/business leaders
Non-profit administrators (scouts, Y's)
Key recreation personnel
For-profit recreation facility owners
Business leaders such as major employers, bank presidents, real estate
developers, etc.
User group administrators

Commonly asked questions include:
•

What age groups appear to be least/best served in your area?

7

5.

•

Are there any additions or changes that you feel could improve recreation
opportunities?

•

Are there any additions or changes that you feel could improve park facilities?

•

What key issues are facing the provision of recreation opportunities in your
community?

•

How do you feel about the possibilities of cooperation with the school district
to provide more recreation opportunities?

•

What economic benefit do you feel this opportunity will create?

Comprehensive Recreation and Park Plan Adoption.
A comprehensive recreation and park plan is an official document that, in part, dictates
municipal policy and decisions regarding land use. For that reason, the Bureau
encourages municipalities to follow adoption procedures listed in the Pennsylvania
Municipalities Planning Code, section 302, "Adoption of the Comprehensive Plan."
These procedures require a formal public hearing as part of the plan adoption process
with a 45-day review period. A copy of the plan must be sent to all adjacent
municipalities and the school district.

Attached is a chart that shows the desired outcomes for various citizen participation
techniques.

F:\COMM. CONSERV. PARTNERSHIPS_C2P2\TAGFORMS\Round 10\Public Participation Guidelines_10.doc
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Citizen Participation
Public Participation Mechanisms/Techniques
Desired Outcomes
↓↓↓↓↓↓

Public
Meeting*

Work
Forum

Press
Release













Target
Newsletter

Steering
Committee

Adopt**
Program

Special
Events

Partnerships

Inform the public about watershed planning
⋅ Increase awareness of Dept. efforts



Planning: Design stream protection
programs people want
⋅ Assess needs
⋅ Meet special needs
⋅ Prioritize needs
Build support for initiatives
⋅ Lobbying
- Consensus building



Fund-raising



































Improve Service Delivery through
volunteers
⋅ Steam Maintenance
⋅ Stream Patrols
⋅ Program Leaders





Squares () represent the most appropriate techniques to achieve desired outcomes.
*Public Meetings: We recommend an "open" meeting structure; "public" hearings are not an effective way to obtain public input. Hearings are simply
the formal, and often legal, means of ratifying an agreement. The purpose of an "open meeting is to focus on an agenda of work to be accomplished.
Residents are given the ability, possibility, and opportunity to participate rather than being told the results.
**Adopt Programs: This category consists of Stream Bank Fencing and Adopt-a-Stream Programs, or Friends of the Trail initiatives.

F:\COMM. CONSERV. PARTNERSHIPS_C2P2\TAGFORMS\Round 10\Public Participation Guidelines_10.doc
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David G. Kraynik

Agenda

High School Park Master Plan for Ecological Restoration
Citizen Steering Committee Meeting #2
Richard Wall House Historic Museum
1 Wall Park Drive, Elkins Park, PA
January 30, 2007, 7:00 PM -9:00 PM

7:00 -7:05 PM

1. Call To Order, Amy Steffen, Chair, HS/OP Master Plan
, Committee

7:05- 7:15 PM

2. Brief Introductions,

7: 15 -7 :25 PM

3. Adoption of Minutes from November 28, 2007 Meeting, Amy
Steffen & Byran Havir, Assistant TownshipManager

7:25- 7:30 PM

4. Proposed Master Plan Table of Contents, Suzanne Forbes,
Forbes Environmental & Land Use Planning

7:45:- 8:15 PM

5. The One on One Interview *, SuzanneForbes

8:15 -8:45 PM

6.

8:45-9:00 PM

7. Community Meeting #1, Discussion & Approach, Amy
Steffen,Bryan Havir & Committee

9:00 -9: 10 PM

8. Wrap Up & Adjournment, Amy Steffen

The Community Survey*, SuzanneForbes
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meeting. The minutes will then be adopted and placed in the record. The following items were
noted for amendment/correction/elaboration:
.Add
sub contractual firms (to Forbes) of RETTEW and AMEC
.Spelling
of Marc Cortez
.Add
John Hoover to attendancelist
.Add
Jr. to Morton J. Simon (#2, pp 1)
.Add
reference to ecological work previously completed by John Munro of Munro
Ecological Services, Inc. and Nancy Minich of NAM Land Planning and Design (pp
3, paragraph 2)
.Distinguish
community survey rather than survey (pp 4, paragraph 1)
The minutes were unanimously adopted incorporating the previously listed revisions.
Ms. Steffen noted that we will have a process associated with inter-meeting communication, so
that the planning process is "opaque". The group should be sure to bring items of concern up at
the meetings, so all may hear. If not, and an e-mail or phone call takes place, the project team
will make a list and share it at the following meeting.
4. Proposed Master Plan Table of Contents- Ms. Forbes explained that the table of contents is
based on standard planning elements (e.g., Wall Park Master Plan), takes into account that the
current and projected uses of the two parks differ (e.g., recreational/more active for Ogontz Park
& ecological/more passive for High School Park), and the~eis a stream restoration component as
well. Ms. Forbes also reminded the Committee that the table of contents and the components of
the plan are based also on the request for proposals and contractlbudget. That being said, she
asked the Committee to make sure they revisit the issues document provided at meeting #1 as it
notes the goals of the project and the specifics of the components required by the original request
for proposals. This way we are all "on the same page" regarding project expectations. Ms.
Forbes then provided an overview of the components of the project as noted in the 1/30/ 08
memo. There was a general discussion about park use (e.g., highest use times at Ogontz being
league use), however the questions, comments and answers directly pertaining to the table of
contents were as follows:
.Public

Outreach- Joanne Dahme asked where the public outreach efforts would be
described. Ms. Forbes noting that it will be covered under the "needs assessment"
primarily as the outreach efforts for this project are associated primarily with
community feedback and their identification of issuesand amenities.

.Ecological
Restoration- Jack Holt asked whether there would be plant
recommendations (in Ogontz Park) beyond those recommended for the stream buffer.
Committee members noting additional maintenance of plants at Ogontz would have
to be considered and that anything selected would need to augment and not compete
with current recreational uses (e.g., ball fields, traffic areas). Ms. Forbes answered
that she would double-check with Phil Perhamus, but that primary vegetation focus
areas are native plants at High School Park and riparian plants on the two parcels
having to do with the riparian buffer areas. With regard to the Table of Contents,
that information will be placed in the Natural Resources, Proposed Ecological
Improvements, and Proposed Stream Improvement portions of the document.
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The Committee agreed that the table of contents was comprehensive and they were fine with it as
written. Ms. Forbes noting it may evolve as the project progresses.
5. One-On-One Interview- Ms. Forbes walked the Steering Committee through the memo and
files previously distributed (memo containing overview of the interview process, interview
questions, and list of25 interviewees) and asked if there were any questions or comments. The
Committee noted the following:
.Interviewee
List- Mr. Holt asked if it might be perceived that we are only
interviewing ourselves. Ms. Steffen reinforced that the Steering Committee members
were picked because they are indicative of the stakeholders in the community. Ms.
Forbes adding that the Community Survey would be distributed to a wider audience.
Mr. Holt later noted he would rather not be interviewed and his slot would make
room for others noted as additions. Ms. Dahme asked to be removed from the list to
make room for others as well.
.Interviewee
List (Additions) -The following people were suggestedas additions to
the list: Robert Bluth or Steve Altman of Altman Management Group (apartment
complex across the street), Mike Clarke, of the Little Dipper, Educators
(Commissioner Simon recommending that Superintendent William Kiefer be
contacted for his suggestions), recreational users (John Hoover provided a list of
recreational permittees for review and consideration), people participating in park
cleanups (Gail Karestoff a suggestion with a phone number and e-mail being
provided), Andy Rudin (Melrose Park Neighbors Association), Boy Scout and Eagle
Scout group leaders, past interns (Noel Breyer was recommended), and teens that
have completed volunteer hours at the parks. Various committee members noted they
would provide specific contact information to Ms. Steffen and Ms. Forbes.
The Committee then provided the following feedback to Ms. Forbes regarding the interview
questions:
.Tell
.Define
.Take
.Get
.Ask
.Ask

interviewees the interview will take at least 30 minutes.
"Master Plan" in the introduction
out redundant questions (this might happen as the process progresses) or
questions that are not relevant to the individual.
information on how long interviewee has been involved with the parks, and how
often they are involved.
an open ended vision question such as "What would you like to see happen at
High School Park/Ogontz Park".
how we can provide more educational opportunities and what educational
aspectsof the parks might be better highlighted (e.g., interpretive signage).

Ms. Forbes asked that the Committee allow her the liberty of adding these items and not
circulating the interview questions a second time as this will allow her to attempt to complete
this task in one month (by end of February). All were fine with that approach. Ms. Forbes then
circulated a sign up sheet with time slots for interviews. Slots available span February. Ten
people signed up (Baxter, Ehrich, Fagan, Blackwood, Kratzer, Steffen, Gorton, Cohen, Hoover,
3

and Havir) with interviews beginning on Monday 2/4. Ms. Forbes will work with Steffen to
revise interviewee list and then contact those not present or suggestedthis evening.
6. Community Survey -Ms. Forbes walked the Steering Committee through the memo and
files previously distributed (memo containing overview of the Community Survey process, and
draft survey). Ms. Forbes noted that this task is intended to involve volunteers for distribution
and collection of surveys. The budget will only accommodate 250 hard copies (at the draft
size/number of pages), so digital distribution is important. That being said, she asked if there
were any questions or comments. The Committee noted the following:
Revisions to the Survey & Ideas
.Add
.Add
.Add

date of public meeting to survey (February 26, 2008).
age/genderand zip to the survey.
a few positive open ended vision questions about each park (e.g., what would
you like to see at Ogontz Park? High School Park?).
.Add
a positive check list to the survey (e.g., What do you enjoy most at Ogontz Park?
High School Park? Add list for folks to check off).
.Add
a vision for the future question (open-ended)at the end of the survey.
.Make
sure that it is noted that this is not a randomly selected survey.
.Everyone
needs to understand that, due to budget and philosophy of the group that
this is not a statistically-motivated survey, but rather one intended to educate the
public and involve those within close proximity to the park.
.Revise
format so person checks a box rather than circles the answer.
.The
Township offered to assist with providing extra copies of the survey.

Distribution Ideas/V olunteers
.Place

the survey collection boxes at the park, area businesses,Elkins Park Library
and the Rowland and LaMott Community Centers (We will need a volunteer for this).
.It
is a good idea to create a web-based survey that can be filled out and submitted on
line (to Ms. Forbes) as well. Place one on the Township website and another on the
Friends of High School Park Website. (Mr. Cohen volunteered to assist with this).
.Post
cards announcing the survey would be a good idea and would save money (Ms.
Forbes will create the proto-type and print 50. She will provide the digital prototype
to Ms. Steffen and Mr. Havir).
.Mail
the surveyor post card to recreational permittees (Mr. Hoover to complete this).
.Leave
some postcards and surveys at the Elkins Park Library, local businesses,and
the Township Building (Ms. Steffen, Ms. Blackwood and Mr. Havir to work on
these).
.Have
a FHSP volunteer hand them out over a weekend (possibly Susan Heinberg,
Ms. Steffen will ask her).
.Create
and hang a banner on the sign at the entrance of High School Park (Mr.
Kratzer to look into this and possibly fund this).
.E-Mail
them to all members of the Friends of High School Park (Ms. Steffen to work
with Friends Volunteers on this).
.Place
them at the Community Centers (Mr. Hoover to complete this)
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.Provide
to Township Staff, Elected, Appointed Officials and citizen committees (Mr.
Havir to assist with this).
.Distribute
flyers to adjoining neighbors (Ms. Steffen to work with Friends Volunteers
on this).
Returnin2 the Survey
.Provide
several ways for people to get the survey to Ms. Forbes including: digitally
and via e-mail, via U.S. Mail, through hand-made boxes.
.Make
sure only one person is receiving the digital surveys and surveys being returned
by U.S. Mail (Suzanne Forbes).
.Make
sure someone is collecting the surveys from the boxes (Ms. Steffen to work
with Friends Volunteers on this).
.Determine
a cut off date for returning them (March 30, 2008).
Ms. Forbes asked that the Committee allow her the liberty of revising the survey, getting it to
Mr. Cohen quickly, and beginning distribution as soon as possible. All were fine with that
approach. Ms. Forbes will work "off-line" with Ms. Steffen and Mr. Havir and their perspective
volunteers to begin this task as soon as possible. Mr. Cohen asked when he would receive the
survey. Ms. Forbes said she would try to e-mail it to him by the end of this weekend or early
next week.
7. The Community Meeting- Ms. Steffen asked if the meeting could be extended so that this
agenda item would be adequately discussed. All agreed. Ms. Forbes noted that the Community
Meeting is required by DCNR and also allows for worthwhile public input. Community
meetings are often completed at kick-off, draft and final stagesof the project. Mr. Havir noted
that the format of the meeting is entirely up to the Committee and can be formal or informal in
approach. The community meeting is scheduled for February 26, 2008 at 7:00 PM. The
Rowland Community Center and Glensi,deHall are available that evening. Other venues are not
available due to conflicting meetings.
Some discussion ensued regarding the Rowland
Community Center and whether it was too far. All agreed that it is not. Mr. Havir and Ms.
Steffen will decide on a place and let the Committee know as soon as possible.
Ms. Steffen put forth the following questions for Committee consideration:
.What

do we want the public to know about the project? The committee agreed
that the PPT presentation would be similar to the November 28 presentation, but
include more photographs and less about work scheduling etc. More history will be
included about the two parks. Ms. Forbes, Ms. Steffen and Mr. Havir will work on
revising the presentation for the community audience.

.Is

anyone interested in assisting with the presentation? Commissioner Morton,
Ms. Forbes, Ms. Steffen, Mr. Havir, and Mr.' Hoover will provide the bulk of the
presentation.

Mr. Havir asked if the entire consulting team would be there. Ms. Forbes noting that Mr.
Perhamus may be (he has a conflict) but RETTEW would not. RETTEW is not contracted to
attend the meetings. AMEC is not either, but may attend some.
S.".-,

8. Wrap Up & Adjournment- Ms. Steffen thanked everyone for attending and commended
input and volunteerism. The meeting adjourned at 9:30 PM.
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Forbes Environmental & Land
Use Planning

Memo
To:

Steering Committee

From:

Suzanne Forbes, AICP

CC:

Bryan Havir, Amy Steffen and Consulting Team

Date:

4/21/2009

Re:

Overview of Needs Assessment Findings

The consulting team has completed the required needs assessment, field work, mapping, design,
and some technical writing. At the last meeting, you were given an opportunity to review the
findings from our one-on-one interview and community survey tasks. For this meeting, I have
created an overview of needs (expressed by the public, steering committee, and historic
documents), and have placed them in categories.
Please review this memo for our July 29, 2007 steering committee meeting. You will be
provided with time for questions and to provide your input during the “progress report” segment of
that meeting (see attached agenda item # 5).
By way of review, the needs assessment was completed for the following reasons and is now
serving as a basis for the following High School/Ogontz Park Ecological Master Plan sections:
•
•
•

•

Planning Process- A needs assessment is an accepted part of the master planning process, is
required per the DCNR granting program, is a component of the Cheltenham Township request
for proposal (RFP), and the consultant’s proposal to Cheltenham Township.
Section 3.0 of the Master Plan- The needs assessment methodology and findings are
described in section 3.0 of the draft master plan (see attached table of contents).
Section 4.0-6.0 of the Master Plan- The needs assessment is combined with field work,
research materials, consultant’s expertise and client/steering committee feedback. It serves as
one basis to inform and direct the Native and Non-Native Plant Species Ecological
Management Plan, Ecological Landscape Plan (landscape features), and the Tookany Creek
Stream & Buffer Plan (see attached table of contents).
Section 7.0 of the Master Plan- The needs assessment also serves as one basis for creating the
final goals and recommendations which will be incorporated into Section 7.0 of the Master Plan
(see attached table of contents).
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The needs assessment categories/recommendations are as follows:

The Need for a Guiding Vision & Vision Statement
•

Input received was that a 10 year guiding vision statement is needed. The feedback received
was that Ogontz Park needs to be upgraded and that High School Park should become a native
plant destination.

The Need to Ensure that the Parks are Always Preserved
•

The community strongly indicated the parks were very valuable to them. They would like to
see legal assurances that the two parks will always remain preserved, open, and green.
Examples would include legal assurances (e.g., zoning ordinance, subdivision and land
development ordinance) and/or by other means.

The Need to Maintain and Improve Upon Inter and Intra Organizational
Communication
•

•

The feedback was that relationships were very important and that inter and intra organizational
communications should be built upon, maintained, and improved. The organizations identified
were: Cheltenham Township, the Friends of High School Park, the Cheltenham Sports
Club/Athletic Association, the business community, local landowners, and individual
community members.
The community feels that it is important to complete a master plan and to then fund, implement
and periodically revisit the specific recommendations.

The Need for Ecological Restoration (Flora & Fauna)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

There is a need for a continued and evolving ecological approach to the selection and planting
of native trees, shrubs and herbaceous plants.
The community supports the use of native plant species that benefit wildlife.
There needs to be methods to ensure that planted species are selected and maintained to ensure
survival and sustainability.
There is a strong expressed need that non-native, invasive plant species are identified and
replaced with native plant species.
The community would like to see the transitional and mature woodland areas planted with
native trees, and under story species, and that a maintenance schedule be provided and
followed.
There is an inclination to combine ecological and man-made approaches to addressing invasive
species and pests (e.g., an eventual IPM plan).
The community would like all restoration work to be cost-effective, phased, and monitored.
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The Need to Address Stormwater Runoff & Streambank Restoration
• As there are wet areas, there is a need to address portions of the upper meadow area at High
School Park and the track at Ogontz Park.
• The stream experiences periodic flooding and there is a desire for effective flood abatement.
• Portions of the Tookany streambank need to be stabilized and buffer restoration methods
implemented.
• The most eroded areas of the Tookany Creek should be restored (e.g., under the bridge at High
School Park)
• The community would like additional and safe stream access areas.
• The stream and stream buffer are particular areas that require litter abatement.
• There is a need for additional seating along the creek and a desire for natural seating areas (e.g.,
boulders, tree trunks and natural-looking benches)

The Need for Ecologically-Focused Landscape Improvements
• The community desires that important scenic vistas and sight lines be preserved and
accentuated.
• There is a need to preserve, accentuate and build upon the central oak tree at the Montgomery
Avenue entrance to High School Park.
• The community puts great value on the main entrance circle, diverse topography, and unusual
diversity of ecosystems at High School Park and feels those features should be preserved and
accentuated.
• There is a desire for additional and easily maintained native street trees along High School
Road and Montgomery Avenue.
• The community expressed that the meadow and meadow buffer areas be improved to create a
primary showcase and main focal point for High School Park.
• There is a need to improve view sheds from the bridges and toward the creeks at Ogontz and
High School Parks.

The Need for Man-Made Landscape Improvements
• The community expressed the need to preserve/accentuate/build upon the stone wall at the
upper parking lot, the stairs to the creek and the stone wall at the rear of the woody old field at
High School Park.
• There is the need to utilize some of the materials and/or themes found in the surrounding
commercial district of Elkins Park as the two parks evolve.
• The community expressed the need for additional benches near the exterior streets as well as
additional site lighting for increased security and aesthetic accent.
• The community would like to see additional framing and channeling of park entrances.
• There is a need to enhance park entranceways to clearly indicate, from outside the park, that
“this is a park and you are welcome to enter”.
• The park entranceways in need of physical design changes, vegetation materials and continued
maintenance are located on Mill Road, Myers Way, Harrison Avenue, and High School Road.
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• The community desires that the Master Plan address the need for additional handicapped
accessibility at the two both parks.
• There is a desire for the removal of the steps at the Mill Road access in order to create better
handicapped accessibility.

The Need to Build Upon Existing Historic/Cultural Features
•
•

The community would like to retain various reminders or “ruins” from the High School that
remain on the site.
There is a desire to utilize interesting historic features in future educational materials and on
proposed signage.

The Need to Improve Upon Existing Trails & to Create Regional Trail
Linkages
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Community members would like to obtain the Biello property to improve upon the existing trail
system.
There is a need for additional handicapped accessibility for a river walk trail along the Tookany
Creek
There is a desire to provide improved pedestrian linkages from the Elkins Park Commercial
District and from High School Road.
There is a need to improve trail areas that are hidden or might benefit from more permanent
borders and better physical definition of existing trails (e.g., Hillside Trail clearing).
The community would like bicycle/walking trail connections from the Parks to the Tookany
Creek Parkway system.
A more regional trail system is desired with formal linkages to existing and proposed greenway
trails.
There is a need to improve upon the current maintenance of existing trails and to address
eroded or poorly graded portions of the trail system, and general aesthetic appearance (e.g.,
more mulching, replacing decaying logs, harder surfaces).
The community has identified the need to improve upon existing stairways (e.g., replace
existing handrails and stone capping).
The trails would benefit from signage including identifying significant vegetation along trails
and providing trail maps at entranceways.

The Need For Additional Education & Interpretive Materials
•
•

There is a need for a coherent and attractive system of interpretive signage, with themes that
express: the community-built philosophy, historic use, and basic ecological and recreational
concepts.
The community desires additional education for involved organizations/individuals and
consensus building among key stakeholder groups.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

There is a need to provide native ecological restoration programs for maintenance personnel,
volunteers and community.
The community expressed a need to stay informed (e.g., provided contact information).
There is a need to spread the word about the Master Plan recommendations.
The community desires that groups using the athletic fields be educated and motivated to use
the trash cans and to recycle.
The community requested programs on native plants, ecological restoration, and wildlife as
well as the rejuvenation of the native plant gardening outreach program.
There is a need to create a formal school-based educational curriculum.
The community would like to see more articles about the two parks in the Township newsletter
as well as more frequent press releases in local media venues.

The Need for Additional or Designated Parking
•
•

Additional parking is desired as well as parking areas designated and for only park use.
Consistent enforcement of desired parking areas was also expressed.

The Need for Continued & Enhanced Park Maintenance
•

•
•
•
•

There is a need for more consistent maintenance in the following park areas: wood chipped
paths at High School Park; sweeping the stair areas; more frequent trash pick up; more careful
use of weed removal equipment; and ensuring that edge area grasses be maintained at 12-15
inches high.
Some areas of the two parks need to be better maintained including: weeding around seating
areas, removing litter from the parks and the creek/creek buffer, and providing additional trash
and recycling containers.
There is a desire to effectively fold ecologically-based maintenance approaches into the existing
maintenance program.
The community desires additional paid staff and a more consistent and regenerative volunteer
base.
There is a desire for periodic ecological educational programs to train maintenance personnel,
interns & volunteers.

The Need for Recreational and Physical Facility Improvements at Ogontz Park
• There is a desire to improve upon the facilities (e.g., trails, track, fields, in natural areas)
associated with the top five (5) recreational activities (e.g., walking, jogging, playing soccer,
attending sporting events, and nature exploration).
• There is a need for additional seating in the playground area, proximate to the library, at the
tennis courts and around the athletic fields.
• The community desires improved or entirely new bathroom facilities.
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• The community has also requested better maintained and repainted tennis court surfaces,
upgraded playground area, a picnic area by the creek, bicycle racks and additional water
fountains.
• With regard to litter, the community requests additional trash cans and to add recycling
opportunities
• Lighting is desired including aesthetic lighting at the main park entrance, and proximate to the
track and tennis courts (e.g. evening/dusk).
• There is a desire for more athletic programs, and additional events like Arts in the Park (e.g., fun
day for kids, seasonal opening and closing events).
• The community would like the existing fence upgraded, repaired in areas (e.g., Church Road
access) or entirely replaced (e.g., estate fencing).

The Need for Recreational and Physical Facility Improvements at High School
Park
•
•
•
•
•

There is a desire to improve upon the areas associated with the top five (5) recreational
activities (e.g. walking/hiking, attending events, nature exploration, volunteer events, walking
dogs).
The community desires the following improvements: an open grassy area for play, additional
recreational programs (like Arts in the Park), bicycle racks, educational pavilion, educational
kiosks, water fountains, a smaller shed in vicinity of Mill Road, and recycling bins.
The community also suggested that the following be added to High School Park: additional
rain barrels, a plant propagation area, and additional composting areas.
Additional aesthetic lighting is desired at the main entrance with consideration of alternative
energy sources (e.g., solar).
Additional seating is desired by the steam and in planted/landscaped areas) and that existing
benches be repaired.

The Need to Enhance Park Safety & User Heath
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

There is a desire to make improvements to safety such as additional traffic safety devices and
enforcing vehicle speed limits.
The community would like 911 boxes as well as requesting that after dark laws better enforced
and better posted as people should not be using the park at night.
There is a desire to address identified social issue areas including vandalism, drinking, and light
drug use.
Leash laws should be enforced.
The community is concerned about dogs that are off-leash and suggested that an area be set
aside for unleashed dogs (e.g., upper field circle at High School Park) and that leash laws are
enforced.
The community requested the removal of poison ivy and that Lyme’s disease be addressed.
911 call boxes
Additional lighting to enhance security or a sense of security is desired such as additional
lighting in key areas (e.g., park perimeter, entranceways, and obscure areas of the park).
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The Need for Funding and Capital Improvements
•
•
•
•
•
•

The community feels that effective implementation of Master Plan recommendations will lead
naturally lead to continued preservation and implemented improvements to the two parks as
better parks will enhance home/neighborhood/business and overall real estate value.
The community is pleased with the grants that have been obtained and recommended continued
use of available grant streams.
There is a need to educate and lobby for additional and improved legislative funding.
There is a need to implement the Elkins Park business district plan as improvements to the
business district will result to improvements to the parks and surrounding neighborhoods.
There is a need to obtain funding from the following funding streams: Township capital
budget, a created park endowment fund, foundations, special tax district, corporate donations,
and the HS Park Alumni association.
The community feels that the FHSP should: create and implement additional paying
programs/events, increase non-profit organizational membership, and implement FHSP
fundraising committee initiatives.
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High
Citizen
Wall Park
House
July
2008, 7:00 PM 9:00 PM
Please refer to attachments (all but remain
meeting
early
2008): Final
(July 29, 2008), Power
of
(Previously Approved),
of
PRAM History, PRAM Meeting Notes, and Remaining

sent to Steering Committee in
(July
2008), Table
Memo (July 5, 2008),
(July
2008).

WelcomelIntroductions - Amy Steffen, Chair, HS/OP Master Plan Committeemeeting
started at
PM with introductions to those attending
sign in sheet). Amy Steffen
providing an overview
agenda and
that feedback on the needs
signage,
entryway designs and
approach to ecological
plan is important.
Report on FHSP Restoration Management Committee Meeting with Phil Perham us, Amy
Steffen,
& Phil Perhamus, AMEC- Ms.
overview of a recent
PRAM
where Phil Perham us was in attendance. Ms.
thanking Mr. Perham us for
his providing 2 hours
his time for
plant/invasive plant restoration discussion.
Comm
had no comments to the previously
minutes
history.

ChairAdoption of Meeting #3 Minutes, Bryan Havir, Cheltenham Township & Amy
Ms.
asked if
were any comments to the previously circulated minutes
#3.
being no comments, Ms.
commended Ms. Forbes and Mr. Havir on
comprehensive m
moved that the minutes be adopted. Minutes unanimously adopted.
Progress Report & Feedback,
Master Plan Suzanne
Forbes Environmental
& Land Use Planning &
Perhamus
Earth & Environmental- Per the attached
power point presentation, Ms. Forbes and Mr. Perhamus
an overview
1 a status report on
4-6,
and conceptual designs for
conceptual
for
main entryway to HS
and
(meadow
example) to
ecological
plan.
Meeting
Ms. Forbes provided an overview of the
each
section will be presented to the steering committee, the Township and the community. Ms.
to be a full 3 months as we
the
stage of the 12
Forbes noting that it is
month planning process/schedule.
Steering Committee asked about
preliminary
presentation at a Commissioners' committee
the
at which the plan would
presented, and the tim ing for Township actual
Mr. Havir
that it is anticipated that
on
the draft
iminary plan will be presented to the Public Works Committee at
October 14,2008 at 7:30 P.M. He
the venue would allow for 20-25-minute presentation
in "prelim
stage, and that
with questions and answers to follow. The draft plan will
final adoption would take place at a
meeting per
December 2008
plan completed)
Ms,
noted that
the
with the Township
the final Community
meeting, there is no Steering
ittee
for additional comments to the
Ms.
Forbes
the Committee can still provide input bye-mail, and that the Township will be the
for all comments, and those
ing e-mail comments will be
Ms. Steffen
that formal
be placed on the meeting schedule for December. Mr. Havir

2
if formal adoption
DCNR.

place in January, this will be fine per the

contract with

1-3 Overview- Ms. Forbes noted that
three sections (IntroductionlExisting
& Site
FeaturesINeeds Assessment Findings) have
drafted and
incorporated into an
working plan document. The needs assessment memo being
circulated, Ms.
explained that
assessment find
will be the basis
for the goals, objectives and recommended
in the conservation management plan
(section 7). Ms. Steffen reinforced the importance
findings and asked
comments.
[mperviouslPervious
Joanne
pervious

(Stormwater/Groundwater

Conservation)
lity



•

Permanent
(page 6, HSP
noted the
possibility of a permanent stage in
Discussion ensued
where this
might be placed, difficulty of maintenance, etc. Mr. Hoover explained the current
Township approach of putting up and
down based on events (e.g., Curtis
structure would
approval by the
Hall). Mr. Havir said that a
Montgomery
Open Space Board
the parcel was
with County
Open Space
Discussion was

•

Vision Statement (page 1)
Ms.
whether the
recommendation
a vision statement means to adopt one
plan or that one
might be needed in the future
School Park interested in native
plants/native
restoration}. Ms.
it can go
way. Ms. Steffen
in forming a subcommittee for this.
asked the committee if there was any
There being no
at the present
discussion was
assessment

Lighting (Various pages)- Ms.
document
is recommended.
the final plan
a note about night

~~,... ,.,"~"'~

again reinforced
importance of
that comments be forwarded to ~~2..!..i~~~.:ll.:.!~
additional comments if they have any.
4-6 Highlights- Ms.
Management
Plan (Man-Made
and

•

In

planning process
committee will

Native and
and Buffer Plan)
August 27, 2008
Ms. Forbes presented

Section 4 Native
Lists- Ms. Ehrich
that any list of recommendations for
plants designate
Perham us responded that each list will
contain that
information as it is important ecologically
reintroductions)
and very important to this group.
Section 5 Signs
was
component of the plan.

o

a variety of recommendations made for

was a discussion
signs to assist with this. Mr. Cohen and

vision to join
also noted if

3
there was some way to use the
the two, this
would be
Another recommendation was that we
joining the two
parks by recommending the name
Park be changed on some signage to
Park Athletic Fields" or something similar and that the signage
shared/combined names.
Forbes noted that the Tookany Creek
joining the two
Therefore,
Tookany
the
on
assist with joining the two parks. Shared entranceway designs
would also help
the main
design).
at Ogontz entrance with interpretive signage would help as well.
one park to
that any signage
folks to walk
pedestrian flow) wou Id

..

o

Hierarchy of Sign age- Mr. Havir brought the "Design Guidelines
Enhancement
Cheltenham Township,
(Exterior
will provide
for the
concepts was
street banners were not accepted
plan). Regulatory
posted
are suggested in the
except bridge
Tookany in Ogontz, were accepted
At least one park map will
needed.
(park usage, vandalism, times and
to be vandal free. All were receptive to the
All
on newsletters etc
central pOltal motif and using it on every
that looks like the invasive
but asked that we not use a maple
of those
the PowerPoint
minutes.

o

Final Recommendation- Progress with
final design
(narrative,
on tonight's reeommendations. Direct
renderings,
on map #2)
component and perhaps check in with
RETTEW to review streetscape plan's
Mr. Havir just
beginning design to further discuss.

Section 5- Montgomery Avenue
presented two
concepts (# I
requirements
to entryway
feedback.
o

so the
noting if we create more sidewalk
present pavers.

Design Concepts- Ms .
provided an overview of
provided time for

RFP
and

they are) are
are good. Ms.
it might reduce the

o

Circular Drive- Ms. Steffen and Mr. Havir noted that vehicles sometimes park
should incorporate this. It was noted
within the circular drive so any final
that the
bollards will be re-introduced as part of the proposed
the bollards are
streetscape
plan. Mr. Hoover
run over.

o

Removal of Trees- Jack Holt expressed concern that if any trees were
that the central
tree might be negatively impacted.

o

WalkwaylMeditation Area- Mr. Holt noted that if you did not
the
walkway, then you can put seating on the inside of the walkway, thereby

4
combining design # 1 &
most popular areas in
"claustrophobic" "'13Th""""
suggesting some tree
location as it does not
meadow view.

Ms ......".u"."
"''-''Llt'''' area is
proposed design
the current sign
entrance!central

o

Kiosk- Mr. Kaplan said the kiosk
and stated he
likes the more rectangular design but nrc"p,r"
Mr. Cohen felt that if one moved the kiosk
of the left-most circular portion
the
and not
improve the entrance, allow for
tree. With regard to having a kiosk, Mr. Kratzer
requesting a kiosk announcing community events
quite some time. Ms.
Steffen adding that the kiosk may be a
Mr.
noted that any
signage should be a little more
than
is currently illustrated in the
proposed designs.

o

Low Wall- Several members stated that
however, the wall should be no
than

o

Pedestrian Cross Walks- A member noted if we
the pavers so
they conceptually appear more like
walkways
not a road, this
would be great and might calm current
It is
a very
dangerous intersection. However, there may
"Vv""\'U with
the location of the proposed prn,,,,,,,!,,
might not work with the ",rn,"'A,opri
added if we can do something to
it
looking like you can drive
Highway Safety Division
the location

of using a low wall;

same as the Carroll Engineering
the crosswalks any closer to Harrison
car speeds.
o

Final Recommendation- As time was running
rem inded the
committee that we need to present a design at
of the project does not have a very
Committee
recommended the team progress with designing an entryway based on a possible
combination of designs # 1 & #2 and
comments noted above. The
(architect) and Mr.
LSA is being asked to connect with SC members Mr.
Havir.

Creek and
Section 6 Methodology- Mr. Perhamus presented
Buffer Plan (See PPT presentation). Mr. Cohen and Mr. Holt noting that
methodology and background discussions will be
and for
will be
future reference. Mr. Perhamus assuring that discussions
in the plan.
Meadow Example- Building upon concepts
choices"
Mr. Perham us presented the "menu
in High School Park (see PPT presentation).
few years where combined

ittee

5
The Steering Committee agreed that this aggressive approach will be required and
that the public can be informed through educational signage. Mr. Havir agreed
noting that presently eight (8) Township parks are under a similarly aggressive
restoration protocol.

The meeting convened with Ms. Steffen thanking attendees and the consultants. The meeting was
adjourned at 9:30 PM.

- NOTE: NEXT STEERING COMMTTTEE MEETING ON AUGUST 27, 2008 

Per Suzanne Forbes
Bryan T. Havir
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Concept 111 introduces a circular arrival plaza
at the pedestrian/vehicular node created by the
intersections of Montgomery Avenue and High
School Road. This is a logical place to locate
the main entrance to tbe park due to the visibil
ity by both pedestrians and vehicular traffic. 11
is also at a point fartbest from the existing land
mark tree, as to limit disturbance to the tree's
root zone. Flow of vehicular traffic around the
park's existing loop drive would be limited to
one-way; entering at the plaza and exiting mid
block on Montgomery Avenue. A mid-block pe
destrian cross walk (raised table crosswalk) is
added to facilitate acce!18 to the park by pedes
trians coming from tbe Elkins Park Commer
cial District. The raised crosswalk would also
provide traffic calming, slowing traffic at the
cro!l8walk Itself, as well as approach to the pe
destrian oriented intersection at tbe proposed
plaza.
The plaza contains a centrally located Signage
Kiosk whicb would serve to identify the park
and orient and provide information pertaining
to tbe park to visitors. Tbe walls of tbe plaza
continue across the existing loop drive to create
a gate way to the pa rk.
Design lines radiate from the center of the cir
cular plaza, toward the historic location of the
old high school, now the meadow, to create out
door seating areas that serve as gathering areas
for ~oups, as well as destinations for 50litary
contemplation, expaoding on the existing singu
lar seating area along the loop road. Here ar
chitectural features, salvaged from the demoli
tion of tbe historic High School building, are in
tegrated into the landscape areas, creating a
connection to the past history of the park. Tn
terpretive signage would be placed here to tell
the story of these architectural relics. Paving,
and street furnisbings in this area would be cho
sen to compliment or match those proposed for
tbe Elkins Park Streetscape Enhancement pro
ject. Throughout, native plants would be used
to create an aesthetically pleasing landscape.
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High School Park Master Plan: Montgomery Avenue Entrance-Design Concept #1

July 29, 2008

DESIGN CONCEPT:
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Exiotin& MontllOmery Avenue Entrance
High School Park
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Concept N2 introduces a rectilinear arrival plaza
at the pedestrian/vehicular node created by the
intersections of Montgomery Avenue and High
School Road. This is a logical place to locale Ihe
main entrance to the park due to the visibility by
bolh pedestrians and vebicular traffic. It is also
at a point fartbest from tbe existing landmark
tree, 118 to limit disturbaoce to the tree's root
zone. Flow of vehicular traffic around the park's
exisling loop drive would be limiled to one-way;
entering at tbe plaza aDd exiting mid-block on
Montgomery Avenue. A mid-block pedestrian
cross walk (raised table crosswalk) Is added to fa
cilitate access to Ihe park by pedestriam coming
from Ihe Elkins Park Commercial District. The
raised crosswalk would also provide traffic calm
ing, slowing traffic at the crosswalk itself, as well
III approach to the pedestrian oriented intersec
tion at the proposed plaza.
Wilhin the plaza is localed an enlry sign for IDgh
Scbool Park, which serves to idenlify Ibe park
and orient and provide information pertaining to
tbe park to visiton. Tbe sign is integrated into
Ihe stone seat/retaining wall of the plaza. Stone
walls flank the access poino of the existing loop
drive 10 create gateways 10 Iho park. Ends of
walls are topped witb concrete planlers featuring
native planls or non-invasive annuals.
Seatlng areas are carved out of the landscape on
eitber side of Ibe existing loop road, expanding on
tbe eusting singular seating area. A walkway is
added along the loop road 10 croalo link between
Ibe park and the slreelscape. Tbese outdoor seal
ing al"eAS serve as galhering areas for groups, al
well al destinations for solitary contemplation.
Hore architectural fealures, salvaged from Ihe
demolition of the historic High School building.
are Integrated into the landscape areas, creating a
connection to the past history oftbe park. Inler
pretiYe . ignage placed bere tells the story of Ibese
architectural relics. Paving, and street fumish.
ings in this area would be cbosen 10 compliment
or match tbose proposed for Ibe Elkins Park
Streetscape Enhancement projeci. Throughout,
native plants would be med to create an aestheti
cally pleasing landscape.
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NOTTOSCALli:

High School Park Master Plan: Montgomery Avenue Entrance-Design Concept #2

July 29, 2008

STEERING COMMITTEE
UPDATE:
Master Plan for the Ecological
Restoration of High School Park
Presented To ~
Steering Committee
Wall Park Community Center
July 29, 2008, 7:00 PM
(Steering Committee Meeting #4)

The Agenda for Tonight ~
Suzanne Forbes

Forbes
Environmental &
Land Use Planning

9 Overall Status Report & Time Line for Completion of Plan, Suzanne
Forbes
9 Overview, Draft Sections 1-3, Suzanne Forbes
9 Feedback Request, Section 3, Needs Assessment Memo, Suzanne &
Steering Committee
9 Status Report, Section 4, Native & Non Native Plants, Phil Perhamus
9 Status Report, Section 5, Ecological Landscape Plan, Suzanne
9 Signage Design Concept
9 Entrance Design Concept
9 Feedback Request from Landscape Architect
9 Status Report, Section 6, Tookany Creek & Buffer Plan, Phil
9 Status Report, Section 7, Management Plan, Suzanne
9 Ecological Management Example, The Meadow, Phil

Status Report and Plan
Completion Time Line ~

Overall Status Report ~

Please Follow Along
Using Your Table of
Contents & the
Meeting Memo !

Status: Sections 1-3 Are In Draft
Form (Internal Working Document)
Section 1: Introduction, Suzanne
Forbes
Section 2: Existing Conditions and
Site Specific Features, Suzanne Forbes
Section 3: The Needs Assessment
Findings, Suzanne Forbes
SC Feedback: Highlights are
presented this evening. Questions and
feedback (Section 3 per memo) are
desired tonight.

Overall Status Report ~

Please Follow Along
Using Your Table of
Contents & the
Meeting Memo !

Status: Sections 4-6 are partially written now
& will be completed in August. Status report
this evening.
Section 4: Native & Non Native Plant
Findings & Recommendations, Phil Perhamus,
AMEC
Section 5: The Ecological Landscape Findings
& Recommendations, Debbie Mengoni,
RETTEW
Section 6: Tookany Creek Stream and Buffer
Plan Findings & Recommendations, Phil
Perhamus, AMEC
SC Feedback: Questions and feedback will be
desired at August Meeting.

Overall Status Report ~

Please Follow Along
Using Your Table of
Contents & the
Meeting Memo !

Section 7: The High School Park and Ogontz
Park Ecological Master Plan- All Goals,
Objectives and Recommendations.
Status: Will be written in August-September
and will be based on the needs assessment
(section 3), findings from consultants (all
sections), client, SC, & community feedback
(meetings).
SC Feedback: The August 2008 Meeting will
introduce the section, and the September 2008
Steering Committee Meeting Will Focus Upon
All Recommendations (Goals, Objectives,
Specific Tasks/Projects) & Commenting Upon
them.

Process for Plan Completion
& Obtaining Feedback~
Process: Present highlights & receive feedback on each
section as completed (SC Mtgs. July-September 2008).
Draft Plan Completion: Draft Plan provided to Steering
Committee & Township for review (Mid September 2008).
Presentation to Township- Plan overview to Township
(October 2008) at Public Works Committee (Community
Meeting #2) on October 14, 2008.
Comments- Comments received and incorporated (OctoberNovember 2008).
Final Plan- Completeing and presenting final plan to public,
Community Meeting #3 (December 2008)
Goal: December 2008 Final Adoption (Note: In time for
upcoming grant cycle)

Meeting Schedule~
Please Review Meeting Schedule
and Meeting Dates
Please Provide Feedback

Plan Highlights, Sections 1- 3 ~

Section 1.0 Introduction ~

Executive Summary
Project Introduction & Project Goals
Pertinent Background Information

Section 1.0 Project Goal
The Project Goal
The Master Plan will serve as the primary document to identify and
prioritize the implementation strategies of the ongoing planting
and native landscape restoration, and maintenance for the parks
in an environmentally sound manner.
The Master Plan shall identify the levels of community support,
programmatic needs, evaluate the existing amenities on the sites, It
will provide recommendations for new amenities, public relations
and marketing needs for conducting environmental awareness,
programs for community outreach, implementation strategies, cost
estimates, maintenance schedule, and the financial capability of
the Township in partnership with the Friends of High School
Park, to carry out the implementation of proposed
recommendations.

Section 1.0 List of Outcomes
RFP Goals and Outcomes are Listed &
Section Where Each is Located
Examples:
9 Create A Concept Level Plan for a Gateway
Entrance and Pedestrian Connections (Cross
Reference to Section 5 & Map #2).
9 Provided Creek Stabilization, Creek
Restoration and Riparian Buffer
Recommendations (Cross Reference to
Sections 6 &7)

Section 1.0 Focus Areas ~
Three Primary Focus Areas
9 High School Park- Ecological
Restoration & Passive
Recreational Component
9 Ogontz Park- Active
Recreational Component
9 Tookany Creek- Streambank
and Streambank Buffer
Restoration Recommendations
Component

Section 1.0 Community Profile ~

•
•
•
•
•
•

Community Profile
Demographics
Geography
Geology
Township Map
Soils
Drainage Basins

Section 1.0 Pertinent
Introductory Information ~

9 Community &
Environmental
Planning History
9 Site Environmental
Planning History

Section 2.0, Existing Conditions &
Site Specific Features ~
9 Ogontz Park
Conditions & Features
9 High School Park
Conditions & Features
9 Tookany Creek and
Creek Buffer
Conditions & Features

Existing Conditions Plan Map

Base Map # 1
Please See Display
Sized Map

Features Illustrated on Map #1~
9 Photo Monitoring
Locations
9 Property Lines
9 Zoning
9 Buildings
9 Edge of Water
9 FEMA
9 Contours
9 Soil Types

9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9

Gas Lines
Sanitary Sewers
Underground Electric
Water
Manholes
Electric Boxes
Storm Sewer Pipes
Tree Lines

Existing Features, Ogontz Park ~
9 Active, Fenced Recreational
Park (10.445 Acres)
9 Surrounding Land Use &
Zoning
9 Two Entrances (formal and
informal)
9 Amenities-Baseball fields (2),
Soccer field (2), Tennis Courts
(2), Walking/Running Track,
Playground/Tot Lot, Drinking
Fountain, Trails, Bridge Across
Tookany Creek, Water
Fountain, Benches, and
Portable Bathroom Facilities.

Existing Features, Ogontz Park ~
9 Topography
9 Buffering
9 Soils
9 Maintenance
Approach
9 Group Involvement
9 Activities

Existing Features, High School
Park ~
9 Passive Recreational
Park Under Ecological
Restoration (11.492
acres)
9 Surrounding Land Use
& Zoning
9 Five Entrances (formal
and informal)
9 Amenities-Ecological
landscape, trails,
benches, signage,
awards, shed, parking,
composting etc.

Existing Features, High School
Park ~
9 Topography
9 Distinct Ecological
Areas
9 Soils
9 Maintenance
Approach
9 Group Involvement
9 Activities

Existing Features,
Tookany Creek ~
9 Creek linking both parks
(1, 980 linear feet or 1.77
acres)
9 Main Stem/Headwater
Reach of larger System.
9 Physical and biological
features.
9 Man-Made Influences.
9 Buffer Features

Section 3.0, The Needs
Assessment ~
Historic Needs
Assessments &
Recommendations
Master Plan Needs
Assessment
Recommendations

Historic Assessments ~
9 Cheltenham High
School/Beth Jacob School
Site Assessment
9 Carter Van Dyke, 1994
9 Site Analysis
9 Phase I Schematic Design
9 Information Base for
Montgomery County Open
Space Program

9 Andropogan Study (1996)
and RFP, 2007

Assessment Recommendations
(1994) ~
9 Identified significant features for conversion
from school to park.
9 Recommended:
9 Removing steps at Mill Road for handicapped
accessibility,
9 Removing invasive floodplain plant material,
9 Retaining reminders or “ruins” from previous
use,
9 Modifying existing stormwater collection system
in upper meadow area

Assessment Recommendations
(1996/2007) ~
9 A clear and unified understanding of the
goals of ecological restoration with native
plants in the primary ecosystems and edge
areas.
9 An ecological approach to native plant
restoration.
9 Site design for security and accent.
9 Framing and channeling park entrances and
providing trail linkages.

Needs Assessment
(2008 Master Plan) ~
9 Client Feedback
9 One-On-One
Interviews
9 Community
Surveys
9 Steering Committee
Feedback
9 Community
Meetings
9 Township Meeting

Needs Assessment Categories
(2008) ~
The Needs Categories (See Full Memo):
9 A guiding vision and vision statement
9 Park Preservation
9 Maintain & Improve Inter & Intra
Organizational Communication
9 Address Stormwater Runoff & Streambank
Restoration
9 Ecologically-Based Landscape
Improvements
9 Man-Made Landscape Improvements

More Categories
(2008) ~
The Needs Categories (See Full Memo):
9 Improve Existing Trails & Create Regional
Linkages
9 Additional Education and Interpretation
Materials
9 Additional or Designated Parking
9 Continued & Enhanced Park Maintenance
9 Active Recreational and Facility
Improvements (Ogontz Park)

More Categories
(2008) ~
The Needs Categories (See Full Memo):
9 Passive Recreational & Facility
Improvements (High School Park)
9 Enhancement of Park Safety & User Health
9 Funding and Capital Improvement Planning

Needs Assessment Memo ~
Please Provide Feedback as
the Needs Categories Are
Based on What the
Community has asked for
Historically and What they
are Telling Us Now. The
Needs Assessment Serves as
a Basis for Our Plan
Recommendations
(Sections 4-6 & Combined
In Section 7)!

Status Report, Sections 4-7 ~

Section 4.0, Status Report, The HS Park
Ecological Management Plan Findings~
9 Highlights will Be
Presented At the
August Steering
Committee Meeting
9 Meadow Example
Provided Later at
this Meeting

Section 4.0, Status Report, Ecological
Restoration Concept Overview ~
Numerous Vegetation Communities Present
9 Mesic (moist) woods
9 Forested floodplain
9 Early successional floodplain
9 Dry wooded slopes
9 Wood/meadow edges
9 Dry meadow
9 Moist meadow
9 Wildflower garden
9 Streambanks
9 Etc
Four Basic Community Types
9 Woods
9 Open
9 Ecotone
9 Open water

Section 4.0, Status Report, Ecological
Restoration Concept Overview ~
Four Steps per Community
(1) Control undesirable vegetation
(2) Replace with native desirable plant species
(3) Add soil amendments where applicable or practical
(4) Monitor, monitor, monitor

Section 4.0, Status Report, Ecological
Restoration Concept Overview ~
20 Steps per Community?
(1) Control undesirable vegetation
(2) Replace with native desirable plant species
(3) Add soil amendments where applicable or practical
(4) Monitor
(5) Monitor
(6) Monitor
(7) Monitor
(8) Etc.

Section 4.0, Status Report, Ecological
Restoration Concept Overview ~
Why Will This Work?
9Most of the vegetation communities or significant portions of these
communities are past the “halfway mark” in terms of a well-functioning
community
9 There will be prioritization in terms of which undesirable species to
attack and which communities to manage first
9 An easy to follow ten-year calendar plan

Section 4.0, Status Report, Ecological
Restoration Concept Overview ~
Where Are We At?
9 Conducted soil sampling for nutrient analysis and have specific
recommendations for soil amendments
9 Created a master list of native plant species for the broad community types
(e.g., woods, meadow, edge, etc)
9 Created a priority list of undesirable species
9 Reviewed history of stream stabilization and existing stabilization plans
9 Currently developing the restoration details and written portions for each
community type and the stream stabilization approach

Section 5.0, Status Report, The Ecological
Landscape Plan (Man-Made Landscape)~
9 Highlights from this
section (working draft) will
Be presented at the August
Steering Committee
Meeting (See Table of
Contents)
9 Signage Design Concept,
Comments Tonight
9 Entranceway Design
Concept, Comments
Tonight

Section 5.0, Status Report, The Ecological
Landscape Plan (Man-Made Landscape)~
The RFP, Needs Assessments & LSA’s Expertise Were Relied
Upon to Create Tonight’s Signage Design Concepts
For Example, the RFP (Pages 4-5) Stating “Address and
Enhance the Following”- A coherent and attractive system of
way finding and interpretive signage for identification and
educational programs.
For Example, the RFP (Page 7) requesting: Signage for the
three principal park entrances (Montgomery Avenue, High
School Road and Mill Road).
For Example, the needs Assessments (see memo, page 4)
recommending: A desire to utilize interesting historic features
on proposed signage.

Signage Concepts ~
Basis for LSA’s Recommendations

Existing Signage at High School Park

9 Am I in High School Park or
just any park? - Lacks
Identifiable “Theme.”
9 Where am I and where am I
going?- Need Orientation
and Way-Finding Signage.
9 What is this park all about?
How did it get here?- Need
Interpretive Signage.
9 Compliance IssuesRegulatory signage needs to
encourage compliance. Dog
Waste signs with no or
empty bag dispensers.

Signage Objectives ~
Signage Objectives (RFP & Needs Assessment) at High
School and Ogontz Parks:

Newest Sign at High School Park
(High School Road)

9 Create Identity through theme.
9 Enhance the visual impact of
the park for visitors,
surrounding neighborhoods
and the Elkins Park Business
District.
9 Unify the park’s boundaries.
9 Attract and guide visitors.
9 Inform and educate visitors.

Signage Themes & Inspirations
Historic Design- The arched pediment and
roundel (small round window in the pediment)
over the main entrance to the old Cheltenham
High School provides design inspiration for park
signage that recalls the architectural details of
the High School and establishes a link to the
past.
Am I in HSP/OP?- A consistent branding/logo
design should be adopted for use not only on
signage but for print and web publications. The
roundel, combined with a native plant motif may
serve as a logo for High School Park.
Natural Features- The abundant use of
Wissahickon Schist in stone walls, throughout
both High School Park and Ogontz Park,
provides inspiration for sign and entry feature
materials.

Recommendation: A Family of
Signage ~
Hierarchy of Signage (RFP)-

9 Identification
Signage
9 Orientation Signage
9 Way-Finding
Signage

Signage Recommendations
(Needs Assessment) ~
9 Provide way-finding outside
the context of the park.
9 Create High School
Park/Ogontz Park Identity
along boundaries of the
park.
9 Announce the park at
entrances.
9 Invite, Orient, Guide, Lead,
Inform, Educate visitors
within the parks.

Regulatory Signage Recommendations
(Needs Assessment) ~
The “Rules and Regs”
9
9
9
9
9

Park Rules-Do’s/Don’ts.
Occur at all entrances.
Promote compliance.
Enforcement/Fines.
Pet Etiquette.

Interpretive Signage Recommendations
(Theme & Look) ~
9 Convey the cultural and natural history
of the park.
9 Easily identifiable but not obtrusive.
9 Consistent theme/design.
9 Open yearbook/historical photos/
“then and now” pages.
9 Interesting sign shape; leaf, stone,
circular, curvilinear.
9 Content based on a few good over-arching
themes (e.g., history, ecology).
9 Predominantly graphic.
9 Placed at key locations.
9 Creativity based on thinking outside the
rectangle!

Interpretive Signage
Recommendations ~
Key Locations & Content:
9 Adjacent to Tookany Creek (Forested
Floodplain) – Plant communities,
significance of riparian zone; stream
restoration.
9 At Butterfly Garden/Wildflower
Meadow - Butterfly life cycle- use of
plants; highlight specific plant
species.
9 In Woodland - Plant communities
and succession, plants used by Native
Americans, Invasive plant species.
9 In Meadow - Plant communities,
history of Cheltenham High School.

Signage Concepts, SC Feedback ~
Please Review Display Sign
Board and Provide
Feedback on: Sign
Hierarchy, Design Theme,
Street Banners, Park
Entrance Concept, Trail
Signage, Regulatory
Signage, and Interpretive
Sign Ideas.
Trail Area Lacking Way Finding Signage

Section 5.0, Status Report, The Ecological
Landscape Plan (Entryway Designs)~
The RFP, Needs Assessments & LSA’s Expertise Were Relied Upon to
Present Tonight’s Concepts
For Example, the RFP (Pages 4- 5) Stating “Address and Enhance the
Following”- Frame & channel park entrances, provide recommendations
for the physical condition of the entrances (driveways and seating areas),
and enhance park entryways to clearly indicate “this is a park and you are
welcome to enter”.
For Example, the RFP (Pages 5) Requesting: Build upon the Central Oak
Tree (Montgomery Avenue), Main entrance Circle, stone walls at the
upper parking lot/rear of woody old field, and stairways.
For Example, the RFP (Pages 6-7) requesting: Concept-level plans for a
gateway/entrance (intersection of Montgomery Avenue and High School
Road).
Needs Assessment (see memo, page 3) noting/recommending: high value
of entranceway, physical design changes for all entranceways, and
retaining reminders from historic uses.

Montgomery Avenue Entryway
Concepts ~
Existing Entrance:

Entrance Concepts ~
Design Concept #1

NOTE: Base plan for concept sketches is a hybrid of the GIS base map prepared for
this project and the proposed Elkins Park Streetscape plan prepared by KSM Design
Group, LLC and Carroll Engineering Corporation.

DESIGN FEATURES:
Arrival Plaza with circular seat wall
constructed of local schist stone and
Signage Kiosk, located at
pedestrian/vehicular node for
increased visibility and limit
disturbance to landmark tree roots.
Expanded outdoor seating areas
along loop road with native plantings
and uses architectural features from
demolished High School integrated
into the landscape areas to create a
link to the past.
Reverses flow of vehicular traffic
within park to avoid exiting at busy
intersection of Montgomery Ave. and
High School Rd.
Adds a mid-block pedestrian crossing
to park on Montgomery Ave.
Matches Elkins Park Streetscape
elements- pavers, lighting and street
furnishings.

Entrance Concepts ~
Design Concept #2
DESIGN FEATURES:
Arrival Plaza with seat wall constructed of
local schist stone and identification
signage, located at pedestrian/vehicular
node for increased visibility and limit
disturbance to landmark tree roots.
Expanded outdoor seating areas along loop
road with native plantings and uses
architectural features from demolished
High School integrated into the landscape
areas to create a link to the past. Sidewalk
along Montgomery Ave. continues into the
park.
Reverses flow of vehicular traffic within
park to avoid exiting at busy intersection of
Montgomery Ave. and High School Rd.
Adds a mid-block pedestrian crossing to
park on Montgomery Ave.
Matches Elkins Park Streetscape elementspavers, lighting and street furnishings.
NOTE: Base plan for concept sketches is a hybrid of the GIS base map prepared for
this project and the proposed Elkins Park Streetscape plan prepared by KSM Design
Group, LLC and Carroll Engineering Corporation.

Entrance Concepts Compared ~
MAJOR FEATURES,
CONCEPT #1
9 Circular Arrival Plaza with
Circular Seat Wall.
9 Plaza Has Centrally Located
Kiosk
9 Circular Plaza Walls Create
the Gateway with Design
Lines Radiating from the
Center.
9 Contemplative Gathering
Areas Are Rectangular;
seating remains in original
location.
9 No trees are proposed to be
removed from the central
island formed by loop drive.

MAJOR FEATURES
CONCEPT #2
9 Rectangular Arrival Plaza with Seat
Wall.
9 Entry Signage is Incorporated
Within the Stone Wall.
9 Stone Walls Flank Access Points to
Create Gateways.
9 Endwalls are Native Planters.
9 Walkway Added Along the Loop
Road.
9 Contemplative Gathering Areas
More Hexagonal; seating on both
sides of Loop Drive.
9 Removal of 3 Trees for in island area
to place focus on Landmark Tree.

Entrance Costs Compared ~
MAJOR COSTS,
CONCEPT #1 $$
9 Kiosk would likely cost more
than Signage incorporated
into wall, because it is a stand
alone structure constructed in
addition to the seat/retaining
wall.
9 Less linear feet of wall
proposed=less cost.
9 No cost to remove trees.

9

9
9
9
9

MAJOR COSTS,
CONCEPT #2 $$$
Entry Signage is Incorporated Within
the Stone Wall would likely be less
expensive than to construct the kiosk.
More linear feet of wall proposed=
more cost.
Cost of decorative concrete planters on
ends of walls.
Cost of more paving to create walkway
added along the loop road.
Cost of removal of 3 existing trees.

As sketched, Concept #2 would likely cost more than Concept #1. However,
elements of each design can be incorporated into a final design that meets
expectations of aesthetics and budget. Example: Final design may have circular
plaza with signage incorporated into wall, walls at both entrances to park, no
planters and no additional walkway.)

Entrance Concepts, Feedback ~

Existing Entry to Ogontz Park on High
School Road

Please Provide Feedback
As We Will Build Upon
Your Feedback to
Complete Main and
Secondary Entrance
Designs.

Section 6.0, Status Report, The Tookany
Creek Stream & Buffer Plan ~

Highlights for Entire Section will Be
Presented At the August Steering
Committee Meeting

Update, The Tookany Creek Stream &
Buffer Plan ~
Two Stream Stabilization Approaches will be Proposed
in the Final Plan

9 Existing stabilization measures proposed by Munro
Ecological Associates (“immediate” implementation)
9 Alternative approach to consider for future
stabilization

Update, The Tookany Creek Stream &
Buffer Plan ~
Munro Ecological Associates
A hybrid approach utilizing cribbing, geo-grid,
fascines, etc.

Update, The Tookany Creek Stream &
Buffer Plan ~
Alternative Approach to Explore for Potential Future Use
9 Current science of stream stabilization melding conventional and
bioengineering techniques for urban streams.
9 “Minimalist” approach for stabilization.
9 Bendway weir, reinforced toe-of-slope, change of bank angle, and
vegetative plantings.

Update, The Tookany Creek Stream &
Buffer Plan ~
Bendway Weir
Combination of upstream facing structure coupled with
gradually rising elevation.

Update, The Tookany Creek Stream &
Buffer Plan ~
Reinforced Toe
Stone for urban flows

Update, The Tookany Creek Stream &
Buffer Plan ~
Bank Angle
3:1 or greater (possibly 2:1)

Update, The Tookany Creek Stream &
Buffer Plan ~
Vegetative Plantings
9 Willows
9 Dogwoods
9 Rice-cutgrass
9 Virginia wild-rye
9 Common elder

Update, The Tookany Creek Stream &
Buffer Plan ~
Where Are We At?
9 Existing stabilization measures proposed by
Munro Ecological Associates will be the
primary recommendation.
9 A conceptual discussion on the alternative
approach will be included with a drawing or
figure to illustrate the approach.

Section 7.0, Status Report, Final
Recommendations ~
Goals, Objectives and
Recommended Activities
Highlights will Be
Presented At the August
2008 Steering
Committee Meeting &
We Will Work Together
on Creating them at the
August and September
2008 Steering
Committee Meetings.

Section 7.0, Status Report ~
Section Will Contain
9 Narrative Listing the
Goals &
Recommendations
(Needs Assessment &
Based on Sections)
9 Recommendations for
Improvements Will Also
Be Noted on Map #2.

Section 7, Narrative Example ~
9 Goal: Restore and Improve the Ecological and Man-Made Features
At High School Park
9 Objective/Education & Stewardship- Create and maintain an informed
and pro-active citizenry.
9 Focus Area #1, Recommendations for Educational Signage
Provide an identifiable theme through interpretive signage and way finding
signage throughout High School Park.
9 Recommendation 1: Provide interpretive signage at key locations
throughout the parks (e.g., Tookany Creek, forested floodplain,
wildflower meadow, woodland area and meadow- see also map #2).
9 Recommendation 2: Provide interpretive entranceway signage at all
entrance areas to High School and Ogontz Parks (Montgomery Ave.,
High School Road, Mill Road, Myers Way-see also map #2).
9 Recommendation 3: Provide way-finding Signage (10) at all trail
heads and in areas where assistance with direction is needed (See Map
#2)

Proposed Improvements Plan ~

We Will Also Place
Recommendations for
Proposed Improvements
on Map #2.
See Draft Display Map

Management Matrix? ~
Table 1 Poquessing Creek River Watershed Conservation Plan Management Option Matrix
Issues and
Concerns

Conservation Action

Specific
Locations

Primary
Partners

Project
Implementati
on

PWD,
Bucks &
Montco
municipalit
ies

•

20072008

•

On-going
habitat
restoratio
n
projects

Goal 1. Improve Stream Habitat and Protect Aquatic Resources
•
Planning &
Data Gaps

Develop Comprehensive stream bank and Stream
channel stability assessment

•

Adopt consistent natural resource protection
ordinances for all watershed municipalities

•

Improve in-stream habitats through dam removal
and habitat enhancement projects

•

Daylight buried and piped stream channels where
feasible

Implementation
•

Take care of bank erosion problems

•

Restore geomorphic stability through active channel
restoration

Area where the
Bensalem
Country Club
abuts the
Poquessing
Creek

FoP, FPC,
PFBC, TU

Ecological Management Plan
Example: The Meadow ~

Meadow Community ~
9 Manage as two separate communities in two
separate phases.
9 Phase 1 – Dry meadow (front portion)
9 Phase 2 – Moist meadow (“rear” portion)

Dry Meadow

Moist Meadow

Meadow Community ~
9 Separating the meadow into two phases first focuses efforts on
rehabilitating the community that is “closer to fine”, leaving the more
degraded community for later.
9 Reduces the overall effort into two manageable bite-sized chunks.
9 Restoring the front portion of the meadow first provides results that are
more readily visible by the public.
9 Two trails bisect the meadow. The one that is farther back will be the
dividing line between the two phases.

Meadow Community ~
Phase 1 – Dry Meadow
9 Majority of work will be conducted during Years 1 to 5
9 Dominant plant growth form will be grassland although summer flowers
will be incorporated
9 The usual three step process: (1) initial invasive species control, (2)
native plantings, and (3) monitoring
9 Apply nitrogen at 40 lbs/acre

Meadow Community ~
Phase 2 – Dry and Moist Meadow
9 Majority of work will be conducted during Years 6 to 10
9 Target community will be a mixed meadow
9 The usual three step process: (1) initial invasive species control, (2)
native plantings, and (3) monitoring
9 Apply nitrogen at 40 lbs/acre

Meadow Community~
Porcelain-berry (Ampelopsis brevipedunculata)

Meadow Community ~
Oriental bittersweet (Celastrus orbiculatus)

Meadow Community ~
Canada thistle (Cirsium arvense)

Meadow Community ~
Orange day-lily (Hemerocallis fulva)

Meadow Community ~
Japanese hops (Humulus japonicus)

Meadow Community ~
Bush clover (Lespedeza cuneata)

Meadow Community ~
White mulberry (Morus alba)

Meadow Community ~
Reed canary grass (Phalaris arundinacea)

Meadow Community ~
Common reed (Phragmites australis)

Meadow Community ~
Wineberry (Rubus phoenicolasius)

Meadow Community ~
Red-top (Agrostis alba)

Meadow Community ~
Crown-vetch (Coronilla varia)

Meadow Community
(Phase 1) ~
List A (Main Course)
9Big bluestem (Andropogon gerardii)
9Broom-sedge (Andropogon virginicus)
9Purple lovegrass (Eragrostis spectabilis)
9Panic-grass (Panicum anceps)
9Switchgrass (Panicum virgatum)
9Slender beard-grass (Paspalum
setaceum)
9Little bluestem (Schizachyrium scoparium)
9Indian grass (Sorghastrum nutans)
9Purple-top (Tridens flavens)

9
9
9
9

List C (Garnish)
Partridge-pea (Chamaecristata
fasciculata)
Hyssop-leaved boneset (Eupatorium
hyssopifolium)
Flowering spurge (Euphorbia
corollata)
Old-field toadflax (Linaria canaensis)

9
9
9
9
9
9
9

List B (Side Dishes)
Yarrow (Achillea millefolium)
Sweet vernal grass (Anthoxanthum
odoratum)
Common milkweed (Asclepias
syriaca)
Ox-eye daisy (Heliopsis
helianthoides)
Sundrops (Oenothera fruticosa)
Cinquefoil (Potentilla canadensis)
Early goldenrod (Solidago juncea)

List D (MSG)
9 Sprinkle of Osmocote

Meadow Community ~
Mowing (2 x year)
(1) In late June or early July
(2) Between March 1 and April 1
9 No mowing between mid-July and late October
9 No mowing between April 1st and June 20th

Example, Feedback ~

Please Provide Feedback As We Will
Build Upon Your Feedback to Complete
the Ecological Restoration Plan.

Thank You!
Forbes
Environmental &
Land Use Planning

Township of Cheltenham
Montgomery County, Pennsylvania

Board of Commissioners
Jeffrey A. Muldawer, President
Michael J. Swavola, Vice President
Paul R. Greenwald
Charles D. McKeown
Harvey Portner
J. Andrew Sharkey
Morton J. Simon , Jr.

Administration Building
8230 Old York Road
Elkins Park, PA 19027-1589

Phone: 215887-1000
FAX:
215887-1561
Website: cheltenhamtownship.org

Township Manager
David G. Kraynlk

Agenda
High School Park Ecological Restoration Plan
Citizen Steering Committee Meeting #5
Wall House Carriage House
August 27, 2008, 7:00 PM - 9:00 PM

7:00 -7:05 PM

1. Welcome, Amy Steffen, Chair, HS/OP Master Plan

Committee
7:05- 7:10 PM

2. Brief Introductions, All Attendees

7:10 -7: 15 PM

3. Adoption of Meeting #4 Minutes, Bryan Havir, Cheltenham
Township & Amy Steffen, Chair

7:15- 8:30 PM

4.

Section Overviews, Draft Master Plan
Overview, Draft Sections 4, Phil Perhamus
Overview, Draft Section 5, Debbie Mengonie
Overview, Draft Section 6, Phil Perhamus

Phil Perhamus AMEC Earth & Environmental and Debbie
Mengonie, RETTEW*
8:30- 8:50 PM

5. An Introduction to Section 7, Recommendations, Suzanne
Forbes, Forbes Environmental & Land Use Planning

8:50- 9:00 PM

6. Wrap Up & Close, Amy Steffen, Chair, HS/OP Master
Plan Committee

ynik
Township Manager

A Home Rule Charter Community

DRAFT Minutes
High School Park and Ogontz Park Master Plan
Citizen Steering Committee Meeting #5
Wall Park Carriage House
August 27, 2008, 7:00 PM – 9:00 PM
________________________________________________________________

1. Welcome, Amy Steffen, Chair, HS/OP Master Plan Committee- The Chair opened the
meeting at 7:05 PM welcoming attendees, providing an overview of the meeting and asking
all to provide their name and a brief introduction.
2. Brief Introductions, All Attendees- Each attendee (see attached sign in sheet) provided
their name and a brief introduction.
3. Adoption of Meeting #4 Minutes, Bryan Havir, Cheltenham Township & Amy Steffen,
Chair- As the meeting minutes were provided to all Steering Committee members, the Chair
asked if there were any comments or amendments. Their being none, the minutes were
adopted unanimously.
4. Section Overviews, Draft Master Plan- Suzanne Forbes noted that the power point
presentation would include a continuation of an overview of each completed Master Plan
section. She noted that the members had already received an overview of Sections 1.0-3.0,
and that the goal is to complete a preliminary draft before the October 2008 presentation to
the Township. The sectional overview this evening would include Sections 4.0 – 7.0.
5. Overview, Draft Sections 4, Phil Perhamus- Mr. Perhamus provided an overview of
completed draft section 4.0 (Copies of which were distributed to all the Steering Committee
in attendance). Comments, questions and responses were as follows:
•

•

•

•

Ms. Steffen asked if the recommendations for increasing the meadow area would include
reshaping the meadow and narrowing the path. Perhamus shared that it would, as the
recommendations for the edge area restoration addressed it in a more effective manner
(see power point overview of edge area recommendations).
Ms. Steffen wondered how thinning larger Norway Maples would take place in the area
along the Harrison Avenue border. The concern would be how the adjacent neighbors
might react and or participate in the effort. Mr. Perhamus provided an overview of
girdling in year 6, application of herbicides along the cut area of the girdling, and in years
8 or 9 cutting the limbs and removing the trees. Replacement would be with root pruned
nursery stock (not grafted) which grows within 3-5 years (rather than the average 15 year
growth of non-grafted stock).
Ms. Duffy added that it might be possible to educate/involve those neighbors by
providing the same root-pruned tree species for their own yards. Mr. Perhamus stating
that education would be a good idea along with care that the root-pruned stock would not
be planted before the replaced; native under story species had time to grow and out
compete non-native species.
Mr. Baxter asked if the root-pruned stock comes balled and in burlap. Mr. Perhamus
noting that they come in containers as this has been the trend (e.g., easier planting, less
damage, easier transport).
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•
•
•

•
•

Mr. Kratzer asked why Norway maples are perceived as negative. Mr. Perhamus
answering that there is little wildlife value to them, they produce an enormous amount of
seed and they are therefore quite invasive.
Ms. Washington wondered if Norway maple depletes soil fertility. Mr. Perhamus noting
that he had never seen that in the literature, but that it might be a possibility.
Ms. Ehrich asked about the use of cultivars and whether guidance on cultivars would be
addressed in the report recommendations. Mr. Perhamus sharing that part of the report
alludes to use of cultivars as some “non-native” use may be appropriate. He again shared
that there will be a column in that particular table noting whether the species is a native
or non-native to the region.
Ms. Steffen asked the difference between hybrids and cultivars. Mr. Perhamus provided
the definition, noted there was quite a bit of literature on that subject and that he would
send Amy a web page that might be useful.
Ms. Steffen recommended that between meetings, there should probably be a “pow wow”
whereby steering committee members could discuss the draft report before sending
comments to the Township for incorporation. Ms. Forbes offering to attend that meeting.
Ms. Steffen thanked Forbes and noticed it was probably something they could do on their
own.

6. Overview, Draft Section 5, Debbie Mengonie- Ms. Mengonie provided an overview of
completed draft section 5.0 (Copies of which were distributed to those in attendance).
Comments, questions and responses were as follows:
•

•
•

•
•

Regarding the entryway design, Ms. Steffen asked about the size of the proposed kiosk
(perhaps too large?) and how it might function differently than the proposed sign. Ms.
Mengonie sharing that the entrance sign would most likely contain information on the
history of the park, while the kiosk could contain much more information (e.g., more
detailed information, current events, and way-finding information). Regarding size, the
kiosk could be any size. Ms. Mengonie reinforcing that the recommended entry way
design would be a rendering and conceptual drawing. More work would be required at
the actual design stage (e.g., after plan adoption and when the Township was ready to
continue implementing the conceptual design.
Mr. Baxter asked about the benches recommended for the entryway and wondered if
there would be adequate room for the maintenance crew to enter the park when needed.
Ms. Washington agreed and added that additional room would also be required for fire
truck access in the event of a fire in the park or at adjacent homes. Ms. Mengonie
sharing that there was ten feet between the wall elements and asked whether this was
adequate. Mr. Baxter and Ms. Washington recommending that more space as well as a
clear turn around area as well as guidance on how and where to turn around would be
advised. This would be required for both the trucks and periodic trailers. The idea of
removable benches was discussed and tabled as that would most likely be an imposition.
Ms. Mengonie agreeing to add more space for the maintenance/fire vehicles by adding
bump outs for the benches and guidance on where to turn around and enter.
Mr. Kratzer noted he liked the design very much and hoped that providing more space for
the maintenance/fire vehicles would not change the design much. He suggested ways the
trucks could access and turn around on the dry portions of the park.
Ms. Steffen, Mr. Havir and Mr. Kratzer suggested ways the paver color might be changed
for the entry plaza. Consistency with ideas proposed for the Elkins Park District was
recommended and painting existing stamped pavers could be arranged. All noting that
the “trail to nowhere” needed to be connected to the entry plaza (e.g., entry trail
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•

•

•
•

•
•

•

•
•

connecting with the staircase and then down to the lower portions of the park. There
should be an arrival and an ending spot. The idea of pervious pavement on the way to
nowhere was suggested by Ms. Steffen rather than a continuation of the hard surface.
Ms. Steffen asked whether the proposed entryway area would restrict the visual from
where people entered and the upper meadow. A discussion about the Dominican Retreat
House took place. Ms. Mengonie suggesting we add a note to the design stating that this
should be addressed at the next stage (e.g., after the Master Plan were adopted and the
Township was ready to implement next steps in the design phase).
Regarding the entry area at Myers Way, Ms. Steffen and others asked where it was. A
discussion took place regarding further developing that entry area. Based on ownership
and other factors, it was recommended that the Master Plan suggest just a sign and some
maintenance/clearing as a lot of people are not expected to use it. Mr. Havir will look
into the existing ownership a little more as GIS information does not indicate ownership.
He asked to be reminded to look into it.
Regarding the recommendation for an historical marker, Ms. Washington and Mr. Havir
will do a little research into whether the school was really the first high school in PA.
Regarding the recommendation to include HS park “ruins”, Ms. Steffen asked for
clarification. Ms. Forbes noting that during the one-on-one interviews, she was told that
a couple in town had some of the old HS Park ruins. Ms. Washington asked who that
was, Ms. Forbes sharing she only knew it was a couple and the husband had passed. Ms.
Washington thinks it is the Burkes and will do a little research on this.
The discussion about estate fencing ensued with an overview by Mr. Havir on what was
recommended for Wall Park. It was decided that the fencing for HS and Ogontz should
be like the one illustrated (e.g., stone/metal picture) in the power point presentation.
Regarding the recommendation for paving the Ogontz Park tennis courts, Forbes
reminded the group that the focus for Ogontz Park initially was that it remains “as is” but
the consulting team received recommendations for upgrades during the needs assessment.
It was decided to keep many of the upgrade recommendation in, but that the tennis court
recommendation should be for year 10.
Regarding adding or augmenting recycling/trash trash cans, Ms. Steffen, Mr. Havir, Mr.
Ragnow and Ms. Korosoff discussed the problem with litter and agreed that the pictured
recycling/trash can unit (See Photo in Power Point presentation) might work better as the
present recycling containers at the parks and out there for events look a lot like trash cans
and should have signs. The unit in the photo showing trash and recycling side-by-side,
and containing clear signs and people are more apt to separate garbage from recyclables.
Ms. Steffen noted that there is most likely a much higher priority for upgraded bathroom
facilities and that should most likely take place before other athletic equipment is
upgraded.
Ms. Steffen also noted that dog’s off-leash at High School Park; particularly toward the
back meadow areas are problematic. Ms. Steffen suggested the idea of a dog park at
Ogontz. Mr. Baxter commented that there is a dog park at Curtis Park and it is not
working well. Bruce Ragnow made the point that dogs and athletic events often don’t
work well together.

7. Overview, Draft Section 6, Phil Perhamus- Mr. Perhamus provided an overview of
completed draft section 5 (Copies of which were distributed to those in attendance).
Comments, questions and responses were as follows:
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•
•
•

•

Mr. Havir noted that bendway weirs were not being permitted by PADEP Norristown
District at one point. He recommended that the consultant team double check to see if
these will now be permitted before recommending their use.
Ms. Steffen asked which streambank restoration option was the least expensive. Mr.
Perhamus said it was most likely Option #2, but we will be providing approximate costs
in the final Master Plan.
Ms. Steffen asked whether the options will address both sides of the creek. Mr.
Perhamus answering that the residential side of the creek at High School Park is not
experiencing erosion. He did find erosion a little further down stream, but feels it is
confined to a small channel area.
Ms. Washington asked if the stone would be very large. Mr. Perhamus noting that it
would not be very large as the stone mixture contains smaller, self launching stone of
different (small) sizes. The SML mixture is designed to settle and distribute correctly.

8. An Introduction to Section 7, Recommendations, Suzanne Forbes, Forbes
Environmental & Land Use Planning - Ms. Forbes provided a brief introduction to draft
section 7.0 (Power point presentation was distributed to those in attendance). She handed out
the section and the correlating appendices and tables and asked that everyone arrive at the
September 2008 meeting ready to provide comments and questions. Ms. Steffen and Mr.
Havir will make sure that the committee members that were unable to make it will receive
hard and digital copies with the message that the next meeting on September 24, 2008 will
be devoted to discussion.

6. Wrap Up & Close, Amy Steffen, Chair, HS/OP Master Plan Committee- The Chair
closed the meeting at 9:15 PM thanking everyone for attending.

David G. Kraynik
Township Manager
Per Suzanne Forbes
Forbes Environment and
Land Use Planning
Bryan T. Havir
Assistant Township Manager

**It is believed that the above represents an accurate transcription of the major events that
transpired at this meeting. Your notification of any errors or omissions is essential as the
foregoing is intended to be part of record. Please contact Bryan Havir at 215-887-1000, x112 if
you have any corrections or changes to the minutes.
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STEERING COMMITTEE
UPDATE:
Master Plan for the Ecological
Restoration of High School Park
Presented To ~
Steering Committee
Wall Park Community Center
August 27, 2008, 7:00 PM
(Steering Committee Meeting #5)

The Agenda for Tonight ~
Suzanne Forbes

Forbes
Environmental &
Land Use Planning

9 Overview, Section 4, Native & Non Native Plant
Management Plan, Phil Perhamus, AMEC
9 Overview, Section 5, The Ecological Landscape
Plan, Debbie Mengonie, RETTEW
9 Overview, Section 6, The Tookany Creek Stream
and Buffer Plan, Phil Perhamus, AMEC
9 Status Report, Section 7, Management Plan
Overview & “Home Work”, Suzanne Forbes,
Forbes Environmental & Land Use Planning

Section 4.0 Preliminary Draft
Highlights, Phil Perhamus ~
The High School Park Ecological Management Plan:
Native and Non-Native Plant Species

Goals of Section 4.0 ~
•

•
•
•

Maintain four major community
types:
(1) meadow
(2) edge
(3) woods
(4) Tookany Creek shoreline
Develop a 10-year calendar-style
restoration plan.
Recommend a simple monitoring
program.
Provide additional management
recommendations for other
ecological features
(e.g., wildflower garden, poison
ivy, drainage swale, Rotary
Garden, Robert Fulton Garden).

Community #1: The Meadow ~

(a.k.a. Upper Meadow, Prairie)

Community #2: The Edge ~

(Transitional Between Meadow & Woods)

Community #3: The Woods ~

(Floodplain, Wooded Slopes, English Ivy Slope,
Southeast Corner, Harrison Avenue Tree-line)

Community #4: The Tookany Creek
Shoreline ~

(Separate from stabilization measures)

Format of Section 4.0 ~
(Slide 1 of 2)
1. Narrative about the concept of invasive species and
native species restoration (i.e. justification).
2. Soil fertility analysis.
3. Meadow Management Plan
4. Edge Management Plan
5. Woods Management Plan
(a) Floodplain
(b) Wooded slopes
(c) Southeast woods
(d) Harrison Avenue tree-row
(e) English ivy slope
6. Shoreline Management Plan

Format of Section 4.0 ~
(Slide 2 of 2)

7. Other Areas of Concern:
(a) Wildflower garden
(b) Ogontz Park perimeter
(c) Rotary Garden
(d) Robert Fulton Garden
(e) Poison ivy
(f) Drainage swale
8. Concluding Narrative

Meadow Restoration ~
Manage as two separate communities in two
separate phases.
Dry meadow (front portion)
Dry and Moist meadow (rear portion)

Dry Meadow

Moist Meadow

Meadow Restoration ~
YEARS 1 TO 10
Years 1 to 6: Front meadow
Years 5 to 10: Rear meadow
Remove existing community
Add organic matter
Establish a warm-season grassland community
Increase species richness later by adding non-grass
meadow plants
Mow 2x/year

Edge Restoration ~
Includes bermed areas
Expand the size of the edge – narrow the width of the
mowed grass path
Control various invasive species
Replant areas as necessary with recommended species

Floodplain, Wooded Slopes, and
Southeast Woods Restoration ~
Control various invasive species
Replant areas as necessary with recommended
species
Moderate application of soil amendments as
needed

Harrison Ave Tree-line
Restoration ~
Control various invasive species
Replant areas as necessary with recommended species
Moderate application of soil amendments as needed
Address large Norway maples later (Year 6)

Tookany Creek Shoreline
Restoration ~
Control Japanese knotweed and lesser celandine
Control other various invasive species
Replant areas as necessary with recommended
species (combination of herbaceous plugs,
containerized shrubs, and restoration seed mix)

Paper Tools for the Restoration ~
Ten-Year Calendar Plan
Appendix - Invasive Species Control Techniques
Appendices – Meadow and Shoreline
Tables of recommended plants

On-the-Ground Tools for the
Restoration ~
Manual Invasive Species Control
Chemical Control
Life Cycle Timing/Efficient Use of Human
Resources

Section 4 Overview ~
Please Provide Feedback

Section 5.0 Preliminary Draft
Highlights, Debora S. Mengoni, RLA~
The Ecological Landscape Plan (Man-Made Landscape)

Identified Needs ~
To improve landscape features and
accentuate entrances/signage to
create a park identity.
To build upon existing historic and
cultural features.
To improve existing trails and
create regional trail linkages.

Enhanced Park Entryways ~
Montgomery Ave., High School Rd., Mill Rd.,
Myers Way, Harrison Ave.
Need to create park identity and welcome
visitors.
Frame entrances and channel visitors.
Use vernacular of park and themes from Elkins
Park Commercial District.
Reference Elkins Park Streetscape.
Reference Township Streetscape Guidelines.

Entryway Concept & Recommendations ~
(See Revised Entryway Plan on Display Board)
Arrival Plaza-Gateway.
Low seat walls- clear view to meadow.
Sign (or Kiosk).
Non-vehicular-removable bollards.
Rittenhouse Square-like seating.
Existing trees remain.
Native planting.
Architectural “Ruins.”
Interpretation.
Other entrances should mimic the concept.

Vehicular Circulation ~
Past the park- perimeter roads
Within the park- restricted access
at horseshoe drive off
Montgomery Ave.
Parking- Harrison Ave. Parking
Lot and High School Road
Parking Area

Vehicular Access Recommendations ~
Install permanent
removable bollard
system at each end
of horseshoe drive.
Vehicular access
allowed only for
special events and
maintenance.
Create a more
pedestrian feel for
horseshoe drive.

Parking Recommendations ~
Enforce parking meters and “2
hour parking”- increase
number of “2 hour parking”
spaces.
Delineate unmarked parking
spaces.
Add paved ADA parking
spaces (minimum 1 at HS Rd.)
Consider pervious asphalt
paving.
Acquire lot on Myers Way for
parking area.

Pedestrian Circulation ~

(Regional Trail System)
High School Park Trails
Public Sidewalk System

Pedestrian Recommendations:
Regional Linkages ~
Continue the trail across Mill
Road
Purchase or acquire an easement
on the Biello property at the SE
corner of Mill Road and Church
Road.
Provide a trail that would run
along Tookany Creek and would
link to the existing public right of
way along the Tookany Creek
Parkway to Harrison Ave.
Create a link from High School
Park to the proposed Township
trail extension in the back of
Gimbel Fields to New Second
Street.

Pedestrian Recommendations:
Trails and Public Sidewalks ~
Add pedestrian
connections to Park
Avenue and Elkins Park
Apartments.
Improved trail
maintenance.
Define the trail edges.
Improve/Repair steps; add
hand railings.
Provide for bike and ADA
accessibility on trail from
HS Rd. to Mill Rd.
Replace steps at Mill Rd.
with ADA accessible ramp.

Signage ~
Reference the
Township Streetscape
Guidelines (2004).
Create unique identity
for park.
Enhance visual impact.
Create identifiable
design theme- High
School Architecture.
Use vernacular of the
park- Wissahickon
Schist.

Signage: Way-finding ~
Use Elkins Park Commercial
District Signage along HS Rd.
Provide Wayfinding/Directional Signage at
intersection of Church and HS
Roads.
Use commercial district
signage on pedestrian lighting
along HS Road.
Install Elkins Park
Commercial District Banners
along HS Rd.
Change background of Elkins
Park Commercial District
Logo/Banner to green.

Signage: Miscellaneous ~
Provide regulatory signage at
all entrances.
Provide interpretive signage
throughout the park;
unobtrusive, overarching
themes, strategic locations.
Work with Cheltenham
Township Historical
Commission and Old York
Historical Society to acquire a
PA Historic Marker
designating High School Park
as the site of the first High
School in the commonwealth.

Site Furniture and Lighting ~
Enhance safety and
security with dark-sky
friendly lighting at all
entrances.
Choose durable, vandal
and theft resistant
materials for site
furnishings.
Provide consistent design
for waste and recycle
receptacles.

Landscaping ~
Plant native street trees
along the extent of HS
Rd.
Replace sidewalks
where more space is
necessary to
accommodate street
trees.
Use a native plant
palette for all manmade landscapes
throughout the park.

Entranceways ~
Improve and accentuate
entrances on HS Rd. and
Church Rd.
Replace all existing fence
with estate style ornamental
iron fence.
Use stone walls or columns
at entrances to link design to
High School Park entrances
and create a sense of arrival.
Provide signage at all
entrances.
Consider renaming to
Ogontz Fields at High School
Park.

Children’s Play Area ~
Conduct an assessment on
safety of playground.
Recommend replacing with a
“Natural Playground.”
Add additional benches and
night sky friendly lighting.
Add child-friendly restrooms
nearby; include low fixtures,
changing area

"Natural playgrounds" are play environments that blend natural materials, features, and indigenous vegetation with
creative landforms to create purposely complex interplays of natural, environmental objects in ways that challenge
and fascinate children and teach them about the wonders and intricacies of the natural world while they play within it.
Play components may include earth shapes (sculptures), environmental art, indigenous vegetation (trees, shrubs,
grasses, flowers, lichens, mosses), boulders or other rock structures, dirt and sand, natural fences (stone, willow,
wooden), textured pathways, and natural water features.

Active Recreation Areas ~

Upgrade baseball
fields-grading,
drainage, re-seeding,
backstops and
bleachers.
Upgrade cinder track
with granular material
track.
Resurface tennis
courts.

Landscape and Lighting
Site Furniture ~
Plant native trees on hill
along Church Road.
Use native plantings at
entrances.
Provide Night Sky
Friendly lighting along
track and at tennis courts
and play area.
Provide more benches,
bike racks and
waste/recycling
receptacles.
Construct permanent
restroom facilitiesconsider composting
toilets.

Section 5 Overview ~
Please Provide Feedback

Section 6.0 Preliminary Draft
Highlights, Phil Perhamus~
The Tookany Creek Stream & Buffer Plan

The Tookany Creek Stream
& Buffer Plan ~
Background
The Tookany Creek, Is In A Developed Watershed
& Is Therefore Disconnected From Its’ Floodplain
*Flood Flows Largely Contained Within Stream Channel
*Exposed Sewer Lines Functioning Like Low Head Dams
* Obstruction of Fish Movement
* Impacts to Flow Timing & Sediment transport
* Visible Effects Including: Changes in Channel Slope,
Width, Formation and Bottom Roughness.

History of Stabilization Efforts ~
* Portion of Creek In High School Park
Stabilized, 2000
* Munro Ecological Services, Inc.
* A hybrid approach utilizing cribbing, geo-grid,
fascines, etc.
* Tropical Storm Alison, 2001
* Severe NE Flooding, Spring 2004
* Destruction of A Good Portion of Stabilization
Structure

Update, The Tookany Creek Stream &
Buffer Plan ~
Recommendations
9 Option #1: Existing stabilization measures
proposed by Munro Ecological Associates
9 Option #2: An alternative approach

Reconstruction Based
on Historic Restoration Efforts ~
Option #1

* Munro Ecological Services
Design
* Design Being Implemented
Downstream at Tookany
Creek Park
*Repeat Effort, 520 Linear
Feet, High School Park
*Use Same Approach on
Eastern Shoreline of Creek at
Ogontz Park

Another Recommended Option ~
Option #2

* Current science of stream
stabilization melding
conventional and
bioengineering techniques for
urban streams.
* “Minimalist” approach for
stabilization.
* Bendway weir, reinforced toeof-slope, change of bank angle,
and vegetative plantings.

More About Option #2 ~
Component 1: Reshape the Streambank
to as Close to 3:1 Slope As Possible
Component 2: Redirect the Thalweg
Using Bendway Wiers & Constructed
Stone
Component 3: Stabilize the Shoreline
With Vegetation

Is Creating a 3:1 Slope Feasible ? ~
Bank Angle
3:1 or greater (possibly 2:1)

Bendway Weirs ~
Bendway Weir & Reinforced Toe
Combination of upstream facing structure coupled with
gradually rising elevation.

Component 3: Shoreline
Revegetation~
Vegetative Plantings
9 Willows
9 Dogwoods
9 Rice-cutgrass
9 Virginia wild-rye
9 Common elder

Section 6 Overview ~
Please Provide Feedback

Section 7.0 Management Plan
Recommendations, Suzanne Forbes ~
The Conservation Management Plan
(All Recommendations)
Forbes
Environmental &
Land Use Planning

Section 7.0, Status Report, All
Recommendations ~
Goals, Objectives and
Recommended Activities
Examples Presented this
Evening.
Take Home to Review.
Comments and Discussion
at September 24, 2008
Steering Committee
Meeting.

Section 7, Recommendations Example ~
7.1 Management Plan Recommendations, The Ecological Management
Plan for High School Park (Native and Non-Native Plant Species)

Introduction and Background
FOCUS- The primary focus of this Master Plan is the
ecological restoration of native plant species at High
School Park (See Section 4.0).
BASIS & METHODOLOGY• Andropogon, 1997 provided the starting point.
• Augmented with needs assessment, research and
fieldwork completed to guide future restoration
efforts for the next ten years.
• Acceptance by Cheltenham Township, the Friends of
High School Park, the project steering committee
and the community.
CROSS SECTIONAL REFERENCES- See Section 4.0,
Appendices A- C. & Tables 4.3- 4 (soils information,
plant lists and calendar)

Section 7, Recommendations Example (Continued) ~
Native and Non-Native Plan Species, Goals &
Recommendations
Native & Non-Native Restoration of the Habitats
Goal: Maintain & Restore the four (4) major Habitat Types present in the Park
based on the ten year management plan included in this plan.
Recommendations for the Meadow Community at High School Park –
Restore the meadow community in two separate phases. Phase I involving the
restoration of the front half of the meadow (e.g. dry meadow). Phase II
involving the restoration of the second half of the meadow (e.g., dry and moist
meadows).
Maintain the early successional community through periodic mowing during
the two seasons where wildlife will be least impacted (e.g., spring and summer
per ten year calendar).
Establish initial assemblage of warm-season grasses for ___ years and later
diversify the community with the addition of herbaceous, non-grass species.
Soil fertility should be improved by applying nitrogen at 40 pounds per acre.
Soils should be further improved, especially nitrogen, with the addition of
organic matter (e.g., compost).
Timeline for Goal Implementation: ______________
Approximate Cost to Implement Goal: $ ________

Same Format Followed For Each
Section of the Plan ~
Section 7.1: Native & Non Native Plants
* Goal Area & Recommendations
Section 7.2: Man-Made Landscape
* Goal Area & Recommendations
Section 7.3: Tookany Creek & Creek
Buffer Restoration
* Goal Area & Recommendations
Section 7.4: Planning & Education
* Goal Area & Recommendations

Proposed Improvements Plan ~

We Will Also Place
Recommendations for
Proposed Improvements
on Map #2.
See Draft Display Map

Section 7 Homework Exercise ~
Please Take Home
Draft Section 7.0
Please Review the Draft and Attend
the Next Meeting With Your
Comments

Thank You!
Forbes
Environmental &
Land Use Planning

Township of Cheltenham
Mon tgomery County, Pennsylvania

Board of Commissioners
Jeffrey A. Muldawer, President
Michael J, Swavola, Vice President
Paul R. Greenwald
Charles D. McKeown
Harvey Portner
J. Andrew Sharkey
Morton J. Simon, Jr.

Administration Building
8230 Old York Ro ad
Elkins Park, PA 19027-1589

Phone: 21 5 887-1000
FAX :
215 887-1561
Website : cheltenhamtownship.org

Township Manager
David G Kraynik

Agenda
High School Park / Ogontz Park Master Plan
Citizen Steering Committee l\IIeeting #6
Wall Park Carriage House at Wall Park
September 24, 2008, 7:00 PM - 9:00 PM
7:00 -7:05 PM

1. Welcome, Amy Steffen, Chair, HS/OP Master Plan
Committee

7:05- 7:10 PM

2. Brieflntroductions, All Attendees

7:10 -7:15 PM

3. Adoption of Meeting #5 Minutes, Bryan Havir, Cheltenham
Township & Amy Steffen, Chair

7:15- 8:45 PM

4.

Work Session, Feedback on Preliminary
Recommendations, Section 7.0

Phil Perhamus AMEC Earth & Environmental
Bryan Havir, Cheltenham Township
Amy Steffen, Steering Committee Chair

8:45- 9:00 PM

5. Wrap Up & Close, Amy Steffen, Chair, HS/OP Master
Plan Committee

Next Meeting: Community Meeting #2, Presentation of Preliminary Draft to the
Public Works Committee, October 14,2008, commencing at 7:30 P.M. at the
Township Administration Building.

A Home Rule Charter Community

Minutes
High School Park and Ogontz Park Master
Steering Committee
#5
Wall Park Carriage
September
2008,7:00

1. Welcome, Amy Steffen,
providing an l"IJ\U'Mll'P!ur
meeting at 7:05 PM welcoming
all to provide their name
a brief introduction.
2. Brief Introductions, All Attendees- Each attendee
their name and a brief introduction.

provided

3. Adoption of Meeting #5, Minutes, Bryan Havir, Ch,elQ!nham
Chair- As the meeting minutes were provided to
Co:nmlitt€~e 1111..,11111./..,1
asked if there were any comments or amendments.
condition
minutes of the September
School
comment No. 1 regarding her request that the
Tookany
Watershed Management
4.

Old Business:
(1) No one has heard back yet about artifacts of old
pursue
issue.

(2) It was verified
park is
the location
constructed in the State of Pennsylvania for grades
Pennsylvania
Historical Marker at the
Ecological Master Plan. It would enhance the
Pennsylvania Historical and 1\;1""",,, .......... ,.,...... u.,..",.. "..".....,n"s>
for a state marker, should one be filed in the near
of the
will
a recommendation in
recommended that REITEW should put a proposed lOOatlCm
map.

5.

Ste1lten will

mat:ker on the

New Business:
(1) Topics Pertaining to Ecological Restoration.
Steffen noted, even after the
feedback
tonight, the Steering
should understand that
will be
additional opportunities for feedback based on the review of the Draft Ecological Master
Plan; however, it is
to provide this feedback in writing.

Mr. Holt said he appreciated the concept
a 10-year plan since there are too
restoration plans that do not extend for a sufficient amount of time. A 10-year plan is
particularly realistic with regards to restoration ofthe meadow community.

Ms. Steffen said, because there are numerous goals in Section 7.0, it is difficult for the
to
of where they are in
section; therefore, numbering the goals (e.g.,
1) was suggested since it would be helpful.
further suggested each
rec,ommenruItIon should be followed by a brief description. For example:

- 1

"Recommendation for the Meadow Community at
School Park" can be modified to
Recommendation for the Meadow Community at
School park - to establish an
community dominated by a native warm-season grass community,
supplemented with native non-grass species for diversity.
Additionally,
consultants should consider incorporating what level of success should be
For
modifier could also state something as " ... with a non
native, invasive S/Jl~CU;~S composition that does not exceed ~ I O%. "
Ms. Ehrlich requested clarification for the rationale of mowing two times per year versus
one
per year.
Messrs.
and Holt indicated
(1) mowing one
per
year will allow woody invasives such as multi-flora rose to establish themselves, (2)
mowing two times per year is the approach recommended by the Natural
Trust for
maintaining a meadow community in southeastern PA, (3) mowing one time per year
results
development of stunted invasive woody species that persist in the community
(i.e. the "bonsai" effect), (4) the timing
the
optimizes
of warm
season grasses by altering the inter-specific competitive environment with regards to cool
season grasses, and (5) the
of the mowing coincides with the optimal time for
minimizing adverse effects to wildlife that utilize the meadow for nesting and
cover.
Ms.
inquired as to
the mowing
has to
continued past
period. Mr. Perhamus answered yes, and that mowing is functioning as the periodic
disturbance that maintains the
Ms.
inquired as to whether burning
meadow would
work. Messrs.
Perhamus and Holt answered no, indicating that the intensity of the fire needed to
and invasive roof-stock could not be

Ms. Steffen expressed concern over the frequent and widespread recommendation for
glyphosate use throughout
plan. Ms. Steffen indicated that
use of
is
certainly understandable in the meadow and
but that the use in
other
should
as a secondary
alternative after manual controls.
Mr. Hoover inquired as to whether or not the goals are realistic with regards to
from surrounding
eradication of invasive species when there is a constant
environments that are dominated
species. Mr. Perhamus
some
clarification as to the semantics of invasive
control versus eradication,
etc.
indicated that such clarification can be
into
Additionally, incorporating Ms. Steffen'S recommendation about specifying the level of
success that can
tolerated should help with
conceptual
Ms. Kaplan requested clearer guidance to
to restore the berms. Ms.
Steffen
that the first
to restore some of the communities are not as
clear in the plan, as the steps laid out for the meadow and shoreline. Ms. Perhamus and Ms.
Steffen
that
an
for
community, as was
for the
meadow and shoreline would help the user of the plan. These appendices will be created by
the consulting team.
Mr. Havir said the plan should clearly state what trees should be planted in place of the
should state when
Norway maples in
Harrison Avenue tree-row. In addition, the
or I or 2 years following
such trees can be planted
immediately
-2

girdling). He indicated that the Shade Tree Advisory Commission and the Environmental
Upon Ms.
Advisory Council have vested interested in what occurs in this
Steffen's
Mr. Perhamus
that a
on the
use
rapidly-growing, root-pruned nursery trees was inadvertently left out of the plan.
HU''''..''.'''.... will
by
team.
The Steering
unanimously
Wildflower Garden be globally
changed to Hillside Meadow since this is the original name
this community.
(2) Topics Pertaining to Landscape Architecture. Mr. Holt said, since it is a vista it
may
to have a
at
"road to nowhere" that
and information about the
information about the location of the
rYlp·"rl."u, community.
Ms.

inquired as to whether there is a better alternative to wood chips for
Mr.
noted that
was a loose consensus at the meeting that wood chips are not
favored by the Steering Committee. Aside from an earthen trail, an alternative could not
thought of.

Ms.
inquired as to the
for
consistent with business
district signs. Me. Havir noted that the consistency reference, which RE1TEW was
dealt with the
colors,
materials
street
banners and gateway signage proposed along Montgomery A venue and High School Road,
the Elkins Park East Commercial District.
of replacing
metal bridge at
Park. Mr.
Mr. Cohen inquired as to
Hoover indicated that the bridge is
sound and that when it comes time to
it, it will be replaced with an ADA compliant bridge.
Mr. Havir said, according to
lot lines on Map 2, it appears that an access easement is
at
from
School Road. Ms. "".no.....
to approach the metal
inquired as to whether the thinner lot line is depicting an existing access easement. Mr.
this issue be examined
Mr.
indicated, that the recommendation for a physical ,",Vl.lll\.,,,"UV'
Park and the adjacent apartments may need to be taken out of the plan. At least one
apartment
concern about
by
of access to and from the park.
closer to
inquired as to the feasibility of having the bathroom at
park entrance so that work crews at High School Park did not have such a long distance
of
topic
to an alternative solution of
an
to walk
underground water line extend from the water meter pit at the High School park front
It was the consensus of
that
be
entrance to the
recommended in the plan.

Ms.

Ms.
inquired as to why the large trees are not depicted on Map 2, suggesting that
they are going to be removed. This should be examined and
(V"'1"Pf'tprl

(3) Topics Pertaining to Planning and Education. Ms. Steffen said that the plan is not
party
various tasks and
clear as to whom is the
recommendations. This comment extends to the ecological restoration as well. She
volunteer coordinator.
plan should
suggested the plan
the hiIing of a
Township and the Friends group
done for
park
also emphasize more of what
Mr. Havir noted that this
not

-3-

specifically mean paid employees of the Township. It would help in securing funding from
agencies should grant applications be submitted to help fund this position.
Ms. Steffen indicated to the Steering Committee that ownership of the plan needs to be
taken by the Steering Committee so that the presentation is from the Committee and not by
the consultants . Based on this, there needs to be an additional meeting where two
subgroups will be formed:
Presentation Subgroup
Outreach Subgroup
Mr. Havir said, to minimize the amount of paper used for the distribution of the preliminary
Draft plan, the consulting team provides the Township with the following materials:
(l) 20 hard copies of the report which will contain a combination of hard copy
appendices and electronic appendices.

(2) 25 electronic copies of the report.
Note the final plan will require hard copies of all appendices.
Mr. Perhamus said the Draft plan will be delivered to the township on October 3rd • It will
not include the majority of the comments gathered at tonight's, but will at least include a
clarification of the goal recommendations in Section 7.0.

6. Wrap Up & Close, Mr. Perhamus, HS/OP Master Plan Committee- Mr. Perhamus
closed the meeting at 9: 15 PM thanking everyone for attending.

Township Manager
Per Phil Perhamus, P.W.S.
Senior Biologist
AMEC Earth & Environmental, Inc.
Bryan T. Havir
Assistant Township Manager

**It is believed that the above represents an accurate transcription of the major events that
transpired at this meeting. Your notification of any errors or omissions is essential as the
foregoing is intended to be part of record. Please contact Bryan Havir at 215-887 -1000, x 112 if
you have any corrections or changes to the minutes.
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Agenda
High School Park I Ogontz Park Master Plan
Citizen Steering Committee Meeting #7
Wall Park Carriage House
November 19, 2008, 7:00 PM - 9:00 PM
7:00 -7:05 PM
7:05- 7:10 PM
7:10-7:15 PM
7:15- 7:30 PM

7:25 - 8:55

1. Welcome, Amy Steffen, Chair, HSiOP Master Plan
Committee
2. Brief Introductions, AU Attendees
3. Adoption of Meeting #6 Minutes, Bryan Havir, Cheltenham
Township & Amy Steffen, Chair

4.

Progress Report & Update

"Overview of Public Works Committee Meeting on October
14,2008
.. Incorporation of All Comments
.. December 3, 2008 Public Meeting
.. Adoption of Final Plan
Amy Steffen, Steering Committee Chair
Bryan Havir, Cheltenham Township
Suzanne Forbes, Forbes Environmental & Land Use
Steering Committee
5. Overview of All Written Comments Received &
Discussion
Amy Steffen, Steering Committee Chair
Bryan Havir, Cheltenham Township
Suzanne Forbes, Forbes Environmental & Land Use
Planning

8:55- 9:00 PM

6. Wrap Up & Close, Amy Steffen, Chair, HSiOP Master
Plan Committee

~
Township Manager

A Home Rule Charter Community

Meeting Minutes
High School Park Ecological Restoration Plan
Citizen Steering Committee (SC) Meeting #7
Wall Park Carriage House
November 19, 2008, 7:00 PM - 9:00 PM

1.

Welcome- The meeting started promptly at 7:00 PM with Amy Steffen chairing
the meeting, Phil Perhamus representing the consulting team, and John Hoover
representing the Township. Suzanne Forbes and Bryan Havir unable to attend
due to sickness. Amy Steffen allowing time for the following attendees to
introduce themselves:

2.

Adoption of Meeting Minutes- The minutes from meeting #6 were adopted.

3.

Progress Report & Update- Amy Steffen noted that she, Suzanne Forbes, Bryan
Havir, and Barbara DuffY were in attendance at the Public Works Committee
meeting on October 14,2008. Amy Steffen asked John Hoover if he had received
any feedback from the Township on the presentation. Having not heard, he noted
he would check with Bryan Havir.
(Forbes insert) The Public Works Committee meeting was considered Community
Meeting #2 and the focus was providing the Board of Commissioners with an
overview of the preliminary draft plan. The Commissioners received the hard
copy plans before that meeting. Amy Steffen started the brief overview with
information about the history of the plan and the FHSP. Suzanne Forbes
previously provided a plan overview piece to the Township and went over key
bullet points. Commissioner Mickey Simon commended the Steering Committee,
noted to the attending Commissioners that he had attended most of the meetings,
and thanked Amy Steffen and the SC for all of their hard work. Barb Duffy spoke
briefly about how the plan ties in with previous Township environmental planning
efforts (e.g., watershed plan, trail plan).

4.

Overview of all Comments Received to Date- A number of comments were
received by the designated deadline (November 7, 2008) and were the focus of SC
meeting discussion (Note: DCNR, Jack Holt comments and final Steffen
comments forthcoming). Those comments are attached as Appendix A.
Discussion points at this meeting were as follows:
•
•
•
•

•

Make sure the plan notes owners of opposite shoreline.
Address herbicide use in appendix A.
Note 2 watershed plans (Took any Creek WMP, dated October 2003).
Address regarding/undulation (stormwater issues). There needs to be more
information/recommendations on how to address existing stormwater drainage
Issues.
Add importance of historical marker.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mary Washington checked on whether a community member had ruins. This is
not the case. Remove references to ruins from plan.
Add goals to executive summary. It should not be more than 2 pp.
. Make sure that the entryway concept notes it will not obstruct view to grassy area
and upper meadow.
The entry design should have additional native plants and go from more
formalized to less formalized.
The entryways are a priority and there is still on-going discussion regarding
whether it is overdone or underdone.
The consultant again noting these are renderings and that it can be changed in any
which way upon implementation.
The design explanation should emphasize it is a rendering and will require
additional design work upon implementation.

5.

Community Meeting #3 Discussion- The next meeting will be Community
Meeting #3. The document will not contain revisions based on received
comments as that would be too difficult (timing) and the contract requires a draft
plan and a final plan only. It is intended to update and pave the way for eventual
adoption in January 2009 after all comments are incorporated and the plan is
finalized. SC suggested to include top 10 recommendations to "sell" to the
public. SC also suggested the presentation be more visual than narrative (PPT
should be heavy on photos and light on text). The presentation should contain the
rendering of entryway on design. It is important to make sure the public knows
that the recommendations contain an associated cost and it will be implemented
via grants, volunteerism and fund raising rather than taxes. The FHSP will set up
a table and take donations. The discussion about the need to hire a part-time
coordinator will also be discussed.

6.

Wrap Up and Close- As there were no additional comments, the meeting was
closed at 9:00 PM.

Township Manager
per Suzanne Forbes
and
Bryan Havir

APPENDIX A
COMMENTS TO PRELIMINARY PLAN
RECEIVED BY NOVEMBER 7 DEADLINE

Notes: The consulting team will analyze all received comments, allow additional time for
more comments based on Community Meeting #3. The Township will set a cut off date
for final comments.
All comments will be discussed, with regard to incorporation, with the Township and in
light ofexisting scope of work and contract. Any comments deemed "out ofscope" will
be discussed with the client. The client will make a determination with input from the
Steering Committee.
Township
A hard copy of the plan was provided to Phil Perhamus from the Township. It contained
grammatical suggestions and comments.
Joe Baxter-Township Parks/Public Works Superintendent
I have a couple questions/ comments:
On page 12 first paragraph, gneiss. What is it?
I'd like to be clearer what is considered the dry meadow and the wet. I think I know that
the farthest meadow area is the wet. Is the hill meadow dry as well as the first part of the
upper meadow?
Was Myers Way entrance OK'd for us to work with? I thought at a previous meeting that
was not going to be touched.
Joanne Dahme
I thought the report was very thorough.
My only recommendations would revolve around the stormwater management (of course)
components.
Thinking that when improvements are made to the sidewalks surrounding the parks,
parking lots or park facilities, the township should take the opportunity to disconnect
storm drains into park areas, replace impervious asphalt with porous asphalt (there was a
note about the Ogontz Park running track ponding after rainstorms and in need of
replacement).
Also, re the streambank restoration work, thinking that it would be useful to include
boulders as a component of the streambank restoration work to stabilize the toe of the
banks. We're finding that we need to do this on all restoration jobs to make sure that our
restoration work is not washed away.
I can bring photo examples of these two topics.
Mary Washington

As far as any historic marker goes, it should be mentioned in the plan that the high school
plot was part of Toby Leech's original land grant from 1682.
David Kratzer, AlA
I reviewed the draft over the weekend and it is certainly comprehensive and thorough. It
took a while to get through 650 pages.

The only comment I have is that an all inclusive Executive Summary at the very
beginning which outlines the overall findings in bullet form would be helpful. I realize
that each section of the plan has a Findings section but a general overview would be nice
for orientation and conveying the big picture.
Other than that only a few typos here and there.
Jo Fagan
My concern with the plan is the use of chemical fertilizers. Although the plan doesn't
recommend it for areas with lots of run-off, the number one pollutant of water is fertilizer
used on private properties, farms, etc.

Diane Ehrich
These are some of my reactions to the draft of the master plan. I realize that detailed
answers to some of my questions may be beyond the scope of the master plan, but I do
feel that a little more guidance in some of the areas that I mention would be very helpful.
Trail System.
One trail (the Tulip Poplar Trail or Hidden Trail) on the wooded hillside, which runs
from the Overlook area to near the High School Road entrance, has been eliminated from
the map. Was this just an oversight or is it proposed to be eliminated?
I'd like more clarification on the layout of the trails along the berms leading to the
Overlook area. This is important as these little trails connect the upper and lower parts of
the park, yet it is a very confusing area. They are not marked on the map and they are not
addressed in the text.
Suggestions for maintenance of the trails state what is already being done. I'd appreciate
additional suggestions for improving sides of trails (should we just continue with logs
this is problematic as some are very small and are getting moved around; how can we fix
trail borders so that it is clear to everyone what boundaries need to be respected for weed
wacking and mulching). Should cribbing be used on the trails? If so where and would
like specifications.

Gardens. (Native Plant Garden, Rotary Garden, Fulton Garden).
I'd like more specific plans for these gardens and plant lists. I appreciate the critiques of
these areas, but we need ideas about how to overhaul them and, for the Native Plant
Garden, ideas of how to put together a design.
Benches and lighting.

The need requirements for benching and lighting are discussed, but I'd like some specific
suggestions for benches and lighting that will meet requirements for park.

Herbicide use in the ecological restoration plan.
Before we could even begin this plan into action, we would need to reach some
understanding and consensus about herbicide use. Many people involved with HSP are
adamantly opposed to using it; others are supportive to varying degrees. We need to
understand what all our options are for each species (organic or biological controls,
manual controls, chemical controls) and what the consequences are for each kind of
control. We need to reach some kind of consensus- this must involve the whole board.
If we are going to address Lesser Celandine and Knotweed on the lower level, then big
areas of the lower level are going to need to be herbicided (repeatedly). If the upper
meadow is to be re-planted, then this large area, too, will be subjected (again, repeatedly)
to herbicide. People need to understand the reasons for and support these actions if we
are truly committed to undertaking them.
Sign age.
Would like to see more specifics about text and suggestions for pictures/photos for signs.
Trees at risk on ivy covered hillside.
There are several large trees on the ivy covered hillside that are dying and leaning over
the woody old field. How should we deal with these trees before they fall into restored
areas? Also, am I correct in understanding that it is recommended that this entire area be
dealt with by professionals? If so, what kind of company does this kind of restoration?
Erosion control on hillside in general.
Many areas of the hillside are steeply sloped. As we remove the ivy and other invasive
vegetation, we will be exposing a lot of ground to potential erosion. Before replanting,
are there measures we should take such as putting in cribbing and/or erosion fabric?
The Ditch Bed.
Are there any recommendations for reconfiguring the soil here or should it be left as is
and planted with different species? Seems as though it might be a good place to slow
down the flow of runoff water by creating swales or using rocks, but don't know how this
would affect the hydrology of the area.
Margie Patlak's Comments On The Restoration Plan
,
p. 45: Will the addition of compost/nitrogen for the meadow overly encourage nonnative
plants and make it more difficult for native plants to get established?
p. 54: Suggest expanding the wildflower garden (hillside meadow) on the grass slope
along High School Rd so there is little to no grass border

p.57: I like the suggestion of planting annual rye grass in areas cleared ofinvasives but
not yet planted. Should we start doing this now, i.e. where we cleared the privet hedge,
etc. instead of mulching? How late in the season can you plant the annual rye grass?
p.64: Can't we spray noxious plants like poison ivy and thistle, and after the spray kills
the above ground portion of the plant, then dig up the roots and dispose of them? That
way they are less likely to come back as the spray is not foolproof, yet it lessens your
chances of getting pricked by thistle or brushing against the poison ivy oil.
Table 1: Will spraying lesser celadine on the shoreline affect the spring ephemerals we
want to keep there?
Not always clear about what happens when we remove lesser celadine, garlic mustard,
wineberry, English ivy, etc. Do we always plant with rye grass? If so, what happens
after the rye grass dies? We need to prevent invasives from seeding themselves in the
disturbed soil.
Table 3: Jerusalem artichoke can be very invasive, yet it is recommended for the
meadow. Will the other meadow plants be sure to keep it in check?
Table 4: Trumpet creeper is extremely invasive and hard to get rid of. DO NOT PLANT
THIS IN THE PARK!! I've been battling it in my garden for years. I also question the
invasive capacity of trumpet honeysuckle and wild onion and whether they should be in
the park.
Table 6: Suggest more spring ephemerals such as Trillium, hepatica, Virginia bluebells,
and Jack-in-the-pulpit.
Misc. comments: They recommended planting trees along High School Road, but these
trees will block the view of our attractive wildflower garden and may eventually shade it.
We need to have a major communications effort to let people know why we are killing
off the meadow and starting over.
I don't like the proposed benches on the Montgomery Ave side that face the street rather
than the park. Why look at cars go by when you can look at the park?
Suggest putting purple coneflower or yellow coneflower, and blue-eyed grass in the
meadow, and bottle or fringed gentians in the forest, edge or near the creek.

Amy Steffen
Positive Feedback
The plan covers many topics and issues well. For instance, there is very good detail on
how to remove many of the invasive plants. I apologize for not mentioning all the

accurate and helpful aspects of the report. For efficiency's stake, I am focusing primarily
on changes that are needed.

Changes Needed
Ecological Restoration
There is too much pesticide use. Studies show that pesticides such as Round Up are not
benign and do not decompose rapidly. For instance, studies have found pesticide residue
in vegetables planted on roundup treated land one year after the treatment. Pesticides are
known to cause damage to invertebrates and soil organisms. Given that our primary goal
is to establish vibrant, healthy ecosystems, the plan should call for pesticide use only as
an absolute last resort. In many cases, hand removal can be used. (For instance, most of
the English ivy can be removed by hand). The Friends has the benefit of recruiting
volunteers. I recommend we remove the mention of pesticide in most places including
for English ivy, J stiltgrass, etc .. We need to discuss appropriateness of herbicide for
other species and areas such as the berms, J hops, bittersweet, porco berry, etc.
When we do agree to include pesticide use in the plan, I recommend that it be applied by
the glove method. We should avoid spraying pesticide, unless an entire area is truly a
monoculture, such as a stand of Japanese Knotweed. Change the word "sprayed" to
"applied by brush or glove" in other areas of the report, including Table 1 etc.. It is too
easy to kill other plants. Unless we are certain that the other plants are invasive, non
native, they should be protected.
Given that much of the park slopes towards T.Creek, can we, in good conscience, use any
herbicide with surfactant in this entire area of the park?
Can crown vetch be eliminated by adding more nitrogen, i.e. compost?
The plan gives good guidance for invasive removal. We need more direction on adding
native plants. The 10 year plans focus almost exclusively on removal. These plans need
to include adding natives. When, where, density, etc should be specified. Also, more
guidance is needed on the sequencing and timing of removing plants and replacing them.
Guidance on protecting disturbed ground is needed. The Friends have found that
removing plants without immediately securing the ground leads to invasion by even more
invasive plants (such as lesser celandine). On page 49, suggestion are made for native
plants in the woods. When should this be done. Please link plantings to removals in the
10 year plans.
We need an overall narrative description of each ecosystem including its current state and
desired state. The plan refers to the PSI and to plant lists, however, we need a narrative
that integrates this information. Also, it would help to narrow the list of the desired
dominant native species.
Drainage Swale (p 59). This areas was not planned as a drainage swale but has become
deeply eroded. For several years we filled the depression with soil each spring. This
held the erosion at bay, but needed to be redone each spring. We stopped adding soil in

2003 or so. Since then erosion has progressed. Several understory trees in the swale
have begun to tilt. Two have been lost by falling over. Can we save the remaining under
story trees or are they a lost cause? To save them, we need a way to control and redirect
the water runoff. Can we extend planting up the slope toward the meadow? Please
provide a more complete description of the end result here. Are you suggesting we create
an edge habitat here with red cedar as in the berm areas?
The needs assessment should include the problem of owners permitting their dogs to be
off leash. Many people have reported that they are afraid to enter the park because of
dogs off leash. This is not fair and must be addressed. Some people say the meadow
area has become a dog park.
Owners permitting their dogs to roam off leash pose several questions. There are legal
issues, park reputation issues, safety issues, dog waste issues, and ecological restoration
issues. Do dogs offleash disturb plant restoration and or wildlife (nesting birds, etc)? It
seems that the Township and police should enforce the dog leash policy. Is there any
room for dogs to be off leash in certain areas? We need a clear intention and
accountability for enforcing the rules.
Soil and fertilizer. I appreciate the suggestion to apply compost or osmocote to new
plantings. Would you recommend applying high quality compost (that we make) to the
flood plain/woody old field more widely? Would it be worth experimenting with this in
limited test areas? Or is this unnecessary.
Include the Andropogen Plan as an appendix.
Landscaping:
Confirm whether we have ruins? Ifnot, let's eliminate the call to use them.
Relevant goals from RFP should be included at beginning of chapter.
Sidewalk at comer of Montgomery and HS Rd should be extended to make it more
pedestrian friendly.
Like use of schist.
Install bollards only at one end of horse shoe. This will allow township easy access for
maintenance but will inhibit cars from driving around the horseshoe. Probably
best to install bollards at upper end. Cars enter there more often.
Not clear about recommendation to connect the main entrance with the main staircase,
paving the entire "road to nowhere." Why add any pavement, even porous
pavement? Is there a better way to make the transition?
How will new benches around the horseshoe impact vendor layout at AlP?
p. 97 says native planting should be added along the drive. We need specific
recommendations and a design. Has Debbie checked the soil there? There is not
much. What about the current beds with grasses? We have not been able to
establish even black eyed susans there. Again, placement would impact vendor
spots for AlP. Let's think this through.

It's difficult to envision the entry plaza design and how it will work with the sloped
landscape. Does this create an inviting entryway or more of a barrier? We need a
sense of the sight lines.
FHSP has plans to create a native demonstration bed adjacent to the Harrison St. parking
lot. Trees, shrubs and flowers that can readily work in a suburban yard will be
installed. Please include this in the plan. Already, the Township has repaired the
lovely schist wall there and removed large invasive honeysuckle. The Friends
have cleared the remaining vegetation and will cover the bed until a design and
funding is in place. (Should we cover with annual rye in the spring?)
Mill Rd entrance - could we have a ramp available/added without removing the lovely
stone steps.
Mention the need to add deer fencing. Deer have been sited in the park. As more native
plants thrive there, deer could become a problem.
The wall at the rear of the woody old field is crumbling and needs repair. This is a very
tall wall. Failure to act soon could lead to a much bigger problem.
p.98. Meyers Way entrance- should we add a sign on Harrison indicating park is there?
I don't think anyone but the neighbors know about this entrance.
p.102 Where is the proposed connection to Park Ave? I don't think the Elkins Park Apt.
residents want direct access to the park from their property for security reasons. It
would be useful to link the Tookany Creek trail from HS Park to the trail that
continues on the Ogontz park side. (You need to cross the street, turn left and
walk along the sidewalk, then turn right into the park). How would/does the trail
connect to Church Rd?
p.I03. Who should assess the trails? Once per year is not enough. Trail around the
meadow should be seeded with grass each fall. It's very worn out.
p. 104. No need to widen TC trail. How wide do you recommend? A truck can drive
down it now. What surface is recommended? Wood chips do seem very bulky
and uneven. What other natural, porous surface would work?
Good to purchase row on Biello property. It's for sale now. Is Township acting?
Trail signage and kiosk type (bulletin board) structures can be built by volunteers if they
are properly designed. Do Debbie's designs lend themselves to this or do they
need to be professional. How does the bulletin board along TC trail fit?
How will changes to signage at these parks relate to signage at other CT parks?
The bathroom seems far from HS Park and seems too close to creek. What other
alternative is there?
We could really use a washing station at HS Park, near the shed. Please add this to the
plan, including the need to have water piped over there. The current system for
getting water is much too labor intensive.
Great idea to have a sign on Church Rd announcing the parks.
Great to add bike racks.
Why do we need lighting at the entryways? Only Ogontz should be used in the evening,
so I can see the need for lighting at that entryway, perhaps until 10 p.m. Is there
enough lighting at the playing fields? Are tennis courts lit? Is the path to the
tennis courts lit? This would be useful. At the tennis courts, I recommend lights
that can be turned on with a timer so that it is not lit when not in use. All lights
should go off at 10 p.m. unless the athletic groups play later than that so as not to

disturb the neighbors and create unnecessary light pollution. I appreciate mention
throughout the plan that lights should not create light pollution.
What is the reason for removing the seating area near the horseshoe?
Estate fencing with schist pillars seems very nice.
I was expecting more details on educational signage, including a mock up that could
actually be used for a sign.

Changes by Page Number, mostly grammatical or small corrections
p.l. Fourth pp. Change to "The intended plan would serve as the primary document to
identifY and prioritize strategies to restore and maintain the native plant ecosystems, the
Tookany creek and park facilities."
p.2. Rewrite rip goal as: "The Master Plan will serve as the primary document to
identifY and prioritize strategies for the ongoing planting and native landscape
restoration ...." The current wording is awkward. (I know it is in the rip, but let's change
it).
p.37. "High School Park Steering Committee" refers to whom?
p. 38. The plan names a ''wildflower garden" but we call it the "hillside meadow.'
Please use our term.
p. 38. PSI. Please add explanation of the numbers and the possible ranges. What does it
say about the condition of the lands. Consult Jeannine and Jack. I'm thinking the mean
scores are more descriptive.
p.40. Paragraph beginning with "Invasive species are a global problem ...." Should be
two paragraphs. Break at, "The removal of an ivasive plan species ...."
p. 41. High School Meadow Community should include "hillside meadow" too.

P 42. "hydrologic regime" means?
p. 42. footnote: raise elevation of path. . .. Great suggestion.
p.43. paths around meadow become 10' wide. Good.
This section includes good detail about hs park.
p. 46. refers to appendix B. Is this correct? B is the needs assessment.
p.49. "It should be noted that the far northeastern end .... Monotypic culture of Englis
ivy...." Add a sentence to end of this paragraph like: "This will require a professional
crew to implement."
p.51. "Harrison Avenue Tree-Row." Please add some info about what is good in this
area. The FHSP & Township have planted several trees along this border.
p.53. Wildflower Garden, Change to Hillside Meadow. Correct first sentence to read:
The hillside meadow that was planted by FHSP volunteers over a three year period on the
grassy ...." Also, consider saying more of what is working well here. It's one of the
most successful projects.
p.55. Perimeter of Ogontz Park. Consider adding a paragraph to this sections such as:
"Care must be taken when mowing or weed whacking around the trees so as not to

damage the bark. This is especially critical with dogwood since it is susceptible to .....if
the bark is broken and compromised." How should Township staff maintain this area so
as to avoid damage? This has been a considerable problem in the past. Several
horticulturists have predicted that we wi1llose several trees in the woody old field and the
meadow perimeter over the next several years due to this kind of damage.
/56. Robert Fulton Garden & Rotary Garden.
Re: RFG. Add: The FHSP have invested a lot of time, money and effort maintaining this
area and concludes that the current arrangement is too labor intensive.
.57. Thank you for suggesting annual rye in place of the unsightly wood chip mulch.
P58. instead of spraying poison ivy, suggest using glove application. Nature abhors a
vacuum and worse plants often invade when we clear an area.
p.62. Weed wrench. FHSP has three weed wrenches and has used them successfully.
p.63. the sentence "It is important to note that girdling a tree will require ...felling ..."
seems to be in the wrong place. It should be part of the first bullet on that page. Also,
How long after girdling a N.maple would we expect to need to fell it?
p.63. Chemical Controls. Can we say "Some" invasive species cannot .... Rather than
"Most." Please change references to spraying to either "wiping" or "treating" or
"applied" in order to discourage spraying.
Add that the safety of herbicide is controversial. Some studies show ...
p. 87. Nice intro to Landscape Plan. In description ofHS Park, please mention that HS
Park is designated as a native plant preserve and that extensive restoration has been
accomplished by FHSP and CT since 1995.
p.92. Points to add: The tool shed was purchased and stocked by the FHSP. It is used to
support volunteer work in the park. The teak benches were purchased by the FHSP with
donations from members. The Township installed the benches and helps to maintain
them. Unfortunately, they are subject to repeated vandalization.
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High School Park
~ Then & Now! ~

Cheltenham High School East, 1928 (Above)

High School Park 2007 (Above)
Build Upon Historic Uses at Park to Move Forward Ecologically. Use
Historic Uses at Park to Create Educational Signage and Programs
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High School & Ogontz Parks: In the Future
~ Issue Area: Park Entrances ~

High School Road & Montgomery Avenue Entrances (Above)

Harrison Avenue Parking Lot & Mill Road Entrances (Above)

Although the signage, existing landscaping, and paved entrances on
Montgomery Avenue are quite lovely, this particular entrance area (and
all others) requires landscape design assistance. Ideas for framing the
entrances & making them safer for pedestrians will be addressed in the
Master Plan.
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~ Issue Area: Trails & Signage ~

Hidden Trail Connecting Meadow and Woodland Areas
Unmarked Trail through Meadow Area (Above)

Existing and Unmarked Trails in Woodland Area of
High School & Ogontz Parks (Above)

Some signage is located throughout the park, however more signage (e.g.,
interpretive, directional) would be beneficial. In some areas, trails are
hidden or require more permanent borders. Additional sign placement
and educational signage and trail recommendations will be illustrated on
the maps and drawings and included in the Master Plan.
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~ Issue Area: The Meadow Area ~

Meadow Area by Maintenance Shed &
Upper Meadow Mowed Pathway (Above)

Meadow Area Wooded Buffer Harrison Street Homes &
Recent Maintenance Work Adjoining Woodland Area (Above)

The Meadow Areas and Meadow Buffer Areas are primary showcases for
the park. Recommendations associated with non-native removal,
replacement with a more diverse array of meadow plants, forested buffers,
and trail maintenance will be included in the Master Plan.
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~ Issue Area: Forested Woodlands ~

High School Staircase to Woodland Area &
Woodland Stream Buffer Area (Above)

Trail through Mature Woodland Area &
Fallen Tree in Woodland/Meadow Buffer Area (Above)

The woodland areas throughout the park are indicative of transitional
and mature forests. Portions of them have been identified as intact or
close to intact ecologically. In some of the forested areas, mature trees
are lost from time to time, and sometimes require maintenance.
Therefore, recommendations for augmenting with desired native trees and
under story species and maintenance schedules will be included in the
Master Plan.
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~ Issue Area: Ogontz Park & Streambank Erosion~

Tookanay Creek Buffer Containing Japanese Knotweed &
Erosion on Tookanay Streambank at High School Park (Above)

Eroded Tookanay Creek Streambank and
Stream Deposition at Ogontz Park (Above)

The Tookanay Creek traverses the two parcels linking Ogontz and
Cheltenham High School Parks. Despite historic efforts to stabilize and
restore the streambanks, severe weather and other factors continue to
erode them. Streambank buffer areas also contain non-native, invasive
species. Stabilization and restoration methods will be evaluated and
restoration recommendations included in the Master Plan.
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~ Issue Area: Social Factors ~

Artistically Decorated Trash Can &
Woodland Educational Common Area at High School Park (Above)

Recreational Area at Ogontz Park &
Missing Sun Dial at High School park (Above)

A number of other issue areas will be addressed in the Master Plan
including vandalism, public outreach and education, and ways to increase
capital for planned ecological and social improvements to the parks. We
expect many more issues will be identified through the public outreach
component of this project. Recommendations for them will be included in
the Master Plan as well.
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Additional Information
~ Ecological Restoration Ideas ~
The Landscape Management Program developed by Andropogon
Associates provides a good scientifically-based starting point for
developing a more site-specific restoration plan. The consulting team will
thus utilize the Landscape Management Program as the basic foundation
for the development of the plan, although this approach will not preclude
deviations from the Program should site-specific information suggest that
different ideas would be more appropriate.

The Master Plan will prioritize restoration and project areas based on
ecological need and urgency, anticipating that budget and time constraints
will inevitably play a role in the long-term execution of the Master Plan.
However, the consulting team is highly encouraged by the presence of a
dedicated stewardship community that will offset some of these
constraints.
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~ Ecological Restoration Ideas ~
The restoration, or if found to be more appropriate stabilization, of
Tookanay Creek may include the development of a regular stream cleanup
program.
The ecological restoration of the terrestrial systems should include soil
nutrient testing to determine the need for soil amendments.

Invasive species control will likely be a major component of the ecological
restoration; however, "fear" is often an unanticipated reaction from the
general public, particularly the youth, when communicating the issues
relating to invasive species. Therefore, the restoration plan will
incorporate public relation elements to communicate the seriousness of
the invasive species issue while at the same time softening that message
through careful and though-out education.
Note: The consulting team is aware that local, county, state, and possibly federal
approvals and authorizations may be required to implement a restoration, particularly
within the stream.
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~ Landscape Design Ideas ~
The landscape management program will include more specific
information as to how the designed areas of the park can work in harmony
with the more natural areas of the park, how the park can be made more
safe and comfortable to users and how the park and trail system can be
used and an educational tool- All of which will enhance the public
perception of the park, encourage use of the park and provide a personal
connection between users and the park, thus promoting an feeling of
ownership and stewardship.

The landscape architect will work closely with the entire team to provide
site and landscape designs that address issues of aesthetics, safety and
public perception of High School Park in conjunction with ecological
restoration efforts. This will occur predominantly at entrances and along
trails, creating inviting arrival areas, safe entrance and enjoyable travel
throughout the park by means of a designed landscape.
The landscape architect will work in close collaboration with the team and
the client to create an aesthetic transition from the more natural areas to
the more controlled areas and vice versa. The approach will be that of
“controlled nature”; where aesthetically pleasing landscape design is
achieved through the use of a native plant palette. In essence, native
plants are used in a more ordered way to create a pleasing appearance and
provide a transition from designed landscape to the natural landscape.
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~ Landscape Design Ideas ~
The team will be looking closely at how trails are treated and we will make
recommendations for how edges can transition to more natural, wild areas
to make the trail safer, easier to manage, as well as more comfortable for
the user.

The trail system will be an educational tool, and will convey both the
history and ecology of the site through the use of both informative and
creative signage (see example). In order to create a positive public
perception of the park and to create a personal connection for users, we
will consider using old images of the school or its students for interpretive
signage.

The signs could include historic school images in conjunction with
ecological or historical information presented in a “yearbook” theme.
Each sign could look like an open yearbook, one “page” could have
images of the school or even actual year book photos of past student body;
the opposite “page” could then convey information about ecology or
history of the area of the park the sign is interpreting.

THE HIGH SCHOOL PARK/OGONTZ PARK MASTER PLAN
Cheltenham Township & the Friends of High School Park
(One-On-One Interview Introduction and Questions)
~ Suzanne Forbes, AICP, Forbes Environmental & Land Use Planning ~
Introduction:
Thank you for agreeing to be interviewed for the High School Park/Ogontz Park
Master Plan Project. You were selected for this key person interview, because you are
considered a key stakeholder. A stakeholder is someone that plays an important role
in the community as well as in association with the parks (e.g., information source,
outreach role, professional role etc). This interview will take approximately 30
minutes. Please note, that we do NOT expect you to have an opinion or to provide
input on EVERY question. In fact, there are really no “right” or “wrong” answers
here.
After the interview is completed, you will have a chance to review my notes regarding
the interview and to provide comments before they become part of the project files.
Please make sure you let me know if you would like your responses to remain
anonymous. Your time and your input are very valuable. Your input will help the
project team and the project committee with formulating management plan and park
design recommendations. Thank you so much for agreeing to be interviewed.
Background Information for Your Review and Consideration:
We would like to provide you with a general overview of the project. Please feel free
to ask questions or request additional clarification or information.
High School and Ogontz Parks are located in Cheltenham Township in the vicinity of
Elkins Park (High School Road, Montgomery Avenue, Harrison Avenue). Before
becoming Township Parks, the two adjoining parcels once housed Cheltenham High
School and its’ athletic fields. High School Park is primarily a passive (e.g., nature
trails and native flora and fauna) recreational park while Ogontz Park is more
recreationally active (e.g., tennis courts, athletic fields).
High School and Ogontz Parks are considered important ecological and recreational
parcels as they contain pedestrian trail ways and a number of community amenities.
They are also part of a linear greenway, and when fully developed, will link the Elkins
Park neighborhood around the commercial district, to the Tookany Creek Park and
Parkways in the lower section of the Township in Cheltenham Village. The Tookany
Creek flows through the two parcels and is a natural and scenic resource amenity
throughout the Township.
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The two parks and the creek have been the focus of environmental and recreational
restoration efforts for the last decade. Cheltenham Township and the Friends of High
School Park have been working together to improve the parks and the natural and
recreational features associated with them. The Friends organize thousands of
volunteer hours each year. Some of these efforts have included streambank
restoration, completion of design and ecological studies, removing invasive plants
such as Japanese Knotweed, replanting of native trees, shrubs and flowers, landscape
management improvements, creating pedestrian trail connections. Together, the two
parks provide areas where people can enjoy hiking, nature walks, and more active
recreational venues such as family playgrounds, tennis and soccer.
Recently, Cheltenham Township and the Friends of High School successfully obtained
a grant to complete a Master Plan for High School and Ogontz Parks. A Master Plan
is a document that identifies and prioritizes ways to improve an area. In this case, the
Master Plan will be a document intended to improve both High School and Ogontz
Parks. The High School Park portion of the plan will focus primarily upon existing
environmental features and future ecological restoration while the Ogontz Park portion
will focus upon existing and future recreational use. The Master Plan will also contain
an ecological restoration plan for the Tookany Creek and its’ riparian buffer area.
In order to ensure that the community has a chance to provide their input, there is a
community outreach component of the plan (e.g., steering committee formation,
monthly committee meetings, public meetings, interviews and a community survey).
Community input will assist the project team and will provide us with information
about what the community currently likes about the parks, what they would like to see
improved in the future, and any specific recommendations. This interview is
important as it is taking place at the beginning of this 12 month project and will
provide the project team and steering committee members with information from key
stakeholders in the community.
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ONE-ON-ONE INTERVIEW QUESTIONS
(Interviewees Contact Information)
• Time and Date of Interview
• Name of Contact/Contact Information
• Reason Contact Was Selected (e.g., Role, Profession etc)
• What are you/your organization doing currently to improve the quality of the two
parks?
• How have you been involved with High School and Ogontz parks?
• How often are you involved with High School and Ogontz parks?
(Specific Questions about Organizational or Commercial Relationships)
•
•
•
•
•

What is your/your organizations current relationship with the Township and the
Friends of High School Park?
What does the Township do well in terms of maintaining and improving the
two parks?
What more do you expect the Township to do to maintain and improve the two
parks?
What do the Friends of High School Park do well to maintain and improve the
two parks?
What more would you like to see them do?

(Interviewees Awareness of Historic and On-Going Restoration Efforts)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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What do you know about the Friends of High School Park and the Township and
what they do for the parks?
Are you a member of Friends of High School Park?
What is the benefit of having a master plan for High School and Ogontz Parks?
Knowing what you do about historic and on-going restoration efforts (e.g., native
plants at HS Park, streambank restoration at both parks), do you have specific
feedback (e.g., what worked and what is not working)?
Do you have any specific recommendations for future restoration efforts?
Do you have any feedback about the existing trail system at High School Park
(e.g., conditions, safety)
Do you have any recommendations for future trail improvements?
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(Interviewees Current Use of the Parks & Opinions about Current Use)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Compared with other Township amenities, how important are these parks to you
and your family?
How often do you visit Ogontz Park? High School Park?
What types of things do you do while at Ogontz Park? At HS Park?
What is your general perception of Ogontz Park? High School Park?
What are the most important amenities and positive attributes (e.g., recreational,
natural, historical, social attributes) of HS Park? Ogontz Park?
What do you most enjoy about HS Park? About Ogontz Park?
What is most unique about HS Park? Ogontz Park?

(Interviewees Identification of Issues and Opinions about Improvements)
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

What would you like to see happen at Ogontz and High School Parks?
With respect for the Township, do you feel there is anything the Township can do
to play a bigger role in providing the following:
o Improving the recreational opportunities at the two parks?
o Improving the ecology at the two parks?
o Improving the educational opportunities at the two parks (e.g., educational
opportunities, interpretive signage)?
What are the most important problems/issues in the two parks?
Are there any additions or changes that you feel could improve the facilities or the
ecological amenities at the two parks?
What economic benefit do you feel the completion of the Master Plan will create?
What ideas do you have for raising money or getting things accomplished to
improve the two parks?
Would you be willing to contribute to an endowment to assist with the
maintenance and restoration of the Parks?
Are there any ways that the project team or project steering committee might work
together with you/your organization/business in the future (e.g., co-sponsor an
event, distribute/publish our information, provide us with mailing addresses for
our community questionnaire etc.)?

(Specific Questions about Park Maintenance)
•
•
•
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The Township and the Friends of High School Park (and their volunteer pool)
work together to maintain the parks. How do you feel the parks are currently
maintained?
What is working well with the maintenance of the park?
What improvements are needed to better maintain the park?
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(Specific Questions about Safety, Security and Factors Affecting Them)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

What areas of the parks are considered unsafe or unsecured?
Do you know of any specific safety incidents that have occurred?
Do people have easy and appropriate access to the parks?
What barriers to access exist for people with disabilities, the elderly, kids, any
user who may be physically challenged using the parks?
Where is it difficult to get into the parks from surrounding neighborhoods?
Are there specific areas where lighting is needed or desired?
How clear and inviting are the park entrances now? What improvements would
you suggest?
What park vistas and views do you most appreciate and enjoy?

(Specific Questions about Vehicular Use of the Park)
•
•
•

Do cars or other vehicles need to enter the parks? If so, where and why?
Where do you want to have vehicular access in the future and for what
purposes?
Do you want limited access (seasonal, or event only) in certain locations that
could be controlled with removable devices such as bollards, etc?

(Specific Questions about Site Furnishings)
•
•
•
•

Is there currently enough seating at the parks?
Do you like the current design of the benches?
If the Master Plan ultimately recommends additional site lighting, what
architectural theme would you like to see? (e.g., historical, natural, a blend,
matching commercial district ambiance)
What other amenities are most needed at the parks?

(Interviewees Identification of Additional Information Sources)
•
•
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After hearing the overview for the project and answering the previous
questions, who else do you recommend we contact for information or input?
We are interested in receiving feedback and having additional participation
from the community in this project (e.g., meeting attendance, feedback). Do
you have any contacts or ideas for involving additional community members?

ONE-ON-ONE INTERVIEW
Mark Kaplan, MD, Steering Committee Member, Former Board Member FHSP
(Interviewees Contact Information)
• Time and Date of Interview- March 5, 2008, 4:00 PM
• Name of Contact/Contact Information- Mark Kaplan, 610- 447-2269
• Reason Contact Was Selected (e.g., Role, Profession etc) - Mark is on the Project
Steering Committee, has a long history with the FHSP (e.g., past board member,
VP, chair of Park Management Committee). Mark is an MD- medical pathologist.
• What are you/your organization doing currently to improve the quality of the two
parks? I became involved with the FHSP (pretty much at the parks inception)
when a friend got me involved with the Garden Club. Gardening and work with
plants is a passion and has pretty much been self-taught. I still remain involved in
and advisory role to the PRAM committee and with recruiting volunteers. I still
assist at volunteer days. I have a strong vested interest in High School Park as I
contributed years of organizational help, hands-on restoration work, and event
planning for the park. Based on when I started with FHSP (1995), I have
witnessed and taken part in the development (and implementation) of the plant
restoration project.
• How have you been involved with High School and Ogontz parks? See previous
answer. I also play tennis at Ogontz Park..
• How often are you involved with High School and Ogontz parks? Approximately
2 hours/month.
(Specific Questions about Organizational or Commercial Relationships)
•
What is your/your organizations current relationship with the Township and the
Friends of High School Park? I am not on any township committees. In the
past, the relationship between FHSP and the township was not that clear really.
I know the Township is well respected and that communication is good.
•
What does the Township do well in terms of maintaining and improving the
two parks? The Township is very well-intentioned. I think that they have done
a good job. The fields at the parks are well-maintained.
•
What more do you expect the Township to do to maintain and improve the two
parks? Sometimes, I get the sense the Township feels the FHSP is autonomous
and they expect us to go to them whenever we need something. In some ways,
I think it should also be the other way around. Sometimes they rely on us too
much for our funding and for our volunteer base. There is sometimes some
tension between township maintenance (and how they do things) and our
perceptions (how we want things maintained). For example, the paths could be
better maintained.
•
What do the Friends of High School Park do well to maintain and improve the
two parks? The organizational structure and leadership is very good. The talent
that we have and the way the organization is structured. However, it has been
hard to expand on our volunteer base. We have recruited a lot of people, but we
need to keep them. Also, I am concerned with the leadership in the future. The
FHSP are very good at organizing a volunteer base with the resources we have.
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•

What more would you like to see them do? The list of things we want to do is
within the RFP for the Master Plan (e.g., plan, ecological design, design of
entry areas, signage etc). In particular, I would like to see the organization
provide more educational programs and opportunities for the community to
learn. I would also like to see more community outreach regarding the
restoration project. I would also like to see more workshops, more renewed
vitality in the garden club. I am not sure why, but the garden club has lost
members. At its peak, there was a large core group of people. Some had a lot
of expertise and that was great for new members with less expertise, as there
was a lot of information sharing.

(Interviewees Awareness of Historic and On-Going Restoration Efforts)
•
•
•

•
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What do you know about the Friends of High School Park and the Township and
what they do for the parks? See previous answers.
Are you a member of Friends of High School Park? Yes
What is the benefit of having a master plan for High School and Ogontz Parks?
The master plan will be a huge advance as it will be concrete, tangible, and
accessible. It will serve as a road map or a .blueprint for the future. We will know
exactly where we are going and how we will get there. It will contain more
clarification on who does what. The recommendations will be inter and intra
organizational, so we are all on the same page.
Knowing what you do about historic and on-going restoration efforts (e.g., native
plants at HS Park, streambank restoration at both parks), do you have specific
feedback (e.g., what worked and what is not working)? The initial clearing of the
park worked great and there was a lot of community involvement. There was then
a period where there was a gardening mentality (rather than ecological/native plant
approach) where the people involved were gardeners rather than ecological
restoration advocates/experts. The initial guidance we had was general and we
were unable to effectively implement things. So, through trial and error, we
learned more about native plan restoration (what worked well and what did not).
We have done well focusing on certain areas of the park (e.g., lower woody field,
recent plantings). I think we now have a greater appreciation for the work
required to get rid of invasive plants and the best ways to do it (e.g., pulling, over
pulling, and using chemicals). I think that we now know that using chemicals is
more effective in some instances (e.g., targeting Japanese knotweed) and may not
be needed in others (e.g., hand pulling garlic mustard). With regard to the
streambank restoration efforts, we have not been able to control the knotweed.
Our efforts have been better in certain areas of the park.
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•

•

Do you have any specific recommendations for future restoration efforts? Many
of these recommendations are listed in the RFP. For instance, the upper meadow
has been neglected, and invasive plants are getting in there. In fact, there are
several neglected areas. I would like to see the meadow expanded. Perhaps it
should be a more interesting shape. This could be accomplished by altering the
contour and the perimeter of the meadow.
Do you have any feedback about the existing trail system at High School Park
(e.g., conditions, safety) - I think it could be enhanced aesthetically. The area I am
speaking of is the hillside woodland area. This area is nice, but it becomes
overgrown easily. I think we could use some more paths through the lower
woodland area.
Do you have any recommendations for future trail improvements? I think signage
and maps would be great.

(Interviewees Current Use of the Parks & Opinions about Current Use)
•
•
•
•

•

•
•
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Compared with other Township amenities, how important are these parks to you
and your family? HS Park is very important to us. My kids have grown up at the
parks. This has been enriching for them.
How often do you visit Ogontz Park? I play tennis there very often. High School
Park? I am there several times a year volunteering. I also frequently walk through
the park.
What types of things do you do while at Ogontz Park? I play tennis At HS Park? I
work on the restoration projects and I am there walking.
What is your general perception of Ogontz Park? It is well-used and well
maintained for recreational activities. In the fall, the courts sometimes have leaves
on them. High School Park? It is beautiful. It provides open space and is a
natural environment.
What are the most important amenities and positive attributes (e.g., recreational,
natural, historical, social attributes) of HS Park? The community organization at
the parks is important. The parks themselves are great resources. It is not like
going out into the wilderness, but HS Park provides me with an opportunity to be
involved in a project that is connecting me to nature and to the community.
Ogontz Park? I like the tennis courts and the fact they are in a woodland setting.
What do you most enjoy about HS Park? About Ogontz Park? See previous
answers.
What is most unique about HS Park? The creation and maintenance by volunteers
and the community as well as its passive use and the provided programs and
activities. Ogontz Park? It is unique as it has multiple uses. The creek runs
through it and the tennis courts are tucked in a wooded area in the back.
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(Interviewees Identification of Issues and Opinions about Improvements)
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

What would you like to see happen at Ogontz and High School Parks? I like the
concept of unifying the two parks. I would like to see a unified trail system
connecting the parks and the township. I would like to see the entrances
improved.
With respect for the Township, do you feel there is anything the Township can do
to play a bigger role in providing the following:
o Improving the recreational opportunities at the two parks? Lights at the
tennis courts.
o Improving the ecology at the two parks? Water flow and drainage
improvements. Additional streambank stabilization by the bridge.
o Improving the educational opportunities at the two parks (e.g., educational
opportunities, interpretive signage)? Funding for the FHSP to do this
would be helpful.
What are the most important problems/issues in the two parks? Invasive plant
control. To a lesser degree the vandalism and lack of security.
Are there any additions or changes that you feel could improve the facilities or the
ecological amenities at the two parks? No
What economic benefit do you feel the completion of the Master Plan will create?
I think it will make it easier to get additional grant funding & additional corporate
donations.
What ideas do you have for raising money or getting things accomplished to
improve the two parks? Same as above.
Would you be willing to contribute to an endowment to assist with the
maintenance and restoration of the Parks? Yes.
Are there any ways that the project team or project steering committee might work
together with you/your organization/business in the future (e.g., co-sponsor an
event, distribute/publish our information, provide us with mailing addresses for
our community questionnaire etc.)? No

(Specific Questions about Park Maintenance)
•

•
•
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The Township and the Friends of High School Park (and their volunteer pool)
work together to maintain the parks. How do you feel the parks are currently
maintained? See previous answers. The FHSP is currently volunteering in
spring and fall. I would like to see a continuous labor force throughout the 4
seasons. The break through was being able to fund the intern.
What is working well with the maintenance of the park? No Answer.
What improvements are needed to better maintain the park? There are limited
facilities at HS Park. The issues associated with the upper meadow and the
drainage berms needs to be addressed.
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They are only maintained a few times a year, so additional maintenance is needed.
Again, all of this was listed in the RFP. Drainage is also a problem in portions of the
park (e.g., the back of the meadow, hillside slope and trail areas. In particular, the
slopes along the hillside and at the HS Road bridge are especially problematic.
(Specific Questions about Safety, Security and Factors Affecting Them)
•
•

•

•
•
•
•

•

What areas of the parks are considered unsafe or unsecured? The interior of the
parks due to lack of visibility and the nature of it. A 911 box might be a good
idea in certain locations.
Do you know of any specific safety incidents that have occurred? We had an
incident involving our intern. There have also been several instances of
vandalism (e.g., benches). Teens naturally gravitate to the dark, unlit areas of
the parks.
Do people have easy and appropriate access to the parks? No, because the
entrances are not very clear. The vistas are also not visible from the street (e.g.,
upper level). Parking is sometimes inadequate. My main point is that the
interior portions of the parks remain hidden.
What barriers to access exist for people with disabilities, the elderly, kids, any
user who may be physically challenged using the parks? There are barriers
everywhere really, and the interior paths are wood chipped.
Where is it difficult to get into the parks from surrounding neighborhoods? It is
not that it is difficult. The issue is that the park entrances are unclear.
Are there specific areas where lighting is needed or desired? Just the tennis
courts at Ogontz Park. Lighting is not needed anywhere else.
How clear and inviting are the park entrances now? What improvements would
you suggest? Please refer to the RFP. I would also like to improve signage, as
well as the scenic vista at the upper level of High School Park (e.g., upper
meadow).
What park vistas and views do you most appreciate and enjoy? Once you’re
inside HS Park, I think the upper level. In addition, Emily’s Garden at the
lower level Of HS Park and by the creek. The seating area by HS Road is also
very pretty.

(Specific Questions about Vehicular Use of the Park)
•

•
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Do cars or other vehicles need to enter the parks? If so, where and why? They
really don’t with the exception of the fact that the Township needs access to
the lower half of the park for trail maintenance. The upper level needs to be
accessed for community events.
Where do you want to have vehicular access in the future and for what
purposes? No
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•

Do you want limited access (seasonal, or event only) in certain locations that
could be controlled with removable devices such as bollards, etc? No, not
really, but the circle drive already has bollards.

(Specific Questions about Site Furnishings)
•

•
•
•

Is there currently enough seating at the parks? Yes. I don’t really like the
current design of the seating area by the circle drive. I think it blocks the view.
I would like to see more seating at the front of the park, but not where it is
located now.
Do you like the current design of the benches? Yes
If the Master Plan ultimately recommends additional site lighting, what
architectural theme would you like to see? (e.g., historical, natural, a blend,
matching commercial district ambiance) No answer
What other amenities are most needed at the parks? I would like HS to stay
natural. A bathroom might be needed.

(Interviewees Identification of Additional Information Sources)
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•

After hearing the overview for the project and answering the previous
questions, who else do you recommend we contact for information or input? I
think Sandy Rosenberg (past President FHSP) should be contacted.

•

We are interested in receiving feedback and having additional participation
from the community in this project (e.g., meeting attendance, feedback). Do
you have any contacts or ideas for involving additional community members?
We should involve local school PTO’s. Recently, I heard that the elementary
school down the street is being renovated. I then heard rumors that people were
discussing that the school should be moved to HS Park.

ONE-ON-ONE INTERVIEW
(Diane Ehrich, FHSP Board Member)
(Interviewees Contact Information)
• Time and Date of Interview - 2/5/08, 10 AM
• Name of Contact/Contact Information – Diane Ehrich, 215-635-6996
• Reason Contact Was Selected (e.g., Role, Profession etc) - Diane is a Steering
Committee Member, a very active member of FHSP, and is deeply involved with
FHSP native plan restoration efforts. She is on the FHSP PRAM Committee (1-2
years, then Co-Chair for 2 years, and now an emeritus member). Diane has been
pushing the idea for an ecological master plan for awhile. She is a Temple
Horticulture student.
• What are you/your organization doing currently to improve the quality of the
two parks? Many things are going on. Diane is presently working with Mr.
Cortez to design a free-standing welcome and ecological interpretation signs at the
park as the original one washed away. She is also working with Jo Fagan on a
native plant bed (located by the parking lot). This bed was originally designed by
Rosemary Porter (past FHSP Chair). She is also initiated work on trail marker
and trail signage concepts. The trails have been named. I also proposed creating a
policy for benches. Some benches which have been donated have been in disrepair
for several years. These benches get vandalized repeatedly and two in particular
are situated so that they get covered with sand from the creek when it overflows.
These last two projects have been handed off to two other PRAM members (Gail
Korostoff and Sandy Rosenberg respectively) who are doing more research. Have
also begun investigating ways of using tree identification tags as people have
requested plant tags. I have tagged several hundred plants with metal tags, but
they are not very effective. Have looked into tree tags from a company called
Voss Signs which has tree tags which get affixed to trees and have a drawing of
the tree leaf and a few sentences giving info about the tree. These are used very
effectively up at Briar Bush Nature Center in Abington.
• How have you been involved with High School and Ogontz Parks? High
School Park only. Diane has noted for quite some time that general and specific
information regarding how to implement native plant policy is greatly needed as
how to do the work has not always been clear. She has found that there is a lot of
academic and internal FHSP debate (gardens? native plantings? ecological
approaches?) regarding how to best implement native plant restoration. She feels
that many of the policies and ideas adopted pertaining to HSP have been based on
individual volunteers and is not always clear-cut or consistent. This makes it
challenging for PRAM members as these ideas have not always been sustaining
and often the PRAM person is the one having to implement measures. Diane has
therefore been pushing for clear cut direction in the form of a Master Plan.
• How often are you involved with High School and Ogontz Parks? Diane’s
involvement has ranged through the years. She was (at one time) putting in almost
one to two hours a day (supervising interns). She is now picking and choosing
based on her availability.
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(Specific Questions about Organizational or Commercial Relationships)
•
What is your/your organizations current relationship with the Township of
the Friends of High School Park? The FHSP and Diane as an individual has
a good relationship with the Township, although sometimes who should do
what requires more clarity. Diane feels the Township is always responsive, but
who should finance and perform certain tasks is not always so clear. This
would improve with a Master Plan listing who does what, who funds what,
when things need to take place, and how they should take place.
•
What does the Township do well in terms of maintaining and improving
the two parks? The township is very responsive. When we need woodchips
delivered or debris hauled they take care of it quickly. They have been also
helpful with larger tasks although when tasks are contracted out (removal of
large fallen trees, for instance) there needs to be better communication about
how to do this in with minimal damage to the park. The township also does a
good job of mowing the grassy areas.
•
What more do you expect the Township to do to maintain and improve the
two parks? With regard to the grassy areas, clarity is needed in terms of who
is responsible (e.g., seeding is a recent example). The Township does a great
job with mowing, however the extent of mowing is often unclear (e.g., how far
into the beds, how far into the other ecosystems, and how wide the paths should
be). Trash is sometimes a problem and the schedule of removal could be
improved or the number of trash barrels could increase (recognizing that
proximity of trash barrels to pick up trucks is important to recognize). With
regard to park security, the extent of policing is unclear (see additional
information in Security Safety Section). We do not always know how much
surveillance is done and how much more should be done. There is a leash law
and unleashed dogs are an issue, so perhaps more effectively enforcing the
leash laws would help. Maintenance in certain areas of the park is sometimes an
issue and communication of projects that might affect the park as well. For
example, a temporary sewer line was placed along the lower paths without
enough communication and it damaged many recently planted trees. In
addition, trees often fall and getting rid of them/dealing with them with the least
impact (trucks coming in and removing them/dragging them) sometimes results
in more erosion and the damage of newly planted vegetation.
•
What do the Friends of High School Park do well to maintain and improve
the two parks? The organization does wonderful things (e.g, arts in the park,
organizing the newsletters, increasing/maintaining membership).
The
organization functions very well with numerous volunteers (e.g., work parties
etc).
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•

What more would you like to see them do? I would like to see better
organization of what we are already doing well and in many ways building
upon our current assets. One example is to taking better advantage of our huge
volunteer pool. We have a great information base, but we tend to do a lot of
discussing and not enough implementation. One example is our herbicide
policy. During the first part of the park’s history, herbicide was used to help
control invasive plants. Then a member proposed a no herbicidal application
policy. We realized that we were not being effective against many of the
invasive plants we are trying to eradicate. Now we are discussing use of
herbicides in some situations (e.g., integrated vegetation management). But
meanwhile we have huge problems with invasive plants that just seem to spread
ever more aggressively as we cut them back. Another example is making a
decision about what plants we are calling native. In the past people used plants
that are native to areas all over the US along with all kinds of cultivated hybrids.
Consensus is important, but if we agree that what we want to do is ecological
restoration, then we really need to start doing things that are based on sound
policies and practices which are already being used by restorationists.

(Interviewees Awareness of Historic and On-Going Restoration Efforts)
•

•
•
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What do you know about the Friends of High School Park and what they do?
I have lived in the community for 6 years and have been involved with the FHSP
for about 3 years. There are a lot of historic articles on file and reading them has
been quite helpful. For instance, we have a signage plan already in place. I would
have never known that unless I accessed the historic articles.
Are you a member of Friends of High School Park? YES
What is the benefit of having a master plan for High School and Ogontz
Parks? Diane noted that a Master Plan will provide everyone (PRAM especially)
with tangible information, and will allow us to carry out effective restoration
practices. The plan (and certain facets of it) will be educational for people new to
the park as well as people that already know quite a bit. It will give community
members more information about where they live and how much of an asset these
parks are. It will let people know that there is an ecological basis for having the
park, preserving it and managing certain aspects of it. It might also become a tool
for preservation and conservation in case someone wants to develop it.
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•

•

What do you know about historic and on-going restoration efforts (e.g.,
native plants at HS Park) at High School Park? I have been and am a member
of PRAM and I know more about on-going restoration efforts as I am a fairly
recent PRAM member than about historic efforts. From what I have read and
observed in the vegetation at the park, in the beginning there was more of an
interest in creating a woodland garden type of environment. The plants installed
were not necessarily native nor did they relate to succession. I believe that
members met regularly to garden and weed. When I became involved in PRAM, I
thought it might be more practical to use restoration methods rather than gardening
methods to create a more self sustaining ecosystem. We didn’t have the
manpower to garden 11 acres. However, a lot of our knowledge base was derived
from gardening experience and as I began to learn more about native plants and
ecological restoration, I realized that we were going to need to shift some of our
methods if we were going to make some progress.
What do you know about historic and on-going stream restoration efforts
associated with the Tookany Creek? I believe that John Monroe was contracted
to do the initial stream bank restoration in HSP and he has restored other sections
of the stream bank, most notably along Tookany Creek Parkway. Most of the
stream bank in HSP is very steep and I think most of the restoration work is still
intact and working. I think it is difficult to access and monitor stream bank
vegetation in HSP because it is so steep. On the other hand, in the steeper areas, I
think that the erosion has been controlled by the measures John put in place. In
the less steep areas, there are paths that have been created by people wanting to get
access to the creek. I think it would be a good idea for people to be able to access
the creek, but it might be wise to decide where exactly we want that to happen. I
think we also need help deciding how to remove invasive plants from the steeper
areas of the stream bank. Also we need to establish if the Creek Path is too close
to the edge of the creek. I think we need to understand how Tookany Creek as a
whole is being restored and how our efforts fit into the larger picture of the creek’s
restoration.

Do you have specific feedback on these restoration efforts (e.g., what worked
and what is not working)? There are several areas where we need some guidance in
our restoration efforts. The upper meadow has issues regarding water run off and
possibly soil contamination from the buried school debris. The area toward the far end
is being invaded by woody plants (cottonwoods) which is changing the character of
that area. There are huge areas of crown vetch and various other invasive plants. The
edges of the woodlands are also overgrown with invasive vines. The hillside above
the woody old field is covered in English ivy and the trees on this hillside are not in
good shape. Lesser celandine covers the lower level now. I feel like our control of
invasive plants is not adequate. We are doing a good job planting, but we don’t kill
truly rid areas of invasive plants before we plant and now we need to go back into
these areas again.
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•

Do you have any specific recommendations for future restoration efforts?
Need to do things with a specific plan. I think being familiar with how
restoration works would be helpful. We don’t need to invent our methods from
scratch. I found out that the township had obtained treevitalize grants for two
other local parks (Wall Park and Ralph Morgan Park) and they did a great job with
invasive removal using outside contractors to cut and paint the stumps of invasive
plants and then used volunteers to plant native plant material. I wish we could
have teamed up with them when we implemented our treevitalize grant. I also
think we could benefit with advice as to what jobs volunteers can carry out most
effectively and what we might need to hire contractors for. There needs to be a lot
of thought given to erosion problems on the hillsides and its impact on the trees.
Also drainage on the upper meadow is an issue because of the rubble from the
buried school. Some of the land used to be parking lot and is very compacted.
Soil…what is the quality of our soil? How does that impact what and where we
plant?

•

Do you have any feedback about the existing trail system at High School
Park (e.g., conditions, safety) I think the lower trail system is fine, although it
could benefit from a little tweaking. Some trails on the hillside definitely need
better cribbing as they are starting to erode. Keeping the trails cleared and
mulched has always been a challenge. Our summer intern always did a lot of
work on keeping the trails clear. Another issue is the need to join the in the upper
part of HS Park in the area of the berms with the lower area. It is a very confusing
area. Also, people don’t always know where they are, where they are going etc.
Therefore, all trails should be better-marked. Safety is a big issue in the park. I
don’t always feel safe there when I am on my own. There are lots of places where
you are very secluded and there are often times when there are very few people
around.

•

Do you have any recommendations for future trail improvements? I think it
would be wise to look at the walking trails that the town is putting in along other
parts of the creek and see how we might connect with this system, both physically
and aesthetically, so that our trails would be recognizable as part of the township
park system.

(Interviewees Current Use of the Parks & Opinions about Current Use)
•
•
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Compared with other Township amenities, how important are these parks to
you and your family? The parks are very important
How often do you visit Ogontz Park? High School Park? I visit them both
often.
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•

•

What types of things do you do while at Ogontz Park? At HS Park? I walk,
draw sometimes, bring my family there for little hikes. I feel it provides my
children with “a little piece of nature to play in”. Our family uses the playground
and tracks at Ogontz. We love the creek (e.g., throwing stones, exploring it).
What is your general perception of Ogontz Park? High School Park? Ogontz
Park is for sports and HS Park is ecological/natural. The Creek and water in
general are important. I feel the parks provide a sense of community.

Note: Diane completed the rest of the questions on her own.
•

•

•

What are the most important amenities and positive attributes (e.g., recreational,
natural, historical, social attributes) of HS Park? HSP has potential for a lovely
natural site with the possibility of educating our community and raising awareness
about environmental issues. It could be a site for learning about ecology for
school kids. It could host a variety of community building experiences from Arts
in the Park to outdoor movie nights to picnics…there could be a wide range of
activities that could draw people to the park. Of Ogontz Park? Ogontz Park draws
people for more active recreation. The track, tennis courts, and ball fields are well
used as is the playground.
What do you most enjoy about HS Park? I enjoy the fact that HSP offers
opportunities for being in a natural setting. I enjoy the chance to work with others
to create the park. About Ogontz Park? I enjoy all the recreational features it offers
within walking distance of my house.
What is most unique about HS Park? Having a little bit of nature in an urgan
setting makes it unique. The fact that it is so close to the little center of Elkins
Park is also important. The business district is also beginning a renewal process
and the park and the business district could find ways to support each other.
Ogontz Park? It is a lovely recreational area. I’ve spent many nights at softball
games and practices there.

(Interviewees Identification of Issues and Opinions about Improvements)
•
•

•
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What would you like to see happen at Ogontz and High School Parks?
What changes would you like to see to improve the recreational opportunities at
the two parks? HSP could bring more people into the park for passive recreation
by maker it feel safer, more inviting, with signage that explains what the park is
about, with sturdier benches and perhaps picnic tables.
What changes would you like to see to improve the ecological opportunities at the
two parks? I think both parks would benefit from a more unified and scientifically
based approach to restoration. As I mentioned in before, some of our efforts have
been experimental and piecemeal.
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•

•
•
•
•
•
•

What changes would you like to see to improve the educational opportunities at
the two parks (e.g., educational opportunities, interpretive signage)? I think that
we are in great need of a signage system in the park. I don’t think most people are
aware of what the park is about. I’d like to signs at the entrances to the park which
engage and inform, educate and let people know how they can volunteer. I think
there could be signs throughout the park which help people understand some of
the ecological significance of what is there. I’d like to see more programs
(wildflower walks, bird walks) which help people of all ages understand and
appreciate their environment. I think we could do more teaching about how home
gardeners could use native plants on their own properties.
What are the most important problems/issues in the two parks? HSP lacks a
cohesive restoration plan that can be easily understood and implemented.
Are there any additions or changes that you feel could improve the facilities or the
ecological amenities at the two parks? Signage!
What do you think the Township should do to provide additional recreation and
ecological opportunities at both parks?
What economic benefit do you feel the completion of the Master Plan will create?
Hopefully, the master plan will be a useful fund raising tool and helpful for getting
grants.
What ideas do you have for raising money or getting things accomplished to
improve the two parks?
Are there any ways that the project team or project steering committee might work
together with you/your organization in the future (e.g., co-sponsor an event,
distribute/publish our information, provide us with mailing addresses for our
community questionnaire etc.)?

(Specific Questions about Park Maintenance)
•
How is the park maintained now-schedule, number of people, tasks, etc?
Management of the park now depends on the commitment of various volunteers. We
have decided not to have an intern this summer because no one was able to put in the
time to advertise, interview, hire, draw up tasks, and then supervise…this is a huge
job in itself. Usually there are approximately 4-5 work parties in the spring and fall
and 2-3 in the summer. There are evening PRAM meetings throughout the year.
Work parties range from 5-30 people. Finding supervisors for work parties is always
a challenge. There is usually a lot of scrambling and debate about what tasks need to
be accomplished and the best way to do them. The planted gardens have been
maintained by the intern during the last two years. I am not sure who will maintain
them this year.
•
What is working well with the maintenance of the park? Lots of community
involvement which is good…but volunteers are not always the people who use the
park. Most of the regular park users are the dog walkers and very few if any help
with maintenance.
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•
What improvements are needed to better maintain the park? We need guidance
about how to use our time and labor more effectively. For instance, we cut knotweed
endlessly, but it is getting ever more widespread. We need a program for eradicating
it…the timing of the program and who should perform which tasks. We need to
know which areas are infested with which invasives. We need a plan for attacking
each area. We need to know what times of year to do what tasks.
•
What tasks do those maintaining the park like least?
•
What would make these maintenance tasks easier?
(Specific Questions about Safety and Security)
•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
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What areas of the park are considered unsafe or unsecured? Safety decreases
after dark and some areas feel very secluded, like the back of the meadow and
the interior of the woodlands. If something were to happen, it would be
difficult to get help easily. I’d like clarity on how much surveillance is done.
All should be aware when incidents occur. When our intern was harassed this
past summer, I wished I had known that a similar event had happened. I also
wish I had known that the previous intern carried a township radio.
What specific incidents have occurred or are problems perceived? Someone
was harassed (porn)…intern was harassed as well. Intern actually left!
Do people have easy and appropriate access to the park? Yes….could be more
welcoming……Please note that there is a fourth entrance to the park at the far
end of the upper meadow from Myers Way. It is a very narrow path, but I think
it is used regularly by people living in that area.
What barriers to access exist for people with disabilities, the elderly, kids, any
user who may be physically challenged using the park? The paths from the
upper to the lower level present difficulties for people with disabilities.
Where is it difficult to get into the park from surrounding neighborhoods? See
above about Myers Way.
Is there existing lighting in the park? Are there specific areas where lighting is
needed or desired? I believe that there is lighting on the shed although someone
unscrews the bulb.
The plan will identify ways to improve the park entrances, making them safe,
informative and inviting.
How clear and inviting are the park entrances now? What improvements would
you suggest? The areas at the park entrances would benefit by the improvement
of the planted areas (ie the native plant bed along the parking lot on the upper
level). We would like input on how best to design these garden areas so that
they are relatively low maintenance, attractive, and educational. The plantings
around the bench area on the upper level by the circular drive need some
thought as do the other “gardens” (Rotary Garden and Bob Fulton Garden).
What park vistas and views do you most appreciate and enjoy?
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(Specific Questions about Vehicular Use of the Park)
•
•
•
•
•

Do cars or other vehicles need to enter the park? Access is needed for trucks on
to deliver mulch and woodchips on both levels. If tree removal is needed,
there may be trucks needed for that.
If so, where and why? See above
Where do vehicles access the park now? Along the creek path and along the
paved road on the upper level. Cars and trucks often use the circular brick
drive for temporary parking.
Where do you want to have vehicular access in the future and for what
purposes? See above
Do you want limited access (seasonal, or event only) in certain locations that
could be controlled with removable devices such as bollards, etc? On the upper
level this might be useful. I once found deep ruts in the meadow where
someone had tried to drive around the meadow and had failed because of the
mud, so they backed up into the meadow to turn around.

(Specific Questions about Site Furnishings)
•

•

•

•
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Is there currently enough seating at the parks? I think there could be additional
seating, but it needs to sturdier (not easily kicked to pieces), difficult to move
(so it doesn’t get thrown into the creek), easily repaired or cleaned of graffiti,
and placed in non-secluded places so that it is not used for purposes we don’t
particularly want it to be used for.
Is it the your wish to replace all seating throughout the park to create a cohesive
“look” for HS Park or would you be ok with an eclectic mix of seating types to
provide opportunities to incorporate donated, artist created or scout troop-made
seating? I would prefer seating that meets the above criteria. If it could be artist
created or scout made, that would be fine, but it will inevitably be hit by vandals
and it should be able to withstand vandalism and resist theft.
What are your style preferences for light poles in the park? Can you point to
some inspiration from neighboring areas? (e.g., historical look, something that
gives the park it’s own identity, as natural as possible, site lighting should blend
in and not be noticed) If there is site lighting being proposed for the Elkins Park
business district, it might be advisable to do something that will blend or be
similar to that design.
What other amenities are most needed at the parks? Restrooms might be a nice
amenity at Ogontz, but they would need maintenance…I believe that there are
restrooms at Wall Park. It would be interesting to find out how that is working
out.
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(Interviewees Identification of Additional Information Sources)
•
•
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After hearing the overview for the project and answering the previous
questions, who else do you recommend we contact for information or input?
N/A
We are interested in receiving feedback and having additional participation
from the community in this project (e.g., meeting attendance, feedback). Do
you have any contacts or ideas for involving additional community members?
N/A

ONE-ON-ONE INTERVIEW
(Gail Korostoff, FHSP Committee Member & Teacher)
(Interviewees Contact Information)
• Time and Date of Interview- Tuesday, February 12, 2008 5:00 PM
• Name of Contact/Contact Information- Gail Korostoff, 215-782-3557
• Reason Contact Was Selected (e.g., Role, Profession etc)-Gail was recommended
by FHSP President, Amy Steffen. She is on the FHSP PRAM Committee. She is
a teacher at the private Seligman Middle School. Gail teaches science and Jewish
history. She is on the Board of FHSP, and brings volunteer school groups (her
own) once or twice a year as well as other groups.
• What are you/your organization doing currently to improve the quality of the two
parks? I bring school groups to HS Park for community service. These 12 year
olds do maintenance and upkeep like weeding and mulching.
• How have you been involved with High School and Ogontz Parks? See above.
• How often are you involved with High School and Ogontz Parks? I am involved
with HS Park about 1-2 days per month.
(Specific Questions about Organizational or Commercial Relationships)
•

•
•

•

•

What is your/your organizations current relationship with the Township and the
Friends of High School Park? I am a Township resident. My school is in the
Township. I live next to the Tookany Creek Parkway. I am very pleased with
their work.
What does the Township do well in terms of maintaining and improving the
two parks? At HS Park and Ogontz, they are good with mowing.
What more do you expect the Township to do to maintain and improve the two
parks? At HS Park, they are not as good with tree care. This has been
especially true after flooding. The trash pickup is not always consistent. I
would like to see more regular trash pick up and downed trees and downed
limbs removed more quickly.
What do the Friends of High School Park do well to maintain and improve the
two parks? I think the FHSP does a good job at maintaining a good working
relationship with the township. It is an open communication. Also, we
organize volunteer days well. I think community education is going well.
What more would you like to see them do? We could do a lot more with
reaching out to the community educationally. We can teach them what we have
learned about native plants and the environment.

(Interviewees Awareness of Historic and On-Going Restoration Efforts)
•
•

1

What do you know about the Friends of High School Park and the Township and
what they do for the parks? Skipped Question….Board member.
Are you a member of Friends of High School Park? Yes

2

•

•

•
•
•

What is the benefit of having a master plan for High School and Ogontz Parks? A
Master Plan will help with on- the- ground decision-making (e.g., work, using
volunteers). The master plan will direct on-going efforts more efficiently. Over
the FHSP history, we have taken one step forward and two steps back due to some
plans not working well.
Knowing what you do about historic and on-going restoration efforts (e.g., native
plants at HS Park, streambank restoration at both parks), do you have specific
feedback (e.g., what worked and what is not working)? For years there were
many garden beds planted. There were several perennial gardens planted and
these have developed into more natural and self-sustaining plantings. The
sustaining approach should continue. I know that the streambank restoration areas
are complicated as issues include urban areas, roadways, stormwater issues
replacing native plants with invasive ones and addressing the riparian zones.
Major floods are hard to stop.
Do you have any specific recommendations for future restoration efforts? No
Do you have any feedback about the existing trail system at High School Park
(e.g., conditions, safety)? Some trails are better than others. The ones that are not
kept up are the ones that are least known.
Do you have any recommendations for future trail improvements? We need to
mark, name and map the trails. This would create a sense of “taming” them.

(Interviewees Current Use of the Parks & Opinions about Current Use)
•

•
•
•
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Compared with other Township amenities, how important are these parks to you
and your family? The parks are very important to me. My kids have played sports
at Ogontz Park for years. My school has used both parks for walk-a-thons and
community service. The parks are popular teen hang outs and they provide a good
place for this age group. Both parks are convenient to the community. The shops
are amenities and they add value as well.
How often do you visit Ogontz Park? High School Park? My visits are seasonal.
When it is warmer, I am at both parks at least monthly.
What types of things do you do while at Ogontz Park? At Ogontz, I walk the trail
and the track. At HS Park? I am at HS Park for work days and then to inspect
work completed.
What is your general perception of Ogontz Park? Ogontz is well-used and the
variety of recreational equipment is well used. It is centrally located, and very
visible. High School Park? HS Park is more invisible, so people know less about
it. The immediate neighbors use it the most.

3

•

•
•

What are the most important amenities and positive attributes (e.g., recreational,
natural, historical, social attributes) of HS Park? The open space and diversity of
mini-ecosystems is very important and very positive. I like the contrast between
the landscaped entrances and the wild inner places. I think the native plants are a
major amenity. Ogontz Park? Community sports are important, so this is most
important.
What do you most enjoy about HS Park? About Ogontz Park? See above
What is most unique about HS Park? HS Park was and is community-created
which makes it very special. This has been done by volunteers. Ogontz Park? No
comment

(Interviewees Identification of Issues and Opinions about Improvements)
•
•

•
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What would you like to see happen at Ogontz and High School Parks? I like what
has been going on, so I would like to see “more of the same”.
With respect for the Township, do you feel there is anything the Township can do
to play a bigger role in providing the following:
o Improving the recreational opportunities at the two parks? At Ogontz
Park, the border fencing looks crappy and this is a bit of a turn off. There
is really no connection with the stream there.
o Improving the ecology at the two parks? The Township should continue
supporting the FHSP. I am on the PRAM committee, and some things are
too large for volunteers to remove. They could assist by helping with the
things that are beyond the potential of the volunteers.
o Improving the educational opportunities at the two parks (e.g., educational
opportunities, interpretive signage)? The Township could assist with
spreading the word about what’s ecologically special about the Parks. Not
too much is going on with and through the schools so this could use
assistance. The Township newsletter has some plugs for the parks and this
should continue as this is positive. Much more can go on educationally.
For instance, we need more educational signage
What are the most important problems/issues in the two parks? Vandalism at both
parks is the most important problem. I think that this is because there is not a
regular presence at either park. For instance Albert Park has a lot of monitoring at
the gates. Without a presence, vandalism will continue and vandalism is insidious
and demoralizing.
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•

Are there any additions or changes that you feel could improve the facilities or the
ecological amenities at the two parks? Bathrooms would be great. In addition, the
farther field, not inside the track, has a big problem. It used to be a baseball
field, but is now only used for soccer and Frisbee. The old backstop is still
there, which is a mess, and there is an old pitcher’s mound in the middle
which trips up the runners. Perhaps this is a good opportunity to get that fixed.
After driving by recently, I was also amazed at how awful the chain link fence
around Ogontz looks, and functions. It’s funny how you just accept the poor
state of your surroundings and get used to them, until someone asks you to
take notice and is in the position to affect change. The fence is in disrepair,
looks ugly, and blocks pedestrian access everywhere except 2 openings, one
of which is “unofficial”.

•

What economic benefit do you feel the completion of the Master Plan will create?
No answer.
What ideas do you have for raising money or getting things accomplished to
improve the two parks? No answer as I see things as an educator.
Would you be willing to contribute to an endowment to assist with the
maintenance and restoration of the Parks? No
Are there any ways that the project team or project steering committee might work
together with you/your organization/business in the future (e.g., co-sponsor an
event, distribute/publish our information, provide us with mailing addresses for
our community questionnaire etc.)? People working on the project could assist
with additional and more exciting education and community service projects. At
my school, the teachers and kids think the community projects are boring. More
educational cooperation would probably help this issue.

•
•
•

(Specific Questions about Park Maintenance)
•
•
•

The Township and the Friends of High School Park (and their volunteer pool)
work together to maintain the parks. How do you feel the parks are currently
maintained? Not well enough.
What is working well with the maintenance of the park? I don’t know.
What improvements are needed to better maintain the park? Trash removal
should improve and the path maintenance in Ogontz as well as in the back areas
could improve.

(Specific Questions about Safety, Security and Factors Affecting Them)
•
•
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What areas of the parks are considered unsafe or unsecured? The parks are safe.
Do you know of any specific safety incidents that have occurred? Yes, I am
aware. However these incidents happen all over the place. Overall, I think the
parks are safe.
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•
•
•
•
•

•

Do people have easy and appropriate access to the parks? Yes
What barriers to access exist for people with disabilities, the elderly, kids, any
user who may be physically challenged using the parks? There are many and
particularly at HS Park. HS Park is not very accessible for the less mobile.
Where is it difficult to get into the parks from surrounding neighborhoods? No
Are there specific areas where lighting is needed or desired? No opinion
How clear and inviting are the park entrances now? What improvements would
you suggest? I think that the entrances at these parks are more inviting than a lot
of other parks. The entrance to HS Park from Montgomery Avenue is great.
However the same is not true of entrances to Ogontz. They are not great.
Particularly the. main entrance to Ogontz is weak. Entrance to Ogontz from the
opposite end stinks. There is not enough parking either.
What park vistas and views do you most appreciate and enjoy? I like them all.
This is true of when I am driving and walking.

(Specific Questions about Vehicular Use of the Park)
•
•
•

Do cars or other vehicles need to enter the parks? If so, where and why? No.
Where do you want to have vehicular access in the future and for what
purposes? No
Do you want limited access (seasonal, or event only) in certain locations that
could be controlled with removable devices such as bollards, etc? No. I also
think that HS Road Parking and drop off areas are limited and need to be
improved.

(Specific Questions about Site Furnishings)
•
•
•
•
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Is there currently enough seating at the parks? There is not enough seating at
Ogontz Park. There is less of a need at HS Park.
Do you like the current design of the benches? No idea.
If the Master Plan ultimately recommends additional site lighting, what
architectural theme would you like to see? (e.g., historical, natural, a blend,
matching commercial district ambiance) No opinion.
What other amenities are most needed at the parks? None above and beyond
what I already suggested.
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(Interviewees Identification of Additional Information Sources)
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•

After hearing the overview for the project and answering the previous
questions, who else do you recommend we contact for information or input? I
know an LSA at Andropogan Associates. His name is Yaki Maiosovic. I
suggested him for the Steering Committee and several other times.

•

We are interested in receiving feedback and having additional participation
from the community in this project (e.g., meeting attendance, feedback). Do
you have any contacts or ideas for involving additional community members? I
think we should involve science teachers from the public schools. I would
suggest Karen Shafran from Cederbrook Middle School as she has been
involved in stream studies. Perhaps the Principal from Myers School.

ONE-ON-ONE INTERVIEW
(Joe Baxter, Cheltenham Township Employee, Parks Maintenance Supervisor)
(Interviewees Contact Information)
·
Time and Date of Interview - 2/12/07, 7PM
·
Name of Contact/Contact Information - Joe Baxter, 215-887-6200, x345
·
Reason Contact Was Selected (e.g., Role, Profession etc) - Joe is the Parks
Maintenance Supervisor and is also on the project Steering Committee.
·
What are you/your organization doing currently to improve the quality of the two
parks? Depending on the season, we maintain the parks. We do the lawn cutting,
tree cutting/trimming, make sure that graffiti is erased; we complete playground
inspections, and make sure that repairs are made.
·
How have you been involved with High School and Ogontz Parks? I started in
2005, so I am a relatively new employee. I met Rosemary (Porter, previous FHSP
President) soon after I started.
·
How often are you involved with High School and Ogontz Parks? During the
growing seasons, we cut and trim about once a week. A lot of our schedule will
depend upon the weather. For instance, if it's droughty, there will be less mowing.
If it's real wet, we are not there as often. When we are not mowing, we are
removing trees and addressing other issues. I have a staff of 13 people. One person
stays at the LaMott Community Center to take care of custodial work and outside
work and another person is at Glenside Hall for similar reasons. The number of
people I have really depends upon a number of factors. Depending on the schedule,
1 is at Glenside Hall. Therefore, officially I have 13 people and sometimes less
than 11. Also, during the leaf removal season, the Refuse and Highway
Departments borrow people from my staff. So, during the fall months, my crew is
sometimes a "skeleton crew". This is sometimes challenging as it can change
quickly, and I always need a contingency plan.
(Specific Questions about Organizational or Commercial Relationships)
·

·

·

What is your/your organizations current relationship with the Township of the
Friends of High School Park? The relationship between the FHSP and the township is
good. The Friends (e.g., Amy and Diane) call if something is needed (e.g., chips, mulch)
or if they have a clean up day and request our assistance.
What does the Township do well in terms of maintaining and improving the two
parks? The refuse pick up (Refuse Department) is very good. Also, if we get a
complaint that something needs dumping or a tree is suspect, we are good at responding
in a timely manner.
What more do you expect the Township to do to maintain and improve the two parks?
I think we do the best we can with what we have (e.g., seasonality, staff, and budget). I
am blessed with a great crew and people that care about the job they are doing. They are
hard workers. Of course, as with all things, money is always a problem. We want to do
everything requested, but doing things without the needed funding is challenging to
everyone.

·

What do the Friends of High School Park do well to maintain and improve the two
parks? The FHSP are doing a good job of recruiting more volunteers. When they plan a
workday, they always get a good response. The way they deal with the residents is great.
It's unique in that they have their own governing body overlooking the park.
What more would you like to see them do? I would like to see everyone have the
funding needed to get things done. It might be possible for the FHSP to have a donation
booth at all township events to raise additional funding. For instance, we have a Harvest
Festival at Curtis Arboretum that is very well-attended.

·

(Specific Questions about Park Maintenance)
·

·
·

·

·

How is the park maintained now-schedule, number of people, tasks, etc? At both
parks, we have a large scale rotary mower (large scale tractor). We also have two smaller
tractors (that are towed behind) which address the maintenance smaller areas. We have
between 2-4 guys on each trim crew, and they do the sidewalks, around buildings, and
trees. This is done once a week from spring till the fall. All together, there are six guys
on maintenance at the parks each time. For Ogontz Park, we have a front end loader
with a reel mower frame. In this park, 6 mowers run behind the front end loader in order
to mow the soccer field and the smaller field.
What is working well with the maintenance of the park? The system we are using
works well. I don't ever get complaints that the grass is not cut.
What improvements are needed to better maintain the park? At Ogontz Park, there
is a cinder track and the residents like it (1/4 mile track). I think if the funding were
available, I would love to upgrade it. There is a type of rubber that is painted a base
color. Black top is another way, but it is expensive. It is costly, but it is also all weather
track. At HS Park on Mill Road, the state has put in a guard rail. I think it makes it hard
to walk the 4 steps in and it does not look good. It could benefit from some landscaping.
It would be nice to see native plantings there with signage.
What tasks do those maintaining the park like least? The guys do not like
maintaining the area between the upper meadow to where the chip paths begin (e.g.,
bermed areas). They were created after the Township purchased the land and were
placed there to assist with drainage. Two times a year, the crew needs to knock down
things that are growing too tall. These areas are very steep and the footing is rough on
them.
What would make these maintenance tasks easier? It's going fine really. I just send
those that like it or are better at it, and I provide them with plenty of hours to do the job
well.
(Interviewees General Awareness of Project and Basic Definitions)
·

·
o
·

What do you know about the efforts to restore native plants to High School Park? I
don't have as much experience with restoration at HS Park, as I have with similar
projects at Grove Park (Barb Duffy, President of their Friends Group).
Knowing what you do about restoration efforts....
What do you know about the efforts to restore the Tookany Creek? (see below)
What do you appreciate about these efforts?

The Japanese knotweed eradication is a good effort, and was rough going at first
as we hired an outside contractor to do the spraying, and the neighbors got a little
upset. Now they know more about what is going on and they know to contact
Bryan or myself. We also contact them ahead of time with a letter that is
delivered to each home. I've been around for the streambank and plant restoration
projects as well. I noticed that when the volunteers have staked off planted or to
be planted restoration areas, it works well. This lets the maintenance staffs know
what areas to mow and what areas to not mow. I am really waiting to see how the
new plantings do. I also think that it's a good idea to do things in phases so we
don't "bite off more than we can chew". There are still some flooding problems.
It's an on-going process and we have to wait and see what is working well and
what we need to improve upon.
·

What do you know about the Friends of High School Park and what they do? See
previous answers.
Are you a member of Friends of High School Park? No
What is the benefit of having a master plan for High School and Ogontz Parks? I
think having a master plan keeps everyone aware of what needs to get done, it lets
everyone know what is expected, reasonable, and attainable. It will see that
things are completed in a timely manner. It will make sure that everyone is
accountable.

·
·

(Interviewees Current Use of the Parks & Opinions about Current Use)
·

·
·
·

·

·

·

Compared with other Township amenities, how important are these parks to you
and your family? I live in Upper Dublin, so we don't go to these parks. The parks
are important to the Township and in different ways.
How often do you visit Ogontz Park? High School Park? Professionally, I visit
them once a week.
What types of things do you do while at Ogontz Park? At HS Park? When I visit,
I look to see what they need and how the maintenance is going.
What is your general perception of Ogontz Park? It's aesthetically pleasing. It's
so close to Church Road (a state road) and is seen by a lot of people. It therefore
gets a lot of use. The equipment is very well used. High School Park? I think it's
a nice place. There are a lot of dog lovers there. It's a social place really, which is
nice.
What are the most important amenities and positive attributes (e.g., recreational,
natural, historical, social attributes) of HS Park? The scenery is very positive,
especially the lower paths. The lower paths are beautiful and people can see blue
herons and all kinds of wildlife. Ogontz Park? The amenities there are more
family-related, so the recreational usage is positive.
What do you most enjoy about HS Park? I enjoy the Mill Road arbor area.
About Ogontz Park? I am a tennis player, so I would like that if I lived there.
They are secluded and it would be a pleasant place to play.
What is most unique about the Parks? See above.

(Interviewees Identification of Issues and Opinions about Improvements)
·

·
·

·

·

·

·

What would you like to see happen at Ogontz and High School Parks? At HS Park, it
would be great to have native plant tours once everything is established. At Ogontz Park,
I would like to see improvements to the track. If the park had more area for more
improvements, that would be nice, but that is not realistic.
What changes would you like to see to improve the recreational opportunities at the two
parks? It would be nice to have a water fountain at HS Park.
What changes would you like to see to improve the ecological opportunities at the two
parks? I would like to see us implement all the riparian buffer and streambank
stabilization projects.
What changes would you like to see to improve the educational opportunities at the two
parks (e.g., educational opportunities, interpretive signage)? Increased signage talking
about the plantings would be great. Also, the history of the park is interesting and should
be shared with the public.
What are the most important problems/issues in the two parks? I would think vandalism
is a big thing. There has been graffiti and property destruction. People do not always use
the trash receptacles. Trash is a big problem in Cheltenham overall.
Are there any additions or changes that you feel could improve the facilities or the
ecological amenities at the two parks? The parks are closed at dusk, but I would love to
see some lighting on the lower paths. I understand that this is a double-edged sword as
increased lighting might increase night use and vandalism or other types of trouble.
What do you think the Township should do to provide additional recreation and
ecological opportunities at both parks? See previous answers.
·
What economic benefit do you feel the completion of the Master Plan will create?
There will be, because any improvements to the parks will bring more people into them
and impact the local businesses.
·
What ideas do you have for raising money or getting things accomplished to
improve the two parks? The FHSP should consider attending other Township events to
raise money. Sometimes beef and beers raise quite a bit of money for organizations. At
HS Park, a plant sale or paid tours might also help. It's good to be as creative as you can
possibly be.
·
Are there any ways that the project team or project steering committee might work
together with you/your organization in the future (e.g., co-sponsor an event,
distribute/publish our information, provide us with mailing addresses for our community
questionnaire etc.)? I'm not sure.
(Specific Questions about Safety and Security)
·
·

·

What areas of the park are considered unsafe or unsecured? The creek path at HS.
Park is dark at night and not patroled by police.
What specific incidents have occurred or are problems perceived? A female
intern had a man expose himself to her during the day.
Do people have easy and appropriate access to the park? yes

·

What barriers to access exist for people with disabilities, the elderly, kids, any user
who may be physically challenged using the park? The chipped paths would be
difficult to navigate in a wheelchair.
Where is it difficult to get into the park from surrounding neighborhoods? Mill Rd.
entrance because of lack of parking.
Is there existing lighting in the park? Are there specific areas where lighting is
needed or desired? No. See above.
The plan will identify ways to improve the park entrances, making them safe,
informative and inviting.
How clear and inviting are the park entrances now? What improvements would you
suggest? Additional signage.
What park vistas and views do you most appreciate and enjoy? The arbor by the
creek on Mill Rd. side.

·
·
·
·
·

(Specific Questions about Vehicular Use of the Park)
·
·
·

Do cars or other vehicles need to enter the park? Yes.
If so, where and why? For maintenance at all entrances and police as needed.
Where do vehicles access the park now? From the circle and by the stone parking
lot on HS. RD.
Where do you want to have vehicular access in the future and for what purposes?
Same as above
Do you want limited access (seasonal, or event only) in certain locations that could
be controlled with removable devices such as bollards, etc? No

·
·

(Specific Questions about Site Furnishings)
·
·

Is there currently enough seating at the parks? Yes
Is it the your wish to replace all seating throughout the park to create a cohesive
"look" for HS Park or would you be ok with an eclectic mix of seating types to
provide opportunities to incorporate donated, artist created or scout troop-made
seating? A uniformed graffeti, vandalism-proof type would be nice.
What are your style preferences for light poles in the park? Can you point to some
inspiration from neighboring areas? (e.g., historical look, something that gives the
park it's own identity, as natural as possible, site lighting should blend in and not be
noticed) as natural as possible.
What other amenities are most needed at the parks? Water fountains.

·

·

(Interviewees Identification of Additional Information Sources)
·
·

After hearing the overview for the project and answering the previous questions,
who else do you recommend we contact for information or input? N/A
We are interested in receiving feedback and having additional participation from the
community in this project (e.g., meeting attendance, feedback). Do you have any
contacts or ideas for involving additional community members? N/A

ONE-ON-ONE INTERVIEW
(Bill Wilken, Past FHSP Board Member, Local Landowner)
(Interviewees Contact Information)
• Time and Date of Interview- Sunday, February 24, 2008 @ 12:00 PM, Note: Sent
interview questions ahead and via postal system.
• Name of Contact/Contact Information – Bill Wilkens, (215) 635-2201,
wjwilken@parker.com
• Reason Contact Was Selected (e.g., Role, Profession etc) - Bill lives in the
community, uses the parks, and was on the FHSP board for 5 years. While on the
board he assisted with arts in the park, and ran a couple of events called, “Sundays
in the park”.
• What are you/your organization doing currently to improve the quality of the two
parks? I am not doing anything right now.
• How have you been involved with High School and Ogontz parks? I was
involved for 11 years.
• How often are you involved with High School and Ogontz parks? I am not
involved now.
(Specific Questions about Organizational or Commercial Relationships)
•
•

•

•

•

1

What is your/your organizations current relationship with the Township and the
Friends of High School Park? N/A
What does the Township do well in terms of maintaining and improving the
two parks? The Township was responsive whenever we needed help. They
provided backhoes for plantings, brought in mulch after floods, assisted with
trail work. I have always enjoyed working with John Hoover.
What more do you expect the Township to do to maintain and improve the two
parks? As far as both parks are concerned, we have been promised that the
downtown market area would be tied into the park better. I feel like our
community keeps getting skipped over for the Glenside community. We are
promised that this will be done and then nothing happens. There is a Main
Street Manager Program, and we have not been part of that at all. At HS Park,
they could address the vandalism better. It seems like it has gotten worse. The
benches look bad; there are beer cans all over the place. I would like to see the
Township eliminate this, and perhaps with regular patrols.
What do the Friends of High School Park do well to maintain and improve the
two parks? The big thing around here is community, and I feel like everyone
works very well together. The events are great, and they bring the people
together. The people involved (FHSP and Township) are very qualified, so
that’s very nice.
What more would you like to see them do? Nothing.

2

(Interviewees Awareness of Historic and On-Going Restoration Efforts)
•
•
•

•

•

•

•

What do you know about the Friends of High School Park and the Township and
what they do for the parks? I was on the Board in the 1990’s, so I have a good idea
about who does what.
Are you a member of Friends of High School Park? Yes
What is the benefit of having a master plan for High School and Ogontz Parks? A
Master Plan is a good idea. Also, I did not realize Ogontz was included and that’s
a good thing. A Master Plan will get everyone on the same page. Allow us to
figure out what we are doing. Please post progress reports at the library. It’s a
great place to inform people. For instance, we have started work on forming a
food coop. A lot of people got involved by finding out what was going on at the
library.
Knowing what you do about historic and on-going restoration efforts (e.g., native
plants at HS Park, streambank restoration at both parks), do you have specific
feedback (e.g., what worked and what is not working)? We planted a lot of
willows 5 years ago and the flood wiped them out. Overall, the Tookany Creek
work has benefited the creek. There was quite a bit of money obtained for work
along the Tookany Creek Parkway. I would love to see more work done here.
Do you have any specific recommendations for future restoration efforts? I would
love to see the same things done here as along the Tookany Creek Parkway. That
work was completed using more natural methods. I know a combination of
engineered and non-engineered approaches may be needed. It’s probably a good
idea to see what happens with work already completed. Will it hold? It’s a good
thing to know before you keep going.
Do you have any feedback about the existing trail system at High School Park
(e.g., conditions, safety)? I think the existing trail works very well. The Township
and the FHSP stay on top of it very well. Sometimes we loose mulch, and the
township quickly replaces it.
Do you have any recommendations for future trail improvements? I would have
to say that it would be neat if we can tie in the new second street trail with the one
at HS Park. One thing I wish existed was the ability for my children to get on their
bicycles and go to the pool. This is not possible as the sidewalks disappear and
that concerns me. If there is a trail system that allows my kids to go from Church
Road to the pool at Church and Township line road, that would be great. I
understand there is private property and that it would need to be a combination of
public and private land for the trail.

(Interviewees Current Use of the Parks & Opinions about Current Use)
•
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Compared with other Township amenities, how important are these parks to you
and your family? As a family, we have a tendency to go to the library more than
anything. However, my kids are getting old enough to walk over to the parks, and
so they are equal to a library and pool for us.
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•
•

•

•

•
•

How often do you visit Ogontz Park? High School Park? I don’t visit them as
often as my children. I don’t have much time, but I want my children to use them
more. I only get over there once every 3 months.
What types of things do you do while at Ogontz Park? At HS Park? We go
sledding at HS Park. I play soccer at Ogontz Park. We also kick the soccer ball
around in the upper meadow at HS Park and we also go down to the creek in the
summer time.
What is your general perception of Ogontz Park? High School Park? I think the
upkeep at both parks is pretty good. I don’t walk to the back of Ogontz as it
floods. Flooding is a big issue, and I think we need to eliminate them. I like the
fact that Amy Steffen has gotten into a bigger watershed perspective. She has rain
barrels at the garage. Drainage at HS Park is a problem, if we ended up with better
drainage that would be very helpful. The upper meadow is so rock solid hard you
can’t even dig a hole. There is always a wet spot in the upper meadow along the
trail. I wonder if there are ways to address that.
What are the most important amenities and positive attributes (e.g., recreational,
natural, historical, social attributes) of HS Park? Ogontz Park? I like seeing
everyone at Ogontz use the fields. I just like seeing people out there. The pick up
games with the young guys are fun. Families using the playground are another
good thing. I think the tennis courts are good and they are well maintained. At HS
Park, I love the use of natural plants, and the fact it is a natural park with little
required maintenance.
What do you most enjoy about HS Park? About Ogontz Park? See above.
What is most unique about HS Park? Ogontz Park? Nothing too unique except the
community influence at HS Park.

(Interviewees Identification of Issues and Opinions about Improvements)
•
•
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What would you like to see happen at Ogontz and High School Parks? See above.
I would like the Parks to be tied to the downtown area better.
With respect for the Township, do you feel there is anything the Township can do
to play a bigger role in providing the following:
o Improving the recreational opportunities at the two parks? A summer
camp program at the parks would be great.
o Improving the ecology at the two parks? See previous comments about
restoration.
o Improving the educational opportunities at the two parks (e.g., educational
opportunities, interpretive signage)? I think they do a pretty good job
already. I know there are things going on during Earth Day. I know the
lower meadow is being used as an educational tool for kids. I would like
to see that continued. My children go to Myers & Elkins Park schools. I
don’t think we have anything going on between their schools and HS Park.
We should try that more. I know we tried scavenger hunts in the past.
That’s a good tool to connect children with park amenities.
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•
•
•
•
•
•

What are the most important problems/issues in the two parks? The availability of
parking and loss of business is probably the most important issue.
Are there any additions or changes that you feel could improve the facilities or the
ecological amenities at the two parks? No
What economic benefit do you feel the completion of the Master Plan will create?
If the Master Plan results in tying the parks into the business areas better, there will
be economic benefit.
What ideas do you have for raising money or getting things accomplished to
improve the two parks? I think a nature camp would raise money. Elwood Thorp
Park has one.
Would you be willing to contribute to an endowment to assist with the
maintenance and restoration of the Parks? Not right now.
Are there any ways that the project team or project steering committee might work
together with you/your organization/business in the future (e.g., co-sponsor an
event, distribute/publish our information, provide us with mailing addresses for
our community questionnaire etc.)? Again, the library is one place you should
work with. Also, an e-mail blast might help.

(Specific Questions about Park Maintenance)
•
•
•

The Township and the Friends of High School Park (and their volunteer pool)
work together to maintain the parks. How do you feel the parks are currently
maintained? See previous answers.
What is working well with the maintenance of the park? See previous answers.
What improvements are needed to better maintain the park? See previous
answers.

(Specific Questions about Safety, Security and Factors Affecting Them)
•

•
•
•
•
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What areas of the parks are considered unsafe or unsecured? I have children,
and we recently had stop signs placed on Montgomery Avenue. This is very
important as it allows security for my children. I wonder if a round-about in the
middle of Highschool and Montgomery Avenues would help (e.g., Hollywood
area of Philly). Also whenever you improve how things look, it brings about
feelings of security.
Do you know of any specific safety incidents that have occurred? Vandalism
Do people have easy and appropriate access to the parks? Yes, but the parking
situation could be improved.
What barriers to access exist for people with disabilities, the elderly, kids, any
user who may be physically challenged using the parks? HS Park is hilly, so it
brings forth issues for people with these challenges.
Where is it difficult to get into the parks from surrounding neighborhoods?
Nowhere, it’s fine.
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•
•
•

Are there specific areas where lighting is needed or desired? I would hate to see
PM lighting, but maybe just at the main entrance and around the ½ circle to
make it prettier.
How clear and inviting are the park entrances now? What improvements would
you suggest? They are inviting now.
What park vistas and views do you most appreciate and enjoy? I like the front
entrance, and the lower path by the creek.

(Specific Questions about Vehicular Use of the Park)
•
•
•

Do cars or other vehicles need to enter the parks? If so, where and why? No
Where do you want to have vehicular access in the future and for what
purposes? None
Do you want limited access (seasonal, or event only) in certain locations that
could be controlled with removable devices such as bollards, etc? No.

(Specific Questions about Site Furnishings)
•
•
•
•

Is there currently enough seating at the parks? Yes
Do you like the current design of the benches? Yes
If the Master Plan ultimately recommends additional site lighting, what
architectural theme would you like to see? (e.g., historical, natural, a blend,
matching commercial district ambiance) – See previous answer.
What other amenities are most needed at the parks? None

(Interviewees Identification of Additional Information Sources)
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•

After hearing the overview for the project and answering the previous
questions, who else do you recommend we contact for information or input?
Everyone on Harrison Avenue and in the general neighborhood should be
contacted.

•

We are interested in receiving feedback and having additional participation
from the community in this project (e.g., meeting attendance, feedback). Do
you have any contacts or ideas for involving additional community members?
Just the local neighbors.

ONE-ON-ONE INTERVIEW
Bryan Havir, Township Assistant Manager, Certified Planner
(Interviewees Contact Information)
• Time and Date of Interview- February 19, 2008 at 5:00 PM
• Name of Contact/Contact Information- Bryan Havir, AICP, PP, Township
Assistant Manager
• Reason Contact Was Selected (e.g., Role, Profession etc)- Bryan is the Client
(Township of Cheltenham) for the project, Assistant Manager for the Township,
wrote the DCNR grant to fund this project, is on the project committee, is a
certified Planner (national and NJ), and has an extensive ecological and
community planning back ground.
• What are you/your organization doing currently to improve the quality of the two
parks? The Township is actively working with the FHSP to continue that
particular historic partnership. We are updating the master plan for HS Park that
was previously completed by Andropogan and associates. I was the lead in
writing the grant application and continue to write applications for that area and
throughout the township.
• How long have you been involved with High School and Ogontz parks? I have
been involved since February 1998.
• How often are you involved with High School and Ogontz parks? From a
Township administrative point of view, I’m more involved with HS Park than
Ogontz Park. Ogontz is an active recreational park; therefore John Hoover and
Joe Baxter of our staff are more involved. At HS Park, I do much more
community outreach. The intensity of the role is more seasonal, so I am involved
more in the summer and spring seasons and less in the fall and winter seasons.
(Specific Questions about Organizational or Commercial Relationships)
•

•
•

1

What is your/your organizations current relationship with the Township and the
Friends of High School Park? We (the Township) are the owners of HS Park
with an on-going, long-term partnership with the FHSP for the upkeep and
improvements. It is a positive working relationship with plenty of open
dialogue.
What does the Township do well in terms of maintaining and improving the
two parks? The Township has a prescribed maintenance schedule. We do the
best we can (in light of staff, budget etc) in maintaining them.
What more do you expect the Township to do to maintain and improve the two
parks? I would like us to continue obtaining additional funding to improve the
parks. I think that eroded areas could use some additional assistance, as they
are always impacted by weather and historically, areas we have restored were
greatly impacted by a number of hurricane-induced flooding. Ogontz has been
more severely impacted. There are some areas with minor erosion and some
with much more. Upgrading the Township sewer system is a priority, so I
would like to improve upon the sewer laterals in the vicinity of the park (as well
as throughout the Township). It’s a high priority to address those two areas
(erosion and sewer laterals) and I will continue seeking funding.
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•
•

What do the Friends of High School Park do well to maintain and improve the
two parks? They do an exceptional job at HS Park with maintaining and
restoring areas.
What more would you like to see them do? I think we could do more with
invasive plant removal and especially on the streambanks. The Friends could
take a more active role in educating neighbors regarding their practices and how
they might be negatively impacting the areas. I think this would be especially
good for the Church Road homeowners especially.

(Interviewees Awareness of Historic and On-Going Restoration Efforts)
•
•
•
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What do you know about the Friends of High School Park and the Township and
what they do for the parks? See previous and subsequent answers.
Are you a member of Friends of High School Park? No
What is the benefit of having a master plan for High School and Ogontz Parks? A
Master Plan will help guide the decision-making processes with respect to the
limited amount of public funding. Also, completing the plan will show the
community how to participate in the planning process. The master planning
process includes an aggressive public participation process, so that the public
participates and becomes involved in implementation.
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•
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Knowing what you do about historic and on-going restoration efforts (e.g., native
plants at HS Park, streambank restoration at both parks), do you have specific
feedback (e.g., what worked and what is not working)? I have been very involved
in restoration efforts. I know that what we are trying to do will not show
immediate results. Restoration of this type takes awhile. The natural materials
will need to take root. We know that structural materials show quicker results, but
they also have their own constraints. What we see out there now is just the start of
a long-term process. The human impacts in this area have taken place over 300
years. We have only had a couple of decades to address the impacts and try to
improve them. It’s going to require time, money, and a lot of maintenance.
Constant and seasonal inspections and on-going maintenance has to take place
before what we have done so far can take hold and show results. I think the lower
portion of the stream restoration work we have completed will take 2-3 years
before we will know how effective it has been. The April 2000 project was really
a pilot project and a demonstration area. Then the two hurricanes we had resulted
in a lot of damage. In April 2000 we did the bio-engineering and in June 2001 we
were impacted by Hurricane Allison which greatly impacted it again. Since it was
a restoration project completed with natural materials, it was considered a “soft”
approach and we were unable to obtain FEMA funding to complete additional
restoration. Therefore, the little bit of maintenance we were able to do afterward
was not really adequate to address all of the impacts. I think the riparian buffer is
better than what we had before, but it could be improved. The first 125’ of park
off of High School Road still looks very impacted and unfortunately, the invasives
are impacting that portion. On the Ogontz side we have not done a thing, and there
was a lot of erosion during Hurricane Floyd and then we were hit again during
Hurricane Allison.
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•

•

Do you have any specific recommendations for future restoration efforts? Again,
we need to obtain more money and there have been changes to the state granting
programs (e.g., Growing Greener) we relied upon before. There should be more
money to revitalize watersheds. I would like the Commonwealth to focus more on
these types of projects rather than allotting the majority of the funding to acid
mining impacts. I think we need another bond referendum. I think other
programs (e.g., recycling) should now be bond initiatives. What I have witnessed
is that the voters of Pennsylvania really want to see other things than what have
ended up being funded. All things considered (if the money were available), I
would recommend to continue doing what we are doing and implementing a
watershed approach based on our completed watershed plan. I think that what we
have done in the lower reaches of the watershed is working and we need to
implement measures all along the 15 stream miles of the Tookany. This program
is a model, and we are doing it in pieces due to the funding constraints.
Fortunately (and concurrently) the township is focusing as a priority to allocate
millions in its capital improvement budget to fix our aging sewer system. it iswell
over 100 years old, and is failing in many areas causing detrimental environmental
impacts. We have been matching all watershed work with 50% grants and will try
to continue this.
Do you have any feedback about the existing trail system at High School Park
(e.g., conditions, safety)? The trail existed at HS Park when it was a High School.
However, the Andropogan study recommended additional trails connections.
When a larger trail study was completed, HS Park was viewed/presented as a
natural trailhead (the users said this). It is a great link with the larger linear
greenway along the Tookany. So, the forefathers did a good job in laying this out
really. .I like the location, like that it is a natural trailhead, and that it links easily
with the Tookany Parkway. We obtained ISTEA funding to place a hard surface
on the Tookany Parkway portion of the larger trail. At HS Park, we will need to
address ADA issues most likely. We will need to see if 2A modified surfaces are
required or if the existing woodchip surface meets the requirements in order to
obtain additional funding.
Do you have any recommendations for future trail improvements? Yes, we need
to research and address trail surface and ADA requirements. We will need to
address people with challenges and the need for ramps etc.

(Interviewees Current Use of the Parks & Opinions about Current Use)
•
•
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Compared with other Township amenities, how important are these parks to you
and your family? I don’t live in the Elkins Park area. I visit for community events
or for Township business.
How often do you visit Ogontz Park? High School Park? Approximately 10
times each year.
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•
•

•

•

What types of things do you do while at Ogontz Park? I don’t have much
responsibility at Ogontz as this is John Hoover’s area of responsibility with the
focus being on active recreation. I have completed streambank inspections. At
HS Park? A lot of what I do is work-related. An example is completing
inspections or following up on issues. I will also go when school or college
groups are visiting to talk to them about restoration work (e.g., Temple or DelVal).
RETTEW was the project designer in redoing the Tennis courts at Ogontz in
2000….
What is your general perception of Ogontz Park? Cool High School Park? Cool
What are the most important amenities and positive attributes (e.g., recreational,
natural, historical, social attributes) of HS Park? Ogontz Park? I think the
dichotomy of the two parks is great. Ogontz Park is active recreation and HS Park
is scenic beauty.
What do you most enjoy about HS Park? About Ogontz Park? At both parks,
there is so much mature tree canopy. This is really something as you don’t have in
suburban areas or in the city. It reminds me of Allentown and the Little Lehigh
Parkway area. We are one of the few municipalities that have a natural linear
greenway park system traversing the entire township. The Commissioners in the
early 20th century had a lot of fore site. I have seen the meeting minutes from
1910-1926 Board of Commissioners meetings that use the term “linear
greenway”!
What is most unique about HS Park? Ogontz Park? They are both very unique. If
you drive down Church Road through the residential neighborhoods you suddenly
see a track and a unique green space.

(Interviewees Identification of Issues and Opinions about Improvements)
•

•
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What would you like to see happen at Ogontz and High School Parks? I don’t
think anything too dramatic. We should just implement what we have planned
now, continue the unique partnerships, and obtain more grants to implement
everything. I know that Abington has Briarbush and it’s a destination Park. I
would like to see HS Park become a destination park for native plant. It would be
nice to see a small building with some classroom space. It would be great if there
are more staff, more events and more programming making this a destination
place to learn about and see native plant communities. (Note: Some work on this
vision was completed in the past with DCNR. Information on specifics can be
made available).
With respect for the Township, do you feel there is anything the Township can do
to play a bigger role in providing the following:
o Improving the recreational opportunities at the two parks? See previous
answers.
o Improving the ecology at the two parks? See previous answers.
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•

•

o Improving the educational opportunities at the two parks (e.g., educational
opportunities, interpretive signage)? I think what we are doing now is
fine, but it is based on manpower and funding. See previous answers.
What are the most important problems/issues in the two parks? At parks,
addressing erosion and the on-going restoration of the banks. At HS Park, we
could use signage explaining what has been done and what is there. Again, all of
this requires additional funding.
Are there any additions or changes that you feel could improve the facilities or the
ecological amenities at the two parks? At this time, no. If we are going to allow
more PM use (e.g., track at Ogontz), and more investigation is needed, we may
need lighting. This is really something that should be in the best interest of the
neighborhood and with their feedback. As a community planner, I would like to
see an estate fence around Ogontz. That would be in keeping with the historical
surrounding and aesthetics. Right now it still looks more like a school, and if it
looked more estate like it would fit in more. Perhaps (in light of funding etc), the
play equipment could be modernized. We recently invested funding to upgrade
the tennis courts. RETTEW did the work.
What economic benefit do you feel the completion of the Master Plan will create?
Hopefully, the Master Plan for the parks will be consistent with other Township
and ongoing commercial corridor plans. The parks are anchors to the commercial
center. If they are all complementary, then the economic benefits will fall into
place.

INTERVIEW #2 TUESDAY, MARCH 5TH AT 5:00 PM
•
•
•

What ideas do you have for raising money or getting things accomplished to
improve the two parks? A FHSP endowment would be nice.
Would you be willing to contribute to an endowment to assist with the
maintenance and restoration of the Parks? Not for park maintenance/restoration,
but I would contribute to an endowment for a building.
Are there any ways that the project team or project steering committee might work
together with you/your organization/business in the future (e.g., co-sponsor an
event, distribute/publish our information, provide us with mailing addresses for
our community questionnaire etc.)? N/A

(Specific Questions about Park Maintenance)
•
•
•
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The Township and the Friends of High School Park (and their volunteer pool)
work together to maintain the parks. How do you feel the parks are currently
maintained? See previous answers.
What is working well with the maintenance of the park? See previous answers.
What improvements are needed to better maintain the park? See previous
answers.
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(Specific Questions about Safety, Security and Factors Affecting Them)
•
•
•
•

•
•

•

•

What areas of the parks are considered unsafe or unsecured? The Township has
heard of loitering taking place in those areas by Mill Road (e.g. loitering, fence
and steps). This is because it is dark there at night.
Do you know of any specific safety incidents that have occurred? No.
Do people have easy and appropriate access to the parks? Yes.
What barriers to access exist for people with disabilities, the elderly, kids, any
user who may be physically challenged using the parks? From an ADA point
of view, if you are a resident on Mill Road, that access area is inaccessible (e.g.,
stone steps; hole in the fence and back of meadow area). Every challenged
person has difficulty on almost all of the trail surfaces in the parks right now.
Where is it difficult to get into the parks from surrounding neighborhoods? Mill
Road is a difficult access point, but all other access areas appear to be adequate.
Are there specific areas where lighting is needed or desired? I don’t know if we
would want to light the trail, but if the community wants it, they will let us
know. I think the horseshoe entrance drive might benefit from some accent
lighting. The parking lot on High School Road might also benefit from
additional lighting.
How clear and inviting are the park entrances now? What improvements would
you suggest? They are somewhat inviting now, but signage at all entrances
would be beneficial. Without that, the entrances are not defined. Signage at
parking area off of High School Road noting that this parking area is for the two
parks would also be beneficial.
What park vistas and views do you most appreciate and enjoy? The staircase is
really cool. See previous answers.

(Specific Questions about Vehicular Use of the Park)
•

•
•
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Do cars or other vehicles need to enter the parks? If so, where and why? I
think cars should enter the park for routine maintenance access. However,
some of this does not have to be done with a truck, but could be done with a
gater (e.g., golf cart) for work on the trails and in the lower portions of the
park. For bigger jobs (e.g., tree removal), you need to access on occasion and
with larger vehicles.
Where do you want to have vehicular access in the future and for what
purposes? See previous.
Do you want limited access (seasonal, or event only) in certain locations that
could be controlled with removable devices such as bollards, etc? We have
that now at the top part of the park near the horseshoe access area. .
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(Specific Questions about Site Furnishings)
•
•
•

•

Is there currently enough seating at the parks? For the activities taking place
now, there is probably not enough seating. For instance, the tennis courts at
Ogontz Park could benefit from seating. HS Park probably needs more as well.
Do you like the current design of the benches? Yes, I like the current design
(wood teak) of the benches at HS Park, and if more are obtained, I would like to
see more of what is there already.
If the Master Plan ultimately recommends additional site lighting, what
architectural theme would you like to see? (e.g., historical, natural, a blend,
matching commercial district ambiance) The lighting should be the same as
what is being recommended for the commercial district at Elkins Park. This
would also help with township maintenance, because we could stock pile parts
etc.
What other amenities are most needed at the parks? Other than what I have
already suggested, a kiosk/informational center at HS Park would be great.
Again, I envision (in ten years) a destination park much like Briar Bush (in
Abington). I also think that the parking lot on High School Road and Ogontz
Park might benefit from bicycle racks. I would also like to see an internal bike
trail connection between Ogontz Park and the Elkins Park Apartments.

(Interviewees Identification of Additional Information Sources)
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•

After hearing the overview for the project and answering the previous
questions, who else do you recommend we contact for information or input? I
think we have identified and are contacting all of the stakholders.

•

We are interested in receiving feedback and having additional participation
from the community in this project (e.g., meeting attendance, feedback). Do
you have any contacts or ideas for involving additional community members?
No.

ONE-ON-ONE INTERVIEW QUESTIONS
(Jo Fagan, FHSP Board Member)
(Interviewees Contact Information)
• Time and Date of Interview - 2/5/08, 11 AM
• Name of Contact/Contact Information – Jo Fagan, 215-635-0572
• Reason Contact Was Selected (e.g., Role, Profession etc)- Jo is a project
Steering Committee member, an active Member of FHSP, and Co-Chair of the
PRAM Committee (along with Gail Korosoff). Jo has a background in
horticulture, works at garden center, has a passion for plants, and a keen interest in
learning much more about them.
• What are you/your organization doing currently to improve the quality of the
two parks? Jo does quite a bit of work for PRAM & as a member of the Board.
• How have you been involved with High School and Ogontz Parks? Jo
volunteers quite a bit with PRAM and helps to organize volunteer work days at
HS Park.
• How often are you involved with High School and Ogontz Parks? Jo has been
involved with the FHSP since they were organized (1995). She stated with
organizing volunteer groups and is now involved about once a month. Her
involvement has been more and less through the years. It has waxed and waned
based on organizational phases.
(Specific Questions about Organizational or Commercial Relationships)
•

•

•

•
•

1

What is your/your organizations current relationship with the Township
and the Friends of High School Park? The FHSP and Township relationship
is much better than she originally expected and has improved since her
involvement with PRAM.
What does the Township do well in terms of maintaining and improving
the two parks? The Township is very cooperative, very .responsive, and the
lines of communication are open. They mow, take down trees, and have done a
lot of honeysuckle removal. They do a lot of things that FHSP would not ask
volunteers to do.
What more do you expect the Township to do to maintain and improve the
two parks? I would love the Township (and everyone for that matter) to be on
a seasonal schedule for mulching and herbicidal applications. A schedule
would alleviate the need for task by task requests. I would love the Township
continue listening to our needs.
What do the Friends of High School Park do well to maintain and improve
the two parks? We are doing a really great job as well. Our pool of volunteers
is phenomenal.
What more would you like to see them do? I think we need a purpose to
further explain why we are doing what we are doing. Sometimes there is an
organizational “push and pull” (e.g., a great deal of discussion and we need
more actual doing). I think if we have a plan this will help and will result in
minimizing wasted efforts. We also need to do a better job with community
involvement.
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(Interviewees Awareness of Historic and On-Going Restoration Efforts)
•
•
•

•
•
•

•

•
•
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What do you know about the Friends of High School Park and what they do?
N/A
Are you a member of Friends of High School Park? YES
What is the benefit of having a master plan for High School and Ogontz
Parks? Having a Master Plan is crucial as we need an outside, objective, expert
force to determine what needs to be done. Our group has many different levels of
expertise and a variety of philosophies. One example is our herbicidal policy.
Should we use herbicides? Shouldn’t we? In what situations?
What do you know about historic and on-going restoration efforts (e.g.,
native plants at HS Park) at High School Park? Quite a bit (see previously
listed expertise and below recommendations)
What do you know about historic and on-going stream restoration efforts
associated with the Tookany Creek? No answer.
Do you have specific feedback on these restoration efforts (e.g., what worked
and what is not working)? I think what did not work was trying to develop small
gardening areas. Also planting small plants does not work as you cannot
effectively monitor them. In addition, piecemeal plantings do not work as well as
planting plants that require high maintenance. What has worked is planting larger
trees and plants and larger beds.
Do you have any specific recommendations for future restoration efforts?
Again, large herbaceous plantings, larger swaths of plantings and larger plants. In
addition, we need an herbicidal application plan. Should we attempt all organic?
Should we practice non organic? Would a combination along with a schedule be
best? We really need very specific recommendations. What can be done to
control invasive plants and how can we do it effectively and safely? For instance,
hand pulling invasives is way too hard on our volunteers, on township staff and
it’s just not very effective. (Note: Please note that our by-laws were recently
changed to use pesticides and herbicides in a responsible manner. Who will do
application that is more complicated is an issue that needs to be addressed. Will it
be the township? An outside firm that will bid for the projects as they come up.)
Do you have any feedback about the existing trail system at High School
Park (e.g., conditions, safety) I think some of the trails are in good shape while
others are not in very good shape. I cannot be specific at this point.
Do you have any recommendations for future trail improvements? We have
named the trails at this point, but a map as you enter the park is crucial and would
also improve security.
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(Interviewees Current Use of the Parks & Opinions about Current Use)
•

•

•
•

•

•
•

Compared with other Township amenities, how important are these parks to
you and your family? Ogontz Park was important to us when the children were
little. It is really nice to have both parks in the community and their presence
contributed to our purchasing our house in the vicinity.
How often do you visit Ogontz Park? High School Park? I don’t visit Ogontz
Park too often anymore as I belong to a gym. I visit High School Park often and
whenever we have a volunteer group coming. I do not visit on my own as I am
concerned about security.
What types of things do you do while at Ogontz Park? N/A At HS Park? I do
whatever the volunteer work group is doing (e.g., restoration, planting). I really
should stroll there more.
What is your general perception of Ogontz Park? High School Park? My
perception is that both parks are an enormous plus to the Township (e.g., having
passive and non-passive parks). It is an area containing native vegetation in a very
urban area. Another perception is that both parks are enormous pluses to the
community at large.
What are the most important amenities and positive attributes (e.g.,
recreational, natural, historical, social attributes) of HS Park? Of Ogontz
Park? Same as indicated previously plus the open space attributes, having a place
to entertain children and a quiet passive place in an otherwise urban environment.
What do you most enjoy about HS Park? About Ogontz Park? See previous
answers.
What is most unique about HS Park? Ogontz Park? Together, they provide
open space in an urban area. HS Park is unique in that it has native plants. Also,
the areas are non-polluted which is unique in an urban area. Having an ecological
master plan has social implications as it will provide the basis for continued
preservation. It will set an example of what can be done and what is being done to
other communities.

(Interviewees Identification of Issues and Opinions about Improvements)
•
•
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What would you like to see happen at Ogontz and High School Parks? I
would love to see Ogontz Park upgraded as it is looking a little “tired”. I would
like to see all of the non-native invasive plants removed from High School Park.
What changes would you like to see to improve the recreational opportunities
at the two parks? It would be nice to see a bathroom serving the parks. This
would be especially helpful to families. Although there is a big playground at Wal
Park, I don’t really feel like Ogontz park has a “real” playground, so it would be
nice to see that. A working water fountain would be nice as well.
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•
•

•

•
•
•

•
•

What changes would you like to see to improve the ecological opportunities at
the two parks? Removing invasive plants would go a long way to addressing and
providing additional ecological opportunities.
What changes would you like to see to improve the educational opportunities
at the two parks (e.g., educational opportunities, interpretive signage)? I
think additional signage is needed. The signage should address the unique native
vegetation. I also think more schools should be involved and we could create
curriculum based on our restoration efforts.
What are the most important problems/issues in the two parks? I think the
control of invasive plants is the most important issue at High School Park along
with the fact that a plan and responsibilities for tasks remain unclear. Security is
becoming a problem at both parks along with water runoff.
Are there any additions or changes that you feel could improve the facilities
or the ecological amenities at the two parks? Remove? No Answer
What do you think the Township should do to provide additional recreation
and ecological opportunities at both parks? No comment
What economic benefit do you feel the completion of the Master Plan will
create? The more you improve the parks, the better valued the homes will be. In
addition, identifying ways to raise money (e.g., more events) would prove
economically beneficial.
What ideas do you have for raising money or getting things accomplished to
improve the two parks? I think the fundraising committee should look closely at
this. If we give the community more, we will receive increased financial return.
Are there any ways that the project team or project steering committee might
work together with you/your organization in the future (e.g., co-sponsor an
event, distribute/publish our information, provide us with mailing addresses
for our community questionnaire etc.)? No Answer.

(Specific Questions about Park Maintenance)
•
•
•

•
•
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How is the park maintained now-schedule, number of people, tasks, etc?
Skipped Question.
What is working well with the maintenance of the park? Skipped Question.
What improvements are needed to better maintain the park?
Trash collection could improve. Mowing could use improvements (staking set
areas for mowing would help). Invasive plant control could also use some
improvement.
What tasks do those maintaining the park like least? Skipped Question.
What would make these maintenance tasks easier? Skipped Question.
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(Specific Questions about Safety and Security & Access)
•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

What areas of the park are considered unsafe or unsecured? I never go to
HS Park unless I go with others. The entire park feels unsecured to me. The
secluded areas might benefit from increased lighting or call boxes. In addition,
unleashed dogs are a security issue at both parks.
What specific incidents have occurred or are problems perceived? We have
experienced an increase in vandalism and that is scary to me. In addition
people have been followed/stalked in broad daylight (e.g., intern incident).
Do people have easy and appropriate access to the park? Yes, most of the
park is very easy to enter. I think the Mill Road access area would benefit from
some improvement.
What barriers to access exist for people with disabilities, the elderly, kids,
any user who may be physically challenged using the park? The parks are
not at all friendly to these groups of people. In fact the brick path would be the
only accessible area for these folks.
Where is it difficult to get into the park from surrounding neighborhoods?
Mill Road is a difficult access point as it only has a small, unmarked stairway.
Is there existing lighting in the park? Are there specific areas where
lighting is needed or desired? No answer.
The plan will identify ways to improve the park entrances, making them
safe, informative and inviting. Again Mill Road needs assistance.
How clear and inviting are the park entrances now? What improvements
would you suggest? No Answer.
What park vistas and views do you most appreciate and enjoy? I love
riding on High School Road and seeing the meadow areas. The entire hillside
is beautiful. I think mulching the existing paths and additional plantings will
make these areas really beautiful!

(Specific Questions about Vehicular Use of the Park)
•

•
•
•
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Do cars or other vehicles need to enter the park? I think cars and vehicles
should only be allowed during events. However, during certain events, we
have allowed driving on the lawn and up to the shed, and I don’t think this
should be allowed.
If so, where and why? Adding roads is not necessary at all.
Where do vehicles access the park now? No Answer.
Where do you want to have vehicular access in the future and for what
purposes? It’s fine now. No additional roads/access is necessary.
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•

Do you want limited access (seasonal, or event only) in certain locations
that could be controlled with removable devices such as bollards, etc? Right
now limitations to access are adequate. However, if we end up increasing the
number of events and attendance increases as well, bollards and other barriers
will be needed.

(Specific Questions about Site Furnishings)
•
•
•
•

Is there currently enough seating at the parks? More seating at HS Park
would be great.
Do you like the current benches? Yes, but if we provide more seating, they
will need to be more durable. We should not add anything fancy due to
increases in vandalism and flooding.
What are your style preferences for light poles in the park? They should be
as natural as possible.
What other amenities are most needed at the parks? Another smaller shed at
Mill Road would really benefit people during volunteer events. If we forget
something from the upper, existing shed; it’s a long trek back to retrieve it.

(Interviewees Identification of Additional Information Sources)
•
•
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After hearing the overview for the project and answering the previous
questions, who else do you recommend we contact for information or
input? No additional suggestions.
We are interested in receiving feedback and having additional
participation from the community in this project (e.g., meeting attendance,
feedback). Do you have any contacts or ideas for involving additional
community members? We should really do a better job with contacting
schools. Perhaps we should place ads on the school websites. Perhaps we
could send something home with kids.

ONE-ON-ONE INTERVIEW
(Mary Amar, Neighbor and Frequent Park User)
(Interviewees Contact Information)
• Time and Date of Interview – Tuesday, February 12, 2008 1:00 PM
• Name of Contact/Contact Information- Mary Amar, 215-635-6951
• Reason Contact Was Selected (e.g., Role, Profession etc)- Mary was suggested
by FHSP President Amy Steffen, she lives on Montgomery Avenue, uses the
parks, and is a naturalist. Mary noted that, “I love the outdoors, like to walk, and
my eyes are always open”.
• What are you/your organization doing currently to improve the quality of the two
parks? I pick up trash when I am walking at the parks. .
• How have you been involved with High School and Ogontz Parks? I am a user of
the parks. I talk HS Park up and I always show it to friends.
• How often are you involved with High School and Ogontz parks? I used to be
more involved, but I live a little further away now and I’m older. Therefore, I am
involved in the spring and fall seasons mainly.
(Specific Questions about Organizational or Commercial Relationships)
•
•
•
•

•

What is your/your organizations current relationship with the Township and the
Friends of High School Park? N/A
What does the Township do well in terms of maintaining and improving the
two parks? No answer, except I do see them there working.
What more do you expect the Township to do to maintain and improve the two
parks? No opinion.
What do the Friends of High School Park do well to maintain and improve the
two parks? I keep up with what they do by reading the newsletter. They have
made quite a few improvements. Especially having an intern in the summer.
They also plant trees and clear out brush.
What more would you like to see them do? Nothing. I do wish I could help
more, but my back does not allow me to bend much.

(Interviewees Awareness of Historic and On-Going Restoration Efforts)
•

•
•
•

1

What do you know about the Friends of High School Park and the Township and
what they do for the parks? I know they want to make HS Park more natural, with
native plants. They are doing this to help the environment. They are getting rid of
exotics.
Are you a member of Friends of High School Park? Yes
What is the benefit of having a master plan for High School and Ogontz Parks?
It’s a good idea because then you have one plan and everyone can do things
consistently and together.
Knowing what you do about historic and on-going restoration efforts (e.g., native
plants at HS Park, streambank restoration at both parks), do you have specific
feedback (e.g., what worked and what is not working)? Yes I know about the
plants and the big timbers in the streambank. All of this has held quite well.
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•
•
•

Do you have any specific recommendations for future restoration efforts? I have
no thoughts on this.
Do you have any feedback about the existing trail system at High School Park
(e.g., conditions, safety)? I like the way the trail system is set up. It’s working
very well, and is being maintained much better than it used to be.
Do you have any recommendations for future trail improvements? I like them the
way they are.

(Interviewees Current Use of the Parks & Opinions about Current Use)
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Compared with other Township amenities, how important are these parks to you
and your family? Both of the parks are very important to me as they are in my
community. The proximity to where I live is great.
How often do you visit Ogontz Park? High School Park? I visit the parks at least
once a week in spring and fall. In the better weather I’m out more.
What types of things do you do while at Ogontz Park? At HS Park? I like walking,
looking at things, bird watching, and exercising. I walk up and down the 66 steps
and that is very good exercise.
What is your general perception of Ogontz Park? It’s a good place for active
recreation, and it’s an open area. High School Park? I love it because it has the
woods and the trails and the wildlife.
What are the most important amenities and positive attributes (e.g., recreational,
natural, historical, social attributes) of HS Park? The variety of the terrain.
Therefore the variety of the flora. Ogontz Park? It is a nice place for people to
walk and jog, play baseball and soccer.
What do you most enjoy about HS Park? About Ogontz Park? See previous
answers.
What is most unique about HS Park? Ogontz Park? See previous answers.

(Interviewees Identification of Issues and Opinions about Improvements)
•
•
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What would you like to see happen at Ogontz and High School Parks? They are
both fine the way they are.
With respect for the Township, do you feel there is anything the Township can do
to play a bigger role in providing the following:
o Improving the recreational opportunities at the two parks? Skipped.
o Improving the ecology at the two parks? Skipped.
o Improving the educational opportunities at the two parks (e.g., educational
opportunities, interpretive signage)? Skipped.
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•

•

•
•
•
•

What are the most important problems/issues in the two parks? I don’t see any big
problems. They are fine. I do notice that there are sometimes pill boxes (not
needles) and that there has been vandalism and misuse. Not sure what you can do
about it. One time there was a man that exhibited lewd behavior. It’s something I
don’t expect all the time but it happens. I am also concerned that there are more
guns around (in general and in the area), but this is based on what I am reading not
on what I have seen.
Are there any additions or changes that you feel could improve the facilities or the
ecological amenities at the two parks? I would like it if the water fountain at
Ogontz was working. Also, the track gets muddied. At one point HS Park was
considering an educational pavilion. I don’t really think that is a good idea as it
would invite more vandalism.
What economic benefit do you feel the completion of the Master Plan will create?
No answer.
What ideas do you have for raising money or getting things accomplished to
improve the two parks? I don’t know. I’m not a fundraiser. So far, they seem to
be doing a great job.
Would you be willing to contribute to an endowment to assist with the
maintenance and restoration of the Parks? No I don’t think I could do that.
Are there any ways that the project team or project steering committee might work
together with you/your organization/business in the future (e.g., co-sponsor an
event, distribute/publish our information, provide us with mailing addresses for
our community questionnaire etc.)? No answer.

(Specific Questions about Park Maintenance)
•
•
•

The Township and the Friends of High School Park (and their volunteer pool)
work together to maintain the parks. How do you feel the parks are currently
maintained? They are being well maintained.
What is working well with the maintenance of the park? No answer.
What improvements are needed to better maintain the park? None, they are
well-maintained.

(Specific Questions about Safety, Security and Factors Affecting Them)
•
•
•
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What areas of the parks are considered unsafe or unsecured? No
Do you know of any specific safety incidents that have occurred? Lewd
behavior and vandalism.
Do people have easy and appropriate access to the parks? There are so many
ways people can get into the parks. However, the road off of Harrison is not
very accessible. People don’t really know about it. Maybe it’s because it is too
remote.
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•
•
•
•
•

What barriers to access exist for people with disabilities, the elderly, kids, any
user who may be physically challenged using the parks? I think there is easy
access for those groups.
Where is it difficult to get into the parks from surrounding neighborhoods? The
road off of Harrison is not very accessible.
Are there specific areas where lighting is needed or desired? No and I don’t go
there in the dark.
How clear and inviting are the park entrances now? What improvements would
you suggest? They are very inviting. Main entrance is very nice. Everyone
knows that corner. It’s great to sit there during the day.
What park vistas and views do you most appreciate and enjoy? I like standing
at the top of High School Park and then looking up at the trees and birds. I like
walking around the upper meadow and taking stock of what is growing there
and what birds are feeding. There was a dead tree adjacent to the municipal
parking lot. Many birds used to perch and preen there, but it was removed,
which was a pity. I once saw a flock of 8 or so ground-feeding flickers in that
dead tree.

(Specific Questions about Vehicular Use of the Park)
•
•
•

Do cars or other vehicles need to enter the parks? If so, where and why? It is
fine the way it is (with no park access)
Where do you want to have vehicular access in the future and for what
purposes? Only for the arts in the park event.
Do you want limited access (seasonal, or event only) in certain locations that
could be controlled with removable devices such as bollards, etc? No

(Specific Questions about Site Furnishings)
•
•
•

Is there currently enough seating at the parks? The seating at both parks is
adequate.
Do you like the current design of the benches? Yes, they are very nice.
If the Master Plan ultimately recommends additional site lighting, what
architectural theme would you like to see? (e.g., historical, natural, a blend,
matching commercial district ambiance) - Natural.

•

What other amenities are most needed at the parks? None.

(Interviewees Identification of Additional Information Sources)
•
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After hearing the overview for the project and answering the previous
questions, who else do you recommend we contact for information or input? I
am trying to get a hold of a birder. She is in the business of doing birding
courses. I will try to get a hold of her. She will be a good person to interview.
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We are interested in receiving feedback and having additional participation
from the community in this project (e.g., meeting attendance, feedback). Do
you have any contacts or ideas for involving additional community members?
No answer.

ONE-ON-ONE INTERVIEW
(John Hoover, Township Employee, Director of Parks & Recreation)
•
•
•
•

•
•

(Interviewees Contact Information)
Time and Date of Interview- February 12, 2008 11:00 AM
Name of Contact/Contact Information- John Hoover- 215- 887-6200 extension
226 or cell 215- 900-2076
Reason Contact Was Selected (e.g., Role, Profession etc) - John is on the project
steering committee. He works for Cheltenham Township in the capacity of Director
of Parks and Recreation.
What are you/your organization doing currently to improve the quality of the two
parks? I work for the Township. I would like to provide an overview of how the
Parks and Recreation department and Public Works department work together. The
parks maintenance staff is under the Public Works Department. The Public Works
Superintendent is Mark McDonnell who supervises refuse and recycling, highway,
and parks (maintenance). Parks and Recreation is another department responsible
more for facilities and programs. The Parks and Recreation Department has a great
relationship with the parks maintenance staff and we work together well. So getting
back to your original question, in addition to routine park maintenance, we have
placed over a dozen memorial benches at HS Park, assisted with tree and shrubbery
plantings, as well as helping to create memorial gardens. I am the liaison person with
the FHSP. Our department maintains existing park and recreation facilities and also
helps keep the trails in some semblance of order. I enjoy working with the FHSP and
it’s important that they have someone from the township available to work with them.
Joe Baxter, Parks Superintendent, does a good job of responding to the needs and
requests of the FHSP as well.
How have you been involved with High School and Ogontz parks? I have been
involved with HS Park since its inception (1995). I have been involved with Ogontz
for 30 years.
How often are you involved with High School and Ogontz Parks? I get over to the
parks bi-weekly for at least a drive through. I am probably more responsive to HS
Park, because I’m getting contacted more, and they express their needs more. I often
respond to the need to check out the trails or I am contacted in response to graffiti,
trees in need of maintenance or to do a basic walk through to see how things look.
(Specific Questions about Organizational or Commercial Relationships)

•

What is your/your organizations current relationship with the Township and the
Friends of High School Park? I think it’s a great relationship. We may not do
everything that everyone wants, but we always explain why. They have such a great
volunteer group of people. They give so much of their time and energy, so I can’t
help but want to attend to all needs. However, I can’t always do that.
What does the Township do well in terms of maintaining and improving the two
parks? We work together well with the FHSP. Mowing is a simple, routine
maintenance task we do well, but I also think we respond well to requests from the
friends (e.g., graffiti, dangerous situations, steps needing sweeping etc).

•
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•

What more do you expect the Township to do to maintain and improve the two
parks? Nothing more really, because we have 25+ parks in the Township that need
our continued attention. We might even do more than most, because of the fact that
HS Park has a friends group. The same is true for Ralph Morgan Park as they also
have a friends group (led by Barbara Duffy). The Friends group becomes our eyes
and ears. As a public servant, it is our job to respond to their requests, “within
reason”.
What do the Friends of High School Park do well to maintain and improve the two
parks? The FHSP have planted a “ton” of vegetation. They have established trails,
they are part of the reason we get so many grants, they sponsor arts in the park, they
have sponsored 6-12 eagle scout projects, created and maintain gardens, have
completed huge weeding and clearing projects, the shed and tools were paid for by
the Friends. They are very, very involved and it is a win: win situation for them and
the township.
What more would you like to see them do? They are doing a wonderful job and I am
very thankful. They are a big part of the reason the park is such a nice place to visit.

•

•

(Specific Questions about Park Maintenance)
•

The Township and the Friends of High School Park (and their volunteer pool) work
together to maintain the parks. How do you feel the parks are currently maintained?
The maintenance is adequate, because everyone is responsive to the needs of the park.
Again, you can’t be 100% responsive all the time, but based on budget and staffing,
we are very responsive to maintenance needs at HSP.
What is working well with the maintenance of the park? Communication is working
well.
What improvements are needed to better maintain the park? We are doing very well,
however, we need to know if there is anything more the community would like to see
and we will deal with it.

•
•

(Interviewees Awareness of Historic and On-Going Restoration Efforts)
•
•
•

2

What do you know about the Friends of High School Park and the Township and
what they do for the parks? See previous answers.
Are you a member of Friends of High School Park? Yes, but I need to pay my dues.
What is the benefit of having a master plan for High School and Ogontz Parks? The
Master Plan defines where you have been, and the direction of where you need to go.
Plans are helpful because you can evaluate what’s been done and how to improve
upon things. One example would be ideas to improve the entranceways.

•

•

•

•

Knowing what you do about historic and on-going restoration efforts (e.g., native
plants at HS Park, streambank restoration at both parks), do you have specific
feedback (e.g., what worked and what is not working)? I am not so sure. I know
Japanese knotweed is a concern, but we have to wait for the spring to see how getting
rid of it and how the new plantings will do. Much of this work took place only last
year and we need time to evaluate the success. I think the new plantings have been
successful. Also, I took part in the streambank restoration project in HSP and it was
a good experience.
Do you have any specific recommendations for future restoration efforts? I think we
need to continue to utilize volunteers (e.g., scouts especially as they are great with
single projects, they are a little older and they are very effective as volunteers). Also
Bryan (Havir) has done an excellent job writing grants and this should continue.
Do you have any feedback about the existing trail system at High School Park (e.g.,
conditions, safety)? Some people have called to say there have been great
improvements in trails at HS Park. I see the larger trail network (e.g., Tookany Trail)
coming along very well. We have a verbal commitment from one key landowner to
allow continuation of the trail. I know that establishing a trail system in an older area
is harder, but we are doing very well. I see the total system coming together in the
next 10 years. It will link with western part of the park. It will be about a 3 mile trek
through a variety of beautiful areas.
Do you have any recommendations for future trail improvements? I think we should
review the existing layout and most likely tweak it. So many trails are laid out by the
user and they are based on what is convenient. We need to look at what trails the
users are using now and just follow the ones that are most used. I think the track and
driveway at Ogontz Park are sufficient. I feel that the stair railing needs to be
addressed as it is over 75 years old and falling apart. Also the stone capping at the
top of the stairs needs to be replaced.
(Interviewees Current Use of the Parks & Opinions about Current Use)

•

•
•
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Compared with other Township amenities, how important are these parks to you and
your family? Again, they are important to me as a public servant and they are
important to the residents. As that is the case, they continue to be a very high priority
to the Township.
How often do you visit Ogontz Park? High School Park? In my capacity as staff, see
previous answer.
What types of things do you do while at Ogontz Park? At HS Park? I am most
frequently there checking on maintenance issues. I enjoy the nature and I look for
animals and plants and birds. I used to frequent Ogontz Park back in the softball
team's glory days. That was a lot of fun!

•

•
•
•

What is your general perception of Ogontz Park? Functionally Ogontz Park is
wonderful. The facilities are really nice. Some new playground equipment would be
great, as they are functional and widely used. Aesthetically and safety wise, a better
fence would be nice. Also, the Ogontz Park entrances could be improved. High
School Park? HS Park is one of the few places with a woodsy, natural, and
environmental feel. It is the only park we have with native plants, wild flowers etc.
The Curtis Arboretum is close, but it is very manicured. HS Park is the only wild
park with natural habitat in the Township.
What are the most important amenities and positive attributes (e.g., recreational,
natural, historical, social attributes) of HS Park? Ogontz Park? See previous answers.
What do you most enjoy about HS Park? About Ogontz Park? The recreation,
beauty, nature and respite.
What is most unique about HS Park? The size of the trees is very unique and we are
75% close to having all natural, native plants. Ogontz Park? I like the functionality
and variety of recreational attributes there (e.g., Frisbee, soccer, tennis, track). The
kids really like it because it has lots of different opportunities. Then right across the
street, there is a natural place. Therefore, the dichotomy of the two is very unique.
(Interviewees Identification of Issues and Opinions about Improvements)

•

What would you like to see happen at Ogontz and High School Parks? Overall
continued clean up and enhancement of the existing beauty. It would be great to
move toward maintenance-free plantings. Self-maintenance is crucial as we don’t
have the staff and the budget to add additional work. That is just the reality of the
situation.
• With respect for the Township, do you feel there is anything the Township can do to
play a bigger role in providing the following:
o Improving the recreational opportunities at the two parks? I am open to ideas and
suggestion. There is a lot there already, but I don’t have all the answers.
o Improving the ecology at the two parks? It is best to probably continue what we are
doing and see how current efforts do. Again, we welcome the opportunity to discuss
anything more we can do.
o Improving the educational opportunities at the two parks (e.g., educational
opportunities, interpretive signage)? I think we should work with the schools more.
We should let them know we have this resource available and we should coordinate
more school trips for environmental education. Nice interpretive signs would be
great.
• What are the most important problems/issues in the two parks? Litter and vandalism
are important concerns. Also, having an adequate staff and budget.
• Are there any additions or changes that you feel could improve the facilities or the
ecological amenities at the two parks? See previous answers.
• What economic benefit do you feel the completion of the Master Plan will create? A
Master Plan will enable us to see how much we want to do, to put a price and priority
on things, and then to apply for additional grant funds. Budgetary guidelines and
priorities are important, so capital improvements can take place. If something is an
agreed-upon priority, then the capital budget can sometimes be used.
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•

•
•

What ideas do you have for raising money or getting things accomplished to improve
the two parks? Continued grants, increased capital budget, and I think there are some
things we can do with the Alumni Association. My mother and her 3 sisters attended
the High School. I think we should gather a list of alumni and contact them as
possible funding source.
Would you be willing to contribute to an endowment to assist with the maintenance
and restoration of the Parks? Sure!
Are there any ways that the project team or project steering committee might work
together with you/your organization/business in the future (e.g., co-sponsor an event,
distribute/publish our information, provide us with mailing addresses for our
community questionnaire etc.)? Again, we should consider creating an informational
brochure (“this is what is going on at your old high school”) intended to create
donation opportunities. It should share our priorities. One always has to spend a
little money to make it.
(Specific Questions about Safety, Security and Factors Affecting Them)

•

What areas of the parks are considered unsafe or unsecured? One always needs to be
careful of parks with streams in regard to safety. Above and beyond that, I think the
parks are safe.
Do you know of any specific safety incidents that have occurred? I know there was
an incident with the intern. I am also aware of continued vandalism mostly to our
park benches.
Do people have easy and appropriate access to the parks? Ogontz Park is all fenced
in, so I am not sure we have other options. There may also be a need for an
additional access from Church road to the fields. At HS Park there are 3-entrances
and they are adequate. We need to dress them up a bit though.
What barriers to access exist for people with disabilities, the elderly, kids, any user
who may be physically challenged using the parks? Yes there are some things we
should do to increase access and use for these groups. There are uniformed wood
chips available for wheel chair accessibility and we buy these for our playgrounds
now. However, it is still very difficult to get wheelchairs across them. Different
elevations (hills) make it difficult at High School Park, but Ogontz Park is flat. I
think that some forgiveness (ADA standards) as 100% accessibility is not always
possible or financially feasible. At our parks we have put in asphalt pathways for
wheelchair accessibility when it has been requested.

•
•

•

•

Where is it difficult to get into the parks from surrounding neighborhoods? It is
difficult to get into Ogontz Park from Church Road. The foot bridge may also be
difficult for some at Ogontz. The Mill road stairs should also be addressed. What is
really great is that the technology of the wheelchairs is getting better. They are now
ATV-like and I hope affordable to many.
Are there specific areas where lighting is needed or desired? I’m not there at night
and local users could answer to this. However, it should be noted that the parks are
closed after dark and people are not supposed to be in the parks anyway. That being
said, lighting for security purposes at the park entrances should be considered.

•
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•

How clear and inviting are the park entrances now? What improvements would you
suggest? I agree that additional shrubs around the perimeter of Ogontz would be nice,
but we need to consider maintenance issues. I like the old fashioned entrances, but I
think entrance signage could improve. They should be attractive, and welcoming.
Note: Include John in on entrance design conversations as well as signage
discussions.
What park vistas and views do you most appreciate and enjoy? I like the overlook at
the top of HS Park where the sundial used to be. I like this one especially in winter,
because you can see over to Ogontz Park. I especially like the seasonality of the
upper and lower meadows and how the colors etc change through the seasons. I
especially like the views in the lower part of the park and along the creek. Note:
John has historical pictures of the park as well as old yearbooks.

•

(Specific Questions about Vehicular Use of the Park)
•

Do cars or other vehicles need to enter the parks? If so, where and why? No. I think
they should only be there due to special projects, events and for security reasons.
Otherwise, they should stay in the designated parking areas.
Where do you want to have vehicular access in the future and for what purposes? No
Do you want limited access (seasonal, or event only) in certain locations that could be
controlled with removable devices such as bollards, etc? See previous answer. At one
time there were collapsible bollards at the park. They were only there for a couple of
years and were not very effective (e.g., loop driveway and left side at Montgomery
Avenue).

•
•

(Specific Questions about Site Furnishings)
•
•

Is there currently enough seating at the parks? Yes
Do you like the current design of the benches? Yes. However, they may not be
practical (e.g. teakwood benches) due to vandalism. Those benches were very
expensive as well (e.g., $800.00) and it was a shame they were vandalized. The old
fashioned ones are indestructible (e.g., concrete ends and wooden slats). If we want
more in the future, something different will be needed.
If the Master Plan ultimately recommends additional site lighting, what architectural
theme would you like to see? (e.g., historical, natural, a blend, matching commercial
district ambiance) We should highlight the natural beauty already there. Perhaps a
spotlight on ground for nice trees. In the winter this type of lighting is beautiful as it
highlights the branches, trunk etc.
What other amenities are most needed at the parks? Other than what we discussed
already, nicer trash cans, recyclable ones, and perhaps a better fence at Ogontz Park.

•

•

(Interviewees Identification of Additional Information Sources)
•

After hearing the overview for the project and answering the previous questions, who
else do you recommend we contact for information or input? I think we have a good
mix of interviewees and I think the surveys will reach a lot of different people.
6

•

We are interested in receiving feedback and having additional participation from the
community in this project (e.g., meeting attendance, feedback). Do you have any
contacts or ideas for involving additional community members? It’s a good idea to
contact the Ogontz permit users. Continue trying to reach Bruce Rangnow.
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ONE-ON-ONE INTERVIEW
(Paul Gordon, Township Planning Commission, Planner)

(Interviewees Contact Information)
• Time and Date of Interview- 2/6/08, 6:00 PM
• Name of Contact - Paul Gordon, 215-881-6834
• Reason Contact Was Selected (e.g., Role, Profession etc) - Paul is on the
Township Planning Commission (PC) and Environmental Advisory Commission
(EAC). He is a project Steering Committee Member, and an Environmental
Planner for Bucks County Planning Commission (BCPC).
• What are you/your organization doing currently to improve the quality of the
two parks? The Township PC has had little input as there has been no land
development issues associated with the two parks. As an EAC member, I have
been involved with the Tookany Creek Watershed efforts.
• How have you been involved with High School and Ogontz parks? I have
been involved as a citizen and user of the two parks. I also attend the “Arts in the
Park” event each year.
• How often are you involved with High School and Ogontz parks? As noted
above, once or twice a year.
(Specific Questions about Organizational or Commercial Relationships)
•
•
•

•
•

What is your/your organizations current relationship with the Township
and the Friends of High School Park? I have knowledge of the FHSP and
there have been Township/Friends partnership opportunities.
What does the Township do well in terms of maintaining and improving
the two parks? The Township does a good job keeping the parks clean and
maintained. Cheltenham Township is very environmentally committed overall.
What more do you expect the Township to do to maintain and improve the
two parks? There are efforts to make the Township “greener” in general.
Perhaps more public education or seminars on site and for the broader public
would be beneficial. Making them more hands on would be even better.
What do the Friends of High School Park do well to maintain and improve
the parks? The FHSP have an active and committed organization. They do
well with reaching out to the more immediate community.
What more would you like to see them do? I would like to see them expand
their existing support. For instance, I live in the Glenside area, but people in my
community don’t know about the parks.

(Interviewees Awareness of Historic and On-Going Restoration Efforts)
•
•

1

What do you know about the Friends of High School Park and the Township
and what they do for the parks? No answer, unsure of this.
Are you a member of Friends of High School Park? No
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•

•

•
•

•

What is the benefit of having a master plan for High School and Ogontz
Parks? As a planner, I know that the master plan will help the parks in the future.
This is especially when it comes to the environmental aspects. With an
implemented plan, the parks will not become “problem parks”.
Knowing what you do about historic and on-going restoration efforts (e.g.,
native plants at HS Park, streambank restoration at both parks), do you have
specific feedback (e.g., what worked and what is not working)? No answer,
not enough background information.
Do you have any specific recommendations for future restoration efforts?
Implementing educational aspects about why these efforts are underway would
be beneficial. Providing information about native plants would be great.
Do you have any feedback about the existing trail system at High School
Park (e.g., conditions, safety)? Although, I am not a huge user of the parks, I
believe that the trails should be accessible to elderly and those with mobility
issues. Education along trails for young people would also be beneficial.
Do you have any recommendations for future trail improvements? Not at this
time.

(Interviewees Current Use of the Parks & Opinions about Current Use)
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
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Compared with other Township amenities, how important are these parks to
you and your family? The parks are important to broader township recreational
and open space needs.
How often do you visit Ogontz Park? Never High School Park? Twice a
year.
What types of things do you do while at Ogontz Park? N/A At HS Park? I
walk on the trails and attend the Arts in the Parks event.
What is your general perception of Ogontz Park? Well-used High School
Park? It is a park that has a devoted friends group that is well organized and
cares. There is a lot going on there.
What are the most important amenities and positive attributes (e.g.,
recreational, natural, historical, social attributes) of HS Park? Its’ proximity
to the adjoining neighborhoods and the fact that it is well accessed. The FHSP
have provided community projects and are open to partnering with community
groups. Ogontz Park? Knowing that it is there is positive. It is very visible.
What do you most enjoy about HS Park? I enjoy that it is a green space and that
it provides a community gathering spot. About Ogontz Park? N/A
What is most unique about HS Park? See previous answers Ogontz Park? No
answer, as nothing stands out to me.
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(Interviewees Identification of Issues and Opinions about Improvements)
•
•

•
•

•

•

•
•

What would you like to see happen at Ogontz and High School Parks? No
answer at this point.
With respect to the Township, do you feel there is anything the Township can
do to play a bigger role in providing the following:
o Improving the recreational opportunities at the two parks? No
answer at this point.
o Improving the ecology at the two parks? No answer at this point.
o Improving the educational opportunities at the two parks (e.g.,
educational opportunities, interpretive signage)? The Township should
continue supporting the FHSP in their need to provide more educational
opportunities (e.g., solar power, recycling encouragement).
What are the most important problems/issues in the two parks? I would say
continued and effective maintenance and restoration are important issues as well
as making sure they continue to exist as parks and open areas.
Are there any additions or changes that you feel could improve the facilities
at the two parks? It would be nice to have a small educational center that might
be similar to the one at the Schuylkill wildlife preserve. I have no additional
recommendations for Ogontz Park.
What economic benefit do you feel the completion of the Master Plan will
create? Completing the master plan has economic potential. If we recommend
offering courses etc. Implementing positive recommendations would draw more
people to the community and therefore be economically beneficial.
What ideas do you have for raising money or getting things accomplished to
improve the two parks? Expanding the people base and expanding knowledge
would expand the ability to raise money. Through increased knowledge (e.g.,
outreach and specific courses like architectural or planning tours) as well as
obtaining more grants, more money could be raised.
Would you be willing to contribute to an endowment to assist with the
maintenance and restoration of the Parks? Yes
Are there any ways that the project team or project steering committee might
work together with you/your organization/business in the future (e.g., cosponsor an event, distribute/publish our information, provide us with mailing
addresses for our community questionnaire etc.)? I think increased
communication with the EAC would be a good idea. We need to let the
committee members know about the project.

(Specific Questions about Park Maintenance)
•
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The Township and the Friends of High School Park (and their volunteer
pool) work together to maintain the parks. How do you feel the parks are
currently maintained? N/A. skipped.
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•
•

What is working well with the maintenance of the park? N/A, skipped
What improvements are needed to better maintain the park? N/A, skipped

(Specific Questions about Safety, Security and Factors Affecting Them)
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

What areas of the parks are considered unsafe or unsecured? None
personally but I could see some areas not being the greatest area for kids.
Do you know of any specific safety incidents that have occurred? No
Do people have easy and appropriate access to the parks? Yes
What barriers to access exist for people with disabilities, the elderly, kids,
any user who may be physically challenged using the parks? I have not
been on the trails very much; however, I would like to make sure all the trails
are accessible to these groups.
Where is it difficult to get into the parks from surrounding
neighborhoods? No comment.
Are there specific areas where lighting is needed or desired? No comment.
How clear and inviting are the park entrances now? What improvements
would you suggest? I know that the trails are not very well marked. Perhaps
more signage would help.
What park vistas and views do you most appreciate and enjoy? No
comment.

(Specific Questions about Vehicular Use of the Park)
•
•
•

Do cars or other vehicles need to enter the parks? If so, where and why? I
think cars should only be allowed in during emergencies. I don’t see the need
otherwise.
Where do you want to have vehicular access in the future and for what
purposes? N/A
Do you want limited access (seasonal, or event only) in certain locations
that could be controlled with removable devices such as bollards, etc?
Limited access is needed for special events. If additional outreach and
educational ideas take off, we may need to look at this more.

(Specific Questions about Site Furnishings)
•
•
•
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Is there currently enough seating at the parks? Yes
Do you like the current design of the benches? Nothing stands out really,
therefore they must be blasé.
If the Master Plan ultimately recommends additional site lighting, what
architectural theme would you like to see? (e.g., historical, natural, a
blend, matching commercial district ambiance)- I think non-traditional,
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•

more modern, more artsy, and something unique (lighting sculptures) would
suit the park. It’s not a town square or a village square, so lighting can be a
little different.
What other amenities are most needed at the parks? A skate park might be
nice at Ogontz (similar to Wall House Park). I also think a water element
would be nice (e.g., fountains for kids like at Lincoln Park in Chicago but
smaller). Having a fountain out front might expand use and benefit local
businesses. In addition, seasonal food stands by the parks might be beneficial
to users and therefore the use of the parks.

(Interviewees Identification of Additional Information Sources)
•

•
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After hearing the overview for the project and answering the previous
questions, who else do you recommend we contact for information or
input? I think we should bring more seniors into the planning process (e.g.,
retirement communities). This would be in keeping with the townships
“Continuing Care Communities” efforts. We need to ask them if they have any
interest in the parks and find out why or why not.
We are interested in receiving feedback and having additional
participation from the community in this project (e.g., meeting attendance,
feedback). Do you have any contacts or ideas for involving additional
community members? Again, same as above. The Shelter Group is the
developer for continuing care communities. We should make sure that our
community surveys are available to seniors. For instance, at Trilogy
apartments. Also college students may provide some good input (e.g., Acadia
Tyler campus).

Forbes Environmental &
Land Use Planning

82 Carousel Circle
New Britain, PA 18901
215-230-9549 (Office)
215-272-2617 (Cell)

Memo
To:

Project Steering Committee

From: Suzanne Forbes, AICP
CC:

Bryan Havir, AICP PP, Amy Steffen and Project Consulting Team

Date: 4/21/2009
Re:

Final Report, One-on-One Interviews (Needs Assessment)
PLEASE REVIEW FOR DISCUSSION AT
APRIL 20, 2008 STEERING COMMITTEE MEETING

As you are all aware, during the last two months we worked together to complete the one-onone/key person interviews. This task is part of our public outreach program and the findings
will inform the planning process and become part of the planning process and needs
assessment portion of the Master Plan. The following is an overview of the process and some
of the key findings from this task.
Overview of Interview Process
•

Selection of Interviewees, Questions & Method of Interviewing - The steering
committee and project team created a list of over 30 interviewees and finalized a list of
questions. The selected method of interview was via phone. The interviewer was
project consultant, Suzanne Forbes, AICP.

•

Schedule & Methodology – The interviews were completed during February and
March 2008. Thirty (30) interviewees were identified by the Project Steering
Committee and Forbes contacted all of them. Those that responded affirmatively were
then contacted to schedule an interview and provided with an overview of the project
and the questions before the interview was conducted. Twenty (20) interviews were
completed.
The interviews lasted between 15 – 120 minutes each. Some interviews were completed
in two parts. Some interviews were more time constrained and the interviewee elected
to complete remaining portions or the interview on their own. After each interview,
Forbes completed draft written documentation of the interviewee’s responses. The
draft interview was provided to each interviewee. Each interviewee was asked to
revise, finalize and submit the document back to Forbes by March 21, 2008. Forbes
asked the interviewees to flag their revisions. The final interviews were placed in the
files and provided to the project team. Forbes created a “key findings” overview memo
for the client, steering committee, and project team.
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The key findings were analyzed and discussed by the project steering committee at the
April 30, 2008 Steering Committee meeting. The key findings (e.g., issue areas,
recommendations) became part of the planning process and were considered for various
aspects of the project (e.g., additional research, mapping tasks, photo mapping,
recommended ecological and landscape design concepts, final recommendations). An
overview of findings are included in the Master Plan (needs assessment component and
project appendices).
•

Final List of Interviewees- The client and steering committee-approved list contains a
balanced blend of municipal employees (Cheltenham Township Departments), Friends
of High School Park members (present and past Board members, committee members,
interns, and volunteers), business owners (local), land owners (Elkins Park Gardens and
individual home owners) and others (steering committee members, associated
professionals, and park users). It is the consultants’ opinion that this group of
interviewees were well-educated, open to find out more, community-minded, very
involved, and motivated to do much more. The effort was a positive one.

Key Findings from Interview Process
Key findings in each question category area are noted in the following subsections:
Key Findings & Opinions, Organizational Relationships & General Strengths and
Weaknesses –
Key organizations were identified and discussed throughout the interview process. This is
important as relationships and organizational tasks are the modus for getting things
accomplished in an effective manner. The business community, local landowners, the Friends
of High School Park, the Cheltenham Sports Club (Athletic Association), Cheltenham
Township, and individual community members were the key entities identified during this
portion of the planning process.
Cheltenham Township owns the two parcels. Cheltenham Township (Administrative, Public
Works/Parks Maintenance and Parks and Recreation Departments) maintains both properties
and is active with recreational enhancements at Ogontz Park and ecological restoration focus
areas. The Friends of High School Park (non profit organization) augments the maintenance
of High School Park with a particular focus upon the ecological restoration of native plant
species, the Tookany Creek, and fund-raising for restoration and community outreach. The
Cheltenham Sports Club/Athletic Association (non profit organization) also raises funds with
a focus on Ogontz Park and the athletic activities associated with the park (e.g., soccer,
baseball, and community outreach).
•
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General Communication Comments- For the most part, communication between
parties and within organizations appears vibrant with the vast majority of interviewees
noting that the major organizations effectively communicate and the individual
organization structures are working quite well. Almost everyone stated that they
wished they could do much more together with constraint areas being lack of funding
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and lack of full-time staff. A number of examples of historic and positive interactions
were provided as well as the tangible results of those positive working relationships.
Examples provided included: There is open, positive and frequent dialogue between
involved organizations; the parks are well-maintained due to organizations working
well together (township, volunteers, associations and individuals); the communications
network is well-established; the township responds quickly, the township has a good
understanding of the environment and ecology; the Township has obtained a lot of
grant money for the parks; the FHSPis a valuable and professional community group;
the volunteer base for FHSP is a very positive thing, the community understands the
value of the parcels; and the two parcels have benefited from the hard work and positive
relationship of all involved.
•

Communication & Completion of Master Plan- The majority of respondents noted
that completion of the Master Plan and participation of all represented groups in the
Project Steering Committee will most likely improve upon the listed communication
issues noted below. Several interviewees noted that participating on the Master Plan
Project Committee will go a long way to ensuring more effective communication and
implementation of recommendations.

•

Specific Recommendations- The following issue areas regarding organizational
relationships and how they effect park maintenance and ecological restoration were
identified during the interview process: The volunteers/interns of Friends of High
School Park often witness conflicting viewpoints (within the organization and between
Township and Friends Group) regarding ecological restoration tasks; discussion on how
to get things done (within the FHSP organization) could benefit from more
streamlining; the roles of the two (FHSP & Township) organizations might benefit
from additional clarity (e.g., who should fund certain tasks, who should perform them,
seasonal scheduling); the organizations would benefit from standardized approaches
and additional (ecological restoration) education; organizations could do better with
educating/communicating with additional entities (e.g., Elkins Park business owners,
Elkins Park Garden owners); the Township may rely on the FHSP a little too much
(e.g., to initiate communication, raise funds, get certain things accomplished,
maintaining the trails, identifying downed trees); and the Cheltenham Sports Club
(association working to improve Ogontz Park), the Friends of High School Park and the
Township should work actively together.

Key Findings & Opinions, Park Maintenance –
With regard to pertinent park maintenance background, the Township owns the two parcels
and is therefore the primary entity for park maintenance and ecological restoration (sections of
the master plan will elaborate more on existing maintenance roles and specific tasks as well as
improving them). However, the Friends of High School Park (FHSP) have historically
assisted the Township with general/trail maintenance, native plant restoration efforts and
streambank stabilization efforts in HS Park. The FHSP has also hired a seasonal staff person.
This is a formally a Township position as the intern is paid and insured through the Township.
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The FHSP later compensates the Township. The Cheltenham Sports Club (Athletic
Association) assists with raising funds for athletic field maintenance and tasks related to
ensuring participation in sports. Most interviewees felt the parks were well-maintained, that
everyone performed basic tasks (and often more) quite well and that park maintenance was
completed in a timely manner. That being stated, the following additional maintenance
comments were also received from our interviewees:
•

Maintenance Improvements for Township- The Township could benefit from
additional and seasonally-consistent staff, the HS Park wood chipped paths should be
maintained consistently and also weeded; the HS Park stairs should be swept regularly;
the trash cans at both parks should be emptied more regularly; weed removal with
equipment should be done more carefully to avoid damage to trees and existing
vegetation; the Andropogan and Master Plan recommendations should be visited
regularly to update all maintenance staff (e.g., edge area grasses maintained at 12-15
inches high). (See also improved communication recommendations).

•

Maintenance Improvements for FHSP- The organization needs additional paid staff
and volunteers, more consistent internal communications, and improvement to signage
(See also improved communication, signage and trail recommendations).

Key Findings & Opinions, Historic/On-Going Restoration Efforts –
Most of the interviewees seemed generally aware of the historic and on-going restoration
efforts at the two parks. If they were not, the interview was a good forum for educating them.
If they were very informed, more specific recommendations were solicited. When they were
aware, they most often acknowledged the variety of benefits resulting from restoration work,
and had the following additional recommendations:
•

Flood Control and Streambank Restoration- Some of our interviewees stated that
extreme weather conditions have impacted streambank restoration efforts. Others
expressed frustration that little was being done to address flooding. Comments most
frequently received were: Flood control is very important and measures should
improve, extreme weather conditions led to streambank restoration failures; the
Township should address community concern that “nothing is being done”, bioengineering approaches to streambank restoration and native plant restoration take time
and a “wait and see attitude” is required; the riparian buffer has improved but will
benefit from more improvements; and the streambanks and buffer areas at Ogontz Park
need to be restored.

•

Invasive & Native Plant Species- The eradication of invasive plant species is very
important and needs improvement (e.g., IPM plan, Norway maples, English Ivy, Lesser
Celendine, brambles, vines); FHSP involvement requested in the hiring process and
approach toward of invasive plant eradication efforts (e.g., Japanese knotweed on
streambanks); the adjoining neighbors should be made aware each time restoration
initiatives are implemented (e.g., spraying for invasive plants, planting on the
streambanks, educational outreach approach); preference stated for native vegetation
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that serves as food source for local wildlife, and continued implementation based on
ecological systems approach (e.g., Andropogan Plan, Master Plan).
•

Approach to Management Planning- Adopting restoration approaches that are
consistent with those of the entire Tookany Creek watershed plan is important; staking
off restored areas works well and should continue; implementing a solid plan, education
along with implementation (e.g., everyone cognizant of approaches, public outreach
efforts stressing historic human impacts and ecological needs of the area), everyone
needs a consistent, scheduled, task specific, professionally specific, and manageable
restoration plan; the plan must be less energy-intensive than it has been and more
effective/efficient; and the shift from a gardening to an ecological/native plant
philosophy should be evident in the master plan.

•

Areas In Need, More Specific Recommendations: Specific areas of the parks require
management measures that are self-sustaining and require less and less maintenance
(e.g., wet portions of upper meadow, invasive plant eradication, expansion/alteration of
upper meadow park contours; less maintained upper meadow area; focus upon eroded
areas); potential contamination of soils due to historic land use practices; restoration
efforts should include historic land use education as well (e.g., bringing back actual
pieces of the old high school and including education on past uses); address areas where
cottonwood trees are becoming dominant, areas with crown vetch, invasive vines in
woodland edge systems, and English ivy; add native flowers to the meadow; request
for lower woody field recommendations as it is no longer being mowed, address very
wet areas (in the upper meadow at HSP, in areas adjoining the creek at Ogontz), and
address the private/public land buffer along the creeks (unsightly and should be
restored, create visual buffers).

•

Monitoring: An effective and on-going ecological restoration monitoring plan is
needed (e.g., area and plant specific, seasonal inspections, on-going maintenance).

•

Funding- Many noted that finances are a constraint and more funding will be needed to
continue historic and implement additional recommendations. Suggestions included:
grants, state bond referendums; education/lobbying efforts revising state funding
programs; and continued use of volunteers and staff for projects as it is a cost-effective
method and it educates/involves the community.

Key Findings & Opinions, Trail System –
The existing trails were discussed as well as future plans for trail linkages. Although many
noted they liked the trails the way they are now, the following feedback was obtained:
•
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Local/Site Linkages- A trail linkage directly to Elkins Park Apartments from Ogontz
Park was suggested by one and not desired by another.
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•

Regional Linkages- Link the sites (HS Park previously identified as a natural trail
head) to the larger linear greenway along the Tookany Creek; include the Elkins Park
business district in the regional trail system; consider allowing bicycling on some of the
trails; tie in the second street trail with the HS Park Trail and others; avoid private
property where needed; and work with local landowners to secure right of ways for
trails.

•

HS Park Trails- The following maintenance/improvements for the existing trails at
High School Park were suggested: more mulching; better definition of all trails; better
clearing along hillside trails; address eroded and poorly graded portions of the trail
system; create and install interpretative and directional signage; improve upon
stairway/handrail/stone capping; identify significant vegetation; provide trail maps at
entranceways; create and implement youth-oriented scavenger hunt and signage; install
travel stations; implement existing naming of trails; address muddy areas on upper trail;
address maintenance and aesthetic issues associated with trails currently lined with
decaying logs; better connect the upper trails with the lower trails; consider using a
harder surface (ADA focus); and address safety issues on more secluded trails (See
safety/security/lighting).

•

Scenic Vistas- With regard to trails and overall aesthetics, the interviewees were asked
what areas of the parks they felt were the most scenic. The vast majority responded that
the view from the upper meadow area of HS Park to the lower wooded area and Ogontz
beyond was lovely (e.g., from the stairs, from the wooded area). Many also enjoyed the
lower trail areas at HS Park (e.g., adjacent to the creek, Emily’s Garden, Memorial
Garden), and areas adjacent to the Creek at Ogontz Park. The upper meadow area at
HS Park was also quite popular (e.g., on the trail, seasonality of blooms), along with the
front entrance to HS Park, and simply driving by and between the two parks.

•

Information Sources- Longwood Gardens, Briarbush Park, the Andropogan Study,
Township Plans, and regional trail studies were suggested as additional information
sources.

Key Findings & Opinions, Park Use –
Everyone noted how important the two parks are to them and the local community. Park use
varied from daily use to driving by and enjoying them from the roadways. The majority of
respondents used the parks much more during the warmer months. Many noted that Ogontz
Park is a place for more active recreation and sports, while High School Park is a place for
more passive activities. Most everyone noted the unique nature of having two very different
parks side by side, a creek running through them, the size of the mature trees/canopy, and the
positive nature of having a significant green space in an urban area. Other positive feedback
included the scenery, the natural feel, and the knowledge that the community is
creating/maintaining a very unique HS Park. Several respondents shared that the existence
of the parks led to purchasing their home and remaining in the community.
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•

High School Park- The interviewees noted the following activities while at High
School Park: walking the trails; viewing nature; walking dogs; socializing;
participating in voluntary/community events and educational events; and viewing the
creek, vegetation, birds and wildlife. Township staff noted their work-related activities
including maintenance, inspections, and trouble-shooting.

•

Ogontz Park- The most common activities at Ogontz Park included: jogging on the
track; using the playground with children and grand children; arranging community
sports; watching organized sports (e.g., Little League baseball and soccer); and playing
tennis. Township staff again noted their work-related activities.

Key Findings, Issues & Opinions about Improvements –
The majority of interviewees noted the importance of completing the Master Plan as a tool for
forming a vision, and implementing improvements at the two parks and on the creek. Several
drew the connection that an implemented plan would result in overall community and
economic improvements. The following is a list of recommended improvements:
•

Future Vision- Many said they were satisfied with the parks the way they were,
however future visioning statements included the following: HS Park becoming a
destination park for people interested in native plant communities (e.g., Briarbush,
Abbington, PA); having all of the ecological master plan recommendations fully and
successfully implemented; the two parks being linked to other greenways via a trail
system; upgrading Ogontz Park (e.g., like Wall park, having estate or other type of
fencing, new/additional/ more defined entranceways, upgraded track, upgraded
playground equipment, perimeter plantings, improved bathroom, working drinking
water fountains); and having the two parks formally connected with each other, the
business district and other parks in the region.

•

Recreational Improvements – Most noted that Ogontz Park needed to be generally
upgraded and that HS Park could benefit from some recreational improvements. They
therefore suggested the following: Lighting on the track and tennis courts at Ogontz
for extended evening athletic events, some lighting at HS Park along trails or at
entrances to both parks (See security and lighting sections); new or improved track at
Ogontz Park; more native/low-maintenance trees/shrubs around the perimeter of
Ogontz Park; place Ogontz Park schedule/booking information (e.g. field use) on line;
picnic tables at both parks; create an established dog park area at Ogontz; obtain new
playground equipment; provide better access to the Creek at Ogontz; and repair the
smaller baseball field (e.g., old back stop, pitchers mound that trips people) at Ogontz.

•

Ecological Improvements – In addition to ecological restoration recommendations
noted previously (See restoration section), many noted they would like to see continued
implementation of riparian buffer and streambank stabilization programs; pursue Biello
easement (e.g., property along creek bank); decrease cars parked close to the creek; and
install plants and ecosystem areas that are successful and relatively self-maintaining,
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•

Educational Improvements - Additional program and other educational
recommendations (See trail and signage sections) included: re-consider an educational
pavilion or small building with classroom space at High School Park; create a native
plant and bird tour at HS Park; create and implement programs concentrating on the
ecological and land use history of the sites; initiate and maintain much more outreach to
the local community; create and install additional and improved signage; initiate
periodic and updated ecological training for everyone; use FHSP volunteers to do more
educational programs; create a formal school-based educational curriculum (e.g.,
environment, ecology, restoration, history); initiate more student participation; create
more interesting volunteer tasks for students; re-initiate native plant gardening outreach
to the local community; provide additional equipment that is both “green” and
educational at the two parks (e.g., recycling, composting, solar power, solar lighting,
more rain barrels); include more frequent information about the parks in the Township
newsletter; and develop handouts about the ecology of HS Park. One interviewee
noted the relationship of sports and education and recommended more township
involvement with advertising athletic programs (e.g., cable TV channel, website,
handbills).

•

Additional Amenities- The interviewees were provided with another opportunity to
provide recommendations for additional park amenities. Some noted they would like to
see water fountains at the parks or one that consistently works at Ogontz. Many noted
that more adequate or additional bathroom facilities were needed.
Other
recommendations included: lighting that does not negatively effect neighbors or
decrease view of the night sky; additional seating (See also seating); 911 call boxes
(See also security), additional parking is needed as the 12 hour parking meters at Tennis
Courts should be 2 hours, and the upper parking lot should only be used for the parks
not for commuters (See also access).

•

Biggest Issues/Concerns – Many concerns were expressed within the preceding
questions, however interviewees were asked to provide their biggest concerns. The
most predominant issues identified included: vandalism; lack of police security; the
need to control invasive plants; drug use; increased illegal after dark use of the parks by
teenagers; lack of funding/staff/volunteers to effectively implement recommendations;
dogs off leash/lack of enforcement with leash law; people not cleaning up after dogs,
littering; the lack of a consistent restoration plan; disagreement on the implementation
of ecological restoration/maintenance approaches; lack of parking; and assurances that
the two parks will remain preserved/green space.

•

Implementation Ideas/Raising Money – Again, an issue frequently identified was the
lack of funding to implement master plan recommendations. Interviewees were
therefore asked to provide their ideas for fundraising. Ideas (in addition to what is
already being done) included: a management plan containing prioritized management
recommendations and associated costs; paying for recommendations through the
Township capital budget; creation of a special district (e.g. Philadelphia); creation and
support for an endowment for park improvements; more participation from FHSP at
community events sponsored by the Township; implement the recommendations in the
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plan (e.g., entrance designs, signage); improve the parks improves and watch the
donations come in; provide additional paying programs/events (e.g., music, movies,
festivals, architectural/environmental planning/wildlife guided tours); implementation
of ideas from FHSP fundraising committee (e.g., grants, foundation money, legislative
initiatives; increasing FHSP membership; regional business relationships); preserve
these parcels as parkland as there is a direct correlation between parks/proximity to
homes/real estate value; the parks are an anchor to the business district so any
improvements to either the parks or the business district will create positive economic
impacts; and work with the HS Alumni Association (e.g., identify alumni members and
contact them), and obtaining corporate donations.
•

Ideas for Improved Communication/Augmented Network – Additional
recommendations for improved/augmented communication included: initiate a
relationship with the Manager at Elkins Park Apartments, build upon new relationship
between the FHSP and the Sports Association, initiate additional outreach to local and
regional business owners, communicate master plan recommendations to the
Township’s Economic Task Force and the EAC, cross post information about the
Master Plan and programs/meetings in additional venues (e.g., list serves, websites, email blast lists), and initiate more coordination between Main Street business projects
and Elkins Park businesses.

Key Findings, Issues & Opinions about Safety and Security –
Approximately half of the people interviewed felt secure in the parks. Almost everyone noted
that after dark use of the park was prohibited. The other half had some issues with existing
security and tended to focus upon the need to address continued vandalism, two recent
incidents of lewd behavior, unlit and obscured areas at the two parks, dogs off leash, crossing
streets in high traffic areas, and the use of the park after hours by teenagers (e.g., light drug use
and drinking). Interviewees tended to concentrate on recommendations involving more
consistent police patrolling (e.g., more consistency, enforcement of after dark rules,
enforcement of leash laws), additional lighting at the parks (e.g., at entranceways, cross walks,
on signs, in obscured areas, around park perimeter), and placement of 911 call boxes in
obscured/hidden areas at both parks. The following specific security feedback for each park
was provided by the interviewees:
•

High School Park- Areas that are less secure at High School Park included: the creek
path, middle level area between the stairways (e.g., spots where incidents of drug use
and lewd behavior took place), the back portion of he meadow area, Mill Road
entranceway, on the stairways, and the overlook area at upper meadow. Dogs off
leash at High School Park made some people insecure.

•

Ogontz Park- Areas where interviewees felt les secure at Ogontz Park were those
areas that were obscured (e.g., tennis courts, wooded portions, playground area). One
interviewee felt that there were security issues associated with potential accidents and
sports events.
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Key Findings, Issues & Opinions Regarding Access, Park Entranceways and Associated
Issues Almost all of the interviewees noted that there are an adequate number of access points to the
two parks, however the majority of interviewees noted that a number of entranceways needed
to be upgraded, landscaped or better maintained (e.g., Mill Road, Myers Way, Harrison
Avenue, High School Road).
•

Access- Interviewees again noted that the lack of adequate parking negatively impacts
the ability to adequately access the parks. Many of the interviewees recommended
that one particular access area to Ogontz Park (e.g., Brookside Road) was really a hole
in the wire fence and should be made a formal entrance or sealed up. One suggested
adding an access point to Ogontz Park from Church Road.

•

Entranceways- Two interviewees had entryway design ideas and were interested in
assisting the Project Landscape Architect (Debbie Mengoni) with entranceway design
concepts (David Kratzer and John Hoover). Several people again noted that a sign
should be placed at every entranceway and that access lighting would be beneficial
(See also security and trails). The entranceway most noted for needing improvement
was the Mill Road entrance to High School Park, followed by the main entranceway
to Ogontz Park (e.g., repair the gate, landscape the entrance and the entire perimeter),
and the entrance to HS Park from the upper parking lot. Some interviewees noted that
the front entrance to High School Park was very pretty, but some
upgrading/landscaping to the bench area would be beneficial (e.g., native plants and
making it more natural looking).

•

Handicapped Accessibility- A good number of interviewees expressed concern for
physically challenged members of the community. Several interviewees made the
point that portions of each park were accessible and that 100% access would not be
possible due to the realities of topography and cost. However, everyone noted the
importance of researching ADA requirements and that we consider making some
improvements for this sector of the community. Areas most noted for their lack of
handicapped accessibility were the stair areas, upper meadow, and wood-chipped
pathways at High School Park (See also trails).

•

Vehicular Use – Regarding vehicles, there were a number of comments about
inadequate parking (See access and issues sections) and how the situation impacts
access, illegal parking at the front entrance of HS Park and general park use. The
over-riding majority felt that use of bollards was not worthwhile and that vehicles
should not enter the parks except for maintenance, security, and special events (e.g.,
loading and unloading, day use for Arts in the Park event, and increased future
events).
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Key Findings & Opinions Site Furnishings, and Lighting & Additional Amenities –
Interviewees were asked about lighting (e.g., need for and design), existing site furnishings
(e.g., adequacy and design of seating) and provided with another opportunity to recommend
additional park amenities. The following feedback was obtained.
•

Lighting- Lighting was an issue that came up several times throughout the interview
process (See also access, entranceways, safety etc). Again, some respondents
suggested additional lighting while others were tentative. When asked to discuss light
design, most interviewees recommended the design be in keeping with existing
lighting (e.g., Elkins Park Commercial District) or that the design fit in to the current
feel of the park (e.g., naturalized lighting at High School Park, LED lighting overall,
winter lighting on tree at entrance to HS Park, technology in keeping with needs of
athletic fields). Those suggesting additional lighting noted that the community would
need to be involved in the process so that lighting did not interfere with homeowner
needs.

•

Benches- Most liked the current design of the benches at High School Park and
suggested more of the same type and placement associated with interesting park
features (e.g., existing planting areas, by the creek, proximate to recreational features).
However, many noted that they were expensive and that vandalism had taken place
historically, so additional research into benches might be required. Please also note
that one or two interviewees suggested picnic tables at the two parks. Additional
seating recommendations included the following:
o High School Park- Additional seating by the creek, naturalized design,
polyethylene logs, benches similar to meadow benches at Longwood Gardens,
less expensive benches (recycled material, more durable, keep elderly in
mind,) due to vandalism, and bench placement in more visible areas.
o Ogontz Park- Additional seating by the playground area, toward the library,
and tennis courts, and moveable seating at the athletic fields.

•
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Additional Park Amenities- Interviewees again suggested working water fountains
and improved or additional bathroom facilities. Additional amenity ideas were: a
skate park at Ogontz, bicycle racks (projecting trail improvements),
kiosk/informational center at High School Park, augmentation of entranceway to HS
Park, plant propagation area at High School Park, a smaller shed in the vicinity of the
Mill Road entrance, a water element at High School Park or Ogontz (e.g., landscaped,
like Lincoln Park in Chicago for kids), non-traditional lighting sculptures, seasonal
food stands, and nicer and more numerous trash cans.
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Key Findings, Additional Information & Outreach –
The majority of respondents felt we were already doing a good job with reaching out to the
public (e.g., Steering Committee is well-rounded, community surveys and other outreach
efforts adequate based on the budget). However the following additional information sources
were suggested by our interviewees:
John Munro (Munro Associates), school
administrators/teachers/students/PTO, more senior citizens, college students, Ogontz park
permit holders, Sandy Rosenberg (past president of FHSP), Yaki Maiosovak (Andropogan
Associates), science teachers (Karen Shafran, Cederbrook Middle School), principal (Myers
School), and Harrison Avenue homeowners.
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THE HIGH SCHOOL & OGONTZ PARK MASTER PLAN
COMMUNITY SURVEY
Thank you so much for filling out this community questionnaire. We would like you to read the
introductory portion of this survey, answer the attached questions and return the completed
questionnaire by March 26, 2008 (see return options on the last page of this questionnaire). THE
CONTACT SECTION WILL ONLY BE USED TO KEEP YOU UPDATED ON UPCOMING
EVENTS ASSOCIATED WITH THE MASTER PLAN AND THE PARKS. YOU HAVE THE
OPTION TO NOT BE CONTACTED AT ALL.
If you would like to hear more about the High School Park & Ogontz Park Master Plan, please attend
the next community meeting on February 26, 2008 at 7:00 p.m. It will be held at the Rowland
Community Center. For updated information about that meeting, other meetings, and project updates,
please visit the Cheltenham Township website at www.cheltenhamtownship.org or the Friends of
High School Park website at www.highschoolpark.org
The High School Park & Ogontz Park Master Plan
High School and Ogontz Parks are located in Cheltenham Township in Elkins Park (High School
Road, Montgomery Avenue, Harrison Avenue). Before becoming Township Parks, the two adjoining
parcels once housed Cheltenham High School and its’ athletic fields. High School Park (photo middle
below) is primarily a passive recreational park (e.g., nature trails and ecological preservation of native
flora and fauna) while Ogontz park (photo right below) is more recreationally active (e.g., tennis courts,
athletic fields). The two parks and the Tookany Creek (photo left below) have been the focus of
environmental and recreational restoration efforts for at least the last decade. There has been a lot of
work completed at High School Park to remove invasive plants (e.g., plants that tend to take over an
area or crowd out other vegetation) and to replace them with native plants (e.g., plants that are less
competitive, are from the area, provide food and habitat , or serve a special purpose).

Recently, Cheltenham Township and the Friends of High School successfully obtained a state grant to
complete a Master Plan for the two parks. The High School Park portion of the plan will focus
primarily upon existing environmental features and future ecological restoration while the Ogontz Park
portion will focus upon existing and future recreational use. The Master Plan will also contain an
ecological restoration plan for the Tookany Creek and its’ riparian buffer area. The master plan will
have very specific recommendations to preserve what the community likes about the parks and to
initiate projects to improve park features. In order to ensure that the community has a chance to
provide their input, there is a community outreach component of the plan. Again, your input will assist
the project team. This interview is important as it is taking place at the beginning of this 12 month
project and will provide the project team and steering committee members with information from key
stakeholders in the community.
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COMMUNITY SURVEY QUESTIONS
Your Contact Information
Please provide all of your contact information and answer all of the questions. We will use the
contact information to determine the geography of respondents and (if you choose) to let you
know when we are having informational meetings and exciting community events. If you check
the “prefer not to be contacted” box below, we will NOT contact you.
Name:
Address:
Phone:
E-Mail:
Zip Code:
Age:
Gender:

_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
______
______
______

I would like to know about Master Plan meetings- (Check One) Yes  or No 
I would like to know about community events- (Check One) Yes  or No 
I would like more information about Friends of High School Park- (Check One) Yes  or No 
Preferred Method of Contact- (Check One) Mail  or Phone  or E-mail  or
Prefer Not to be Contacted 
Your Awareness of Project
Before reading the intro, I knew the location of Ogontz Park. (Check One) Yes  or No 
Before reading the intro, I knew the location of High School Park. (Check One) Yes  or No 
Before reading the introduction, I knew that the Tookany Creek flowed through the two parks.
(Check One) Yes  or No 
Before reading the intro, I knew the definition of master plan. (Check One) Yes  or No 
Before reading the introduction, I knew the difference between passive and active recreation.
(Check One) Yes  or No 
Before reading the introduction, I knew the difference between invasive and native plants.
(Check One) Yes  or No 
Your Use of the Parks
How often do you visit High School Park? (Check One)
- I spend time there daily or weekly
- I spend time there monthly.
- I spend time there several times a year.
- I rarely or never spend time there. (skip next question)
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If you do visit High School Park, what activities do you enjoy most? (Check All That Apply)
- Sunbathing
- Walk/Hike
- Photography
- Frisbee
- Bird Watching
- Jog
- Volunteering (e.g., park clean ups,
- Walk my Dog/Animal
planting days, streambank restoration)
- Nature Exploration
- Other _____________________
- Attending Events
Elaborate on what you most appreciate and enjoy about High School Park?
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
How often do you visit Ogontz Park? (Check One)
- I spend time there daily or weekly
- I spend time there monthly.
- I spend time there several times a year.
- I rarely or never spend time there.
If you do visit Ogontz Park, what activities do you enjoy most? (Check All That Apply)
- Volunteering (e.g., park clean ups, planting
- Walk/Hike
days, streambank restoration)
- Jog
- Tennis
- Walk my Dog/Animal
- Soccer
- Nature Exploration
- Baseball
- Attending Events
- Other ___________________
- Photography
Elaborate on what you most appreciate and enjoy about Ogontz Park?
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
How often do you spend time along the Tookany Creek (within park boundaries)? (Check One)
- I spend time there daily or weekly
- I spend time there monthly.
- I spend time there several times a year.
- I rarely or never spend time there. (skip next question)
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If you do spend time along the Tookany Creek, what activities do you enjoy most? (Check All
That Apply)
- Environmental Education
- Volunteering (e.g., park clean ups,
planting days, streambank restoration)
- Other _____________________

- Walk/Hike along the Creek
- Fish in the Creek
- Nature Exploration
- Bird Watching
- Photographing the Creek

Elaborate on what you most appreciate and enjoy about the Tookany Creek?
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
Your Opinions about Needed Improvements
Please check any issues you feel are present at High School Park
- There are too many unleashed animals
- I have witnessed animal waste being left behind
- There is too much litter
- I am worried about my safety
- The trails are not maintained or marked adequately
- The park is too crowded
- There is not enough site lighting
- There are not enough places to sit
- I would like to see landscaping improvements
- There should be more events there
- I would like to see more birds and animals there
- I have witnessed vandalism
- I would like more information on the natural amenities at the park
- I would like bathroom facilities
- I would like more parking
- I would like additional handicapped accessibility
- Other _____________________
Please elaborate on any of the issues you feel are present at High School Park
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
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Please check any issues you feel are present at Ogontz Park
- There are too many unleashed animals
- I have witnessed animal waste being left behind
- There is too much litter
- I am worried about my safety
- The park is too crowded
- There is not enough site lighting
- There are not enough places to sit
- I would like to see track improvements
- I would like to see tennis court improvements
- I would like to see athletic field improvements
- I would like to see playground improvements
- There should be more events there
- I have witnessed vandalism
- The bathroom facilities are inadequate
- I would like more parking
- I would like additional handicapped accessibility
- Other _____________________
Please elaborate on any of the issues you feel are present at Ogontz Park
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
Please check any issues you feel are present on the Tookany Creek (within park boundaries)
- There are too many unleashed animals
- I have witnessed animal waste being left behind
- There is too much litter
- I am worried about my safety
- The creek and adjoining areas are often flooded
- There are not enough fish
- The creek is polluted
- The streambank is eroded
- Other _____________________
Please elaborate on any of the issues you feel are present in and around the Tookany Creek
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
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Your Recommendations
You have now identified what you like about the park and what you feel should be improved.
What priorities should the Master Plan address?
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________

Please Return the Questionnaire by March 26, 2008!
(Select one of the Return Options Noted Below)
Option #1, Collection Boxes: Fold the survey and place it in one of the project collection boxes
located at:
•
•
•
•
•

High School Park- Collection boxes are located on the two park signs.
Elkins Park Library – 563 Church Road, Elkins Park
The Frame House-7900 High School Road, Elkins Park
Rowland Community Center- 400 Myrtle Avenue, Cheltenham, PA 19012
LaMott Community Center- 7420 Sycamore Avenue, LaMott, PA 19027

Option #2, On-Line: Access this community survey via the link listed on the Cheltenham
Township website at www.cheltenhamtownship.org or the Friends of High School Park website
at www.highschoolpark.org. Once completed on line, it will be e-mailed directly to Forbes
Environmental & Land Use Planning at forbes1@comcast.net.

Option #3, Mail In: You may also mail the completed community survey to Suzanne Forbes,
AICP, Forbes Environmental & Land Use Planning, 82 Carousel Circle, New Britain, PA
18901. Faxing is also a possibility. Please contact Suzanne Forbes at (215) 230-9549 or
forbes1@comcast.net for faxing information or if you have any questions.
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Time

Name

Address

3/1/2008 17:11 John Stritzinger 1008 Prospect Ave

Phone

E-Mail

215-635-1294

jstritz@gmail.com

3/2/2008 12:09

Zip Code Age

Gender

19027

52 Male

I would like to
know about
Master Plan
meetings.

I would like to
know about
community
events.
Yes

I would like
Preferred
more
Method of
information
Contact.
about Friends of
High School
No
E-Mail

Before reading
the intro, I
knew the
location of
Ogontz Park.
Yes

19027

49 Female

No

No

No

Prefer Not To be Yes
Contacted

3/2/2008 13:08 Ronna Kassel

820 Elkins Avenue

215-635-2414

kassel@verizon.net

19027

44 Female

Yes

Yes

Yes

E-Mail

3/2/2008 19:53 Patricia Kohn

215-782-8053
7709 Mountain
Avenue Elkins Park,
PA
616 Elkins Ave,
215 782 8212
Elkins Park

pfkohn@yahoo.com

19027

Female

No

No

No

Prefer Not To be Yes
Contacted

gb19027@comcast.net

19027

53 Female

Yes

Yes

No

E-Mail

Yes

3/2/2008 20:41 Mirjam Seeger

407 Waring Road,
Elkins Park

215-635-7069

mseeger@bellatlantic.net

19027

54 Female

Yes

Yes

No

E-Mail

Yes

3/2/2008 21:06 Susan CorsonFinnerty

343 Harrison Ave.

215-635-4084

susancf54@hotmail.com

19027

61 Female

Yes

Yes

Yes

E-Mail

Yes

3/2/2008 22:05 Robin Rifkin

1112 Prospect Ave

215-635-4326

robinrifkin@comcast.net

19027

53 Female

Yes

Yes

No

E-Mail

Yes

3/3/2008 9:21 John Thompson 7930 Park Avenue

215-635-5722

john.thompson154@verizon.net

19027

55 Male

Yes

Yes

E-Mail

Yes

19027

51 Male

Yes

Yes

E-Mail

Yes

3/2/2008 20:31 Greta Bunin

3/3/2008 10:13 Goktug

Morcol

215-635-0517

goktugmorcol@yahoo.com

3/3/2008 10:55 Margie Patlak

7906 Rambler Rd.,
Elkins Park, PA
19027
681 Meetinghouse
Road #14 Elkins
Park

215-635-4014

margiep@comcast.net

19027

50 Female

Yes

Yes

E-Mail

Yes

215-884-7805

Rita681@comcast.net

19027

65 Female

Yes

Yes

Yes

E-Mail

Yes

3/4/2008 10:15 Daniel Rubin

1259 Ashbourne
Road

215-635-6755

dan.rubin@phillynews.com

19027

51 Male

No

Yes

No

E-Mail

Yes

3/4/2008 13:22 Phyllis Borin

8000 High School
Road A14

215 635-5513

phyllis@stayhomebiz.com

19027

60 Female

No

No

E-Mail

Yes

215-782-1070

deikman@verizon.net

19027

45 Female

Yes

Yes

No

E-Mail

Yes

19027

56 Male

Yes

Yes

Yes

E-Mail

Yes

3/3/2008 20:33 Rita Rosen
Poley

3/5/2008 10:08 Susan Deikman 1113 Melrose Ave,
Elkins Park, PA
19027
3/5/2008 15:55 MICHAEL A
SHECHTMAN

7507 WOODLAWN
AVENUE

3/5/2008 19:30 Rachel Polisher

105 W. Laurel Ave.
Ch
h
PA
473l Copper
Beech
Circle

3/6/2008 13:46 Emily
Greenberg

3/7/2008 9:40 Robin Eisman

3/7/2008 12:37 Gregory
Bovasso

215-379-1612

reetle44@mac.com

19012

48 Female

No

Yes

Yes

E-Mail

Yes

215-887-1213

embrecker@aol.com

19027

60 Female

Yes

Yes

Yes

E-Mail

Yes

Already on FHSP list:
robin_eisman@yahoo.com

19006

Female

Yes

Yes

No

E-Mail

Yes

215 376 0443

gbovasso1@verizon.net

19027

47 Male

Yes

Yes

Yes

E-Mail

Yes

215-635-2367

canddwfarm@comcast.net

19027

68 Male

Yes

Yes

Yes

E-Mail

Yes

215-635-3650

sjkoniers@comcast.net

19027

58 Male

Yes

Yes

No

E-Mail

Yes

215-635-2075

Lomarino@comcast.net

19027

54 Female

Yes

Yes

Yes

E-Mail

Henrietta Ave.,
Huntingdon Valley
850 Church Rd

3/9/2008 14:48 Daniel Walsh

3/9/2008 16:59 Stephen J.
Koniers

2156350577 MASCHS69@AOL.COM

333 Harrison
Avenue

3/10/2008 20:46 Lorraine Marino 7823 Park Avenue,
Elkins Park

Yes

Yes

Time

Name

3/10/2008 21:26 Cynthia Silber

Address

515 Spring Avenue

3/10/2008 21:27 Jeffrey Kenneth 503 Elkins Avenue
Kohn, M.D.
3/10/2008 22:14 Bill England

3/11/2008 9:42 Jennifer
Brandabur/ Bill
Wilken

Phone

E-Mail

215-635-9149

cgsilber@aol.com

19027

49 Female

No

Yes

I would like
Preferred
more
Method of
information
Contact.
about Friends of
High School
No
Mail

215 327-8318

JKKOHN@COMCAST.NET

19027

60 Male

Yes

Yes

Yes

E-Mail

Yes

Bilengland@yahoo.com

19027

45 Male

Yes

Yes

Yes

E-Mail

Yes

215-635-2201

JenniferBrandabur@Comcast.net

19027

42 Female

No

Yes

No

E-Mail

Yes

apf@netaxs.com

19027

60 Male

No

Yes

No

E-Mail

Yes

215-635-6883

coachreilly@verizon.net

19012

51 Male

Yes

Yes

No

E-Mail

No

7709 Chapel Rd

332 Harrison
Avenue

3/11/2008 16:28 Allan Freedman 7821 Park Avenue
3/16/2008 12:10 phil

reilly

3/16/2008 19:57 risa mandell

7500 new second st

3/17/2008 16:26 Matthew
Grissinger

319 Harrison
Avenue

3/18/2008 10:58 jeff

hofferman

3/19/2008 13:19 Suzanne Sbar

8000 High School
Rd, 5B

3/19/2008 19:51 Gina Craigo

120 Beecher Avenue

3/19/2008 20:42 caroline
stritzinger

1008 prospect
avenue melrose
park pa

215-635-1294

3/20/2008 9:21 Anthony
Bisceglie

511 beecher ave

3/20/2008 9:59 Jamie Lemisch 7910 Cedar Rd
Elkisn Park PA
19027
3/22/2008 16:11 Barbara krause 308 Sterling Road

6351012 rsmndl@aol.com

7713 Mill Road

I would like to
know about
community
events.

Before reading
the intro, I
knew the
location of
Ogontz Park.
Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

E-Mail

Yes

44 Male

Yes

Yes

No

E-Mail

Yes

jhofferman@yahoo.com

19027

46 Male

Yes

Yes

No

E-Mail

Yes

ssbar@lamiproducts.com

19027

36 Female

No

Yes

Yes

E-Mail

Yes

19012

32 Female

Yes

Yes

No

E-Mail

Yes

cstritz@hotmail.com

19027

47 Female

Yes

Yes

E-Mail

Yes

215 663 1389

tonyb@delval.com

19012

35 Male

Yes

Yes

Yes

E-Mail

Yes

267.287.8490

jlemisch@hotmail.com

19027

30 Female

Yes

Yes

Yes

E-Mail

Yes

barb_krause@comcast.net

19027

54 Female

Yes

E-Mail

Yes

Kokikai@comcast.net

19027

57 Male

E-Mail

Yes

19027

36 Male

E-Mail

Yes

2156635911 ginacraigo@comcast.net

2158060231 aeleighton@verizon.net

Female

I would like to
know about
Master Plan
meetings.

19027

215-287-1731

19027

Gender

phillyfrog@comcast.net

215-782-1568

3/23/2008 12:48 Butch Parilo
7908 Highschool Rd 267-205-8120
(Kokikai Aikido) Elkins Park PA
3/26/2008 11:09 Eric Leighton

Zip Code Age

Yes

Yes

Yes

19027

Prefer Not To be Yes
Contacted

nleeguitar@aol.com

19027

8120 Brookside
Road

mossm@arcadia.edu

19027

4/22/2008 Ayala Guy

275 Ashborune Road 215 635 7190

ayalaguy@yahoo.com

19027

yes

Yes

Yes

E-Mail

Yes

4/22/2008 Beth Yount &
Ron Lebovits

900 Melrose Avenue 215 782 8310

bethyount@comcast.net

19027 40 & Female & yes
43
Male

yes

yes

phone

yes

sweinbergaal@comcast.net

19027

51 Female

Yes

Yes

Yes

E-Mail

Yes

19027

Female

Yes

Yes

mail

Yes

19027

62 Female

Yes

Yes

E-Mail

Yes

Nikkie Lee
4/22/2008 Miriam Moss

4/22/2008 Susan Weinberg 8323 High Schol
Road
4/22/2008 Rita Monaghan

415 Church Road

4/22/2008 Barbara Hughes 362 Church Road

215 635-2715

baarbhughes@verizon.net

57 Female

No

No

No

yes

Female

no

E-Mail

No

Mail

yes

Before reading
the intro , I
knew the
location of High
School Park.
John Stritzinger Yes
Name

Before reading
the
introduction, I
knew that the
Tookany Creek
Yes

Before reading
the intro, I
knew the
definition of
master plan.
No

Before reading
the
introduction, I
knew the
difference
No

Before reading
the
introduction, I
knew the
difference
Yes

How often do you visit High School Park?

If you do visit High School Park, what activities do you enjoy most?

I spend time there monthly.

Walk/Hike|Jog|Nature Exploration|Attending Events|Photography|Bird
Watching|Volunteering (e.g., park clean ups, planting days, streambank restoration)

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

I spend time there several times a year.

Walk/Hike
|Walk my Dog/Animal|Attending Events|Volunteering (e.g., park
clean ups, planting days, streambank restoration)

Ronna Kassel

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

I spend time there several times a year.

Walk/Hike

Patricia Kohn

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

I spend time there several times a year.

Walk/Hike

Greta Bunin

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

I spend time there monthly.

Walk/Hike
|Attending Events|Volunteering (e.g., park clean ups, planting days,
streambank restoration)

Mirjam Seeger

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

I spend time there daily or weekly.

Walk/Hike
|Jog|Walk my Dog/Animal|Nature Exploration|Bird
Watching|Volunteering (e.g., park clean ups, planting days, streambank restoration)

Susan CorsonFinnerty

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

I spend time there several times a year.

Walk/Hike|Walk my Dog/Animal|Nature Exploration|Attending Events|Photography|Bird
Watching

Robin Rifkin

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

I spend time there several times a year.

Attending Events|Volunteering (e.g., park clean ups, planting days, streambank
restoration)

John Thompson Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

I spend time there daily or weekly.

Walk/Hike

If you do visit High
School Park, what OTHER
activities do you enjoy
most?

|Walk my Dog/Animal|Attending Events

|Walk my Dog/Animal

Goktug

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

I spend time there several times a year.

Walk/Hike|Attending Events

Margie Patlak

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

I spend time there several times a year.

Walk/Hike
|Nature Exploration|Attending Events|Photography|Volunteering
(e.g., park clean ups, planting days, streambank restoration)

Rita Rosen
Poley

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

I spend time there daily or weekly.

Walk/Hike

|Nature Exploration|Attending Events

Daniel Rubin

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

I spend time there daily or weekly.

Walk/Hike

|Walk my Dog/Animal

Phyllis Borin

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

I spend time there daily or weekly.

Walk my Dog/Animal

Susan Deikman Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

I spend time there monthly.

Walk/Hike

MICHAEL A
SHECHTMAN

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

I spend time there daily or weekly.

Walk my Dog/Animal|Attending Events

Rachel Polisher

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

I spend time there several times a year.

Walk/Hike

Emily
Greenberg

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

I rarely or never spend time there.

Robin Eisman

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

I spend time there monthly.

Walk/Hike
|Nature Exploration|Attending Events|Volunteering (e.g., park clean
ups, planting days, streambank restoration)

Gregory
Bovasso

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

I spend time there several times a year.

Walk/Hike

Daniel Walsh

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

I spend time there several times a year.

Attending Events

Stephen J.
Koniers

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

I spend time there daily or weekly.

Walk/Hike|Nature Exploration|Attending Events

Lorraine Marino Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

I spend time there monthly.

Walk/Hike

|Sunbathing|Other

|Nature Exploration|Attending Events|Bird Watching

sitting on a bench to read

Before reading
the
introduction, I
knew that the
Tookany Creek
Yes

Before reading
the intro, I
knew the
definition of
master plan.
No

Before reading
the
introduction, I
knew the
difference
Yes

Before reading
the
introduction, I
knew the
difference
Yes

How often do you visit High School Park?

Jeffrey Kenneth Yes
Kohn, M.D.

Yes

No

No

Yes

I rarely or never spend time there.

Bill England

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

I spend time there several times a year.

Walk/Hike

|Attending Events

Jennifer
Brandabur/ Bill
Wilken

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

I spend time there monthly.

Walk/Hike

|Nature Exploration|Attending Events

Allan Freedman Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

I spend time there several times a year.

Walk/Hike|Nature Exploration

phil

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

I spend time there several times a year.

Walk/Hike|Bird Watching

risa mandell

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

I spend time there several times a year.

Walk/Hike

|Walk my Dog/Animal

Matthew
Grissinger

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

I spend time there several times a year.

Walk/Hike

|Nature Exploration

jeff

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

I spend time there several times a year.

Walk/Hike|Walk my Dog/Animal|Nature Exploration|Attending Events

Suzanne Sbar

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

I spend time there monthly.

Walk/Hike

Gina Craigo

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

I spend time there daily or weekly.

Walk/Hike
|Nature Exploration|Attending Events|Volunteering (e.g., park clean
ups, planting days, streambank restoration)

caroline
stritzinger

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

I spend time there several times a year.

Walk/Hike
|Jog|Attending Events|Volunteering (e.g., park clean ups, planting
days, streambank restoration)

Anthony
Bisceglie

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

I spend time there monthly.

Walk/Hike

Jamie Lemisch

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

I spend time there daily or weekly.

Walk/Hike

Barbara krause Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

I spend time there daily or weekly.

Walk/Hike|Walk my Dog/Animal|Attending Events|Bird Watching

Name

Cynthia Silber

Before reading
the intro , I
knew the
location of High
School Park.
Yes

If you do visit High School Park, what activities do you enjoy most?

I rarely or never spend time there.

|Nature Exploration

|Jog|Nature Exploration

Yes
Butch Parilo
(Kokikai Aikido)

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

I spend time there daily or weekly.

Volunteering (e.g., park clean ups, planting days, streambank restoration) |Other

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

I rarely or never spend time there.

Walk/Hike

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

I spend time there daily or weekly.

Walk/Hike

Nikkie Lee

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

I spend time there daily or weekly.

Walk/Hike; Nature Exploration; Bird Watching

Miriam Moss

yes

yes

no

yes

yes

I spend time there daily or weekly.

Walk/Hike; Nature Exploration; Bird Watching

Ayala Guy

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

I spend time there daily or weekly.

Walk/hike; Attending Events; Photogrphy

Beth Yount &
Ron Lebovits

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

I spend time there daily or weekly.

Walk/hike; jog; nature exploration

Susan Weinberg Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

I spend time there daily or weekly.

Walk my dog/animal

Rita Monaghan

no

no

Yes

Yes

I spend time there daily or weekly.

Walk/Hike; Walk my dog; attending events

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

I spend time there daily or weekly.

Walk/Hike; nature exploration; photography.

Eric Leighton

Yes

Barbara Hughes Yes

If you do visit High
School Park, what OTHER
activities do you enjoy
most?

|Nature Exploration

Yoga
|
|

I meditate on the
benches on may way to

Name

Elaborate on what you most appreciate and
enjoy about High School Park?

How often do you visit Ogontz Park?

If you do visit Ogontz Park, what activities do If you do visit Ogontz Park,
you enjoy most?
what OTHER activities do you
enjoy most?

Elaborate on what you most appreciate and enjoy about
Ogontz Park?

How often do you spend time along the
Tookany Creek (within park boundaries)?

Jog|Volunteering (e.g., park clean ups,
planting days, streambank restoration)|Tennis

Local tennis courts. When my children were younger:
having a local park for parents to take their children to
play; a place for soccer and softball. Having a running
track.

I spend time there monthly.

Walk/Hike|Tennis

I rarely or never spend time there.
i have been there for sporting events for my kids. and
when they were younger i used the playground. I walk on
the track sometimes.
I spend time there several times a year.

I spend time there several times a year.

Walk/Hike

I like to walk on the track for exercise.

I spend time there daily or weekly

Walk/Hike|Jog|Walk my Dog/Animal|Nature
Exploration|Volunteering (e.g., park clean
ups, planting days, streambank restoration)
Walk/Hike|Jog|Nature Exploration

I spend time there monthly.
John Stritzinger Green space within our community. Native
plants encouraged and maintained. A location for
community events, like Arts in the Park.

I spend time there monthly.

I rarely or never spend time there.

Ronna Kassel

I rarely or never spend time there.

Patricia Kohn
Greta Bunin

Mirjam Seeger

Susan CorsonFinnerty

It's a natural oasis in a developed area. I love
that it's natural and like watching birds,
butterfiles.
I find it invaluable to have this little piece of
unstructured nature to go to on a daily basis.
There are plenty of "structured" green areas
I live on the rim of the park (Harrison Avenue),
and I enjoy looking at it every single day. I
enjoy seeing the seasonal changes there. I
enjoy watching people enjoy it with their
It is a beautiful space. I enjoy seeing the
progress. I was on the Board of FHSP for many

I spend time there several times a year.

I rarely or never spend time there.

I rarely or never spend time there.

Walk/Hike|Soccer

John Thompson I live across the street from the park and want
the park to add value to my home.

I rarely or never spend time there.

Walk/Hike|Attending Events

Goktug

I spend time there several times a year.

Walk/Hike

Robin Rifkin

I spend time there several times a year.

I spend time there several times a year.
A great track for walking and jogging. A place for
neighbors to engage in sports and games. A playground
for little kids. And a foot bridge over the beautiful stream-always a pleasure to use that and to enjoy watching and
I used to watch the kids play soccer, have used it as a
I spend time there several times a year.
walking track, and when the kids were very little I took
th
t th
l
d N
I
l
th
I spend time there monthly.

I rarely or never spend time there.

Margie Patlak

It's a natural oasis.

I spend time there several times a year.

Walk/Hike|Attending Events

It was a great park to take my kids to when they were
little.

I spend time there several times a year.

Rita Rosen
Poley

all the above and especially the community
involvement aspect of the project. Arts in the
Park is especially great

I spend time there daily or weekly

Walk/Hike|Attending Events

same as above

I spend time there daily or weekly.

Daniel Rubin

I love a close-by place where my dog can walk
on lead, and i can join a lovely group of dog
owners.

I spend time there several times a year.

Walk/Hike|Soccer

Great fields for sports

I spend time there daily or weekly.

Walk/Hike|Jog

recreation for both adults and children.
|The track is key. The playground is also important

Being able to walk my dog freely, not on a lease.
Having this park to be able to do that. I also
appreciate the lay out of the park and how it is
Susan Deikman Having open, green space. Places to walk and to I spend time there daily or weekly
sit that are away from the street.

I rarely or never spend time there.

Phyllis Borin

I rarely or never spend time there.

I spend time there several times a year.

Walk/Hike|Walk my Dog/Animal|Attending
Events

I rarely or never spend time there.

I spend time there several times a year.

Walk/Hike|Nature Exploration|Attending
E
Walk/Hike

I spend time there several times a year.

I spend time there several times a year.

Robin Eisman

I spend time there monthly.

Walk/Hike|Nature Exploration|Other

Gregory
Bovasso

I spend time there daily or weekly

Jog

Daniel Walsh

I rarely or never spend time there.

MICHAEL A
SHECHTMAN
Rachel Polisher
Emily
Greenberg

Stephen J.
Koniers

I think that the park should offer more
recreational programs for children - organized
activities.

I appreciate the fact that it is a passive park.

Lorraine Marino It is so close to my home
|It is part of a community effort -- cared about
by those of you doing the development of it

I spend time there several times a year.

Take my kids to the
playground - using the
equipment and open fields.

I spend time there monthly.

the track

I rarely or never spend time there.
I spend time there daily or weekly.

I spend time there monthly.

Walk/Hike|Attending Events

Jogging track
|playground (when I had young children)

I spend time there daily or weekly.

I spend time there daily or weekly

Walk/Hike

I didn't realize those tennis courts were part of the park!
I thought it was part of the apt complex.

I rarely or never spend time there.

How often do you visit Ogontz Park?

If you do visit Ogontz Park, what activities do If you do visit Ogontz Park,
you enjoy most?
what OTHER activities do you
enjoy most?

Elaborate on what you most appreciate and enjoy about
Ogontz Park?

Cynthia Silber

I spend time there daily or weekly

Jog

A well-maintained (when it is maintained) running trail

Jeffrey Kenneth
Kohn, M.D.

I rarely or never spend time there.

Name

Elaborate on what you most appreciate and
enjoy about High School Park?

How often do you spend time along the
Tookany Creek (within park boundaries)?

I rarely or never spend time there.
I rarely or never spend time there.

Bill England

It is a beautiful site in the midst of our
urban/suburban community. I live near this
area and enjoy spending time taking in the

I spend time there several times a year.

Walk/Hike|Soccer

I like having the feilds near us. We like to walk there,
kick a ball around, and looking at the creek from the
bridge with my daughter.

Jennifer
Brandabur/ Bill
Wilken

The Community aspect and the beauty of the
park. Congratulations to all who have planned
what it has become!

I spend time there several times a year.

Tennis|Soccer

Allan Freedman

I spend time there several times a year.

Walk/Hike

The playground is pretty lame, but we used to love it
I spend time there several times a year.
when the kids were little.
|It would be nice to have the playground gated (check out
Cisco Park on Montgomery off of Papermill) to make it
I spend time there several times a year.

phil

I spend time there several times a year.

Tennis|Soccer|Baseball

I rarely or never spend time there.

I spend time there several times a year.

Walk/Hike|Walk my Dog/Animal

Matthew
Grissinger

I rarely or never spend time there.

Walk/Hike

I spend time there several times a year.

jeff

I spend time there daily or weekly

Walk/Hike|Nature Exploration|Tennis|Baseball

I spend time there several times a year.

risa mandell

Suzanne Sbar
Gina Craigo

caroline
stritzinger

being outdoors in a relatively safe environment,
the park's terrain

I spend time there several times a year.

It is very close to where I live. Nice to walk to
I spend time there several times a year.
with my kids. Do not have to cross any streets
to get to
I appreciate that there is this reclaimed parkland I rarely or never spend time there.
that so many volunteers care enough about to
manage and improve. I appreciate the native
plant restoration goals as it has such a huge
impact on the environment. I also appreciate
having a passive recreation option in the
Township.

Walk/Hike|Nature Exploration

Beautiful natural setting. The wildflowers,
meadow, variety of eco- systems. The birds.
Arts in the Park. I appreciate how close it is to

I spend time there several times a year.

Jog

I spend time there several times a year.

Baseball

Anthony
Bisceglie

Jamie Lemisch

I appreciate know that valuable habitate is being I spend time there daily or weekly
preserved for the wildlife in the area.

the track

I spend time there monthly.
I like having the active recreation park, especially so close I spend time there monthly.
to High School Park. I think the track is well-utilized and
that's fabulous.

I like jogging on the track.
neighborhood.

Nikkie Lee

I love the flora and fauna.

Miriam Moss

Jog

Other

I spend time there daily or weekly

Walk/Hike

Though I do not currently children I appreciate knowing
that I will have a safe place to take them to play and
explore

kids use the playground

close to home

I spend time there daily or weekly

Walk/hike

Open space, not too developed to walk, take my I spend time there daily or weekly
children and explore.

I rarely or never spend time there.

I spend time there several times a year.

I rarely or never spend time there.
Walk/Hike; other

Beth Yount &
Ron Lebovits

I spend time there daily or weekly.

I spend time there daily or weekly.

I rarely or never spend time there.
I spend time there daily or weekly

I like to walk in the park during each season.

I rarely or never spend time there.

I rarely or never spend time there.

I rarely or never spend time there.

Ayala Guy

Susan Weinberg I think it is beautiful. I love the opportunity I
get to enjoy it simpley because I'm there
walking my dog.
Rita Monaghan The care taken of the plants and trees and the
labels on the plants.

Like the location in my

I spend time there daily or weekly.

Barbara krause I enjoy the fact that I walk from my house to the I rarely or never spend time there.
park with my dog. I appreciate the ability to
have my well behaved dog walk there and
I rarely or never spend time there.
Butch Parilo
(Kokikai Aikido)
Eric Leighton

I spend time there monthly.

walk/hike; jog; nature exploration; attending
events; baseball; other

I walk through it to HS Park
and to RR Station

playground

I rarely or never spend time there.

I use the track for walking.

I spend time there daily or weekly.

It’s a central location that combines several outdoor
activities.

I spend time there daily or weekly.

I spend time there several times a year.

jog

I enjoy watching all the activities being performed there
and sometimes I jog.

I spend time there daily or weekly.

I spend time there daily or weekly

walk my dog/animal; nature exploration

Watching all of the activity from my balcony.

I rarely or never spend time there.

Walk/hike; photography.

Because the track is a half a block or so away from my
house, I am able to exercise regularly.

I spend time there daily or weekly.

Barbara Hughes Because my property abuts the HS Park and the I spend time there daily or weekly
Creek, I most enjoy being able to look out my
windows and see a natural area.

Name

If you do spend time in the Tookany Creek, what activities
do you enjoy most?

If you do spend time along
the Tookany Creek, what
OTHER activities do you
enjoy most?

John Stritzinger Walk/Hike Along the Creek|Nature
Exploration|Photographing the Creek

Ronna Kassel

Elaborate on what you enjoy most Please check any issues you feel are present at High School Park.
about the Tookany Creek?

Flowing water in the community is There are too many unleashed animals|There is not enough site lighting|There should be more
beautiful and helps restore the
events there|I would like more information on the natural amenities at the park
spirit.

I have witnessed animal waste being left behind|The trails are not marked adequately|There is not
enough site lighting|I have witnessed vandalism|I would like more information on the natural
amenities at the park
The trails are not marked adequately|There should be more events there

Walk/Hike Along the Creek|Volunteering (e.g., park clean
ups, planting days, streambank restoration)

Patricia Kohn
Greta Bunin

The trails are not marked adequately|There is not enough site lighting|There should be more
events there
Walk/Hike Along the Creek|Volunteering (e.g., park clean
ups, planting days, streambank restoration)

Same things as High School Park - I would like to see more birds and animals there
I like that it is a natural area.

Susan CorsonFinnerty

Walk/Hike Along the Creek|Nature Exploration|Bird Watching

I love streams; always have, since There are not enough places to sit|I would like to see more birds and animals there|I would like
more information on the natural amenities at the park
I was a child. This is great, and
it's practically in our back yard.

Robin Rifkin

Walk/Hike Along the Creek|Volunteering (e.g., park clean
ups, planting days, streambank restoration)

It is a beautiful creek.

Mirjam Seeger

I have witnessed vandalism|I would like more information on the natural amenities at the park|I
would like bathroom facilities

John Thompson Walk/Hike Along the Creek

I have witnessed animal waste being left behind|There is too much litter|There is not enough site
lighting|There are not enough places to sit|I would like to see landscaping improvements|I would
like more parking

Goktug

There are not enough places to sit|I would like to see landscaping improvements|There should be
more events there|I would like bathroom facilities

Margie Patlak

Walk/Hike Along the Creek|Nature Exploration

Rita Rosen
Poley

Walk/Hike Along the Creek|Nature Exploration

Daniel Rubin

Walk/Hike Along the Creek|Nature Exploration|Bird Watching

Natural escape.

There is too much litter|I am worried about my safety|I would like to see landscaping
improvements|I would like to see more birds and animals there|I would like bathroom facilities

Phyllis Borin

I like looking at it and hearing the There are not enough places to sit|I would like to see landscaping improvements|There should be
water as I walk by. I'd like there to more events there|I would like more information on the natural amenities at the park
be easy, comfortable access to the
t
d i
l
t it
I have witnessed animal waste being left behind|There should be more events there

Susan Deikman

MICHAEL A
SHECHTMAN
Rachel Polisher

Walk/Hike Along the Creek|Nature Exploration

Emily
Greenberg

Walk/Hike Along the Creek|Other

Robin Eisman

Walk/Hike Along the Creek|Nature Exploration|Bird
Watching|Volunteering (e.g., park clean ups, planting days,
streambank restoration)

There should be more events there
Biking along the creek is
It is pretty and peaceful.
pleasant when there is not a
lot of traffic.

There are not enough places to sit|There should be more events there|I would like bathroom
facilities|I would like more parking

I would like to see more birds and animals there|I would like more information on the natural
amenities at the park
I would like to see landscaping improvements|I would like to see more birds and animals there|I
would like bathroom facilities|I would like more parking

Gregory
Bovasso
Daniel Walsh

Walk/Hike Along the Creek

Stephen J.
Koniers

Other

Lorraine Marino

There should be more events there|I would like to see more birds and animals there
I have witnessed animal waste being left behind|There is too much litter|The trails are not marked
adequately|There is not enough site lighting|There are not enough places to sit|I would like to see
landscaping improvements|There should be more events there|I would like to see more birds and
animals there|I would like additional handicapped accessibility
I would like to see landscaping improvements|There should be more events there

Just sitting and watching.

I like having a creek withing
walking distance to my home.

There are too many unleashed animals|I have witnessed animal waste being left behind|I would
like more information on the natural amenities at the park|Other
There are too many unleashed animals|There are not enough places to sit|I would like to see
landscaping improvements

Name

If you do spend time in the Tookany Creek, what activities
do you enjoy most?

If you do spend time along
the Tookany Creek, what
OTHER activities do you
enjoy most?

Elaborate on what you enjoy most Please check any issues you feel are present at High School Park.
about the Tookany Creek?

Cynthia Silber

There are not enough places to sit|I would like to see landscaping improvements|There should be
more events there

Jeffrey Kenneth
Kohn, M.D.

I would like more information on the natural amenities at the park|I would like bathroom facilities

Bill England

There are not enough places to sit|There should be more events there|I would like bathroom
facilities

Jennifer
Brandabur/ Bill
Wilken

Walk/Hike Along the Creek|Nature Exploration|Bird
Watching|Environmental Education

Allan Freedman Walk/Hike Along the Creek|Nature Exploration

The ducks and occasional fish.
Signs to help people understand
where this water comes from and
where it's headed, along with why

There is too much litter|I have witnessed vandalism|Other

the flow of the Creek. I live now
closer to Tookany Creek Park and

There is too much litter|I am worried about my safety|I would like to see more birds and animals
there
There are not enough places to sit|I would like to see landscaping improvements|I would like to
see more birds and animals there

phil

risa mandell

Walk/Hike Along the Creek

Matthew
Grissinger

Walk/Hike Along the Creek|Nature Exploration

jeff

Walk/Hike Along the Creek|Nature Exploration

Suzanne Sbar

Walk/Hike Along the Creek|Nature Exploration

Skipping rocks with son

There are not enough places to sit|I would like to see landscaping improvements|There should be
more events there|I would like bathroom facilities

Gina Craigo

Nature Exploration|Volunteering (e.g., park clean ups,
planting days, streambank restoration)

I enjoy having the creek in the
park as an opportunity, but think
there's much improvement that
could be done.

There are too many unleashed animals|I have witnessed animal waste being left behind|The trails
are not marked adequately|There is not enough site lighting|I would like to see landscaping
improvements|There should be more events there|I would like to see more birds and animals there

There is not enough site lighting|There should be more events there|I would like to see more birds
and animals there|I would like bathroom facilities

There is too much litter|The trails are not marked adequately|I would like to see landscaping
improvements|I would like to see more birds and animals there|I have witnessed vandalism|I
would like more information on the natural amenities at the park

caroline
stritzinger
Anthony
Bisceglie

Walk/Hike Along the Creek|Fish in the Creek|Environmental
Education

Jamie Lemisch

Walk/Hike Along the Creek|Bird Watching

Barbara krause

There are too many unleashed animals|I have witnessed animal waste being left behind|There is
too much litter|I would like to see landscaping improvements|I have witnessed vandalism|I would
like bathroom facilities

It is just really enjoyable to be by There should be more events there|I would like more information on the natural amenities at the
the creek and see and hear the
park
kingfisher fly by and see the duck!

I have witnessed animal waste being left behind|I would like to see more birds and animals there

Butch Parilo
(Kokikai Aikido)
Eric Leighton
Walk/Hike Along the Creek

Nikkie Lee

Not enough site lighting

Walk/Hike along the creek; bird watching.

There is too much litter, I would like to see more birds and animals, other

Miriam Moss

There are too many unleashed animals; There is too much litter; I would like to see more birds and
animals there; I would like more information on the natural amenities at the park.

Ayala Guy

Walk/Hike along the creek; Photographing the creek

I am worried about my safety; there is not enough site lighting; there should be more events there

Beth Yount &
Ron Lebovits

Walk/Hike along creek; nature exploration

There is too much litter

Susan Weinberg Walk/Hike along the creek

There is too much litter; trails ae not maintained or marked adequately

Rita Monaghan

I have witnessed animal waste being left behind; There is too much litter; There is not enough site
lighting; I would like to see landscaping improvements;I have witnessed vandalism; I would like
more informatin about natural amenities; I would like additional handicapped accessibility.

Barbara Hughes Walk/hike in along the creek; photographing the creek.

I enjoy hearing the creek late in
the day or at night.

There is too much litter; there are not enough places to sit; I would like to see more birds and
animals there; I have witnessed vandalism.

Name

John Stritzinger

What OTHER issues do you feel are present Please elaborate on any of the issues you feel are present at
at High School Park?
High School Park.

People who walk their dogs "off leash" at the park are violating
a policy to keep your dog on-leash. I feel threatened by large
dogs running without a leash. My small dog is intimidated by
large dogs running up to her.
|
|It is a beautiful park and could be used for 1-2 more small
I dont think the community understands what high school park
is all about. And both parks have become places for teenagers
and that worries me at night

Please check any issues you feel are present at Ogontz Park.

I would like to see tennis court improvements|The bathroom facilities are
inadequate

There is not enough site lighting|I would like to see tennis court improvements|I
have witnessed vandalism|The bathroom facilities are inadequate

Ronna Kassel

I would like to see track improvements|I would like to see playground
improvements

Patricia Kohn
Greta Bunin

Mirjam Seeger

I think the park should stay exactly as it is. Any
"improvements" such as facilities, marked paths etc. will only
lead to just another structured park and move away from its
There are not enough places to sit|I would like to see track improvements|I would
like to see playground improvements|The bathroom facilities are inadequate

Susan CorsonFinnerty

Robin Rifkin
John Thompson

All in all I think the park looks great. I don't often go there, but There are not enough places to sit|There should be more events there
enjoy it when I do. I do worry about all the invasives and how
h
d it
i tbathroom
k
ft thif they will be properly maintained!
Only
add
facilties

There are not enough places to sit

Goktug
Margie Patlak
Rita Rosen
Poley

There is not enough site lighting|There are not enough places to sit|I would like to
see track improvements|I would like to see tennis court improvements|I would like
to see athletic field improvements|I would like to see playground
improvements|There should be more events there|The bathroom facilities are
There are not enough places to sit|I would like to see tennis court improvements

Daniel Rubin

Is this survey intended to curb dog walking? I would hope not.

Phyllis Borin

I really resent the fact that the first two questions are about the I would like to see track improvements|The bathroom facilities are inadequate
animals. It is an indication of things to come and this troubles
me. Why not lead with Too much litter (which is true), or
The park is too buggy in the summer to be comfortable and the There are not enough places to sit|I would like to see track improvements|I would
central meadow is too dense and unattractive.
like to see playground improvements|The bathroom facilities are inadequate

Susan Deikman

MICHAEL A
SHECHTMAN

There are not enough places to sit|I would like to see tennis court improvements|I
would like to see athletic field improvements|There should be more events there

Rachel Polisher

I would like more parking

Emily
Greenberg

There are not enough places to sit|I would like to see track improvements|I would
like to see tennis court improvements|I would like to see playground
improvements|There should be more events there|The bathroom facilities are
inadequate|I would like more parking

Robin Eisman

Keep going with the wonderful restoration efforts!!

I would like to see playground improvements

I would like to see track improvements|The bathroom facilities are inadequate

Gregory
Bovasso
Daniel Walsh

Stephen J.
Koniers
Lorraine Marino

Teenagers in the park after dark; fireworks I dislike people not cleaning up after their dogs.
being set off.
I think having some type of focal point in the park would be a
There are too many unleashed animals
draw -- a focalizing center. For example, maybe an interesting
town monument or sculpture -- even a gazebo. A lovely
fountain? Something that draws and focalizes what is now just

What OTHER issues do you
feel are present at Ogontz
Park?

Name

What OTHER issues do you feel are present Please elaborate on any of the issues you feel are present at
at High School Park?
High School Park.

Please check any issues you feel are present at Ogontz Park.

Cynthia Silber

There are too many unleashed animals|I would like to see track
improvements|There should be more events there

Jeffrey Kenneth
Kohn, M.D.

The bathroom facilities are inadequate

Bill England

There are not enough places to sit|I would like to see track improvements|I would
like to see athletic field improvements|I would like to see playground
improvements|There should be more events there

Jennifer
Brandabur/ Bill
Wilken
Allan Freedman

Unfortunately the lack of lighting and the
distance from the road leads to HSP being a
teen hang out. Lighting would solve some
of this issue, but it's costly and

What OTHER issues do you
feel are present at Ogontz
Park?

There is too much litter|There are not enough places to sit|I would like to see track
improvements|I would like to see athletic field improvements|I would like to see
playground improvements|The bathroom facilities are inadequate
There are too many unleashed animals|There is too much litter
I would like to see tennis court improvements|The bathroom facilities are
inadequate

phil

No bathrooms. They're an invitation to crime. I have seen
There is too much litter
grafitti both at HSP and in Melrose Park. Grafitti and litter send
There is not enough site lighting|There are not enough places to sit|I would like to
see playground improvements

risa mandell
Matthew
Grissinger

There is not enough site lighting|There are not enough places to sit|I would like to
see tennis court improvements|I would like to see athletic field improvements|The
bathroom facilities are inadequate

jeff

Suzanne Sbar
Lighting needs to be improved and increased signage about the I would like to see playground improvements|There should be more events
park and marking trails would be a great addition. Dogs are a there|Other
common issue and some owners are responsible and
responsive, others not so much.

Gina Craigo

Overall aesthetics, it's not all
that pleasant while passing
by. Better fencing and
additional entrances to the
park would be nice.

caroline
stritzinger

Jamie Lemisch

I find that to many non-residents are using our facilites and
parks. To many times I find they do not respect our parks and
ruin them for others.
|
|I feel my tax dollars are used to maintain our parks and others
reap the benefits who don't pay into the system.
I would like to see an small ampetheater in the park.

Barbara krause

I am exremely satisfied with the park as it is.

Anthony
Bisceglie

There are too many unleashed animals|I have witnessed animal waste being left
behind|There is too much litter|There is not enough site lighting|There are not
enough places to sit|I would like to see athletic field improvements|There should be
more events there|I have witnessed vandalism|The bathroom facilities are
inadequate
I would like to see track improvements

Butch Parilo
(Kokikai Aikido)
There is not enough site lighting|I would like to see playground improvements

Eric Leighton
Drug and alcohol activity

Nikkie Lee

Too much traffic.

Miriam Moss

I would love to see a list of animals, birds,
list of wildflowers in bloom from month to
month.

During nice weather at night there are cars with young people
drinking and doing drugs.

There are not enough places to sit; the bathroom facilities are inadequate.

I don't understand why so many, many trees and shrubs are
planted so close together.

There are too many unleashed animals; There is too much litter.

Ayala Guy
I have witnessed animal waste being left behind; There is too much litter; I would
like to see playground improvments; The bathroom facilities are inadequate.

Beth Yount &
Ron Lebovits
Susan Weinberg

Often I will see trash while walking my dog. I do try and pick
up when I see trash.

Rita Monaghan

Not all citizens care about the well being of animals in this park. There is too much litter, there is not enough site lighting, I have witnessed
It would be nice if the type of care given to plants and trees
vandalism; the bathroom facilities are inadequate.
would be given to the animals. It would be very pretty if the
underbrush and logs could be removed.

Barbara Hughes

The main issue I have is the number of young adults who are
along the creek late in the evening and then they leave their
litter behind. Also I can hear (and smell) their activity. Also it
would be nice to have some seating on the HS Road side and
the lower meadow area back from the creek.

There is too much litter; There is not enough site lighting; I would like to see track If there must be portaimprovements; Other
potties, couldn't they be in a
spot further from the track?
They smell bad.

Name

Please elaborate on any of the issues you
feel are present at Ogontz Park.

Please check any issues you feel are present on the
Tookany Creek (within park boundaries).

John Stritzinger Tennis courts are aging. Cleaned and
repainted surfaces would be great.
|
|There are a lot of athletics and small
children, so great bathrooms facilities
would make sense, get used, and improve

There is too much litter

Ronna Kassel

The streambank is eroded

What OTHER
Please elaborate on any of the
issues do you
issues you feel are present in
feel are present and around the Tookany Creek.
on the Tookany
Creek (within
I see to notice the litter--not
massive amounts but enough to
catch the eye--when it is along
the banks. Occasionally I see
large items (e.g. vacuum
cleaner) dumped into the water.

Patricia Kohn
Greta Bunin

Mirjam Seeger

Susan CorsonFinnerty

Robin Rifkin
John Thompson

My son played tennis there today (winter)
and said the courts and nets were in good
h

There are too many unleashed animals|I have witnessed
animal waste being left behind|The creek and adjoining
areas are often flooded|The creek is polluted|The
streambank is eroded

You have now identified what you like about the park
Browser
and what you feel should be improved. In your
opinion, please elaborate on what priorities the Master
Plan should address.

IP Address

I don't feel qualified to elaborate on a Master Plan. I
hope those who are administering the grant have
chosen wisely the people who will guide the plan!
|
|At most, I would recommend making simple, sensible
upgrades that benefit the community groups that are
Community education about the mission of HSP.
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Goktug
Margie Patlak
Rita Rosen
Poley

I have witnessed animal waste being left behind|I am
worried about my safety|The streambank is eroded

Daniel Rubin

There is too much litter|There are not enough fish|The
creek is polluted|The streambank is eroded

Bathroom facilities inadequate? I live next
to the park but am unaware that there are
facilities.
The creek is polluted|The streambank is eroded
Susan Deikman A clean, working water fountain would be
nice.

Ridding the park of invasive plants and poison ivy,
adding more flowering native plants, and providing
more information about the park and its trails
better signage is needed at each signage, lighting, physical appearance and more
of the locations mentioned in this events like Arts in the Park....maybe fun day of races
survey - including the invitation for kids - season opening or closing events
to join the community group -

Phyllis Borin

The creek is polluted|The streambank is eroded

MICHAEL A
SHECHTMAN

Emily
Greenberg

Gregory
Bovasso

Having the back part of the upper field circle at High
School Park be for unleashed dogs.
|
Seating at both parks. Track and playground
conditions. Meadow aesthetics and mosquito
abatement at H.S. park. It would be lovely t have a
i i
i th i t i
fHS
k
ith
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Suggestion: put education signs at the
The streambank is eroded
playground and tennis courts, maybe at the
footbridge and/or the High School Rd
The creek is polluted

Daniel Walsh

Stephen J.
Koniers
Lorraine Marino A way to tie the tennis courts in?
|
|Maybe some additional support for the
many walkers and exercisers -- such as

There is too much litter|I am worried about my safety|The
creek and adjoining areas are often flooded|The creek is
polluted|The streambank is eroded

The creek and adjoining areas are often flooded|The creek
is polluted|The streambank is eroded
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Name

Please elaborate on any of the issues you
feel are present at Ogontz Park.

Please check any issues you feel are present on the
Tookany Creek (within park boundaries).

What OTHER
Please elaborate on any of the
issues do you
issues you feel are present in
feel are present and around the Tookany Creek.
on the Tookany
Creek (within

You have now identified what you like about the park
Browser
and what you feel should be improved. In your
opinion, please elaborate on what priorities the Master
Plan should address.
Mozilla/4.0
(compatible;
MSIE
7 0 AOL
Mozilla/4.0

Cynthia Silber
Jeffrey Kenneth
Kohn, M.D.
Restoration and preservationh are key, but additional
seating and improvements to the feild area are of
interest to me.

Bill England

Jennifer
Brandabur/ Bill
Wilken

The porta potties are simply not a long
term viable option. This is something that
needs to be addressed.

Nicer Playground at Ogontz.
|Removal of nasty fence at Ogontz
|Better access to Tookany Creek
|Teens hanging out at HSP

There is too much litter|The streambank is eroded

Allan Freedman
phil

The creek and adjoining areas are often flooded|There are
not enough fish|The creek is polluted|The streambank is
eroded

foliage around the tennis courts needs to
be controlled so as to minimize the impact
to fences & court surfaces.

There is too much litter|The streambank is eroded

risa mandell

There is too much litter|I am worried about my safety

Matthew
Grissinger

There is too much litter|There are not enough fish

jeff

There is too much litter|There are not enough fish|The
creek is polluted|The streambank is eroded

vehicle speed control through & by the park needs
consideration.
again, litter litter litter.

Adults to inculcate "good manners" with nature and
one another by modeling proper conduct, promoting

Suzanne Sbar
Gina Craigo

The play equipment sits oddly in the park.
I'm not sure how it could be better
incorporated or make it more inclusive of
the overall park. It would be nice to have
some events at the park, though I'm not
sure what.

Jamie Lemisch
Barbara krause

The stream bank, especially in
Safety; Lighting; Signage; Streambank access and
HS Park is pretty eroded and not creek cleansiness and also general aesthetics of all.
accessible. It does not seem
that clean and flooding is a
persistent issue.

The streambank is eroded

caroline
stritzinger
Anthony
Bisceglie

There is too much litter|The creek and adjoining areas are
often flooded|The creek is polluted|The streambank is
eroded

I find that to many non-residents are using There are too many unleashed animals|I have witnessed
our facilites and parks. To many times I
animal waste being left behind|There is too much
find they do not respect our parks and ruin litter|There are not enough fish|The creek is polluted
them for others.
|
|I feel my tax dollars are used to maintain
The track could use a little attention in
terms of grading to get rid of some of the
puddles

the playground area is dirty, including the
equipment, and sometimes insects are
i
The track
floods after rain and snow melt.

The creek and adjoining areas are often flooded; the
streambank is eroded.
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More atletic facilites and recreation programs. More
baseball/softball fields.
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Flooding issues and drug and alcohol traffic in park.

"In wilderness is the preservation of the world" I love
wilderness even poison ivy!

Nikkie Lee
Miriam Moss

There are too many unleashed animals; The creek and
adjoining areas are often flooded; the streambank is
erodided

Ayala Guy
Beth Yount &
Ron Lebovits

There is too much litter; the creek is polluted; the
streambank is eroded.

Susan Weinberg

Rita Monaghan

Barbara Hughes How can the groups that use the soccer
and baseball fields be encouraged to clean
up their trash/use the trash cans? Can
their be more cans and could their be
recycling for their beverage containers?

There is too much litter; the creek and adjoining areas are
often flooded; the streambank is eroded.

Litter on the ground and in the
water. When people eat there,
they leave their trash and it
makes me sick. I have also seen
boys chasing the heron and the
ducks.
I am concerned about people
who throw trash in the creek. Is
it possible to clear the
underbrush and trash from the
creek bank on the Church Road
Side?
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|Specific instructions on how to maintain and restore
the park, how to make it safer and prevent vandalism

Butch Parilo
(Kokikai Aikido)
Eric Leighton
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I would like to see the 3 areas maintain their natural
environment. Priority #1-More conveniently placed
trash cans including recycling containers for plastic and
cans. Priority #2 Lighting at Ogontz Park to allow
walking on the track in the evening and at dusck (not
late at night) Priority #3 keeping walking track in
usable condition. Also, is there any chance of
bicycle/walking trail connecting to the Tookany Creek
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Forbes Environmental &
Land Use Planning

82 Carousel Circle
New Britain, PA 18901
215-230-9549 (Office)
215-272-2617 (Cell)

Memo
To:

Project Steering Committee

From: Suzanne Forbes, AICP
CC:

Bryan Havir, AICP PP, Amy Steffen and Project Consulting Team

Date: 4/21/2009 (Revised)
Re:

Final Report, Community Survey (Needs Assessment)

PLEASE REVIEW FOR DISCUSSION AT
APRIL 20, 2008 STEERING COMMITTEE MEETING
As you are all aware, in the last two months we created, distributed and gathered community
surveys. This task is part of our public outreach program and the findings will inform the
planning process and become part of the needs assessment portion of the Master Plan. The
following is an overview of the process and some of the key findings from this task.
Overview of Community Survey Process
•

Selection of Questions & Methods for Distribution/Collection- The consultants did
the necessary research to create applicable questions and to recommend a format,
distribution and collection method based on the contract and budget. An overall memo
was created for the client and the steering committee and review comments were
incorporated and implemented.
Individual Steering Committee members provided a variety of volunteer tasks. For
example, a digital method for distribution and receipt of the community surveys was
created by steering committee member David Cohen, AICP. A link to the survey was
placed on Township and Friends of High School Park websites and completed, digital
surveys were automatically sent to the consultant. As a result, the consultant received
40 completed, digitally transmitted surveys.
In addition, several hundred community hard copies were also distributed by hand to
local homes and left at locally popular places (e.g., High School Park, Township
building, Elkins Park Library, local businesses). Mailboxes were created and left at
distribution sites. Respondents could complete the survey and place them in the mail
boxes or send them directly to the consultant. The consultant received 8 completed,
hard copy surveys via mail. A total of 48 community surveys were received.
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•

Schedule & Methodology – The final questionnaire contained directions, a one page
overview of the project (for educational purposes), a section for contact information,
and approximately 25 questions. The majority of the questions were multiple choice
format (checking boxes); however some questions allowed for elaboration. The
community was provided with approximately 5 weeks to respond. The consultant
created an overview memo for discussion at the April 30, 2008 community meeting.
Findings were provided to the project team for review, consideration, and incorporation
into ecological, landscape and management plan recommendations. Findings were also
incorporated into the needs assessment section of the Master Plan.

Key Findings from Community Surveys –
An excel spreadsheet was submitted to the client and is in the appendices. In addition, key
findings for each question category area are noted in the following subsections:
Contact Information
•

Number of Respondents- Forty-eight (48) people responded to the survey (40
digitally, 8 via the postal system).

•

Geographic Region- The vast majority of respondents were from the Elkins Park area
(42 from 19027 zip code). Others were returned from the19012 zip code (4) and the
19006 zip code (1).

•

Contact Information- Almost all of the respondents (44) provided full contact
information or a name and e-mail. There were two that provided only their zip code.
Almost all (41) preferred e-mail for information about meetings and future events.

•

Gender- Thirty (30) respondents were female (15 male, remainder not providing
gender information).

•

Age- Most of the respondents were in the age 40-60 age range with the breakdown as
follows: age 1-30 (1); age 30-40 (5); age 40-50 (14); age 50-60 (15); and older than
age 60 (2).

•

Additional Information- Respondents were asked if they would like to receive more
information. The majority (32) requested information about future meetings. The
majority (40) asked to receive information about future events. Twenty-one (21)
respondents wanted to know more about the Friends of High School Park. The data
base was sent to the FHSP to add to their contact list. It is recommended that the
contact list also be used to inform respondents about Master Plan meetings and future
events.
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Awareness of Project/Project Area
As noted previously, a one-page project overview was attached to the community survey
for educational purposes. Respondents were asked to provide information about their
knowledge base. The following responses pertain to the educational piece:
•

Geographic Knowledge- Two (2) respondents did not know the location of Ogontz
Park before reading the educational piece, while everyone (48) knew the location of
High School Park. Four (4) respondents did not know the Tookany Creek was
flowing through the two parks.

•

Definition of Master Plan- Fourteen (14) respondents did not know the definition of
Master Plan before reading the educational piece.

•

Recreational Definitions- The majority (44) knew the difference between passive and
active recreation.

•

Plants- All of the respondents (48) knew the difference between invasive, non-native
plants and invasive plants.

Park Use, High School Park
The survey contained questions about current park use. The following information was
provided:
•

HS Park Visitation Frequency- The majority (19) respondents visited daily/weekly,
(16) visited several times a year, seven (7) monthly, and four (4) rarely or never.

•

HS Park Activities- A variety of activities were listed on the community surveys.
Respondents noted their activity preferences in several areas with the breakdown as
follows:
o Walking Hiking- 39
o Attending Events- 21
o Nature Exploration20
o Volunteering- 12
o Walking
Dogs/Animals-12
o Bird Watching- 8
o Photography-6
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Jogging-4
No Answer-3
Sun Bathing- 1
Other- Yoga-1
Other (Sitting on Benches)-1
(Sitting on Benches
and Reading)-1

•

Elaboration on What Respondent Most Enjoys- the following additional
information was provided in the “write in” section of the HS Park Use portion of the
survey:
o HS Park is a green space within our community. Native plants are encouraged
and maintained. It is a location for community events, like Arts in the Park.
o It's a natural oasis in a developed area. I love that it's natural and I like
watching birds, butterflies.

o I find it invaluable to have this little piece of unstructured nature to go to on a
daily basis. There are plenty of "structured" green areas everywhere, but far
too few like this one. High School Park in its natural state is a rare example of
nature's untouched beauty. Seeing the park in all lights, seasons and weather
conditions, it has become one of the main reasons for remaining in the
neighborhood.
o On my daily walks I meet up with other dog walkers and nature lovers and
many a good conversation and even lasting friendships have their origin in
this wonderful park. While walking my dog with my friends we all make sure
that the park remains pristine. We pick up stray trash, call the township about
overflowing garbage cans and even pick up the odd dog droppings of other
people's dogs. We love the park and treat it as if it were our own property.
o I live on the rim of the park (Harrison Avenue), and I enjoy looking at it every
single day. I enjoy seeing the seasonal changes there. I enjoy watching
people enjoy it with their children and dogs. I enjoy seeing the park used for
events like Arts in the Park. All of this is pure pleasure for me. I used to
watch people clamber on the roofs of the abandoned high school buildings
there and worried that someone would eventually lose their life there. This is
SO much better than that! And I love having a natural area next to my home.
o It is a beautiful space. I enjoy seeing the progress. I was on the Board of
FHSP for many years.
o I live across the street from the park and want the park to add value to my
home.
o It's a natural oasis.
o I especially like the community involvement aspect of the project. Arts in the
Park is especially great
o I love a close-by place where my dog can walk on lead, and I can join a lovely
group dog owners.
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o Being able to walk my dog freely, not on a leash. Having this park to be able
to do that. I also appreciate the lay out of the park and how it is kept up.
o Having open, green space. Places to walk and to sit that are away from the
street.
o I appreciate the fact that it is a passive park.
o It is so close to my home
o It is part of a community effort -- cared about by those of you doing the
development of it.
o It is a beautiful site in the midst of our urban/suburban community. I live near
this area and enjoy spending time taking in the scenery.
o The Community aspect and the beauty of the park. Congratulations to all who
have planned what it has become!
o Being outdoors in a relatively safe environment, the park's terrain
o It is very close to where I live. Nice to walk to with my kids. Do not have to
cross any streets to get to.
o I appreciate that there is this reclaimed parkland that so many volunteers care
enough about to manage and improve. I appreciate the native plant
restoration goals as it has such a huge impact on the environment. I also
appreciate having a passive recreation option in the Township.
o Beautiful natural setting. The wildflowers, meadow, variety of eco- systems.
The birds. Arts in the Park. I appreciate how close it is to where I live.
o I appreciate knowing that valuable habitat is being preserved for the wildlife
in the area.
o I enjoy the fact that I walk from my house to the park with my dog. I
appreciate the ability to have my well behaved dog walk there and interact
with other dogs. I feel that the dog owners overwhelmingly show good
judgment and respect to other users of the park that do not have dogs. I would
not like the township to impose any restrictions on the use of the park to those
that love walking there dogs there and find it one of the best reasons to remain
in the neighborhood.
o I love the flora and fauna.
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o I like to walk in the park during each season.
o I enjoy the open space, that it is not too developed, and taking my children to
explore.
o I think it’s beautiful. I love the opportunity I get to enjoy it simply because I
am there walking my dog.
o I like the care taken of the plants and the labels on the plants.
o Because my property abuts High School Park and the creek, I most enjoy
being able to look out my window and see a natural area.
Park Use, Ogontz Park
The survey also contained questions about use and activities at Ogontz Park. The
following information was provided:
•

Ogontz Park, Visitation Frequency- The majority (16) visited several times a year,
Eleven (11) visited rarely or never, eight (8) daily/weekly, and (4) monthly. There
was one “no answer”.

•

Ogontz Park Activities- Respondents noted their activity preferences in several areas
with the breakdown as follows:
o Tennis- 4
o Walking Dogs- 4
o Walking/Hiking- 27
o Baseball- 3
o Jogging- 9
o Volunteering- 2
o Soccer- 5
o Photography-1
o Attending Events-6
o Other, Playground- 2
o Nature Exploration-7

•

Elaboration on What Respondents Most Enjoy- The following additional
information was provided in the “write in” section of that portion of the survey:

o Local tennis courts. When my children were younger: having a local park for parents
to take their children to play; a place for soccer and softball. Having a running track.
o I have been there for sporting events for my kids, and when they were younger I used
the playground. I walk on the track sometimes.
o I like to walk on the track for exercise.
o A great track for walking and jogging. A place for neighbors to engage in sports and
games. A playground for little kids. And a foot bridge over the beautiful stream-always a pleasure to use that and to enjoy watching and listening to the water.
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o I used to watch the kids play soccer; have used it as a walking track, and when the
kids were very little I took them to the play ground. Now I rarely go there.
o It was a great park to take my kids to when they were little.
o Great fields for sports
o It provides recreation for both adults and children. The track is key. The playground is
also important.
o I didn't realize those tennis courts were part of the park! I thought it was part of the
apartment complex.
o A well-maintained (when it is maintained) running trail.
o I like having the fields near us. We like to walk there, kick a ball around, and look at
the creek from the bridge with my daughter.
o I like having the active recreation park, especially so close to High School Park. I
think the track is well-utilized and that's fabulous.
o I like jogging on the track. Like the location in my neighborhood.
o Though I do not currently have children, I appreciate knowing that I will have a safe
place to take them to play and explore.
o It’s close to home.
o I use the track for walking.
o It’s a central location that combines several outdoor activities.
o I enjoy watching all the activities there and sometimes I jog.
o Watching all the activities from my balcony.
o Because the track is less than a block away from my house, I get to exercise there
regularly.
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Creek Use, Along the Tookany Creek
The survey contained questions about use and activities along the Tookanay Creek. The
following information was provided:
•

Tookany Creek, Visitation Frequency- The majority (17) visited rarely or never
followed by several times/year (13), Daily/Weekly (11), and monthly (1). There was
one (1) no answer.

•

Tookany Creek, Activities- Respondents noted their activity preferences in several
areas with the breakdown as follows:
o Environmental
Education- 2
o Fishing-1
o Other, Biking-1
o Other,
Sitting
Watching-1

o Walking/Hiking- 28
o Nature Exploration14
o Bird Watching- 6
o Volunteering- 6
o Photogaphy-3

•

&

Elaboration on What Respondent Most Enjoys- The following additional
information was provided in the “write in” section of that portion of the survey:

o Flowing water in the community is beautiful and helps restore the spirit.
o I like that it is a natural area.
o I love streams; always have, since I was a child. This is great, and it's practically in
our back yard.
o It is a beautiful creek.
o Natural escape.
o I like looking at it and hearing the water as I walk by.
o It is pretty and peaceful.
o I like having a creek within walking distance to my home.
o The ducks and occasional fish.
o The flow of the Creek.
o Skipping rocks with son
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o I enjoy having the creek in the park as an opportunity, but think there's much
improvement that could be done.
o It is just really enjoyable to be by the creek and see and hear the kingfisher fly by and
see the duck!
o I enjoy hearing the creek late at night and during the day.

Issues at High School Park
Respondents were asked to check off issues they feel are present at High School Park. The
following is a tally of their responses from the most to least infrequent answers:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
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There should be more events there- 18
I would like to see landscaping improvements- 15
I would like to see more birds and animals there- 15
There are not enough places to sit- 12
I would like more information on the natural amenities at the park- 12
There is too much litter- 12
I would like bathroom facilities- 10
There is not enough site lighting- 10
I have witnessed animal waste being left behind- 9
The trails are not maintained or marked adequately- 7
No Answer-6
There are too many unleashed animals- 6
I have witnessed vandalism- 6
I would like more parking- 3
I am worried about my safety- 3
I would like additional handicapped accessibility - 2
Other- Teenagers (vandalism)o
1/Teenagers (fireworks)-1
o
Teenagers (hanging out)- 1
o
Too much traffic-1
o
Drugs/Alcohol -1
o
An updated list of animal and birds and wildflowers in bloom.
The park is too crowded- 0
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Elaboration of Issues, High School ParkThe respondents were provided with an opportunity to elaborate on the issues they feel are
present at High School Park. The feedback received is as follows:
o Signs to help people understand where this water comes from and where it's headed,
along with why there are so few fish and so little vegetation would be wonderful. Is
there any chance of somehow making the excess concrete look a little better?
o I now live closer to Tookany Creek Park and I am saddened by the jagged broken
glass, jagged hard plastic, jagged CDs, plastic bags hanging from the trees like leaves
and litter in general. I understand that recycling is not mandatory or practiced in the
Townships schools. The up and coming generation needs to have ecological etiquette
internalized while they are young. Additionally, hospitals and businesses in the
Township need to use non-plastic biodegradable recyclable flatware and containers buying in bulk will force the price down - I'm not suggesting a "feel-good" afternoon
for kids and adults to turn out for clean-up. I'm suggesting lifestyle change: Kids
bring reusable flatware and containers to school everyday for lunch. Kids wash them
out every evening. Let's reclaim proportion in our sense of self and the materials we
use and cast off the entitled hubris of the "throw away" society. Thank you.
o I'd like there to be easy, comfortable access to the water and nice places to sit.
o People who walk their dogs "off leash" at the park are violating a policy to keep your
dog on-leash. I feel threatened by large dogs running without a leash. My small dog is
intimidated by large dogs running up to her. It is a beautiful park and could be used
for 1-2 more small events a year to benefit our Elkins Park community in some way. It
would be nice to have more information about the park itself printed or in some way
available when passing by or walking through the park.
o I don’t think the community understands what High School Park is all about. And
both parks have become places for teenagers and that worries me at night
o I think the park should stay exactly as it is. Any "improvements" such as facilities,
marked paths etc. will only lead to just another structured park and move away from
its original charm. I believe that we need to have the courage to leave one piece of
land as close to nature as possible, and if it's not for the birds then maybe for our
children.
o Yes, dogs are being walked, and there may be the odd dropping, but with our daily
presence we try very hard to keep it a clean and accessible place. As far as my dog
walking friends and I are concerned, we try to be very mindful of people without dogs
and keep our animals out of their way.
o Is this survey intended to curb dog walking? I would hope not.
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o I really resent the fact that the first two questions are about the animals. It is an
indication of things to come and this troubles me. Why not lead with Too much litter
(which is true), or safety issues or bathroom facilities? Sorry but this whole issue has
always angered me. Most dog owners pick up and control their dogs. Others need to
be warned or told. I hope whoever is making the final decision will take much more
into account than this survey.
o The park is too buggy in the summer to be comfortable and the central meadow is too
dense and unattractive.
o Keep going with the wonderful restoration efforts!!
o I dislike people not cleaning up after their dogs.
o Unfortunately the lack of lighting and the distance from the road leads to HSP being a
teen hang out. Lighting would solve some of this issue, but it's costly and
environmentally unfriendly. There needs to be additional patrolling by our friendly
local police--especially on weekends after dark towards the back of the park. This
isn't all innocent activity.
o No bathrooms. They're an invitation to crime. I have seen graffiti both at HSP and in
Melrose Park. Graffiti and litter send a message: Crime is OK here. Neither can be
tolerated. I was raised here in the 50s and 60s; certainly I'm a craggy curmudgeon
now; nevertheless, I hear from others, "It's not was it was,” referring to the downward
spiral towards suburban blight. Nothing less than vigilance and zero tolerance of
graffiti and of litter is required. Please stop using plastic strips for markers. They wind
up as litter. Downstream they may be strangling fish, amphibians, others and just
adding to the muck in our watersheds. Please consider using hemp and natural dye.
o Lighting needs to be improved and increased signage about the park and marking
trails would be a great addition. Dogs are a common issue and some owners are
responsible and responsive, others not so much.
o I find that too many non-residents are using our facilities and parks. To many times I
find they do not respect our parks and ruin them for others. I feel my tax dollars are
used to maintain our parks and others reap the benefits that don't pay into the system.
o I would like to see a small ampetheater in the park.
o I am extremely satisfied with the park as it is.
o During nice weather at night there are cars with young people drinking and doing
drugs.
o I don’t understand why so many trees and plants are placed so close together.
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o Not all citizens care about the well-being of animals in the park. It would be nice if
the same care given to the plants was given to the animals. It would also be prettier if
the underbrush and logs could be removed.
o The main issue I have is the number of young adults who are along the creek and
leave their litter behind. Also I hear (and smell) their activity. It would also be nice to
have some seating on the High School Road side of the lower meadow area and by the
creek.
Issues at Ogontz Park
Respondents were asked to check off issues they feel are present at Ogontz Park. The
following is a tally of their responses from the most to least infrequent answers:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The bathroom facilities are inadequate-16
There are not enough places to sit-14
I would like to see tennis court improvements-13
I would like to see track improvements-12
No Answer- 11
I would like to see playground improvements-11
There should be more events there-8
There is not enough site lighting-8
I would like to see athletic field improvements-6
There is too much litter- 8
There are too many unleashed animals- 5
I have witnessed vandalism-3
I would like more parking-2
I have witnessed animal waste being left behind-2
I would like additional handicapped accessibility-1
OtherImproved fencing-1
Aesthetic improvements needed-1
Additional Entrances-1
Move the bathroom facilities as they smell-1
I am worried about my safety-0
The park is too crowded-0

Elaboration of Issues at Ogontz ParkThe respondents were provided with an opportunity to elaborate on the issues they feel are
present at Ogontz Park. The feedback received is as follows:
o It has also become a place for teenagers at night and I don’t like that. We use the
tennis courts often.
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o The playground is pretty lame, but we used to love it when the kids were little. It would
be nice to have the playground gated (check out Cisco Park on Montgomery off of
Papermill) to make it safe. The creek is really scary when you have little kids. It's
impossible to relax while at the kids are playing on the playground. On the flip side,
when the plan was to go and throw rocks, the little beach was a really fun destination.
I would like to see that nasty metal fence go. It doesn't serve any real purpose as we
don't have someone open and shut the gates daily. It just catches trash and looks icky.
(This is for the entire park, not just the creek side.)
o The tennis courts are aging. Cleaned and repainted surfaces would be great.
There are a lot of athletics and small children, so great bathrooms facilities would
make sense, get used, and improve the park.
o My son played tennis there today (winter) and said the courts and nets were in good
shape.
o Bathroom facilities inadequate? I live next to the park but am unaware that there are
facilities.
o A clean, working water fountain would be nice.
o Suggestion: put education signs at the playground and tennis courts, maybe at the
footbridge and/or the High School Rd Bridge, perhaps elsewhere, about the
restoration work going on.
o A way to tie the tennis courts in? Maybe some additional support for the many walkers
and exercisers -- such as stretching stations that are in some parks. Enforcing the "no
dog" rule!
o The porta-potties are simply not a long term viable option. This is something that
needs to be addressed.
o Foliage around the tennis courts needs to be controlled so as to minimize the impact
to fences & court surfaces.
o The play equipment sits oddly in the park. I'm not sure how it could be better
incorporated or make it more inclusive of the overall park. It would be nice to have
some events at the park, though I'm not sure what.
o I find that too many non-residents are using our facilities and parks. To many times I
find they do not respect our parks and ruin them for others. I feel my tax dollars are
used to maintain our parks and others reap the benefits that don't pay into the system.
o The track could use a little attention in terms of grading to get rid of some of the
puddles.
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o The playground area is dirty, including the equipment, and sometimes insects are
annoying.
o The track floods after rain and snow melt.
o Can the groups using the athletic fields be encouraged to clean up after their trash
and to use the trash cans? Can their be more trash and recycling cans?
Issues on Tookany Creek Respondents were asked to check off issues they feel are present along the Tookany Creek.
The following is a tally of their responses from the most to least infrequent answers:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

No Answer- 20
The streambank is eroded- 19
There is too much litter-12
The creek is polluted- 11
The creek and adjoining areas are often flooded- 8
There are not enough fish- 5
I am worried about my safety-3
I have witnessed animal waste being left behind-3
There are too many unleashed animals-3
Other-0

Elaboration of Issues In and Around the Tookany Creek –
The respondents were provided with an opportunity to elaborate on the issues they feel are
present in and around the creek. The feedback received is as follows:
o I notice the litter--not massive amounts but enough to catch the eye--when it is along
the banks. Occasionally I see large items (e.g. vacuum cleaner) dumped into the
water.
o Better signage is needed at each of the locations mentioned in this survey - including
the invitation to join the community group - also describing the parks
o Easy creek access and seating by the creek would be lovely. Boulders to climb and sit
on at the bank could be great. It stinks like sewage sometimes.
o Again, litter litter litter.
o The stream bank, especially in HS Park is pretty eroded and not accessible. It does
not seem that clean and flooding is a persistent issue.
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o There is litter on the ground and in the water. When people eat there they leave their
trash and it makes me sick! I have also seen boys chasing the heron and ducks.
o I am concerned about people that throw their trash in the creek. Is it possible to clear
the underbrush from the bank on the Church Road side of the creek?
Master Plan RecommendationsThe final question asked respondents to identify the priorities we should address in the Master
Plan (Management Plan). The following responses were provided:
o I don't feel qualified to elaborate on a Master Plan. I hope those who are
administering the grant have chosen wisely the people who will guide the plan!
At most, I would recommend making simple, sensible upgrades that benefit the
community groups that are most using the parks: parents with small children, active
people who enjoy walks and exercise, folks with a desire to connect more with nature,
people who like to volunteer and create a more beautiful sense of community.
o Community education about the mission of HSP.
o The plan for High School Park and Tookany Creek should focus on environmental,
habitat, and ecosystem issues - flood prevention; native plants to attract native birds,
butterflies (like Monarchs), and fish; pollution prevention/clean up. There are so few
natural areas left in Cheltenham, we should make sure they help our environment as
much as possible.
o Preservation of trees, bushes, wildlife habitat, stream. Address Lyme disease, which
dogs on our block have gotten in the park (ours got it twice). Improvements to the
playground and track. Picnic area near the stream, probably in the Oogontz Park.
o Plantings that control invasive (if there is such a thing). More signage for
environmental education. Interesting lighting to highlight the park.
o The park is for the use of township residents. Parking is a real problem when events
are held and parking spills over to the local streets. I can live with a few events a
year. But recently joggers are now parking on Park Avenue to begin their run.
o Ridding the park of invasive plants and poison ivy, adding more flowering native
plants, and providing more information about the park and its trails.
o Signage, lighting, physical appearance and more events like Arts in the Park....maybe
fun day of races for kids - season opening or closing events.
o Having the back part of the upper field circle at High School Park for unleashed dogs.
Having the bench areas cleaned of weeds. Better lighting in the entrance of High
School Park so you can walk there in the evening.
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o Seating at both parks. Track and playground conditions. Meadow aesthetics and
mosquito abatement at H.S. Park. It would be lovely t have a picnic area in the
interior of H.S. park, with an open grassy area for play.
o Streambank erosion - especially along High School Rd (under the high school rd.
bridge) - where tree roots are exposed and one large tree was already lost several yrs
ago. There should still though be provision for people to get down to the creek there especially for kids, it's a wonderful educational opportunity (though they think they're
only having fun!).
o The improvement process should not interfere with the current use of the park.
o While I would like to see as little done to the parks as possible, attention to the banks
of the creek do need to be addressed. I would like to see some way to keep people out
of the parks at night, especially the fireworks.
o I don't feel I can give you an informed opinion. I appreciate all of your efforts. I value
having the parks very much -- any continued improvement is appreciated.
I guess I might suggest the idea of a pleasing, meaningful focal point in HS Park
would be my main suggestion for an improvement. I feel it would be a lovely draw on
many levels.
o Restoration and preservation are key, but additional seating and improvements to the
field area are of interest to me.
o Nicer Playground at Ogontz. Removal of nasty fence at Ogontz. Better access to
Tookany Creek. Teens hanging out at HSP.
o Vehicle speed control through & by the park needs consideration.
o Adults to inculcate "good manners" with nature and one another by modeling proper
conduct, promoting and adhering to ordinances re this. All profit and non-profit
businesses operating in the Township pool resources to form a buying club for nonplastic reusable bio-degradable. Shine a light on Cheltenham Township as the first
township in the nation to replace institutional use of non-recyclable Styrofoam as well
as recyclable plastics with biodegradable containers and flatware. Recycling helps,
but it's not the answer to our huge litter and waste management situation.
o Safety; Lighting; Signage; Streambank access and creek cleanliness and also general
aesthetics of all.
o Specific instructions on how to maintain and restore the park, how to make it safer
and prevent vandalism and littering, how to prevent streambank erosion.
o More athletic facilities and recreation programs. More baseball/softball fields.
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o I would like to see the 3 areas maintain in their natural environment. Priority #1More conveniently placed trash cans including recycling containers for plastic and
cans. Priority #2 lighting at Ogontz Park to allow walking on the track in the evening
and at dusk (not late at night). Priority #3 keeping walking track in usable condition.
Also, is there any chance of bicycle/walking trail connecting to the Tookany Creek
Parkway?
o "In wilderness is the preservation of the world" I love wilderness even poison ivy!
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Non-Native and Invasive Species Control at High School Park
The non-native and invasive plant species listed and described below were identified at the park
by Mr. Jack Holt and Ms. Janet Ebert during a 2006 Botanical Report on High School Park, and
by the project team during the development of this Master Plan. These plant species are nonnative, defined here as non-native to the United States. It does not include Western species,
varieties, or cultivars that have become naturalized in the East. Many of the non-native species
described below are also invasive, thus requiring relatively greater attention to its management
than non-native, non-invasive species. In between these two ends of the spectrum are also nonnative species that can become weedy or aggressive under certain environmental conditions, but
that are not typically considered invasive.
All of the species below have been ranked with “X”s to indicate their current invasiveness or
their potential to become invasive at the parks. One “X” indicates a low potential to become
invasive or cause adverse effects to the ecological health of the park, three “X”s indicate a high
potential to become invasive or cause adverse effects, and two “X”s indicate an intermediate
potential to become invasive or cause adverse effects. These rankings may change over time as
environmental conditions at the park change. Likewise, new non-native species that are not
listed below may also be discovered at the park in the future. All of the species descriptions with
three “X” are followed by recommended control techniques. These high-priority invasive
species are as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Norway maple (Acer platanoides)
Tree-of-heaven (Ailanthus altissima)
Garlic mustard (Alliaria petiolata)
Porcelain-berry (Ampelopsis brevidpedunculata)
Common mugwort (Artemisia vulgaris)
Oriental bittersweet (Celastrus orbiculatus)
Canada thistle (Cirsium arvense)
Crown-vetch (Coronilla varia)
English ivy (Hedera helix)
Japanese hops (Humulus japonicus)
Japanese honeysuckle (Lonicera japonica)
Japanese stiltgrass (Microstegium vimineum)
White mulberry (Morus alba)
Princess-tree (Paulownia tomentosa)
Japanese knotweed (Polygonum cuspidatum)
Lesser celandine (Ranunculus ficaria)
Multiflora rose (Rosa multiflora)
Wineberry (Rubus phoenicolasius)

This information is intended to be used in conjunction with the calendar plan presented as Table
1.
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Non-Native and Invasive Species Control at High School Park
Acer palmatum (Japanese maple)
Japanese maple is present in the upland woods community of High
School Park. It is a slow-growing, deciduous shrub or small tree in
the maple family (Aceraceae) and reaches up to 30 feet in height. It
is native to Asia with approximately 400 named cultivars. It
occasionally escapes to disturbed woods, particularly in urban and
suburban forests (Rhoads and Block, 2005, 2000).
Japanese maple leaves

Acer platanoides (Norway maple)

Source: www.bomengids.nl

Norway maple is present in the upland woods and forested
floodplain communities of High School Park, and in the wooded
portions of Ogontz Park. It is a large deciduous tree in the maple
family (Aceraceae) and reaches up to 65 feet in height with a broad,
rounded crown, and leaves and twigs with a milky sap when cut or
torn. The presence of the milky sap is often used to distinguish this
species from the somewhat similar sugar maple (Acer saccharum), a
native species. This sap is difficult to detect by late in the growing
season (Fergus, 2002; Rhoads and Block 2002).
This is the most widespread maple in Europe and Asia, and was
introduced into North America in 1756 by a Mr. John Bartram of
Philadelphia who received seedlings from a Mr. Philip Miller. This
species rapidly became a popular tree for city plantings and many cultivars have been developed
including purple-leaved and columnar forms.
Norway maple leaf

Source: www. discoverlife.org

It is now a frequent invader of urban
and suburban forests, often forming
monotypic stands that create very
dense shade that inhibits understory
growth. It is naturalized throughout
most of Pennsylvania, although it is
more common in the southern half of
the state (Fergus, 2002; Rhoads and
Block, 2005, 2002, 2000; Swearingen
et al, 2002).
Norway maple exhibit extreme shade
tolerance, which allows it to penetrate
beneath an intact forest canopy. When
this species reaches the canopy layer, it
Norway maple along Tookany Creek
casts deep shade throughout the forest
Source: Phil Perhamus, AMEC (2008)
inhibiting the growth of native flora.
It’s strong, shallow roots also out-compete the rooting system of native plants. This species
reproduces by seed (Rhoads and Block, 2002).
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Norway Maple Control
• Norway maples should be identified and marked with flagging for a number of different
removal efforts. The marking of this species is easily conducted in the late fall when
their bright yellow leaves remain on the tree, long after the leaves of native maples have
dropped (i.e. Norway maple exhibits a different phenology than native maples). The
identification and marking of Norway maples is scheduled as follows:
o Year 1 – October – Excluding the large Norway maples along the Harrison
Avenue tree-row, any small specimens of this species in the edge and wooded
communities should be marked for later removal.
o Year 2 – March – Dig out or Weed Wrench any small Norway maples marked
from the previous year.
o Year 2 - October to November – Excluding the large Norway maples along the
Harrison Avenue tree-row, mark any new specimens in the edge and wooded
communities for later removal.
o Year 3 – March – Dig out or Weed Wrench any small Norway maples marked
from the previous year.
o Year 3 – April – Excluding the large Norway maples along the Harrison Avenue
tree-row, girdle medium to large specimens and treat the cut with either of the
following herbicides within 5 to 20 minutes of cutting:
50% solution of glyphosate in water plus surfactant (e.g., Roundup)
50% solution of triclopyr in water (e.g., Garlon)
o Year 3 – September – Re-apply herbicide to any girdled Norway maples, at the
same 50% concentration.
o Year 3 – October - Excluding the large Norway maples along the Harrison
Avenue tree-row, mark any new specimens observed in the edge and wooded
communities for later removal.
o Year 4 – March - Dig out or Weed Wrench any small Norway maples marked
from the previous year.
o Year 4 – April – Re-apply herbicide to any girdled Norway maples, at the same
50% concentration.
o Year 5 – October – Identify and mark Norway maples along the Harrison Avenue
tree-row.
o Year 6 – March - Dig out or Weed Wrench any small Norway maples marked
from the previous year.
o Year 6 – May – Girdle the large Norway maples along the Harrison Avenue treerow and treat the cut with either of the following herbicides within 5 to 20
minutes of cutting:
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50% solution of glyphosate in water plus surfactant (e.g., Roundup)
50% solution of triclopyr in water (e.g., Garlon)
o Year 6 – September - Re-apply herbicide to girdled Norway maples along the
Harrison Avenue tree-row, at the same 50% concentration.
o Year 7 – April - Re-apply herbicide to girdled Norway maples along the Harrison
Avenue tree-row, at the same 50% concentration.
o Year 7 – September - Re-apply herbicide to girdled Norway maples along the
Harrison Avenue tree-row, at the same 50% concentration.
o Year 7 – October - Identify and mark any new specimens of Norway maple
throughout the park for later removal.
o Year 8 – March - Dig out or Weed Wrench any small Norway maples marked
from the previous year.
o Years 9+ Continue to monitor for the presence of new Norway maple seedlings
throughout the park, and either hand-pull, dig out, or Weed Wrench as
soon as possible at any time of the year.
Cut down girdled Norway maple specimens and treat the stumps during
the growing season as indicated above using the 50% herbicide
concentration.
Continue to monitor both new and old stumps for re-sprouting, treating
them during the growing season with the same 50% herbicide
concentration.
Acer pseudoplatanus (Sycamore maple)
Sycamore maple is present in the upland woods community
of High School Park. It is a large deciduous tree in the maple
family (Aceraceae) and reaches up to 60 feet in height with a
broad and spreading crown. It is native to Europe and Asia,
but is found in disturbed urban and suburban forests, waste
ground, and along railroad tracks in the southern part of
Pennsylvania. The earliest record of this species occurring as
a naturalized tree is from Lehigh County in 1908 (Rhoads
and Block, 2005, 2000).
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Sycamore maple leaves
Source: www.uni-graz.at
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Aegopodium podagraria (Goutweed)
Goutweed is present in the meadow and forested floodplain
communities of High School Park. It is a branched herb in the
parsley family (Apiaceae), measures 16 to 30 inches in height, and
produces white flowers from late May to late June. It is native to
Eurasia, and frequently naturalized in fields, thickets, disturbed
woods, and roadsides (Rhoads and Block, 2000).
Goutweed

Source: www.toyen.uio.no

Agrostis gigantea (syn: A. alba) (Redtop)
Redtop is present in the meadow community of High School Park. It
is a perennial in the grass family (Poaceae) and reaches up to 5 feet in
height. It frequently becomes established in moist fields, roadsides,
and waste ground (Rhoads and Block, 2000). This species has the
potential to exhibit allelopathy (the ability of a plant species to
produce substances that are toxic to certain other plants).
Redtop

Ailanthus altissima (Tree-of-heaven)

Source: www.ofnc.ca

Tree-of-heaven is present in the meadow and woods communities of High School Park. It is also
present in the wooded portions of Ogontz Park. It is a fast-growing, deciduous tree in the
Quassia family (Simaroubaceae), and reaches up to 100 feet in height. All parts of the tree,
especially the flowers, have a strong, offensive, peanut butter-like odor (Fergus 2002; Rhoads
and Block 2002, 2005).

Tree-of-Heaven sapling in the rear meadow community
Source: Phil Perhamus, AMEC (2008)
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It is native to China, and is dioecious,
meaning there are separate male and
female plants. It was first introduced to
North America from central China, by a
gardener in Philadelphia in 1784, and by
1840 it was commonly available from
nurseries. Since that time, it has become
widely naturalized and is now an
extremely common tree in urban areas,
causing much damage to sewers, water
pipes, and wells. Tree-of-heaven is a
prolific seed producer and has a great
ability to spread by root sprouts. This
species has exhibited allelopathy under
experimental conditions (Fergus, 2002;
Rhoads and Block, 2005, 2000;
Swearingen et al, 2002).

Non-Native and Invasive Species Control at High School Park
Tree-of-Heaven Control
• Year 2 – May - Hand-pull, dig out, or Weed
Wrench small tree-of-heaven from the edge
and wooded communities.
• Year 2 – August - Mark large specimens of
tree-of-heaven for later removal.
• Year 3 – April – girdle large specimens of
tree-of-heaven marked from previous year,
and treat the cut with either of the following
herbicides within 5 to 20 minutes of cutting:

Tree-of-Heaven seeds

Source: www.wikipedia.org

o 50% solution of glyphosate and water plus surfactant (e.g., Roundup)
o 50% solution of triclopyr in water (e.g., Garlon)
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Year 3 – September – Re-apply herbicides to girdled tree-of-heaven using the same 50%
solution indicated above.
Year 4 – April – Re-apply herbicides to the girdled tree-of-heaven specimens. Hand-pull,
dig out, or Weed Wrench small tree-of-heaven in the edge and wooded communities,
making sure to remove the entire large taproot. The best time to do this is following a
rainfall when the soil is loose.
Year 4 – September - Re-apply herbicides to girdled tree-of-heaven using the same 50%
solution indicated above.
Year 5 – September - Re-apply herbicides to girdled tree-of-heaven using the same 50%
solution indicated above.
Year 6 – September - Re-apply herbicides to girdled tree-of-heaven using the same 50%
solution indicated above.
Year 7 – September - Re-apply herbicides to girdled tree-of-heaven using the same 50%
solution indicated above.
Year 8 – September - Re-apply herbicides to girdled tree-of-heaven using the same 50%
solution indicated above.
Year 9 – September - Re-apply herbicides to girdled tree-of-heaven using the same 50%
solution indicated above.
Years 10+ o Continue to monitor for the presence of new tree-of-heaven seedlings throughout
the park, and either hand-pull, dig out, or Weed Wrench in the early spring
(April).
o Cut down girdled tree-of-heaven specimens and treat the stumps during the
growing season as indicated above using the 50% herbicide concentration.
o Continue to monitor the new stumps for re-sprouting, treating them during the
latter part of the growing season (September) with the same 50% herbicide
concentration.
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Alliaria petiolata (Garlic mustard)
Garlic mustard is present in the woods and forested
floodplain communities of both parks. It is a coolseason, biennial herb in the mustard family
(Brassicaceae) that ranges from 6 to 48 inches in
height and produces white flowers from late April
to June. The leaves and stems emit a distinctive
garlic odor when crushed, particularly in the spring
and early summer (Rhoads and Block 2002, 2000;
Swearingen et al, 2002).
This species originated from Europe and was first
recorded in the United States around 1868 where it
Garlic mustard
Source: Phil Perhamus (2008)
was thought to have been brought over by settlers
for food and medicinal purposes. This species invades disturbed
areas and forest understories, out-competing native species and
gaining an even greater advantage as it is typically avoided by
deer. Reproduction is primarily by seed which can remain
dormant and viable for many years in the soil; because of this, a
long-term commitment is necessary to control this species (Rhoads
and Block, 2002, 2000; Swearingen et al, 2002).
Garlic Mustard Control
Garlic mustard basal leaves
• Years 1 to 10 – March to April - Hand-pull garlic mustard
Source: www.wikipedia.org
from the edge and wooded communities, ensuring that all
of the plant is collected, bagged, and removed off-site. (A pulled plant will continue to
mature and produce seeds.)
• Years 10+ o Continue to monitor for garlic mustard throughout these communities.
Allium vineale (Field garlic)
Field garlic is present throughout both High School and Ogontz Parks. It is an
herbaceous plant in the lily family (Liliaceae) colloquially known by some as
“onion grass”, reaching up to 3 feet tall, and producing white, pink, or purple
flowers from June to July. It is native to Europe and is very common in
disturbed ground and open woods (Rhoads and Block, 2000).
Field garlic

Source: www.wikimedia.org
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Ampelopsis brevipedunculata (Porcelain-berry)
Porcelain-berry is present in the meadow and woods
communities of High School Park. It is also present in the
wooded portions of Ogontz Park. It is a climbing or
scrambling vine in the grape family (Vitaceae). It is native to
Asia, and was and currently is used in the United States as a
bedding and landscape plant.
This species grows well
in
moist
soils,
especially
pond
margins, streambanks,
thickets, and waste
Porcelain-berry leaves and fruit
places where there is full
Source: www.thymeafterthyme.com
sunlight to partial shade.
It flowers from May to August and produces bright blue
berries from September to October. It spreads quickly in
urban areas and shades out native plant species (Rhoads
and Block, 2000; Swearingen et al, 2002).

Porcelain-berry leaves and fruit
Source: www.duke.edu

Porcelain-berry Control
• Year 1 – June – Manually remove vines from the edge and wooded communities.
• Year 1 – August – Manually remove vines from the wooded communities.
• Year 2 – April – Manually remove vines from the edge and wooded communities.
• Year 2 – September – Manually remove vines from the edge community.
• Year 3 – May – Manually remove vines from the edge and wooded communities.
• Year 3 – August – Manually remove vines from the edge and wooded communities.
• Years 4+ o Continue to monitor the edge and wooded communities for the presence of
porcelain-berry, and any new specimens should be manually removed.
Anthoxanthum odoratum (Sweet vernalgrass)
Sweet vernalgrass is present in the edge community of High School Park. It
is a perennial in the grass family (Poaceae) from 12 to 28 inches tall that is
native to Eurasia but is commonly found in open fields, meadows, and
roadsides throughout Pennsylvania (Rhoads and Block, 2000).
Sweet vernalgrass

Source: http://tncweeds.ucdavis.edu
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Arctium lappa (Great burdock)
Great burdock is present in the meadow and edge communities of High
School Park. It is a biennial herbaceous plant from 5 to 10 feet tall that
produces pink or purplish flowers from July to September. It is native to
Eurasia but occasionally naturalized along floodplains and roadsides
(Rhoads and Block, 2000).
Great burdock

Source: www.scienceviews.com

Artemisia annua (Sweet wormwood, annual wormwood)
Sweet wormwood is present in the edge community of High School
Park. It is an annual herbaceous plant in the aster family
(Asteraceae) to 10 feet tall that is native to Eurasia but found in
cultivated fields, roadsides, and urban waste ground (Rhoads and
Block, 2000).

Sweet wormwood leaves

Source: http://imagesforum.doctissimo.fr

Artemisia vulgaris (Common mugwort)
Common mugwort is present in the meadow community of the
park. It is a perennial herbaceous plant in the aster family
(Asteraceae). It is native to Eurasia but very common on
gardens, lawns, roadsides, thickets, and waste ground throughout
Pennsylvania (Rhoads and Block, 2000). It is the relatively
lesser-known culprit for producing hay fever.

Common mugwort

Source: http://extension.missouri.edu

Common Mugwort Control
• Years 1 to 3 – July and/or August – Hand-pull plants from the edge and wooded
communities.
• Years 4+ (July and/or August) - Continue to monitor the edge and wooded communities,
and hand-pull any specimens.
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Berberis thunbergii (Japanese barberry)

Japanese barberry leaves

Source: www.about-garden.com

Japanese barberry is present in the woods
community of High School Park. It is a spiny,
densely-branched, deciduous shrub in the
barberry family (Berberidaceae) that can reach
up to 6 feet tall. It is widely grown as a
landscape ornamental in hedges and shrub
borders. Many cultivars have been developed,
including purple-leaved forms. It is native to
Japan but is frequently naturalized in woods,
old fields, roadsides, and hedgerows
throughout Pennsylvania. It was introduced
into the United States in 1875 as an
ornamental. It is highly shade-tolerant and is
avoided by deer. Reproduction is primarily by
seed (Rhoads and Block, 2002. 2000;
Swearingen et al, 2002).

Bromus commutatus (Hairy chess)
Hairy chess is present in the meadow and forested floodplain
communities of High School Park. It is an annual in the grass
family (Poaceae) from 12 to 24 inches tall. It is native to Europe
but found in fields, roadsides, and waste ground throughout
Pennsylvania (Rhoads and Block, 2000).
Hairy chess flowers

Source: http://bp3.blogger.com

Bromus inermis (Smooth brome, Hungarian brome)
Smooth brome is present in the meadow community of High School Park.
It is an annual in the grass family (Poaceae) from 20 to 36 inches tall. It is
native to Europe but found in fields, roadsides, and waste ground
throughout Pennsylvania (Rhoads and Block, 2000).
Smooth brome flowers
Source: www.nicerweb.com
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Bromus japonicus (Japanese chess, Japanese brome)
Japanese chess is present in the meadow community of High School
Park. It is an annual in the grass family (Poaceae) from 12 to 30 inches
tall. It is native to Eurasia but found in roadsides and waste ground
throughout Pennsylvania (Rhoads and Block, 2000).
Japanese chess flowers

Cardamine hirsuta (Hairy bittercress)

Source: http://botany.cs.tamu.edu

Hairy bittercress is present in the floodplain community of High School Park.
It is an annual herbaceous plant in the mustard family (Brassicaceae) from 2
to 6 inches tall that produces white flowers from March to April. It is native
to Europe but common in lawns, gardens, and stream margins in moist soil
(Rhoads and Block, 2000).
Hairy bittercress flower

Source: http://popgen.unimaas.nl

Cardamine impatiens (Bittercress, narrowleaf bitter cress)
Bittercress is present in the woods community of High School Park.
It is an annual or biennial herbaceous plant in the mustard family
(Brassicaceae) from 10 to 32 inches tall that produces white flowers in
May. It is native to Europe but occasionally found in moist woods and
slopes in Pennsylvania (Rhoads and Block, 2000).
Celastrus orbiculatus (Oriental bittersweet)

Bittercress

Source: http://commons.wikimedia.org

Oriental bittersweet is present in the woods, edge, meadow, and forested floodplain
communities of the park. It is a twining, deciduous, woody vine in the staff-tree family
(Celastraceae) from 12 to 20 feet tall. It is native to Japan and China but widely naturalized in
disturbed woods, fields, fencerows, and edges. In Pennsylvania, it is mostly found in the
southern half of the state (Rhoads and Block, 2002, 2000;
Swearingen et al, 2002).

Oriental bittersweet at High School Park

It was introduced into the United States in the 1860s as an
ornamental plant, and it is still widely sold for
landscaping today. It is often found in sunny areas
although its shade tolerance allows it to invade forested
areas. It is an aggressive invader and threatens vegetation
at all heights in forested and open areas by shading,
strangling, and girdling (Rhoads and Block, 2000;
Swearingen et al, 2002).

Source: Phil Perhamus, AMEC (2008)
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Oriental bittersweet is very similar to the native American
bittersweet (C. scandens), differing only in the structure of
their female flowers and fruit; therefore, these two species
cannot be reliably distinguished in the absence of these
features. In Oriental bittersweet, the female flowers and fruit
are located in the leaf axils along the stem, whereas in
American bittersweet, the blooms are the tips of the stems.
Although leaf shape in American bittersweet is generally
narrower, this is a variable characteristic and is therefore
considered to be an unreliable method of differentiation.
Oriental bittersweet fruit
Source: www.duke.edu
Reproduction is primarily by seed, and spread by stolons
(stems at the soil surface) and rhizomes (stems below the soil
surface). Shoots may also develop from the roots (Rhoads and Block, 2002).
Oriental Bittersweet Control
• Year 1 – June – Manually remove vines from the edge and wooded communities. If
fruits are present, vines should be bagged and removed from the site.
• Year 2 – April – Manually remove vines from the edge and wooded communities. If
fruits are present, vines should be bagged and removed from the site.
• Year 3 – May – Manually remove vines from the edge and wooded communities. If
fruits are present, vines should be bagged and removed from the site.
• Years 4+ o Continue to monitor the edge and wooded communities for the presence of
Oriental bittersweet. New specimens should be manually removed in the spring.
Cerastium fontanum ssp. triviale (Common mouse-ear chickweed)
Common mouse-ear chickweed is present in the edge and forested
floodplain communities of High School Park. It is a short-lived, low
perennial in the pink family (Caryophyllaceae) native to Eurasia that
produces white flowers from April to October. It is a common weed of
cultivated ground and is found throughout Pennsylvania (Rhoads and Block,
2000).
Common mouse-ear chickweed
Source: www.delawarewildflowers.org

Chelidonium majus (Greater celandine, swallowwort)
Greater celandine is found in the woods community of High
School Park. It is a biennial in the poppy family (Papaverceae)
and measures 1 to 3 inches tall. The flowers are produced from
march to May and are most often bright yellow, but can be
cream-colored to orange-yellow. It is native to Eurasia but is
common on moist soils, roadsides, and gardens throughout
Pennsylvania (Rhoads and Block, 2000).
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Source: www.delawarewildflowers.org
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Chenopodium album var. album (Lamb’s quarters)
Lamb’s quarters is found in the edge community of High School Park.
It is an erect, branched annual in the goosefoot family
(Chenopodiaceae) and measures up to 3 feet tall. It is native to Europe
but is a common weed of cultivated ground and is found throughout
Pennsylvania (Rhoads and Block, 2000).
Lamb’s quarters leaf

Source: http://popgen.unimaas.nl

Chenopodium ambrosioides (Mexican-tea, wormseed)
Mexican-tea is found in the edge community of High School Park. It is
an erect, aromatic annual in the goosefoot family (Chenopodiaceae) and
measures to up to 3 feet tall. It is native to tropical America but is
common in fields and waste ground (Rhoads and Block, 2000).
Cichorium intybus (Blue chicory, blue-sailors)

Blue chicory

Mexican-tea

Source: www.uni-graz.at

Blue chicory is found in the meadow community of High School
Park. It is an herbaceous perennial in the aster family (Asteraceae)
and measures from 2 to 3 feet tall. Blue, or sometimes white, flowers
are produced from June to September. It is native to Europe but is
common in fields, roadsides, and waste ground throughout
Pennsylvania. Blue chicory is designated as a noxious weed in the
state (Rhoads and Block, 2000).

Source: www.mytho-fleurs.com

Cirsium arvense var. arvense (Canada thistle)
Canada thistle is found in the meadow community of High School Park. It
is a colonial perennial in the aster family (Asteraceae) and reaches up to 6
feet tall. Pink-purple flowers are produced from June to September. It is
native to Eurasia and was introduced to the U.S. during the 1600s. It is
now common in fields, pastures, roadsides, and waste ground throughout
Pennsylvania. Canada thistle is designated as a noxious weed in the state.
Reproduction is by seed which can remain viable for up to 20 years, and
vegetatively by lateral roots and root fragments (Rhoads and Block, 2000;
Swearingen et al, 2002).

Canada thistle flower

Source: www.aphotofungi.com

Canada Thistle Control
• Year 1 – June – Manually remove from the edge community.
• Year 1 – July – Manually remove from the edge community.
• Year 1 – September – Manually remove from the edge community.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Year 2 – June – Manually remove from the edge community.
Year 2 – August – Manually remove from the edge community.
Year 2 – September – Manually remove from the edge community.
Year 3 – July – Manually remove from the edge community.
Year 3 – August – Manually remove from the edge community.
Year 3 – September – Manually remove from the edge community.
Years 4+ – Continue to monitor for Canada thistle from June to September, and manually
remove any specimens.

Cirsium vulgare (Bull thistle)
Bull thistle is found in the meadow and edge communities of High School
Park. It is a coarse biennial in the aster family (Asteraceae), and reaches up
to 4.5 feet tall. Purple flowers are produced from July to October. It is
native to Eurasia but is common in pastures, meadows, and roadsides
throughout Pennsylvania. Bull thistle is designated as a noxious weed in the
state (Rhoads and Block, 2000).
Bull thistle flower
Source: www.funet.fi

Clematis terniflora (Sweet autumn clematis, yam-leaved clematis)
Sweet autumn clematis is found in the woods community of High
School Park. It produces whitish flowers from August to September. It
is an herbaceous perennial in the buttercup family (Ranunculaceae). It is
native to Japan but found in thickets, fencerows, and waste places in
Pennsylvania (Rhoads and Block, 2000).
Commelina communis var. communis (Asiatic dayflower)

Sweet autumn clematis
Source: www.taunton.com

Asiatic dayflower is found in the woods and forested floodplain
community of High School Park. It is a weak-rooted annual in the
spiderwort family (Commelinaceae) with a spreading stem that roots at the
nodes. Blue and white flowers are produced from July to September. It is
native to Asia, but is found in moist, shaded ground of gardens, woods,
roadsides, and stream banks in Pennsylvania (Rhoads and Block, 2000).
Asiatic dayflower

Source: www.sycamoreisland.com
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Convallaria majalis (Lily-of-the-valley)
Lily-of-the-valley is found in the edge community of High
School Park. It is a rhizomatous herb in the lily family
(Liliaceae) that measures up to 8 inches tall. White flowers are
produced from April to early June. It is native to Europe but
occasionally naturalizes in woods and disturbed ground
throughout Pennsylvania (Rhoads and Block, 2000).
Lily-of-the-valley

Coronilla varia (Crown-vetch)

Crown-vetch

Source: www.floralimages.co.uk

Crown-vetch is found in the meadow and edge communities of
High School Park. It is a sprawling to ascending perennial in the
pea or bean family (Fabaceae), from 12 to 40 inches tall. Pink to
white flowers are produced from June to November. It is native to
southern Europe but is planted extensively along highways
throughout Pennsylvania (Rhoads and Block, 2000). Like all
species in the pea or bean family, it is a nitrogen-fixing plant that
colonizes low-nutrient soils.

Source: http://dnr.wi.gov

Crown-vetch Control
• Year 1 – April – Manually remove crown vetch from the edge community.
• Year 1 – May – Manually remove crown vetch from the edge community.
• Year 1 – June – Manually remove crown vetch from the edge community.
• Year 2 – April – Manually remove crown vetch from the edge community.
• Year 2 – May – Manually remove crown vetch from the edge community.
• Year 2 – June – Manually remove crown vetch from the edge community.
• Year 3 – April – Manually remove crown vetch from the edge community.
• Year 3 – May – Manually remove crown vetch from the edge community.
• Year 3 – June – Manually remove crown vetch from the edge community.
• Years 4+
o Continue to monitor the edge community and manually remove any new
specimens between April and June.
Dactylis glomerata (Orchard grass)
Orchard grass is found in the meadow community of High School Park. It
is a perennial in the grass family (Poaceae), measuring from 2 to 4 feet tall.
It is native to Europe but is commonly found in fields, meadows, and
roadsides throughout Pennsylvania (Rhoads and Block, 2000). Orchard
grass is a common component of many cool-season grass seed mixes and is
often planted as a hay crop throughout the country as a less expensive
alternative to timothy (Phleum pretense).
Orchard grass

Source: http://tncweeds.ucdavis.edu
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Daucus carota (Wild carrot, Queen Anne’s-lace)
Wild carrot is found in the meadow community of High School Park. It is a
biennial in the parsley family (Apiaceae), measuring from 1 to 3.5 feet tall, and
producing white flowers from June to September. It is native to Eurasia but is
commonly found in roadsides, gardens, old fields,
and waste ground throughout Pennsylvania
Wild carrot
Source: www.plant-identification.co.uk
(Rhoads and Block, 2000).
Duchesnea indica (Indian strawberry)
Indian strawberry is found in the woods, meadow, and forested
floodplain communities of High School Park. It is a low-growing,
spreading, perennial herb in the rose family (Rosaceae) that produces
yellow flowers from Marcsh to September. It is native to Asia but is
extensively naturalized in woods, lawns, and waste ground in
Pennsylvania (Rhoads and Block, 2000).
Indian strawberry

Source: www.delawarewildflowers.org

Elaeagnus umbellata (Autumn-olive)
Autumn-olive is found in the edge community of High School Park. It
is a deciduous, frequently spiny, shrub in the oleaster family
(Elaeagnaceae) reaching up to 25 feet in height. Its most distinctive
characteristic is the silvery scales that cover the young stems, leaves,
flowers, and fruit. Fragrant yellowish-white flowers are produced in
late May, and fleshy reddish fruits are produced from September to
November. This species occasionally occurs in a single-stemmed, more
tree-like form. It is native to Eurasia, but is found in waste ground and
old fields in Pennsylvania (Rhoads and Block, 2002, 2000).
Autumn-olive was introduced to the U.S.
Source: www.botanik.uni-karlsruhe.de
in the 1830s. It was extensively planted
in Pennsylvania and other states for
revegetation of severely disturbed areas such as strip mines. The
Pennsylvania Game Commission also planted it for wildlife food and
cover. The ability of this species to fix nitrogen from the atmosphere
has allowed it to thrive in poor soils. It is drought-tolerant and
creates heavy shade that suppresses shorter plants that require direct
sunlight. Autumn olive spreads by seeds and resprouts vigorously
after cutting or burning (Rhoads and Block, 2002).
Autumn olive
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Elytrigia repens (syn. Agropyron repens) (Quackgrass, withgrass)
Quackgrass is found in the meadow and wildflower garden communities of
High School Park. It is a perennial in the grass family (Poaceae), measuring
from 20 to 40 inches tall. It is native to Eurasia but is commonly found in
fields, roadsides, and waste ground throughout Pennsylvania (Rhoads and
Block, 2000).
Quackgrass

Source: http://upload.wikimedia.org

Epipactis helleborine (Bastard hellebore)
Bastard hellebore is found in the woods community of High School Park. It
is an orchid (Orchidaceae) measuring up to 2 feet tall. Green flowers with
purple veins are produced from June to August. It is native to Europe but has
naturalized along roadsides and forest edges
throughout Pennsylvania (Rhoads and Block,
Bastad hellebore
Source: http://hengduan.huh.harvard.edu
2000).
Euonymus alatus (Winged euonymus, burning-bush)
Winged euonymus is found in the woods and forested floodplain communities
of High School Park. It is a deciduous shrub in the staff-tree family
(Celastraceae), measuring up to 7.5 feet tall. It is native to China and Japan and
was introduced into the U.S. around 1860 for use as an ornamental shrub. The
bright red fall foliage makes this a popular ornamental, and it is commonly
planted along interstate highways, as hedges, and in foundation plantings.
Winged euonymus

Source: www.delawarewildflowers.org

It is frequently naturalized in woods, along streambanks, along
fencerows, and in edges in southeastern and southwestern
Pennsylvania. Reproduction is by seed (Rhoads and Block, 2002,
2000).
Winged euonymus in autumn

Euonymus fortunei (Wintercreeper)

Source: www.ubcbotanicalgarden.org

Wintercreeper is found in the woods community of High School
Park. It is an evergreen, perennial, trailing or climbing vine in
the staff-tree family (Celastraceae). It is native to China and was
introduced as an ornamental groundcover. It tolerates a variety
of environmental conditions including full sun to deep shade,
poor soils, and acidic to basic soils. It is occasionally naturalized
in floodplain forests in southeastern Pennsylvania. Natural forest
Wintercreeper

Source: www.pendernursery.com
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openings caused by wind, insects, or fire is especially vulnerable to invasion by this plant. It
spreads vegetatively and by seed (Rhoads and Block, 2000; Swearingen et al, 2002).
Festuca elatior (Tall fescue)
Tall fescue is found in the meadow and wildflower garden communities
of High School Park. It is a perennial in the grass family (Poaceae),
measuring from 32 to 40 inches tall. It is native to Europe but is found
in roadsides, fields, and open ground throughout Pennsylvania (Rhoads
and Block, 2000).
Mowed tall fescue

Source: www.mobot.org

Galanthus nivalis (Snowdrop)
Snowdrop is found in the forested floodplain community of High
School Park and along the Tookany Creek riparian corridor of
Ogontz Park. It is a perennial herb in the lily family (Liliaceae)
with white flowers in the early spring. It is native to Europe but
is widely cultivated and is an occasional escape in disturbed
woodlands (Rhoads and Block, 2000).
Snowdrop at Ogontz Park

Source: Phil Perhamus, AMEC (2008)

Halesia carolina (Carolina silverbell)

Carolina silverbell is found in the forested floodplain community of
High School Park. It is a deciduous tree in the storax family
(Styraceae), reaching up to 50 feet tall. It is native from West Virginia
south, and is occasionally naturalized in disturbed woods or edges
(Rhoads and Block, 2000).
Carolina silverbell flowers
Source: www.salisbury.edu

Hedera helix (English ivy)
English ivy is found in the woods community of both
High School Park and Ogontz Park. It is an evergreen
climbing vine in the ginseng family (Araliaceae). It is
native to Eurasia and was likely introduced to the
U.S. by European immigrants as a landscape
ornamental. It continues to be sold as a groundcover
and is now naturalized in disturbed woods, mostly in
English ivy on stone wall at High School Park
Source: Phil Perhamus, AMEC (2008)
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southeastern Pennsylvania. As a groundcover, the dense growth and abundant leaves of this
species form a thick canopy just above the ground that
prevents sunlight from reaching herbs and seedlings. Vines
that climb up trees slowly kill the tree from the base upward
by enveloping branches and twigs, blocking sunlight, and
causing eventual branch death leading to tree death. English
ivy is also confirmed as a reservoir for bacterial leaf scorch
(Xylella fastidiosa), a harmful plant pathogen that affects a
wide variety of native and ornamental tree such as elms,
oaks, and maples (Rhoads and Block, 2000; Swearingen et al,
2002).
English ivy leaves

Source: Phil Perhamus, AMEC (2008)

English Ivy Control
• Years 1 to 10 - At any time of the year dig out or hand-pull vines. Vines should be
disposed of at an off-site location, but they can also be left in place if allowed to dry out.
Hemerocallis fulva (Orange day-lily, common daylily)

Orange day-lily flower

Orange day-lily is found in the wildflower garden community of
High School Park. It is an herbaceous plant in the lily family
(Liliaceae) reaching up to 3 feet tall producing orange flowers from
June to early August. It is native to Eurasia and was introduced to
the U.S. from Europe in the late 19th century. There are
approximately 40,000 registered cultivars. It is now common in
woods, edges, clearings, roadsides, and disturbed ground throughout
Pennsylvania. Reproduction is by seed and by thick, tuberous roots
that grow rapidly to form dense clumps (Rhoads and Block, 2000;
Swearingen et al, 2002).

Source: www.missouriplants.com

Flower-of-the-hour

Source: www.missouriplants.com

Hibiscus trionum (Flower-of-the-hour)

Flower-of-the-hour is found in the wildflower garden community of High
School Park. It is a branched annual in the mallow family (Malvaceae),
reaching up to 20 inches tall. Pale yellow flowers with a purplish base are
produced from late June to early October. It is native to Europe but is a
frequent weed of cultivated fields, stream banks, and dry, rocky ground,
mostly in southern Pennsylvania (Rhoads and Block, 2000).
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Humulus japonicus (Japanese hops)
Japanese hops are found in the meadow, edge, and
forested floodplain communities of High School Park.
It is an herbaceous vine-like plant in the hemp family
(Cannabaceae), with flowers produced from July to
early October. It is native to Asia and is occasionally
found in meadows, roadsides, and waste ground in
Pennsylvania (Rhoads and Block, 2000).
The
seedbank of this species is believed to be typically
exhausted in three years; therefore, the first two years
of control will be the most
Japanese hops
time-consuming.
Source: www.ppdl.purdue.edu

Japanese Hops Control
• Years 1 to 3 – Manually remove plants between May and June, before flowering and seed
set.
Ilex crenata (Japanese holly)
Japanese holly is primarily found in the woods community of High
School Park. It is an upright, evergreen shrub in the holly family
(Aquifoliaceae), reaching up to 9 feet tall. It is native to Japan but
is cultivated and occasionally found in urban and suburban
woodlands, mostly in southeastern Pennsylvania (Rhoads and
Block, 2000).

Japanese holly

Source: www.wikimedia.org

Lactuca serriola (Prickly lettuce)
Prickly lettuce is found in the wildflower garden community of High
School Park. It is an erect, leafy-stemmed annual or biennial herb in
the aster family (Asteraceae), measuring up to 4.5 feet tall, and
producing yellow flowers from July to September. It is native to
Europe but is common in fields, woods, strip mines, roadsides, and
waste ground throughout Pennsylvania (Rhoads and Block, 2000).
Prickly lettuce

Source: www.herbalistics.com.au
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Lepidium densiflorum (Wild pepper-grass, prairie pepper grass)
Wild pepper-grass is found in the meadow community of High School Park. It is
an annual herb in the mustard family (Brassicaceae), measuring from 7 to 15
inches tall, and producing white flowers from May to September. It is a common
weed of waste ground and roadsides throughout
Pennsylvania, but its geographic origin has not yet been
Wild pepper-grass
Source: http://botany.cs.tamu.edu
determined (Rhoads and Block, 2000).
Lespedeza cuneata (Bush-clover)
Bush-clover is found in the meadow community of High School Park.
It is a stiff-stemmed, perennial herb in the pea or bean family
(Fabaceae), reaching up to 3 feet tall, and producing whitish and
purple-veined flowers from July to October. It is native to eastern
Asia but was introduced by federal and state agencies for erosion
control, soil improvement, wildlife forage, and hay throughout the
U.S. It is now found in fields, pond borders, prairies, swamps,
meadows, open woodlands, disturbed grounds, and grassy roadsides
throughout Pennsylvania. This plant has a high tannin content that
makes it unpalatable to native wildlife and livestock. Reproduction is
primarily by seed (Rhoads and Block, 2000; Swearingen et al, 2002).
Bush-clover

Source: http://www.fs.fed.us

Ligustrum obtusifolium (Border privet, obtuse-leaved privet)
Border privet is found in the floodplain community of
High School Park. It is a deciduous shrub in the olive
family (Oleaceae), reaching up to 10 feet tall, and
producing white flowers in June. It is native to Japan and
was introduced as a landscape plant in 1860. It in now
naturalized in disturbed woods, thickets, hedgerows, and
old fields, mostly in southern Pennsylvania. Other nonnative privets that have become naturalized in
Pennsylvania include Amur privet (L. amurense),
California privet (L. ovalifolium), common or European
privet (L. vulgare), Chinese privet (L. sinense), and
Japanese privet (L. japonicum) (Rhoads and Block, 2002,
2000; Swearingen, 2002).

Border privet

Source: http://www.wikipedia.org

Border privet can form dense thickets and out-compete native shrubs. These thickets can also
inhibit native wildflowers. Reproduction is mainly from seed, which are dispersed by birds.
Established plants can also regenerate from root and stump sprouts (Rhoads and Block, 2002).
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Lonicera japonica var. japonica (Japanese honeysuckle)

Japanese honeysuckle

Source: http://www.duke.edu

Japanese honeysuckle is found in the woods
and forested floodplain communities of both
parks. It is a perennial, semi-evergreen
trailing or twining vine in the honeysuckle
family (Caprifoliaceae), producing white
flowers in June that become pink to yellow
with age. It is native to eastern Asia and was
Japanese honeysuckle
introduced to North America during the
Source: http://www.duke.edu
1800’s as an ornamental, for erosion control,
and for wildlife cover and food. It has since escaped cultivation and is
now a vigorous invader of disturbed woods, thickets, old fields, banks,
and roadsides, mostly in southern Pennsylvania.
Japanese
honeysuckle smothers vegetation in its path, and girdles shrubs and
young trees (Rhoads and Block, 2002, 2000).

Japanese Honeysuckle Control
• At any time of the year, hand-pull small populations when the ground is moist.
Lonicera maackii (Amur honeysuckle)
Amur honeysuckle is found in the woods and forested
floodplain communities of High School Park. It is a
deciduous shrub in the honeysuckle family (Caprifoliaceae),
reaching up to 15 feet tall with a spread of 8 to 10 feet. From
late May to early June, it produces white flowers that yellow
with age. It is native to eastern Asia and was brought to the
U.S. in 1898. They were planted as ornamentals and for
wildlife habitat. Since that time, they have become an
aggressive weed of disturbed woods, floodplains, old fields,
thickets, and roadsides, mostly in southern Pennsylvania
(Rhoads and Block, 2002, 2000).

Amur honeysuckle

Source: http://www.duke.edu

Amur honeysuckles, and other non-native “bush” honeysuckles (those exhibiting a shrub growth
form) are a threat to the integrity of forest communities. These include Morrow’s honeysuckle
(L. morrowii), Tatarian honeysuckle (L. tatarica), Bell’s honeysuckle (L. maackii x bella), dwarf
honeysuckle (L. xylosteum), fragrant honeysuckle (L. fragrantissima), and Standish’s
honeysuckle (L. standishii). These exotic honeysuckles out-compete native shrubs and inhibit
the establishment of forest floor wildflowers. A decrease in songbird nesting success is also
speculated to be linked to nesting in these shrubs (Rhoads and Block, 2002; Swearingen, 2002).
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Lotus corniculatus (Bird’s-foot trefoil)
Bird’s-foot trefoil is found in the meadow community of High School
Park. It is a perennial herb in the pea or bean family (Fabaceae), with
spreading or ascending stems to 2 feet in height, and yellow flowers
from May to September. It is native to Europe but is frequently
planted along roadsides or other open, disturbed areas. It is also
cultivated as a forage crop (Rhoads and Block, 2000).
Bird’s-foot trefoil

Source: http://www.missouriplants.com

Medicago lupulina (Black medic)
Black medic is found in the meadow and edge communities of
High School Park. It is an annual or biennial herb in the pea or
bean family (Fabaceae) with prostrate or ascending stems to 32
inches in height and yellow flowers from May to October. It is
native to Eurasia but is common in roadsides and waste places
throughout Pennsylvania (Rhoads and Block, 2000).

Black medic
Source: www.rbgsyd.nsw.gov.au

Melilotus alba (White sweet-clover)
White sweet-clover is found in the meadow community of the park. It is an
annual or biennial herb in the pea or bean family (Fabaceae) with stems from 3
to 9 feet tall and white flowers from early May to November. It is native to
Eurasia but is common in roadsides and old fields throughout Pennsylvania
(Rhoads and Block, 2000).
White sweet-clover

Source: http://web.mit.edu

Melilotus officinalis (Yellow sweet-clover)
Yellow sweet-clover is found in the meadow and edge communities of
the park. It is an annual or biennial herb in the pea or bean family
(Fabaceae) with stems from 1.5 to 4.5 feet tall, and yellow flowers from
May to November. It is native to Eurasia but is common in fields,
waste ground, and roadsides throughout Pennsylvania (Rhoads and
Block, 2000).
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Microstegium vimineum (syn. Eulalia viminea var. variabilis) (Japanese stiltgrass)
Japanese stiltgrass is found in the woods, meadow, and forested
floodplain communities of High School Park. It is an annual or
short-lived perennial in the grass family (Poaceae) with
spreading culms (i.e. “stems”) from 24 to 40 inches tall that form
dense mats. It is native to tropical Asia and was first discovered
in North America in 1919 in Tennessee. It was originally used a
packing material for Chinese porcelain, and this was the likely
means of its introduction. It spreads rapidly in the moist ground
of open woods, thickets, paths, clearings, fields, and gardens,
mostly in southeastern Pennsylvania but likely expanding its
range (Rhoads and Block, 2002, 2000).
Japanese stiltgrass can spread rapidly following a disturbance
such as flooding or soil movement, forming a dense monotypic
stand within three to five years that crowd out native vegetation.
This species is not a prolific seed producer, but its seed can
remain viable for three to five years in the soil (Rhoads and
Block, 2002).

Japanese stiltgrass

Source: http://wissahickon.patrails.org

Japanese Stiltgrass Control
• Years 1 to 7 - In August (before flowering in late September), hand-pull plants when the
ground is moist. This species is shallow-rooted and therefore can be effectively pulled by
hand. Pulled plants must be bagged and removed off-site. This method will typically
require seven consecutive years of effort in order to diminish the seed bank.
Morus alba (White mulberry)
White mulberry is found in the meadow, meadow, and forested
floodplain communities of High School Park, and is extensive along
the riparian corridor of Tookany Creek at Ogontz Park. It is also
extensive along the riparian corridor of Ogontz Park. It is a deciduous
tree in the mulberry family (Moraceae), reaching up to 45 feet tall. It is
native to Asia and was introduced during colonial times in an effort to
establish a silkworm industry in the U.S. It is now common in
fencerows, disturbed woods, and waste ground, mostly in southern
Pennsylvania. It threatens the native red mulberry (M. rubra) by
replacing it, hybridizing with it, and transmitting a harmful root disease
to it (Rhoads and Block, 2000; Swearingen et al, 2002).
White mulberry leaves

Source: http://www.suekayton.com
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Paulownia tomentosa (Princess-tree, empress-tree)
Princess-tree is found in the woods community of High School Park. It is a
fast-growing, deciduous tree in the trumpet-creeper family (Bignoniaceae)
reaching up to 60 feet tall with a rounded crown and spreading branches.
Young shoots can grow as much as 8 to 10 feet in a single year. It is native
to China where it is an early successional component of mixed deciduous
forests. It was introduced in the 1840s as an ornamental and has since
naturalized to roadsides, railroad rights-of-way, urban waste ground, and
disturbed woods, mostly in southeastern Pennsylvania (Rhoads and Block,
2002, 2000).
Princess-tree leaves
Princess-tree Control
Source: http://www.cas.vanderbilt.edu
• Year 6 - In May, girdle larger specimens, and treat the
cut with either of the following herbicides within 5 to 20 minutes of cutting:

o a 50% solution of glyphosate in water plus surfactant (e.g., Roundup®)
o a 50% solution of triclopyr in water (e.g., Garlon®)
•

Years 7-10 - In April and September, re-apply herbicide to girdled specimens.

Perilla frutescens (Perilla)
Perilla is found in the edge community of High School Park. It
is an annual herb in the mint family (Lamiaceae), with stems
from 4 to 16 inches high and purplish to white flowers from
August to September. It is native to India but is cultivated and
occasionally naturalized in moist or shaded roadsides and
disturbed woods, mostly in southcentral and southeastern
Pennsylvania (Rhoads and Block, 2000).
Perilla

Source: http://www.plantoftheweek.org

Phalaris arundinacea (Reed canary-grass)
Reed canary-grass is found in the meadow community of the park. It is
a cool-season perennial in the grass family (Poaceae) measuring from 3
to 8 feet tall. It forms dense, monotypic stands in wet meadows,
riparian areas, and marshes via spreading rhizomes. Established plants
can withstand long periods of inundation
Reed canary-grass
(Rhoads and Block 2002, 2000).
Source: http://popgen.unimaas.nl
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The reason for its invasiveness is believed to be related to the intentional development of
agronomic cultivars with increased vigor and drought tolerance. Efforts to develop superior
forms of reed canary-grass were underway in New England as early as the 1830s. This species
occurs throughout Pennsylvania in marshes, alluvial meadows, shores, and ditches. It also
dominates extensive riparian flats along the upper Delaware River. The dense, monotypic
colonies formed by this species exclude all other plant species, greatly decreasing biological
diversity. Vegetative spread by rhizomes and seeding are the major forms of dispersal for this
species, although viable seeds are usually dependent upon cross-pollination between clones
(Rhoads and Block, 2002).
Phleum pratense (Timothy)
Timothy is found in the meadow and wildflower garden communities of
High School Park. It is an annual in the grass family (Poaceae) measuring
20 to 40 inches tall. It is native to Europe but is cultivated and frequently
escapes to fields, meadows, and roadsides throughout Pennsylvania (Rhoads
and Block, 2000).
Timothy

Photinia villosa (Photinia)

Source: http://popgen.unimaas.nl

Photinia is found in the woods community of High School Park.
It is a shrub or small tree in the rose family (Rosaceae), reaching
up to 9 feet in height. It is native to Asia but is cultivated and is
a rare escape in urban woods and floodplains, mostly in
southeastern Pennsylvania (Rhoads and Block, 2000).
Photinia

Source: http://upload.wikimedia.org

Phragmites australis syn. communis (Common reed)
Common reed is found in the meadow community of the park.
It is a tall (6 to 15 feet) perennial in the grass family (Poaceae)
with rhizomes (horizontal stems) that give rise to annual shoots
that support a plume-like flower head. The leaves and stems
are stiff and sharp due to a high content of cellulose and silica.
Plants often originate from a rhizome fragment or occasionally
from seed. This species can form colonies hundreds of acres
in size (Rhoads and Block, 2002, 2000).
Recent research in molecular genetics has shown that
Common reed
Source: http://www.lowerplattewma.org
although there are native North American strains of common
reed, they have been largely replaced by an invasive form from Eurasia in the Northeast.
Common reed grows throughout Pennsylvania in open wetland habitats such as along the shores
of lakes, ponds, streams, brackish and freshwater marshes, and wet fields. It often colonizes
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disturbed upland areas as well. It is tolerant of both alkaline and acidic conditions, and once
established, spreads rapidly (Rhoads and Block, 2002).
Long-term management is vital to the successful control of this species. Additionally, a healthy
ecosystem is generally resistant to this invasive species; therefore, long-term control depends
upon restoration of the health of the ecosystem (Rhoads and Block, 2002).
Pinus nigra (Austrian pine)
Austrian pine is found in the woods community of High School
Park. It is an evergreen tree in the pine family (Pinaceae) reaching
up to 90 feet in height. It is native to Eurasia but has been raised on
forest plantations and other cultivated sites (Rhoads and Block,
2000).
Austrian pine

Source: http://www.huntersville.org

Plantago lanceolata (English plantain, ribgrass)
English plantain is found in the meadow and wildflower garden
communities of High School Park. It is a perennial herb in the
plantain family (Plantaginaceae), with basal leaves only. It is
native to Europe but is common in lawns, roadsides, old fields,
clearings, and waste ground throughout Pennsylvania (Rhoads
and Block, 2000).
English plantain

Source: http://www.clarebiodiversity.ie

Poa annua (Annual bluegrass)

Annual bluegrass is found in the edge community of High School
Park. Contrary to its name, it is a perennial in the grass family
(Poaceae), with stems that are usually prostrate (lying flat on the
ground). It is native to Eurasia but is found in roadsides, lawns,
open woods, and moist alluvial soils (soils deposited by running
water) throughout Pennsylvania (Rhoads and Block, 2000).
Annual bluegrass

Source: http://popgen.unimaas.nl
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Poa pratensis (Kentucky bluegrass)
Kentucky bluegrass is found in the meadow community of High School
Park. It is a perennial in the grass family (Poaceae), with stems from 12
to 40 inches in height. Contrary to its name, it is native to Europe but is
cultivated and widely naturalized in meadows, roadsides, open woods,
and waste ground throughout Pennsylvania (Rhoads and Block, 2000).
Poa trivialis (Rough bluegrass)
Kentucky bluegrass

Source: http://online-media.uni-marburg.de
Rough bluegrass is found in the woods and
forested floodplain communities of High School Park. It is a perennial in
the grass family (Poaceae) with stems from 20 to 40 inches in height. It is
native to Europe but is cultivated and frequently established in wet
meadows, swamps, and alluvial woods (woods with soils deposited by
running water) throughout Pennsylvania (Rhoads and Block, 2000).

Rough bluegrass

Source: http://popgen.unimaas.nl

Polygonum caespitosum (Low knotweed, cespitose smartweed)
Low smartweed is found in the woods and forested floodplain
communities of High School Park. It is a slender annual with
weak stems in the smartweed family (Polygonaceae). It is
native to Asia but is common in woods, fields, and waste
ground throughout Pennsylvania. The variety longisetum is the
most frequently encountered specimen; a single Pennsylvania
specimen, variety caespitosum also exists (Rhoads and Block,
2000).
Low knotweed

Polygonum cuspidatum (Japanese knotweed)

Japanese knotweed

Source: http://www.emmitsburg.net

Source: http://nycgarden.blogspot.com

Japanese knotweed is found in the edge and forested floodplain
communities of High School Park and along the riparian
corridor in Ogontz Park. It is a perennial herb in the
smartweed family (Polygonaceae), reaching up to 9 feet in
height. It forms large monotypic colonies that spread by
rhizomes (underground stems). It is native to Japan and was
introduced to North America in the late 1800s for ornamental
use. It is now an aggressive weed of river and stream banks,
railroad rights-of-way, and waste ground throughout
Pennsylvania. Dense stands of this species exclude other plant
species and diminish biological diversity. Japanese knotweed
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spreads by rhizomes, from fragmentation of its rhizomes, and from seed (Rhoads and Block,
2002, 2000).
Japanese Knotweed Control
• Years 1 to 3 - In early June and again in late August,
apply a foliar spray of a 25% solution of glyphosate in
water without surfactant (e.g., Rodeo®, Accord®) for
three consecutive years, then continue to spot treat as
needed for entire 10-year period per the 10-Year
Management Plan for the Shoreline Community.
Prunus avium (Sweet cherry)

Emerging Japanese knotweed shoot
on Tookany Creek shoreline

Sweet cherry is found in the
Source: Phil Perhamus, AMEC (2008)
woods community of High
School Park. It is a deciduous tree in the rose family (Rosaceae)
reaching up to 60 feet in height. It is native to Eurasia but is
common in forests, wooded edges, and fencerows, mostly east of the
Allegheny front (Rhoads and Block, 2000).
Sweet cherry

Source: http://faculty.etsu.edu

Ranunculus ficaria (Lesser celandine, pilewort, fig buttercup)
Lesser celandine is found in the forested floodplain
community of both parks. It is a perennial herb in the
buttercup family (Ranunculaceae) from 4 to 12 inches
in height, and producing yellow flowers from April to
May. It is native to Eurasia and was introduced to the
U.S. as an ornamental plant. It is now an invasive
weed of low, open woods; floodplains; meadows; and
waste places in southeastern Pennsylvania (Rhoads
and Block, 2000; Swearingen et al, 2002).
Lesser Celandine Control
•

Years 1 to 3 - From March to May, apply a
Lesser celandine on Tookany Creek shoreline
Source: Phil Perhamus, AMEC (2008)
1.5-2% solution of glyphosate in water
without surfactant (e.g., Rodeo or Accord).
Then continue to spot treat as needed per the 10-Year Management Plan for the Shoreline
Community.
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Robinia pseudoacacia (Black locust)
Black locust is found in the woods community of High School
Park. It is a deciduous tree in the pea or bean family (Fabaceae)
reaching up to 75 feet in height. It is believed to be native to
western Pennsylvania but is common in open woods, floodplains,
thickets, and fencerows throughout Pennsylvania (Rhoads and
Block, 2000).
Black locust leaves

Source: http://www.discoverlife.org

Rosa multiflora (Multiflora rose)
Multiflora rose is found in the forested floodplain community of
High School Park. It is a vigorous, thorny shrub in the rose family
(Rosaceae) reaching up to 9 feet in height with green or reddish
arching branches. White to slightly pinkish flowers are produced
from late May to June. It is native to Asia and was brought to the
U.S. in the 1800s for use as rootstock for grafted ornamental roses.
In the 1930s through the 1950s, it was promoted by the USDA as a
“living fence”, and millions of seedlings were distributed to
Multiflora rose
farmers and planted throughout the East and Midwest. Natural
Source: http://www.main.nc.us
resource agencies such as the Pennsylvania Game Commission and
the Pennsylvania Bureau of Forestry also included this species in their revegetation and wildlife
enhancement programs until the 1960s (Rhoads and Block, 2002, 2000; Swearingen et al, 2002).
It is now naturalized in disturbed woods, pastures, old fields,
roadsides, open woods, forest edges, riparian areas, and
thickets throughout Pennsylvania, and is designated as a
noxious weed in the state. Although it grows most
vigorously in full sun, it can tolerate shade for many years
beneath a forest canopy. Reproduction is primarily by seed,
but some vegetative spread via layering also occurs (Rhoads
and Block, 2002, 2000).
Fringed stipules of multiflora rose
Source: http://lh6.ggpht.com

Multiflora Rose Control
• Years 1 to 3 - Hand-pull small plants at any time of the year. Larger specimens should be
dug out, Weed Wrenched, or pulled out by tractor. The manual and mechanical removal
of this species is considered to be a highly effective technique provided that it is repeated
for two to four consecutive years.
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Non-Native and Invasive Species Control at High School Park
Rubus phoenicolasius (Wineberry)
Wineberry is found in the meadow and woods community of
High School Park. It is an arching shrub in the rose family
(Rosaceae) with stems reaching up to 6 feet in length. It is
easily identifiable by the presence of a dense covering of
purple, glandular hairs and bristles on the stems. White
flowers are produced in June. It is native to Asia but was
introduced into the U.S. in the 1890s as breeding stock for new
raspberry cultivars. It is still used today by berry breeders and
is prized for its fruit. However, it invades roadsides, banks,
woods, and thickets, mostly in southern Pennsylvania (Rhoads
and Block, 2000; Swearingen, 2002).

Wineberry stem

Source: Phil Perhamus, AMEC (2008)

Wineberry Control
• Years 1 to 3 - Hand-pull plants at any time of the year, although pulling vines from late
fall to late winter is recommended since the stems are easily identified and resources can
be better used for other species during the growing season.
Rumex crispus (Curly dock)
Curly dock is found in the meadow and forested floodplain
communities of High School Park. It is a perennial herb in the
smartweed family (Polygonaceae) reaching up to 3 feet in height. It
has a basal rosette (a radiating cluster of leaves at ground level) and a
distinctive dark-colored flower/fruit cluster. It is native to Europe but
is a common weed of roadsides, waste places, and fields throughout
Pennsylvania (Rhoads and Block, 2000).
Curly dock seed head

Source: http://www.rbgsyd.nsw.gov.au

Rumex obtusifolius (Bitter dock)
Bitter dock is found in the forested floodplain community
of High School Park. It is a leathery perennial in the
smartweed family (Polygonaceae) with a main stem
reaching up to 3.5 feet in height. It is native to Europe but
is common in fields, woods, and roadsides (Rhoads and
Block, 2000).
Bitter dock leaf

Source: http://popgen.unimaas.nl
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Non-Native and Invasive Species Control at High School Park
Silphium perfoliatum (Cup-plant)
Cup-plant is found in the meadow community of High School Park. It is a
coarse perennial herb in the aster family (Asteraceae) reaching up to 7.5 feet
in height. It is native, but escaped cultivars in southern Pennsylvania are
occasionally found in floodplains, abandoned fields, and moist meadows
(Rhoads and Block, 2000).
Cup-plant

Source: http://www.prairienursery.com

Solanum dulcamara var. dulcamara (Trailing nightshade, trailing bittersweet)
Trailing nightshade is found in the meadow community of High
School Park. It is a perennial herb in the nightshade family
(Solanaceae) with a semiwoody base and trailing, vine-like
branches reaching up to 9 feet in height. It is native to Eurasia
but is common in moist, open woods; bogs; wet thickets; and
waste ground (Rhoads and Block, 2000).
Sonchus asper (Spiny-leaved sow-thistle)

Trailing nightshade

Source: http://www.plant-identification.co.uk

Spiny-leaved sow-thistle is found in the edge and forested
floodplain communities of High School Park. It is an annual
with prickly leaves in the aster family (Asteraceae), reaching
up to 6 feet in height. It is native to Europe but is frequently
found in abandoned fields, roadsides, and waste ground
throughout Pennsylvania (Rhoads and Block, 2000).
Spiny-leaved sow-thistle

Source: http://www.johnsonscreek.co.uk

Stellaria media (Common chickweed)
Common chickweed is found in the forested floodplain
community of High School Park. It is a weak-stemmed
annual herb in the pink family (Caryophyllaceae). It is native
to Europe but is a common weed of fields and gardens
throughout Pennsylvania (Rhoads and Block, 2000).
Common chickweed

Source: http://upload.wikimedia.org
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Stylophorum diphyllum (Celandine-poppy)
Celandine-poppy is found in the woods community of High School Park. It is
an herb with mostly basal leaves in the poppy family (Papaveraceae)
measuring 12 to 20 inches in height. It is generally native to the western part
of the U.S., and all specimens found in Pennsylvania are believed to be
escapes from cultivation (Rhoads and Block, 2000).
Celandine-poppy

Source: http://www.fs.fed.us

Taraxacum officinale (Common dandelion)
Common dandelion is found in the meadow and edge communities of
High School Park. It is a biennial in the aster family (Asteraceae) with a
basal rosette (a radiating cluster of leaves at ground level). It is native to
Eurasia but is a common weed of fields, roadsides, lawns, and waste
ground throughout Pennsylvania (Rhoads and Block, 2000).
Common dandelion

Source: http://www.chirinka.com

Thlaspi alliaceum (Garlic pennycress)
Garlic pennycress is found in the meadow community of High School Park.
It is an annual herb in the mustard family (Brassicaceae) often exceeding 12
inches in height. It is native to Europe but is found in roadsides and farm
fields, mostly in southeastern Pennsylvania but spreading rapidly (Rhoads
and Block, 2000).
Garlic pennycress

Source: http://upload.wikimedia.org

Tragopogon dubius (Yellow goatsbeard)
Yellow goatsbeard is found in the meadow community of High School
Park. It is a biennial herb in the aster family (Asteraceae) with a
peduncle (the stalk of a single flower) measuring 12 to 30 inches in
height. It is native to Europe but is frequent in fields, roadsides, and
waste places throughout Pennsylvania (Rhoads and Block, 2000).
Yellow goatsbeard

Source: http://www.missouriplants.com
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Trifolium pratense (Red clover)
Red clover is found in the meadow community of High School Park.
It is a perennial herb in the pea or bean family (Fabaceae) reaching up
to 32 inches tall. It is native to Europe but is widely grown as a forage
plant and is extensively naturalized in pastures, fields, and roadsides
throughout Pennsylvania (Rhoads and Block, 2000).
Red clover

Source: http://sirver.neutral.cz

Trifolium repens (White clover)
White clover is found in the meadow community of High School Park. It is a
creeping perennial in the pea or bean family (Fabaceae). It is native to Europe
but is common in lawns, fields, and roadsides throughout Pennsylvania
(Rhoads and Block, 2000).
White clover

Source: http://faculty.etsu.edu

Urtica dioica ssp. dioica (Stinging nettle, great nettle)
Stinging nettle is found in the woods and forested floodplain communities
of High School Park. It is a perennial herb in the nettle family
(Urticaceae) reaching up to 6 feet in height. It is native to Europe but is
widely naturalized in floodplains and other, low, moist areas, mostly in
southern Pennsylvania (Rhoads and Block, 2000).
Stinging nettle

Source: http://depts.washington.edu

Verbascum thapsus (Common mullein, flannel-plant)
Common mullein is found in the edge community of High School
Park. It is a densely yellowish-gray-tomentose (bearing soft, tangled
hairs) biennial in the snapdragon family (Scrophulariaceae) reaching
up to 6 feet in height. It is native to Europe but is common in fields,
roadsides, shale barrens, railroad embankments, and dry waste
ground throughout Pennsylvania (Rhoads and Block, 2000).

Common mullein

Source: http://www.missouriplants.com
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Non-Native and Invasive Species Control at High School Park
Veronica arvensis (Corn speedwell)
Corn speedwell is found in the forested floodplain community of High
School Park. It is a low growing, pubescent (bearing soft, short hairs)
annual in the snapdragon family (Scrophulariaceae). It is native to
Eurasia but is frequent in disturbed soils of woods, roadside banks,
meadows, and lawns (Rhoads and Block, 2000).
Corn speedwell

Source: www.missouriplants.com

Veronica serpyllifolia (Thyme-leaved speedwell)
Thyme-leaved speedwell is found in the forested floodplain community of
High School Park. It is a low-growing, spreading perennial in the
snapdragon family (Scrophulariaceae). It is native to Europe but is
common in lawns, fields, meadows, and open woods throughout
Pennsylvania (Rhoads and Block, 2000).
Thyme-leaved speedwell
Source: http://www.twu.ca

Viburnum opulus (Guelder-rose)

Guelder-rose is found in the woods community of High
School Park. It is a deciduous shrub in the honeysuckle
family (Caprifoliaceae) reaching up to 15 feet in height. It
is often confused with V. trilobum (Highbush-cranberry). It
is native to Eurasia but is cultivated and frequently escaped
to woods, fields, and roadsides throughout Pennsylvania
(Rhoads and Block, 2000).
Guelder-rose

Source: www.missouriplants.com

Viburnum sieboldii (Siebold viburnum)
Siebold viburnum is found in the woods community of High
School Park. It is a small tree or large shrub in the honeysuckle
family (Caprifoliaceae) with rank-smelling leaves. It is native to
Japan but is cultivated and frequently escaped to disturbed woods
and stream banks in southeastern Pennsylvania (Rhoads and
Block, 2000).
Siebold viburnum

Source: www.extension.uiuc.edu
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Vicia tetrasperma (Slender vetch)
Slender vetch is found in the meadow community of High School Park. It is
a slender annual in the pea or bean family (Fabaceae), with climbing stems
reaching up to 20 inches in height. It is native to Eurasia but is naturalized
in moist meadows, roadsides, and moist areas on serpentine barrens in
eastern Pennsylvania (Rhoads and Block, 2000).
Slender vetch

Source: www.wikimedia.org
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A Ten-Year Management Plan for the Meadow Community
High School Park
Cheltenham Twp, Montgomery Co, PA

Year 1
• Mow the entire meadow (front and rear portions) between March 1 and April 1 to a
height of 8 to 10 inches.
• In early to mid April, apply a broadcast spray of a 2-4% solution of glyphosate in water
plus surfactant (e.g., Roundup) to the entire front meadow only, leaving the rear meadow
intact.
• Mow the entire meadow (front and rear portions) between late June and early July to a
height of 8 to 10 inches.
• Re-apply the same concentration of herbicide to the front meadow only, leaving the rear
meadow intact. This re-application can occur either immediately after mowing or up to 2
weeks following mowing.
Year 2
• Mow the entire meadow (front and rear portions) between March 1 and April 1 to a
height of 8 to 10 inches.
• In early to mid April, apply a broadcast spray of herbicide to the front meadow only,
using the same concentration indicated above. Identify a source for compost and fill
material to be used in early May.
• In early May, mark off the outer boundaries of the expanded front meadow so that the
mowed grass path is approximately 10 feet wide, per Section 4.3 of the Plan. Add clean
soil/fill to raise the elevation of the mowed path as necessary to minimize the
pooling/puddling of rain water.
• In mid to late May, incorporate (e.g. till) compost into the footprint of the expanded front
meadow at a rate of approximately 1 ton per acre.1 Following the incorporation of
compost, re-vegetate the expanded front meadow using the following:
2-inch plugs of any combination of the following species at a spacing of
approximately 6-12 inches apart: big bluestem (Andropogon gerardii), broom-sedge
(Andropogon virginicus), purple lovegrass (Eragrostis spectabilis), panic-grass
(Panicum anceps), switchgrass (Panicum virgatum), field beardgrass (Paspalum
laeve), slender beardgrass (Paspalum setaceum), little bluestem (Schizachyrium
scoparium), Indian grass (Sorghastrum nutans), and purple-top (Tridens flavus).
A native grass seed mix such as “Eastern Ecotype Native Grass Mix – ERNMX-177”
(Ernst Conservation Seeds; Meadville, PA), or a custom mix of the above-referenced
species. Seeding should be conducted at a rate of 35-40 pounds of seed per acre.2

1

Prior to the proposed expansion, the front meadow is approximately 0.95 acres in area. Following expansion, it is
assumed that the front meadow will be approximately 1 acre in area. Therefore, the organic matter application
amount would be 1 ton (2,000 pounds).
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•
•

Mow the rear meadow only, between late June and early July to a height of 8-10 inches.
In July and August, monitor the front meadow for invasive species and manually control
per Appendix B.

Year 3
• Mow the entire meadow (front and rear portions) between March 1 and April 1 to a
height of 8 to 10 inches.
• Mow the entire meadow (front and rear portions) between late June and early July to a
height of 8 to 10 inches.
• In June, July and August, monitor the front meadow for invasive species and manually
control per Appendix B.
Year 4
• Mow the entire meadow (front and rear portions) between March 1 and April 1 to a
height of 8 to 10 inches.
• Around the first week in April, apply a broadcast spray of a 2-4% solution of glyphosate
in water plus surfactant (e.g., Roundup) to the entire rear meadow only, leaving the front
meadow intact.
• Mow the entire meadow (front and rear portions) between late June and early July to a
height of 8 to 10 inches.
• Re-apply the same concentration of herbicide to the entire rear meadow only, leaving the
front meadow intact. This re-application can occur either immediately after mowing or
up to 2 weeks following mowing.
• In June, July and August, monitor the front meadow for invasive species and manually
control per Appendix B.
Year 5
• Mow the entire meadow (front and rear portions) between March 1 and April 1 to a
height of 8 to 10 inches.
• Around the first week in April, apply a broadcast spray of herbicide to the rear meadow
only, using the same concentration indicated above.
• In early May, mark off the outer boundaries of the expanded rear meadow so that the
mowed grass path is approximately 10 feet wide, per Section 4.3 of the Plan. Add clean
soil/fill to raise the elevation of the mowed path as necessary to minimize the
pooling/puddling of rain water.

2

Prior to expansion, the front meadow is approximately 0.95 acres in area. Following expansion, it is assumed
that the front meadow will be approximately 1 acre in area. Therefore, the seed application amount would be 35 to
40 pounds.
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•
•

In mid to late May, incorporate (e.g. till) compost into the footprint of the expanded rear
meadow at a rate of approximately 1 ton per acre.3
Following the incorporation of compost, re-vegetate the expanded rear meadow using the
following:
2-inch plugs of any combination of the following species at a spacing of
approximately 6-12 inches apart (species with an asterisk should be biased towards
the moist portion of the rear meadow): big bluestem* (Andropogon gerardii), broomsedge (Andropogon virginicus), purple lovegrass (Eragrostis spectabilis), panicgrass* (Panicum anceps), switchgrass* (Panicum virgatum), field beardgrass*
(Paspalum laeve), slender beardgrass (Paspalum setaceum), little bluestem
(Schizachyrium scoparium), Indian grass* (Sorghastrum nutans), and purple-top
(Tridens flavus).
A native grass seed mix such as “Eastern Ecotype Native Grass Mix – ERNMX-177”
(Ernst Conservation Seeds; Meadville, PA), or a custom mix of the above-referenced
species. Seeding should be conducted at a rate of 35-40 pounds of seed per acre.4

•
•
•

Mow the front meadow only, between late June and early July to a height of 8-10 inches.
In June, July, and August, monitor the front meadow for invasive species and manually
control per Appendix B.
In August, monitor the rear meadow for invasive species and manually control per
Appendix B.

Year 6
• Mow the entire meadow (front and rear portions) between March 1 and April 1 to a
height of 8 to 10 inches. Identify a source for the plants to be used in mid to late May.
• In mid to late May, diversify the species assemblage in the front meadow using 2-inch
plugs of the plant species recommended for the meadow community in Table 3.
• Mow the rear meadow between late June and early July to a height of 8 to 10 inches.
• In June, July and August, monitor the front and rear meadows for invasive species and
manually control per Appendix B.
Year 7
• Mow the entire meadow (front and rear portions) between March 1 and April 1 to a
height of 8 to 10 inches.

3

Prior to expansion, the rear meadow is approximately 1.23 acres in area. Following expansion, it is assumed that
the rear meadow will be 1.5 acres in area. Therefore, the organic matter application amount would be 1.5 tons
(3,000 pounds)
4
Prior to expansion, the rear meadow is approximately 1.23 acres in area. Following expansion, it is assumed that
the rear meadow will be 1.5 acres in area. Therefore, the seed application amount would be 52.5 to 60 pounds
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•
•

Mow the entire meadow (front and rear portions) between late June and early July to a
height of 8 to 10 inches.
In June, July and August, monitor the front and rear meadows for invasive species and
manually control per Appendix B.

Year 8
• Mow the entire meadow (front and rear portions) between March 1 and April 1 to a
height of 8 to 10 inches.
• Mow the entire meadow (front and rear portions) between late June and early July to a
height of 8 to 10 inches.
• In June, July and August, monitor the front and rear meadows for invasive species and
manually control per Appendix B.
Year 9
• Mow the entire meadow (front and rear portions) between March 1 and April 1 to a
height of 8 to 10 inches.
• In mid to late May, diversify the species assemblage in the rear meadow using 2-inch
plugs of the plant species recommended for the meadow community in Table 3.
• Mow the front meadow between late June and early July to a height of 8 to 10 inches.
• In June, July and August, monitor the front and rear meadows for invasive species and
manually control per Appendix B.
Years 10+
• Mow the entire meadow (front and rear portions) between March 1 and April 1 to a
height of 8 to 10 inches.
• Mow the entire meadow (front and rear portions) between late June and early July to a
height of 8 to 10 inches.
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Recommended Species the Meadow Community
High School Park
Cheltenham Twp, Montgomery Co, PA
Dry
Meadow

Moist
Meadow

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Common Name

Scientific Name

Area
Native

Growth
Form

Life
Form

Comment

COMMUNITY DOMINANTS
Big bluestem
Broom-sedge
Purple lovegrass
Panic-grass
Switchgrass
Field beardgrass
Slender beardgrass
Little bluestem
Indian grass
Purple-top

Andropogon gerardii
Andropogon virginicus
Eragrostis spectabilis
Panicum anceps
Panicum virgatum
Paspalum laeve
Paspalum setaceum
Schizachyrium scoparium
Sorghastrum nutans
Tridens flavus

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Grass
Grass
Grass
Grass
Grass
Grass
Grass
Grass
Grass
Grass

Perennial
Perennial
Perennial
Perennial
Perennial
Perennial
Perennial
Perennial
Perennial
Perennial

ADD FOR DIVERSITY
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Tall anemone (thimbleweed)
Pink dogbane (spreading dogbane)
Blue wood aster
Late purple aster (clasping aster)
Clasping heart-leaved aster
Wood geranium
Butterflyweed
Calico aster
Fireweed
Thin-leaved sunflower
Wood lily
Horsemint
Sundrops
Beard-tongue
Clammy ground-cherry
Cinquefoil
Mountain-mint
Mountain-mint
Arrow-leaved violet
Common blue violet
New England aster
Grass-leaved goldenrod
Blazing-star
Wild bergamot
Cutleaf coneflower
Golden-alexanders

Anemone virginiana
Apocynum androsaemifolium
Aster cordifolius
Aster patens var. patens
Aster unudulatus
Geranium maculatum
Asclepias tuberosa
Aster lateriflorus
Epilobium angustifolium
Helianthus decapetalus
Lillium philadelphicum
Monarda fistulosa
Oenothera fruticosa
Penstemon hirsutus
Physalis heterophylla
Potentilla canadensis
Pycnanthemum tenuifolium
Pycnanthemum virginianum
Viola sagittata var. sagittata
Viola sororia var. sororia
Aster novae-angliae
Euthamia graminifolia
Liatris spicata
Monarda clinopodia
Rudbeckia laciniata
Zizia aurea

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Herb
Herb
Herb
Herb
Herb
Herb
Herb
Herb
Herb
Herb
Herb
Herb
Herb
Herb
Herb
Herb
Herb
Herb
Herb
Herb
Herb
Herb
Herb
Herb
Herb
Herb

Perennial
Perennial
Perennial
Perennial
Perennial
Perennial
Perennial
Perennial
Perennial
Perennial
Perennial
Perennial
Perennial
Perennial
Perennial
Perennial
Perennial
Perennial
Perennial
Perennial
Perennial
Perennial
Perennial
Perennial
Perennial
Perennial
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Hybridizes with A. cannabinum (an area native).
A subspecies laevigatus is considered to be an area native.

Showy orange fall flowers; attracts Monarch butterflies and milkweed tussock moths.
Formerly Aster vimineus ; attracts butterflies and moths.
Attracts birds.
Attracts birds, butterlies, and moths.
Attracts birds, butterflies, and moths; may be prone to picking/collecting.
Attracts birds, butterlies, and moths; varieties fistulosa and mollis are area natives - rubra is not.
Showy yellow flowers.
Attracts birds.

Attracts butterflies and moths.
Attracts butterflies and moths.
Attracts butterflies and moths.
Attracts birds, butterlies, and moths.
Attracts butterflies and moths.
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Dry
Meadow

Moist
Meadow

Common Name

Scientific Name

Area
Native

Growth
Form

Life
Form

Comment

ADD SPARINGLY IF ADDITIONAL SPECIES ARE NEEDED
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X

X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Wild strawberry
Lyre-leaved sage
Yarrow
Sweet vernal grass
Purple milkweed
Common millkweed
Whorled milkweed
Green milkweed
Partridge-pea
Wild sensitive-plant
Purple coneflower
Hyssop-leaved boneset
Flowering spurge
Ox-eye
Bush-clover
Old-field toadflax
Northern wild senna
Blue-eyed grass
Blue-eyed grass
Early goldenrod
Gray goldenrod
Moth mullein
Sensitive fern
Spiderwort
Spring beauty
Woodland Joe-pye-weed
Helen's flower; autumn sneezeweed
Dame's rocket
Golden ragwort
Showy goldenrod
Culver's-root

Fragaria virginiana
Salvia lyrata
Achillea millefolium
Anthoxanthum odoratum
Asclepias purpurascens
Asclepias syriaca
Asclepias verticillata
Asclepias viridiflora
Chamaecrista fasciculata
Chamaecrista nictitans
Echinacea purpurea
Eupatorium hyssopifolium
Euphorbia corollata
Heliopsis helianthoides
Lespedeza hirta
Linaria canadensis
Senna hebecarpa
Sisyrinchium angustifolium
Sisyrinchium mucronatum
Solidago juncea
Solidago nemoralis
Verbascum blattaria
Onoclea senibilis
Tradescantia virginiana
Claytonia virginica
Eupatorium purpureum
Helenium autumnale
Hesperis matronalis
Senecio aureus
Solidago speciosa
Veronicastrum virginicum

Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes

Herb
Herb
Herb
Herb
Herb
Herb
Herb
Herb
Herb
Herb
Herb
Herb
Herb
Herb
Herb
Herb
Herb
Herb
Herb
Herb
Herb
Herb
Herb
Herb
Herb
Herb
Herb
Herb
Herb
Herb
Herb

Perennial
Perennial
Perennial
Perennial
Perennial
Perennial
Perennial
Perennial
Annual
Annual
Perennial
Perennial
Perennial
Perennial
Perennial
Annual
Perennial
Perennial
Perennial
Perennial
Perennial
Biennial
Perennial
Perennial
Perennial
Perennial
Perennial
Perennial
Perennial
Perennial
Perennial

Subspecies platypetala is also considered an area native.

Can become slightly aggressive if not kept in check; attracts Monarch butterflies.
Prefers very dry soils; sometimes considered to be non-native to the area.
Marginal habitat present.
Sometimes considered non-native to this area.
Obscure species.
Attracts butterflies and moths.
Showy white flowers; attracts butterflies and moths.
Several non-native species, varieties, hybrids and cultivars exist.

Can become weedy.
Also cultivated and occasionally escaped.

Attracts butterflies and moths; previously known as Helenium nudiflorum .
Can become aggressive.

Notes:
1. A warm-season grassland community will be established in the meadow. The other species listed here are recommended for adding diversity to the front meadow in Year 6 and the rear meadow in Year 9. Although a large number of
species are listed here, a relatively smaller subset of these species may only be available from nurseries. Such availability will dictate final species selection.
2. As indicated in Appendix C, grass species should be obtained as 2-inch plugs spaced 6-12 inches apart.
3. Herbaceous non-grass species should be obtained as 2-inch plugs interspersed among the clumps of warm-season grasses.
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A Ten-Year Management Plan for the
Edge Community

A Ten-Year Management Plan for the Edge Community
High School Park
Cheltenham Township, Montgomery County, PA

Year 1
• In March, manually remove garlic mustard, English ivy, and Japanese honeysuckle.
•

In April, manually remove garlic mustard and crown vetch.

•

In May, manually remove Japanese hops and replant bare areas as necessary with species
recommended in Table 4.

•

In June, manually remove porcelain-berry, Oriental bittersweet, and multiflora rose.
Replant bare areas as necessary with species recommended in Table 4.

•

In July, manually remove common mugwort and Japanese honeysuckle. Replant bare
areas where necessary with species recommended in Table 4.

•

In August, manually remove porcelain-berry, Oriental bittersweet, and Canada thistle.
Replant bare areas as necessary with species recommended in Table 4.

•

In September, manually remove crown vetch, English ivy, Japanese hops, and Japanese
honeysuckle. Replant bare areas as necessary with species recommended in Table 4.

•

In October, mark any small Norway maples for later removal.

•

In November, manually remove English ivy, Japanese honeysuckle, and wineberry.

Year 2
• In March, manually remove any small marked Norway maples, garlic mustard, English
ivy, and Japanese honeysuckle.
•

In April, manually remove garlic mustard, porcelain-berry, Oriental bittersweet, and
crown vetch.

•

In May, manually remove small tree-of-heaven. Replant bare areas as necessary with
species recommended in Table 4.

•

In June, manually remove Japanese hops. Replant bare areas as necessary with species
recommended in Table 4.

•

In July, manually remove multiflora rose. Replant bare areas as necessary with species
recommended in Table 4.
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•

In August, mark any large tree-of-heaven for later removal, and manually remove
common mugwort and Canada thistle. Replant bare areas as necessary with species
recommended in Table 4.

•

In September, manually remove porcelain-berry, Oriental bittersweet, and crown vetch.
Replant bare areas as necessary with species recommended in Table 4.

•

In October to November, mark any small and large Norway maples for later removal.

•

In November, manually remove English ivy and Japanese honeysuckle.

•

In December, manually remove any wineberry.

Year 3
• In March, manually remove any small marked Norway maples, garlic mustard, English
ivy, and Japanese honeysuckle.
•

In April, girdle and treat any large Norway maples and tree-of-heaven marked from the
previous year; and manually remove garlic mustard.

•

In May, manually remove porcelain-berry, Oriental bittersweet and Japanese hops.
Replant bare areas as necessary with species recommended in Table 4.

•

In July, manually remove common mugwort. Replant bare areas as necessary with
species recommended in Table 4.

•

In August, manually remove porcelain-berry, Oriental bittersweet, Canada thistle, and
multiflora rose. Replant bare areas as necessary with species recommended in Table 4.

•

In September, re-apply herbicide to any girdled Norway maples and tree-of-heaven.

•

In October, mark any new specimens of Norway maple for later removal.

•

In November, manually remove English ivy, Japanese honeysuckle, and wineberry.

Year 4
• In March, removal any small Norway maples marked from last year. Manually remove
garlic mustard, English ivy, and Japanese honeysuckle.
•

In April, re-apply herbicide to any girdled Norway maples and tree-of-heaven. Manually
remove small tree-of-heaven, garlic mustard, and crown vetch.
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•

In May, monitor for invasives and manually remove any that are found.

•

In June, monitor for invasives and manually remove any that are found. Replant bare
areas as necessary with species recommended in Table 4.

•

In July, monitor for invasives and manually remove any that are found. Replant bare
areas as necessary with species recommended in Table 4.

•

In September re-apply herbicide to any girdled tree-of-heaven. Monitor for invasives and
manually remove any that are found. Replant bare areas as necessary with species
recommended in Table 4.

•

In November and December, monitor for invasive species and manually remove any that
are found.

Years 5-9
• March to November, monitor for invasives and manually remove any that are found.
Replant bare areas from May to September as necessary with species recommended in
Table 4.
•

In September, re-apply herbicide to any girdled tree-of-heaven.

Year 10
• March to November, monitor for invasives and manually remove any that are found.
Replant bare areas from May to September as necessary with species recommended in
Table 4.
•

In September, cut down girdled tree-of-heaven and paint stump with herbicide.

Edge Community

Recommended Species for the Edge Community
High School Park
Cheltenham Twp, Montgomery Co, PA
Common Name

Scientific Name

Area
Native

Growth
Form

Life
Form

Comment
COMMUNITY DOMINANT

Eastern red cedar

Juniperus virginiana

Yes

Tree

Big bluestem
Broom-sedge
Butterflyweed
Blue wood aster
Grass-leaved goldenrod
Thin-leaved sunflower
Horsemint
Early goldenrod
Gray goldenrod
Showy goldenrod
New Jersey tea
Low blueberry
Maple-leaf viburnum
Black-haw
Shadbush (serviceberry, juneberry)
Gray birch
Hackberry
Eastern redbud
Flowering dogwood

Andropogon gerardii
Andropogon virginicus
Asclepias tuberosa
Aster cordifolius
Euthamia graminifolia
Helianthus decapetalus
Monarda fistulosa
Solidago juncea
Solidago nemoralis
Solidago speciosa
Ceanothus americanus
Vaccinium angustifolium
Viburnum acerifolium
Viburnum prunifolium
Amelanchier arborea
Betula populifolia
Celtis occidentalis
Cercis canadensis
Cornus florida

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes

Grass
Grass
Herb
Herb
Herb
Herb
Herb
Herb
Herb
Herb
Shrub
Shrub
Shrub
Shrub
Tree
Tree
Tree
Tree
Tree

Canada brome
Yarrow
Tall anemone (thimbleweed)
Sweet vernal grass
Pink dogbane (spreading dogbane)
Purple milkweed
Common millkweed
Whorled milkweed
Green milkweed
Calico aster
Late purple aster (clasping aster)
Clasping heart-leaved aster
Field thistle
Pasture thistle
Prickly cucumber
Fireweed
White snakeroot
Flowering spurge
Wild strawberry
Wood geranium
Ox-eye
Dame's rocket
Bush-clover
Bush-clover
Wood lily

Bromus pubescens
Achillea millefolium
Anemone virginiana
Anthoxanthum odoratum
Apocynum androsaemifolium
Asclepias purpurascens
Asclepias syriaca
Asclepias verticillata
Asclepias viridiflora
Aster lateriflorus
Aster patens var. patens
Aster unudulatus
Cirsium discolor
Cirsium pumilum
Echinocystis lobata
Epilobium angustifolium
Eupatorium rugosum
Euphorbia corollata
Fragaria virginiana
Geranium maculatum
Heliopsis helianthoides
Hesperis matronalis
Lespedeza hirta
Lespedeza intermedia
Lillium philadelphicum

Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes

Grass
Herb
Herb
Herb
Herb
Herb
Herb
Herb
Herb
Herb
Herb
Herb
Herb
Herb
Herb
Herb
Herb
Herb
Herb
Herb
Herb
Herb
Herb
Herb
Herb

Evergreen Early successional tree; attracts birds and butterflies.
COMMUNITY SUBDOMINANTS
Perennial
Perennial
Perennial
Perennial
Perennial
Perennial
Perennial
Perennial
Perennial
Perennial
Deciduous
Deciduous
Deciduous
Deciduous
Deciduous
Deciduous
Deciduous
Deciduous
Deciduous

Widespread throughout PA; prefers dry soils but will tolerate wet.
Prefers dry soils.
Showy orange fall flowers; attracts Monarch butterflies and milkweed tussock moths.
A subspecies laevigatus is considered to be an area native.
Should be planted in wetter areas (southeast portion of the park).
Attracts birds, butterlies, and moths; should be planted in wetter areas (southeast portion of the park).
Attracts birds, butterlies, and moths; varieties fistulosa and mollis are area natives - rubra is not.
First of the goldenrods to bloom (June to July).
Attracts butterflies; tolerates low fertility soils.
Attracts butterflies.
Shade and drought tolerant.
Tolerates dry, sterile soils.
Attracts birds and butterflies.
Widespread and abundant in southern half of state; attracts birds.
Attracts birds and butterflies; prefers rich soils; can hydribize with A. laevis (an area native).
Early successional species; white bark contrasts well against darker-barked trees.
Attracts winter birds, particularly cedar waxwings, mockingbirds, and robins; varities occidentalis and canina are both area natives.
Widespread and abundant in southern half of state; limited wildlife value.
Showy pink or white spring flowers; attracts birds, butterflies, and moths; important wildlife tree.

ADD SPARINGLY IF ADDITIONAL SPECIES ARE NEEDED
Perennial
Perennial
Perennial
Perennial
Perennial
Perennial
Perennial
Perennial
Perennial
Perennial
Perennial
Perennial
Biennial
Biennial
Annual
Perennial
Perennial
Perennial
Perennial
Perennial
Perennial
Perennial
Perennial
Perennial
Perennial

Hybridizes with A. cannabinum (an area native).
Can become slightly aggressive if not kept in check; attracts Monarch butterflies.
Prefers very dry soils; sometimes considered to be non-native to the area.
Marginal habitat present.
Formerly Aster vimineus ; attracts butterflies and moths.

Prickly plant.
Prickly plant.
Attracts birds.
Common in woods, meadows, and roadsides.
Subspecies platypetala is also considered an area native.
Showy white flowers; attracts butterflies and moths.
Should be planted in wetter areas (southeast portion of the park); can become aggressive.
Several non-native species, varieties, hybrids and cultivars exist.
Several non-native species, varieties, hybrids and cultivars exist.
Attracts birds, moths, and butterfiles; may be prone to picking/collecting.
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Common Name
Old-field toadflax
Summer phlox
Cinquefoil
Winged sumac
Smooth sumac
Staghorn sumac
Lyre-leaved sage
Hairy skullcap
Spiderwort
Moth mullein
Common speedwell
Arrow-leaved violet
Common blue violet
American filbert (hazelnut)
Cockspur hawthorn
Pasture rose
Lowbush blueberry
Black cherry
Sassafras
Virgin's bower
Virginia creeper
Wild yam (colic-root)

Scientific Name
Linaria canadensis
Phlox paniculata
Potentilla canadensis
Rhus copallina
Rhus glabra
Rhus typhina
Salvia lyrata
Scutellaria elliptica
Tradescantia virginiana
Verbascum blattaria
Veronica officinalis
Viola sagittata var. sagittata
Viola sororia var. sororia
Corylus americana
Crataegus crus-galli
Rosa carolina
Vaccinium pallidum
Prunus serotina
Sassafras albidum
Clematis virginiana
Parthenocissus quinquefolia
Dioscorea villosa

Area
Native
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Growth
Form
Herb
Herb
Herb
Shrub
Shrub
Shrub
Herb
Herb
Herb
Herb
Herb
Herb
Herb
Shrub
Shrub
Shrub
Shrub
Tree
Tree
Vine
Vine
Vine

Life
Form
Annual
Perennial
Perennial
Deciduous
Deciduous
Deciduous
Perennial
Perennial
Perennial
Biennial
Perennial
Perennial
Perennial
Deciduous
Deciduous
Deciduous
Deciduous
Deciduous
Deciduous
Perennial
Perennial
Perennial

Comment
Frequently cultivated and escaped.
Striking fall color.
Fruit provides winter food for birds; bark provides winter food for rabbits.
Can become weedy.
Variety elliptica is an area native; hirsuta is not.
Also cultivated and occasionally escaped.

Spiked plant.

Attracts wildlife.
Attract butterflies and moths.
Only marginal habitat available in the floodplain.

Notes:
1. Although a large number of species are listed here, a relatively smaller subset may only be available from nurseries; therefore, their availability may dictate final species selection.
2. Herbaceous species should be obtained as 2-inch plugs.
3. Tree, shrub, and vine species should be obtained as #2 containers (8-9" pots).
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Cheltenham Township, Montgomery County, PA
Year 1
• In March, manually remove garlic mustard, English ivy, and Japanese honeysuckle.
•

In April, manually remove garlic mustard.

•

In May, manually remove English ivy and Japanese honeysuckle. Replant bare areas as
necessary with species recommended in Table 5.

•

In June, manually remove porcelain-berry, Oriental bittersweet, and multiflora rose.
Replant bare areas as necessary with species recommended in Table 5.

•

In July, manually remove English ivy, Japanese honeysuckle, and Japanese stiltgrass.
Replant bare areas as necessary with species recommended in Table 5.

•

In August, manually remove porcelain-berry and Oriental bittersweet. Replant bare areas
as necessary with species recommended in Table 5.

•

In September, manually remove English ivy and Japanese honeysuckle. Replant bare
areas as necessary with species recommended in Table 5.

•

In October, mark small and large specimens of Norway maple for later removal.

•

In November, manually remove English ivy, Japanese honeysuckle, and wineberry.

Year 2
• In March, manually remove small Norway maples marked from the previous year, garlic
mustard, and Japanese honeysuckle.
•

In April, manually remove garlic mustard, porcelain-berry, and Oriental bittersweet.

•

In May, manually remove any small specimens of tree-of-heaven, English ivy, and
Japanese honeysuckle. Replant bare areas as necessary with species recommended in
Table 5.

•

In July, manually remove multiflora rose. Replant bare areas as necessary with species
recommended in Table 5.

•

In August, mark small and large specimens of tree-of-heaven for later removal.
Manually remove Japanese stiltgrass and replant bare areas as necessary with species
recommended in Table 5.
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•

In September, manually remove Oriental bittersweet, English ivy, and Japanese
honeysuckle. Replant bare areas as necessary with species recommended in Table 5.

•

From October to November, mark small and large specimens of Norway maple for later
removal.

•

In November, manually remove English ivy and Japanese honeysuckle.

•

In December, manually remove wineberry.

Year 3
• In March, manually remove small Norway maples marked from the previous year.
Manually remove garlic mustard, English ivy, and Japanese honeysuckle.
•

In April, girdle and treat large specimens of Norway maple and tree-of-heaven marked
from the previous year. Manually remove garlic mustard.

•

In May, manually remove porcelain-berry, Oriental bittersweet, English ivy, and
Japanese honeysuckle. Replant bare areas as necessary with species recommended in
Table 5.

•

In July, manually remove English ivy and Japanese honeysuckle. Replant bare areas as
necessary with species recommended in Table 5.

•

In August, manually remove porcelain-berry, Oriental bittersweet, Japanese stiltgrass,
and multiflora rose. Replant bare areas as necessary with species recommended in Table
5.

•

In September, re-apply herbicide to any girdled Norway maples and tree-of-heaven.
Manually remove English ivy and Japanese honeysuckle. Replant bare areas as
necessary with species recommended in Table 5.

•

In October, mark any new specimens of Norway maple.

•

In November, manually remove English ivy, Japanese honeysuckle, and wineberry.
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Year 4
• In March, manually remove any small Norway maples marked from the previous year.
Manually remove garlic mustard, English ivy, and Japanese honeysuckle.
•

In April, re-apply herbicide to any girdled Norway maples and tree-of-heaven. Manually
remove small tree-of-heaven and garlic mustard.

•

From May to September, monitor for invasive species and manually remove and
occurrences (with the exception of garlic mustard). Replant bare areas as necessary with
species recommended in Table 5.

•

In September, re-apply herbicide to any girdled tree-of-heaven.

•

In November and December, monitor for invasive species and manually remove any that
are found.

Year 5
• From March to April, manually remove garlic mustard.
•

From May to September, monitor for invasive species and manually remove any
occurrences (with the exception of garlic mustard). Replant bare areas as necessary with
species recommended in Table 5.

•

In September, re-apply herbicide to any girdled tree-of-heaven.

•

In October, mark Norway maples along Harrison Avenue tree-row for later removal.

•

In November and December, monitor for invasive species and manually remove any that
are found.

Year 6
• In March, manually remove any small Norway maples marked from the previous year.
•

From March to April, manually remove garlic mustard.

•

In April, girdle and treat large specimens of Norway maple along the Harrison Avenue
tree-row. Girdle and treat princess-tree.

•

From May to September, monitor for invasive species and manually remove any
occurrences (with the exception of garlic mustard). Replant bare areas as necessary with
species recommended in Table 5.
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•

In September, re-apply herbicide to girdled Norway maples along Harrison Avenue and
girdled tree-of-heaven.

•

In November and December, monitor for invasive species and manually remove any that
are found.

Year 7
• From March to April, manually remove garlic mustard.
•

In April, re-apply herbicide to girdled Norway maples along Harrison Avenue and
girdled princess-tree.

•

From May to September, monitor for invasive species and manually remove any
occurrences (with the exception of garlic mustard). Replant bare areas as necessary with
species recommended in Table 5.

•

In September, re-apply herbicide to girdled Norway maples along Harrison Avenue, any
girdled tree-of-heaven, and girdled princess tree.

•

In October, mark any new specimens of Norway maple.

•

In November and December, monitor for invasive species and manually remove any that
are found.

Year 8
• In March, manually remove any small Norway maples marked from previous year.
•

From March to April, manually remove garlic mustard.

•

In April, re-apply herbicide to girdled princess-tree.

•

From May to September, monitor for invasive species and manually remove any
occurrences (with the exception of garlic mustard). Replant bare areas as necessary with
species recommended in Table 5.

•

In September, re-apply herbicide to girdled tree-of-heaven and princess-tree.

•

In November and December, monitor for invasive species and manually remove any that
are found.
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Year 9
• From March to April, manually remove garlic mustard.
•

In April, re-apply herbicide to girdled princess-tree.

•

From May to September, monitor for invasive species and manually remove any
occurrences (with the exception of garlic mustard). Replant bare areas as necessary with
species recommended in Table 5.

•

In September, re-apply herbicide to girdled tree-of-heaven and princess-tree.

•

In November and December, monitor for invasive species and manually remove any that
are found.

Year 10
• From March to April, manually remove garlic mustard.
•

From May to September, monitor for invasive species and manually remove any
occurrences (with the exception of garlic mustard). Replant bare areas as necessary with
species recommended in Table 5.

Wooded Communities

Recommended Species for the Floodplain
High School Park
Cheltenham Twp, Montgomery Co, PA
Common Name

Scientific Name

Area Growth
Native Form

Comment
PRIMARY LIST (Select from this list first)

Black birch
Shagbark hickory
Mockernut hickory
Flowering dogwood
American beech
American holly
Pin oak
Witch hazel
Blue wood aster
White wood aster
Late purple aster (clasping aster)
Trout-lily
Wood geranium
Virginia waterleaf
Spreading Jacob's-ladder
Solomon's-seal
Zig-zag goldenrod
Lady fern (northern or southern)
Rattlesnake fern
Silvery spleenwort
Common wood fern
Marginal wood fern
Christmas fern
New York fern
Canada brome

Betula lenta
Carya ovata
Carya tomentosa
Cornus florida
Fagus grandifolia
Ilex opaca
Quercus palustris
Hamamelis virginiana
Aster cordifolius
Aster divaricatus
Aster patens var. patens
Erythronium americanum
Geranium maculatum
Hydrophyllum virginianum
Polemomium reptans
Polygontaum pubescens
Solidago flexicaulus
Athyrium filix-femina
Botrychium virginianum
Deparia acrostichoides
Dryopteris intermedia
Dryopteris marginalis
Polystichum acrostichoides
Thelypteris noveboracensis
Bromus pubescens

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Tree
Tree
Tree
Tree
Tree
Tree
Tree
Shrub
Herb
Herb
Herb
Herb
Herb
Herb
Herb
Herb
Herb
Fern
Fern
Fern
Fern
Fern
Fern
Fern
Grass

Attracts birds, particularly redpolls and siskins.
Attracts mammals; prefers rich soils.
Showy pink or white spring flowers; attracts birds, butterflies, and moths; important wildlife tree.
Dominant forest tree; attracts birds and mammals; tends to prefer northern facing slopes (cooler temperatures).
Attracts birds and butterflies; important wildlife tree.
Attracts birds and mammals.
Fall flowering srhub; attracts butterflies.
A subspecies laevigatus is considered to be an area native.

Common in moist woods and rich slopes.
Common in moist woods.
Common in wooded floodplains.

Varieties angustum and asplenoides are both considered area natives.

SECONDARY LIST
Box elder
Red maple
Eastern redbud
Butternut
Red mulberry
Black gum
Eastern hemlock
Wild onion
Wild sarsaparilla
Wild ginger
Sensitive fern
May-apple
Perfoliate-leaved bellwort
Sessile-leaved bellwort
Wingstem

Acer negundo
Acer rubrum
Cercis canadensis
Juglans cinerea
Morus rubra
Nyssa sylvatica
Tsuga canadensis
Allium canadense
Aralia nudicaulis
Asarum canadense
Onoclea senibilis
Podophyllum peltatum
Uvularia perfoliata
Uvularia sessilifolia
Verbesina alterniflora

Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Tree
Tree
Tree
Tree
Tree
Tree
Tree
Herb
Herb
Herb
Herb
Herb
Herb
Herb
Herb

Although it is a good wildlife plant, it may attract box-elder bugs
Attracts birds and mammals; sometimes considered to be weedy.
Widespread and abundant in southern half of state; limited wildlife value.
Not to be confused with the more common and abundant M. alba , a non-native species.
Attracts birds.
PA state tree.

Varieties acuminatum and reflexum are also considered area natives.
Can become weedy.

Notes:
1. Although a large number of species are listed here, a relatively smaller subset may only be available from nurseries; therefore, their availability may dictate final species selection.
2. Herbaceous species should be obtained as 2-inch plugs.
3. Tree and shrub species should be obtained as #2 containers (8-9" pots).
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Common Name

Scientific Name

Area Growth
Native Form

Life
Form

Comment

PRIMARY LIST (Select from this list first)
Sugar maple
Shadbush (serviceberry, juneberry)
Black birch
Gray birch
Pignut hickory
Shagbark hickory
Mockernut hickory
Hackberry
Flowering dogwood
American beech
American holly
Eastern red cedar
White oak
Chestnut oak
Pin oak
Red oak
Black oak
Smooth shadbush
Maple-leaf viburnum
Black-haw
Tall anemone (thimbleweed)
Pink dogbane (spreading dogbane)
Eastern columbine
Wild ginger
Blue wood aster
White wood aster
Late purple aster (clasping aster)
Clasping heart-leaved aster
Rattlesnake fern
Trout-lily
White snakeroot
Wild licorice (white wild licorice)
Wood geranium
Virginia waterleaf
Virginia bluebells
Partridge-berry
Starry campion
Silver-rod
Zig-zag goldenrod
Common speedwell
Smooth yellow violet

Acer saccharum
Amelanchier arborea
Betula lenta
Betula populifolia
Carya glabra
Carya ovata
Carya tomentosa
Celtis occidentalis
Cornus florida
Fagus grandifolia
Ilex opaca
Juniperus virginiana
Quercus alba
Quercus montana
Quercus palustris
Quercus rubra
Quercus velutina
Amelanchier laevis
Viburnum acerifolium
Viburnum prunifolium
Anemone virginiana
Apocynum androsaemifolium
Aquilegia canadensis
Asarum canadense
Aster cordifolius
Aster divaricatus
Aster patens var. patens
Aster unudulatus
Botrychium virginianum
Erythronium americanum
Eupatorium rugosum
Galium circaezans
Geranium maculatum
Hydrophyllum virginianum
Mertensia virginica
Mitchella repens
Silene stellata
Solidago bicolor
Solidago flexicaulus
Veronica officinalis
Viola eriocarpa

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Tree
Tree
Tree
Tree
Tree
Tree
Tree
Tree
Tree
Tree
Tree
Tree
Tree
Tree
Tree
Tree
Tree
Shrub
Shrub
Shrub
Herb
Herb
Herb
Herb
Herb
Herb
Herb
Herb
Herb
Herb
Herb
Herb
Herb
Herb
Herb
Herb
Herb
Herb
Herb
Herb
Herb

Deciduous
Deciduous
Deciduous
Deciduous
Deciduous
Deciduous
Deciduous
Deciduous
Deciduous
Deciduous
Evergreen
Evergreen
Marcescent
Marcescent
Marcescent
Marcescent
Marcescent
Deciduous
Deciduous
Deciduous
Perennial
Perennial
Perennial
Perennial
Perennial
Perennial
Perennial
Perennial
Perennial
Perennial
Perennial
Perennial
Perennial
Perennial
Perennial
Perennial
Perennial
Perennial
Perennial
Perennial
Perennial

Box elder
Red maple
American chestnut
Eastern redbud
Butternut
Tulip poplar
Red mulberry
Black gum
Hop-hornbeam
Black cherry
Eastern hemlock
Witch hazel
Low blueberry

Acer negundo
Acer rubrum
Castanea dentata
Cercis canadensis
Juglans cinerea
Liriodendron tulipifera
Morus rubra
Nyssa sylvatica
Ostrya virginiana
Prunus serotina
Tsuga canadensis
Hamamelis virginiana
Vaccinium angustifolium

Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Tree
Tree
Tree
Tree
Tree
Tree
Tree
Tree
Tree
Tree
Tree
Shrub
Shrub

Deciduous
Deciduous
Deciduous
Deciduous
Deciduous
Deciduous
Deciduous
Deciduous
Deciduous
Deciduous
Evergreen
Deciduous
Deciduous

Attracts birds and mammals; prefers rich soils.
Attracts birds and butterflies; prefers rich soils; can hydribize with A. laevis (an area native).
Attracts birds, particularly redpolls and siskins.
Early successional species; white bark contrasts well against darker-barked trees.
Attracts mammals; prefers rich soils.
Attracts winter birds, particularly cedar waxwings, mockingbirds, and robins; varieties occidentalis and canina are both area natives.
Showy pink or white spring flowers; attracts birds, butterflies, and moths; important wildlife tree.
Dominant forest tree; attracts birds and mammals; tends to prefer northern facing slopes (cooler temperatures).
Attracts birds and butterflies; important wildlife tree.
Early successional tree; attracts birds and butterflies.
Dominant forest tree; attracts birds, mammals, and butterflies.
Dominant forest tree; attracts wildlife.
Attracts birds and mammals.
Dominant forest tree; attracts birds and mammals.
Dominant forest tree.
Attracts birds and butterflies.
Attracts birds and butterflies.
Widespread and abundant in southern half of state; attracts birds.
Hybridizes with A. cannabinum (an area native).
Attracts birds.
Varieties acuminatum and reflexum are also considered area natives.
A subspecies laevigatus is considered to be an area native.

Common in moist woods and rich slopes.
Common in woods, meadows, and roadsides.
Subspecies circaaezans and hypomalacum are both area natives.
Common in moist woods.
Frequent on wooded slopes and forested floodplains, except at high elevations.

SECONDARY LIST
Although it is a good wildlife plant, it may attract box-elder bugs
Attracts birds and mammals; sometimes considered to be weedy.
Genetic variants immune to Chestnut blight are commercially available.
Widespread and abundant in southern half of state; limited wildlife value.
Attracts some birds such as finches and cardinals.
Not to be confused with the more common and abundant M. alba , a non-native species.
Attracts birds.
Attracts wildlife.
PA state tree.
Fall flowering srhub; attracts butterflies.
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Recommended Species for the Wooded Communities
High School Park
Cheltenham Twp, Montgomery Co, PA
Common Name
Lowbush blueberry
Wild yam (colic-root)
Virginia creeper
Wild onion
Wild sarsaparilla
Goat's beard
Sensitive fern
May-apple
Spreading Jacob's-ladder
Solomon's-seal
Solomon's-seal
Bowman's-root
Hairy skullcap
Wild stonecrop
Meadow parsnip
Spiderwort
Perfoliate-leaved bellwort
Sessile-leaved bellwort
Wingstem
Lady fern (northern or southern)
Silvery spleenwort
Common wood fern
Marginal wood fern
Christmas fern
New York fern
Canada brome

Scientific Name
Vaccinium pallidum
Dioscorea villosa
Parthenocissus quinquefolia
Allium canadense
Aralia nudicaulis
Aruncus dioicus
Onoclea senibilis
Podophyllum peltatum
Polemomium reptans
Polygonatum biflorum var. biflorum
Polygontaum pubescens
Porteranthus trifoliata
Scutellaria elliptica
Sedum ternatum
Thaspium barbinode
Tradescantia virginiana
Uvularia perfoliata
Uvularia sessilifolia
Verbesina alterniflora
Athyrium filix-femina
Deparia acrostichoides
Dryopteris intermedia
Dryopteris marginalis
Polystichum acrostichoides
Thelypteris noveboracensis
Bromus pubescens

Area Growth
Life
Native Form
Form
Comment
Yes
Shrub Deciduous
Yes
Vine
Perennial
Yes
Vine
Perennial
Yes
Herb
Perennial
Yes
Herb
Perennial
Yes
Herb
Perennial
Yes
Herb
Perennial Can become weedy.
Yes
Herb
Perennial
Yes
Herb
Perennial Common in wooded floodplains.
Yes
Herb
Perennial
Yes
Herb
Perennial
Yes
Herb
Perennial
Yes
Herb
Perennial Variety elliptica is an area native; hirsuta is not.
Yes
Herb
Perennial
Yes
Herb
Perennial
Yes
Herb
Perennial Also cultivated and occasionally escaped.
Yes
Herb
Perennial
Yes
Herb
Perennial
Yes
Herb
Perennial
Yes
Fern
Perennial Varieties angustum and asplenoides are both considered area natives.
Yes
Fern
Perennial
Yes
Fern
Perennial
Yes
Fern
Perennial
Yes
Fern
Perennial
Yes
Fern
Perennial
Yes
Grass
Perennial

Notes:
1. Although a large number of species are listed here, a relatively smaller subset may only be available from nurseries; therefore, their availability may dictate final species selection.
2. Herbaceous species should be obtained as 2-inch plugs.
3. Tree, shrub, and vine species should be obtained as #2 containers (8-9" pots).
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A Ten-Year Management Plan for the
Shoreline Community

A Ten-Year Management Plan for the Shoreline
High School Park
Cheltenham Township, Montgomery County, PA
Year 1
• In March, apply herbicide to lesser celandine.
•

In April, apply herbicide to lesser celandine and replant any areas as necessary with
species recommended in Table 7.

•

In May, apply herbicide to lesser celandine and replant any areas as necessary with
species recommended in Table 7.

•

In June, apply herbicide to Japanese knotweed and replant any areas as necessary with
species recommend in Table 7.

•

In August, apply herbicide to Japanese knotweed and replant any areas as necessary with
species recommend in Table 7.

Year 2
• In March, apply herbicide to lesser celandine.
•

In April, apply herbicide to lesser celandine and replant any areas as necessary with
species recommended in Table 7.

•

In May, apply herbicide to lesser celandine and replant any areas as necessary with
species recommended in Table 7.

•

In June, apply herbicide to Japanese knotweed and replant any areas as necessary with
species recommend in Table 7.

•

In August, apply herbicide to Japanese knotweed and replant any areas as necessary with
species recommend in Table 7.

Years 3+
• In March, monitor for invasives and remove as needed, replanting any bare areas with
species recommended in Table 7.
•

In April, monitor for invasives and remove as needed, replanting any bare areas with
species recommended in Table 7.

•

In May, monitor for invasives and remove as needed, replanting any bare areas with
species recommended in Table 7.

•

In June, monitor for invasives and remove as needed, replanting any bare areas with
species recommended in Table 7.
Shoreline Community

A Ten-Year Management Plan for the Shoreline
High School Park
Cheltenham Township, Montgomery County, PA

•

In August, monitor for invasives and remove as needed, replanting any bare areas with
species recommended in Table 7.

Shoreline Community

Recommended Species for the Shoreline Community
High School Park
Cheltenham Twp, Montgomery Co, PA
Common Name

Scientific Name

Area
Native

Growth
Form

Comment
COMMUNITY DOMINANTS

Red-osier dogwood
Silky dogwood
Winterberry
Southern arrowwood
Black-haw
Common elder
Speckled alder
Black willow

Cornus sericea
Cornus amomum
Ilex verticillata
Viburnum dentatum
Viburnum prunifolium
Sambucus canadensis
Alnus rugosa
Salix nigra

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Shrub
Shrub
Shrub
Shrub
Shrub
Shrub
Shrub/Tree
Shrub/Tree

Red maple
Silver maple
Swamp white oak
Erect knotweed
Pinkweed
Meadow bottle gentian
Jumpseed
Virginia wild rye

Acer rubrum
Acer saccharinum
Quercus bicolor
Polygonum erectrum
Polygonum pensylvanicum
Gentiana clausa
Polygonum virginiana
Elymus virginicus

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Tree
Tree
Tree
Annual
Annual
Perennial
Perennial
Grass

Plant along the lower shoreline (i.e. wetter areas).
Plant anywhere along the shoreline.
Plant anywhere along the shoreline.
Plant anywhere along the shoreline.
Bias towards the drier areas.
Bias slightly towards the wetter areas. Is not available as a live stake or live pole.
Plant only in the wettest portions of the shoreline.
Plant anywhere along the shoreline. Can be pruned to adopt a shrub form. Live "whips" available from on-site specimen.

ADD FOR STRUCTURAL AND ECOLOGICAL DIVERSITY
Plant anywhere along the shoreline.
Plant anywhere along the shoreline.
Plant anywhere along the shoreline.
Plant anywhere along shoreline; once common but in serious decline in PA.
Bias towards the wetter areas.
Bias towards the wetter areas.
Bias towards the drier areas.
Provides cover for wet or dry bare soil areas while plantings are becoming established.
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HIGH SCHOOL PARK - NATIVE PLANT RESTORATION PROJECT
MONITORING FIELD FORM
Name(s):
Community Observed (check
one - please use a separate form
for each community)
Observations about invasive species:

Date:
Meadow (front half)
Floodplain
Woods behind meadow
Shoreline

Observations about native species or previous plantings:

Ideas or Recommendations?

Additional space for sketches:

Meadow (rear half)
Wooded slope
Woods along Harrison
Wildflower garden

Site Information
BHWP List #: 32381

PSI Community Name = Prairie
Ecological Master Plan Community Name = Meadow

State: PA
Zip code: 19027
Restoration: Yes (date: )

Plot Information
Plot Code

Plot Description

Site Summary
This list contains 74 plants, of which 42% are native to PA
Plant Stewardship Index

Total Mean C

Native Mean C

Floristic Quality Index

6.50

1.17

2.71

15.09

Bowman's Hill Wildflower Preserve is extremely grateful to the following persons for contributing their time and expertise so generously in assigning the Coefficients of
Conservatism, producing the checklist of species in the database, and other expert assistance. Pennsylvania: Janet Ebert, Jack Holt and Anne Rhoads New Jersey: Karl
Anderson, Emile De Vito, Ted Gordon, Tom Halliwell, Linda Kelly, Mary Leck, Bill Olson, Bill Rawlyk and Kathleen Strakosch Walz And of course for the invaluable guidance and
experienced advice of Dr. Gerould Wilhelm and Leslie Jones Sauer.
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Key to Index Header
PA CC

Pennsylvania Piedmont Coefficient of Conservatism

NJ CC

New Jersey Coefficient of Conservatism

N

Native

I

Introduced

na

Not on state list

*

Under consideration, or may not be enough specimen data

Wetland Indicator Definitions (Rhoads and Block)
OBL

Obligate Wetland Species

99%

FACW

Facultative Wetland Species

67-99%

FAC

Facultative Species

34-66%

FACU

Facultative Upload Species

1-33%

UPL

Obligate Upland Species

1%

Rank
NJ Rank

PA Rank

SX

Extirpated

PE

Endangered

S1

Critically imperiled

PT

Threatened

S2

Imperiled

PR

Rare

S3

Vulnerable

PX

Extirpated

SH

Historic

PV

Vulnerable

Elements documented from a single location within the
state.

TU

Tentatively Undertermined

.1

Assignment of Coefficients
0 to 3

Plants with a high range of ecological tolerances/found in a variety of plant communities

4 to 6

Plants with an intermediate range of ecological tolerances/associated with a specific plant community

7 to 8

Plants with a poor range of ecological tolerances/associated with advanced successional state

9 to 10

Plants with a high degree of fidelity to a narrow range of habitats

Methodology
1)

Compile a plant list of the species within the assessment area.

2)

Assign the Coefficient of Conservatism (CC) to each plant documented on the plant list.

3)

Calculate the Native Mean Coefficient value by totaling the CC’s and divide the sum by the number of native plant
species within the assessed area.

4)

OR Calculate the Total Mean Coefficient value by totaling the CC’s and divide by the sum of the total number of
plants (native and introduced) within the assessed area.

5)

Multiply the Native Mean Coefficient OR the Total Mean Coefficient by the square root of the total of the number of
native plant species

FQI = Native Mean C x Sqrt N

FQI =

Floristic Quality Index

PSI = Total Mean C x Sqrt N

PSI =

Plant Stewardship Index

N=
I=
Native Mean C =
Total Mean C =

Number of native species
Number of introduced species
Sum of Coefficients / N
Sum of Coefficients / N + I
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Genus

Epithet

Common Name

PA List

PA CC

Acer

negundo

Box-elder

N

2

FAC+

Low, moist areas, stream
banks, and floodplains.

Ailanthus

altissima

Tree-of-heaven

I

0

FACU-

Disturbed woods,
roadsides, fencerows,
vacant lots and railroad
banks.

Ambrosia

artemisiifolia

Common ragweed

N

0

FACU

Fields, meadows,
cultivated areas, roadsides
and waste ground.

Ampelopsis

brevipedunculata

Porcelain-berry

I

0

N

Cultivated and
occasionally spreading to
rubbish dumps, roadside
thickets and railroad banks.

Andropogon

gerardii

Big bluestem

N

7

FAC-

River banks, roadsides
and moist meadows.NJ:
Ridges.

Arctium

lappa

Great burdock

I

0

N

Woods edges and
roadsides.

Artemisia

vulgaris

Common mugwort

I

0

N

Gardens, lawns,
roadsides, thickets, waste
ground and rubbish dumps.

Asclepias

syriaca

Common milkweed

N

1

FACU-

Fields, roadsides and
waste ground.

Bidens

frondosa

Beggar-ticks

N

1

FACW

Moist, open ground,
stream banks and
roadsides.

Bouteloua

curtipendula

Side-oats grama/ grass

N

9

N

Serpentine barrens, dry
calcareous clearings and
other dry, rocky or sandy
sites.

Bromus

commutatus

Hairy chess

I

0

N

Fields, roadsides and
waste ground.

Bromus

inermis

Smooth brome/Hungarian
Brome

I

0

N

Fields, roadsides and
waste ground.

Bromus

japonicus

Japanese chess

I

0

FACU-

Roadsides and waste
ground.

Cichorium

intybus

Blue chicory

y

0

N

Fields, roadsides and
waste ground.

Cirsium

arvense var. arvense

Canada thistle

I

0

FACU

Fields, pastures, roadsides
and waste ground.

Cirsium

vulgare

Bull-thistle

I

0

FACU-

Pastures, meadows and
roadsides.

Coronilla

varia

Crown-vetch

I

0

N

Planted extensively along
highways.

Critesion

jubatum

Foxtail-barley

I

0

FAC

Dry old fields, roadsides
and waste ground.

Critesion

pusillum

Little-barley

N

FAC

Roadside banks.

Daucus

carota

Queen Anne's-lace

I

0

N

Roadsides, old fields,
gardens and waste ground.

Elymus

hystrix

Bottlebrush-grass

N

4

N

Moist, alluvial woods.NJ:
floodplains.

Elymus

virginicus

Virginia wild-rye

N

3

FACW-

Moist woods, meadows
and river banks.

Elytrigia

repens

Quackgrass

I

0

FACU-

Fields, roadsides and
waste ground.

Erigeron

annuus

Daisy fleabane

I

0

FACU

Fields, roadsides and
waste ground.

Eupatorium

rugosum

White-snakeroot

N

2

N

Woods, meadows and
roadsides.

Festuca

elatior

Fescue/Tall Fescue

I

0

FACU-

Roadsides, fields and
open ground.

Fraxinus

americana var. americana

White ash

N

1

FACU

Woods, fencerows and old
fields.

Geranium

carolinianum

Wild geranium

N

1

N

Fields, roadsides, and dry
woods.

Heliopsis

helianthoides var scabra

Ox-eye

N

4

N

Fields, woods, floodplains
and stream banks.

Humulus

japonicus

Japanese hops

I

0

FACU

Meadows, roadsides and
waste ground.

Juglans

nigra

Black walnut

N

2

FACU

Open woods and
meadows in moist, rich,
alluvial soils.
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PA Rank

PT

Wetlands

Planted

Comments

Genus

Epithet

Common Name

PA List

PA CC

Juncus

tenuis var. tenuis

Path rush

N

1

FAC-

Moist to dry, often heavily
compacted soil of woods,
fields, waste ground and
paths.

Lepidium

densiflorum

Wild pepper-grass; prairie
pepper grass

I

0

FAC

Waste ground and
roadsides in dry to moist
soil.

Lespedeza

capitata

Round-headed bush-clover

N

6

FACU-

Fields and thin woods in
dry, open ground.

Lespedeza

cuneata

Bush-clover

I

0

N

Fields and grassy
roadsides, planted for
erosion control.

Lotus

corniculatus

Bird's-foot trefoil

I

0

FACU-

Planted along roadsides
and other disturbed sites.

Medicago

lupulina

Black medic

I

0

UPL

Roadsides and waste
places.

Melilotus

alba

White sweet-clover

I

0

FACU

Roadsides and old fields in
rich soil.

Melilotus

officinalis

Yellow sweet-clover

I

0

FACU-

Waste areas, cultivated
ground and roadsides.

Monarda

fistulosa var. fistulosa

Horsemint/ Wild Bergamot

N

4

UPL

Fields, brushy thickets and
roadsides.

Morus

alba

White mulberry

I

0

UPL

Fencerows, woods edges
and waste ground.

Muhlenbergia

frondosa

Wirestem muhly/Leafy
Dropseed

N

1

FAC

Moist, open woods and
stream banks.NJ:
Highlands

Panicum

virgatum

Switchgrass

N

1

FAC

Sandy shores, alluvium,
fields and banks.NJ:
Garden State Parkway.

Penstemon

digitalis

Tall white beard-tongue/
Foxglove Beardtongue

I

0

FAC

Meadows, old fields and
roadsides.

Phalaris

arundinacea

Reed canary-grass

I

0

FACW

Marshes, alluvial
meadows, shores and
ditches.

Phleum

pratense

Timothy

I

0

FACU

Fields, meadows and
roadsides.

Phragmites

australis

Common reed

I

0

FACW

Marshes, ditches and
moist disturbed ground.

Plantago

lanceolata

English plantain

I

0

UPL

Lawns, roadsides, old
fields, clearings and waste
ground.

Plantago

rugelii

Rugel's plantain

I

0

FACU

Meadows, wet pastures,
roadside banks and waste
ground.

Poa

pratensis

Kentucky bluegrass

I

0

FACU

Cultivated and widely
naturalized in meadows,
roadsides, open woods
and waste ground.

Polygonum

scandens var. scandens

Climbing false-buckwheat

N

1

FAC

Moist woods, thickets,
roadsides and waste
ground.

Populus

deltoides

Eastern cottonwood/
Cottonwood

N

4

FACU-

River banks and rich
alluvial soils.

Potentilla

canadensis

Cinquefoil/ Dwarf
Cinquefoil

N

2

N

Dry, open woods and
fields.

Rhus

glabra

Smooth sumac

N

3

N

Shale barrens, old fields
and dry, open slopes.

Rubus

phoenicolasius

Wineberry

I

0

N

Roadsides, banks and
thickets.

Rudbeckia

hirta var. hirta

Black-eyed-susan

I

0

FACU-

Fields, meadows and
roadsides.

Rumex

crispus

Curly dock

I

0

FACU

Cultivated fields, roadsides
and waste ground.

Silphium

perfoliatum

Cup-plant

I

0

FACU

Floodplains, abandoned
fields and moist meadows.

Solanum

dulcamara

Bittersweet Nightshade

na

Solanum

dulcamara var. dulcamara

Trailing nightshade

I

0

FAC

Wooded hillsides, bogs,
wet thickets, roadsides
and dumps.

Solidago

canadensis var.
canadensis

Canada goldenrod

N

1

FACU

Fields and roadsides.
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PA Rank

Wetlands

Planted

Comments

Genus

Epithet

Common Name

PA List

PA CC

Solidago

gigantea var. gigantea

Smooth goldenrod

N

4

PA Rank

Wetlands
FACW

Planted

Comments
Moist fields, swamps,
marshy shores and swales.

Sorghastrum

nutans

Indian-grass

N

5

UPL

Moist or dry fields,
roadsides and serpentine
barrens.

Taraxacum

officinale

Common dandelion

I

0

FACU-

Fields, roadsides, lawns,
gardens and waste ground.

Thlaspi

alliaceum

Garlic pennycress

I

0

N

Roadside banks and
waste ground, spreading
rapidly along highways
and roads.

Tragopogon

dubius

Yellow goatsbreard

I

0

N

Old fields, roadsides and
railroad tracks.

Tridens

flavus

Purpletop

N

1

FACU

Meadows, old fields and
roadsides.

Trifolium

pratense

Red clover

I

0

FACU-

Widely grown as a forage
plant, also extensively
naturalized on roadsides,
pastures and fields.

Trifolium

repens

White clover

I

0

FACU-

Roadsides, meadows, old
fields and lawns.

Ulmus

rubra

Red elm/ Slippery Elm

N

4

FAC-

Moist woods, stream
banks and floodplains in
circumneutral soils.

Verbena

urticifolia var. urticifolia

White vervain

N

1

FACU

Moist fields, meadows and
waste ground.

Veronica

peregrina ssp. peregrina

Neckweed

N

0

FACU-

Open woods, alluvial
banks, gardens and waste
ground.

Veronicastrum

virginicum

Culver's-root

N

8

FACU

Moist meadows, thickets
and swamps.

Vicia

tetrasperma

Slender vetch

I

0

N

Roadsides and old fields,
also moist serpentine
barrens.
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Site Information
BHWP List #: 32378

PSI Community Name = Edges
Ecological Master Plan Community Name = Edge

State: PA
Zip code: 19027
Restoration: Yes (date: )

Plot Information
Plot Code

Plot Description

Site Summary
This list contains 39 plants, of which 44% are native to PA
Plant Stewardship Index

Total Mean C

Native Mean C

Floristic Quality Index

2.12

0.57

1.50

5.61

Bowman's Hill Wildflower Preserve is extremely grateful to the following persons for contributing their time and expertise so generously in assigning the Coefficients of
Conservatism, producing the checklist of species in the database, and other expert assistance. Pennsylvania: Janet Ebert, Jack Holt and Anne Rhoads New Jersey: Karl
Anderson, Emile De Vito, Ted Gordon, Tom Halliwell, Linda Kelly, Mary Leck, Bill Olson, Bill Rawlyk and Kathleen Strakosch Walz And of course for the invaluable guidance and
experienced advice of Dr. Gerould Wilhelm and Leslie Jones Sauer.
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Key to Index Header
PA CC

Pennsylvania Piedmont Coefficient of Conservatism

NJ CC

New Jersey Coefficient of Conservatism

N

Native

I

Introduced

na

Not on state list

*

Under consideration, or may not be enough specimen data

Wetland Indicator Definitions (Rhoads and Block)
OBL

Obligate Wetland Species

99%

FACW

Facultative Wetland Species

67-99%

FAC

Facultative Species

34-66%

FACU

Facultative Upload Species

1-33%

UPL

Obligate Upland Species

1%

Rank
NJ Rank

PA Rank

SX

Extirpated

PE

Endangered

S1

Critically imperiled

PT

Threatened

S2

Imperiled

PR

Rare

S3

Vulnerable

PX

Extirpated

SH

Historic

PV

Vulnerable

Elements documented from a single location within the
state.

TU

Tentatively Undertermined

.1

Assignment of Coefficients
0 to 3

Plants with a high range of ecological tolerances/found in a variety of plant communities

4 to 6

Plants with an intermediate range of ecological tolerances/associated with a specific plant community

7 to 8

Plants with a poor range of ecological tolerances/associated with advanced successional state

9 to 10

Plants with a high degree of fidelity to a narrow range of habitats

Methodology
1)

Compile a plant list of the species within the assessment area.

2)

Assign the Coefficient of Conservatism (CC) to each plant documented on the plant list.

3)

Calculate the Native Mean Coefficient value by totaling the CC’s and divide the sum by the number of native plant
species within the assessed area.

4)

OR Calculate the Total Mean Coefficient value by totaling the CC’s and divide by the sum of the total number of
plants (native and introduced) within the assessed area.

5)

Multiply the Native Mean Coefficient OR the Total Mean Coefficient by the square root of the total of the number of
native plant species

FQI = Native Mean C x Sqrt N

FQI =

Floristic Quality Index

PSI = Total Mean C x Sqrt N

PSI =

Plant Stewardship Index

N=
I=
Native Mean C =
Total Mean C =

Number of native species
Number of introduced species
Sum of Coefficients / N
Sum of Coefficients / N + I
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Genus

Epithet

Common Name

PA List

PA CC

Anthoxanthum

odoratum

Sweet vernalgrass

I

0

FACU

Open fields, meadows
and roadsides.

Apocynum

cannabinum var.
cannabinum

Indian-hemp

N

1

FACU

Woods, old fields, sandy
flats, limestone bluffs and
cindery waste ground.

Arctium

lappa

Great burdock

I

0

N

Woods edges and
roadsides.

Artemisia

annua

Sweet wormwood/annual
wormwood

I

0

FACU

Cultivated fields,
roadsides, dumps and
urban waste ground.

Calystegia

sepium

Hedge bindweed

I

0

FAC-

Waste ground, fields and
woods edges.

Celastrus

orbiculatus

Oriental bittersweet

I

0

UPL

Disturbed woods, fields,
fencerows and edges.

Cerastium

fontanum ssp. triviale

Common mouse-ear
chickweed

I

0

FACU-

A weed of cultivated
ground.

Chenopodium

album var. album

Lamb's quarters

I

0

FACU+

A weed of fields, gardens
and disturbed soil.

Chenopodium

ambrosioides

Mexican-tea

I

0

FACU

Fields and waste ground.

Cichorium

intybus

Blue chicory

y

0

N

Fields, roadsides and
waste ground.

Cirsium

vulgare

Bull-thistle

I

0

FACU-

Pastures, meadows and
roadsides.

Convallaria

majalis

Lily-of-the-valley

I

0

N

Cultivated and
occasionally escaped to
woods in the vicinity of old
homesites.

Conyza

canadensis var.
canadensis

Horseweed

N

0

UPL

Fields, roadsides, railroad
tracks and waste ground.

Elaeagnus

umbellata

Autumn-olive

I

0

N

Planted by the Game
Commission and
extensively naturalized in
old fields and abandoned
pastures.

Fraxinus

pennsylvanica

Red ash/ Green Ash

N

3

FACW

Alluvial woods, stream
banks and moist fields.

Lobelia

inflata

Indian-tobacco

N

0

FACU

Woods, old fields,
meadows and roadsides.

Medicago

lupulina

Black medic

I

0

UPL

Roadsides and waste
places.

Melilotus

officinalis

Yellow sweet-clover

I

0

FACU-

Waste areas, cultivated
ground and roadsides.

Monarda

clinopodia

Bee-balm

N

4

N

Moist woods, fields and
floodplains.

Monarda

didyma

Bee-balm/ Oswego Tea

N

4

FAC+

Creek banks, floodplains,
and moist woods, also
cultivated.

Oenothera

biennis

Evening-primrose

N

1

FACU-

Cultivated fields, waste
ground and roadsides.

Perilla

frutescens

Perilla

I

0

FACU+

Cultivated and
occasionally naturalized
on moist or shaded
roadsides or in disturbed
woods.

Phytolacca

americana

Pokeweed

I

0

FACU+

Forest openings, waste
ground and gardens.

Plantago

rugelii

Rugel's plantain

I

0

FACU

Meadows, wet pastures,
roadside banks and waste
ground.

Poa

annua

Annual bluegrass

I

0

FACU

Roadsides, lawns, open
woods and moist, alluvial
soils.

Polygonum

cuspidatum

Japanese knotweed

I

0

FACU-

Stream banks, roadsides,
railroad banks and waste
areas.

Polygonum

scandens var. scandens

Climbing false-buckwheat

N

1

FAC

Moist woods, thickets,
roadsides and waste
ground.

Portulaca

oleracea

Purslane

I

0

FAC

A weed of gardens and
fields.

Potentilla

norvegica

Rough Cinquefoil

na
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Wetlands

Planted

Comments

Genus

Epithet

Common Name

PA List

PA CC

Sambucus

canadensis

American elder

N

3

PA Rank

Wetlands
FACW

Planted

Comments
Woods, fields, stream
banks and moist
roadsides.

Solanum

carolinense

Horse-nettle

I

0

UPL

Fields, roadsides and
sandy river banks.

Sonchus

asper

Spiny-leaved sow-thistle

I

0

FAC

Abandoned fields,
roadsides and waste
ground.

Symphyotrichum

pilosum var. pilosum

Heath aster

N

2

UPL

Fields, open woods,
vacant lots and roadsides.

Taraxacum

officinale

Common dandelion

I

0

FACU-

Fields, roadsides, lawns,
gardens and waste
ground.

Toxicodendron

radicans

Poison-ivy

N

1

FAC

Open woods, roadside
thickets, fencerows and
edges.

Triodanis

perfoliata var. perfoliata

Venus's looking-glass

N

0

FAC

Roadsides, woods edges
and moist meadows.

Verbascum

thapsus

Common mullein

I

0

N

Fields, roadsides, shale
barrens, railroad
embankments and waste
ground.

Veronica

peregrina ssp. peregrina

Neckweed

N

0

FACU-

Open woods, alluvial
banks, gardens and
waste ground.

Vitis

vulpina

Frost grape

N

1

FAC

Woods, thickets, rocky
slopes, roadsides and
sand dunes.
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Site Information
BHWP List #: 32382

PSI Community Name = Woods
Ecological Master Plan Community Name = Woods (in part, also
see "Floodplain Woods" PSI report)

State: PA
Zip code: 19027
Restoration: Yes (date: )

Plot Information
Plot Code

Plot Description

Site Summary
This list contains 88 plants, of which 60% are native to PA
Plant Stewardship Index

Total Mean C

Native Mean C

Floristic Quality Index

15.65

2.15

3.53

25.69

Bowman's Hill Wildflower Preserve is extremely grateful to the following persons for contributing their time and expertise so generously in assigning the Coefficients of
Conservatism, producing the checklist of species in the database, and other expert assistance. Pennsylvania: Janet Ebert, Jack Holt and Anne Rhoads New Jersey: Karl
Anderson, Emile De Vito, Ted Gordon, Tom Halliwell, Linda Kelly, Mary Leck, Bill Olson, Bill Rawlyk and Kathleen Strakosch Walz And of course for the invaluable guidance and
experienced advice of Dr. Gerould Wilhelm and Leslie Jones Sauer.
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Key to Index Header
PA CC

Pennsylvania Piedmont Coefficient of Conservatism

NJ CC

New Jersey Coefficient of Conservatism

N

Native

I

Introduced

na

Not on state list

*

Under consideration, or may not be enough specimen data

Wetland Indicator Definitions (Rhoads and Block)
OBL

Obligate Wetland Species

99%

FACW

Facultative Wetland Species

67-99%

FAC

Facultative Species

34-66%

FACU

Facultative Upload Species

1-33%

UPL

Obligate Upland Species

1%

Rank
NJ Rank

PA Rank

SX

Extirpated

PE

Endangered

S1

Critically imperiled

PT

Threatened

S2

Imperiled

PR

Rare

S3

Vulnerable

PX

Extirpated

SH

Historic

PV

Vulnerable

Elements documented from a single location within the
state.

TU

Tentatively Undertermined

.1

Assignment of Coefficients
0 to 3

Plants with a high range of ecological tolerances/found in a variety of plant communities

4 to 6

Plants with an intermediate range of ecological tolerances/associated with a specific plant community

7 to 8

Plants with a poor range of ecological tolerances/associated with advanced successional state

9 to 10

Plants with a high degree of fidelity to a narrow range of habitats

Methodology
1)

Compile a plant list of the species within the assessment area.

2)

Assign the Coefficient of Conservatism (CC) to each plant documented on the plant list.

3)

Calculate the Native Mean Coefficient value by totaling the CC’s and divide the sum by the number of native plant
species within the assessed area.

4)

OR Calculate the Total Mean Coefficient value by totaling the CC’s and divide by the sum of the total number of
plants (native and introduced) within the assessed area.

5)

Multiply the Native Mean Coefficient OR the Total Mean Coefficient by the square root of the total of the number of
native plant species

FQI = Native Mean C x Sqrt N

FQI =

Floristic Quality Index

PSI = Total Mean C x Sqrt N

PSI =

Plant Stewardship Index

N=
I=
Native Mean C =
Total Mean C =

Number of native species
Number of introduced species
Sum of Coefficients / N
Sum of Coefficients / N + I
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Genus

Epithet

Common Name

PA List

PA CC

Acer

negundo

Box-elder

N

2

FAC+

Low, moist areas, stream
banks, and floodplains.

Acer

palmatum

Japanese maple

I

0

N

Cultivated and
occasionally escaped to
disturbed woods.

Acer

platanoides

Norway maple

I

0

UPL

Cultivated and frequently
escaped to disturbed
woods, roadsides and
edges.

Acer

pseudoplatanus

Sycamore maple

I

0

N

Occasionally spreading
from cultivation to railroad
banks, waste ground and
urban woods.

Acer

saccharum var. saccharum

Sugar maple

N

5

FACU

Moist woods, wooded
slopes, ravines and
alluvial areas.

Ailanthus

altissima

Tree-of-heaven

I

0

FACU-

Disturbed woods,
roadsides, fencerows,
vacant lots and railroad
banks.

Alliaria

petiolata

Garlic-mustard

I

0

FACU-

Disturbed woods,
floodplains and waste
ground.

Allium

vineale

Field garlic

I

0

FACU-

Disturbed woods, fields
and lawns.

Ampelopsis

brevipedunculata

Porcelain-berry

I

0

N

Cultivated and
occasionally spreading to
rubbish dumps, roadside
thickets and railroad
banks.

Arisaema

triphyllum ssp. triphyllum

Jack-in-the-pulpit

N

3

FACW-

Moist woods, swamps and
bogs.

Athyrium

filix-femina var. angustum

Lady fern

N

3

FAC

Damp woods, swamps
and thickets, in subacidic
soils.

Berberis

thunbergii

Japanese barberry

I

0

N

Disturbed woods,
roadsides and hedgerows.

Botrychium

virginianum

Rattlesnake fern

N

5

FACU

Dry or moist, humus-rich
woods, in subacidic to
circumneutral soils.

Cardamine

impatiens

Bittercress; narrowleaf
bitter cress

I

0

N

Moist slopes.

Carex

amphibola var. rigida

Sedge; narrow-leaved
sedge

N

7

FAC

Dry to moist woods,
meadows and swales.

Carex

digitalis

Sedge; Slender woodland
sedge

N

4

UPL

Dry woods.

Carex

laxiflora

Sedge; loose-flowered
sedge

N

4

FACU

Low, rich woods.

Carex

rosea

Sedge; rose sedge

N

3

N

Dry to moist woods.

Carex

sparganioides

Sedge; Bur-reed sedge

N

3

FACU

Rich woods and meadows.

Carya

ovata

Shagbark hickory

N

5

FACU

Low, moist woods and
slopes, in rich soil.

Celastrus

orbiculatus

Oriental bittersweet

I

0

UPL

Disturbed woods, fields,
fencerows and edges.

Cercis

canadensis

Redbud

N

7

N

Wooded slopes and
ravines in dry to moist,
rich soils on limestone or
diabase.

Chelidonium

majus

Greater celandine

I

0

UPL

Moist soil of floodplains,
roadsides and gardens.

Circaea

lutetiana ssp. canadensis

Enchanter's-nightshade

N

2

FACU

Rocky, upland woods,
damp woods and
floodplains.

Clematis

terniflora

Sweet autumn clematis/
Yam-leaved Clematus

I

0

FACU-

Thickets, fencerows and
roadsides.

Commelina

communis var. communis

Asiatic dayflower

I

0

FAC-

Gardens, woods,
roadsides, stream banks
and disturbed ground.

Cornus

alternifolia

Alternate-leaved dogwood

N

5

N

Low, moist woods and
shaded ravines.

Cornus

florida

Flowering dogwood

N

5

FACU-

Rich, moist woods and
woods edges.
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Wetlands

Planted

Comments
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Common Name

PA List
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Cryptotaenia

canadensis

Honewort

N

2

FAC

Moist woods, wooded
stream banks and seeps.

Deparia

acrostichoides

Silvery glade fern

N

4

FAC

Damp woods and shaded
slopes, in humus-rich,
subacidic to circumneutral
soils.

Duchesnea

indica

Indian strawberry

I

0

FACU-

Woods, trails and waste
ground.

Epipactis

helleborine

Bastard hellebore

I

0

UPL

Woods, shaded roadsides
and thickets.

Erythronium

americanum

Yellow trout-lily

N

4

N

Moist woods, bottomlands
and meadows.

Euonymus

alatus

Winged euonymous

I

0

N

Cultivated and
occasionally naturalized in
disturbed woods, stream
banks, fencerows and
edges.

Euonymus

fortunei

Wintercreeper

I

0

N

Cultivated and
occasionally naturalized in
woods and wooded
floodplains.

Eupatorium

rugosum

White-snakeroot

N

2

N

Woods, meadows and
roadsides.

Fagus

grandifolia

American beech

N

6

FACU

A dominant tree of mature
forests on moist, rich soils.

Fraxinus

americana var. americana

White ash

N

1

FACU

Woods, fencerows and old
fields.

Geum

canadense var. canadense

White avens

N

1

FACU

Woods, stream banks and
roadsides.

Hackelia

virginiana

Beggar's-lice; virginia
stickseed

N

2

FACU

Dry to moist woods,
wooded slopes and
roadsides.

Hedera

helix

English ivy

I

0

N

Cultivated and
occasionally naturalized in
disturbed woods.

Hydrangea

arborescens

Sevenbark

N

7

FACU

Rich woods, slopes and
stream banks.

Ilex

crenata

Japanese Holly

I

0

N

Escaped from cultivation
to disturbed wooded areas

Juglans

cinerea

Butternut

N

3

FACU+

Lowland woods and rich,
wooded hillsides.NJ:
Floodplains.

Lactuca

biennis

Blue lettuce

N

1

FACU

Woods, stream banks,
roadsides and vacant lots
in moist, open soil.

Leersia

virginica

Cutgrass/White grass

N

2

FACW

Swamps or moist woods.

Lindera

benzoin

Spicebush

N

2

FACW-

A common component of
moist, rich woods.

Liriodendron

tulipifera

Tuliptree

N

2

FACU

A common forest tree of
rich woods.

Lonicera

japonica var. japonica

Japanese honeysuckle

I

0

FAC-

Disturbed woods, fields,
thickets, banks and
roadsides.

Lonicera

maackii

Amur honeysuckle

I

0

N

Cultivated and frequently
naturalized in disturbed
woods, thickets, old fields
and roadsides.

Matteuccia

struthiopteris

Ostrich fern

N

3

FACW

Moist, alluvial flats and
swamps, in circumneutral
soils.

Microstegium

vimineum

Stiltgrass

I

0

FAC

Moist ground of open
woods, thickets, paths,
clearings, fields and
gardens.

Onoclea

sensibilis

Sensitive fern

N

1

FACW

Marshes, swamps, moist
open woods and wet
meadows, in subacidic
soils.

Osmorhiza

longistylis

Anise root

N

4

FACU

Rich woods, moist
wooded slopes and
thickets.NJ: North jersey
inner coastal plain
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Oxalis

dillenii ssp. filipes

Southern yellow woodsorrel

N

1

N

Rich woods, diabase cliffs,
roadsides, waste ground,
and woodland edges.

Paronychia

canadensis

Forked chickweed

N

6

N

Open woods, in dry rocky
or sandy soil.

Parthenocissus

quinquefolia

Virginia-creeper

N

1

FACU

Woods, fields and edges.

Paulownia

tomentosa

Empress-tree

I

0

N

Cultivated, and frequently
escaped to roadsides,
railroad banks and woods
edges.

Phlox

divaricata ssp. divaricata

Wild blue phlox

N

8

FACU

Rich, deciduous woods.
NJ: rich floodplain, marl
ravine

Photinia

villosa

Photinia

I

0

N

Cultivated and rarely
escaped.

Phytolacca

americana

Pokeweed

I

0

FACU+

Forest openings, waste
ground and gardens.

Pinus

nigra

Austrian pine

I

0

N

Forest plantations and
other cultivated sites.

Poa

trivialis

Rough bluegrass

I

0

FACW

Cultivated and frequently
established in wet
meadows, swamps and
alluvial woods.

Podophyllum

peltatum

Mayapple

N

5

N

Moist woods.

Polygonatum

biflorum var. biflorum

Solomon's-seal

N

5

FACU

Deciduous woods, rocky
slopes and roadside
banks.

Polygonum

caespitosum

Cespitose Knotweed

na

Polygonum

virginianum

Jumpseed

N

2

FAC

Moist open woods,
floodplains and roadsides.

Prenanthes

altissima

Rattlesnake-root; tall white
lettuce

N

4

FACU-

Woods.

Prunus

avium

Sweet cherry

I

0

N

Woods margins and
fencerows.

Prunus

serotina

Wild black cherry

N

1

FACU

Woods and fencerows.

Quercus

alba

White oak

N

4

FACU

A dominant forest tree on
dry to moist sites.

Quercus

rubra

Northern red oak

N

4

FACU-

A dominant forest tree on
moist to dry sites.

Robinia

pseudoacacia

Black locust

I

0

FACU-

Open woods, floodplains,
thickets and fencerows.

Rubus

phoenicolasius

Wineberry

I

0

N

Roadsides, banks and
thickets.

Sanguinaria

canadensis

Bloodroot

N

3

UPL

Rich woods and roadside
banks.

Sanicula

canadensis

Canadian sanicle/ canada
black snakeroot

N

3

UPL

Rich woods, rocky
wooded slopes and
roadsides.

Sanicula

odorata

Yellow-flowered sanicle

N

5

FACU

Moist, rich woods.

Smilacina

racemosa

False solomon's-seal

N

5

N

Woods and shaded edges.

Smilax

pulverulenta

Carrion-flower/ Hairy
Carrion Flower

N

5

FACU

Moist woods and thickets.

Stylophorum

diphyllum

Celandine-poppy

I

0

N

All confirmed records
apparently naturalized
from cultivated sources.

Tilia

americana var. americana

Basswood

N

5

FACU

Rich woods.

Urtica

dioica ssp. dioica

Great nettle

I

0

FACU

Disturbed ground of thin
woods, floodplains and
edges.

Viburnum

opulus

Guelder-rose

I

0

N

Cultivated and
occasionally escaped to
woods, fields and
roadsides.

Viburnum

prunifolium

Black-haw

N

2

FACU

Woods, old fields, thickets
and roadsides.

Viburnum

sieboldii

Siebold viburnum

I

0

N

Cultivated and
occasionaly escaped to
disturbed woods and
stream banks.

Viola

pubescens var.
scabriuscula

Smooth yellow violet

N

6

N

NJ: Damp woods.
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Viola

sororia var. sororia

Common blue violet/
Confederate Violet

N

1

PA Rank

Wetlands
FAC-

Planted

Comments
Meadows and woods.

Vitis

vulpina

Frost grape

N

1

FAC

Woods, thickets, rocky
slopes, roadsides and
sand dunes.
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Site Information
BHWP List #: 32379

PSI Community Name = Floodplain Woods
Ecological Master Plan Community Name = Woods (in part, also
see "Woods" PSI report)

State: PA
Zip code: 19027
Restoration: Yes (date: )

Plot Information
Plot Code

Plot Description

Site Summary
This list contains 67 plants, of which 51% are native to PA
Plant Stewardship Index

Total Mean C

Native Mean C

Floristic Quality Index

6.98

1.22

2.39

13.75

Bowman's Hill Wildflower Preserve is extremely grateful to the following persons for contributing their time and expertise so generously in assigning the Coefficients of
Conservatism, producing the checklist of species in the database, and other expert assistance. Pennsylvania: Janet Ebert, Jack Holt and Anne Rhoads New Jersey: Karl
Anderson, Emile De Vito, Ted Gordon, Tom Halliwell, Linda Kelly, Mary Leck, Bill Olson, Bill Rawlyk and Kathleen Strakosch Walz And of course for the invaluable guidance and
experienced advice of Dr. Gerould Wilhelm and Leslie Jones Sauer.
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Key to Index Header
PA CC

Pennsylvania Piedmont Coefficient of Conservatism

NJ CC

New Jersey Coefficient of Conservatism

N

Native

I

Introduced

na

Not on state list

*

Under consideration, or may not be enough specimen data

Wetland Indicator Definitions (Rhoads and Block)
OBL

Obligate Wetland Species

99%

FACW

Facultative Wetland Species

67-99%

FAC

Facultative Species

34-66%

FACU

Facultative Upload Species

1-33%

UPL

Obligate Upland Species

1%

Rank
NJ Rank

PA Rank

SX

Extirpated

PE

Endangered

S1

Critically imperiled

PT

Threatened

S2

Imperiled

PR

Rare

S3

Vulnerable

PX

Extirpated

SH

Historic

PV

Vulnerable

Elements documented from a single location within the
state.

TU

Tentatively Undertermined

.1

Assignment of Coefficients
0 to 3

Plants with a high range of ecological tolerances/found in a variety of plant communities

4 to 6

Plants with an intermediate range of ecological tolerances/associated with a specific plant community

7 to 8

Plants with a poor range of ecological tolerances/associated with advanced successional state

9 to 10

Plants with a high degree of fidelity to a narrow range of habitats

Methodology
1)

Compile a plant list of the species within the assessment area.

2)

Assign the Coefficient of Conservatism (CC) to each plant documented on the plant list.

3)

Calculate the Native Mean Coefficient value by totaling the CC’s and divide the sum by the number of native plant
species within the assessed area.

4)

OR Calculate the Total Mean Coefficient value by totaling the CC’s and divide by the sum of the total number of
plants (native and introduced) within the assessed area.

5)

Multiply the Native Mean Coefficient OR the Total Mean Coefficient by the square root of the total of the number of
native plant species

FQI = Native Mean C x Sqrt N

FQI =

Floristic Quality Index

PSI = Total Mean C x Sqrt N

PSI =

Plant Stewardship Index

N=
I=
Native Mean C =
Total Mean C =

Number of native species
Number of introduced species
Sum of Coefficients / N
Sum of Coefficients / N + I
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Genus

Epithet

Common Name

PA List

PA CC

Acalypha

rhomboidea

Three-seeded mercury

N

0

FACU-

Wooded slopes, roadsides,
fields and waste ground.

Acer

negundo

Box-elder

N

2

FAC+

Low, moist areas, stream
banks, and floodplains.

Acer

platanoides

Norway maple

I

0

UPL

Cultivated and frequently
escaped to disturbed
woods, roadsides and
edges.

Acer

saccharinum

Silver maple

N

3

FACW

Moist woods, stream banks
and alluvium.North Jersey

Aegopodium

podagraria

Goutweed

I

0

FACU

Cultivated, also frequently
naturalized in fields,
thickets, disturbed woods
and roadsides.

Alliaria

petiolata

Garlic-mustard

I

0

FACU-

Disturbed woods,
floodplains and waste
ground.

Allium

oleraceum

Field garlic

I

0

N

Roadsides and alluvial
thickets.

Bidens

frondosa

Beggar-ticks

N

1

FACW

Moist, open ground,
stream banks and
roadsides.

Bromus

commutatus

Hairy chess

I

0

N

Fields, roadsides and
waste ground.

Cardamine

hirsuta

Hairy bittercress

I

0

FACU

Common weed of gardens,
lawns and stream margins
in moist soil

Celastrus

orbiculatus

Oriental bittersweet

I

0

UPL

Disturbed woods, fields,
fencerows and edges.

Cerastium

fontanum ssp. triviale

Common mouse-ear
chickweed

I

0

FACU-

A weed of cultivated
ground.

Cercis

canadensis

Redbud

N

7

N

Wooded slopes and
ravines in dry to moist, rich
soils on limestone or
diabase.

Cimicifuga

racemosa

Black snakeroot

N

5

N

Rich woods.

Commelina

communis var. communis

Asiatic dayflower

I

0

FAC-

Gardens, woods,
roadsides, stream banks
and disturbed ground.

Cornus

amomum ssp. amomum

Kinnikinik; silky dogwood

N

3

FACW

Moist woods, meadows,
old fields and swamps.

Dryopteris

intermedia

Evergreen wood-fern

N

4

FACU

Moist woods, shaded
slopes and swamp
hummocks, in humus-rich,
acidic to neutral soils.

Duchesnea

indica

Indian strawberry

I

0

FACU-

Woods, trails and waste
ground.

Erigeron

philadelphicus

Daisy fleabane/
philadelphia fleabane

N

1

FACU

Woods, edges, fields,
roadsides and lawns.

Euonymus

alatus

Winged euonymous

I

0

N

Cultivated and occasionally
naturalized in disturbed
woods, stream banks,
fencerows and edges.

Eupatorium

perfoliatum

Boneset

N

3

FACW+

Floodplains, swamps,
bogs, stream banks and
wet meadows.

Eupatorium

rugosum

White-snakeroot

N

2

N

Woods, meadows and
roadsides.

Eurybia

divaricata

White wood aster

N

3

N

Woods.

Geranium

carolinianum

Wild geranium

N

1

N

Fields, roadsides, and dry
woods.

Halesia

carolina

Carolina silverbell

I

0

N

Cultivated and rarely
spreading to disturbed
woods.

Humulus

japonicus

Japanese hops

I

0

FACU

Meadows, roadsides and
waste ground.

Juglans

nigra

Black walnut

N

2

FACU

Open woods and meadows
in moist, rich, alluvial soils.

Juncus

tenuis var. tenuis

Path rush

N

1

FAC-

Moist to dry, often heavily
compacted soil of woods,
fields, waste ground and
paths.
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Epithet

Common Name

PA List
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Ligustrum

obtusifolium

Obtuse-leaved privet

I

0

N

Cultivated and frequently
naturalized in disturbed
woods, thickets,
hedgerows and old fields.

Lindera

benzoin

Spicebush

N

2

FACW-

A common component of
moist, rich woods.

Lobelia

inflata

Indian-tobacco

N

0

FACU

Woods, old fields,
meadows and roadsides.

Lonicera

japonica var. japonica

Japanese honeysuckle

I

0

FAC-

Disturbed woods, fields,
thickets, banks and
roadsides.

Lonicera

maackii

Amur honeysuckle

I

0

N

Cultivated and frequently
naturalized in disturbed
woods, thickets, old fields
and roadsides.

Microstegium

vimineum

Stiltgrass

I

0

FAC

Moist ground of open
woods, thickets, paths,
clearings, fields and
gardens.

Morus

alba

White mulberry

I

0

UPL

Fencerows, woods edges
and waste ground.

Oenothera

biennis

Evening-primrose

N

1

FACU-

Cultivated fields, waste
ground and roadsides.

Onoclea

sensibilis

Sensitive fern

N

1

FACW

Marshes, swamps, moist
open woods and wet
meadows, in subacidic
soils.

Parthenocissus

quinquefolia

Virginia-creeper

N

1

FACU

Woods, fields and edges.

Physalis

subglabrata

Ground-cherry

N

2

N

Fields, waste ground,
hedgerows and limestone
uplands.

Phytolacca

americana

Pokeweed

I

0

FACU+

Forest openings, waste
ground and gardens.

Plantago

rugelii

Rugel's plantain

I

0

FACU

Meadows, wet pastures,
roadside banks and waste
ground.

Platanus

occidentalis

Sycamore

N

3

FACW-

Stream banks, low woods,
floodplains and alluvial
soils.

Platanus

x hybrida

London Plane

na

Poa

trivialis

Rough bluegrass

I

0

FACW

Cultivated and frequently
established in wet
meadows, swamps and
alluvial woods.

Polygonum

caespitosum

Cespitose Knotweed

na

Polygonum

cuspidatum

Japanese knotweed

I

0

FACU-

Stream banks, roadsides,
railroad banks and waste
areas.

Prunus

serotina

Wild black cherry

N

1

FACU

Woods and fencerows.

Ranunculus

ficaria

Lesser celandine

I

0

N

Naturalized in low woods,
floodplains and meadows.

Rosa

multiflora

Multiflora rose

I

0

FACU

Disturbed woods, pastures,
old fields, roadsides and
thickets.

Rubus

occidentalis

Black-cap/ Black Raspberry

N

1

N

Sandy or rocky woods,
wooded slopes and
thickets.

Rumex

crispus

Curly dock

I

0

FACU

Cultivated fields, roadsides
and waste ground.

Rumex

obtusifolius

Bitter dock

I

0

FACU-

Roadsides, woods and
moist, open ground.

Sambucus

canadensis

American elder

N

3

FACW

Woods, fields, stream
banks and moist roadsides.

Senecio

aureus

Golden ragwort

N

5

FACW

Moist fields, woods,
floodplains and roadsides.

Solanum

carolinense

Horse-nettle

I

0

UPL

Fields, roadsides and
sandy river banks.

Sonchus

asper

Spiny-leaved sow-thistle

I

0

FAC

Abandoned fields,
roadsides and waste
ground.

Stellaria

media

Common chickweed

I

0

N

A common weed of fields
and gardens.
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Toxicodendron

radicans

Poison-ivy

N

1

PA Rank

Wetlands
FAC

Planted

Comments
Open woods, roadside
thickets, fencerows and
edges.

Ulmus

americana

American elm

N

4

FACW-

Stream banks and
floodplains, in rich, alluvial
soil.

Ulmus

rubra

Red elm/ Slippery Elm

N

4

FAC-

Moist woods, stream banks
and floodplains in
circumneutral soils.

Urtica

dioica ssp. dioica

Great nettle

I

0

FACU

Disturbed ground of thin
woods, floodplains and
edges.

Verbena

urticifolia var. urticifolia

White vervain

N

1

FACU

Moist fields, meadows and
waste ground.

Veronica

arvensis

Corn speedwell

I

0

N

Woods, roadside banks,
meadows and lawns.

Veronica

serpyllifolia

Thyme-leaved speedwell

I

0

FAC+

Lawns, fields, meadows
and open woods.

Veronicastrum

virginicum

Culver's-root

N

8

FACU

Moist meadows, thickets
and swamps.

Viburnum

prunifolium

Black-haw

N

2

FACU

Woods, old fields, thickets
and roadsides.

Viola

sororia var. sororia

Common blue violet/
Confederate Violet

N

1

FAC-

Meadows and woods.
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Site Information
BHWP List #: 32380

PSI Community Name = Meadow
Ecological Master Plan Community Name = Wildflower Garden

State: PA
Zip code: 19027
Restoration: Yes (date: )

Plot Information
Plot Code

Plot Description

Site Summary
This list contains 46 plants, of which 63% are native to PA
Plant Stewardship Index

Total Mean C

Native Mean C

Floristic Quality Index

6.78

1.30

2.22

11.55

Bowman's Hill Wildflower Preserve is extremely grateful to the following persons for contributing their time and expertise so generously in assigning the Coefficients of
Conservatism, producing the checklist of species in the database, and other expert assistance. Pennsylvania: Janet Ebert, Jack Holt and Anne Rhoads New Jersey: Karl
Anderson, Emile De Vito, Ted Gordon, Tom Halliwell, Linda Kelly, Mary Leck, Bill Olson, Bill Rawlyk and Kathleen Strakosch Walz And of course for the invaluable guidance and
experienced advice of Dr. Gerould Wilhelm and Leslie Jones Sauer.
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Key to Index Header
PA CC

Pennsylvania Piedmont Coefficient of Conservatism

NJ CC

New Jersey Coefficient of Conservatism

N

Native

I

Introduced

na

Not on state list

*

Under consideration, or may not be enough specimen data

Wetland Indicator Definitions (Rhoads and Block)
OBL

Obligate Wetland Species

99%

FACW

Facultative Wetland Species

67-99%

FAC

Facultative Species

34-66%

FACU

Facultative Upload Species

1-33%

UPL

Obligate Upland Species

1%

Rank
NJ Rank

PA Rank

SX

Extirpated

PE

Endangered

S1

Critically imperiled

PT

Threatened

S2

Imperiled

PR

Rare

S3

Vulnerable

PX

Extirpated

SH

Historic

PV

Vulnerable

Elements documented from a single location within the
state.

TU

Tentatively Undertermined

.1

Assignment of Coefficients
0 to 3

Plants with a high range of ecological tolerances/found in a variety of plant communities

4 to 6

Plants with an intermediate range of ecological tolerances/associated with a specific plant community

7 to 8

Plants with a poor range of ecological tolerances/associated with advanced successional state

9 to 10

Plants with a high degree of fidelity to a narrow range of habitats

Methodology
1)

Compile a plant list of the species within the assessment area.

2)

Assign the Coefficient of Conservatism (CC) to each plant documented on the plant list.

3)

Calculate the Native Mean Coefficient value by totaling the CC’s and divide the sum by the number of native plant
species within the assessed area.

4)

OR Calculate the Total Mean Coefficient value by totaling the CC’s and divide by the sum of the total number of
plants (native and introduced) within the assessed area.

5)

Multiply the Native Mean Coefficient OR the Total Mean Coefficient by the square root of the total of the number of
native plant species

FQI = Native Mean C x Sqrt N

FQI =

Floristic Quality Index

PSI = Total Mean C x Sqrt N

PSI =

Plant Stewardship Index

N=
I=
Native Mean C =
Total Mean C =

Number of native species
Number of introduced species
Sum of Coefficients / N
Sum of Coefficients / N + I
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Genus

Epithet

Common Name

PA List

PA CC

Acalypha

rhomboidea

Three-seeded mercury

N

0

FACU-

Wooded slopes,
roadsides, fields and
waste ground.

Aegopodium

podagraria

Goutweed

I

0

FACU

Cultivated, also
frequently
naturalized in fields,
thickets, disturbed
woods and
roadsides.

Agrostis

gigantea

Redtop

I

0

FACW-

Cultivated and
frequently
established in moist
soil of fields,
roadsides and waste
ground.

Allium

vineale

Field garlic

I

0

FACU-

Disturbed woods,
fields and lawns.

Ambrosia

artemisiifolia

Common ragweed

N

0

FACU

Fields, meadows,
cultivated areas,
roadsides and waste
ground.

Asclepias

incarnata ssp.
incarnata

Swamp milkweed

N

4

OBL

Swamps, floodplains
and wet meadows.

Asclepias

syriaca

Common milkweed

N

1

FACU-

Fields, roadsides
and waste ground.

Asclepias

tuberosa

Butterfly-weed

N

6

N

Dry woods,
abandoned fields,
roadsides and shale
barrens.

Bidens

frondosa

Beggar-ticks

N

1

FACW

Moist, open ground,
stream banks and
roadsides.

Calystegia

sepium

Hedge bindweed

I

0

FAC-

Waste ground, fields
and woods edges.

Celastrus

orbiculatus

Oriental bittersweet

I

0

UPL

Disturbed woods,
fields, fencerows
and edges.

Conyza

canadensis var.
canadensis

Horseweed

N

0

UPL

Fields, roadsides,
railroad tracks and
waste ground.

Dactylis

glomerata

Orchardgrass

I

0

FACU

Fields, meadows
and roadsides.

Dryopteris

intermedia

Evergreen wood-fern

N

4

FACU

Moist woods,
shaded slopes and
swamp hummocks,
in humus-rich, acidic
to neutral soils.

Duchesnea

indica

Indian strawberry

I

0

FACU-

Woods, trails and
waste ground.

Elytrigia

repens

Quackgrass

I

0

FACU-

Fields, roadsides
and waste ground.

Erechtites

hieraciifolia

Fireweed

N

0

FACU

Fields, woods,
clearings and waste
ground.

Erigeron

annuus

Daisy fleabane

I

0

FACU

Fields, roadsides
and waste ground.

Eupatorium

dubium

Joe-pye-weed/ eastern joe-pye weed

N

6

FACW

Swamps, bogs,
calcareous marshes
and swales.

Eupatorium

rugosum

White-snakeroot

N

2

N

Woods, meadows
and roadsides.

Euthamia

graminifolia var.
graminifolia

Grass-leaved goldenrod

N

FAC

Fields, roadsides,
moist ditches or
shores.

Festuca

elatior

Fescue/Tall Fescue

I

0

FACU-

Roadsides, fields
and open ground.

Fraxinus

americana var.
americana

White ash

N

1

FACU

Woods, fencerows
and old fields.

Geum

canadense var.
canadense

White avens

N

1

FACU

Woods, stream
banks and roadsides.

Hemerocallis

fulva

Orange day-lily

I

0

UPL

Fields, roadsides,
stream banks,
floodplains and
woods edges.
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Hibiscus

trionum

Flower-of-the-hour

I

0

PA Rank

Wetlands
N

Planted

Comments
Cultivated fields,
stream banks and
dry, rocky ground.

Juglans

nigra

Black walnut

N

2

FACU

Open woods and
meadows in moist,
rich, alluvial soils.

Lactuca

serriola

Prickly lettuce

I

0

FAC-

Fields, woods, strip
mines, roadsides
and dumps.

Lepidium

virginicum

Poor-man's-pepper; pepper grass

N

0

FACU-

Roadsides and
waste ground, in dry,
open soil.

Lobelia

siphilitica

Great blue lobelia

N

5

FACW+

Swamps, moist
meadows, stream
banks and ditches.

Microstegium

vimineum

Stiltgrass

I

0

FAC

Moist ground of
open woods,
thickets, paths,
clearings, fields and
gardens.

Morus

alba

White mulberry

I

0

UPL

Fencerows, woods
edges and waste
ground.

Oenothera

biennis

Evening-primrose

N

1

FACU-

Cultivated fields,
waste ground and
roadsides.

Oxalis

corniculata

Creeping yellow wood-sorrel

I

0

FACU

Roadsides, fields,
pavement and
gardens.

Phleum

pratense

Timothy

I

0

FACU

Fields, meadows
and roadsides.

Plantago

lanceolata

English plantain

I

0

UPL

Lawns, roadsides,
old fields, clearings
and waste ground.

Poa

palustris

Fowl bluegrass Fowl Meadow-grass

N

5

FACW

Wet meadows,
shores and thickets.

Quercus

rubra

Northern red oak

N

4

FACU-

A dominant forest
tree on moist to dry
sites.

Rudbeckia

hirta var. hirta

Black-eyed-susan

I

0

FACU-

Fields, meadows
and roadsides.

Sorghastrum

nutans

Indian-grass

N

5

UPL

Moist or dry fields,
roadsides and
serpentine barrens.

Symphyotrichum

pilosum var. pilosum

Heath aster

N

2

UPL

Fields, open woods,
vacant lots and
roadsides.

Symphyotrichum

lanceolatum ssp.
lanceolatum var.
lanceolatum

Panicled aster

N

2

N

Moist fields,
roadsides,
floodplains or waste
ground.

Symphyotrichum

novae-angliae

New England aster

N

2

FAC

Fields, roadsides,
railroad tracks and
waste ground.

Toxicodendron

radicans

Poison-ivy

N

1

FAC

Open woods,
roadside thickets,
fencerows and
edges.

Tradescantia

virginiana

Spiderwort

N

4

FACU

Wooded slopes,
shale outcrops,
moist fields and
roadsides, also
cultivated.

Vitis

vulpina

Frost grape

N

1

FAC

Woods, thickets,
rocky slopes,
roadsides and sand
dunes.
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Township of Cheltenham
Montgomery County, Pennsylvania

Board of Commissioners
Jeffrey A. Muldawer, President
Michael J. Swavola, Vice President
Paul R. Greenwald
Charles D. McKeown
Harvey Portner
J. Andrew Sharkey
Morton J. Simon, Jr.

Administration Building
8230 Old York Road
Elkins Park, PA 19027-1589

Phone: 215887·1000
FAX:
215887-1561
Website: cheltenhamtownship.org

Township Manager
David G. Kraynik

November 26, 2008

Ms. Karen Galle, Manager
Historical Marker Program
Pennsylvania Historical and Museum Commission (PHMC)
Bureau for Historic Preservation
Commonwealth Keystone Building, 2nd Floor
400 North Street
Harrisburg, P A 17120-0093
Re:

Historical Marker Nomination for the former Cheltenham High School

7851 Montgomery Avenue, Elkins Park, PA 19027
Dear Ms. Galle:
On behalf of Cheltenham Township Board of COl1lIlllssioners and the Historical Commission, I am
pleased to transmit to your attention, a completed nomination package for PHMC's historical
roadside marker program. We are pleased to nominate the site of the former Cheltenham High
School being the first full four-year Township High School built in Pennsylvania for specific
purposes of being a high school, completed in 1906. The high school opened March 17, 1906 under
the name of Cheltenham High School, at High School Road and Montgomery Avenue in Elkins
Park and remained in use for school purposes for seventy-one (71) years until it closed in 1977.
The Township is nominating this property to secure a commemorative historic marker to denote the
location of the former high school. The site was acquired by the Township as permanent open
space in 1994. The prior school buildings have since been demolished and the 11.49-acre parcel
has been reclaimed as passive parkland for the enjoyment of the community.
The nomination packet includes twelve copies of the forms, photographs, maps and background
historical information. Furthermore, please be advised that the Township has committed the
necessary 50% percent matching funds for the marker should our nomination be approved by the
PHMC.

A Home Rule Charter Community

Ms. Karen Galle
November 26, 2008
Page 2

If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at the Township Administration Building,
(215) 887-6200, ext. 112.

Bryan T. Havir, P.P., AlCP
Assistant Township Manager
BTHIkli
Enclosures
cc: David G. Kraynik, Township Manager
Stephen Banks, Historical Commission Chair
John O. Hoover, Jr., Director of Parks and Recreation
Lawrence H. Curry, Pennsylvania General Assembly 154ih District
Janet Klein, PHMC Board Member

HISTORICAL MARKER NOMINATION FORM
This form is available for downloading online at www.phmc.state.pa.us.

Review Policies for Approval, and then complete this form. Please type or print, using font size
no smaller than 10 point.
1.

State name of person (include birth and death dates), event, or site to be commemorated.
Cheltenham High School

2.

Please use the space below to provide a historical overview and specify fully the
historical significance of the person, event, or site. Be sure to explain why this marker
will have meaning for people from the whole state or country, not just from your
own community. If of broader significance, be sure to describe the subject's
Pennsylvania connection. Be concise. Do not exceed the space provided.
In 1884, as Montgomery County was entering its second century, Principal George W.
Flounders of the Ashbourne School, made an exciting request ofthe Cheltenham School
Board -expand the school to a complete high school. It was 11 years before the
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania was to pass a law establishing township high schools. In
essence, Cheltenham planned Pennsylvania's first township high school. The Ashbourne
School, also known as the Union Avenue School, was built in 1872. It served the first
through eighth grades and was also used as the first high school from 1885, when
secondary grades were added one year at a time, until 1906.
The year 1896 saw a three-year high school program adapted, giving Cheltenham a nine
year grammar school program and then a three-year high school. In 1906, the transition to
a first class high school was completed by absorbing the ninth grade, which was being
taught in the Wyncote School, making it a full four-year high school. This was made
possible with the opening of a new high school on March 17, 1906, on an 11.49-acre
parcel at High School Road arid Montgomery A venue in Elkins Park. In essence, this was
the first township school in Pennsylvania built for the specific purpose of being a high
schooL
The school rcmained open for seventy-one (71) years until it was closed in 1977. The site
remained in use for a while by the School Board until it was sold and later abandoned.
The buildings were burned and ruined from demolition by neglect. The Township
acquired the 11.49-acre parcel in 1994 under the Montgomery County Open Space
Program for $1.1 million dollars. In 1995, the remaining buildings were razed and the
Township reclaimed the property for adaptive reuse as permanent public open space.
Today, the property is owned by the Township and maintained in partnership by an active
neighborhood citizen volunteer group known as the Friends of High School Park. Last
year, the Township acquired a planning grant from the Pennsylvania Department of
Conservation and Natural Resources (P ADCNR) to prepare a master site plan for
ecological restoration of the property, and through a community visioning process, it was
recommended that the Township apply for a state commemorative historical marker to
denote the location of the first public township school built in Pennsylvania for high
school purposes. Interestingly enough, the land was part ofthe William Penn grant in
1682 to Tobias Leech from Cheltenham, Gloucestershire, England.

','"

,

Pennsylvania Historical Marker Nomination Form

3.

Please provide a draft of the text for the marker. (Note: A final text will be written in
collaboration with PHMC staff.)
The first full four-year Township high school in Pennsylvania, built specifically for high
school purposes (grades 9-12), was opened on this site on March 17, 1906, known as
Cheltenham High School. It closed in 1977 and the property was acquired by the
Township in 1994 for permanent open space, known as High School Park.

4.

W"

approx. 40 words, approx. cost
Are you requesting a city type marker (27" x 41
$1350.00) or a roadside type marker (45W' x 45 3,4", approx. 70 words, approx. cost
$1800.00)?
)( Roadside type

5.

o City type

Bibliographical data
From what publications can further information be secured to
understand the. historical background, to evaluate historical significance, and to prepare a
proper marker text? (See attached references)

Ifcompleting this form as a Word document, you may delete the underlines or type over them using the
"insert" key on your computer keyboard.

Author: Alexander W. Scott
Title: "A History of Education in Cheltenham Township
Date & Publisher: Old York Road Historical Society Bulletin, Volume XL 1980
Ifthere is an additional published source you wish to reference, list it below.
Author: Historical Society of Montgomery County
Title: Historical Sketches ... "A Collection of Papers Prepared for the Historical Society
of Montgomery, PA, Volume III
Date & Publisher: Published by the Society of Norristown, PA, 1905
If the source of further information is an individual person,
please furnish his or her name and address.
Name: Mary Washington
Address: 371 East Church Road, Elkins Park, PA 19027
______________________________________

Phonenumber:~(2~1~5~)6~3=5~-3~5~2~7

Pennsylvania Historical Marker Nomination Form

If you wish to provide additional sources of infonnation, feel free to attach a list, utilizing
the above fonnat for referencing them. You are encouraged to attach copies of excerpts from
essential published or unpublished primary or secondary source material. This material
should support the overview you have written above, and verify your claims.
6.

Describe the suggested marker site. Are there any surviving features, built or
topographical, that relate to the proposed commemoration? (While survival of such
features is not a detennining factor in the approval of markers, a suggested marker should
be close enough to the site described to take advantage of any features that do survive. It
should also be located so as to maximize accessibility to the public.) Ifpossible, please
attach a photograph.
The current site is a 10-acre open space parcel with native trees and shrubs in the middle
of the Elkins Park neighborhood near the Elkins Park East Commercial District and
SEPTA Train Station.

7.

Provide infonnation on suggested marker site:

If completing this form as a Word document, you may delete the underlines or type over them using the
"insert" key on your computer keyboard.

County: Montgomery
Street address or intersection (town or city location): ("325 Main St. " or "southwest corner of
Main and Oak Streets ")

Northeast comer of High School Road at the Montgomery Avenue intersection
City: Elkins Park, Cheltenham Township, PA
Highway route number (for locations other than city streets): ("Pa. 322") Closed PA Route
No. is S.R. 611
Nearest town and distance in miles: ("2 miles east ofCenterville") 2'l1 miles east of Wyncote

If not a highway, identify closest highway route and give approximate distance from it:
(".5 miles south ofPa. 6 ")

'l1 mile east of P A S.R. 611
If the marker is suggested for placement inside a park, specify exact location within the
park: ("Adjacent to gazebo in Memorial Park; along Main Street side ofpark")
At the northeast comer of the park from the High School Road/Montgomery Avenue
intersection.

Pennsylvania Historical Marker Nomination Form

8.

Please provide information on yourself as preparer of this form:
Name: Bryan T. Havir
Address: 8230 Old York Road
City: Elkins Park

State: ---":...::...::.._ _ _ Zip: 19027-1589

Telephone: (215) . : . .88:: . .;7_-..:. .;10::. .; 0:. .; ;.0-,-"x'-"-'1;. .; ;1=2_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Fax Number: (215)=88"'-'7_-1;:..::5'-"6..;;..1_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
E-mail address: bhavir@che1tenham-township.org

If you are writing on behalf of an organization, please indicate your title and the name of
the organization ("PreSident, Eastern Historical Society ")
Cheltenham Tow
Yoursignarure:~~~~~~4A~---------------------------------------

Submission date:

November 26, 2008

Please submit your nomination (pages 4 to 7 only) without using cover, page protectors,
bindings, and other "presentation" materials.
Return twelve (12) copies of your completed nomination fonn and twelve (12) copies of any additional
supporting material to:
Historical Marker Program
Pennsylvania Historical and Museum Commission
Bureau for Historic Preservation
Commonwealth Keystone Building, 2nd Floor
400 North Street
Harrisburg, PA 17120-0093
If you have any questions about completing this fonn, please contact Karen Galle at
(717) 705-4266, or via email at:kgalle@state.pa.us.
If you are deaf, hard of hearing, or speech impaired and wish to contact a hearing person via Text
Telephone, you may use the PA Relay Center at 1-800-654-5984.
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OLD TIME SCHOOLS AND SCHOOL HOUSES.

hood at a cost of seventy ($70) dollars from E. A. & G. K.
Meneely, of Troy, New York. T'hisMeneely bell was taken
to Edge Hill school soon after that school was built in 1890.
There it now hangs in the cupola, greeting its generous dona
tors, and calling the ,boys and girls to their daily tasks on the
Pleasant Hill.
'
,

. This is the finest and most eligible !'-chool lot in the town
ship. It cost $1000. On this lot one room was built at first.
Additions have been made. to the building at different
times to accommodate the increased attendance, until now by
the addition of two new r00111S duriilg this summer there are
five large, comfortable, well lighted rOOI11S, besides an annex
capable of seating about thirty pupils.
In the points of location, arrangement and equipment it
is one of the finest properties which Cheltenham owns to-day.

LAMOTT SCHOOL.

During the civil war of 1861-5 the government established
a recruiting station ,and encampment on Cook's Hill, Wash
ington lane and Church road. In the course of time this camp
was transferred to what was later known as Camptown. Sev
eral regiments of colored soldiers were recruited tinder the
successful 111anagement of General Louis Wagner, who was in
command at both stations.
Edward M. Davis, Sr., owned the land where the last en
campment was located. Edward, with characteristic fertility
and enterprise, conceived the scheme of ::.tarting a tOWI1 ; he had
the tract laid out in town lots and put them up for sale. 'To
encourage purchasers, he offered as an extra incentive to guar
2ntee to establish and maintain' a school in town fOI' the ac
commodation of the children. He fulfilled his agreement with
the lot holders and built a frame school-house with two rooms
on the lower side of a thoroughfare now known as School
street.
In describing it afterward to the school directors he said
it looked like a "little Quaker Meeting House." In this build
ing he maintained a school for a while. Btit Camptown rapidly
increased in population, and it became incumbent on the direc
tors of the district to support a school at that place.
The number of pupils enrol1ed was about, thirty.
The
directors rented the building for so.me time, but finally bought
it, August 30, 1870. Soon this building and ground' became
entirely inadequate to accommodate the largely increased num
ber of pupils attending the school.
Seven years after the purchase of the "Quaker" looking
school; a fine lot of one and one-half a<;res was securec\ by the
school board at the corner of Wi\low and Sycamore avenues,
August 7, 1877.
',
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ASHBOURNE SCHOOL.

In 1873 two lots were purchased in Ashbourne for the
school distriet, one from J. Hamilton McDonald for $359, and
'one from Mathias Shoemaker for $550. Title to the lots was
pa5sed to the, Board on August 6, 1873. The Directors at
once proceeded to erect a one-story brick buildhlg on the
upper side of the lot, so placed as to admit of the building of
an addition if ever it should become necessary. This plan
was suggested by Robert B. Haines, who was one of the mem
bers of the Board. John Summerfield was given the con~
tract to build the house, with a hood over the door, for $1965.
He was urged to have the building finished before cold
weather.
CHELTENHAM HIGH SCHOOL.

The Cheltenham High School was opened in the Ash ..
bourne building in 1885. TI1e directors at the time were Ben
. jamin R. Myers, President; William H. Myers, Secretary;
... Robert Shoemaker; George D. Heist, Isaiah Drain. The first
. principal of the school was George W. Flounders. The course
then covered but one year's work. In 1887 the course was
·lengthenecl to two years, and in 1895 to a fnll three years'
course, thus giving the pupils the opportunity to prepare for
. college. within· the public schools. During the present year
(1900) the course has again been extended, not in point of years
.added, but by giving the pupils of the school a wider choice of
studies whereby they may fit themselves for various vocations.
For the establishment of this High SdIQol the chief credi~
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resolve the problem it was decided to buy land on Church Road from
Henry P. Birchall and William and Susanne Birchall for six hundred
dollars. This deed was dated November 14, 1859. The Middle School
building was sold and still stands today as a private home at 7860 Mill
Road.
On the land purchased from the Birchalls, the first Shoemaker
School was erected. At first the School Board continued to call it the
Middle School and later named it the Shoemakertown School after the
local community. Still later it changed to the Shoemaker School in
honor of Robert Shoemaker who served as a school director for many
years.
At the December 2, 1889, Board of Directors' meeting it was de
cided to purchase land across the street from the Shoemaker School
for the purpose of building a larger school. The price was $3,500 paid
to the estate of the late J. Francis Fisher.
Through the years the increasing population brought the need for
additions to the second Shoemaker School. However, in 1913 the
decreasing enrollment brought about its closing. At first the Beth
Jacob School rented the building and later it stood empty. In 1979 it
was demolished to make way for the construction of a new Elkins
Park Library.
The 1790 census had shown 620 inhabitants. In the next sixty
years the population doubled; the 1850 census showed 1,292 persons.
The decade between 1850 and 1860 showed the second greatest
percentage increase in Cheltenham's history. The population jumped
50 percent with the 1860 census showing 1,979 inhabitants. This was
primarily due to the expansion of the North Penn Railroad into Mont
gomery County including four stations in Cheltenham Township. No
longer were its contacts with Philadelphia merely based on its being an
outlet for farm and mill products. Now it was possible for people to
work in Philadelphia and live in Cheltenham. While during the re
maining decades of the nineteenth century some of its mills gained
recognition aro~nd the world, they were to eventually give way.to the
increasing residcmtial nature of the township. Many wealthy families
in the Philadelphia business community and prominent citizens has
tened this change by taking residence here.
In the years between 1860 and 1900 Cheltenham was to grow
from 1,979 to 6,154 inhabitants and five more school buildings were
to be erected.

Qne of the leading land developers immediately following the
Civil War was Edward M. Davis. He was the son-in-law of Lucretia
Mott. In an effort to encourage the purchase of homes in the Camp
town area, now called La Mott, he built his own school for the
children of the new home owners. On January 6, 1868, he requested
the School Board to appoint a teacher. They immediately investigated
the situation and on the following week agreed to rent the building for
$7.50 a month and employ a teacher. The school opened February 3,
1868.
Before the year was over Edward Davis offered to sell the school
to the district for $2,500. After nearly a year of negotiations the
school was finally purchased in August of 1870 for $1,400. Due to the
increased growth of the La Mott community a new school was opened
at Willow and Sycamore avenues in November 1879 aqd continued
there until its closing in 1940. The building still serves the community
as the La Mott Community Center.
In August of 1873 two lots were purchased on Union Avenue in
the village of Ashbourne from J. Hamilton and Rosa MacDonald and
Mathias and Sarah Shoemaker. These purchases were to be the most
important in the educational development of Cheltenham Township.
On the site of these two purchases the Ashbourne School was built and
opened in 1880. At that time all of Cheltenham schools, as did all
township schools in Pennsylvania, consisted of grades 1-9. In 1884 as
Montgomery Cpunty was enterin.g its second century the principal of
the school, George W. Flounders, made an exciting request of Chel
tenham's School Board to expand the school to a complete high
school. This was eleven years before the state was to pass a law estab
lishing township high schools. Thus, Cheltenham became one of the
first, if not the first, township high school in Pennsylvania. The deci
sion to take this farsighted step was made at the December 7, 1884,
School Board meeting. In June 1885 the first four students of the one
year "advanced course" were graduated - Kathryn E. Murphey,
Anna L. Fenton, Gertrude Howard, and Robert S. Summers. One
year graduations took place until 1889 when a second year was added.
The twelve graduates of the 1894 class were the first to receive di
plomas. Also, the first yearbook issued by Cheltenham High was by
. the class of 1894. "Again we are firsU" the preface of the yearbook
. proudly proclaimed.
The year 1896 saw a three-year high school program adopted now

I~
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giving Cheltenham a nine-year grammar school program and then a
three-year high school. This enabled the students to prepare them
selves for college. While most of the graduates during this period at
tended local Pennsylvania colleges it should be noted that Aubrey
Bowser. a 1903 graduate from the LaMott community, was Chelten
ham's first student to attend Harvard.
During these early years the major development in the high
school curriculum was the introduction of the general course or what
was later called the commercial course. Bookkeeping, shorthand, and
typing were introduced into the school program.
In 1906 the transition toa first class high school was completed
by absorbing the ninth grade, which was being taught in the Wyncote
School, and making it a full four-year high school. This was made
possible with the opening of ane1N high school on,M.l:\rch 17, 1906"at
High School Road and Montgomery Avenue'{elt-was the first township
school in Pennsylvania built for the specific purpose of being a high
. ,school.
~he site was chosen because it was centrally located and a short
9istance from the Elkins Park train station. Jrains were the main
means of transportation for students in the, eastern and western parts
of the township, In 1903 the school district had the foresight to
establish a district transportation system for those high school
students who lived at points too distant frqm the school. Unfortun
ately, during the 1908-9 school year the Montgomery County court
ruled it illegal for a school district to fund the transportation of its
pupils. It was a few years later before they were once again legally able
to transport their students.
With the opening of the new high school three courses of study
were offered - college preparatory, normal preparatory, and com
mercial. Besides a full selection of minor courses a college preparatory
student was offered the following major courses: algebra, plane geom
etry. solid geometry, trigonometry, Latin, German, Greek, American
literature, English literature, American history, English history,
Greek and Roman history, geology, botany, zoology, chemistry, and
physics.
Atthe June 7, 1897, School Board meeting another major educa
tional step was taken with the appointment of Charles A. Wagner as
Cheltenham's first supervising principal. His leadership was recog
nized, and four years later, at a special meeting on May 7, 1901, he

became the first superintendent. With the 1900 census showing a
population over six thousand the decision was also made at this
meeting to reorganize as an independent school district.
During this time three other grammaqschools were built. In 1890,
on land purchased from George D. Heist, the-Edge Hill School was
built on Limekiln Pike near the old Montier Cemetery. The growth of
the local iron-ore industry had brought an increase of the population
in the Edge Hill village area. The school closed in 1940 as a result of
decreasing enrollment, and in 1948 was sold to the Knights of Colum
bus. who still occupy it.
With the Harmer Hill School being moved in 1853, the Wyncote
community was the only one in the township without a public school.
Many of the local children attended the Chelten Hills School, a private
school operated by the Heacock family. The urgent need for a public
school necessitated the renting of space in the Smith's home at the cor
ner of Greenwood and Fernbrook avenues. The first class was held on
September 17, 1894, with thirty-seven pupils and Florence Ridpath as
teacher. One of the pupils was the poet Ezra Pound who lived on
Fernbrook A venue and whose father was later to serve on the school
board. Pound received all his schooling in Cheltenham public and
private schools; at Chelten Hills School, Wyncote School, Chelten
ham 'Military Academy, and Cheltenham High School.
On September 2, 1895, the Wyncote School opened on Green
wood Avenue at Walt Lane and was used until September 15, 1948,
when a new Wyncote School opened at the corner of Rices Mill and
Church roads. The old school was first used by the Montgomery
County Christian School then briefly as the Alternative East High
School. It remained empty for a few years and now serves as an office
for an insurance company.
In September 1907 the Glenside School was to open on land pur
chased from George D. Heist, Jr., on Easton Road near the present
site of the Glenside Post Office. The building was not ready for the
1907-8 school year, and the board decided not to rush construction.
The children from the now closed Audenried School attended school
in the local Baptist Church. On September 7, 1908, the Glenside
School building officially opened. It served the community for forty
eight years and closed its doors in June 1956. It was briefly used by the
Oak Lane Country Day School and eventually demolished to make
t way for a new post office. The new Glenside School opened Septem
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High School and Ogontz Park Ecological Master Plan
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Figure 5.16
Trail Connection Diagram indicating the portion of the proposed trail at High School Park.
TooJumy C,eek PaTkway T,ail Maste, PIim, Heritage Consuvancy, 1999

Sigllage (Identificatio1l, Orielltati01l, Wt{V-Fimli.llg, I1lterpretatiOIl!Ellllcatioll, Regulatio1l/
Safety)
New identification, orientation, way-finding, regulatory/safety and educational interpretive
signage should be provided throughout High School Park, as well as Ogontz Park.
Identification signage or kiosks should be used at main park entrances to announce the park
and foster park identity. Information posting areas should be provided as part of the
identification signs at primary park entrances to inform visitors of changing community
activities and events and volunteer opportunities in the park
Orientation signage should include key feature map(s) of the park and should include a typical
"You are Here" notation.
Way-finding signage should include maps of pedestrian circulation routes. These can be
located throughout the park to assist visitors in navigating. Other way-finding signs can be as
simple as descriptions with pointing arrows or color coded trail markers placed on trees.

Forbes Environmental & Land Use Planning
AMEC Earth & Environmental & RE1TEW
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High School and Ogontz Park Ecological Master Plan
Preliminary Draft, October 2008

Photos 5.25A-5.25B
Example of directional signage and color coded trail marker
RETTEW

Regulatory sign age should be located at all points of entry to the park and include rules and
instructions for park use. They should include such information as park hours of operation,
rules and regulations, and pet etiquette. Locations of dog waste stations should coincide with
the locations of regulatory signs and could be combined into one signage unit In order to
facilitate compliance with regulations pertaining to use of the park by dogs, the Township
should consider a maintenance schedule for the dog waste stations to insure that they are filled
with waste bags and working properly. Regulatory signage related to dog waste should contain
verbiage regarding the environmental impacts of dog waste on the park: ecosystems.

Forbes Environmental & Land Use Planning
AMEC Earth & Environmental & RETFEW
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Photo 5.20
Example of Regulatory Signage
RETTEW

Interpretive signage conveys the cultural and natural history of the site to park visitors. The
interpretive signage system should be easily identifiable but not obtrusive. Interpretive signage
at High School Park should evolve from a few good overarching themes. The following
themes are recommended:
• Use of the area by native peoples (Lenape & Post Colonial)
• History of the site as the location of the Cheltenham High SchooL
• Importance of the site as open space and ecology of the site and its succession back to
native habitat.
These themes should be illustrated by signage that is predominantly graphic in nature,
providing short, comprehendible histories or descriptions of the location, accompanied by
illustrations and/or photography.
The following are recommendations for interpretive sign placement and content (See Map #2):
•
•
•

Adjacent to Tookany Creek (Forested Floodplain) - Plant communities, significance
of riparian zone; stream restoration.
Butterfly Garden (Wildflower Meadow) - Butterfly life cycle- use of plants; highlight
specific plant species.
Woodland - Plant communities and succession, plants used by Native Americans,
Invasive plant species.
Forbes Environmental & Land Use Planning
AMEC Earth & Environmental & REITEW
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•

Meadow· Plant comnllmities, history of Cheltenham High School.

Photo 5.21
Example ofInterpretive Signage
RETTEW

Because of the historical significance of the Park as the site of the High School, it is
recommended that the Township work with Cheltenham Township Historical Commission and
Old York Historical Society to acquire an historical marker and/or State Historical Marker
designating High School Park as the site of the first Township school in Pennsylvania built
specifically to be a fout year high school. (See Appendix G-Historical Sketches-A Collection
of Papers prepared for the Historical Society of Montgomery County, 1905 and Old York
Historical Society Bulletin., 1980.)

Forbes Environmental & Land Use Planning
AMEC Earth & Environmental & REITEW
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Photo 5.22
Example of Historical Marker
RETTEW

The quality of the all signage should enhance the visual impact of the park for visitors,
sUITOlmding neighborhoods and the Elkins Park Commercial District and turify the park's
boundaries. Due to the park's proximity to the proposed Elkins Park Streetscape Project (See
Elkins Park Streetscape Enhancement Plan by KMS Design Group, LLC and Carroll
Engineering Corporation, April 11, 2006), it is recommended that signage for each project
coordinate in form or materials. Cheltenham Township should work closely with the designers
of the Elkins Park Streetscape Project, as well as The Friends of High School Park, as
decisions are made regarding signage design.
All signage for High School Park and Ogontz Park should coordinate and have an identifiable
design theme. The arched pediment and roundel (small round window in the pediment) over
the main entrance to the old Cheltenham High School, once located where the meadow now
grows, provides design inspiration for park signage that recalls the architectural details of the
High School and establishes a link to the past. A consistent brnnding/logo design should be
adopted for use not only on signage but for print and web publications. The roundel, combined
with a native plant motif may serve as a logo for High School Park. The abundant use of
Wissahickon Schist in walls throughout both High School Park and Ogontz Park provides
inspiration for sign and entry feature materials.

Forbes Environmental & Land Use Planning
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PhotoS.23
Architectural features of the High School and abundant
Wissahickon Schist walls serve as inspire for signage design.
HS Park Ablmni Website (left) & REITEW(rigkt)

FigureS.2
Conceptual primary entrance sign
Rending by RETTEW

Identification, orientation and way-finding signage should be organized into a hierarchy or
"sign family," to include, primary entrance signs, secondary entrance signs, trail identification
signs, regulatory signs, directional signs and trail markers.

Forbes Environmental & Land Use Planning
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Picture 5.24
Sign Family
Rending by RE1TEW

Way-finding signs will enable visitors to find the park, its entrances, navigate the trail system
and find park features and amenities. To promote the use of High School and Ogontz Park,
new directional signage should be erected at key Township intersections to point residents and
visitors in the direction ofHigh School Park (See Map #2, Section 7.0).
Because the two parks serve as anchors for the Elkins Park Commercial District, signage along
the extent of High School road should reflect Commercial District signage as described in the
Cheltenham Township Design Guidelines for the Streetscape Enhancement Project
(Cheltenham Township Design Guidelines, Streetscape Enhancement Project, Cloud Gehshan
Associates, 2004). Signage at Church Road and High School Road should include way-fmding
to the parks and Elkins Park Commercial District. For that portion of High School Road, the
Township should consider upgrades to pedestrian light standards which should contain
commercial district signage. In addition, Elkins Park Commercial District barmers should be
installed along the length ofHigh School Road to Church Road (See Map #2, Section 7.0).
The Township should consider changing the proposed blue background of the Elkins Park
Commercial District logo and banner with green and replace the green background of the
Glenside logo and barmer with blue. This was recommended in the Cheltenham Township
Design Guidelines fer the Streetscape Enhancement (Cheltenham Township Design
Guidelines, Streetscape Enhancement Project, Cloud Gehshan Associates, 2004) and is
recommended here as well.

Forbes Environmental & Land Use Planning
AMEC Earlh & EnviranmenfLll & RETTEW
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SCHOOL DISTRICT OF CHELTENHAM TOWNSHIP
ADMINISTRATION BUILDING
2000 Ashbourne Road. Elkins Park, PA 19027-1100.215-886-9500. Fax: 215-884-6929
WILLIAM N. KIEFER, MD., Superintendent
DARLENE G. DAVIS, Ed.D., Assistant Superintendent

NoveD1ber24,2008

Ms. Karen Galle, Historical Marker Grant Manager and Grant Maintenance
Historical Marker PrograD1
.
Pennsylvania Historical and Museum CoD1D1ission (PHMC)
Bureau for Historic Preservation
COD1D1onwealth Keystone Building, 2nd Floor
400 North Street
Harrisburg, PA 17120-0093

Re: Historical Marker Grant Program
Dear Ms. Galle:

On behalf of the School District of CheltenhaD1 Township, it is D1y understanding that CheltenhaD1
Township and the Historical CoD1D1ission will be filing a historic D1arker application to PHMC to
COD1D1eD1orate the site of a first full four-year Township High School built in Pennsylvania for specific
purposes of being a high schooL COD1pleted in 1906, opened March 17, 1906 under the naD1e of
CheltenhaD1 High School The high school was located on a 10-acre property at High School Road and
MontgoD1ery Avenue in Elkins Park and reD1ained in use for school purposes for seventy-one (71) years
until it closed in 1977.
On behalf of the School District of CheltenhaD1 Township, I support the Township's efforts in noD1inating
this property and securing a COD1D1eD1orative historic D1arker to denote the location of the fonner high
school. The site has been acquired by the Township as pennanent open space in 1994. The prior school
buildings have since been deD10lished and the 10-acre parcel has been reclaimed as passive parkland for
the enjoyment of the COD1D1unity.

Again, on behalf of the School District of CheltenhaD1 Township, I urge PHMC to support this
COD1D1eD1orative state historical D1arker application.
Sincerely,

WilliaD1 N. Kiefer, Ed. D.
Superintendent of Schools

PARKS AND RECREATION DEPARTMENT
8230 Old York Road

•

Elkins Park. Pennsylvania 19027 ' .

(215) 887-1000

November 24,2008
Ms: Karen Galle
Historical Marker Grant Manager and Grant Maintenance
Historical Marker Program
Pennsylvania Historical and Museum Commission (PHMC) ,
Bureau for Historic Preservation
Commonwealth Keystone Building, 2nd Floor
400 North Street
Harrisburg, PA 17120-0093

Re: Historical Marker Grant Program
Dear Ms. Galle:
On behalf of the Cheltenham Parks and Recreation Department, it is our understanding
that Cheltenham Township and the Historical Commission will be filing a historic marker
application to PHMC to commemorate the site of a first full four-year Township High ,
. School built in Pennsylvania for specific purposes of being a high school, completed in
'1906, opened March 17, 1906 under the name of Cheltenham High SchooL The high
school was located on a 1Q-acre property at High School Road and Montgomery Avenue
in Elkins Park and remained in use for school purposes for seventy-one (71) years until it
closed in 1977.
Our department supports the Township's efforts in nominating this property and securing'
a commemorative historic marker to denote the location of the' former high school. The
,site has been acquired by the Township as permanent open space in 1994. The prior
school buildings have since been demolished and the lO-acre parcel has been reclaimed
as passive parkland for the enjoyment ofthe community. This site has been a work in
progress to eliminate all invasive plants and shrubs by the Friends of High School Park
, ,and the Township. Thousands of volunteer hours have been spent improving this park
land and the environment to provide a natural outdoor educational site for our
, commuhity.
. ,
, Again, on behalfofour department, we urge PHMC to support this commemorative· state '
historical marker application.

..

Si~Y: ~

.

J~::nirector Parks and Recreation

C1!QrltruQum WOntUSQip

fAlistnritttl <t!nmmissinu
8230 Old York Road • Elkins Park. Pennsylvania 19027-1589
Phone: (215) 887-1000
Fax: (215) 887-1561
THE WAlt- HOUSE-- I'-U

November 20, 2008

Ms. Karen Galle,
Historical Marker Grant Manager and Grant Maintenance
Historical Marker Program
Pennsylvania Historical and Museum Commission (PHMC)
Bureau for Historic Preservation
Commonwealth Keystone Building, 2nd Floor
400 North Street
Harrisburg, PA 17120-0093

Re: Historical Marker Grant Program
Dear Ms. Galle:
On behalf of the Cheltenham Township Historical Commission, it is our understanding
that Cheltenham Township will be filing a historic marker application to PHMC to
commemorate the site of a first full four-year Township High School built in
Pennsylvania for specific purposes of being a high school, completed in 1906, opened
March 17, 1906 under the name of Cheltenham High School. The high school was
located on a 10-acre property at High School Road and Montgomery Avenue in Elkins
Park and remained in use for school purposes for seventy-one (71) years until it closed in
1977.
On behalf of the Historical Commission, we support the Township'S efforts in
nominating this property and securing a commemorative historic marker to denote the
location of the former high school. The site has been acquired by the Township as
permanent open space in 1994. The prior school buildings have since been demolished
and the I O-acre parcel has been reclaimed as passive parkland for the enjoyment of the
community. Again, on behalf ofthe Historical Commission, we urge PHMC to support
this commemorative state historical marker application.
Sincerely,

Stephen Banks
Chairman of the
Cheltenham Township Historical Commission

Photographs depicting the former Cheltenham High School in 1994. The buildings were razed in 1995 and the
property was converted to passive open space. Photographs taken by Township Staff in 1994.
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Photographs depicting the former Cheltenham High School in 1994. The buildings were razed in 1995 and the
property was converted to passive open space. Photographs taken by Township Staff in 1994.
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